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FOREWORD

The very large, complex testing progfam required for the study,'

involving several tnousand children 'in each Country, could not have

been carried out with the accuracy and crmpleteness which were so
vitally necessary, without the extremely haru, thoughtful,-dedicated
effort of the researcH staff in each of the participating centers.
Thereafter, the development of truly uniform scoring systems for the
many instruments and the actual scoring of thousands of protocols

were also ttie product of these researcners, led by the principal

investigators. It scarcely dges justice to their conscientious,
deeply insightful wcA merely to-list their names.' But that, at

least, must be done, as a very'small token of the gratitude each one
of them so richly deserves. Station by station, here are the p ple

who carried out the work of the study. 7

Sao Paulo, Brazil

Prof. Arrigo L. Angelini,,Principal Investightbr
Mrs. Hebe R. C.-Angelinii.Research Assistant
Mrs. Geraldina Witter,_Research Assistant
Mr. Fernando B. LoMonaco, Research Assistt
Miss Maria Helena S.,Patto, Research'Assiitipant

Mr. Anoonio P. Agatti, Research Assistant
Mrs. Carmen S. Andalo, Research Assistant
Mr. komeu M. Almeida, Research Assistant
Miss QutlitaR. Correa, Secretary
X. Luiz T. Aragao, Data Clerk
Mrs. Wilma A. Gebara, Data Clerk 1

/e

ir Mexico City,. Mexico

'Dr. Rogelio Diaz-Guerrero; Principal InvLstigacor
Dr. Luis Lara Tapia, Sub - Director,. of Research,

PSIC. Maria Luiaa Morales, Senior Research Assistant
and Field Work-Supervisor

Dr. Rene Ahuadda, Senior Research Assistaat
PSIC. Isabel R. De Ahumada, Senior Research Assistant
?SIC. Ma. De La Luz Fernandez, Senioz Research Assistant
Miss Alicia Velazquez M., Junior Research Agsistant
PSIC. Raul Bianchi, Junlot Research Assistant

',SIC. Pedro Diaz G., Junior Research Assistaat
PSIC. Graciela Diaz G., ,Junior Research Assistant
Miss SilVia Diaz G., Junior Research Assistant
PSIC. Brenda M. ReY,Regls, Juhior Research Assistant,
Mr. Raul Tenorio, Junior. Research- Assistant
Mrs. Consuelo Fernandez De Limon, Secretary
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"London, England

.
.

Dr. Kenneth M. Miller, Principal Investigator
. ,

Mks. 'argaret Miller, Senior Investigator
. S. Spensley, Research Assistant.
'sgue Petrie, Research Assistant
John Marshall, Research Assistant,
Ki Kirsner, Research Assistant

\rgaret Boyd, Research Assistant
Elizabeth Stewartson, Research AssistanN.

.
Pamela Williams, Research Assistant
Elizabeth Boyd, Researob Assistant
Elizabeth Leffman, Secretary,
M. Pienderleith, Data' -Clerk .

West Germany

L

Dr. Walther Jaide, Principal Investigator, Hannover
Dr. Franz Weinert, Principal Investigator, Heidelberg.
Dr. Rolf Piquardt, Principal Investigator, Koblenz
Di. Barbara Hill*, Hannover
Mr. Lothar Quack, Heidelberg

Milano, Italy

Dr. M. CesalBianchi, Principal Idvestigator
Dr. P. Calegari, Research Assiptant
tr. Laura gcalera, Research Asbistant
Dr. Brascci, Research Assistant

Dr. D. Gallotti, Research Assistant
Dr. M. Polizzi, Research Assistant
Mr. R. Noe, Part-time Collaborator
Mr. L. Pliteri, Part-time Collaborator
Miss V. Savoia, Part-time Collaborator
Mr" M. Libutti,Tart-time Collaborator
Mr. W. Di Chio,'Secretary
1.0,k. L. Penck,-Setrerary

Mr. M. Zamberletti,'Secretary
Mrs. F. Cavalli, Secretary'
Mrs. G.Lupatin, Secretary
Mrs. M. Zamberletti, Data Clerk
Miss M; Zamberletti, Data Clerk
Miss L. Schilton, Data Clerk
Mrs. R.*Sinisi, Data Clerk
Miss ft Ricci, Data Clerk
Mrs. Pandiani, Data Clerk
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Ljubljana, Yugoslavia

Dr. Leon Zormap, Principal Investigator
4 Dr...Ivan ?olicic, Prin50a1 Investigator

Chicago? Illinois, U.S.A.
4
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COPING STYLES AND, ACHIEVEMENT:

A CROSS- NATIONAL STUDY OF SCHOOL CHILDREN

ABSTRACT
,

I
Prior to the 1950's, psychological t,teory dealt almost exclusively

with maledtiptive tlehavlor: Since then, 6onsiderabl,T effort has gone,-
into defining what Constitutes adaptive behavior; or competence. This',

e1116t

"study undertook to develop an improved co_ al system for explain"-
ing.effective behavior: .446 build reliab.1 l asures of the components'of
that behavior; to develOp and apply the measures internationally; and
to validate the measures and concepts against.objective criteria of
chievement.

--

Such a conceptual s).steMi'llas built by an eight-nation team. It

defined three sets. of components.af effective behavior: a sequence pf, -

coping actrons, or skills; feelings and'attitUdes that facilitate.
effectiveness; and the intentity pf, motivation and the.ISarticular kinds
of motives for performing effectively. It postulated-that these eleMents
are attained separkely, though' interactively, in five areas 'of behaiiiipr:

achievement, peer-relations, authority riilations, and mdiaging anxiety
and coping Jrith:agression'. Project W, self-leport, and peer rating
instruments Were developed in international conferences, wittrsezantical-

equivalent editions in English,__Wman, Japanese, Brdzilian Portuguese,
_Slovenian and Mexican Spanistandardized achievement tests and the .4

Rayed aptitude test wereIlsdktOsed. All butYone of the instruments
prcied reliable. (The exception showed considerable validity, warrant-
ing further effort to improve it.) 'The instruments were given to 800
boys and girlsafage 10 and'14, upper-middle and skilled working class,
fin equal numbers, in 1965, in Sao Paulo, London, Milano,-Tokyo, Mexico

. City, Austin, Texas, a pair' of communities near Chicago, Illinois, and
,Ljubljana. In 2,968, one'Instrument was dropped, two waadded, and
the'stUdy was redated on a new, similar sample of 400 in each site,
now ,including Hannover, Heidelberg and Kotileez, West Germany. (Actually,
about 18,000:childrein were tested in the two years, to fill the ,exact
requirements of the sampling design.)

_Recently, advances in research technology and renewed funding
made it possible to factOr'analyze each instrument in each natiehar ,

(and age) sample, then to perform multiple iegrOssion analyses to
the power of the coping and motivation meacures to predict schiol
achievement, beyond the effects of aptitude, as well as'the effects

,dhared with aptitude.' The factors were also compared across cohorts
within each country, and across countries, tcelidentlfy universal and
countryspecific clusters of coping components, and to assess their
stability over time.

the conoptual system was suppwtted, first, by a strong inter-
.

national consensus (.84) that developed over threed,yearsas to what
constitutes the sequence of steps in effective coping behavior:

lA

ti
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(1) confronting the pioblem, (2) engaging in action to solve. it. (3)
initiating that action,4rneself, (4) doing it without unsolicited aid
or advice, (5 conceiving of the ultimate solution, oneself, (6)
implementing hat.idea, oneself, (7) persisting to a satisfactory

,conclusion ( r recognition that the situation is genuinely unsolvable),
(8) achieving an-effective solution. Further support came from
findings that five Sentence Completion coping skill factors were common
to alls.countries, and that effective coping did include, at least,
confronting and engaging problems; and, as the theory also postulated,
showing neutral or positive feelings in the process. Another instru-
ment showed cofing and defensiveness to be separate and largely opposite,_
as postulated.

t

The regression findings futther,supported Oe theory, and the
validilty of the instruments. Overall, the coping/motivation measures
showed more power to predict achievement, both alone andAn conjunction

t with aptitude, than almost any previous non-cognitive measuxes have
shown. Coping skills did significantly affect achievement; and skill
in thj other areas of behavior also affected achievement. Defensive
behavior had adverse affects, alrost every%7here.

.

Strength of motivation& especially educational aspiration level,c.
proved a powerful,. universaPpredictor of achievement. Most young 4

,people seem to evaluate their' own academic skills realistically, and
match their ambitions to their skills.

° The kinds of motives for working also significantly predicted
achie,,ement, but idiosyncratically in each country, llost countries'had
a distinctive national,profile of valued career-rew(rds that was stable
over time.

Two topics that appear wortiv of further research are: the postlble
causal linkAessoetween national styles of coping and motivation, and
national patterns of economic growth; and,a longitudinal study of persons
from c1-41d,'Io.aduAthood to determine the continuity of coping skills
andmotives adult life, and their effects on career choice and

.career!ef ss. (Such' a study is now,underway in Austin, Texas.)

-Thamany diverse patterns in the present data illustrate the

importance of adOpting Kurt Lewin's view of NUman life as a multivariate,
inter'active procest whose lawful regularities cannot be explained by
oversimplified gANal. "Laws" of behavior, but only bya Person-Environ-
ment-Interaction mo el. While the preSent'evidence almost all supports

d the general idea that indepedent coping skills and the motivation to
use them are important for effective achievement, it equally illustrates
that there may be crucially important differences in the particular skills
and the particular motivations that work best in different societies.
What is more, changes in these particulars can occur over a relatively
shorttime within any one modern society.

1.4
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Educationally. the findings suggest it is .important to train
children and encourage them to be self-starting, self-sustaining,
independent problem solvers. Moreover, they need to learn to cope
well with anxietv,.aggression,*and interpersonal relations. Apart

from their intrinsic Value, these skills strongly affect academic
learning.

1.

4p-
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SECTION I

OVERVIEll

INTRODUCTION

What is it that people do when they meet'life effectively?
Until the late 1950's, the language and the theory of psyphology
and psychiatry were almost totally negative. Mental health pro-
fessionals explained in great detail many different ways people hare'
of behaving ineffectivly (Freud, 1927). -Well-developed theory existed

4 to explain maladaptive acts: defense mechanisms, 'developMental fix-
ations or regressions, psychotic and neurotic thought processes: but
there was no organized, tested concept system for identifying the
components and the dynamics of healthy behavior (Jihoda, 1958).
However, some people were beginning to explore this area.

R.W. White (1959' put forward his seminal paper `on the competence,
motive. His ideas started a change toward describing people in ter-.::
of what., they are effective (competent) at doing. Lois Murphy (19b2)
gave new 'form and fotus to this trend by reporting her observation of
what children do when they do things fight, in The Widening World of
Childhood. Her work also gave new meqning to an old phrase, "coping
behavior." Soon thereafter, Haan (1963) began a series of studies
that distinguished coping mechanisms from defense mechanisms, in a
well balanced system. At the same time, 'Coelho et al., (1963) were
doing pioneer studies of adolescent coping behavior. All of these
research efforts were aimed at describing and explaining what people
did to,maintain positive, healthy' behavior.

Howeve=r, at that point, coping mechanisms were described largel
in terms of internal, psychodynamid processes. Although such concepts
seemed valid, they could only be applied to peoples' behavior by
complex clinical judgment, a very expensive process and not always
reliable. It looked to the initiator of the present study as though it
would be valuabl* to find a way to clef-the the kinds of observable

actionsit4at constitute effective behavior, not as a gubsti to but as
a supplement to the emerging theory of coping. These obs vable coping

actions could be defined, measured and linked With effpcti e behaNiior
outcomes. - Such aysystem should fake it -easier to diagnose de iciencies
and help people learn specific things they can do to cope more
effectively with life.

-D,

Up to 01 t date, research on coping had used, basically, observa-
tional and ective method. Murphy (1962) had used Observational
data to-describe coping behavior. Coelho (1963) and others.had used
the Student Thematic Apperception Test in which students wrote stories
about the pictures. This technique was used cross-culturally (Remmers,
1962) to compare,the self - perceived problems of youth in Puerto Rico,

West Germany, India, and the United States'. Elsewhere, Haan (1963)
had used extensive interviews. with air elaborate rating system applied
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by the interviewer and by independent judges. The sentence completiOn
technique ha4/not been used in the study of coping behavior. It

appeared that objective measures with strong psychometric propertieS
could perhaps be developed and standardized, to assess observable
coping behavior.

Furtfiermore, the subjects or most of tht,e studies had been

American, white, middle-class people. In order to develop a sound,

eral theory about the role of coping behavior in human nature, it
wot.td have to be tested with minority groups, and cross-culturally.
This would be necessary to avoid the error of generalizing incorrectly
from people ofesne class, in just one culture. So, the inquiry nqeded
samples from diverse cultures -as different as other features of the
research design would permit.

With these ideas in mind, in 1964 the initiator of this study beAan
working with,an international team of resqrchers who had similAr goals

of studying coping behavior. As it turned out, this team of researchers
concluded rohat it would be highly desirable to develop a concept sy5,tem

that deccrihes effective behavior in terms of observable acts and
expression4, in order to reduce the risk of misinterpretation across
cultural or linguistic boundaries. For the same reason, ,objectively

scoreable measures of coping.behavior were also considered necessary.

This team of researchers concluded that it would be most desirable,

to choose a domain of behavior in which objective, independent criteria

of effectiveness could be obtained, criteria that would be highly simi-

lar across the cultures. It would be equally desirable that the doqiain

(have practical importance for everybody. For these reasons, it was

decided to focus on the domain of achievement, both because children's
. / achievement in school could be reliably assessed, as a criterion of

effectiveness, and because school achievem6nt in yoUth has been demon-

strated to be a powerful predictor of people's performance through '

their adult careers (Kohlberg, 1972). Furthermore, determining the

elements of effective work in school would be extremely useful to -

parents and educators. If this effort were successful, it might later

be fairly easy to extend it further, to/descrille and explain what makes
adults effective in tiAtir work.

No one aspect of life, however, can be divorced from the other
parts of life., Effectiveness in dealing with one often influences

effectiveness in another. Therefore, it seemed necessary to look at

effectiveness in four other domains of life which research, theory, and
everyday observation show to have an impact on achieveient: relationships

with authority, relationships with age mates, the management of anxiety,

and the management of hostile, aggressive encounters.

In 1964, an international study was begun that undertook to test
these, general proposition4:

-2,-
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1. It will be possible to develop a conceptual system that
defines the essential components of effective behavior and is
applicable in all the countries represented in the study.

2. It wil' be possible to develop reliable instruments for
measuring these components in all the countries, in a closely
comparable way. Where possible, these instruments should be
economical enough to be usable with large populations of
students, if they prove to be reliable and 'valid.

3., While all items in ,each 'instrument will be commonly used in
all countries, the way in which children combine them into
clusters may well vary by the age or nationality of the
children. Such clusters repreunt sets of associated ideas or
mental constructs, which may pe particular to different sub-'
cultures. If variations in these idea-sets do exist it will
.be possible to measure and compare conceptual similarities
and differences that may stem from developmental' (age)
changes, or from country-specific concept-patterns. (There
may also be sex or socioeconomic differences, as well. These
will, be report.2d, too.)

4. It will be possible to predict a significant part of school
achievement in each country by these measures, thus
validating the conceptual,system. This will'also establish
the practical utility of the instruments, if the effort is
successful.

These propositions are'used to structure the remainder of this
report. First the evolution of this study is presented: Chronologyand Organization. Following that is'a description of the theory of
effective behavior developed and tested in the study. The instrumentsand procedures are described in the Methods section. Then, the Results
section'is structured according to these four propositions. Finally,
Conclusions and Implications'of the study are provided.

THE CHRONOLOGY AND.ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY

Preparatory work for the study began in 1963. At that time, several -of the inv tigators had been doing collaborative international research
"ton a smal le for six or's-even years, as a correctf.ve to a culture-
bound vi 4p "haman nature." On the basis of Harold and Gladys
Anders() 961)swork, a Story Completion instrument looked like a'
prOmising, op -ended way to elicit peoples' responses to a specified
problem. Work with the Sentence Completion in several different kinds
of studies tici shown its valuable properties as a manageable research tool
(Reye, 1957; Peck, 1959). Pilot work with these measures was subsequently
undertaken in two countries. As thinisAng narrowed down to career -
related achievement as a focus, lessons from work in industry (Peck
Parsons, 1956) indicated the usefulness of Super's (1957) thinking on

-3--
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occupational values, and the simplicity and importance of asking
people what they want to do in life, and hotw far they want to get,
as a way of assessing the strength of theil motivation.

With the general idea o the cross-cultural study of. effective t..)

achievement behavior in mindr a possible strategy or two, and some
.possible measures, funding was secured from th,-.? U.S. Office of Edu-

caqon for an invitational planning conference. This was held'in 1964,
with representatives from the universities of Bonn, Chicago. Mexico,
Milan, Sao Paulo, and Texas:. The participants were selected for their
known research interests and capability, and because their countries
represented a rather wide range df growth rates in their national
economies (Japan and England were soon added to fill out the range of
economic grow, h rates.) '

The ide for a study was presented and severh-l'alternative strate-

gies for pursuing it were laid out, including the one described hero.
Three days of lively discussion ensued. The topic interested everyone.
The only major question which of several strategies to pursue.
Three major alternatives were reviewed at length. The first idea 'was a

clinical study. It would select a sample of people at work, interview
them intensively and possibly observe them in their natural sittings.
This had merrrattIactions but it was finally rejected on several
grounds. It would be a very expensive study to conduct with samples
large enough to allow generalization (Pearlin and Schooler [1978]
recently took this interviewing approach'). It would be hard to arrive
at specification of the particular beha,iors'that led to clinical
ratings or complex evaluations, and thus it would he difficult to
compare judgments made by researchers in different cultures, in different
languages. (Heath [1977] later undertook a study that attempted to deal
with -these complexities.) This strategy also kept the' participants
thinking in the language of internal dynamisms and existing psycho-
dynamic theory; few ideas were,developed that offered much promise of
leading to the kind of behavior-describing system and measures that
were sought.

The second alternative was to create a standardized laboratory
setting where children could be taken through some problematic
situations- nd their behavior could be minutely recorded. Two main

objections were vq.c.e+: (1) It would be far more 'difficult than. many
experimental psycHologists realize, it was pointed out, to make the
experience really psychologically similar for children in different
cultures. The participants from two countries, in fact, were quite
sure it would strike their children-as a strange, disturbing experience.
Establishing ac" baseline of "normal" reactions thus looked hard to
achieve, especially across cultures. (2) It would he extremely
costly to -do this with more than modest-sized samples, thus limiting
the generalizability of any findings.
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The third alternattwei was the one finally chosen: to study
large, representativesamples of school children, using a p-8ychometric
battery. Thousands of details of scale selection, item-wording,
administrative tactics, scoring systems, and analysis woulaihaveo be
decided by the research team, under thisproposal.

An organization plan was worked out to remove the "colonialism"
which had marked sove previods.international studies, sometimes to the
ultimatd detriment of international collaboration. Instead ofa plan
made in one country alone, with'scientists in other countries simply
enlisted to carry it out, it was proposed to create a consortium of
independent natioqacresearch teams. Following the plannihg conference,
a detailed research proposal was written, and the instruments were
revised along the lines agreed upon in the conference. When a grant was
secured, it was managed in the following way. A two week work conference .

was,held in mid-1965. A minutely detailed research plan w44 worked
out by the'consortium, to be executed similarly at each site: All,sub-
sequent memos, on all topics, from each station were sent simultaneously
to all stations. The central station kept track of all final decisions,
but consensus ruled. Each center received and spent its share of the
budget, paid one 'quarter inadvance, as an independent sub-cbntractor.
This gave each principal investigator the freedom to make those
arrangements which would best accomplish the objectives of the study
in his own national milieu. This was also the only way the overseas
centers could have the funds to pay staff each month. Such'ICiscal
details may seem trivial; but, in fact, it was only by giving complete
control'and faith to each principal investigator that some of them
could undertake this tremely heavy commit ent, at all. When funds
later ran short, or-ou few executants in the colonial model could or
would have stayed on to he finish, as did all of the members of,this
consortium.

In August, 1965 the full-scale study begad. West Germany had to
drop out of Stage I, (see below) for legal reasons; but finally local
funding was arranged, aild the West German team rejoined the study for
Stages II and III. The'Voney thus freed was used to fund an English
research unit. Money had been ilpserved in the original plan in the
hope of enlisting a Japanese.p4Itner. Ir October, 1965, a visitito the
National Institute of EducationAl. Research in Tokyo secured their
'participation. At about the sfma time, two professors at the
University of Ljubljana of Yugabstavra volunteered to join, doing the
who'e body of work with very limited project funds, and the help of
some of their students.

The research was planned in three stages:

Stage I Psychometric Assessinant of a stratified-random sample of 400
ten ,ear olds and 400 fourteen year olds at each site. Or'Stage II. Intensive, structured'interviews with parents of '10% of the
Stage I ,children.

Stage III Replication of Stage O.

-5-
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A twO week conference of all ionsortihm members met each year. .

In ddition, to ma,from adjacent nations met in interim conference,s
of three or more stations, once or twice each year. Stages I_and.II
were carried out as:plpnned. Testing of the -first ,sample was completed
by Summer, 1966. The exploratory development of scoring systems for ,

the piojective instruments was underway by then,, as was scoring of all
.the other instruments. In a CongYessionai bU -let cut in 1968. the
sponsoriptg agency kep! this project alive when many others were simply

'4 cancelled; ,but the,study suffered a 60% cut in its annual budget. Due

to rAlieated central computer malfunctions this same year, data analysis
could not be completed at a critical point. Instrument revisions for
Stage III could not be made on the basis of a comparison of achievement
data with the coping. instruments. Thus, instruments were revised on the
basisfof investigators' educatedkguesses and observations.

All Stage III data were col''cted by the Fall of 1969. With

reduced staff everywhere, the codinN,scoring and compilation of test
results was stretched out, but all of this was completed by 1971.

VP.

Staristical'analvsis of all th Stage III data occupied the very
small remaining staff at the central station through 1973. Writing of
the thousands of pages of technibal reports kept the principal investi
gatoLs at all stations working, unpaid for piort of their time, through
1974. At that point, the results cf all coAelational analyses and 4v

analyses of variance had been presented, describing a'e, sex, SES, and
national patterns.on bver 200 individual variables (P ck, et al., 1972,
1973, and 974)!

This was not yet a satisfactory distillation if the data, due in
part to t state of the art in research practice up to then. While
the original plista1 had specified muktiplvegression techniques as a
more powerful approach, two factors caused, a retreat to the simpler
approach. Investigators in several countries believed that the
statistical understanding of most educators would be strained by any-
thing more than correlational or ANOVA findings. More significantly.
consultants to the-project, including some pioneers in multiple

regreSsion techniques,. did. not see clearly how to reduce the variables
to a More economical and stable set, and carry out a more powerful
regression analysis in a way that would answer the logical questions of
the study.

In 1924, -as an exte si n of another study of coping behavior

(Peck-1977), a reana is of the cross-national data was been. The
exact procedures were experimentally evolved over considerable time.
The basic purpose was4to reduce the complex number of variables to a
meaningful set of factor's. On the basia,of these analyses, factor scores
were computed,. using a unit weighted approach, and utilized in a
regression analysis. This method has beeh'suggested by Kerlinger and
Pedhazur (1973); and.Morris (19) has recently. demonstrated that it can
produce reliable information.

0
-6-
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THE THEORY OF EFFECTIVE BEHAVIOR DEVELOPED AND TESTED IN THE STUDY

The four propositions, or aims, of t)e study were to (1) develop
a conceptual system that defines effeceix4 avior, (2) develop
reliable instruments to measure these:. (3 ntify idea -sets (item
factors) that may be particular to each cu ture or age group; and (4)
validate these factors against objective criteria of achievement, in
each country.

The first aim, to develop the theory, met with success. A concep-
tuCization of the comwonents of effective behavior was developed which
proved- acceptable and reliable in all of the participating countries,
to a high degree. The theory and the derived hypothesesdid not unfold
in a simple, sequential way, but it is simplest to present them in their
final form. Table 1 shows the major components of effective behavior,
and the instruments and variables that Sere developed to measure them.

The system assumes that effective behavior is the resultant of
three major components: Coping skills for dealing with problems, the
motivation to apply those skills, and feelings and attitudes that foster
:pi impede effort and clear...thinking. The diagram in the lower left'
aorner of Table l'is meant to convey\two ideas: (1) Behavior is not
all of a piece. but may vary in effectiveness from one to another of
five areas of experience: 'relationships with age mates (interpersonal
relations), relationships with people in authority, issues of achieve-
ment, the experience of anxiety, and encounters with hostile, aggressive
impulses and actions: (2) Effectiveness in one area may be influenced
by skills, attitudes, or motives in another area.

Four of these areas were selected for attention because they were
believed to hear on a person's' effectiveness in meeting issues of
achievement, the central focus of the study. The arrows in the diagram
signify the belief that effective achievement behavior is likely to be
influenced by peoples' effectiveness in the other four aspects of
life; and-, conversely, that effectiveness in achieving will often
influence peoples' feelings and actions in dealing with the other areas
of experience.

The Coping Skill System

Prom 1963, Story Completion items were used as a way of eliciting
and c9mparing different children's responses to standardized problem
situations. In finishing a story that poses a problem situation, many
children described their thought process, their feelings about the
problem. how they picture the hero or heroine acting, what external
forces may be at work, and what the outcome of the effort is.
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All of the researchers well knew, by long experience, that'a
story completion,'like a TAT story, cannot be taken as a face-valid
picture of the way a person a&tually deals with a real problem. In

an effort to create areliable, cross-nationally comparable way of
using the Story Completion instrument, nonetheless, a great amount
of time and effort went into develp.ping a psychometric scoring system.
These scores were reliable above thd .5-5 level, i ternationally;

they proved, however, to have litt141.hr no relate n to achievement
and therefore were dropped from the reanalysis.

Nonetheless, this instrument did serve its other, original purpose
as a -heuristic device. It was by reading and thinking about several
thousands of these stories from 1964 to 1968, that the picture emerged
of a branching tree of sequential coping actions, describing the steps
people go through as they deal--or fail to deal-- with a problem. It

then became possible to score the Sentence Completion using this concept
system. These Sentence Completion measures of coping skills did show
appreciable validity in Predicting achievement. Further, a new

questionnaire, the Views'of Life,uwas also constructed cb measure ,these
coping skills; and these, too, showed validity,, as will be seen later.

Considerable time was spent over the next three years trying to -

develop a reliable system for describing coping behavior. Such 'a system

did proiA' attainable, by proceeding from the raw samples of behavior to
a final evaluation of their' cogipg effectiveness, through a two-srege
process. First, a coding manual was developed with whichjudges in all
countries could classify any response into a descriptivt category, with
reliability above .95. In a second, separate step, each class of
responses in this coding manual was then assigned a value on a one-to-five
scale for evaluating coping effectiveness. Each national team was left
free to give a copift-effectiveness value to each response-code as it
saw fit. Nevertheless, when a sample of stories from all countries
was circulated, in English, to conceal the nationdlity of the children, .

and when these were coded and scaled by all national teams, the average
agreement on the overall coping effectiVeness score was .84. This

result indicated substantial international agreement on what constitutes
the elements of effective coping action. As a final check, 80 protocols

in four countries were qualitatively rated for "overall coping effective-
ness." These global scores were correlated with the coping scores

based on the coding manual. The agreement of the objective scoring
system with the qualitative rating ranged from .79 0 Brazil and Japan
to .91 in Italy. The evidence from-these several kinds of analyses
led the international team to conclude that it had succeeded in develop-
ing an internationally usable, reliable concept system for describing

4 the components of effective coping action.'

The system is outlined in Table If"can he applied to any

sample of behavior In real life that shows how a person reacts when--
confronted with a problem. "Behavior" includes overt statements the
person may make about his own thoughts, as well as the actions the
person takes. The system is sequential.
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The first question is, does the person mentally confront the
problem or not? Whenever the person thinks and talks about the issue.
or expresses an intent to deal with it,'this deserves credit as a con-
fronting stance, whether or not action follows. Frequently, in every
day affairs, this stance must be inferred froirthe person's actions;
but suChdevices as interviews and diaries can often elicit evidence of

6-Mental Confrontation, whether or not this ultimately leads to action.
A purely emotional reaction which leads to verbal or physical
aggresslon,, with no attempt to deal with the substantive issue, is
classed,as non,confroneing, non-toping behavior.

'If the,persooes confront the .issue, the next question is, doeshe try to do something about it; does he engage in coping action? If,-
he .does, the parallel qtestion is, who initiates this action: the per-
son himself, someone else, or he and another person, jointly? The
international network of investigators found themselves reaching a
surprising consensus in deciding that immediate engagement is usually,
more effective than delayed engagement, and that self-initiation
usually represents better coping t'bn other-initiation or even joint
initiation of an attempted solution (Pearlin and Schooler, 1.978).
There ceveinly are circumstances where these may not be the optimal
tactics hut., overall, people who took direct action, on their own
initiative, most often seemed to be the best copers.

Sometimes, when a problem arises,.either solicited or unsolicited
advice enters the picture. In quite a few, circumstances, it may be
very ise to seek and use advice in working out a solution. Again,
though, it lloyd to the research staff as if the better copers were
those who-tac ed problems on their own, without often calling for
he/O, or having it recurrently thrust upon them, as if people who knew
them did not expect them to cope well on their own.

The next question is, who originates the speci c idea that is
Selected to solve the'problem? Sometimes, this cann t be identified__---
separipttely from the initiation of action; but frequently the idea for
the final solution arises after action .has been initiated. Is the
solution conceived by the person himself, by someone else, 'or through

/f

a
joint effort? Once again, other things being equal, it appeared 'hat
self-solving of problems tended to mark the better coper. i

Once a trial iolutiou has been decided on, the question is, who
implements it: the *proton, someone else,.or both? As with the solver
dimension,,,the order,of effectiveness runs-Trom "self'' to "joint" to
"other" Complementation

A

The next question is, how much does the person persist in trying
to teach a solution'? On the whole, better copers were thought to be
thode who would try alternative solutions if the first or second one
didn't work, up o same ,point of vanishing returns. When a first
effort does not v)ork, or when an obstacle -is encountered, non-copers
may .explode in angry frustration, blame someone or §omething'else, or
sAmply give up.
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The final test of effective coping, though not the only onc, is
the effectiveness cif the outcome. In every day life, there are times'

when a problemcsimply cannot be solved. No matter how much ingenuity
and effort an indsividual may apply, some situations perms no satis-

factory resolution. Nonetheless, in ooking at, a variety o oblems,

it seemed that good topers most oftpn id succeed in working out it

lealt a somewhat satisfactory resoluti n. py endings" are some-
times the result of luck, or of someone else's generosity--but that

is not the .Fay to bet. Certainly, when it is the culmination of
responsible, autonomous judgment and action, capping effective behavior

at each earlier step in the coping sequence, a successful outcome is
primarily a credit tothe individual's effective coping behavior.

The very last step in the sequence shown in Table 2 is not a
coping action, but an affective reaction: self-eyaluatidn of the

outcome. Logically, it belongs in the affective components; ,but it is

useful to take account of it immediately following the "objective"
evaluation of the outcome (by others). When a successful outcome is .

judged effective by the dder, all is well. When the person is

dissatisfied with an ineffectual outcome, that may be frustratin, but
it is realistic. When there is disparity of judgment, either way,,the

person is being unrea-listic--either too self-critical, .or too self-

congratulatory. Self-evaluation, therefore, can be takenjby itself as

a measure-of contentment or happiness over the outcome. tcan
separately be compared, as well, to the "objective" value

outcome. In that case, congruity would seem to spell good coping:
incongruity, poor tolling. TA degrees might vary over-a considerable

range.

Affective Elements of Effective Coping Behavior

Feelings and attitudes are a powerful force in motivating benavior.
They also can strongly facilitate or disrupt the attention, peit'eption

and judgment a person tries to apply to a situation. They soon reflect,

too, the person's success or failure in dealing with a class of problvs,
thereafter fostering or impeding efftrt and effectiveness in future
situations of that kind (Coopersmith, 1967).

As the theoretical system evolved for describing effective coping,
it was decided to adopt the general hypothesis that a positive attitude
toward a particular class of problems (peer relations, e.g.) would be
associved with effective coping in that realm of life; that a neutral,
unemotional reaction would also facilitate good coping; whereas a
negative attitude, whether hostile or depressed, would tend to impede

coping effecmiveness.

Three aspects of self-evaluation were measured in the study
because they are known to affect morale and effort, in and out of

school. One, self-evaluation of the outcome in dealing with a specific
problem, was identified in the Story Completion data, but it was not

used in the final reanalysis. The second is locus of control (internal

-10-
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or external), shown by Rltter (1966),,Crandall (1965), and others to
.influence school performance by making a person feel there is a chance
to shape life satisfActorily, not just remAia-e-:telpless pawn, 're
other dimension is self-esteem, also known (Coopersmith, 1967) to 'lave
a facilitating or inhibiting influence on effort. The latter to_
dimensions were assessed by certain items in the Stage III Views of Life
instrument.

Motivational Components of Effective Behavior
in the Achievement Realm

Achievement in school was.selected as the principal independent
criterion of effective coping,, against which to validate the coping
concepts and measures. Level of asEiration for schoelirl, and for
ultimate career- status, were, selected as indices Of the stren,r, of
motivation to excel,which should affect school achievement, over and above
the effects of aptitude and coping skill.

Further, drawing largely on Super's work, a set of fifteen
career-value's was selected that seemed likely to have differential
impact on achievement. Again, the prediction was that such motivating
values would affect achievement over and above the efOcts of altitude
and coping skill. A7simple, broad hypothesis was also formed. using
Super's,(1957) classification of intrinsic and extrinsic motives, that
the intrinsic values would correlate positiNy with achievement; the
extrinsic ones, negatively.

Thus, the,concepts evelved during the indUCtive phase of t:-e- study
formed a theoretical system for explaining effective, behavior.
variables shown in Table l'represent 'specific hypotheses abort dimensions
of copinskill, motivation and attitude that should prove to' have
significant influence on effective behavior in school, as indexed cv
three achievement measures: Reading Achievement, Mathematics Acllieve-.

merit. and Grade Point Average.
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Table 1

The Components of Effective Behavior and Their Measures it This Studs/

COP:NC SKILLS

EFFECTIVE BEEAV:OR

Confront (SC, VOL)
Engage (SC)

Initiate (VOL -, Initiate. Independent)

I1
Con ive of Solution (VOL)
Us Ald or Advice (SC)

lement(VOL-Implement, Instrumentality,
Active Under Stress)

Persist (St.C) .

Achieve Solution (SC-Copes, S I-Copes,

I not defame ve)

Effective Behavior in Five
Areas of Life

Authority Interpersonal
Relations

hievement

ia714/
Anxiety ' Xggressien

ti

....O..'

mu6T:vAT:o\

Edvcational Aspiration 0))

Occupational Aspiration 0_1)
Finds intrinsic value in wort. (VOL

Wants earned vs. bestoued status(VOL)

Puts achievement iheadof Inter-
personal Relations (VOL)

Preferred career reveres among

15 possiole va1ues (OVAL)

(Intrinsic rewaras likely to
foster achievement, Super, 1937)

ATTITUDES Aifb FEELINGS

In Five Areas of Life

Positive Attitude (SC)

Positive Affect expressed (SC)

-Depressive Affect expressed(SC)

-Hostile Affect expressed (SC)

General

4Viells life as complex
Emotionally expressive

Prefers competition itS,

cooperation

Self-Evaluation
.

Inoue of Control

Self-Esteem
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(MIL)
(VOL)

Instrume%ts

SC Sentence Complezic,n

VOL - ,Views of Life

OVAL Occupational tat ,s -

0II Occupational 1r.terezt-.
Im.ncory

D Demographic Questionnaire

St,C. Storx Completion
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Non - Coping. Behavior

-% I. No (

AGGRESSIVELY

2. No

Table 2

SEQUENTIAL SKILLS IN THE COPING PROCESS

Coping Acts

COP.iNG BEHAVIOR
4

Additional Components of Coping.Effectiveness Quality of Coping

3- Other <

4.

5.

6. OTHER

AP

7i GIVES UP, BLAMES
OTHERS, OR REACTS
AGGRESSIVELY

CONTONT 1

4:
ENGAGE

IP

Yes, UNSOUGHT

OTHER

8. UNSUCCESSFUL <--

9. NEGATIVE- t.
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CONSTRUCTIVELY'

IMPLEMENT

/
Who INITIATES?

AID pr ADVICE used?
1

Who conceives of SOLUTION?

4C""
ACHIEVE'

SOLUTIONS

PERSISTENCE

SELF-EVALUATION OF OUTCOME

Moderate

Del;1yed

ProCrasti.

nite

Joint

Self-

sought

Joint

Joint

Seeks

help

Delayed
solution

Mixed; or
no strong
evaluative
feaction

High

Immediate

Act; allow-
ing for re-
flection

Self

Not used

Self

Self

Alte'rs the
situation, pr
recognizes it
as genuinely
unsolvable.

Immediate
solution

ti

Positive
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COMPETENCE AND COPING: THEORY AND RESEARCH

Over the last century Tumerous psychologists and other persons
interested in the human condition have sought to develop theories
that explain competent behavior. It is this facet of human behavior
that has proven one of the most difficult to understand, -,involving
as it does the complexjtie-of motives, emotional reaction patterns,
and problem- solving skills that involve both' '_tellect and personality.
This chapter is a review of theories and research which aims at providing
an integrative framework for describing and understanding heal:}},
competent behavior.

The Competency Model of Personality

In any recent ,textbook on pdrsonality one can find numerous theories
. of human functioning. There have been several attempts to jprganize and/

or integrate these approaches (Maddi, 1976). While there are several
possible basic models of personality, one very central model might he
called the competency model. The basic principle common to bersonality
theorie5 of this t\pe is the notion that persons are strivin; to attain
some imortakt final goals._ That is, personality is based on innate

1Ir

and/or learned tendencies hieve satisfying, effective -a-s of
using one's human capabilit

. The preliminaries of this t7,:e of
approach to personality can be found in the work of Sigmund Freud and
Carl Jung. Each of these men, as theoreticians and clinicia-s, sawthe
working of personality as the outcome of intrapsydhic and ps..1-;osocial
activities. However, the full development of these ideas are more
clearly embodied in the ,work of Adler, Mcrray, White, Allport. and
Sullivan. Indeed, each of these theorists built their theories around
the competence model and specified areas of competence as well as some
specific functions that contribute toward competence.

ANTECET)ENTS OF COMPETENCY THOR\

While Freud's theory O.?' personality concentrated on the basic
biological instincts that governed personality, he offered through his
clinical experience some suggestions for the competence model. For
him, mental health consisted of the ability to love and to wbrk
effectively. Most of his life was dedicated to developing tl'eraeutic
prodedures that would restore interrupted or crippled psychological
growth. This overall shape of Freud's work clear.ly indicates his
conviction that the organism is directed toward competency, and that
it can be helped in this process.

Carl Jung also directed personality theory toward the. issue of
competence. In Psychological Types (1921), for example, he described
four "functions" through which a person perceives and dealtwitl life:
thinking, feeling (emotion), sensation, and intuition. In this, and
many later writings, he gave both a theoretical rationale, and abundant

-13-
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illustrations drawn from case studies, world literature, and. cultural
anthropology, for the proposition that these four functionsvmust
and all, be developed and used, actively and in a balanced way, or the
person would run into severe psychological difficulties, which would
render him ineffective in daily life. Jung devoted most of hfs
writing to elucidating the intra-psychic processes involved. Neverthe,
less, it is quite clear that he recogni*zed that dealing with external
reality is an indispensable aspect of life. Thus, his statement about
developing the effective'use of these functions, and the illustration
he gave, constitute an early statement that psychological maturity
inherently involves and implies accurately perceptive, physically
-involved responses to life situations, with appropriate and engaged
emotion, and with a wine capacity to relate the immediate situation to
relevant past, present and future contexts. With even one of these
four kinds of competence missing, or undeveloped, Jung foresaw that a
person would develop serious problems in dealing with life.

As . example of one-sided development and its consequences, he
described the propensity of some intellectuals to overvalue thinking
and undervalue feelings. Carried too far, this not only leads to
undertrained and ultimately ungovernable emotional reactions; simul-
taneously, this "rebellion" of the denied emotional capacities disrunts
effective handling of practical matters. The hyper-intellectual who
descends into depression not only suffers subjectively; his depression
also saps his enthusiasm and energy i'or work, his ability to engage in
intimate personal relationships, or both (Jung, 1933). By such dig-
cussions, and by his evolving concept of life-span individuation as
a process of coming to deal consciously, rationally and emotionally
with both the inner and outer demands of life, Jung organized ideas
which were taken over, elaborated and added to by subsequent psychol-
ogists, such as Maslow, in his discussion of self-realization. Both

-Freud and Jung identified processes that are important to the attain-
ment of competence. Their work clearly provides a first step towards
the creation of a competence model.

Foundations of Competency. For many personality theorists, it
became increasingly clear that human beings strive toward improvement
or "perfection." This, then, becomes the major motivating force in
directing development and change. The first clear articulation of
-this position emerges in the work of Alfred Adler. Variations of his
approach are evident' in the writings of Harry Sullivan and Gordon
Allport. Perhaps the most complete development of the competency
approach was created by Robert White. .White's definitonMpf effectance
motivation, or the,push to effectively deal with the surrounding world,
emerged as the clearest conceptualization of striving for perfection.
The work of each of these theorists will be reviewed in an effort to
integrate their thinking into a more coherent theory of competence.

38
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Adler. Alfred Adler was a part of the original inner :ircle of
scholars and clinicians who worked with Freud. As Adler began to develop
some of his ideas about superiority striving, he came into conflict with
the more orthodox practitioners of psychoanalytic theory an eventually
left the' Vienna Psychoanalytic Society.

Adler shifted away from Freud's emphasis on sexuality as the primary
determinant of personality development. He suggested that "will
to power," or striving for superiority, were the basis of unit: and
consistency of personality. By superiority, Adler meant tne striving
for mastepy or competence rather'than social distinction or a prominent
position in society. /He writes,

I began to see cleatly in every psychological phenomencn
the striving for superiority. It runs p4rallel to physical
growth and is an intrinsic necessity of life itself.
lies at the root of all solutions of life's problems, an: is
manifested in the way in which we meet these problems.(-1.dler,
1931, p. 398)

This tendency is not just the automatic unfolding of potent:"ties;
.rather it is the active striving for perfection in one's exerc:se of
these potentialities. Adler discussed the concept of fictznal
finalism, that is, an ideal that is conceived by the person as the
ultimate state of being. He conceived this striving for su:e.-riority
to be an innate tendency of the organism. He also suggestea other means
through which this tendency was produced. This included orzan in-
feriority, feelings of inferiority, and consequent efforts a: compen-
sation. Adler argues that to be human was to be inferior. He pointed
to the person who is born with specific kinds of physical 11-itations
and, more generally, every child's dependence and helplessness at birth.
The "driving force [to overcome this inadequacy is), the poIrt from
which originates and develops all the child's efforts Gp posit a goal
for himself, from which he expects all comfort and safeguar-iln; of his
life for the .future, and which causes him to enter a course "hich
appears suitable for the achievement of this goal".(Ansbacher, H. &
Ansbacher, R., 1956, p. 116) Anpther aspect of Adler's theory was his
notion of the creative self, in that the person has an impor:ant role
in the shaping and creating of his or her self.

Adler (1935) divided all the problems of life into thr,,,z parts:
"Problems of behavior toward others, problems of occupation, and pra'Aems
of love." (p. 6) The problem of behavioretowatd others was :aramount
to Adler's theory of personality. He argued that the person must
develop a strong social interest to lead a,constructivetlife. He argues
that social cooperation was necessary for the development of the
individual.

We have -always to reckon with others, to adapt ourselves
with others, and to interest ourselves in them. This
problem is best solved by friendhsip, social feeling, and
cooperation. (Ansbacher, H., & Ansbacher, R., 1956, p. 132)

.
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In regard to occupation, Adler asserted that humankind Must'con-
tinually search for better use of material resources.° He writes,
"In every-age, mankind has arrived at a certain level of solution
(in the use of, the environment), but it has always been necessary to
strive for improvement and furcher.accomplishments." (Ambacher, H.and Ansbacher, R., 1956, p. 131) The final task of love is the workingout of a realtionship between two people, Adler saw this ads an
important task for the betterment of society. In summary, Adler
presents a model of personality in which striving for perfection isthe central tendency and in which the crusialIire,problems'are love,work, and social relations.

Sullivan. The interpersonal theory of Harry Stack Sullivan makes
a significant contribution to the study of personality, and bears anequally important role in the development of a theory of competency.
Sullivan, in the course of many years of intensive clinical ork. was
very dissatisfied with strictly intrapsychic viewpoints of personality
and came to define psychiatry as lithe study of processes that involveor go on between people." He wrote (1953),

The field of psychiatry is the field of interpersonal
relations, under any and all circiestances in which
these relations exist ...410 personality can never be
isolated from the complex of interpersonal relations
in which the person lives and has his being ..."
(p. 4)

/ ,

,'Within Sullivan s model, personality is not to be viewed as sometype of intrapsychic
configuration; rather, personality is "tne

relatively enduring pattern of recurrent interpersonal situations which
characterize a human life " (Sullivan, 1953, p. 2); in sho ?t, how one
behaves, overtly or covertly, in real or hypothetical interpersonalsituations.

0
Sullivan, of course, dealt with psychopathology. However, he

repeatedly emphasized continuity between normal and pathological
behavior, seeing no qualitative difference. He tried not onl.y to
describe pathological syndromes, but'he attempted to.elucidate.a com-
prehensive theoiy of personality development. This theory belongs inany effort to trace the history of competency theory, as will be briefly
illustrated.

,
'IV`

While Sullivan could describe psychopathology as distortions of
interpersonal behavior, he still had to postulate certain internal
processes to account for the development of individual patterns ofinteraction. First of ,11, Sullivan assumed certain innate tensions
or needs. These include4,1;sical needs such as food and sleep, and
sex, as well as a need for ntact. He also, like Freud, posited
certain oral needs, such as he need to suck. Another important needor tension in Sullivan's syst n.was the "power motive." This concept,
somewhat similar to Adler's 4i riving for superiority, and White's

t
'
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effectance motivation, refers to a "motive toward the manifestation
-ofpower or ability." (Sullivan, 1947, p. 6).' The infant is born with
a need togrow, to exercise its capacities0 develop maximally. The .

basic airection of the organism is forward

1111 _

As a result of these tensions, there are two end stases which
act as the principal motivation of human interpersonal behakor.
Sullivan refers to these as "satisfactions" "secur " atios-
actions refer tb the needs of bodily organization (e. od, sleep,
sot), analogous to the "lower6.needs'of Maslow's heir. 6hy (1962').
States'of hunger, fatigUe; and lust, a# well as lode ness, are
included by Sullivan in this eategory. They lead to-certain behaviors
which might satisfy these needs.

While the "satisfactions" are innate, pursuit of"security" is
mach molOculturally determinednd has greater implications- for the
development of competence. The concept of anaty is crucial to this
, part of Sullivan's theory. Sullivan argueb that the infant is torn
with a capacity to experience fear-and to-"emPathiie" with negative
emotional disturbances in others, particularly the mother. I'his capacity
to experience anxiety as a very unpleasant, potentially inpapacitating,

emotional state, is a powerful force in determining interpersonal
behavior. Disapproval from significant others can lead to the
experience of the kind of anxiety. Behaviois which become associated
with this anxiety are, then, avoided or repressed. Thus; maintenances
of security (avoidance of anxiety)-is.a powerful,.culturally or inter-
personally controlled, determinant of behavior. This part of his theory
owesmuch to Freud's formulation ofsthe place of anxiety aroused by
parentis, and the mechanisms children develop to "control" the anxiety.

-, While the basic ve of the organismis.forward (i.e., the powei,
motive), this'need for security acts as a critical factor in the
development from infancy through adulthood. Ofilfgreat importance to
competency is his well-developed notion that each,stage or phase of

, development requires learning of certain skills, and satiSfacto.ry

004
resolution of certain critical security issues.. Sullivan (1953) states,
"If expe ience is' definitely unsuited to providing competencelor

-: others, at this particular level of development, the
fir:- es of future adequate and appropriate intrpersonal relations
are definitely and specifically reduced. The reduction of probability
is.speolfically related to the forms of ,competence which are customarily
developed under favorable circumstances in the course of this particular
stage." (p. 371)

or The pattern of development, through resolution &f security issues,
results in an individual's "self-dynamics," a self- concept constructed
through a system of reward and Obnishment (flt anxiety), which
dotermines.the individual's personality, or pattern of interpersonal
behavior. (Compare Adler's "life script.") It is also interesting that
Sullivan talksabout."foresight." He says (1947) that "One of the great,

a.



. elements in the feeling of security is the conviction that one has
power enough in an interpersonal situation: One can feel 'in control'
Of the situation." (p. 33)

Sullivan's "orientation in living" still ,serves a5 a competenc,.-
based definition of mental health:

One is oriented in living to the extent to which one
has formulated, or can easily be led to formulate (or Ilas
insight into), data of the following types: the integrating
tendencies (needs) which customarily characterize one's
interpersonal-relations: the-circumstances appropriate
to their satisfaction and relatively anxiety-freeiaischarge;
and the more or less remote goals for the approximation of
which one will forego intercurrent 'opportunities for satis-
faction or the enhancement of one's prestige." (Sullivan,
1953, p. 243)

Allport. Andther theorist who developed ideas about the de\elo-
ment-of personality was Gordon Allport. Allport's model was particu-
larly con4hrned about self or "proprium" functioning. In

o
his model he

identified two aspects of personality, self-preservation and *elf-
functioningaspects.' He also designated the content of heetthY func-
tioning, and the development of various components of the self.

One important distinction that Allport made was between the
biological and psychological aspects of-human functioning. Allport
acknowledged that the hurIan organism has biological needs and recognized
that they needed satisfaction. He called this opportunistic function-
ing. Similar to other conceptions of these needs, he stated that
these needs result in a tension which is reduced through the attainment
of food, or.water, or other appropriate goals. Primarily, opportunistic
function* were reactive; that is, a response was produced in reaction
to some environmental or biological pressure. The other aspect of
human functioning was self or propriate functioning. This was °_

47 psychological in nacre and distinct from physical survival. Thus,
effective propriate Thnctitning walpseparate from biological survival
A person could lead a meaningful life regardless of his or her
physilal well-being. In contrast to opportunistic functioning, self-
functioning is active and seeks to attain goals and find stimulation,
rather than simply react to the environment.

The major features of Allport's model are his specifications of
the content of self. These include the sense of body,' self-identity,
self-esteem, self- extension, ratioapl coping, self-image. and propriate
striving. The sense of body is the person's kinesthetic and pros
prioceptic experiencing of his or 'her body. This is one of several
factors that determines one's life decisions. Self-identity, on the
other hand, is the set of ideas one uses to define oneself. The ideas
are the most important defining characteristics of oneself, Including
one's physical appearance, skills, talents, career, etc. Closely

42
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assotiatedwith the sense of oneself is the worthwhileneo that one
experiences, that is, self-esteem. How you live is determined in Dart
from how you value certain types of activities of the self.in the ;orld.

Through the concept of self-extension, Allport gave recognition to
the fact that people, places and thing outside of tHe person may be
defined as central to the con rns tht, self. That is, the self

!!becomes extended to things external to the person and ValUes these
things so much that their fate may cause feelings of pride or shame,
as if done to the self. For example, if a person's children are an
important part of one's conception of self, their success or failurA
affects one's self image and sense of worth.

Rational coping was also defined as an important part of self.
Allport reasoned that how a person deals with problems and tasks is
central to the self. How a person defines oneself in terms of moping
Was thought to be related to the kind of life that a person leads.
He was content to leave this concept in this generally stated form.

The propriate functions do not operate independently, but are
interrelated. This functioning of the self is psychological, future
oriented, and active. The self is a phenomenological entity that
actively seeks stimulation and fulfillment. By future orientation.
.1.1port ie.stating that dir self strives to bring about states that")
have no precedent in the person. For example, aspirations lead t'e
person to attain nqw goals and activities rather than focus ..solelv

he continuance of old habits or ways of acting. Allport clearly
1.elieves that the self seeks new ways of being.

White:, Without question, the most influential psychologist among
the competeue model theorists is Robert White. In a series of
articles over the last two decades, White has specified a ne'; conception.
of how personality operates in persons.(White, 1959; 1960; 1974)
Perhaps more than any other theorist, White sought to overcome the
inadequacies he detected in the traditional psychodynamic.model. In
his now classic paper, Motivation Reconsidered: The Concept of
Competence, White systematically drew on the avaII-Me empiriEY17 evidrce
that instinct theory had failed to capture, about the fpnctionjug of
people.

In his review of the literature, White documented many instances
in which the notions of play, eoloration, curiosity, and mastery
seem to have been the basic, mot forces in behavior. Citing
examples from studies with animals, White noted that exploration seems
to be intrinsic to the behavior of rats, monkeys, and even people.
Montgomary.(1954) reported that rats will learn to take one arm of a
maze that leads only to an area in which there is an additional maze.
Similarly, monkeys/solved a visual discrimination problem simplygTor
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a chance to open a window to peer into a lab, to see the comings and (

goings. These studies suggested that exploration and novelty are
sufficient to motivate organisms to act in their world, and to attain
new skills. Elsewhere, studies indicated that activity and man,-,:latior
quid also function to increase learning. (Harlow, 1953; Kagan E. 2,erkun,
1054)

,

White reviewed the observation reports of Jean Piaget (1952) as

gevidence that even infants actively explore and see to mastet t-
world around them. He. noted that many other then ists, includi:; Hebo,

. Murray, and Maslow, all argued that humans act in wayg to increase'
stimulation rather than always to decrease tension. This evidence from
both animal and human studies indicated to him that consummation of
some organic drive is often not'necessar for the organism to engage in
a variety of behaviors.

In another paper, presented at the Nebraska Symposium-on :'01-ivation.mm
in 1960, White went on to explore human development and the Fre_C:an -71

model. In d brilliant meshing of evidence from Gesell and Piaget, he
argues that much of what children do cannot be attributed to 11-1J:inal
energy. As an example, White reviewed the activities of infant= in their
first year cif- life. He acknowledied that while much of the chilc's
activities cee-txraround feeding, the classical oral activity, -an%
activities-seen far removed. He noted that during the first year, the
chiles,wWcing-hours for play increase from 1/2 hour to almost hours
by the age'of one. The,ie waking hours included a variety of act_ities.
In semsolases, merely,yisual exploration occurs; bye halfway thr74'n t-^e
year coOnet what Ce%ell caln,dthe "everyday of manipulation" (1 when
grasping is an eager, and intense business. White also recountec ?iaget's
findings concerning ,theoinfant's development of a variety of sensory-
motor activities, In:addlti.on to the physical play there is also social
play. 'White nqtedtthat while some social interaction may he influenced
by oral pl.eaSu'r4; "There, are othev,moments of social interactic- that
don't seen-to:be mingled with basie.drives. If we watch the child
happilying ob)ects hack and forth with another person, pla-ing
peek-aApoci Iding ehind chairs ... it looks as if there were a good
many Witt4 fferen ways to have fun." (White, 1960, p. 112) Veite
suggested that much f this activity must be due simply to the young
chile.s:jobP4at being able to do something interesting with the environ-
ment. In concluding this discussion White (1960) stated:

gee'lose rather than gain, in./ay opinion, if we consider the
e-hild's undisrupted play, six hours. a day, to be a cantinuces
expression of libidinal energy, a continuous preoccupation ith
tte fami v drama, as if there could be no intrinsic interest in
t4e prop ties tf the external world and a, means for coming to
terns wit it.", (p. 113)

He argues that while oral drives and other libidinal forces play a
. role in develOpme t they are insuffiient to account for all behavior.
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,With the recognition of the incompleteness of psychoanalytic
theory, he proposed a model of competence as a more general theoty
of personality. He argued that activities such as grasping, exploring,
crawling, Walkingt:attentlon and perception, language and Ihinking,
manipulating and changing the surroundings, were motivated by "an intrinsic .

need to deal with the environment." White again cited the o ork of Piaget
A4ho-documented the activities of his children as they engaged their
environment. Piaet cited the example of, Laurent at play in his crib,
playing with a chain and rattles to see what they can do. 'mite (l959)
concluded,

In all such examples it is clear that the child or animal
is by no means at the mercy of transiept stimulus fields.
He selects for continuous treatment those aspects of his
environment which he findSlit possible to affect in some way.
His behavior is selective, directed, persistent - in short,
motivated." (p.-320)

As to the questibn of what sort of goal this behavior is directed
toward. Whire-suggested'that the person may be seeking a pleasurable
level of stimulation, or may have a need for, activity. dne -ight also-
suggest, as Adler and Sullivan have done, the goal of achieving knowledge,
or the need for exploration, or even the sense of mastery, po-,er or
control. Rather than select anyone of these goals, White suggested that
the person is at work "developing an effective familarity with his
environment." This involves discovering how the world affects the person
_and howtheperson affects the-vorrd-: White'cl959)-noied, to th
extentthat thearresults are preserved by learning, they [persons]
build up an increased competence'in dealing with the environment." (p. 321)

The motivational aspect of competence is described in terns of
effectance. In general, this is one's desire to have an effect on the
environment. Whitp describes this as a "neurogenic" drive, in which

c'energy is created simply the living .cells which make up the nervous
'system. Due to thecomtinual transaction of the person affecting the
enviroziolent, the vice versa, it is difficult to talk about satisfaction;
','hite prefers to liSe a "feeling of efficacy" when attempting to describe
the affective and subjective side of effectance. In describing this
motivation White (1959) stated:

The urge toward "competenCe is inferred specifically from
behavior that shows a llsting focalizatiortiand that has
the characteristicg of exploration and exArimentation, a
kind of variation within the focus." (p. 323)

Illustrative examples are the exploratory behavieks of animals and
children. Initially this motivation is undifferentiiated, but as t'e
child develops the various motives of cognizance, construction, mastery,
and achievement emerge.

The theory of behavioral developmeht set forth by Robert ':hite
gives the striving for competence a central place in human functioning.
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The goal of competence is viewed as an intrinsic aspect of the
organism and results in,the subjective feelings of a "sense of
efficacy." The features of this theory provide a substantial basis
for the further development of a competence model of personalit,.

Integrative Themes in the Competence Model

The work from Freud through ',Mite provides a stable foundation
for tide consideration of the'major features of a competence model.
The central basis of the competence model is striving for self-actual-
ization through personally and socially effective behavior. This

notion is the foundation of the work of Jung, Adler, Sullivan, Allport,
and.Vhite. The basis foz this striving is somewhat different in eat':'
of these theories, but there is in each theory some suggestion, eit.er
explicit or implicit, that this type of functioning is innate or intrinsic
to living organisms. Jung, Adler, dnd White most clearly state tnis
position; Sullivan and Allport appear generally to agree with it.
Beyond this, each theorist suggests other factors that' serve to sti-.-
late competency building. Adler postulates various forms and cause=
of inferiority states and feelings, as a basis for developing at 1,a,t
some competencies as a method of compensation. Somewhat similar ar,
Sullivan's ideas coscdrning the attainment of security and tne av,:_ua%ce
of anxiet. Allport emphasizes man: activities of the self t:tat

contribute to the development of the person's competence.

CXnother important aspect of competency models is the identifl-
catioa of the specific gals-of tiie-intrins4c striving. -Wh-ile-ese-
theorist emphasizes particuldr: goals, there appear to be three breams
areas in which persons must achieve competence. These are: self, other,
and the world. Of these theorists, Allport is the one who most clearly
emphasizes the importance of dealing competently with self. He notes
that healthy behavior includes specific and enduring extensions of
self, self acceptance, a'unifying philosophy of life, and the,abilit%
so realistically assess the self through insight and humor. The area
of interpersonal relations (others) is stressed by all of the theorlsts.
Proud, Jung, Sullivan, and Adler especially put developing and main-
taining social and interpersonal concerns in the center of their con-
ception of the competent life style. Interpersonal competence means
getting along well in intimate personal relationships, as well as in
the larger societal realms. Dealing with the world 'is the final, Dpad
task area. White and Adler most clearly discuss this area. Attaining
competence in the world means dealing with the physical environment
and with work. This includes the young child's learning to walk and the
older person's learning to achieve competence in work. It would appear
that the competnt Individual would develop mature abilities in manaz-
ing each of these three areas of life: self, othersh and the world.
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COPING THEORY

The compettncy approach to personality emphasizes persons'
attempt to imprlwe, increase and develop their capabilities in meet-
ing the:challenges of living. It has provided much needed clarifi-
cation of the.basicicourse of human development and it has provided
some specification of.the task areas: self, others, and the world.

It is necessary to understand the details of how people develop
competencies in these areas. Perhaps the central question is, "What
processes ,do people_go through in managing problems that arise related
to the sell., others, or the world?"

To explore this pioblem it is worthwhile to consider a tradition
of research that has centered around the concept of coping. Perhaps

the earliest rbots of the study of coping behavior rest in the
experiences of' pOrchologists who treated cOMbat-relatei.psychopatho-
logical disturbances in World War II. The central questift that emerged
from these experiences was, %hat are the types of resources, external
or internal, that contribute to a person's ability tc1innage stress?"
Attempts'to answer this question resulted in the Study of normal people.
That is, two traditions of research emerged, one focusing on stress,
management itself, and the other aimed at understanding just what
constitutes healthy functioning. '7'

While there is certainly some overlap; and some common problems,
=A-hese two researc traditions have proceeded relatively independently
of each other. one were simply to characterize these different types
of work one could say that the stress management research has focused
on how people cope with major life crises while the stu0-trrtrealthy
functioning has been more concerned with everyday stresses and strains.
Only recently have there been attempts to merge thes6 two paths of work
(Folkman and Lazarus, 1980 ). The present chapter will review both
the stress management and healthy functioning lines of wootk with an
effort to merge these-bodies of work into a coherent theoretical model:.

Management of Stress

There have been numerous studies and writings about stress manage-
ment; however, the most relevant of these writings in regard to a broad
theory of coping are those of Richard Lazarus and Aaron Antonovskv.
Each of these theorists has attempted to specify the broad principles
related to the process of coping with difficult and challenging
situations.

I.

Lazarus. The theorist who has pursued the relationship of stress
and coping most vigorbusly is Richard Lazarus. Over the last thirty years,
Lazarus and his associates have continued to develop a theoretical model

of coping in relation to stress. In this review, only the most recent
version of Lazarus' theory will be presented. One of the most recent

changes in the Lazarus work is,hLs increasing emphasis onVeyday
stressful.events 'rather than simply the study of extreme types of stress.
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(Folkman and Lazarus, 1980) It.is in this wdrk that the principles
of his cognitive-phenomenological model are most clearly displayed.

In his most recent analysis of the study of coping, Lazarus (1978)
presents the major set of principles of his present theoretical focus.
First, he argues that the study of 'coping needs to take place outside
of the laboratory: He notes that the laboratory can provide only a
limited/knowledge of the ways in which coping occurs in everyday
affairs. Because the coping process occurs over time, short-term
laboratory experiments can tell us little about long-range adaptive
processes. Furthermore, both for practical and ethical reasons,
major stress situations cannot be engineered in the laboratory. Lastly,
Lazarus obseryes, "much of what we take to be precise control over
measurement and confounding variables in illusion, particularly when
one's concerns are psychodynamic or sociodynamic." (Lazarus, 1978, p. 10)
He argues that many factors in the experimental session.are confounded
with the laboratory context, experimenters, etc., which all too often
go unacknOwledged and unmeasured. In consideration of these criticisms
of the laboratory, Lazarus' own work has begun to focus on coping in

,

the everyd,iy world. This involves studying the kinds of events that
cause stress everyday, and-examining over time the wa,s people manage
these stresses.

The major theoretical.tenet of the Lazarus model is the focus on
transaction and process. (Coyne & Lazarus, 1980) He (1978) notes:

Psychological stressf(as' well as positive experiences)
resides neither in the situation Er the person, though
it depends on them both. It arises from the adaptational
relationship as it is appraised by the person. Such a
relationshipis'best termed a transaction. (p. 10-11)

In focusing on trans ction, these researchers emphasize not just the
effects that persons have on environments or environments on persons,
but their reciprocal ffects. This focus results in an emphasis on
"process or dynamics, that is, on what is actually happening in any
given stressful encounter or hoW-loiqat is happening changes." (Lazarus,
1978, p. 13) Both the actual i terthange between the person and
the environment and the flow or tran$f mation of the interchange over
time are important to understand ping. This emphasis on the
transactional nature of coping has prompted the Lazarus group to study
the process of coping over time in an attempt to see how people con-
tinually resolve problems and how this occurs across time.

SC

'Another feature of the Lazarus model is a consideration of the
levels of analysis. In this regard, Lazarus note§ that stress can often
be described at a sociological, psychological, or physiological level.
His main point is that what could be called stress at a sociological
level may not he stress at the pSychologl.cal or physiological level,
or it may manifest itself differently at these levels. For ekample, a
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divorce represents stress at the sociological level, but its impact on
family members at the psychological and psyciolegical level may be
quite different. In one member, the perceived stress may be greater
than in the other: one person may develop ulcers '.:vile the other seems
unchanged physically. Lazarus emphasizes that confusing the levels
of analysis or failing to consider these differences results in
confusing rather than clarifying our unde-s:andin2 of stress.

Or the basis of these principles, particularly of the trans-
actional considerations, Lazarus recommends a different way to approach
the measurement of coping, which he calls the ip,ative-normative method.
This combines the best features of both the idiographic and nomothetic
approaches. Lazarus (Lazarus, 1978; Coyne & Lazarus, 1980) argues that_
what is needed is the'in-depth study of persons across occasions. He

suggests that in order to assess effective versus ineffective cofling,
"We must be in a position to determine whether any given group of persons
(defined by sex; age, personality or sociocultural variables) cope with
a variety of stressful encounters in some consistent ..,ay (i.e., with

some consistent patteL41, or instead use effectJal or ineffectual
patterns in certain tunes of encounters but not in other-." (Lazaru-,,,

1978, p. 24) Only by examining these intraindiYidual pattern acro==,

,diTTeri-nt situations can these questions be ans.ered.

In addition to these general principles, Lazarus has rpaL.e
changes in nis theory of coping. The major focus of thecr: has
always been on the appraisal processes. (Lazarus.-19b3) We find these

, concepts have been sharpened and differentiated in :ost recent
presentations, lie postulateS two main types of appraisal, primar: and
secondary. Primary appraisal-is the process of evaluating tne signifi-
cance of a transaction for one'swell-being. It is asking the 'question,
"Am I okay, or in trouble?" Judgments about the outcome of the trans-
action can either b' (1) irrelevaipt, (2) benign-positive, or (3) stress-
ful. If judged stressful, the event may be terr,ed (1) harm/loss, the
injury or damage has already been done, as in beritement, injury, or

loss of self-esteem. (2) threat, the same types o: events, but antici-
pated rather than already having occurred, (3) challenge, opportunit;
for growth, mastery, or gain. Lazarus notes that, at preAtt, =e still
know little about what causes events to be judged threatening, or
challengin , or about the consequences of various type, of appraisal.

In defining stress, Lazarus notes that it keurs 'Then demands
tax or exceed the, available resources as 'appraised by the person. Thus,
"Stress is neither an environmental stimulus, a characteristic of
the system (e.g., a person), or a response, but is a relational concept,
.a balance between demands and tF power to deal ith-them without
unreasonable or destructive costs, ...." (lozarus, 1978. p. 26)
Appraisal is the key process in determininc.the quality of the emotional
response to an event.

Secondary appraisal refers to "the person's ongoing judgments con-
cerning coping resources, options, and restraints.' (Coyne Lazarus,
1980, p. 14-1i) This appraisal process seeks to answer the ciestion,
"What can I do about the situation?"
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The secondary appraisal process has recently been receiving more
attention by Lazarus and his colleagues.(Folman F, Lazarus. 19b0)
The person must/assess his/her resources, beliefs, and the likelihood
of success. Th:/$ secondary 4praisal process is an important factor in
the person's actual behavior In response to the stressful event. In
addition to the above appraisal activities, persons are always involved
in reassessing the nature of the situation. That is, once a judgment
is made about the nature of tne event as harmful or threatening, this
can he revised or changed on the basis of further informatlon or
experience. This reappraisal process emphasizes the ongoing nature of
appraisal as a continuous activity rather than some permanent or final
judgment.

Coping. -Beyond the appraisal processes, the other major feature
of Lazarus' theory is the notion of coping. He writes (1978), "What
makes the major difference in adaptationaA outcome is coping, and so
We should give special attention to it_in our research on human func-
tioning." (pp. 31-32) Lazarus asserts that there are two basic
functions of coping. problem solving and emotion regulation. Thilc
co-ihg includes the possibility of making changes in the environ-ent
or self to eliminate the problem, Lazarus argues that often times
cnanges cannot be made. The person thenJaces the difficult task of
,successfully eliminating or reducing the emotional distress caused by
the events. These two functions may work together so that the reduction
of ,distress makes problem-salving more efficient. However, they may
cause-..prohiems and lead _to maladaptation If the .person attempts-to
reduce stress by denying. intellectualizing, or taking drugs (e.g.,
alcohml, pain killers, or tranquillizes), this may reduce the stress
-iP the short run, but inhibit action in-the environment which is
necessary to produce a positive adaptational outcome. Nevertheless,
Lazarus does believe that emotion regulatin is an important component,
particularly when the person realistically cannot alter the situation.
Lazarus is critical of writers who sugges.v1r1Temotion regulation i=
always a negative or pathological conditon.

4

Another major component of the Lazarus work is the recent attempt
at providing a taxonomy of coping. Lazarus a,d Launier (1978) discuss
the lack of ani agreed-upon theory of coping as a major obstacle it the
presentation of a coherent description framework for coping. Nonethe-
less, these authors present aypossible organizational framework. Lazarus
and Ladnier (1978) incorporate all of the major distinctions of their
theory into this classification scheme. They note that coping may be
directed" toward the past-present or toward the future. Harm -loss type
situations are past or present.; threats or challenges are usually
future-oriented. The focus of coping may be on the self or the environ-
ment. These dimensions result- in four major quadrants of coping:
Past-present with self, past- present with the environment; future with
self, and 'future with the environment. Within each of these quadrants,
the to coping functions of alterting the troubled transaction (problem-
solving) or regulating th6..c.motion (palliation) ere possible. For each
of these functions here are)four possible modes: Information seeking,
direct action, inhibition of action, or intra-phychic activity.
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Information seeking involves examining the siltation for possible
knowledge for making appraisals,-decisions, or action. This mode can
also serve a palliative function by looking for information to support
rationalization of a past decision. Direct action includes thosk
instrumental acts designed to solve a problem such as studying for
an_upcoming test, .but it also includes actions such as engaging in
muscle relaxation to alleviate painful emr,tions. The inhibition of
action is also a mode of coping and simply rerere, to the withholding of
a particular response. The mode of intra- psychic coping refers to

r-those primarily cognitive activities of a person to regulate emotions
either to facilitate action or merely for the reduction of distress.
This .may occur through self reassurance or reinterpretation of past
events or in many other ways. In all, the taxonomy provides -a way of
classifying and thinking about the relevant dimensions of coping.

In addition to these .theoretical premises, Lazarus and-his
associates have also discussed problems in the assessment of coping.
They have especially noted the proillem of movinj from trait-type
measurement models to process-type models. This goes back'to their
ipsative7normative approach to the stu',1y of persons. They also discs,.
problems with the adequacy of self-report data, suggesting that such
data need to be compared with other types of reports. In summary,
the Lazarus model of coping represents a major theoretical tradition
which provides some important insights and suggestions for the
continued study of coping.

Alit onov_Ay... From the___b_zoad perspective of what contributes to the
general healthiness of persons, Antonovsky (1979) also outlines a theoryof'coping. Similar to Lazarus, Antonovsky is concerned with stress
situations, with particular emphasis on what resources people have
which allow them to maintain good health. Like many authors, Antonovsk
argues that the crucial question is not "What causes illness?" but
rather "Why do people stay healthy?" He gggests that with the number
of possible factors that can cause dkease or injury it is remarkable
that people have some measuge of heankiness.

---In pursuit of an account of healthiness, Antonovsky develops the
idea of generalized resistance resources. He argues-ffi-it one of the
most goals of maintaining health is the effective management
of tension brought on by stressorsin the environment. Thus, he
defines generalized resistant resources (GRR) "as any characteristic of
the person, the group, or the environment that can facilitate effective
tension management?" (Antonovsky,,1979, p. 99) He suggests that pfiere
are eight broad classes of GRRs: Physical, biochemical, artifactual-
material, cognitive, emotional, N:ialuative-attitudinal, interpersonal-
relational, and macrosocial. In regard to the physical and biochemical
GRRs, Antonovsky Considers those biological features of the body WiTreh
attempt to cpmhat disease. He also discusses the placticity of humans
as a key source of coping with environmental stress. Among the material
resources that are considered are money, shelter, clothing, and food --all of which serve to help maintain-good health. Antonovsky also dis-
cusses intelligence and ego identity as cognitive and emotional resources
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that contribute to effective stress management. ttiother area of
resources, valuative-attitudinal, has to do directly with "coping."
He discusses the difficulties in defining this concept, noting, "gam.
writers ... view coping as a behavior pattern of dealing with-a
problem. Whatever one does, then, becomes a coping pattern. Anything,
then, can be said to be copinl -- a view that hardly cilarifies the
concept." (Antonovsky, 1979, p. 111) He defines (1979) a coping
strategy "as an overall plan of action for overcoming stressors."
4p. 112)

suggests that rationality, flexibility and'foresightedness
aice important dimensions of a coping Strategy. To the extent that a
person it high on these variables, the person will more effectively
manage stress. Rationality is the extent to which the person acclirately
identifies the nature of events. The failure to identify an event as
threatening could prove disastrous and the false identification of an
event as threatening when it is not, can impede growth and exploration.
Another feature of a coping strategy is the degree of flexibility.
Often events change rather rapidly and new fIctors must be taken into
account. Increased flexibility allow, for Acreased responsivit to
the environment. Finally, the extent of foresightedness, anticipation
of responses from the environment, is also critical to the success of
the strategy. In defining these dimensions of coping, Antonovsky
provides a useful theoretical model of major elements in a successful
coping Strategy.

dillothei.re_scuz-ce int.erpersonal er -strcial supoorr that a
person has available. Data from many sources indicate that persons'who
are most firmly embedded in their social environment are most resistant
to stress. Antonovsky suggests that the degree of commitment one has
to farli.),, friends and community plays a major role in dealing with
tension. The last major category of resources is called macrosocial.
These are the cultural rituals and patterns of behavior that provide
solutions to some of the possible stressful events of life.

In_additiOn to these resistance resources, Antonovsky also presents
another concept that is of -central importance to his theory of stress
management. This concept is a "sense of coherence" which he defines
as "a global orientation that expresses the extent to which one has a
pervasive, enduring though dynamic feeling of confidence that on*'s
internal and external environments are predictable and that there is
a high probability things will work out as well as can reasonably be
expected." (Antonovsky, 1979, p. 123) .Antonovsky argues that it is
this sense of coherence that plays a vital role in the person's ability
to effectively employ available resources.

Perhaps the most important contribution of Antonovsky's theory is
the integration of coping within the larger framework of general
resistance-resources. Often the idea of "coping".has been used as the
general category of how a person responds to stress. Antonovsky
successfully demonstrates that coping is best viewed as only ene of
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Several resources _that a person brings to bear on a stressful situ-
ation. This more limited notion of coping is more useful in the
further theoretical and empirical clarification of how.people manage
stress situations.

Healthy Functioning,

Another theme of studies of coping is healthy functioning. Among -

the pioneers this work have been Henry Murra' :, George Coelho, Lois

Murphy, Robert Havighurst. Norma Haan, and Robert Peck. White's,
Coelho's, and Hambures'studies Of college students provide an exciting
glimpse into the daily operation of people's lives. her longitu-
dinal study of children, Lois Murphy has presented a detailed picture of
day-to-day growth and change in children's ways of meeting life's
stresses, strains, and challenges. In addition to these pioneers, Norma
Haan and Robert Peck have also contributed to the clarification of the
coping process. Following is a review of each of these authors' work.

White. In addition to his theory of competence, White also develops
'some ideas about coping or strategies of adaptation. White offers some
claiification of the concepts of coping, defense, and master-. iic also

asserts that the essential ingredients of adaptation are (1) q5btaininz
adequate information about the environment, (2) maintaining satis-
factory internal conditions both for action and for processing infor-
mation, and (3) maintaining autonomy or freedom of movement, and the
flexible use of resources. These concepts provide some furt"er clari-
fication of tl) adaptive process.

In defining the concept of coping, White notes the type of
situations cnosen for the study of owing behavior. These situations
usually involve major disruptive events such as serious cripp' - sick-
ness, death, financial disaster and other types of distr .. On the\
other hand, many less drastic situations, such a$ en ing t--.e first

grade or college, moving to a new place, or facing they developmental\,
tasks. also pose significant coping pioblems for he person. ;:ilito

sugges.ts that the term "coping" be restricted "A fairly drastic change
or problem that defh.s familiar ways of behav or, requires production
of new behavior, anolkwery likely give e to uncomfortable affects
like anxiety, despair, guilt, sh , or grief, the relief of "h:ch
forms part of the needed adapta on." (White, 1976, pp. 18-19) Thus,

copidg refers to adaptation .er relatively difficult conditions.

white also seeks to, limit the concept of mastery. He notes that
this concept has been applied to many different circumstances, put
suggests limiting the u5pe,a1 the term to thoseproblems that Thve a
"certain cognitive or manipulation complexity, but which at t:e same
time are not heavily fret hted with anxiety:" (White, 1976, n. 18)

In' those instances in which danger or anxiety are of central importance,
White suggests the use of "defense." He.argues against attempts to
suggest that all personality development is the resolution of instinctual
cravings through defensive mechanisms as has been suggested -_,- some
psychoanalytic theorists.
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For4White, the central concept is adaptation. He notes that all
behavior can be viewed as an attempt at a4,..actation. The concepts of
coping, mastery and defense are specific types of adaptive processes
that respond to 4pecific types of situations. White (197)} also
challenges the assumption underlying much psychological iter4ure

,"that any delay, avoidance, retreat, or cognitive distortion of reality
is in the end a reprehensible piece of cowardice." (P. 20) Me asserts
that there are many situations that can only 'be met by dompt4pise or
even resignation, that ise sometimes delay or avoidance. is not only
adaptive but necessary. He argues that there are many cases when
tactics of deny or some distortion may facilitate the ultimate
adaptation. He suggests that adaptation "does not. mean either a total
triumph over the environment or total surrender to it, but rather a
striving toward acceptable compr'ise." (White, 1976, p. 22) Despite
this emphasis or compromise:White continues to view the organism in
terms of growth.

Living creatures, in short, will constantly strive for
adaptive compromise that not only preserves themas
are lvit also permits them to groy, toe increase both t.eii
size and their autonomy." (White, 1976, p. 24)

White continues to-view adaptation as a process ot continua: striving
for greater autonomy avil competence.

Another important fe.ature of White's theory are'the components
of the adartiVe process: Information, internal organization and
antonom:e. To be adaptive the organism must successfully engage in each
of these activities. Securing adequate information is obviously
necessary to successful living. The organism must seek and maintain
an optimal level of information from the environment. Either too much

. or too little could interfere with appropriate behavior. Hoever,
information alone is not sufficient if tlie internal organization of
the system is too fa"-tit of balance; thus, the organigm-must engage
in activities that maintain balance.in this area as well. The person
must strive for a comfortable sense of well-being as well as to maintain,
physiological iptegrity. Any degree of imbalance, through anxiety or

t)

physical injury, lowers the organism's tolerance and success in the
adaptive encou rifers. .Finally, the organism must also keep open
alternative paths of action for flexible'and autonomous movement. .

.

Getting trapped in aOsituation without alternate courses of action can
result in adaptive failure. Failure to maintain this autonomy may
result in inability to engige certain problems (r situations that
provide:,a chance of escape or resolution. In summary, White's descrip-
tion or adSptive behavior involves the simultaneous management of .

information, internal organimition and autonomy.
.--

Murphy. )6pis Murphy's study of the growth and development of
children in T6peka, Kansas represents a'major theoretical and empirical
attempt to give some shape and form to the'study of an independent ego.
In her book The Widenine World of Childhood, Murphy pre'Sents detailed..--b.-
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recor45-of children's atte t to cope with and &aster the world around
them as, well as themselves. a works out the details of the'\notion -
of "coping."' ghe comments (196 "Although the'term 'coligipg',has long
been used,, it has merely crept i without being noticed and 'has not 400, .

beep dignified by systematic dis scion; ..."' (p. 6) Murphy give's
"coping" a'theoretical meaning, pro iding data to clearly illustrate

. her senselof the term. It is difficult to summarize Murphy's work
,bdcau§e,to do sb neces'sitates leaving out so u.any of the beautifully
'detailed descriptions of-the children whoge struggles and succifeS
enli'Ven our understanding:

- Murihy's work emerges out of the Freudian or psychoanalytic model
of personality. Like several ethers in this tradition (e.g., White,
Harttann). she Weginstto explore the idea of independent ego energies.
That israth.Lr than assuming that the child is propelled solely by
libidinal energieS, it.is postulated that the ego has its ownyRurces
of energy. This motivating farce is-the striving for mastery/.

. 4The not only a fort prdtecting the s6lf from
instinct's, i.e.. a center of defense mechanisms; it

... a renter of impulses io mastery, to respond to end
use tfte environment constructively,, (Murphy. 1962;
p. 283)

. .
.. . .

. The. .ego retains its function of defense, as suggested by Fr
hutto this function.Murphy ada,e the posgibi4ity that the ego n act
in non-d4fensive Or constructive ways. -This type of function g she ...

called "copidg." Vtur by (1962) statesAthat coping is_"What w, She when \

Ilr
\childPen cdnfront new 'Euations and challenges calling for responses

6(4 freviousi crystal ized?" (p. 6) Habitual and innate responses are
not coftliaered.as'a part of coping. She also,distinguishes coping

- 10
from adaptation, suggesting. that coping' is the process, and adaptation
is,the outcome or result. Two types of coping are.disringuished:
"Ce ng I is the capaeitybto-kcope with opportunities, challenges,
f ust tions, threats in the environment; and Coping IT, [is] mainte-
nance o internal integrati,pn -, that, is, the capacity.to manag one's\rela;ion o the environment so.as to maintain integrated functi tiling
(free .fr marked tensenes', unmanageable .anxiety, ""loss of motor
coordin ion, deterioration of speech, disorganization of thought
prx:ses, and so on." (Murphy & Moriarty, 1976, p. 117): 'In summary,
th jor function of the ego is,to'develop effedtive ways of dealing
with the environment. This includes the child's developing ability to
grkify his/her needs And to Manage tension.

I

\
Murphy's method of study is to pro'ide detailed observational

r cords of children in a v riety of challenging or threatening
sttuattons. Her method is clearly idiographqc resulting in a voluminous

. amogpt of data. Some of e situations Murphy studies are nonnative,
such. as hsexyations of the children at play or at a party. Other

...

\s

e
tiud, ,

i s' such'as children coping wither.6- serious illness or death of
, are ore specific to in ividudl children. In each case, she

im

.
e

t
it

.
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provides an account of the ways children manage stress and/or master
thoi situation. From these accounts she identifies the major features 'of the coping process. These include the speicification of thc_ (1)
phases of coping, (2) characteristics orsituatiOns that result incopin (3) development of coping, (4) styles of coping and fii:.::*/y o

a fur ler clarification of the natire of coping. "
.1

The phases,or coping are veryNstraight forward. When the child
finds him/herself in a challenging or threate'ning si uation, child
attempts some initial kind of coping action. Thi's may involve a
variety of different reg'ponses ranging from attempts to rater t e
situation to defensive actions aimed at reducing stimulation of anxiety,

.The result of these actions may be success, failure, or per',a7s simple isk
postponement. In those instances in which the child does not succeed.
at resolving the situation, Fl/she must call on additional or secondary.
coping strategies. Murphy notes that child's backup proced-res are
important as the initial efforts, since often times situatl:a=
immediately resolved. Here she notes that the effectual chid :11
persist and flexibly manage his/her additional resources In a. i':tempt
to meet the demands of the situation. The child ',.ho is la.: .ng 1-1

additional resources or uho falls to change strategies ,,,ill t-o7Lt_mt,,be immol5ilizod or adopt defensive tactics to reduce the oyor'r_:-=':ng
situation.

Situations that elicit coping behavior were found to hav cne or
more of the follo,,:in;-characteristics:

(1) gratification, (2) c-allenge,46,4 threat, (4) frustration. Situations that offer gratification or
challenges are eagerly approched by the child, if there are no n==,tacles
in the ':ay. Situations that present frustration or threat nece,sitat4L
that the child attempt to reduce or remove the tension-arousing factors.
This may include withdrawal froth the situation, followed by a-gradual
retaking of the abanddried OlTund. The child may, alternatlel.

tquickly seize the situoitiuPtand aggressively conquer, the protle-s. 'The
possibilities for coping are enormous, as Murphy describes tne numerous
ways children manage their worlds.

11In describing the development of coping, Murphy integrates this
aspect of gro '. :th within the larger context of development,.

'

review,, the infant's basic functions, including development of a feeling *
of familiarity with.thie,

to
and environment; motivation to satis-

fy needs, and impulses o explore and manipulate the envion7cnt. The
important place of ego is in the coordination and organizationiof all
these activities. Murphy notes that without coordination development
cannot occur. Shealso notes (1962), "there are individual differences
at every point, however, which qualify she pace, interaction, balance
and resultants of these processes."(p. 289). It is also emphasized that
"even at birth the baby is not only an organism which strives for an
equilibrium, or which fits into environment, he is an active, self-

creative'being, able to stimulaw others to initiate changes
'in the environment from the time he arrives in the world." ( "urnhv, 1962,
pp. 252-293)
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From this perspective the major tasks of infancy are (1)
managing the various basic bodily functions, (2) dealing with
stimulation, (3) coping with the challenges of various develop-
mental crises, e.g., weaning, (4) mastering special events such as
trauma, illness or accidnts, (5) becoming a member of the culture
and dealing with all of the aspects of relationships with peers and
parents. Development thus involves not only tee role of drives but
also the interaction effect of drives with cognitive and motor
developmeftr-. .1.1t6P77'charts a course of deVelopment that indicates.
the interaction\-between libidinal drives and the autonomous ego functions.
She notes that after the drives are satisfied the ego,function takes over.
For example, after the child is i he/she will often explore,tre world
through looking, ouching and tasting. Murphy discusses the many tasks
and challenges at the child faces in the development of coping.

Anot er important feature of Murphy's workis her attempt to
outline the determinants of coping style, and to speCify the dimensions
of style. The major determinants of style, are (1) sensory sensitivitl,
(2) autonomic reactivity, (3) level of drive, and (4) develtpmental°
balance. She suggests four major groupings. Children with low
sensory sensitivity, autonomic reactivity and drive, and with good
developmentarbalance will function smoothly in the environment to
obtain gratification and maintain control. By contrast, children with
high sensitivity, reactivity and drive, and good developmental balance
will make active, vivid, quick contact with opportunities, mal.:imize the

use of them with a wider range of coping techniques, and show evidence
of a higher level of gratification...` (Murphy, 1962, p. 340) These,

children will_ have more conflictual encounters with the environment;
however, the adaptive resources of these children will usually result
in success. When there is high drive and sensitivity with developmental
imbalance there is greater likelihood of unpleasant encounters with the
environment. These children may have greater problems obtaining grati-
fication. The children who have the greatest difficulty coping are
those with high sensitivity, high drive, high reactivity, with slow
recovery 4110 developmental imbalance. These children may have difficulty
in controlling the impact. of input from the environment and may be prone
to disappotntment. These examples illustrate the various factors that
are important determinants of a child's adaptive capacity.

Anothe major dimension of coping is activity-passivity. Murphy's

major contr ution here is to demonstrate that children are neither
active or 'assive in all aspects of life, but rather that there are
sever iables on which the child can exhibit different activity
level,. She notes that activity-passivity can apply to (1) energy
lever and constitutional activity, (2)'need for rest, (3) receptivity,
(4) passivity in the service of cognitive mastery, (5) passivity
imposed by cultural patterns, (6) passivity imposed by medical problems.
Murphy (1962) concludes "Active and passive tendencies do not seem to
Mutually exclusive but seem to exist in different patterns whbse
configurations help to shape the child's coping style." (p 35 Thus,

a cNild may be passive in one area and active in another;, so, there can

be both positive and negative outcomes associated with both poles of
the dimension, depending on many factors.
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.Perhaps the most important element in Murphy's work is her con-
sideration that narcissism and identity grow hand in hand as the
result) of mastery experiences.. She writes (1962), "Through the
successive experiences of spontaneous mastery of her:, demands and
utilizing new opportunities for gratification, the child extends and
verifies his identity as one who dan merge certain aspects of the
environment." (p. 374) The growth of self-esteem and identity are
both key elements in the child's adaptation to the world, contributing
to the further success 3fj the child.

,Haan. Over the past twenty -Years NormanHaan has developed an ex-
tensive theory of coping.' She argues that many conceptualizations of
ego processes have assumed ego as a state rather, than a protess. In
contrastlthe develops a view of. ego as "... exclusively processes,
specifically the ceaseless acts of people assimilatieGi ne,,T information
about themselves and their environments and accommodating to these
assimilations by constructing actions that attain and re-attain an un-
remitting series of dynamic equilibriums." (Haan, 1977, p. 33) She has
developed a taxonomy of ego processes with three main categor_es of
coping, defense, and fragmentation. Coping involves purpose anc flex-
ibilitv. adheres to reality and logic, an` allows and enhances affective
expression. Defensiveness is neg,ating and'rigid, distorting 7f r.aJity
and logic, and allows covert impulse expression. Fragmentation is the
most distorted set of processes, characterized by ritualism, irrational-
ism and violation of reality. Haan also identifies se.4ral generic
processes that each have manifested themselves in each of the three
modalities. For example, the generic fundtion of discrimination, the
separating of idea from feeling, and the ide rom idea, has all three
modalities. Objectivity, the coping proce , involves seeing clearly
the differences among elements in the won and self. For examTle,
"I am of pwo minds about this problem." e defensive posture is
isolation, for example, "I can't see the rest for the trees." Frag-
mentation is the least adaptive process; ft sails to view reality
adequately, "The tree is the only ,one; th re -is no forest."

Haan also groups her ego processes according to their function.
The cognitive functions deal with problems in the world and are they
instrumental aspects of persons' problem-solving effofts. Thre'e
general strategies Areinclpded: discrimination, detachment and
symbolization. There are also affective regulation processes such as
diversion, transformation and restraint that function to control affective,
expressions. Another set of.functionsis called reflexive-intraceptive,
which involves the person's assimilation arid engagemerit of his /her own
thodghts and feelings. Finally there'are the attention-focusing
strategies that direct a person's thoughts toward a solution or resolu-
tion of a problem. (See Table 1)

.Haan (1977) argues that the chief goal of the person is maintain
organization and 011f consistency.
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The person will cope if he can, defend if he must,
and fragment if he s forced, bat whatever mode he
uses, it is still in the servicT of his attempt to
maintain organization. (p. 42)

She argues that the synthesis of the ego processes is brought about
by the person's need for equilibrium and elf-consistency.

)

There are several _pther aspects of f1aan's theory tht are important
to er position. She argues that all drsives and goal states are
directed or filtered by ego processes. The importance of this idea is/
that she does not commit herself to any particular set of drives,
whether 4.bidinal, aggressive or whateyer. Nor do self-actualization,
competence, or other outcomes forni part of her theory. In keeping
with her focus on process, she does not even suggest specific stages
of development.

The process nature of her theory does suggest that persons are in-*
volved in the social construction of reality. She writes (1977),
"Altogether, ego processes engage the problems of living by constructing,
resolutions to changing situations instead of reproducing learned re-
sponses emanating frOm achieved states." (p.,44) She argues that while
people do show continuity in their constructions, they also change their
conceptualizatiqns of themselves and the world. In contract with
psychoanalytic theory. Haan argues for the centrality of rationality in
personality theory. Coping processes represent rationality at work.
However, she notes that it is possible for persons to develop intLa-
subjeCtive view points that are inconsistent with intersubjective
rationality.

th
.

Ego processes are described in terms of assimilation and accom-
modation. It is an ongoing process of integrating experiences and
constructing reactions. It is the imbalande of assimilation of accom-
modation that results in defensive reactions. Thus, defensiveness occurs
when the environment countervenes a person's ongoing course, making
sufficient assimilation impossible, when a decision is required beyond
one's assimilated understanding, or when assimilatory activity is pre-
fet'red to the detriment of accommodatory capabilities. Fragmentation
occurs when the person reacts to stress in such a way tha't not onl/ is
he/she unable to accommodate, but he/she retreats to privatistic
_assimilatory modes. Another issue is the realtionship between ego
processeg and cognitive, moral and social structures. By and large,
,Haan argues that certain cognitive processes 'are necessary, but not
,sufficientfor ego processes. She notes that affeCt, cognition and
many other factors all...come into playin coping.

, .
.

Havighurst. Havighurst, in DevqOpmental Ta§ks and Education (1948),
presented the first systematic framework which-identified specifis, kinds

. ofiproliam-mastery that are critical to competence and satisfaction
at h stage in-the human life-sycle.,....ige credited many peoee as
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. contributors, including Lawrence Frank', Carolyn Zachry, Peter Bloc,
Erik Erikson, David Prescott and Caroline Tryon. His synthesis,
however, gave added coherence, Rower and utility, to the idea that
physiological, social and psychological forces comhine to set a pre-
dictable, sequential series of life-tasks, for all members of a society.
Some of the tasks are the development of skills in the use of one's
body, as 1 as a sense of satisfactiop.with one's body; skill in
relating to age-mates; 'increasing emotional independence of parents
and other adults; selecting 4nd mastering an occupation; desiring and
achieving socially responsible behavior; and building consclous
in harmony with an objective world-picture.

Havighurst said (1948), "A developmental task is a tasi. which arises
at or about a certain period in the life of the individual, successful
achievement of which leads to his happiness and to success later

tasks, while failure'leads to unhappiness in the individual, Cisapnroval
. t>7 society, and difficult:: with later tasks," (p. 6) The last point
clearly reflects the view of Freud, Jung, Adler, and other d.,.nar,ic
pschologists, that human life is an evolving, sequential -2roc-.!ss where-
in pre-,nt actions are ,haped h: all prior learning and ten.i to -latntain,
their co,_IrsL with a nowerful inertia, in a Newtonian sense, t at con-
strains all present and future actions. Havighurst saw two -articularl;
-us. fdl farure, of the de%;erophettal taSk anproah, far educntors.
".First, it re,lps in discovering and stating the purposes of education,
.and second, it helps in timing educational eZforts. appropriately."
(Havighurst, 1948. p. 8) .

Havighurst has carried out empirical research 00 what cc^stitutes
effective adjustment at all of the stages in the life-cycle after early
childhood. With Taha (Mavighurst;& Taba, 1949), with Peck and others
(Peck: & Havighurst, 1q60), 'dentified social and psychological
factors that define or explain "morally mature" behavior, and overall
adjustment to life. "Good character ... develops wii.a.Qthe external
and automatically accepted influences are transformed gradually into 57inner, conscious, and personally directed criteria of behavior." tip. 18

Another consideration is theqbalixy of the motivation leading to accepta-
ble conduct, to an intelligent understanding' of moral principles, and
the ability to apply them in daily conduct. "Second, and more important,
is the conviction that morar'prinCjPles are worth-sacrifice -- even the
sacrifice of social acceptance and popularity." (p. 189)

In a longitudinal study of youth in "River City" (Havighurst,'Bowman,
Liddle, Mathew & Pierce, 1962),'he summarized,,"The best eqUipMent for
saticfactor' growth is to have a keen mind, to accpet oneself and be
well accepted by others, and to come from a middle class familv." (p.35)
The last pdint, of course, is not an endorsement of status diFrinctions
but an empirical finding that higher social status, through a complex .

Combination of factors, facilitates adjustment and mastery of life-tasks,
over and 4bove its economic advantages. Almost all studies of this kind,
at all age levels, have found this to be true.

GO
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Havighurst conducted the first series of studies.of normative
samples of middle-aged people, with Warner, Peck, Neugarten and
others. His own particular interest led to his monograph The Social
Competence of Middle -Aged People (1957). He identified nine major
roles that American adults may enact: wak-ker, parent, spouse, home-
.maker, citizen; user of leisure time, church member, club or associ-
ation ember, and.friend. He developed hignl- reliable-Scales for
rating performance in each role.

found that competence reaches a high plateau for most people,
from 4J to 70, with a slight decrease in later years; that(the
dispersion of scores increases with age; and that effective function-
ing resists structural (physical) decline. He also concluded that
older people function better if their society givels high status to
old people, and tf they are fortunate enough not to lose their spouse,
other close and intimate friends, or their income. In this study, as
in all of his many studies, Havighurst gives due weight to the external
forces and events that help to shape A person's life, as well as to
the internal charactlistics a person brings to help shape his oT...'n

life effectively.

A$ one of the pioneers in studying adjustment in old age,
HayighuEst worked withcolleive; such as HansThoma, Marcello Cesa-
Bianchi, dila Ruth Albrecht.*1/n one of"his early studieg'(Havighurst
and Albrecht,. 1953), lie found that personal adjUstment, self-perception,
and social.approval were all strongly related (correlations of .60 - .76).

"Personal Adjustment" was a measure of effective performance in eig'It
of the social roles which he subsequently applied to studying middle-
aged Competence. He and Albrecht found that social activity and social
approval were .much more closely related to personal adjustment than
were age or social status, per se. They concluded that "'All kinds of
people can achieve happiness in their later years, but none of them
finds happiness thrust upon him." (p. 289)

In the dsvelopmental research Havighurst has fostered and pursued
for many yearsNa salient feature has been his practicality. He has

It chosen to define competent behavior in everyday terms not onl)inin
his language, which is unfreighted with )argon, but in his atteCtion
to:these aspects of life which people everywhere recognize as impor-

' tanl to their well-being and happiness. Without making an issue of
it, he has adopted a broadly interdisciplinary -approach, using insights,
concepts, and tools drawn from sociology, psychology, anthropology,
medicine, and philosophy, expressing them in everyday language. The

IF result has been a mosaic of research on many aspects of competence
and adjustment, over the human life-cycle, which demonStrates clear,
repeated patterns of identifiable elemed.5 and causes of competence,
their expression in everyday life, and their relatively stable continuity
over the life span.
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Peck. Like Havighurst, and frequently in collaboration wit: nim,
Peck has conducted research on the components of healthy, effect.:,
behavior at all parts of the life-span after early childhood. Su-,
of this has been baqic research; sore, applied research in busin ,-
and educational settings. His first work, in 1948-50, le4 to
conceptualization of stages in the development of moral behavior.
(Peck, 1951), Applied to longitudinal data (ages 10 to 16) on a

representative sample of youth in "Prairie City," it led to the flhd-
ing that mature moral behavior could be explained as the product
six factoriallv identified components: ego strength, superego ,

friendliness, spontaneity, a ho,tility-guilt complex (negatl,,ell
weighted), and moral stability. This stage theory had its roots In
the writings of Freud, Fromm, Piaget, and Havighurst. A distinc:-_-e
pattern of these characteristics was found to distinguish each
character type on the scale of five ascending stages of moral
(1) amoral, (2) expedient, (3) conforming, (4) irrational-conscl,
and (5) rational-altrustic.

For the first time, it was oo!,sible to relate tie moral ;e

and mot've.4 of ybung peo:de to pro;-erties of thuir familie,,
observation. Interview, and anecdotal reports on the parent,' 'te

This compari,on demonstrated that moral maturity of th,1 :4:
could validly be explained as t'-re product of thei.r families' cc--_--

tency, degree of democratic' child- rearing, mutual trust anda:7rc-al,
and severity (negatively weight-ed).(Peck & gavighurst, 196()

1:ohr'lerg arrived at his conception of stages in the develo--,-t
of moral judgment after studying the Prairie City research dccu-e-
in the early 1Y50'5, Havighurst recalls. Kohlberg (1969), any
others have done much subsequent research using test:, of moral
judgment. Additional researcn is still needed, however, on actu-.1
moral behavior, to go beyond the limited sample that was avalla',2:-
the Prairie City study.

Considering "mature moral behavior" as another way of deflni
socially competent behavior, Peck found that it could be explaine: as

the produCt of (1) rational judgment, (2) a positive, friendly con:_er-.-
for other people, (3) a well-organized, internally coherent persc7.alit
structuree.and (4) self-fulfilling spontaneity-, all taken.together.

In a current research program, the Teaching-Learning Interact;.on
studO% adolescents' intellectual and attitudinal changes, over a sc-.001
year, have been found to be significantly affected-by their coping
skills (peer and teacher rated). Teachers distinguish two dift-er,r.t,
though related kinds of coping skill: Academic (works hard, has
ideas, thinks for himself/herself, etc.), and social-emotional (-ct
anxious, doesn't lose temper, gets along with classmates, gets alc-J
with teacher, etc.). (Peck, R.F., Blattstein, A., & Blattstein, D.,
1979; Peck, R.F., Blattstein, D., Blattstein, A., & Fox, RA, 198C;
Peck, R.F., Clements, R., & Green, J., 1978) Moreover, students' galn-,
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are found to be significantly affected by teachers' treatment of
them, as assessed by David Ryans' three factors (Ryans, .1960):.
Understanding, systematic-organiaed, and Frimulating-imaginative.
(Peck, R.F., Blattstein, A., & Blattstein, D., 1979) "These kinds of

teacking behavior also are _found to be quite stable (.68) over time,
and over different subject - matter classes. (Peck, R.F., Olsson, G.,
& Green, J., '1978)

Moving along the life-span, Peck, together with McGuire and
Veldman, studied the qualities that characterized different levels of
mental health in college undergraduates who were prospective teachers.
(Peck, 1962) Students at the lower levels of mental health were
characterized by these qualities: Many intense, primitively self-
centered desires; stronoly conflicting feelings about many aspects of
life; relatively poor forethought and self-discipline; and destructive
or alienated interpersonal behavior. Students at the average level of

*mental health showed a dependent social conformity, got along on a
jthin diet of pride, oy or satisfaction, and showed pervasive anxiety

of a tolerable but uncomfortable kind; but they also showed the acts'e
desire and courage to Keep going, trying to make life turn out.. at

least somewhat satisfactorily.

At the upper end of the mental health scale; the students were
strongly motivated to build self-realizing lives; they had ...ell-
developed, many-faceted personalities and activities-; they freely ex-
perlenced powerf,.1 emotions, and trusted.their feelings; they thought

and far-sightdly; they were integrated, internally congruent '

people, could stand a e,00d deal of inner or outer stress; tliey
were genuinely. ethical; they liked people and sought their company; and,
finally, they had all.these qualities despite the fact that"they, too,
,experienced prcAlems, hurts, disappointments and frustrations.

Much of Peck's'researcn work on the period of early adulthood
dealt with relationships between personality andcareer choice, and
career competence. In one study, he and Siegelman (1960) demonstrated
a close match between personal values and needs, and occupational
+Jct. Men who were performing effectivel,.: in three diverse
occupations (minister, chemist, military officer) were found to have
needs and valueSthat were specifically predicted to be critical to
success in each occupation. These were quite different across occu-
pations. Peck also found this match between job demands and individual
characteristics in,other studies of business executives (Peck &
Thompson, 1954) and teachers (Peck; 1959b )

Another study (Peck & Parsons, 1956) was almost unique in that
it predicted, from personality analysis, the objective productivity
of individual workersover the subsequent year and a half, with
validity of .50 to .66 in three different groups. The high producers
showed better than average applied energy; active, personal satisfaction

151
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in doing the work; and an active inclination to be self-directing
in carrying out tasks. Some of the low producers were too anxious,
depressed and inadequate-feeling to exvcise much confident, purpose-
.ful effort on any undertaking. Other%worked only because they }lad
to, with little personal interest or satisfaction; they were rarel2;
self - starting or self-directing. A sizeable group of low producers
showed basically immature, ill-integrated personalities, with muci-
selfish egocentrism. They frequently showed poorly controlled, child-
like impulsiveness and irresponsibility. Most of the workers with
expremely high accident rates were in this-last grow). (Accident- '

proneness was also predicted in this study, with 75-- accurac.)
rinally, in keeping with the psychological findings, total individual
output was found to "be inversely related (r = -.60) to each man's
variability of output. High.prod-Kers varied little; low producer,
varied two to three times as much ih daily output. "Personality
stability" was evident, and related to work performance, in a very
literal, concrke way.

In P-sychological Developments is tn.e gecottd Half of Lifer,
(lq56) e%tended the frameworK of Eri,son to cover t:,e span from
middle to late life. He postulated seven critical issues
not occur in the same chronological order for ever;one) and tne
c'.ological properties necessary to meet th01: (1) Valuing isdom v,
plfsicV powers, (2) socializing vs sexualizing in personal relation-
snips, (3) cathectic flexibility, (4) mental flexibility, (s) ego-
differentiation, (6) body transcendence, and (7) ego transcendence,,,

this. framework in one of the Kansas City studies of normal
adults which Havighurst led (Neugarten,.1964), Peck found no sy,=tematIc
a.; differences, or decrement, in these capaoilitles, but major dif-
ferince, favoring people of higher socioeconomic status. Tie evidence'
"sttongl: suggests that personality patterns are firmly established
long before middle age and that they tend to continue throughout
adult life ... Measures designed to maximize general,adaptability and
personal integration in the interests of successful aging need to be
taken early in life, in the formative years of personality development."
(p. 42)

.

In a subsequent study, (Peck, 1959a,though published at an earlier .

date thart the one just cited), these adults' overall mental health
was assessed from interview and TAT data, then cross-validated against
their responses to a sentence completion measure. An adjustment .

score, objectively derived from'the sentence ompletion, agreed with
the interview-based menta health rating 83% and 937., respectively,

...,

in the 'low' and 'high' m n P11. health groups.

The sentence completion responses of the "high mental health" group
were in substantial contrast to those of-the "low's," as follows: (1)
Pleasant anticipatory set toward life vs distrustful; unpleasant
anticipatory set, (2) active, self-motivated behavior vs passive resig
nation to external forces, (3) firm, clear self-concept which shows
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effortful thought vs vague, undefined self-concept,
(4) self-respecting-sense of competence vs self-deprecating sense of
incompetence, often with self-pity, (5) emotional stability vs

explosive, in appropriate emotionality, (6). a friendly, complimentary
attitude'toward other people vs a hostile, derogatory attitude, (7)
interactive sharing with people vs lonely isolation, (8) pleasant,
reasonable self-indulgence of a sociable or socially acceptable kind
vs a destructive chain reaction of excesSive'demarids on others,
followed by frustration, then anger, then rejection by others.

Summing up research on all but the earliest stage in the life
span, over many life settings, Peck's studies have identified a number
of'recurring themes which both define and explain socially and personally
competent, self- satisfying behavior. No matter how variously they have
been measured, these are the obse e hallmarks of such competence:
A clear, foresighted, rational way of nking; a_fXindamentallv friendly
attitude toward other people; (which lead active, pleasant rela-
tionship, with others, and principled, ethical concerr for others.
Internally, Peck reports, healthy, competent people s':-o.,' congruence anc
ihtegration41 their thoughts and feelings; without bruising, irresolv-
ableconflicM. They react to events with ap.ropriate and moderated
emotion. They feel a drive to realize their human capacities and the:
take autonomous in dealing with life,and work. Fially,
they take ego-transcendi pleasure in others' well-being.

.
.

Thes+p are scarcely new concepts, as ideas. Peck'= fforts have
been dtvoted' to developing idea-sy-stems to -define and combine them in
a conceptually coherent way, developing improved wa:.s to assess such
characteristics, and doing empirical research to determine the validity
of the theoretical formulations. The mcst recent form this has taken

is tot conceptual,model, the instruments, and tne validation design
which are embodied in the present Cross,rational Study of Coping Styles
and Achievement .(a longitudinal follow-.4p-ciddT,of the lives and career=
of some of the young people who were assessed id the Cross-Nationdl
Study is now underway, as well, fifteen years later).

,N
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Table 1

Haan's Taxonomy of Ego Processes

Generic processes Modes

Copidg Defense Fragmentation.

Cognitive functions

1. Discrimination Objectivity Isolation Concretism

2. De achment Intellectuality Intelleceugizing Word salads, neologisms-

3. Means-end '' Logical analysis Rationalization Confabulation'
symbolization ,--

Reflexive-intraceptive functions

4. Delayed response Tolerance of ambiguity Doubt Immobilization

5. Sensitivity -Empathy Projection Delusional

6. rime reversion Regression-ego Regression tecompensation

7. Selective aware-
ness

8. DiversiOn

9.. Transformation

0. Restraint

$

Concentration

Sublimation

Substitution

Suppression

Attention- focusing functions

. Denial

Affective-impulse regulations

Distraction, fixation

Displacement Affective preoccupation

Reaction formation Unstable alternation

Rgpression Depersonalization, amnesic
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SECTION III

SAMPLE DESCRIPTIONS

TEE SAMPLE USED IN THIS RESEARCH

The, sample of boys and girls whd were studied is primarily an urban
population. They lived in small or large cities, and attended sch6ols
that contained children of the socioeconomic levels desired for the
sample. The cfrties from which the samples -came are:

Brazil
Mexico
England
Germany (Stage III only)

Italy
Nioslavia

-'Chicago

USA -- Austin
Japan

The Awe -Group

Sao Paulo
Mexico City
Greater London 1oi

Hannover, Mannheim, Heidelberg and

Koblenz
Milan
Ljubljana
Gary, Indiana and Flossmoor, Hinsdale

and Evergreen Park, IllinoLs
Austin, Texas
Tokyo

.0*

It was decided to study children of two age groups. The younger

group should be old enough to answer-a variety of inventory questions,
and to take tests with fairly complicated directions. The age of ten

seemed about right for this.

The older group should be as old as possible before the termination
of compulsory education. In this way a cross-sectional sample could be
obtained of mental ability from both socioeconomic levels to be studied.
This prOcedure worked pretty well with the exception of Brazil; where
secondary education is not coipulsilry and many childrek have finished
the four-or five-year primary.school before the age of fourteen and have
not gone on to middle school.

411.-

In order to givethe researchers as much help as possible in getting
their samples, the age-rdfige was made eighteen months rather than a year:
That is, children aged between nine years six months and ten years

"Eleven months at the time of testing were included in the sample. The

other age group was between thirteen'years six months andfourteen years
eleven monthi. Some stations tested children in two grades -- (4th and
5th) and (8th and 9th) -fin order to secure the sample, while others
tested in one only -- (5th and 9th) -- for a given age level.' Thus the

. samples contained children with somewhat different amounts of schooling
at different stations. The Brazilian ten-year-old sample had some chil-

dren in the third and some in the fourth grades of primary school, while
the Italian sample had some with five and some with six years of school-
ing, and the English ten-year-old sample had everyone with five years
of schooling.

11.
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Socioeconomic Status

if°
The'alm of the research in connection with socioeconomic status was

to get two groups of,children from families with clearly distinct t.)Ples

a life. One styleof life was to be that of the upper-middle clads,
dgEsisting of people i ptofessional and managerial occupa ions, with
a good'deal of fOrmalieducation. The other style of life as to be

that of the upper-lower class, the manual workers at the t the

manual working group and'non-manu01 workers at the bottom ot at group,

Choosing these two social classes would omit an intern fate group --
thelower-middle clais. It was recognized that modern i dustrial
societies 'have blurred the distinctions of social status tween manual

and non-manual workers. That is, there are many manual wors'Ks'ers posses-

_ sing a_ high degree of skill andtraining and earning a good deal of
money who are hillier in income and at least equal in social status with
some minor white-collar workers, such as post office clerks, sales
clerks in shops that sell inexpensive goods, and minor office workers.
Thus the "upper-lower class" will clitide many white-collar workers,
wV1e the lowee-middle class would include some highly skilled and
highly palid manual workers.

srir
In order to keep the two samples as distinct as possible, schools

4 were sought in area of working-class population, and the lower-middle
class was excluded from the study.

Measurement of So ioeconomic Status

The socioecono ic status of the child's father was determined on.t
basis of his, occupation and his educational evel,, Occupation was
'measured against a'scale of occupational statii=- a six point sCa14.
which is commonly used by sociologists in various chpuntries. The scirle

is shown in Table 1. Ititas been shown in studies of occupational w
status...02i occupational prestige in many countries that there does exist
a rather stable cross- national consenaus on the status of most occupa-
tions. Thus, Rossi , has summarized such studies and indicated that the
correlargrion coefficient of occupational status measured in any two '

'modern countries is'always above 0.9. For instance, Hutchinson2 measured
occupational prestige' among a sample of men in the city of Sao Paulo and

',found that the scale values correlated 0.92 with the scale values found
by Hall and Jones in England.

However, the Child's report of his father's occupation is often some-
what vague. He may simply say that his father is a fa mer,'or that he
"sells. things." Since the occupation of farmer can ran in status from

the lowest (farm laborer) to the highest (owner of'a large estate); and
the occupation of a salesman can rahge from selling vegetables at a
street market to ,selling automobiles and on up to selling steamships; it
ks,'necessary to. have tore information in such cases. We reduced -the

vagueness of response by the following ditections to the respondent:
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4,

t

How far did your father go in his educ.acion' Wnat of school,
d id attend? What '4,1, tne higlest grad c he reac h a,01

or university?

What is your iwther's oc,upation? T,11 r two or thre_ lines wnac
nts work If he is a salesman, teil .'hat he sells. If he is a

factot, managcr, tell what kind _.):1 a fact ne mana, n,

pe-plc work Log tor o vo, ano-t how war. arc tnc,? I: c is a farmer,
does he own his owr land, and does na: anyone warning for him?

AlLo. tne.teach,t- wa, asked in ,u-e cals t.
on the Lmild's tatL,r's occupation.

Still in Jrdc.r corrt,,t

rating f th, oca oJtLon a rac,g tar
le el. Otten, wr,.n cue knaws toot a ch1:'s father a sale--_,n,

on, can fix clis status h kncy, wneth,r r,E ha l. a

pr boar. c_uool education, or is a com'e rc,a: grac ate, or if
a scudi.,d in a university.

Acc,,rc:iagly, the respondent chilc1 was asi,e,, to indicae ho=.: far his

fatr had gone in cdc,cation, and this level wa, given a rating from
1 to t, on a scale' devised separate 1" for eac , country T:e edcational
,calcs are sho.an in Tonle 2. In a c-y,ntry wih one or too percent of
the adults having 2,-radmated fro' ; college, secondary sch-o. graduation

..constit Iti's a higher educational stat,s tLian it does in he USA, fur
,exavple, where about 50 percent of ad,its are secondary school graduates
and 15 percent are university graduates.

The two scores for each father were combined into a single score,
giving the educational rating a weight of 2, and the occupational status
a weight of 3. Th's ,,ocioeconomic scale ranged frof- 5 (hign status)
to 30 (low status).

In the following chart cap be seen an example of the wa: the samplir

Of
were chosen according to their socioeconomic status. Each station

edetTmined its own SES limits for its two social class samples. In this

pa?ticelar case, the upper-middle was arbitrarily stated to consist
of men with SES scores from :7 to 14.

a -45-
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A gap was left on the scale for lower-middle status; and the upper-
lower class sample was chosen from students with SES scales from 18 to
25

SES Score
5

6

7

8

'9
-10
'11

12

'13

14

15

16

17

18

'19

20

21

22

23

24

25
et

Social Class

Upper Middle

26

27

28

29

30

'7

Lower Middle

Upper Lower Class

In Brazil, to illustrate the degree of variation that was locally
judged necessary, the Upper Middle sample was defined by scores between
5 and-14; the Upper Lower sample by scores between 19< -sand 27.

A memorandum on "Measur.ing socioeconomic status" was distributed to
the various fietti stations. It gave the rationale for the socioeconomic
divisions as follows;

"We have spoken of upper middle and upper lower class groups, but
without intending that they should be narrowly limited., There is
a substantial group of some 20 to 25 percent of lower middle class
people in most societies. If we excluded all children from such
families, wewould make a great deal of trouble for ourselves, since
many such children will be in the classes we study. Therefore, we
propose to broaden the upper lower class group to include some people
who are on the margin of lower middle class (some skilled workers and

46-4
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some small mercnants) we ::ant t _ s,c.

,.0nomfc or C: f fc rent , and the-. =^--
a no'nber nf c'ntldiren 6 ar'- rIL-t :n

71.d.-Ile'c lass rrey yili na., -:-?al ra:
3 or 4, and the: wt1 1 -ave an cd icational e: of a
school in E..1r3p, and a .1 :gr scocl :rad -ate in 1_5A

"If we allow a . _l-,nt of 3 for the .,,cc_pa:i. nal stat_s
for the stat a father 11 it^
c_Ctiolat i_r 3 ;o 'd Ict a sc:r_ _5 _

r C.k LP2 d'C edacat ional _

an id. PrJbabl, rite ratings of 15 and 16 77_ ,Y-1 fr
th:. st However, t1 ,is practice -Ite,t ar:
another , on toe act a= ccc an: ec. :lora-
scalcs that arc .sec.

"In t .s , chlicren neec
St .d;:. ',731!t1 n_ _ s _

A, z.ny t 6cr( -r la t:

amo_es3tatt.s. arc' s .icier,
:cren_c_ ~et:cen descr.c atter: _ Dr d

ana1yzed in t-1.- Onc of these is t 1,: _pat _,:al
=Lat s of t_t 1:nited States anc Brazil UL d

En JapahLs tat- =- r a_.
a! 11:astt:,u-t.)Ircs of :'-;elr 7-e7b,rs :n cat, zor 4. t-e _r

_ -a%e lag r pr In ,-atedc 5. Si-__ar 1 the 1:5A, 1:2-,

la and Braz.- have m_re ::ateadry 3 me -Drs .n the__ sa7p-c
tt.an,do the ers.

It sw:uh; )e str,sscd that must L. f the stat,_,-ns _sec tr., ,:)-oire,_:
occ'ipat tonal stat'_,s and educational level data t.- de ;er-Ir -n4 the
soc loeconor,ic . -at s of theiellosbjeLtsdAL It is part_ fcr t s. rens ,n
that the pcc pa7/k4N-al d t5t rib ,tiun,, in Table ' d- ':n,- fr,- J-e c9;,:ltri
to another. .

4ProbILms of Samplin.:
410

4

The sample design is represented to Table 4. With age, sex, and
s ,c ioeconom1.7. stat, the principal variable." it was desi6:L.4 to havc._
100 pupils in each cell of the design.

It was not feas to take a representative sa-p..e :en-year
and lot,rteen-, ear _,Id children from each county in le , or eve:,
from each c in the study. It was necessary t,-) imit _ sample t_ a
small number of sc which were known to be reasonably Dod ropre-
sentat ions of the sci,ols in the area and of the socioeconomic groups '

in the area. The researchers in each station mad, to use their best
.judgment and the it best efforts to get represPntat gro-ups for their

-47-
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' . . ,
_samples. . Although the schools were generally public schools, some'
private cikools appeared in the samples in Japan, Brazil, and England.
The Japanese researchers sampled a number of schools to get their
research subjects, and these came fairly close to getting a represen-
tative sample of Tokyo pupils in the two socioeconomic. groups. Other
centers worked in a smaller number of 'schools.

There were two additional practical problems ingetting comparable
cross-national samples. (fie was that of getting a good sample of
children of a given age, when the age-grade structure of the schools
differ in different countries. Some cOunt(ies. have prattically all
children of a given age in the same schoolNrade. This is particu-
larly true of England and Japan. On the other hand, Brazil and Mexico.
and the USA appear to have a wide age distribution in a given grade,
with the children of a given age overlapping two or three grades.

a

The other problem was that of getting enough children who fit our
. age and socioeconomic criteria within a small number of school cl\isses.
Entire class'groups had to be tested, even though not all of th2 pupils
would'suit the age and socioeconomic criteria. This meant testing a
number of pupils whose test protocols could not be used ir. the research.

For example, the Chicago stati ©n t sted about 1600 pupils In order to
get 800 who fit the criteria.

r

dr

Our conclusion.is that the various national samples are roughly
comparable, though none of -them is a strictly random sample of children
in the age And sex.and socioeconomic groups of the cities there the
research was conducted.

a
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Table 1

INTERNATIO.:AL SCALE OF OCCEPATIONS

Irban Occupations

Meeieal doctr; li_;er, .lergyr,an, profe,,, r,

owner jf a largt_ busincss or factiry, manager of a large
er taetorv, high m:lizark c.,,inmcnt

2. Manager or owner of a b.siness or factory _f
ant, -;ecindar% te-ich,er, prImar: teac),er it

,,..yers.t! level of coucat_n, eommis-ioned cii.ccr
serce from lieutenant to major, jo,rna...s:, c:711 ser.a,lt

, executive status, stck brucker, insurance salesman.

3 Owner of small business or shop wit:1 emplo!ees, civi sir

middle level, prirnar sc'iool teacher wire secondary
tilveiling salesman, -)rfice or bank clerk, trainea n-r=_
technlan, non-co mmiss.3nedofficer in mii.lary ser-:cE
lieutenant.

Cr.rer __17 a small irtt r egetabl,- stand eler

in s sop, foreman, -ec.Lnic, policeman, elc.:_rieian,
workej.;, restaurant coJr., condJct,-,r or ,r of a tra.-,

,* 5. Semi-sk,lled worker, factory worker, truc./. crier, ':arner,

solder, sailor.

Unsk_litd worker, c3nstrction"wor'-rer, strt_Lt sweeper, s:e.c_h_.-e

Rural Occupati-)n,4.

. Landownir with large lana rea and large nu-bers of f-Jr

hi ,)articular area or ate. Does not co manual work 'o

May have a second hous in the city.

2. Inter-ediate, but rather large farmer of the "gen11-a,:-farmer"
type.

3. Small but independent landowner. May do all of his e:n farm wcrk
with 7achinery or may have a small nimber of employees Thc'adninis-
trator of a large fazenda or plantation aiso falls in category.

Small land-owner who doe his own work. A foreman on a fazenda or
plantation also 1 in this category.

5. One ..ho iives on the land of the owner but has his uJiti nuse, a small

land .2r.animal allotment, and shares crops with the otntr or gives the
ownera certain number of days' work a year: a meeire or .jirrceia,

6 Unskilled agticultural laborer who works for wages and pr,:oably does
not have a guaranteed income. May lime in a village and go out to

* work by the day. Often lives in a snell noose provided 1. the owner
on his land'.
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Tatle 2
EDUCATIONAL LEVELS IN THE VARIOUS'COUNTRIES

USA
'University Graduate
Some University
Sec. School Grad.

Some Sec. School

Primary School Grad
Some Primary School

Brazil
Some Univ. and Univ. Graduate Univ. Graduate

Sec. School Grad. Some pLt-secndary
Completed Jr. Sec. School Sec. School Grat.("A"Level)

(6tn Form)

Some Jr. Sec. School Some Sec. School ("OLevel)
(5t.--, Form)

Primary School Grad.(4 or 5 yrs.)Left School at 15

Less than 4 grades Left Sc_ho1 before 15

Germany Italy

Univ. diploma or degree University Graduate

Completed Sec. School and possibly . Completed Sec. School and possibly

some University some University

Completed 10.year s-mhohl plu4, Some secondary school

vocational school
Completed Primary School and Appren- 'Completed 8th grade

ticeship or Commercial - School
Completed Primary School and Grades 5 to 7

some Vocational School
Incomplete Primary School

Mexico
Univ.Graduate or some

Univ. work
Complete Univ. Prepara-
tory School ("Prepari-
toria"). Normal School
or equivalent

Complete Secundaria
or equivalent

Some secundaria,ISr
equivalent

Complete primaria
(bth gradY

4

Incomplete Primary (less than

5tn grade)

Japan

University Graduate

Some Univ. or Graduate of
old system professional
colfege,or normal school;

Graduate of new system
Junior College
Complete middle school Sec. sciooi graduate of a

general course(old system). four-year course after an

Complete upper sec. school eight -,ear primary school

general course(new system).

Yua3sla'fla

University

Some higher education,
beyond sec,:,..1dary level,

but not a university
graduate

Complete vocational middle Vocational school, usually

school (old system), 3 years, after primary

Complete upper sec. school school

vocational course (new

system)

Complete upper primary Complete s-year primary

school (old system). Com- school

plete lower sec. school
(new system)

Less than 6th grade ' primary school, eemplete Incomplete primary

A'
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Tab le 4

THE SAMPLE DESIGN

A

Socioeconomic Status .

Ase

Upper Middle 6 Upper 1..z)4 er

Male

100

100

- Female

100
4

100

Male

,100

100

t

Female

100

100

10

14

I

1

v
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6

THE COUNTRY BY COU-NTRY SAMPLE DESCRIPTIONS

BRAZIL

Demographic Characteristics

Brazil is tne largest cc,..ntry in Latin America, it is located at the
East of South Amer a, with an approximate area of 8,500 000 km2 and an
estimatt-a popilatlin of 96 miilion inhabitants in 1970 'According t-
"ihis estimate, the demographic density is 11.3 inhabitants per kr-,z.
However, some regions of the co_ntry are sparsely populated whereas
others are densely populated, as can be seen in Table 1. (Data from
1960 census; Werebe, 19b3.)

Table 1,

Distrib.:tion of Pup_tatLoh by GeorgrapnIcal

Regions PDp,..lation (",)

North --') J.DD

Northeast .16

East . 36 3i
South . 32.66
Central-West - 3.3A

,

liV

The country is char erized br geographic, rrydrograpnic, climatic,
economic, and social c entrasts, as was stated by Bastide (1939) and
Lambert (1959) . G4berally speaking, the North, Northeast and Central
West rcgipris arc the ones where life is more difficult in all aspects.

* .

The acc,1Lratcd urbanization of the more prosperD,s regions has -in-
creased the rural migration phenomenon, as can be seen by the follow-
ing data: the percentage of people living in the rural areas in 1940,
1950, and 1960 was 69 percent, 64 percent, and 55 percent,. respectively.
These percentages show also that, in spite of the fact that migration
Is a gr)wigi phenomenon, almost half of the Brazilian population is

still living in the rural areas. As far as'gCographic mobility is
concerned, it tends to proceed from north and northeast to southeast
regions.

Concerning social nk.,bility, as is observed in Table 2, it is going
on slowly, the mobility from lower-lower to upper-lower class being
greatest,. This is due to the industrialization process going on in
Brazil.

78
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Table 2

Social Class Distribution in Brazil at Various Dates
cf. Havighurst and Moreira, 1965, p.99

Social Class 1870-72 1920

%

1950

%

1955

%
.

Upper 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.0

Upper-Middle 5.0 2.0 3.0 4.0

.Lower-Middle 6.0 9.5 12.0 16.0

Upper.-Lower ) .10.0 33.0 36.0.

) 73.00

Lower-Lower ) 70.0 50.0 42.0

Slaves 15.0 - - -

The age groups of the Brazilian population according to UNESCO data
(cf. Pfromm'Netto, 1968, p.24) are distributed as follows:

Table 3

DistkibutIon of Population Atcording to Age Groups

Percent

0-9 30.9

10-194 21.3

20-59 43.2

60 and more 4.6

It can,be obs-erved that.more than half of the Brazilian population

is under 20 years of age. .

The distribution cf the population according to socio-economic level
ii'very heterogeneous, with a remarkable preponderance-of lower-lower
and upper-lower classes, according to havighurst and Moreira. (See

Table 2.)

Educational Structure

.
The educational organization in Brazil is ruled by a law known as

"Diretrizes e Bases da Educacao Nacdional" -(Policies and Bases of
National Education) promulgated in 1961. According to the law the goals

' of elementary school are: "to develop children's reasoning and ex-
pressive activities as well as their integration in the physical and
social milieu." According to that law the expected.goals of secondary

-54-
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school ic,1 arc not vet-. pr.:cisely ,tatec It says, "Secc.--dar

as an cAtention of elc-entary schJ)1, ha, b pirpose to tor- t ,

a,l,lescent " Th, stim.c.C:r, of toe t, ctimposea of .1. ctage.,

ernementar:, inttrmeuiate and higher 4-,c t, el'emenar I

ptises toe nursery schools and kindergartt- (rot c.ynpulsoi ar_ a

cnrullnert) and the eleTcrtar. chools er:

at:,:ndance is eumpilsor:i b- law and is o:f,T-roc fr--

..ears of age on The elemcrtary scrt,o,1 c:rsists of foul'

ear, with five .'ears offered Ln soi'c c.tics. In ,Th CT CC

cd AtI)r :s'pr-)%iced for ni, three Apr.) )(:' -f

3raztqtan pupils c3mplet_ tre 4tn year of t:e prt-ary sc

ntermecitatc st.at incl.dos the sc.ccn:'ar:
c:1 ided i o two stages: the "Gina,ial' (4 ;ears, corr,so.-o_-, to t,c

rt,r high scnoci) and correpo:
-etlor at thf tnter-ediate sta:''- 7 =r

ti schools .f vari sorts C ,'prebare peepl! d

eroc, agric_lt.re

A_ Ji L't! elt.n.-tar

Itr i.t iir,t stage it t secooar sc , after being ..t _

an :'tra'ct exam:nati)r dar st .dents pass C c a-.

1=)70) wnich is vc.ry ditf.calt ed c:t_t: a_

atuorttlins are planning an coca: LOflditt.L re r( for- re

oLEimentar .-u_kool would be integrated to toe :.rst stage :f t--

dar, sot. T.Its will be a unified schu.I lastIng 8 ears

e.anc In toO str-ct be f':11nc.t:. 6 a seri-s c Ir.cu-
cr and mctkod c±anges. S. of thee- changes were begtr- Or_ p.t

.n practtct by t'c timc tne thirl star:e of this rese,:t

The ior le.el comprtscs the .niversit: .1.71th the s,'-

u-Idcrraunate, graduate and spec.alti.atiJn course, C vart-

duration', 6'1 time of s,nnoling dupendicio on the speciri.o. OriC

Tht majortty of-the uninerity courses la,t luar or fi%c
toirse; la.,t six years.

Acc)rd.ing to INEP (967). Brazilian elementary school :tai-r have
Tidiific,itt,)wi is follows. 56 perccrit wit.: complete cours-_, normal
-chool,, {desincd to pr&parc elementary school tjaehcrs). 1--rom the

remaining ?-44 'percent, nearly 16 percent havc incompleted ete-entary
school coirses.

The groat ma)nrity of elementary school teachers are --se' in

t:,ere were'170,576'females and 12.68n males teachlq,i- elementary
scn,ols in Brazil .(Werebe, 1963, p 118) Nita reforrin.:, 7: entrance
to ror omi schobis ,(intended to prepare elementary school.''_ti: show
a 'propyrtin of fourtimes more females than males (80 5 p_rce-nt

femmes and 19.4 percent males in 1969). These data ally o:,nsonance
with thus presented by Moreira and Havighurst (1965, p.23.--) 'rich snow

that femaies constitute 93 percent of the total number of t_achers in
elentntar: The discrepanci between data referrini. = sex of.
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tudents attending normal schools and the distribution of elementary
school teachers by sex may be explained as follows: 1) boys often

attend normal schools as a step towards attaining higher education
2) when they remain in elementary teaching, men usually occ py admin-
istrative positions, as, for instance, school principals, supervisors,

etL

As to_the socioeconomic level of origin of the elementary school
teachers, we -do not have data for Brazil as a whole. For Rio de

Janeiro State (one of the more advanced in the-country and not repre-
sentative of the whole country), the distribution of elementary school
teAchers according to socioeconomic level was the following in 1950:
(Havighurst and Moreira, 1965) Upper and Upper-Middle 26 percent,
Lower-Middle 53 percent, Working-Class 20 percent. According to these

investigators, "the primary school 'teachers come from a wide range of
socioeconomic status, slightly more than half of'them having been
reared in kower-middle class families." (p. 235)

As far as seconddi:, education is concerned, the first stage
(ginasial) is more relevant for this report, since the fourteen -year-

old sample came from these schools.

Traini of secondary school teachers is given inthe University
Faculties of-Philosophy, Sciences and Letters, with a curriculum which

lasts four academic years.

° A sampl# of middle-school teachers studied by Havighurst and Gouveia

in 1962 contained about 60 percent men, and three fourths of the

teachers were under 40 years of age.) Approximately 65 percent of the
teachers were university graduates, hainliTrom the Faculty of Philoso-

phy, Science, and Letters (Liberal Alqs in North American terminology).
The remainder were,mostly graduates of normal schools.

Concerning the socioeconomic origin of these teachers, approximately

one fourth' were fear; working-class homes, while about hall were from

. the intetmediate or lower ranks of the middle class.

For the middle schools where the fourteen-year-old pupils of this
study were studied, more than half of the teachers-were women.

In eleMentary schools, classrooms genAlly contain about 40 students._

As far as age is concerned, there is a wide variation,. because 'there

are no restrictions regarding age to enter the elementary school.
Besides, because of a high level of school failure, many students remain
in the same gradd during two or more academic years. The distribution

of students according to age in elementary schools is shown in Table 4.

.0*
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Table 4

Distributions of Elcentary School Childrch Age, .1,0- 1i59
(Data from Werebe, 1963, p.97)

Total of St.dents

less' than 7

.7
3

9

10

12

13

14

15

more tan 15

Total

82,994
722,2C"2--

9c,7,833

1,043,744
1,01'4,747

829,815
650,341
404,983

217,525
95,662
54,507

6,104,393'

Tt may be seen that trere is almost a million anc a nai
older _ham eleven and, tl-,crefore, be)und normal elcrentar; -71 age

-740,

. It was not possible to obtain data referring to see, anc
econo is level distrioucion for these students.

In secondary level the percentage of girls is 47.6 percent and of
boys 52.4 percent, according to data 4rom BGE (1966) At t-_, level of
educational sq.-L.-Inure,. themajority of students come fro," _D7.,:" ,inc,

Middle social classes,-whereas in technical sellouts th ,ajr_l of
students come from the Lower classes (Hutchinson Vasco:-celos,
Quirino e Cavalcanti, 1965;,Gouvela, 1964). In the cities of Sao Paulo
and Portc, Elegre, nearly 22 percent of the students attendir.;_.- tie fit'st
stage of thesecondarl level ("ginasios") come from the v,cr,:_r= class
families, (Gouveia, 19'64). It is possible to say that in 5..e ral, first
stage secondary schbol children ages rain% from 11 to 17 year.; of age,
although official data were not available. In technical'and e-.-enine-

,
courses the average age is higher. ., v,

.

The elementary'education total duration varies fAm thrLe t.:. six

koacademic years, according to the 1 islation of each state Ir_ general,
tlik acadklmic year has 180 days, with four hours of classes.per da\. The
total .a7ount of schooling is 3,600 hours. In the more pecent cars, due
to scarcity of elementary school buildings, there is an atte-:Ft to
solve Cris problem by reducing the total number of school h:%rs. Thus,
marl schools have on1) two or three hours of classes daily, 1:r a given
student, and two or three sessions.
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.
Brazilian Constitutions of 1934, 1937, 1946,.and 1967 state formally

that elementity education is compulsory but the entrance agd is not_

established, Afthotrgh thu "Lei brganica do Ensino Primario" says that
elementary scTool'age snouldbe from 8 to 12. (cf. Werebe, 1963, pp.

34.35). It should be added, however, that the law is not always

enforc d and the count y has around 39 per?tnt of'iltiterates among

t.

peo e from 15 years d on, according to the 1960 census.

The sec dary school in its first stagd, (ginasio) lasts four academic

yeArs, with number of days and hours of schooling skTilar to the

element.ary school level. vik

populated, more,economic ly, culturally, and socially developed regions.

The south and'the east.iarts at the country have more than 68 percent of

-the total number Of elementary schools available in Brazil, 77 percent

Of die elementary schoolteachers, 75 terdent bf school entrances and 90
w ,

percent of the students finishing the elementary school ).evel' (IBGE,Ar

1,959r.

Acco;ding ti't official data for 1964,9approximately 52 pei"cent of"

secondary school-students yeye in-private schools. (Bamighuisteand

Gouveia, p. 24'725). Table 6 shows the enrollment data for public and

* private middle schools in 1958 and 19f4. The4. Were almost equal numbers

of boys and girls in the. middle schools in 1%65. Approximately 30 per-

cent of. an age groups entered the first cycle of lab'middle school', and

approximately 8 perc t completed th e second or colegial cycle.

The -iiroportion of Public to'p.ivafe schools in elementary edudation
is nine'i'o one in favor of the public school, according to IBGE (1959).

The percentages of-studelitS and teachers in private and public schools

"Is shoen ire Tables" 5.

Table 5.

Proportion of Teachers and Student's in Pu6lfc and Private Schools °

.

,
,

Privaxe School's CZ)
v
,Publ'ic Schools (%)

Total number
of schools 10

.

90
,

-..,

Teach,prs
..~..,

13

.

87

_

-

Student
enteji hg

4

12

. .

. .

;
88

'.

..- SNdents
ffrkshin7, 18

V

-:

____: ]

.0
.

82

. ,
'..

.°

k
cf. Anua?lo Estatistico db Brasil 195r at

There are more
I
educe Tra-1 opportuniti.es in the more prosperous, more

fi

4'
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Table,b

Publi and Pri%atc Mi-dle-Schojl Enro'i -i-Lts 19.3o and :2

2

Branch

, (t1o_15a,-ds)

195f

Pubis Pri-att!

_,. 443

'IC) 127

3d L.f.),

lo '

PuHlic

6,,_

3b.,

92

==:

Pr,.a:tj

6:
')
..1.--

->c

,Acadv,ic seconcan;
Cd-imercial

Normal
inci,6trial

JO

EfirJilent for last nonth of sc'-ial ;ear.

S_irce: cra Educaca') e .ra,

En'sn (Rio dc Janttr i956

Ed foc iu Braz:1 :s .1 ,ed, btca. ti. const- it a -ea,--

31 incir Jrle'S S)C;j2.1 C 21:'i4 Such 4 stat,_-ent -a.;. sc.,.- ::,-.tra-

jictory,,,,,n ,e ha-t in mfn, .._:ata abo t schoJI attc,-daict. ::t, f---rt'i---

less, it s'. ilc:be said tua._ t_his occurs beca.,se 1-)wer Cass teats

freci-er-tiy cannot mai,ntal-n t-cir c?ildren in the schools eon .,e. Of .:

tinanc la,. ti-)ita:_t-ollirs an.: becadse'they heed LI1L0-t fr1,7. .r ch.il'Jre7

The p-lrc.it-teiclier rLiatisnsnips are raLnt aintj throug,, th_ "Parcn.t-

c...icaLucr As.-,Jciati.2n,"..:i.1.1, according to current Fcgislat n-, rust be

or4ari,,d -1 all Brazilian elemertary schools. Teac!--ers,an., parent

na% p2ric-dLc meetings and d.scuss their cnilden's fl...:-.11ool,pr.):,.emY
In the p-bi:c. t-,_cundalv sch.icl,s there is !Vim:Jar agenc,,, D-C ::th a

; t

lar-,;(r i,..nction, it is.call-d "A4esic1 for SchoH. Cooperatio;" ar_l it is

expected to es-tablish:rela%ionships between 11,(- schoor and the
communit besides helping the scho)1 in administrati'.e pr:-,1cms.

,

Concrcing parents' aspirations in relation o tilt educatral
sytem anti educatronal and ,,-)cal mobility, it may he Said that the:,
vat-% ac_ ,rdi,ig to social clas.s. In lower and opper-lowerAccal
classes formal education is considered as a wav of caising social (

status Through acqui4ition of education, it is expected that tueir -

'childreo caYenter occupations ofejligher status than'eheir parents. In

upptr-T,ddle and upper classe, education fulfillS' theogoal of maintain-
ic,g their alkadl. high status. .

,...

.1.h,._, occupaLional guidance .of students is almost 'Ione-,-.1stLnt in t*
Brazil_an school 'system This situation is even worse in the lower
class°, Loan in thp upper ones. In helfast case, the students
genera.,114 attend pri,illte schoo4.s, w re eventual1 ).4 the; rec.,,:i-e some

vocationdi gJidance. ,

- A
. .

8.4
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As far as educational selection patterns are concerned, the selection
of-st,uded,4.ho. want to continue studying is made4kn.two occasions of
formal education: 1) after the elementary school graduation, when tne
students take an entrance examination (Exame de admissao) to secondary
school. As we said before.ithis examination is being eliminated due to
the union of bottl, elementary and secondary schools. 2) After thecon-
.clusion of the two §tages of the secondary scnoal ("ginasio and .

colegio") there is-another entrance examination for those students who
want to attend university. This examination is very difficult and
usually the propOrtion of possible admissac-nS is one out of ten stcoents
who make an application. The frustration am6n6 the students is great,
mainly for those who aspire to attend Medical Schools, Psychol9gy,
Engineering and Architecture courses.

/I(
The official data on promotion and dropping oi.t of schooliWare srowr

in Table 7.

.1*

Table 7

Progress Through tue Sducatigna System
(Age=group 7 years (Drage in 1954)

a.

Approximate
Age

No. Reaching
this level

Percent of
a,-,e arou

7 Completed a first year of school 1,400,000 -74

8 , Completed a second year of school 1,000,000 53

9 Completed a third year of school .750,000 40

10 C,mpleted a fourth year Of school 500,000 26

12 Entered first ..y-ear cif middle school 300,000 rb,

15 Completed fourth year of ginao 150,000 7.9

18 Graduated frc- middle 100,000 5 3

19 Entered a university y-,000 2 4

22 Grad,ated frup Luiversiti 30,000 1.6

4

SAkces: Censo Escolar Do Brazil -. INEP, 1965
.A Problematica Da Ed,ucacao No Brazil.

Jarbas.GQncalves Passar.inno, kinist(:r of

Education andCult.ure. ReviSta de Assuntos
Nilitares e Estudos Brasrleiros, March-April,
1970.

41
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of intellectual and artistid tendencies, but an original source of
styles, ideas and cultural patterns.

The metropolitan poput is around six million inhabitants,

distributed in an area of 1,622 km2. Its demograptfic density is,
therefore, approximately x,120 inhabitAts per km2, one of the greatest
in the country.

A The city-of Sao Paolo is located in the south rtgion of the country.

Its climate is temperate, contrasting with other cities sic,,ated -pre -
to the-north, where the climate is a tropical one.

It was not possible to find precise data concerning the distr11-;:t..on
of the population according to age. Social mobility is high, due to
industrialization, immigration and educational opportunities (c-f

Hutchinson, 1960). However, this mobility is more structural; tna: is,
the result of creation of middle and superior job opportunities as a
consequence of an economy in expansion, than a mobility caused b:
exchange of status, which would bea result of climbing of sore a-d
lowering of others on the occupational scale.

The eographical mobility is great because tit city of Sao Paul,
besides the great number of immigrants received from various foreL:n
countries-- mainly Italians, Japanese and Portuguese--receies aisc a
large number of Brazilian peOple Who come from other regions of tne
country, mainly the northeast region. These migrants usually ,are eitner

semiskilled or unskilled workers.

i)

,,.Therefore, although many data concerning demographic characteristics
of the city were not o tajned, Ir_can be said that the cit of Sac Paulo
is not representative/of the country as a whole. It is the largest

industrial center in Latin America with all the characteristic of :ne
large urban and industrial centers: more work oppoitunities, more 4,

social mobility, more "educational opportunities, being the nucleus of
foreign and internal,immigration.

v

Although accurate data could not be obtained concerning the di4:r1:
bution of Cr-A..population according to:socioeconomic status, It can be

said that th Inumber of industries and 'industrial workers increased 98
percent and rceht, respectively, in the period from 1950 to 1960..

The group of 1I-e-d- and unt-k-Illed" wotkets conct-triite--a greatipair of-

the city popylation. Even being one of the more developed center-s from
the socipecoripmic point of view, Sao Paulo cit} has a great number of
nonskilled people wit* temporary jobs. 4

At the same time, to the. number of people with temporary jobs, One

may add the number-of unemployed, which corresponds. to percent of

tho labor po,,:er of thE city.
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The Selected Sample
r

The criterion used for the selection of schoolsjoas their location
In other words,' a school was considered to have an upper-middle pop,
lation if it was located in a section of the city where families of
high incomes lived. The same consideration is true for the low inco-,e
sections of the city.

It has to/be pdinted out that i,n the Brazilian sample, most of the
upper-middle subjects come from private schools, whereas the upper-
lower ones come from public schdols. Therefore, besides better builc-
ings and equipment, private schools also have better professional
resources (counselors, ps-ychologists, and so on). Although it can ro:
be said that the schools in the*-Sample are reprenntative of all the
Brazilian. School system, they seem to constitute an adequate sample oE
the city of Sao Paulo educational system.

It seems that, in genera,l, the staff of the schools, as well as
students, reacted to -the research i,h good will and cooperation
can be mentioned, however, that this attitude was better in the p.lblc
schools., This possibly occurre4 beeisuse as public schools are suppor:e:

. by public funds, theviiiight have felt that they should cooperate with
rile community. This is less likely to occur in the private'schools
which are supported by the students' parents. Although no direct
pressure Prom the parents was observed, there was felt.a general appre-
heriiion in-Oe school-heads concerning the amount of time spent with tnt:
administration of the tests.

JN'
Regarding the teaching personnel of the schools, as was pointed

their ieactions were friendly and cooperative. Nevertheless, at the
last part of the administration of the instruments, some ,school -heads
began.to worry ah.,,t the students' missing classes. In a very few

A..cases, this worry was obvious; but in no case did it prevent the tester.,
from Qompleting the administration of the instruments.

The students in general arid especially those from elemcntary schools
reacted in friendl fashion towards the instruments In the seconder:
school the int-rest was less strong, especially in the upper-micidle
class.

Referring to the parents in relation to he intervicws (Stage II),
tHe attitude was cordial and cooperative, f both social clAses
involved in the research.. Parents answered willingly the various
questions of the interview.

No other'Objectoh -- except that it was time consuming -- was
brought up by the sc-ool-heads. No one found any question as contro-
versial, difficult Dr unacceptable.
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THE REPUBLIC of: MEXICO

Demographic Characteristics

The Republic of Mexico in the 1971 eleventh general census of popu-
lation had a total population of 48.31,438 inhabitants. There were

23,873,207 men and,24,440,231 women'. The extension of the country is
1,967,183 square kilometers, the density of the population was 23.2

inhabitants per square kilometeiIii 19671.

In Table 1 one can observe the population in 1968 distributed by sex
and by age*, with intervals of five years2.

//

AGE

0 o 4

5 o 9

10 to 14 ,

15 to 19

20 to 24

25 to 29

30 to 34

35 to 39

40 to 44

45 to 49

50 to 54

55 to 59

60 to 64

65 to 69

70 to 74

.75 to 79

80 and more

Table 12

MEN WOMEN

4,461,000
3,693,000
3,041,000
2,454,000
1,971,000
1,605,000

4,272,000
3,499,000
2,900,000
2,391,000
1,966,000
1,645,000

1,327,000 1,403,000

1,119,000 1,189,000

943,000 1,004,000

764,.000 831,000

616,000 674,000

519,000 549,000

428,000 437,000

313,000 325,000

209,000 223,000

130,000 139,000

109,000 118,000

Estimated for June. 30, 1968.

In Table 2, taken from the 1960 census, one can see the distAbution
of the economically active mart of the population for the entire Republic/.

TOTALS
4";477.03760

02,000
941,000

4,845,000
3,937,000
3,250;000

2,730,000
2,308,000
1,947,000

,1,595,000
1,290,000
1,068,000

865,000
06.38,000

432,000
269,000
227,000

Table 23

Economically active population 11,332,016

Workers ' 5,834,424

Employees 1,490,336

Owners and business men 87,772

Work on their own 3,798,311
-

Help theicffamily without salaiy 121,173

Economically inactive population 14,441,307

Home chores 9,623,630

Students. 2,653,077

4 Other . 2,164,600
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In 1960 t ,ere-,ere 3L.2,,119 Inhabitants in Me,Lco. Tne
:rn tnE data In Tabl, :L L::vcn by cLLIdre- Lclow tc1:e

in T1i ,Hne-can stL ec)nci,_411: ac -c bnp'llatLon L- _

as, is'-..1.7ated the 19o3 cens. In t-L, case ye claL.,IfIcat__:-. Lc.

ma'Le

* , Table 31+

'Dotal

Womt-

.r_ CaLtIE , S c _re,

,.

Men

Wor.en

12,00_ _7

6,37-

Mcn
Women

ElEctricIt , Gat., etc

484

Men 53.5"__
Women 6221

Commerce 1,576,9=.7
Men 1,087,3
Women 489,33-

,

Transportat. 563,9t--
Men 527,37.7
Women 36,o07

Serv1ces 2,015,73
Men 1,037,7:2:-
WImen 978,2;1

I 9,1

-F,9-



At this time the estimated population was 47,26 ,000. Benitez

Zenteno5, writing in 1961 predicted a populati of 49,298,100

inhabitants for 1970, close enough to the ac al csus figui-e, and

predicts 68,170,300 for 1985.

Educational Structure

Description.

When the Cros 'ational Research Project was started in June 1965,

the educati tem prevalent in the Republic of Mexico had the same

characteristics as it has today. Thee characteristics are dictated b:

the organic law of public education which expresses the rights and
responsibilities of the State in regard to education.

Preschool Education.

Below six years of age, preschool education is offered in nursery,
day care centers, "casas hogares", kindergartens and similar institu-

tions. It is stated in the organic law of public,education, that pre-
school education has the task of propitiation of the physical, mental,
moral, and esthetic development, the socialization in children and the
acquisition of the habit of going.to school. All of this has to be

done in accordance with their age. It is interesting that from the

reading of this document one develops the feeling that the child shoulc

be over protected. The feeling is also left, that the child is not .

ready for intellectual, and, in general, of cognitive interests and it
is quite stressed that he should not be pushed too hard in this tender

age. Whatever the case may be, the actual practice in preschool edu-

cation in Mexico has *traditionally forbidden the.teaching of setters /

and numbers, they rust not learn to read befOre they start the first

grade at school. In these centers the children learn to play, to da4ce.

to sing. They carry on with physical excercises, do manual'and artA-
tie activities. The teachers, called "Educadoras," who are in charge

of .this type of education must have a special proparation acquired at
specific normal' schools. School education may be imparted to all the

children below six years of age in the Republic, but at is not obli-
gatbry, nor is it a requirement to enter primary school.''Certain -

nurseries, and particularly the institutions called "Hogores," are
sustained by the State in order to give some amount of education and a
place to live, to abandoned children. In these places, care is given

by day and night and a trial is made to provide a family situation 'for
them°.

It is of interest to indicate that the total number of students at

preschool level, 352,021 in the entire Republic .of Mexico, Indicates,
conservatively, that one out of every 18 children of three.to

-.years of age attend preschool in Mexico.

-70-
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=10.2.b....

Pri-ary

to f.p_rtl_en veal_ of age, ch11,11rer Atene. rr
, 1E0_ re-.Ason fur E ese limIE; is fig ,oE'all,ch:ldr'n star- .

prLary eLcati-n at ir u samplLng. ',-41arried oit 1", 1939,
1, /d,, ELIL ,17 72,67.1 c tcr st,LL:^g pri-ar,

'.ere si'L yLars of aiL 29o,450 were k'tn years of avk

wkre ei;n: je'ar t age, 29,233 wcee nine '.ar f age, 16,702 -.ere *J.LY'

and s,176 L:ere years at ac. TLcr, was als, a

in g, t at tne po oi-er tAL fa-111:, the older the- c 6 tI at e-tric,
)f edLc4,-___,,1 Ls t_ pro'"otet. c adequate ph-;

Int_ile,L .ai, moral, tz-inutic area socia_ cevel3p,e-nt ir the t-L1-
'-'re n it Ls t) pi(pare tile:- fur their :der ac%antage a

RivintaLLL s CLCL. Pr_7,11 e..iLat_cE, prepares the SL 'dent: satt,:.
his ow'. hee.s, t) ,apa,-le utilillrg tfle ntrumenft and eLe--,t:t--
,; :ark, epare Enc-- entrance condary Cdk cat:'-
/..it

"

IP Thited States De cal_ec 1e.n1 - nigh 5:,0o1?"-

:'_it' -1 iL.L) Lf primar Location ,r( 41,e'Ll in
L year ea, , anl Ene, sh to hc complered t

are excei,t, are per .tted to E' is re at PrIma4. _cal
is and free for e r, an than a ears -f
i.c Lp a few !,ears ago, 1._ was m)nosex al L the pre,,c_--E

tnt_1-e i diS i,ed sex education. Primiry scflr)o in Xexica are:
:le,: a, LLrDan, semi-urban an roral. The has-- subject matter. '.3Te-er,
tends to 3. tne same in all of them. 9

An)fis-r -ificationfirds two types.he state Lschools and th
pr. ite s.c'30 depending .p 'n who ec-mumiealli sustai.. rnc Alt-t,gh
Articit L if th.! National Educational Systeml°, emphasi-Les that toe
reilL;i0us ,urparatinns, or groups that in so: Wdi or another are re-
lated t, i-eiL4i)us. creeds, can not prJviae edocation, this article has
bcc4)me more and more flexirle, in the meas.ure tat such institnE:on,-,
which b.' law must apply fur permission to carry an with education frc
Ehi Secretariat of Public Education, must maintain the norms, plans.
T,Ethods and pr)L,ras of sthdy that the Secretariat of Educ.4tiotn deman,:s
in its own schools. The state keeps the right of denying the applica-
LL-us,fr, L') ,hdixidual persons or groups to foc.nd a school if tnev do nX._
ii:1"1l the requirements of the Secretariat of Education. As time has
gon- on, in the entire Republic the number of private schools has been
on the incrrase. This -ft-as beefi encouraged, beca.4s.e'Ve State has found
it impossible to maintain 'ace with the increase of the population and
cannot fulfill all the neads of education for the children. Private
se)nools are, however, almost exclusively to he found in the state
capitals and in other tirben cen rs, where the population is economlcal:
ly capable oIsustaining this e of education In many of these
schools the school population is monosexual. The number ht cases in

,'wnich- it is mixed, is far less than for the state schools
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Secondary Education.

\,

Junior high, or as it is ealled in Mexico "Escuela'Secundaria" --
is the'continuatiorisand broadening of the primary'. Its object is to
reaffirm and deepen the teachidgs of primary school and-to discover
attitudes and vocational orientations in the adolescent on whose interest
this type of, education is structured. Secondary education takes three
years, it is imparted by specialized personnel in each one of the sub-
jects of. the programs. These are elaborated b'y the Secretariat of
Education. Private individuals'or groups may also provide secondary
,education, as long as they comply with the usual, xequirements plus those
which specify specialized personnel for teaching the subject matter to
be taught at this,level 11

.

, After completing secondary education, the, student can, according to
his interest, enter into either the normal education to obtain a
teacher certificate, vocational education that will prepare him to enter,
a technical school, or preparatory education that will prepare him to
enter the university.

Tabfes 4, 5, and 6 below shckw the relevant numbers for schools, and
for children attending them,, plus.2degxee of "4sertion," the number of
students failing, etc. All of th2g 'for preschool education, primary
education and secondary education.

Total

a1) State

b) Private
c)*Mixed t

Table 4
12

PRE - SCHOOL EDUCATION (1967)

Number of Total Number
Schools of Students
2,7Q9 352,021

2,126

300'-

283

Boys Girls
172,558 179,463

Table 5
13

'RIMARY EDUCATION (1967)
. Number and Distributiog of the Schos

PrimAry Education Urbans . Rurals
40,424 10,055 30,369

01.

.._

.
- fi.tay Night

Men Women *Mini School Sohnbl
a) Urban 906 977 8,172 9,690 365
b) Rural 110 .34 30,225 .30,389 80

Total 1,016 1,011 38,39,7 39,979 445

-72-
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(Cciritinue )

DeFcrti. rfeciLa-,-,!e.P,1 -1

a) Stet:dents regist.,_r_

I)) Students at the enT. !ear
c* Percentage of th.)s.- reislered
d) Steldents promoted
e) Perc!i-ntage promo,,

Urban Schools
a) Students register:-_
5) Students Cost
c) Students at the of the ,ear
d) Aera,4e attendance

I
Rural Schools

a) Students registers_'.
h) St.locnts lost
c) S.c:icents at the e,2 f the year
d) Average attendau:_e

Nor

6,155

5,151.61
41.

4 733,E
4,457

251.35 -
751

50=. %,1

A goon part of the c, ''deserting," actually Tovc to an_fner
school or change to a private school.. In a longitudinal stl,:2,

tound almost 0% desertion from.scho31 for any given
year and a higher perccntagQ of promotion

11

,Table 6 14

POST-PRMARif EDUCATION (1561)

Total of Schools 3,965

SecondaryJ, 2,025
Pre.'ucational 20
Vocational
Preparatory 268
Business Academics 628
Normal 232 .,

Professional 261
Spec lal Schools 508

98
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Table 6
(Continued)

Students Registered

Totals 'Men Women

'Secondary. 583,792 362,362 221,430

Prevocational 15,843 13,281 3,562

VoCationaf 27,56 24,855 2,714
Preparatory 90,191 70,447 19,744

Business Academics 87,726. 28'3621 59,105

Normal 63,220 25,371 37,849

Professional 1333926 113,905, 20,021

Special Schools 108,245 56,522 51,723

the, Teaching Personnel in MeXico.

To complete a cour,se of study at the "Escuela Normal," is the
minimum requirement for the persons that want to obtain a teacher
certificate. The 4scuela Normal for Teachers has as its fundtmental
objective to equip the student with the theoretical and practical
knowledge necessary for teaching. It ideally demands that the individ-
ual acquires besides teaching technique a good integral cultural
knowledge and it intends to infuse the student with the realization of
his social responsibility in the practice of teaching15.

There are five types of Escuela NorMal: 1. The Escuela Normal
Rural which intends to prepare' teachers for the rural schools. /t

requires that thestudents should have terminated the primary school
and preters'students that come from rural areas. The duration of the
coarse of'study is four years. These are divided in two cycles of two
years each. The plans of study are similar to the urban normaltschool,
except that theresis particular stress given to khowledge applicable to
the rural needs.'

2. TheEscuela Normal Urbana. It equips the teachers for teaching
at urban schools. it requires the completion of the primary school.
the duratiOn'of.dhe course' of study is six years 4ivided in three cycles
of two years each.

3. The Evuela NOrmal Superior is directed fundamentally to prepare
teachers in the different subject matter specialties. The requirement
is that'the stoSent will have terminated previously, either 'the urban

i or the rural normal schoc11, t he has a teacher's certificate; and
that he.wll have practiced eaching for a period of time'no less than
four years. This school prepares 'teachers for "secondary" or junior
high schools.,',

,.

/

-,
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, 4. T Escuela Normal de Educacion Especializada requ4;es.that tie

stuck will eve terminated Phe Normal School, and that the!' have a

tea er's cert ficate.' They should also experience of at least two

ars of teaching. Completion'of studies at thig school gill allow the

teachers to practice in'tne.following, specialties: TriMary Ecucatibh

for Adults, Physical Education, the teaching of border fine anc feeble

minded children, the teaching of the blind, the deaf, etc. In general,

prepares to teach in some area of special education.

5. The Escuela Normal -de Educadoras. The objective of tnIs school

is to prepare persbnnel foi preschool education. The requirenen.ts are

that they should 4ave completed_three years of a normal sonool. Tha

duraction of the course is a mteimuth of three years and Lt gives the

degree of "Educadoras."

7
The Table 7 below reports the number and distribution of teachers

inothe Republic of Mexico.

Table T
16

- I

S

Preschool Education
'Primary Education:

a) Urban
.b) Rural
c) Total

Post Primary Education
Prevocational
Vocational
Preparatory

Businesselicademics
Normal
Professional
Special Schodls

Number of Teachers

13,75f

111,669
60,302
171,971
.43,073

1,611

2,034
8,912 '

5,0K1

155:75.81,

6,064

Description of the Classroom. 17

The primary school room it is said should never have less than 20

pupils., The actual norm for a group is about.50. This number varies,

according toNeveral factors. The main one of these .is the socio-

economic level. In some private,sChools the;p may rarely be up t.o 55

pupils, but the usual 'is to find from'30 to 40. In thestate schools,

'the groups with least students have 40 and there may be to 60 pilpi1s

in one classroom. In the primary schools, besides the, classroom

-teacher; tnere are the teachers Of "gymnastics" or'physical educatiol,

that substitute the academic teaelvx for a period of one, Flout at a time:

) -75-
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c

*In the private schoc4ls, besides the gymnastic teachers, there are often

.specialized teachers that teach languages, and in soneof tr.lese schools

there is also an extra class called "Moral." _This' hays to Ifp.with

morality and not,with morale.

At the secondary &Chool;, there is one professor for eacn subject

taught. One of the'?- teachers, the.one with the most.distinguished

curricV.um vita ',' will be in charge of the group acrd will attend' to

their-academic, admini trative, and.social.needs. Theie are fulltime

teachers who a assi ed to only one school.. In the high schools, the

norm is that t r 11 he'from 50 to 60 students per classroom,

The number of hours that'the students receive classes a: the primary

and at the secondary schools are:

1. Primary School. In both, the state as well as in tne'private.

i schools, there is only one petiod of classes, it can be in the morning,

in the afternoon or in the evening. Ninety-five percent of the school

population18 attend the morning and the afternoon school periods. Of

these 60% attend in the morning..,

The corking houts for these periods are as follows: for the first

i cycle (first and second primary years), four hours, from 8,1,00 to'12:00

aim.

The'second cycle (third and fourth primary years), four :ours and

thirty minutes; from 8:00 'a.m.' tp 12:30 p.m.

The thpreCycle (fifth and'sixth primary years),4iive

8:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.

With slight variations in, the entrance time,the private schools

work the same number of hours as the state schools% although some times'

give one half hour more in order to impart the classes of '':Kral." 19

All schools work only from Monday through Friday.
.

2. In the secon arj schools entrance time is 8:00 a.m. and the

classes terminate-us ally at 1:30 or 2:0,2 p.m., that is to say, they

work from 5.5 to 6 hours a day Including,Saturdays. 'The afternoon

period reduces the number of houri for the secondary school, although

they never work less than four hours a day in the state sOnools. 'Private

schools"do not have afternoon or evening periods.

. . 4. s
.

3. Below is an analysis of the 'school calendar taken fr:m-the

"Agenda del Maestro, 1967." 2°
.

.

t'

11
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a

PRESCHOOL AND PRIMARY CALENDAR SECONDARY AND P@ST-PR/XARY SCHAL
c CALENDAR

,ft
Working Days '.182 218.Working D s

0 Annual working days 182 . Annual workin day 218
First period '..96 First peraod 113

Second period 86 Second period 103

Weeks of Work:'.''

Annually 36.weeks 2 days
First period 19 weeks 1 day
Second Period 17 weeks 1 day

HoUrs of Work: 116

First period
Second period

36 weevs 2 d ays

19 WEE":5 1 day

17 wees 1 day
.'

4
Daily 5 .Daily 6

Annually 910 Annually 1,308
First period 4 480 First pericu .1690
Second period 430 Second period t. 411618

Note: There are six days in whi3th the work is suspended because they
are national holidays 21

. There are'two periods of ,-.01-idays,

the20th to the 31st of May and at the end of the c::'irses.
Besides, there. are several days which are given'in F.olyw,rek.and
around the 16th of September.

Attitude Toward tAe School System and, the Goals of Educati,:n.

TAe general attitude of the public toward the school system is
positive, as far as it isperceived as the solution'humber qp4. for
advancement and development of Ole individual, the community and the
country. Teachers receive a good social recognition from tne parents
and from the children, but generally they are poorly paid and remain at
a very low socioeconomic level. They often have to teach at least two
fuli school periods, the morning and the afternoonf:or,the -lorning and 4

the evening, tEc.,' in orde't to barely make e meet.. Pai=nts often ,

tend to place the entire responsibijoity;a0 c right'_, in the
hands of the teacher for the information and 4Pri obcheir children.
Most of the_ tiole there is an almost complete 1:11ahMpff" attitude toward

,the work of the teacher 4nd_whatever he decides is fine. FrIm our
observations in the field, the average teacher in MAico could be
described as "democratic - autocratic," that is ts say, a cc--.hination of
the two-types_of teachers. He is aIfectionate aid permiss_ e, but the
last word 'is always his.

S.
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The Relationship Between Teachers and Earents.22

. 4
Ginerally in Mexico the established norm is thAreach school whether

primary or secondary, state or private, will form every year what is
called the "Sogiedad de Padres de Familia." Th role pf this society
is .to promote and encourage all types of social and other activities ,
Which will result in some economic benefit for the school. These groups
never intervene in academic problems., the thaching is the exclusive

prerogative of the teacher f and their organization. They, however, can

make suggestions if tae cake merits it. They are assumed to watch for
ale strict observance of the legal dispositions and regulati.Ons.- The .1

.

Sociedad de Padres de Familia is fdrmed-by a President, a Secretary, a
Treasurer and a representativeir each one of the groups and/or school
grades that exist in the school. 04 the other hand, at the individual
personal level, there is often,established a relationship between.
parents and teacherswhich has as a base the information that the teacher
will give to the parents regarding hehavior and achievement of the child
in the school. When this happens;. there is usually cooperation in which to.

the teacher is the leader has the gdal of improving the study . t.4% .

habits of the child and his achievement.

.
.

The communication between teachers and parentsis usually greater in
.

the private than in, the state schools. In this ca...sv the grades are

reported, weekly or at least every 15 days. Usually once a Nonth the
teacher asks the parents of;his pupils for a meeting in orderto change
impressions and make plans for better efficiency in/the work of the
teacher, of the child, and of the parents.

. _.

In the state schoolt communication is much less and often tithes, even=
when the teacher calls for the arents, these usually, excusing them-,

1

, selves of their multiple'occupa''1-ons, do not attend the call. It these

parents the contribution to the learning of their children is less.-

The School Mpulation and Parental-Upirations.

The modal schotl population for the state schools belongs to socio-
, econasift-c,groups that go from the middle-middle class downwards, that is

to say, taq lower-middle, the upper-lower and the middle -lower and the
lower-lower This is parttcularly_true at ihe'primary level. At the

secondary leve , many of these children may not on in school with the
exceptianof th middle-middle, the lower-middle and the upper-lower
class at times. Most of the time the reason for not going furtherin
school is economical.

At the primate schools the modal population is usually represented,
by the,middle-middle, upper-Middle and the upper class,

Ir
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Histogram I on the next pag.e, taken from anothr study 23 gi-,,es a

good picture of the composition of the parents by Occupatiph in three
systems. The private school system, a state school system wit'nin a

housing.deyelopment of the 'government and the state ,stem :n 'a pour

section of the city.

Histogram Irg-117Fst-he same breakdown 1pr th, occupatj.on of the

mother; one can see the large amount of home labor that is to be found

eyen'in an urban center like Mexico City.
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287.

15

10

5

0

HISTOGRAM I

1.-Obrero no califi

2.-Obrero semi-can o.

3.-Obrero palificad
4.70fitinista o emplead
5.-Pequeno comercialte.

x,,,,k%-Profesionistas.

/s7 7 . -Gran comerciante!.-
8.-Sin empleo
.9.-Oficiales ejerci o.

(subteniente-may r)

0.-Oficiales ejercilo
,k (Teniente corone

o mas).
14

MUM
1

S. Priv8do

OCUPACION
DEL PADRE

1

O
S:U. Independencia

S. Oficial alg
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HISTOGRAM II

OC U,PAC ION I DE LA -MADRE

t- Obreras no calificadas.

2- Obreras semi-caLificadas.
3- Obreras\calificadas.
4- Oficinistas y empleadas.

5- Pequenas comer'ciantes.
6-'Profesionistas.
7- Gran comercios.
8- Sin empleq.
9- Ama de casa (idbores domesticas)

4

S

0 1 2 , 3

. - 1 ka

S - 2 so
S . - 3 =

total lJ
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4.

THE CITY Of THE-CROSS NATIONAL STUDY

.. -
.

Demographic Characteristics

1

MeXico City or the FederalDistrict, counted, according tb the 1970
census. with 7-,005,855 inhabitants; 3,305,411 -were men and 3,010,4404*
werb women. In 1960 the total population for the Federal Diairict'was
4,870,80 inhabitgnts. The population with.more than six yearf of age
was 3,938,500. From theSe 3,285,396 were literate and 653,104 were
illiterates' . A

Educational Structure

The educational-system in Mexico City is similar to that in the rest
of the country. :Up to 1966, Mexico City had the academic calendar "A",
which meant that children started the academic year in February and
ended it in October. Ever since, there has been a progressive change in
order to have Mexico City follow calendar "a", which is the -prevalent
calendar in the fest,of the Republic, and in which classes start in
September and end in June. In order to do this, vacations have been
made shorter. Also, there has been the sacrifice, of approximately one
month of the usual cale9idar everyyear. the following Tables there

theirelevant data rOarding school population and its distribution in
Mexico City as, of 1967. ,

Table 8
24

PkESCHOOL EDUCATION - 1967

Total Number of Schools
653'

State Private
4.31 117

Table 9
24

_ .

, PRIMARY SCHOOL$ - 1967

"Total Number of Schools State Private
2;134 _'1,580 554

Registered Students : 1,258,403
Present at the end of the year 1,161,360 (92.37.)
Studepts promoted

a.

:392,859 (85C57)
Average attendance 1,085375
Registered at private schools 136,49
Present at end of year 130,757
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Table 9 24

(Continued)

4
11

DiSTRIBUTION'OF

1st Grade

.

2nd Grade

3rd Grade

,

Men
Women
Total

Men
Women
Total

Men
Women
Total

4th Grade- Men
4omen
Total

5th Grade Men
Women
'Total

4th Grade Men
Women
Total

STUDENTS SY GRADE

State Priv'ate

117,753 12,550

116,101 14,023

233,854 26,573

100,203 10,686

96,826 12,100

19.7,029 22,786

97,467. .10,135
94,878, 11,440

f92,345 2f,5.75

93,292
69,641.

182,933

88,135
81,520
169,655

77,481
I: 70,088

147,569.

9,748
11,-355

21,103

9,247
10,564

19,811

05,804

10%105

18,909

4

Table 1024

POSTPRIMARY SCHOOLS (1967)

NUMBER OF STUDENTS
' 'Men Women ,Total.

268,322 124,331 392,653

Secondary Schools 372 Business Academies 57
EeNiocational 7 Normal Schools 36

Vocational 11 Professional Schools 40
Preparatories. 62 peciat Schools 77 .
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DISTkIBUTION OF STUDENTS BY GRADE IN THE SECONDARY SCHOOLS

" 1st Grade

2nd Grade
,

.

.
.

Men
Women
Total

.

Men'
MOmen
-Total

, .

s

.

State - Private

48,607
30,915..
79,521

..

38,085
24,900
62,985

7;287

6,545

13,832

6,476

5,672

'12,111(N\
.

.--

1rd e, Men 30,025 , 6,168 '

.Women '20,528 5,390'
.

Total 50,551 , 11,468
.. 1). - .

%'
.. ,

t. ...

-0Liportant Descriptive Facts About. the Population ofAle-iico City

From Which Our Sample Was.Enracted
- 4

-

It has been seen, that only oneout of.18 $hildren obtain preschool S

education in the Republic ofsMexicd, It hai also been seen that the

fiw that do attend dO not get any training ,that will foalar their

cognifLve and intellecrual depelorient. It can be seengOm table 9
that only 92.3,percent ofthose iftat start a year in iheprimary-lchools

in the Federal 14,strict present the final exam,afid from the same Tablq .

we learn that.only 85.5 percent of all those that_srArf a school yeas

ip,a primary schoolger a,passing,mark. *me these figures are for

the entire p4mary system, it is only between '2 and .3 percent Of the

'.children that are lost from the population at any given grade. By the

. J fourth grade, then from 8 to 12 etcent, will have beep lost from the ii..

-. original population.. Far more arious.than'this loss is the controver-

sial data regard14-the numiler of children reported as .registered by the

,Secretariat of Education at any given agedtand the estimations made
yearly for those.same ages and based upon thecensuss Thus, in thq

pling study entitled,""Pl n de'Once Ados de Education PrAmaria",

p ltshed in-1959, it iepo nted out. that in.that 'year the estimated

'population o children bet n-siemed fourteen years for the Federal

Dlstribt'was 1,0.14,277 chit eh and that same year the Secetariat of
Education reported 6nly 815,169 as the Ptgular attendance. This is only

% 80rpetcent of the total population.of children.- It has been impossible,

thus far, to obtain this type pf,data for the years during which the

study was toads._ We are, therefore, unable to ascertain the exact per-

cent of the total population of children between six and fourteen years

'therattends primary school inMexico., It.prisbably.Could be stated .
that the population attending schobl in Mexico'Citt is certainly, more

selected than that attendiqg primary school-in the industrialdied '

--- nations, where albost every child gets to go to primary 1)0(3°1. However;

one should point opt that in those countries the number'of children that

are -able. arable td 4.tend pree of pducation is far greater and ,that this

probably could balance ate4f selective pretess may be An action in

Mexico. On the other hand, the part of the population in Mexico ,that

-84- o
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attends Nigh school is cer tainly much smaller than in the industrialized
nations. Thus, we have seen that in the ftimary schools in Me.xico
there were 1,258,403 children registered in 1967 while,. the same year,

Ipmy 1111§,34.were attending secondat-y school., Only anouL ne fourth o_
he children thatgo 4o primary school get to go to nigh school. However,

'One must 'understand that tht; chilcrren that do not on to,nigh school
Are of very low socioeconomic status. This kind of a pop:lotion Just
does not exist in industtialized nations. 'Actually, therefore, since in
the cross national we were selecting by an index of social class and
education, the Mexican children in the study are cir- parable by these
important criteria with the children in other parts of the world. One

should still realize that iven in these rigorously selected children,
probably a much larger proportion of the Mexican children than those in
the iridustrialized count-ries-did -not have a chance to have prescho6i
education at all or cogr!itively oriented preschool education.

.

. .
I.-. I, .. ...

*"
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ENGLAND

-a
Demographic Characteristics

The total population of England and Wales as given in the report
on the 1966 Census was 47,135,,510, there being 22,840,580 ma l,
24,294,930 females. The distribution by.age and sex is glvt-r.
Table 1.

At,

Age Male

Table 1

Female Total

0- 9 4,366,710 4,142,390 8,509,000
10-19 =;3,958,290 3,837,880 %7,796-,170
20-29 3:328,410 / 3,292,880 6,621,29',:

30-39 3,194;700 3,177,320 6,272,02C,
40-49: 3,336,270 3,458;610' 6,79,,60J
50-59 3,294,530 3,519,420 6,8i3,50
60-69 2:394030 2,975,430 5,36,1...560

70 +- 1,447,90 2,611,020 4,056.310_

The distribution of the population teims,of socioecono,io level
is given in Table 2.' The figures are those given in the Cens.s of 1961.

Table 2

Social Class Grouping

II

III

IV

V

3.8
17'.0

51.3
20.3

' 7.6

The urban/rural distr,ibutionwas-37,46-T,805/,469,895. In terns of
education just under two out of eVery five- primary :schools in England
and Wales were rural. If the child pepulatioh was proportionate to the
total population as shown by the 1961 Census about one 10 five p;apils
attended a country school.

In_Cerms of geographital mobility there is a-strong trend toirard the
South-east and-London in. particular. This is especially, so' in tne case
of young, people, many of whom presentf.omething of a proble7 in that they
arrive in the Capitol toneless and jotless.

1144
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A
'While the outward evidence of, social mobility, is not as clear as in

the United States, it is evident that this type of mobility is in-
creasing all the time. Class boundaries are far less ridgid than 30 or
even 20 years ago and this is a trend which is expected to continue.

Educational Structure

Description of Structure.

At the time of the Cross-National Project all childrenreceiving
State education attended primary schobl_from age five to age eleven,.
Depending on the decision of the Headmaster some children could be
admitted earlier --.that is in the .school term in which they turned five.
At the age of,4eleve children entered a secondary school of some type.
This varied accordi g to the policy of the Local Education Authority.
In some areas there was a system of selection with academically brighter
children going to Grammar Schools and the remainder attending Secondary
Modern Schools. In a few authorities a small minority would goron to
Technical Schools. In other areas, children at the,age of eleven went
.on to a Comprehensive School which accepted all levels of ability.
During the time of the project all Local Education Authorities, at the
request of the GOvernment,were submitting pl'ans which would eventually
result in all areas having a comprehensive system. Whatever the type of
secondary school, schooling.was compulsory up to the age of 15. It was
expected. that child* attending Grammar Schools would remain until the
age of 18 but phis wad not always so.

*

Secondary schools are organized,as boys alone /girls alone, or mixed
schools.

.
. .

Children who heave school at 15 may attend Colleges of Further Edu-
cation or Techpical Collages often on a system of day release (one day
per week.) frOm their' employer. ..._,

At the ter;laty level students attend ersities or Colleges of
Advanced Technology.

There are relatively few'state-ruiindergartens. The majority of
those are privately run.

. A number of private schools exist at all levels. Xhese are financial-
ly autonomous.

Halfway between tht state and private schools are the direc -grant
Grammar Sdhooli. These receive ascertain amount of aid fro7.'the
Govirnment and are thus enaibled to charge lower fees than do sotqly
private schools. Local authoritieS are *nettled to take up a number of
free places at these schools.

-90-
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Table 3, shows number brchl idren 4n full-time education,dis-
. Itribut.e& by kumbet and type of school. These figures apply to the ea'

.1966.
r

4

Type of,School

4.

Table 3

Number oP Schools Number of Pupils
Primary ' 22,822 4,366,3Z2

Setondary
1

Acidern , 3,642 1,524,382
Grammar, 1,273 712,968
Grammar(direct grant) 179 114,919
Technical' , 150 73,644
Compitehensive 387 312,281
"Other - 346 193,518,
Total ' 5,977 2,931,712

Independent 1

757 89,686Primary

Secondary 324 83,560
Primary and Secondary 448 135,383
Total 1,5.29 308,631

Other Independent 1,860 140,878 :\

. .
All School's . 33,582 ' 7,856,262

4

Table 3a P

Table 3a is based on
dat3.4collec'ted the

IEA Study of
Mathematics 10



Characteristics of Educational Staffs.
4

In 1966 the distribution of full-time teachers by sex and type of,.
school'is as shown in Table 4.

Table 4

School Male' Female All
All 36,922 110,451 147,373Primary

Secondary, lb
/,

Modern 43,050 30,440 73,490
Grammar 24,293 15,716 40,079.,

Technical 2,906 1,286 4,192 .

Comprehensive 10,104 6,17.6 16,280
Grammar 3,293 3,175 6,468°

(direct- grant)

Independent_
(recog) 10,837

Pidependent-

Other) 2,026

10,703

6,237

21 1=-0'

8,263

The Plowden report'on primdty schools9 indicated that the proportion
of females to mares in primary schools woe three to one whereas in
secondary schools it was three to four. A/Notional UniOn of Teachers
Survey carried out in 1962 showed that 40 parcent of,prLthary schools had
no male staff at all.

There are no national statistics available concerning either age or
socioeconomic status of teachers. However some delta does exist from
certain studies that, have, beed carried out by the"National Foundation
for Educational Researchi Thus "Teachers -and their Pupils' ,Home Back -
ground"by E. T. Goodacre).contains the foll1owing informat.Lon on some
teachers' social tiass oagins

Table.5
Comparison of London 1966-61 andAationalSurvey Figures.1955
of London iilfanx Women Teachers and Primary Women,Teachers'

. bocial-Class Ori ins
octal Class Origin

ofeisional ,

Managerial Adm. 13 '14
II Interniediaze 37 1' 39

114 Mahe/ Skilled 40. 41

IV Manual Sem4;skliAed 6 6

V Manual Unskilled? 0 0

London Teathers Primary Teachers
.11Slational Survey

n- 96 n=16!,§

8.8":

52.2
29.6
9.3
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The Plowden Report stated that in 1966,_there were twice as many
teachers in training as there had beenNeven years previously. "Tney
are also better qualified' in terms ofG.C.E. Passes, although the
quality of men applicants is Lower on th& average than women " in
1965-66 34 percent of trainees had more than one 'A' level, 26 percent
had one 'A'jevel and 27 percent had five Or mere '0' levels but no
'A' levels.

Training of teachers varies wi'th the type of school in 1..hicn the
student intends to tLach. In 1960 olleges of Education introduced
generally a three-year course fu he training of teachers. However,
about 346 percent of all students ift Colleges of Education are in
shortened courses. These students are normally over 25. Fur those
plannipg to teach in pri'nary schools the three-year course offers a
general training though some further education in one or more specific
subjects must be undertaken.' For those planning td teach-in secondary
schools teacher training is for specific subjects.

The training of graduates isseither concurrent in whicti academic and
professional courses take place alongside eac' other, or consecutive,
in which professiorial'preparatiori follows tgree work. Concurrent c-,T

training has been provided in two undergradtate coirses acid

in a small number of Colleges of Education. The anountof concurred*_
training is now increasingly rapid and a four year course for the Ed.
degree is now becoming established.

a

Six university departments in England and two in Wales offer De-year
thpost gra.ate training for primary education. In r965/1966 ther were ,

only some 300 graduates training for primarAgirhool work.

The Cdileges and Departments of Education are grouped in 20 i.stitules
or sclio,ls of Education act as- training organizations, All but one
of them arcs university bodies. While they vary.in structure th all
co:ordinate the facilities in their areas for training teachers nd over
sae the. content of thv training courses. They are.also reSpdnsi le for -

the examination of students and,retommend successful students to the
Secretary of State Pbr qualified teacher status, subject to a satis-
facto;,y probationary period.

0
Some figures are available as to the qualifications of teachers\-in

Independent Schools: 'These are given in Table 6,

re

e
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Table 6

/GRADUATES Non
Type of School Math. 'Science Others Total graduates

I .

Primary Mile 106 68 1441 1615 1 175N
Female

,

17 18 336 371 / 2520

Secondary Male 473 886 2501 3860 681
.Female 122. 195 J 1069 1386 834

Primary and Male 237 470 1550 2757 667
Secondary Female 225 363 1789 2377 3144

Other- Indep. Male 91 -.116 pi 788 1237

57 63 618 738 5254

Classroom Description

The number of children in a el.ass varies according to the type of
school and the area in which-it is situated. For example some village
schools have very small numbers while heavily populated areas may have
large numbers in their classes. The official policy is for a. maximum
number'of 40 children in primary classesjnd 30 children in.secondary
school classes. Table 7 presents the 1966 statistics by type.gf school.

Table'7

S I VE 0 F C L A S Sr.

SchOol Up to 15 16-20 21-25 26-30 31-35 36-40 41-50 51+

Primary 3b96 7368 12519 21665 )3674 .39242 15561 71

'Secondary Mod. 3407-- 6053 9045 14096 15110 6538 581 33
Grammar 1479 2106 '4113 9471 7500 460 214 107
Technical 2034 227 522P 1199 -591". .40 8 3

Comprehensive 588 1026 1896 3699 3507 533
Other.Second. '401 .708 1166 1981 2143 548

Total . 17488' 29340 52111 62525 47761

81 11

42 4

16487 229

Figures'foT distriation "by age nnd sex are only available frbm age 15
on. Before that age there is no sex breakdown. The figures available
are given in Table 8.
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Ta4le 8

Age Boys irl Total
s .

2-4
. . 243,500

5-10
4,204,200

11-14
. 2,620,500

15 under leaving. 110,200 1!4,900 215,100
.age . -

. ,

15 over leaving 109,500 . - 103,500 213,000
age s

16 106,100' .93,200 199 300
17 62,400 48,400 110,800
18 25,500 .14,700 40,200.
mt '2,800 900 3,700

-Amount of Schooling

0

School regulations require that "on every day oh which a school.,
'ffeets there shall4be provided for the pupils: 1) In'a school,or class
mainly for pupils under'eight years of age at least three hours of t,
secular instruction, and .2) in a school-or class mainly for pupils of
eighteight years of. age and over, at least four hours of ecular,instruction,
divided into two sessions, one of-which shallibe in the morning and the
oth-e'r in the aftprnoon." fp practice most-primary schoolsowork for
longer hours than the regulations require and secondary schools work fur
approximately live nootsa day': Some schools have one tree.afternoon
per week - devoted to sport - and therefore have an extra morning's
school on Saturday.

There is ttinsiderable variation among hours bf schooling1 in.:endepen,
dent schools. #

According to regulations all schools multipeeit for 400 sessions (half
days) in the year. AlMost a ,1l ebhocas take their vain holidays at
-Christmas, Easter and August (with varying amounts added in July,and .

September). increasing number of schools have a week at Whitsun and
in some areas a full week's holiday is taken in October and February:

120 . ,
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Attitude Toward the School System and Expe edGoals

The genera/ attitude toward the state hool system,is pokitive.
llowever different group§ in society perceive the teacher's 'role in
varying ways. Musgrove studies parents' expectations of what they
thought tee junior school should provide and reported differences in
-relatioQ to the social'class of the parents, e.g., working class parents
entusted the teachersxwith greater responsibility for behavior training
of their children and'expected them to encourage pupils to conform to
authoriAy_and not to challenge it.

Taylor" obtained junior and secondary pupils',ratings
characteristics of a "good" teacher and found they placed
on the ability to instruct. H conclusion was that pupi
"good" teacher's teaching as " means to the satisfaction
have in our society: to be to t and to learn."

Within the teachers' ranks there are groups who differ
to_the goals they seek. One aspect of this is made clear
in the N.F.E.R. report on Streaming in the Primer), School

,'able to identify two teacher types'.

Type-1, typical of teachere-M streamed schools couie be-described as
" knowledge centered." For these teachers the emphasis as on the
acquisition of knowledge and the attainment of' set acadepic staldards.
By contrast the approach of the,- typical non-streamer wasliTore
centered" with' a greater concern for the-all-round dtvelatioment'ofeach
pupil. Their teaching tended-to place more emphasislon self-expression,
learning by discovery and practical experience,

of the
most emphasis
Is perceived a
of a need we

in respect
by Barker Lur
where she_ was,

The attitude of working-Oiss parents that Musgrove reported -is now
being looked at more closely by educationists. Jensen4 for eximple
indicates that "in order to break the cycle of poverty and cultural de-
prtvation the state school will have to assume, for culturally dis-
advantaged children, more of the responsibilities for good child Oaring--
responsibilities universally regarded among the middle class as belonging
,wholly'to the child's own parents. The brutal fact is that for culturally
disadvantaged children these responsibilities are not being met for
whatever teason. Whether or not the state school system should intervene
where educationally important enviro 1 lack exists is, of course,

lip striCtlyaspeaking not a psychologicarrrelducational.queetion but one of
social policy."

The general goal of. education would still seem to be that laid down
in the 1944 Education Act -- the affording of every child an educational
opportunity suited to his age, aptitude-and ability. Just now this should
be carried out most efficiently, however,'is a question still to be
answered.

-96-
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Parent-Tetcher 'Relationships

The Plowden Report placed great 'emphasis. on the.need for a closer
relationship between teacher and parent. "Community schools," which.(remain open beyond normal school hours, "for the use of children,
their parents, and exceptionally fo; other. members of the community"
are suggested as an aid, particularly in educational priority areas.

4
However, research done floes not alWays show Leachers supporting the

Plowden findings. For example, Choenl identified and compared the
expectations held by students, tutors, experienced teachers and heads_
in relation to that aspect of the teac'Eer's role concerned with liaison
between home and school. He found that the idea of a more diffuse
role for, the teacher with closer .,:)ntacts between home and school
received ,little support from heads, who tended rather to" emphasize the
traditional approach to the role of the teacher.

In Goodacre's study3 it was found 'that contacts with parents seldom
extended beyond ?meetings on school' premises. Few sChools,had established

. parent-tlachor organizations and few teachers ever visitqd pupils' homes.
In this study only ninespercent of the schools. had a parent-teacher organi-
zation although some schools stated that they held regular meetings to
which laarents were invited. Some heads said they had found parent-
teacher associations difficult to get going.

The objections to the formation -of parent7teacher organizations
were,similar to those reported by'Mays1G parerits came for the "wrong"
redsons,,teactler's anxiety_that parents m4ght interfere in the school's
organization and particularly, teachers' &oncern that it was the mother
and not the gathers who came to meetings.

Parental Aspirations for (a) Educational Mobility and (b) Vocational
Mobility

One of the,. best examples of this. cane from the Streaming Study5 where
parents were asked which type of secondary school they would prefer
their children tp attend. Table 9.shows the liercelltage of Elarents
choosing the four different types of schools and te- percentage of

. children concerned who were'subsequently allocated to e -ach type of
school.

Table S
Priferred Type ntit3479 Actual Allocation

: .School Percentage of Parents. Percentage of Pupils
Secondary Mod. 22 58 r

_,-
Comprehensive 20 19
Technical 13

1

Grammar 45 20
Other it

;--
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Aaftarker Lunn says, "Clearly the grammar schoOlcontinues to main-'
tain primacy, of esteem over other types ofsecondary school -- every-
where the choice o graMMar,school for outweighed the'Provision of

iplases."
.

0.

°. .

mparing the'chotce of secondary sahoolmade.by parents of children
I,. n streaAPd and non-streamed sc4tools, Jlools, t was fouA that the grammar

school Qas.the.first choke of all higher social class parents, but
among lower sdcial clip parents the mmir school was the first choice
of parents "of non-streamed children only lower social class parents
*Leh children in streamed schools showed lear preference for the
secondary Modern. It would appear, in the case of the lower social
class, that attendance at a non-streamed junior school heightened,
Parents' aspirations itr an.academic secondary ed\icarion foi their ,

children while attendance at'a streamed junior school depressed them.

Information on pirens' aspirations for further educatipn was also
obfained, ,Jniversity Was easily the most popular choice of higher
social class parents of boys and girls. Lower soci4 class parents on
the other hapd clearly favored apprenticeship for their sons and a one-
year tectinical college course for their daughtersv Only in the case of
lower social class girls did a sulAtantial number of parents express a
wish for nofurther tsaining. Figures are given in%Table 10,

WO/

Type of .further

'traintn

Table 10
Higher Lower

Social Class Social Class
Bo s Girls Bo s Girls

None
Apprenticeship

1

267.

47.

13%
47.

601.
127,

267,

Tech.College 1 year 77. 297. . 57. 347,

Tech.College 2 years 207. ' 97. 157. 9%
Univ/College 3 years 467. 457. 167. 19%

Number of Parects 928 911 385 '763
..

On the whole lower clfiss parents appeared ;demand lessof the
educational system than higher social clasp rents. Fewer desired',
gramaihr scholia places for their childre fe er were willihg for them
to stay/01 school beyond the statutory aving age, and their hopes for
fullither educatioh and training were considerably more limited. There
'thus, appears to pattern of progrissj.ve self-elimination of lower
social c4ass children by their parents at each sAage, of the educational

.
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Educational Selection Patterns
, 4

As mentidned earlier, all children at the time of the Cross-National
Project cHInged school at eleven. The selection procedure varied
according to the policyof the Local Education Authority. r ose
aillareas with a comprehensive policy all children move up to econdaryw
, comprehensive school in their neighborhood. fn other areas children are

.,- required to sit for an examination which gives an indication o eir ,

academic competence. On the basis of this result they are ass' '
either to a Grammar or to a Secondary Modern School. Finally children
may be assessed on their year's.work by their teachers and by a visiting
panel and on thIS basj,s_selection is calftied out. Parents have the
right to nominate the school of their choice and may also appeal, if they
feel thrr child has been wrongly assessed. Unfortunately the percentage
of grammar school places is not the same in each area and so children of
similar abilities living in different areas may not go toothe same type
of school.

An indication of the number who drop out of school is given in
Table 11. These figures are for state and independent schools combined
and are based on the numbers in SChool in 1961.

Table 11

Boys and Girls Aged 13 in School 821,758

percentage of thee remaining at school Boys Girls

2 years later aged 15
3 years later aged 16°
4 years later aged 17
5years later aged 18

45.4
26.5

15.6

6.1

, 42.5

23.3
12.2

3.6

. When the' numbers for independent schools are looked at sepaiately
there is a marked cootrast as can be seen from Table 12.

Table 12

Boys and Girls Aged 13 in School 66,639

Percentage of these remaining at school
2 years later aged

.3 years later aged
4 years later aged
5 years later aged

Boys. Girls
15 91.5 91.0
16 74,3 62,8
17 51.0 34.4
18 17.6 \ 8 t.8
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System of Vocational Diagnosis

Some comments on the vocational guidance sydam have been ma .p,- b
Raynor and Atcherley in an article in Educational Research id-7961
"Vocational guidance is the responsibility of the careers master, if
the, school possesses one, working in conjunction with the Youth
Employment Service.* Superficially,it appears that we have a comprIk
hensive guidance system but glaring inadequacies are'evident. Personal
guidance of the child is often poorly attended to in our schools. The
schools grow id size and headmasters cannot know all .their pupils; the
form teachprs work has become little more than nominal with the growth
of specialist teaching, and, if to this is added the frequently rapid
turnover of staff it is difficult to ensure a continuous awareness of
the child's personal needs. Vocational guidance tends to be something
that takes place in the final year at school."

As yet there has been little attempt to follow the type of school
a counseling so familiar in the American educational smtem. However,

this idea is gaining ground and since 1967 trelned counselors are
becoming more frequent. As yet few teachers are greatly enthusiastic.
And yet without such guidance far too much vocational guidance is what
has been termed by Super "crisis counseling "12. Peter Daws suggests
that the "English educational tradition has never properly faced the
'full implication of recognizing that paid employmego is an important
part of the adult life for ,which eduCation is a pig'Paration," He
indicates that thinking and planning. are essential: And if these are
brought to bear over a number ofyearelhe crisis counseling that Super
deplores should be almost eliminited. As Daws says, "Since occupational
choice is the outcome of a developmental process that has extended over
many years, vocational guidance can be really effective only if it too
is spread over those same years." 2

Teacher-Pupil Relationships

The children in the streaming study evaluated their teachers along
two dimensions -- "nice" versus "not so nice" and "good" and "poor" as
a teacher. "Nice" teachers were those who were Perceived as kind, fair,

'having a sense of humor and who did not shout or use physical punishment.
4

-s

A "good" teacher was one who was able to give the pupil many satis-
fying and few frustrating experiences. Barker Lunn quotes one of the
lower ability pupils discussing a teacher. "I've improved a lot with
Miss M. 'cos when I had the other teacher, I don't want to be horrible,
but well, °le jussttold you the sum and you ilad to get on with it, but

ITnow I've g Miss M., I've improved a lot." She concludes that Ow -

teacPer "lpfluences the pupil's interests in his school wofk, Nis degree-
of confidence and his self-image ."5

* This service was renamed in 1970 the Careers Advisory Service.

t
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Goodacre 3 suggests .that among lower working-81.14s pupils favorable
vacher attitudes may create the sort of school atmosphere in which
these types of pupils are-able to achieve a higher level of reading
at'tainmeZttathan either they ol-their teachers may have believed possible.

She also uggests that in middle class area schools teachers ttr.-2 .

to over estimate pupils 'abilities and attainments. And that this
stressing of academic success coMbiried with the teachers' more for:Ial
role inhibits pupils' ftta.inMent and so tielps to explain why they are
not as markedly superior t'the upper woPicing class pupil as mig'it be
expected.

-Musgrove an44Taylor8 in 4 survey of 470 teachers found that teachers
in all types of school& saw their work primarily in intellectual and
moral term-A. Shey saw parents a.s.,being comparatively,. indifferent to
moral and social training but placing great weight on instruction and
social advanc.ement7 In fact the patents, ingeneral, emphasized' the
same objectives as teachers: moral training and instruction in subjects.

The*Plowden Report has indicated that there has 614n a change in the.

traditional aue1-roritarian40,1ationship between adults and children This

change has been reflected jn'many schools and has led in :-Iany_insi.ances

to a far freer atmosphere which the writerS:of the report belife can
"foster self-disciD.lin, a sense of respohsibtlity for others in the
community, and honesty inaction and in thought." However the caution
against too sweeping a change. Schools run on free lines work on two
basic assumptions -L "dtohildren respond in 'kind to courteous and con-

siderate treatment by adults and they will work with e6ncentration and
diligence at tasks which are suited to their abilities. Neither assump-
tion is'true for all chirdren, or for any child all the time, but both
are true endugh to make them a workable basis for many primary schools."
.However they do' indichte,:that 'there are many areas where such an approach
is not workable and that the old teacher-pupil relationship based more on
authoritarian lines,must still obtain,"

THE CITY OF THIS STUDY.

Overviey

London's geographj.cal situation as a seaport, river crossing and
communications focus enhanced its attractigns as the hubfor politi-
cal, cultural, commerci41-and.financi411 life of the country and more
recently as an iddupial kgnier, Londoh's history has beerrone of con-
tinuous growth despite th6:manyeffortsin recent years td check it.
Among these eiforts'have*been ifie Green Belt policy,' the movement of
Londoners to new and expand rhg towns, and country planning policies. In-

spite of this Londonoday:11.*s a population of approximately 6,000,000.
Table 13 gives the distribution by age over a four-year period.
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Table 13

GREATER LONDON

-Year Total '0-4 , 5-14 15-24 25-44 4 -64 65+

1965 7948000 632000 :983000 1174000 2070000 21 1000 986000
1966 7836000 638000 951000 119/000 2010000 2095000 949000
1967 7804000 637000 964000 1196000 1969000 207800D 958000
1968 7763000 627000 '982000. 1192000 1945000 2053000 962000

Attempts haVe been made since the early nineteenth century to -deal
with the problem of London's self government. These included the
Metropolis Management Act of 1855; the Local Government Act of 188.8
which made London a county and a Vocal Government Act of 1899.

Further inquiries and'Royal Commissions were held up to the second
world war but in the meantime London contieued to expand well beyond
the boundaries of the administrative county, and its problems multiplied.

Finally a Royal Commission Was appointed in 1957 and produced a

report in 1960. It had examinedthe problems of an area with over 90
separate local authorities -,all of'them separately elected and shating
in Greater London's local' government. Between them,there were great
discrepancies in size, in resoorces,and in functions,and the spread of
Greater London and many of their boundaries meaningless.

The recommendations of the Commission were radical but were finally
incorporated in the London Government Act of 1963 when for the first
time Greater London was clearirdefined as an administrative government
area of some 620 square miles. Most,local authorities then existing were
swept away. In their place the act set up new authorities -- the Greater.
London Council, the Inner London Education Authority and 32 Londo
BorOughCCouncils. The budgets of the G.L.C. and The I.L.E.A. in 1 70-71
.totale4.1583',.000,000.

The hub of Greater London is the City with an area of only about a
square mile. The financial and commercial heart of Great' Britain is the
City of London, containing as it does the headquarters of many great
international banking pouses, insUrance and investment companies and
shippinefirms.-,Greater London is a major manufeturing center where
clothing, furniture,precision instruments: jewelry and chemicals are
prOduced. Other leading-industries include engineering, printing and
publishing, food processing /NO brewing. Trade plays an important part
in London's economy. Greater London his a working populatidn of more.
than 5 million, nearly-haleof whom are employed in various branches of
manufacturing More than a million people commute daily to central
London from
manufacturing

distrkcts.
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terMs of inCome, people living 'in London pres t a somewhat. dif-ferentferent pttternvto the rest of the couhtry) Table 14/ gives the -percentage

distribution of income in ,£,j per week, as obtained in a 1966 survey of
.family expenses.

Table, 14

4 -6 s 6-9 10-14 15-19 20-24 .2,5-29 30-39 40+
G.L. 7 9 14 13 21 26

=

U.K. 3.3 9 10 12 16 14 18 18

When it came to spending their incorie'people in London spent slightly
more on housing, 157, as against 127, for the whole cou try and slightly
less on food, 267 as against 28% for the whole countr

Loridon is-also a center of education and culture with
art,galleries, theatres and concert halls. The capitol ha
dominated South-east England and, as a natural magnet attr
from all over'Great Britain. For the rest of the country means a

'loss of economic opportunities and tile G.L.C.'s industrial Center is
endeavoring to redress the balance. It has already moved 21=- firms out
of London and is negotiatingfor many more. So far, more :n.arl 25Q,000
people have, quit London for the new.and expanding-towns ar,J.:nd4,,her
boundaries, many because they can then obtain adequate housing. AltSbOgh
half a million new homes have been built in London during ir,e p,46t
fifteen years a severe housing shortage still exists. -The-problem is % .

compounded by the number of immigrants who.--Aet.tle. in London The vamous
relocation programs have eased the city's problems and LoncJn's population
has begun to tall slightly.

Educational Structure
ro

The educational structure of London is similar to the rest of the
country) in that in the 20 outer London boroughs the borough councils
are thq educational and Youth Einployment Service authorities.for.their
boroughs... In the Inner London area, which covers the 12 inner Lond6n
boroughs and the City,; educ.ation and Yodth Employment are Cr.e responsi-
bility of the Inner London Edntation Authority, a special cc=littee of
the Greater London Council. The ILEA divisionalstructure is for
administrative purposes: pypils do not necessarilxtattend sc:ools in the
division_where they live. Especlially ac the secondary school level there
is a considerable volume of movement across divisional and borough
boundaries. Table 15 gives the number of schools, teachers and pupils
in Greater London in1969.

4
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Table 15

Type of School() Number of Schools Teachers Pupils --

Schoo 58 166 5395Nursery

Primary State 1727,

Voluntary./ 531

Secondary State 527 if25499 341577

Voluntary, 171 873E:

Special 170 160116 1614';.

,.,

Total 3184 51235 1110274

Direct Grant '22. 88), 13835

123969 523871
1 13590D

In terms of retention rates 55 percent bf children in the n:rthern

division of England leave School at age 15 compared with 33 percent in

Greater London and 38 percent in the Southeast area, generally.

THE SELECTED SAMPLE

It has4already been stated that opter London consists of 20 boroughs,

each with its own laical education autilority_ In the Crois-Natilznal

Study, two of these boroughs were chosen -- both of them situar.,ed'in

north London but differing somewhat in'their composition. The first

orough chosen was Barnet, situated on the edge of thelGreen Belt with

easy access to the City and West End of London by means of bus and

train services. Lt possespes 7,000 acres of open space, a large n ber

of sports fac'hities, and well equipped children's playgrounds. has

a population (1970) of 316,240 and an area of 22,123 acres. It ranks

fourth in population and fifth in size of ill London boroughs. 'At the

time of the Cross - National Prolect,a system of selection -it age eleven

was still carried out and although alnuMber of plans had been proposed

to,change the borough .from this selective system to a comprehensive one,

ll.had encountered great opposition. _

The other. borough -- Brent --Owes an amalgamation, after the passing

of thi,London Government Act, of two former boroughs -- Wembley and

Willesden. The merger had-not been'a happy one and.ate the time of the

study there was'still a great' deal of friction existing between the eyo

halves. Thip had made itsel felt in the field of education, especially

as one of the old boroughico ained a much higher percentage of immigrant

children than did the othe .
The areatitsalf is a Center for rail and

industry, containing with its boundaries large trading estates Its

population Lm1970 ,460 and the Wea Z0,923 acres. It ranki eighth'

in population ut ourteenth in size of all London boroughs..
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In Brent a comprehensive policy.had bee' accepted by the Locai
EduAtion Authority and this has been implemented in the. course Of the
study. This bas led to upheaVel and unrest in many schools and has
also meant that schools sampled in Stage I of the study no longer
existed as entities by the time Stage III was reached.

Schools to be *ampled then; were_ taken from what It was hoprd would
proveto be two fairly dissimilar boroughs, both in terms of the com-
position' of their population and in the educational systems they were
following. However it cannot be claimed that they were complely
representative either of the City of London or of the country' as a
whole. It would be most unwise to try-to draw generalizations aboUt
Londoti or Engfish children from the results obtained in the Cross-
National. Project.

Some comparisons between the two boroughs and Greater London can be
driwn. Table 16 shows the ratio of pupils to teachers in the two
boroughs and ih Greater London as a whole, in 1969.

Table 16

Primary Modern ammar Tech. Compreh. J.Comp. S.Comp.
G.L. 27.2 17.8 15.6 16.2 16.6 17.9 15.6

Bainet 27.0 17.5 15.7 (20.0
4

Brent 27.6 14.2 17.5 17.0 15.2 18.6
so

-

n terms of immigrant pupils, Greater London as a whole has 108,566..
B'dr has 2,6q2 out of 40,653 students and Brent has 9,543 out of
38, 46. These figures apply to the year 1969.

The distribution of pupils by age is given in Table 17.

'

Table 17

4

Under 5 5-8 9-11' 12-14 15 16 17 18
G.L. 9138 469333 267013 248597 52799 24987 14558 2136

Barnet 233 11390 10142 9899 '2410 1470 918 97

Brent 15178 9534. 8064 17801 831 451 91
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Before any approach could bb made to the s ls permissjon of
the Local Education Committee had to be o rained. In one borough the
permIssiibn was readily given. In the other-there was some concern over
one of the questions in the.Demographic Questionnaire but Once the
updertsking had been given to delete this question permiss -ion was given
here also.

Approaches were also made to &number of independent schools, both
at the ten- and the fourteen-year-old level, as it was realized that
without their participation it would be very difficult to obta' he

.requited.'number of upper middle class children specified by t e research
design.

The schools themselves placed no constraints upon the research and
head teaebers went out of their way to cooperate with the researchers.
In the'cAse of some of the larger comprehensives the testing.prOgram
meant the reorganization of the timetabl4 for a much larger number of

. children than, those involved. in the,project, but this was most willingly
done. In some cases heads of schools had changed from Stage I to Stage
III but they agreed to Carry on the commitment undertaken by their
predecesSors even though in one.case the new head did hot agree pith
certain parts of the project. He nonetheless made the requiied classes
available. in some schools it was necessary to fit the.testing time
into a rather rigid timetable, as certain constraints including trans-
port to school lunch had to be taken into account. However in other
schools complete freedom of time was given to the testers and in one

case the whole lunch schedule was rearranged. Teachers on the whole
. were interested'in the project and keen to discuss it with the
researchers:

In Stage II, head teachers facilitated contact with parents and in
some cases signed letters of credence to reassure the parents that the
researcher was not in fact a salesman. Only one head teacher was
reluctant to give parents' addresses, and after some discussion,he, too,
was convinced of the worthwhileness of the interview. In this case he
was given a report of the parents"reactions to7the interview (all
were favorable).

The results of the Aptitude and-Achievement tests fbr all children
were given to the schools as soon as possible after the tepting,and
many indicated that they found these useful. The Local Eduaation *-

Committees also made it a condition of participation in the study that
a full report on all children tested should be written. A copy of this
will be sent to all schools who partici.pated in the ptudy.

. Pupils, on the whole, cooperated well with the researchers. The
majority were interested in the study,pareicularly in its cross national
character, though not all were as 4Aquiring as the boy who demanded to

,,._)knOw where the fingte4,was coming from.' One reseataher was interviewed
to; the achobl's newspaper and received a fait write up. Inevitably a
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number of children wefe not interested and saw no reason why they
should attempt gny of the instints. ;Orley were not forced to do so
ag' any data collected from them wouldihave been of no value. Reactions
to the instruments varied,, Some enjoying Story Completion immensely and
others firlding it very difficult.. A few childreiihad no 'difficulty it
understanding the projective nature of some Of the instruments and
indicated they would have preferred to answer a 4traight question.
Reluctantly their results cow d notkbe used either. Reaction's to the
psychological instruments wen always more favorable than to the
achievement test's, which most ildren saw as just more school work.
However the majority attempted .o do their best.

Like their children, the jority of parents reacted favorably to
the study. There was one ins ante where parents felt their rights had
been infringed upon when the 'r children were asked what their pa'fents'
occupations were. The result as an appeal to the local member of
Parliament Who then requested information from the Minister for
Education in a Written parliamentary question. The minister was able
to give a satisfactory repl, and the headmaster involved ;,as most
cooperative. in discussing the matter with the parents inv,ived. In
other instance, a child was upset by a Sentence Completion question,
again, the headmaster involved was most cooperative in discussing the
matter with the parent. That both ithe4 men were,suciessful .is clear
from the fact that neither Local Authovty had the slightest doubt
allowing the project to continue its woek in their respective boroucvs
in Stage III.

1st contact wit:. parents came, of co,rse, through the interview.
The refusal rate uas only two percent although it nao been estimated
that it' would be much higher. Parents gave readily of their time and -

were most hospitable on tne whole. It was ran_ for an Interviewer to
experience the extremes of being offerJd a steak for lunch atone
interview and to be eyed hungrily by'an Alsatian dog throL.Lnout the
enbiife period of the next call.

Several parents proved extremely 'helpful durink the trral period of
the interview,'traveling long distances to be interviewed behind one-3
way screens and in some cases suggesting questions that:cosi:id be usec
to supply televant information.

Finally' in selecting the children for the sample, great efforts were
made to take only those children born in England of.English parents. It
was hoped in this way to,ebtain a pattern of chile! 'achievement and child
rearing pracyices that would be essentially Engli %h. This eliminated a
far greater Number of children than had bee'n anticipated, and meant a
much heavier testing program.

p
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GERMANY ,(FRG)

.Demographic Characteristics

The German research program was run in larger aid smaller cities
of the FRG: Hannover (525,000 inhabitants - 1969)1', Mannheim (326,000),
Heidelberg 4121,000) and Koblenz (106,000).

irhe-results are likely to be typical for medium large cities
(100,000 to 1 million inhabitants) in the southern as well as in the
western and northern parts of the FRG. A1,1 four cities are centers of
administration, education, industry and c ade., -

The socioeconomic structure of the inhabitants implies a variety in
which all social classes and levels are represented -- without important
differences compared with the FRG average.

The population of these cities has had its proper share of the
development of income and welfare since 1955 ("Wirtschaftswunder"). It

has access to numerous possibilities of education, employment, consuming,
leisure time activities, using mass media and -- according to its SES --
living in comfort available in modern advanced communities.

On the,other hand, education and formation are'canalized and limited
by the three-way school system and by the dual system of occupational
formation. And this is true for the FRG in general. From all this many

peculiarities will result in the parents' attitudes towards school, in
the choice of a type of school, in the children's achievements in school,

in professional choice and in occupational training. To use a slogan,

this could be characterized as professionalization, without an important
increase in social and mental mobility..

Population Structure of the FRG2

The population living in the FRG amounts (1968) to about 60 million
(total) -- the number of the ten - fifteen years old children is 4.1
million, a little more males (2.1) than females (2.0). The life
expectsimon of 4 ten-year-old person is 59.84 (males) and 65.47 (females)
yiararrthe figures for the fifteen-year-olds are 54.98 (males)and
60.56 (females):

-The age of a first marriage is 25.8 years fqr the males and 23,3 years
for the females, at an average The excess of birth now amounts to
2.9 per 1,000persons.

The total population has increased -in number of about 5 million since
1960, wtth a decreasing proportion of the young people (age from 0-25

years: 36, percent) and an increasing part of the older, people (age from
60 years and older:-19 percent); the -wean scores of further life expec-
tat ion of the 60 years old are 15 (males) and 18 (females) years. ,
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Thirty-two poPnt seven (32.7) percent of the populatibn live in
villages and small towns (with less. than 5,000 inhabitants) -- 35.2
percent in cqwns with less than 100,000 and 32.1 percent in cities with
more thah.100,000 inhabitants. The internal migration islow and
comprises annually five percent.of the population.

The"Structgre of the EdUcational,System of the FRG

According to the federal system ofhe FRG, the responsibility pr'
school education is a matter of the eleven states of Western Germany:
That is, the reason why tnere are many differences from state to state
in the curricula, Schoolbooks; and in organizational structure of public
education. Nevertheless in most / of the states -- and in those included
in our research program -- the school system can be outliner by Figure 1*
on the following page.

It is very difficult to compare the German and theNkmerican educa-
tional systems, and the translation of the termini is onl, a preliminary
and an additional one. The main difference is the vertical structure of
the German system ane therefore the ear

4
y selection for the three
1rbranches of secondary education aA 4fter bbrth grade. At this time

the parents and teachers begin and continue for ameinterim period of
twc years to decide whether a child will further attend a "Gymnasium"
(higher level of secondary school) or a "Realschule" (lower level of
secondary schSol) or a "Hauptschule," w ich is better namec '" second
period of primary education." Pri.mar education, i.e., "Gr-ndschule"
-And "Hauptschule" are also known as "Volksschule"; for these., types of

. school are often in the same building and there are no differences in
teacher education for these schools. The ehree branches of Orman
secondary education are highly independent. The selection at the age
of ten is therefore also a selection for later professional chances.3

Only a "Gymnasium" - graduation ("Abitur") gi1.4s the possibility
to attend a university or college. With a "Realschul" - graduation
("Mittlere Reife") you are able to attend professional college.
Youngsters with a "Hauptschul" -graduation have to begin a professional
training. The best of those will find the possibility to attend a
professional school or college% evert some of them may succe_ci - by this
"second way of higher educatiop" ("sweiter Bildungsweg") - to enter a
university.

*Schools in Europe, S. 87
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Table 1

,

, The Number,Of Youngsters .Attending the Different Educational.
, Institut.ions in the FRG /Persons in Thousands

Educational Institution

Junioroand primary school level-("Volksschule")

Special schools for-mentally and socially handicapped
children ("Wilfsschule")

259.1

19634

5,873.0

Lower level secondary schools ("Realschule") 770.34

Higher level secondary schools ("Gymnasium") _ 1,259-2

Continuation schools for professional training
("Berufsschule")

c 1,758.9

Professional schools ("Betufsfachschule") 191.9

Professional colleges 97.9,

Technical colleges ) ("Fachhochschule") 63.1

o,Colleges for economy

Thollgh the counseling and guidance_from the teachers relies
importantly upon the CPA and the school achievements of the pupils in
the.fourth:(and the fifth add Siith) grade, the selection decided by
the parents is highly determined by their social status. According to
the SES of their parents, pupils- afe unequally represented at the
different apes of secondary (or primary) education.5,6 The distri-
bution of girls is even.more inadequate than that of bays.

.

Tble 2

'Occupation of the Fathers of the Children in the Eighth ant} Ninth
,Grades of the Volksschule and Ninth Grade Gymnasium'

Fathers Occupation Volksschule
8th8tand 9th Grades

Gymnasium
9th Grade

Independent occupations
.

,
14.2 25.8

Higher civil' servants employees 10.4 38.8
Other civil servants-, employees and

foregan 24%9 23.8
Workers 35.2 5.1-
Pensioners and .ethers 2.7 1.4
No 12 5.1'
Total 100t, 100.0.



Table 3 /

Aspired School Leaving Examination (Graduation) for
,..._-Junior Classes by their Parents According to Father'

Father's Occupatioh Folks- Mittel- Gymna- Undec

schule schule siun. & no

Independent Occ.

Higher civil servants
and employees

Other civil servants
employees and foremen

Workers

No information

Total

the Pupils of
s Occupatton:8
iced Total

EW.

10.7 9.6 44_1

4.1 11.4 6-1.0

9.3 21.1 33.3

24.5 14.3 11.6'

23.2 16.1 14.3

15.8 14.9 29.6

35.6

23.5

36.3

49.6

46.4

39.7

100

100

100

100

100

100

0' The reasons for this selection are manyfold:
8

,
9,10,11

Sometimes pareints are deciding about their aspirations for the school-
career of, their children before they are born, following traditions

within their SES. That is true especially for their girls. In general

changes are being made. -

- The childrearing practices'of middle class parents are -:re convenient
for the achievement standardsrequired, especially in sec :':ary education.

Middle class children are better trained in achievement vt.:::vation and
verbal intelligence than those of lower classes.

- Middle class parents are less respecting subnormal grade point
averages and unfavorable judgments from the junior school teachers. In

the case that expectations are lows they prefer nevertheless to send
their children (boys) to secondary education.

- On the other hand, lower class parents are likely to respect negative
recommendations by school teachers, though these recommenda:ions are not
tested to correlate with further school achieveme in sec.:.ndary education.

- Even teachers' recommendations and judgments concerning tae selection
for secondary'education seem to be'not independent from the parental
status of their fourth grade* (and fifth or sixth grade) children.

For lower Glass children, even thi:iugh they have passed into secondary
education, there are many obstacles against their success:

Social conflicts within famil1y, peer, -rout andneigh'::rhood
in-their residential area mar arise.
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It is hard for parents to help with school achievement at
home,to pay for additional private lessons, to Fare for
separate rooms in their dwelling (Zspecially in families
with three 'and more childrvi), to pay for books and instru-
ments and fdr the traffic from homeoto schiyol in rural
areas.'

Y7'
(cr

Because of these diffitukties lower class pupils show a greater par:
of dropouts at the "Gymnasium" than their classmates of higher social
level: lower class members in the fifth grade of "Gymnasium": 20-40
percent; in thetthirteenth grade only 10-percent. The ratio of drop-
outs is greater,for girls though their means of GPA are higher tnan
those of boys. But that is true for girls of all social levels --
until now.

jNevertheless.it must be Marked that since the last five years the"
daferences mentioned above are changing effectively. In the city of
Aannover, 50 percent of all pupils are passing -- during the age of
10- 12 years -- from the "Volksschule" to the "Realschule" or
"Gymnasium." In the federal state ofbBaden-Wurttemberg in cities anc
in rural areas the ratio is the. same, i.e., only one hall of th:, pupils
remain at the " Volksschule" (HauiTatine,.

Although teachers educa,t,ion is.intended"to 4 equalized for all tl:ree
or four branches;1t is stilf%diffe'rent4 :

,..,-
.

4 °
,

rormation Of: . 4 .4- ,
°*... .

.4.

Teachers for primary schools,
"Volksschulen,"'(1 - 9 grattle),

"Volksschullehrer".

Teachers for SecOpdary schoily.
of lower jevelr'lealschulg.
(5.- 10 grade),, 1 '';r.

.----Realschullehrer", .1 ". NC

Teachers for sedondary sOolvAme
of higher level.,'"GymnasiuM,,"
."Studienrateq <5-13 grade).

Teachers for Continuation/

profeprofessional
schools;ssional

(10-12/13 grade), V
4

"Beeufsschullehrer"

The salaries and social ;aNs of
according to their degrees.
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-three'years studies at a
lacher College
("Pad,hgogische Hoc..isc:rule")

FoUr years (4mbined) stories
at a university and at a
Teacher College

) Four - Six years studies at
a" university

4k
Six years in'combination of
professional formation with
university studies (at

f Technical Schools. Scnools
for Ecatomy, etc.)

teachers are differentiated



Regatding the distribution of ages within the teachers' staffs, cne
could say that (in the state of Lower Saxony) the greater part of the
teachers'is younger than forty years; at the' "Volksschulen" the grcatcr

part is younger than 35.years. The-50 - 61 yearsold teachers are -nte:-

represented because of war-losses.-14

The distribution of sex (in Lower Saxony) has been constant for a
long time awing the teachers of secondary schools: at "Realschulen"
females about 45 percent, at the "Gymnasium" females about 27 percent.
On the other hand, the proportion of women increases. among the teac'7er.E.

of "Volksschulen"-: females 1950 - 38 percent, 1970 - 60 percent.

There. are some reasons for the increasing incidence of women.in
primary school teachihg:

-11

- the increasing trend of female high-school graduates from tiTc
upper- middle and middle-middle class for further studies which
may be satisfied by a three-year pe ,'iod of studies at the

"Padagogische Hochschule";

- the convenient possibility of combining marriage and employment
by ygung women in this profession;

- The general'female role-perception which is till now domihant

among the female poltiration, is more convenient with the role -

perception of teachers, especially in junior and primary school
lifclasses, which implies more education and social learning than

'"Ittcadimic instruction.15

The number of pupi s per classroom in Lower Saxony* is shown in

. Table 4.

School

Tatfle 4

Pbpils Per Classroom

"Volksschulen" 30.2

. "Realschulen" '30.9'

"Gymnasien" (5:10 grade) 29.4

"Gymnasien" (11-13 grade) 21.6

In secondary education the teacher -to- scholar ratio is better than

In primary schools. See Table 5.

Table 5

/e)School FRG/I969 Lower-Simony/1971

" Volksschulen" ) 33.8 31.2

"Realschulen" 26.1 24.9 .

"Gymnasien" 20.8 18.5

*Niederqachsisches Kultusministerium, Abteilung Statistik.

1.044..
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. Schools in the FRG are almost exclusiv4ly public schools. See
Table 6.

Table 6

- .- Community Schools
State/Cduntry
schools

*Private

_Schools

"Volksschulen" 99 % 0 001 7

207

0.6 %

"Realschultr\" 79" 1.0

"Gymnasien" 60 7 25 7 15.0 %

(Lower SaxOnv 1970)

The compulsory amount of schooling is nine years (till,the age of
15 )tears) in primary or secondary educatidn and additionally three
years in continuation or professional-school (till the age of 18
years). The daily amount depends on the lack -Of teachers which is a
crucial problem for all branches of schools. Norms of four to six
hours (lesson hours of 45 minutes) per day differ by grades. The
German schools till now are morning 4chools. Children return home at

. lunch time. There'are about twelve weeks of vacation per year.

The vertical structure of the German educational system is a
matter of high importance, in as far as it causes marked_differences
in training as well as further-socia/ and occupational outlook.
These differences can be found in all social s(ience surveys in which,
besides se:i, the level of schoOl education is the decisive discrimiriat-
ling criterion____For_exampla, people with but primary education rather
distinctly differ from those with secondary education, in regard to
their later participating in politics and their forming of political

16;0,18;19opinpAs. Similar differences exist in leisure time habit,
too, Those who graduate from "Volksschule" and "Berufsschule" show a
lower fund of informations at all - excluded practical professional
techniques and experiences. They are inclined to have more conservative
(immobilistic, conformistic) attitudes in politics, morales, sex role
perceptions, jurisdiction, etc.,-in relation to the pupils or graduates.
from "Realschule" and "Gymnasium.!' They participate with lower rates in
youth organizations and their activities and facilities. Vising
theatres, reading,books, etc. is more rarely spread -among workifft,

'youngsters.

The unequalities in education and personal development have brought
on very strong controversies on culture policies and different reform
Programs.. in the FRG.

t

The middle class bias
.

within-secondary /ducation will be adjusted by
big reform proposals transforming the vertical structure of the FRG
school system. By these reforms children of the lower cl,asses will gee
better chances than they could realize till today, and their -- aptitudes`

will become better developed for the welfare of all.
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The following Figure 2 shows the new conception favored 'by the

Federal Government:

Aufbau-
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Weiterbildung
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The Selected Sample

As informations for the occupatiohal scaling we used the relevant
answers in the Occupational Interest Inventory, in the Demographic
'Questionnaire and the "Klassenbucher" in the schools (diaries, which
besides reporting on the daily events contain the pupils' personal
data).

The criterion "personal income" is impossible to find out by
questions. The readiness of the German students to give information
about parents' occupation and income is handicapped by an unfamiliarity
of the children with the job of their parents and by a certain taboolsm
of this question in the Germany society. (The question asked in other
countries was not father's income, which is an unwelcome question every
where, but father's. occupation. Edit.) .

ConCerning the two relevant classes (2)iand (4) it was important for
us that they have a sufficient social distance (different way of life,
different educational aims and techniques) and that each class is
relativ'ely homogenous. This,means that we did not count children of
the upper class (specialist physician, professor) to those of the upper
middle class - or mix the children of unskilled and partly instructed

Yorkers, etc., of the lower class with those of the lower middle class.

Besides the job status, the educational level of the parents too
s-h-o-ula be included in the stratification of the two critical levels of
our research program, i.e., the upper middle class and the lower middle
class. That's why it is necessary to outline the educatval levels of
the parents, we have used for our sample.

The Six Educational Levels In the FRG

1. Graduation from a "Gymnasium" (age anc university degree,
postgraduate student, etc., (age 25

2. Graduated from a '"Gymnasiuml (age 19 and possibly further special
training (e.g., the German official nspektor" age 22).

3'. Graduated from a "Realschule" (age 16) followe by
school or college or/and professional formation

essional
job

(age 18/20).

4. Schbol leaving certificate of a "Volksschule" (age 14/15) and con-
tinuation school, attended dye day.per week, besides the profqs-
sional formation (apprenticeship under contract) in an enterprise,
etc. (age 18)..

.144
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5. School leaving certificate-of a-"Volksschule" (age 14/15) followed

by continuation school (age 18), with no or reduced of'1=er

professional education or introduction following.

6N " Volksschule" without leaving certificate or special school (age

14/15)4 continuation school (age 18), no professional formation.

While lower middle class members belong to number 4 educatinnal level,

those o? the lower class belong to number 5 and number 6 educational

levilg. The cs.itical weighted score (education/occupation) 25

(according to tavighurst) belongs in the FRG to the lower class and

therefore was not included in the sample.

Because the different classes are very unequally represented at the

different school types, (ata.), it was very diffipukt for our-sampling

to get upper middle class children,in classrooms of the Volksschule

and upper lower class children in classrooms of the Gymnasium.

Table 7

Sample of the FRG

Upper Middle Class -Upper Lower Class

(Obere Mitteltehicht) (Untere Mittelscnicht)

Female Male 14 Female

10 14 10 14 10 14

Male
10 14

54 54 4',./'. 54 54 54 54 34' 54

.-..

N per cell = 54 N'pet station = 144- Total N (Germany) = 432
.._

Places Where the Research PrIoRrim"was Run: Hannover - Heidelblerg/

Mannheim - Koblenz

1(

Hannover, capital of Nied sachsen (Lower Saxony), one of the northern

lands of the Federal Republ of Germany, has a 525,201 population (1,69).

About 75 percent of the inhabitants are Protestants -- about one thit

are former expellees and refugees from Eastern Germany; 24 0595 foreigners

== are living in-Hannover. Since 1963 the city administration has founded,

114.
together with several neighboring communities, an association ("Grob-

raumverband") with an about 1,030,739 population ,(foreigners: 40,234).

Hannover is a,most important point of intersection: Railway lines,

highways from Scaadinavia by way df Hambureto south andTrom'West-

Europe by way of Berlin to East are crossing here. The airport Hannover-

Langenhagen (1,922,727 air passengers in 1969) is connecting Hannover

with the metrapoles of Europe. Besides a waterway ("Mittelland-Kanal")

has to be mentioned. -



r

As capital of Niedersachsen, Hannover is an administrative center
(ministries of the land; "Oberpostdirektion," "Oberfinanrdirektion,"
etc.). Moreover, banks, the wholesale trade, igsurance companies,
agencies' of combines (e.g., Preussag, Salzdetfurkh)have its head
administration in Hannover,,and the military dislrict headeJarters II
(Natiogal Defense) has its residence in Hannover.

Twenty five percent of working people are employed in administration,
commerce and transportation, but, however, the.majority is corking in

reasing industrial enterprises: mechanical 4nd vehicle engIneering
., Volkswagen, Hahomag-Rheinstahl), chemistr15 caoutohouc and
stos industry (e.g., Continental-Gummimerke), electrical engineer-

g (e.g., Varta, Telefunken), and foodstuffs and luxury industr:
(Sprengel, Behlsen, Appel, e.g.).

Since 1947, once a year the "Hannover-Fair" takes place A an area
of 880,000 square metres.

For years the Social Democratic Pary of Germany (SPD) ras
absolute majority of seats in municipality parliament - tre Christian
Democratic Union (CDC) the minority (opposititon).

Five theaters ("Opernhaus," "Theater am Aegi", etc.), fo,.:r ,:seers
("Niedersachsisches Landesmuseum," "Wilhelm-Busch-Museum", etc.),
sculptures in the cit-3,:-.LLStrabenkunstprogramm°);'historical boildihgs and
parks ("Herrenhauser Gart411", e.g.) are among other, things the cultural
attractions of Hannover.

The inhabitants g t recreation in different playing eroJrds, in.the
hear- a-t---h-and forests-) the-- zoo, around some seas ("Masc hs.ee'') . 4..

Schools
1. Technical Universi ty
2. Veterinarian college
3. Medicinal college
4: Teacher college
5. College fax music and theater '.

75 "Volkssc hulen," partly with special classes to promote foreign
Children; 31'primary schbols promote all children for 2 years in
the fifth and sixth grade. P

1 Comprehensive school
9 "Realschulen"
18 "Gymnasien"
17 Special schoo.ls

Besides there are continuation schools and technical ano commercial
.colleges and an adult college ("Volkshochschule").,

-121-
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Schools administration and teachers -- after some hesitations and
questions -- 'proved to be interested and cooperative. The greatest
interest was to be found among the "Volksschullehrer," the lowest among
the "Studienrate." Social research is not well esteemed by univers
tra1ned teachers of the Gymnasium. Some criticised the instruments and
items. Some demanded to become informed in a short time about the
results of the investigation, especially in their classrooms.

The pupils were sometimes disgusted by the third or fourth
session of testing.

From the part of the parents there were some questions about the
legitimacy of social research during lesson times, though no research
in schools is possible without a licence by the Ministry of Education,
which is very difficult to obtain. Among the mothers selected for
Parent-InterView there were no refusals.

I.

The subsample of Hannover wasselected from two "Volksschulen,"
one "Realschule," five "Gymnasien." The two primary schools are
situated in upper lower class setting's iit_an'industrial suburb and in
the recent middle class area of the capitol, the Realschule, in a mixed

'population area in the center of the city. Two of the Gymnasien are
especially attended by rural and lower middle class population, the other
three are recruited tot' exclusively and not dominantly by upper middle
cligs people; for a higher rate of social mobility and integration
between upper, middle and lower middle class population is typical within
the city and -the -surroundings of -Hannover .

The include-to exclude ratio was 450 tested to 144 critical cases.
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Mannheim lies at the confluence of the.rivers Neckar and Rhine,
about a dozen, miles from Heidelberg. Its population is ca., 332,000,
of which 47 percent are'Protestant and 42 percent are Catholic.

Together with its neighbor community.Ludwigshtfen, Mannheim has the
second largest inland harbor of Germany. It is southern Germany'smost /

important port of transshipMent. Mannheim is an industriaLtown,
'electrical industry domiPtates (BBC, Siemens, AEG; Mannheimer Motor-
enwerke: Diesel-Motors and trucks, .John Deer Lanz, Sunlight). Mannheim
has an American Mid a German gatrison and military schools.

At the last munickal elvtion in 1971 the ratio of votes, was:

Social Democratic Party 126
Christian Democratic Party 103
Liberals 8

Communists 11

Others 2

Concerning that Mannheim is an industrial and harbor city, 44.1k

Christian Democratic Party showed up well in the election. Garrison,
Military and civil administration and justice courts, located in
Mannheim, may be the reasons.

Schools

UniVersity
College for music
College for arts
Technicallpollege

' 10 occupational training schools (one of which is of higher level)
40 "Volksschillen" (at four of which the possibility to be trained

mat "Realschul" - level) '

9 special schools
6 "Realschulen"
I Comprehensive school

11 "Gymnasien" (8 of which are public ones).

Heidelberg, on the Neckar River, has a 121,023 population (1972).
About 55 percent of the inhabitants are Protestant, 36'percent are
Catholic. Because of its landscape, its historical buildings and its
famous university, Heidelberg' is one of the most beautiful and best
known to of Germany. That is why Heidelberg is the center of tourism
and of OWlishing, houses.

The American headquarters in Germany and, an extensive American
garrison have their residence in Heidelberg. _In thesuburbs of Heidel-
berg industry is located (textile goods*, machines, electric equipments,
leather, wood, cement). It is a trading center for fruits and
vegetables, produced in the region.

-123-
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Heidelberg lies near the valley of the upper Rhine. So it is in

connection with .the great European traffic (water, rail and road)

from the Northsea to Switzerland and Italy. ir

In the last municipal election, the Christian Democratic Party got
38.1 percent of the votes, the SocialDemOtratic Party 33.8 percent, 4.

Liberals 6.1 percent, Communists 2.7 percent and others 19.3 percent.

Schools

University
College for music
6 occupational training schools (three of which are of, higher level)

. 19 "Volksschulen"
3 "Realschulen"
9 "Gymnasiee (five of which are public)

The subsample was selected from two primary schools at Mannheim, one
in the center, another In a suburb of the city -- and from two "Gymnasien"

at Heidelberg, which can be classified as typical for Gymnasien in this

region and even in Otte FRG.

It was very difficult and took six months of delay to get the licence
by the Kultusminister of Baden-Wurttemberg forotesting in the class-

rooms.

Teachers and parents proved'very cooperative. Only in one class was

some trouble raised by the parents association. No pupils refused to

par tic ipate -1114 rherat-t of -absence- wasrtermerl

r
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Koblenz is a young metropolis in Rhineland-Palatium Rheinland-Pfalz)
with 106,000 inhabitants at th4Qtime of -the Cross- National' Study. As i:
Ps Germany's largest garrison; town, it houses:an additional 30,000
soldiers (10 barracks, Officers School., Central Military Hospital in
Germany).

It is a typical "city of officials" or civil servants, which has its
effect in a predominance of conservative attitudes. Many civil
authorities, local authorities and governmental agencies (e.g.,
BundesiMt fur Wehrtechnik and Beschaffung; Bundesarchiv; Bundesiireni- )

sciiutzirektion; Bundesinstitut fur Arbeitsschutz; Bundesvermogensstelle;
Oberfinanzdirektion; londesatsgleichsamt; Landeskriminalamt, Landes-
sozialamt; Landesvermessungsamt; Landeszentralbank; Landratsamc,
Zentriles Arbeitsamt).

Because of its central place Kob enz has bedpme a favored'and grow-
ing industrial and commercial regi n and a touristic center (crossing
of three rivers: Rhide, Moselle, ahn; crossing of big railway lines
and highways,; small airport; neighborhood 4 France and the Benelux
states; not far from Germany's.capital-Bonn).

Companies: e.g.., Kaiser-Aluminum,-Procte.r. and Gamble, Dixie Union,
Dunlop, Schmalbach-Lubeca, Stabilus, Girling. Industrial harbor and
dockyard.

Shopping center-for the "M4ddle-Rhine-Area" (about 3600 square
4ilometers).

Champagne-, wine- and fruit companies (center of Germany's viti-
culture region since Roman times) -.

Two theaters, two open air theaters, four museums,.Philharmonic
Orchestra.

ANN..

History

Founded in 0 B.0
Frankonian time:
Electoral time:
French time:
Prussian time:

5th -.9th 'entury
1018 - 1793
1794 - 1813
1814 - 1st World War

Schools and Colleges

Teachers College
Technical College
School for Social Workers
Commercial College
7 occupational training schools and'ctintinuation schools.

.4 professional schools

-125-i
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L g olleb, 'for adult eduqation courses

7 "Gymnasiums;'
7 "keel-tchulen" (4econdary, schools)-

. .40 "Volkssalulen" (primary schools)

0

10

4 special scWools.for mentally, and physicallx_handTtlpped and
socially Itisturbed children

' r

A. University Is planned, and its Department of Medicine is at work
already.

'SelecietSam .
,

.ar

,o1..' "VolkCsahule": the stvdy.took Race Shortly before abolition
$

of denominational schoolin Atieinland-Pfal2 and the installation of
so-alled "undinomidarional schools". The sample was draWn from three

primary schools - one Catholic, one Protestant,. one undenominational,
TheAdlyents liar)a be classifileIN as well-to-do middle class,"which is

representative for Koblenz. . .

2. "Gy11m Y ium':

.

these are undenominational in Germany. Three were

.0 sefected f study. Thdug one third to one fourth of't,he clasies

come frore"eil areas in Koblenz,.the main sample has'only children
liiing in the city. ''.Thg _fourteen-year:-old pupils are all from so-called'

--" "f.atiniclareS," the attendance of which normally implies a certain
. .

-,11roptige, at least ire the case of ,girls (one clap).
..; .

.3. ..11ealschule":' two fifth gra0e0 lasses were tested
C7 ' .

W .

_The "inelude td exclude raAon".was' bout 1 :3, idoe., around 460
children.wtre tested tofielt the:144 relevant'casei of the Koblenz sample.

'. . . .

.
. .

Teactirrir_r__Id Parents' Attitudes
.,,. to

sTeachep were. ooperative and interested, in general. Threesegctp-

tioni4eA the' director of the "Realschule"amd,"two teachers of 4 boy's

Gymnasium: However,,pven these people did not refuse testing after some

discussion: Among the-mothersthree refused :. give an interview,tfive

first hesitated and then agreed to do it,.

T ten2year-old4Whildren showed an Appearance,of.fatigue whi
. f

,waong on the Occupational Values Inventory and the Story Coul ion,

41..:
the fourteen-year-okds showed a critical attitude toward the Student

"I,- Queleionna ire..

o 4.
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ITALY

NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL MILIEU

Demographic Chazacteristids

Italy is'a country of 53.3 million inhabitants (1969). The

population is.subdivided,in the following age levels:1

0 - *5 years

fb 5 - 15 years
15 - 45 years
-45 55 years
55 - 65 yeats
65 - 75 years
75 plus

%
15.4

43.9
11-.1

10.4

6.6

3.6

100.0%

:There,is no official classification of the population in socio-

economic levels. But levels defined '6y r969 per familyincomes may be

. described as'follows:

Upper class
Upper middle, class

Lower middle class
'Upper lower class .

' Lower class

Percent
5 (Income above 3.5 milli n lire)
13 (between 2.5 and 3.5 Ilion lire)

'22 (between 1.5. and 2.5 million lire).

.,36 (between 1 and 1.5 million lire)

(less than 1 million lire)

100 ar"

The urban population (in town of at lea'st 30,000 inhabitants) contains

\'43 percent of the toCal pOpulation. The last 20 years have been

characterized by a strong migratory movement from the South and from the

East to the central part and the Nofth of the country. Thismigration

.
has been greater than six million.

Educational Structure

The Italian school system consists of Pre-schooling (4 and 5 years

of age) elementary schpol (6` to 10 years oe'age), lower-piddle-school
(scuole medie ipferfori, 11 to 13. years of age), higher middlescbool
(scuole medie superiori, 13 to 18 years, of age) and the University.

6
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About onethird of the teachers are Ales. Teachers who teach a;,

the pr.e.:_sthool_aelrel have to be graduated with a spaial diploma
(scuola magistrale) which is obtained by attending.a course of three
years after having received the di oma bf the lower middle school. .

Teachers who teach at the ela- ary level have to be graduated with a
diploma (Istituto magistrate) which is obtained attending a course of
four years'after having received the diploma of the lower middle school.

Teachers of-principal subjects in (Re middle schools must have a

University degree.

Classroom Description

The average classroom size in Italy is 29 students. According to

the different school level's, the populition of the students in Italy is

subdivided in the following way: ,

Pre-school
Elemewtaey school
Lower middle school
Higher middle school
University

Percent

1.4 million 14

4.7 million 46

2.3 million 23

- 0.8 million _

0.7 million 8

9.4 100'

The ratios by sex ire the following:

Male -"Vie Female

' Preschool 52 48N
Elementar 1 54 46

Lower mid hool 59 41

Higher mid.. school 62 38

University . 65 35

.40 Amount of Schooling
,

.

The length of echooling per year is 210-215 days with four to six

hours of teaching per day. 'Attendance is compulsory to the age of 14. %

Ratio of Public to Private School System

. .

-Eighty percent of c.ie schools are public or state schools) The

general attitude toward Ehe school system is rather positive. There

is amore critical ittAude amodg Urban than among rural people. Some-

times the urban teachers are criticized as old-fashioned; who train
children to learn concEpts rather than to see the relations betwer

\., what they jitudy and,the'reality around them.

,
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Expectations of the schools are developing. The school is expected
to prepare children for real life. The relationship between parents
and teacher is generally infrequent and inconsistent; but thereis some
movement toward a more effective communication between teachers and.
Aygi7hts.

The most frequent teaches' -pupil relationship is still,bne which sees
the teacher as the, authority and exacts obedience and silence from the
pupils. However, the younger teachers tend to be.deffiocratic and more
permissive.

Parents see education as a means, for social mobility of their chil-
dren. A school diploma is regarded as a sure means of getting a job,
especialty by wyrking-class parents.

Dropouts are common when the end of compulsy schooling'is reached.

N, Some children drop out 'at the end of the elementary school and'many
more drop out in the lower middle school.

The larger cities have, child guidance anstic.ltes where children are
studied and advised about tne choice of courses at about the end of the
Inwer,middle schpol (age 1.3), A 1 C. - t A ! -

Those pupils wiio will complete the middle school and go to the.
university are eenerally sons and daughters of professional people and
owners or managers of industry and bustnesg.

THE CITY OF MILAN

The area around Milan, in which this e rch was carried out, is

the most-inthistrialteed'area ih Italy, reaching ; h social and economic
laavels, and receiving considerable numbers of irmig'rants from the
southern and eastern part of the country. In, this area, the arrival-2,k_
people from underdeveloped agricultural areas is particularly common, and
th*process of assimilation of such groups into the existing population
is continuous. Milan is usually consideredio be the most "European" of
Italian cities because its geographical position allows more contacts
with central, northern and eastern Europe that any4pther city in Italy-;
it is'a city which, though facing the future, is still weighed down by
the problems' of the past -.

This is due to factors'oftwo historically and socially contrasting
kinds; the:elementary. needs of the underdeveloped regions of Italy, and

the advanced apcial outlook of more advanced European, countries.' This
kind of conflict, linked alsb to the very limited autonomy which the
rigid structures of the State permit to local authorities, is reflected
at all level4s.of society; in the family, where equality betwedb man and
woman and recognition of the tights of children are still held up by the
remains of a pyramidal authoritarian structure; in the school, where the
introduction of the ideas and methpds of modern psycholOgy and pedagogy
'is obstructed by a still largely aristrocratic and conservative
organization. . v

11 -131-
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Milan is a city of 1.8 million inhabitants, located in the middle
of the Padana valley in the region of Lombardy. The average temperature

in the last five years has been 14.2 degrees centigrade, or 57 degrees
Fahrenheit. In Milan it rains 80 to 95 days per year. The climate is

typically continental, hot in the summer (up to 36,degreeisc,entigrade cr
97 degrees Fahrenheit) and cold in the winter (down to minus 14 degrees

centigrade or 7 degrees Fahrenheit), Milan is not-representative of

Italy, where most of the regions have less extreme temperature, being
more.temkrate in all' four,season% of the year.

Dominant economic activities are industry and commerce. Milan'has

numerous industries (nchanical, steel products, textiles, rubber, foods,

chemicals, pharmaceuticals, automobiles, and so on).

lie standard Of living measured'as per family income is the highest

Che state (more than 2.0 million lire per inhabitant). The habits

of Milan citizens are also4lifferent from' those of the majority of the

Italian people. A Milane can go to the sea (150 kilometers), to the

mountains (very,numerods and very near -- as the Alps), to several lakes

(Lago di Como, Lago-Maggere, Lago di Lugano., Laga di Garda) all situated_

in a range of 50 to 100 kilometers. This favorable geographical position

is such that the Milanese weekend has the greatest variety in Italy.

r- a valp

Also, the people,cannot be considered asrelnesentative of tie rest
aft

of the country. Milan has had French, Spanish and Austrian inflUence,

being dominated by foreigners for many centuries. The mentality of the

people is more near to that'of central Europe than to-that of Rome, even
though in interpersonal, relationships the average Milanese is communi-

cative as are the other.Itarian people:

Two ye s ago there wyre about 7,000 teachers in Milan of whom over

60 percen were females. Milanese teachers have the usual training

but lave re occasion.to improve their knowledge through special courses,

conferenc s, meetings. The average classroom size is, in Milan, 27

students. The Milanese students are about 360,000 of whpm half are
concentrated in the lower and higher middle schools.. University students

represent 6 peetent of the total population of the Milanese udents.

.
, ,

Public and private schools represent 86 and 14 percent of the school

enrollment, respecti.vely. The attitude. toward the general school system

"-11
is much More critical in Milan than in other big cities of the ntry.

Old teachers of the secondary schools are sometimes criticized as aving

begun their teaching during the fascist period and maintaining some of

the methodolojtcal lines of that ideology. Some of the teachers are

seen by psychologists as rigid, insecure, suspicious and somewhat un-

adjusted people. In Milan, as in other parts of the country, teachers

are losing a bit of their prestige baked on an authoritarian conception

of interaction with students and parents: The expected goals of the
edttcational system Are the same tor Milan as for the rest of the country:

132
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TRe parent-teacher relationship appears to be quantitatively and
qualitatively different than that in-other big cities. There are
several examples in MiTan ofparents and teachers discussing school
problems even outside'of school.,

The parental aspiration for educational achievement seems to be
very strong among middle class-small business men, (employees) while
in the working 'class the general aspiration is much more oriented to
the social mobility of their children.

Pupils are selected in the same way as in the rest of the country
. but the teacheYs are aided by the two principal child guidance centers

of the State which maintain a pdol of specialists for educational
guidance,.

Males are kept in school a little longer than feMales. The higyst
percentage of dropouts is in the lower middle school where two years
ago it was 25 percent.

4
Teacher-pupil relationships are generally 7dre open and equalitarlan

than in other parts of Italy.

,THE SELECTED SAMPLE,

. . . . .

The schools from which the final sample was drawn are located in . .

the center Qf the ci,ty where upper- middle class families are prevailing
and iQ the extreme suburbs, where there is a majority of upper-lower
class famili . These schools were all publio (to the complete

6exclusion ofkvate schools). Almost 90 percent of upper-middle class
children were drawn from central city schools, the other 10 percent from

ban schools, while 65' percent of the upper lower class came fro
suburban schools, and the other 35 percent have been selected in the
schools of the center (janitors' and chauffers' children) or-middle
center of the city (small dealers' children). ....

a

The number of the schools in the city is large enough to permit
every boy or girl of a given area of the city to attend the school of
that area. This is true at the level of primary schools and the- lower
middle. The rule is that every child should attend his dwn neighbor-
hood school, except ,.unusual circumstances.

We _selected our sample in the schools which presented the major con-
, centra;ion of social classes required; this it is impossible to answer
the question of how representative the sample schools are of both tte
city and the nation.

%

In Milan, as in many other European cities, upper-middle class
families occupy apartments in residential 'quarters crose to the business
and cultural activities of'the city. The workibg class people- who live
in this area are in service occupations, sough as janitors and chauffeurs
or they are small shop-keepers. Suburbs, or outlying sections of the. city,
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are genera lly structured, around heavy industry, and are centers of
working-class populations.

Teachers interested in the declared aim of tne research -- a deeper
knowledge of children's social behavior -- were really cooperative.
About 30 percent of the teachers were 'of this tipe.

About 20 percent showed resistance toleaving the class in our hands,
and criticized in a general way our questionnaires asnd methodology.

The other 50 percent of the teachers were not especially interested
to cooperate with the research team but showed no hostility to the
project.

4'

As regard to specific controversial or unacceptable aspects, we may
menti5h leachers4R.S. About 50 percent made some criticism but
completed the inventory givirig answers not always corresponding to

questions. Only about 5 percent were fully cooperative. The Occupational

Values Inventory and Occupational Interests cTere criticized principally
by teachers of fifth grade children. The first one for its length, the
second for the difficulties met in the first four items by ten-yeat-old
children.

Durifig-thiS-0-fte of the study,-contacts with- parents were avoided.-
School!principals-and teachers, even if sometimes criticaltsoward
the research aims and methods, were asking for study results immediately.
They were interested in practical effects and implications.

The students in the Milanese sample are probably-quite representative
of their social classes.- They come from-parts of the city where their
ownssocial class tends to predominate. Thus they attend schools which

are relatively homogeneous for social glass. The lack of students in

pri schools tends to eliminate some upper-middle class students

wholsnarents wish them to associate with upper-class youth.

-134 -
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YUGOStAVIA

SLOVENIA - NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL MILIEU

Demographic Characteristics

Slovenia is one of the sixsepublics of Yugoslavia and .it lies An
117E--moith-west of the country, According to the statistics made in
1967 there are about 1.7 million inhabitants '(in Yugoslaviathere-are
about 20 million). Out of-the whole population 38 percent live in

towns. Slovenia is the most industrialized republic in ;Yugoslavia
and it-has the highest national income per capita. Out of the female
population in Slovenia thete were 40 percent women employed.in 1968.
Industry is much more important than agriculture for Slovene economy.
Thus, only,about 30 percent of the adult population are employed in
agricultural activities. Industry is not only oriented _ in differeda

centers, but it hasalsoapread to the-country as a whole.

The Slovene language is the offAcial language in Slovenia and it
differs from Serbo-Croatian and Macilionian languages.

The people are not grouped into thcioeconomic classes. However,

social differences whieh are based on man's work, still exist. Jobs

which.cequire higher qbalification are, in general, better paid than

jobs Which do not-requirk much knowledge and skill. ,According to they

statistics' there are 5.3 percentPof the emNloyedppopulation who are
university or high school"(college level) graduates, 10.9 percent whO
.are middle school graduates, 14.7 percent who are highly skilled, 26.1 4

percent are skiljed workers, 12.9 are semiskilled, 4nd 30.1 percent
are Ilskilled wbskers.

It was observed. that mobility has been increasing in years. The

main reason of migration is economic changes, especially the gictweir----,\

of industrializatioh. The migration involves mainly younger popula-

tion. In 1969 there were about 4.0 promile of .inhabitants who newly
registered iaSlovenfa...(Eoming from other republics of Yugoslavia), and
about eight promile of in abitants- of Slovenia left Slovenia and went'
abroad (to Western Europe), because of economic, reasons.

b Structure of the Slovenian:Educational System

---,The pre-school education in Slovenia is not compulsory. There are

only about 15 percent of the children from ages three to seven who-are

-in kindergartens.

The elementary (primary) education far all children is compulspry

anduniform. It lasts eight years. The children start the schoolat

*boot the age of.seven. However, if the child'A readiness for school'is
satisfactory., he 'maybe accepted before the age of seven, usually six

months earlier. The elementaryichool consists of the lower grades
(from, One to four) and the upper grades (from five to eight). In the
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'upper grades of elementary.vhool the teaching of different subjects
requires teachers who are specialists in the subject they teach. In the
first four grades the classroom teacher teaches,all subjects which are
required by the curriculum.

The children who completed eight years of elementary school may
continue their schooling at secondary schools:' -gymnasium (four years),
technical and other middle schools (fodr years) and later on at the
,university. Many children from the "working class" parents, especially
after, th finish primary school, cen.tinue their schooling at the
schools or skilled workers (for phree years). The secondary age range.
is from fteen to ninetee should be noted that all schools are
public schoo s. T e are no private .schools. /

ow
-

Characteristics of Educational Staffs

...The profiles of teachers now teaching in Slovenian schools are varied.
In elementary schools there are combined-subject teachers (from grades
one to four), single subject. teachers and special-subject teachers (from
grades five-to eight).

Combined- subject teachers are trained at institutions uncse sole task
i:?No prepare teachers for elementary schools. These institutions are
called "Pedagogic Academies.' In Slovenia there are two such post-
secondary schools which were established in 1964: Single-subject. teachers
for elementary,schools'are trairied'also at these two -year post-secondary

schools, but also at the university level. Special-subj, ect-teachers (such .

as musical education, physical training) are trained at corresponding
higher academies (university level) for four years.

a
Fs

In sum, all elementary school teachers, both se- subject and
combined-subject teachers,' are required to have least t.,.-_-year post-
secondar4quhlificalions. This applies also to those who already work
as teachers without sufficient qualifications and w!o wild ,ave to acquire'
this by full-time oripart-time study.

Statistic show that there are'about 50 percent of teachers with un-
appropriate qualifications (e.g., in mathematics 61 percent, in physics
56 percent, in foreign,la1Okes'49 percent and in native language 47
percent).

Teachers in Gymnasium are required to possess graduate degrees from
universities, obtained mainlyat faculties.of arts, natural sciences
and mathematics. In technic,arschools, general and technical subjects
are taught by teachers with corresponding university backgroinds. In
schools for skilled workers, general hnd specific subjects are taught by
graduate teachers who obtained qualifications at appropriate faculties
or two-year post-secondary schools. However, practical sk.11 training
is conducted by instructors with varied educational backgrounds; they
are usually highly skilled workers in appropriate occupation and trade.
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A majorlety-of -teachers -in--el-eaten-tar y-sehools--are-wothen. -There.--were -

78 percent of women teachers and 22 percent of men for the academic

year 1969/70). In gymnasium the picture is somewhat different. In

the school year-1967/68 there were about 50 percent of women teachers
and 50 percent of men teachers. The situation is similarafor
technical and other middle schools.

Classrooth Description

In Slovenia, at the elementary level the norms required 15 pupils as
a maximum and 16 pupils as a minimum per class. HoWever, available
statistics show that the number of pupils per teacher was 29'in 1964/65
and 27 in 1968169.

It should be noted that all classes.involved pupils of the same age.
However, there are in classes some children who are older. These are

those children who cannot fulfill the demands of the currililum and
must therefore go to the.same class again. The classes in our elemen-
tary and "Sgtondary schools a're mixed with regard to sex (the proportion
of bays and girls is equal) and socioeconomic status of their pirents.
There is also no streaming; all classes are of mixed ability.

Amount of' Schooling

In the lower grades of elementary schools the hours per day vary
from three to four in the first grade (22 hours weekly) and from four

'five in the fourth grade (26 hours weekly). In the upper grades the

rs per day are from five to six', including Saturday (29 hours in the

fi th grade and 32 hours in the eighth grade weekly).

Two thirds of the elementary schools in Slovenia have two turns: one

in the morning (usial-23-rstarting at eight o'clock) and one in the after-

noon (usually starting between one and two o'clock). The children in
these schools have-lessons one week in the morning and the next week in

the afternoon. The remaining schools (one-third) have the lessons

every day only in the'morning. Schools which work by turns decrease

with years, thus the shortage of school.buildings is still heavy.

The elementary schools work in two terms. The school year (first
term) starts in the 'beginning of September and lasts until the middle
of January. The second term begins in February and 1 until the

middle of June. 41

Attitudes and Goals of the Schopl System

- The elementary schools to our country are uniform in regard to the

curriculum. The demands of the curriculum are the same for all chil-
dren irrespective of their abilities and environmental conditions in
which they live. It was believed that uniform standards will cause
greater performances' by children and equal opportunities for their
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f_ her schooling. But in re-al-i-t- y- -we- faced -also many troubles,

-though we still believe that one of the advantages of a uniformi: based
school system is to prevent, early selection which would be predomlrantly
socially cased.

3);, curriculum is very extensive and for many children, especially
those from "workin Class" families, very demanding. If the child
wants to fulfill these demands he must study at home every day from
t-wo to three hours on the_ average. Many children need also extra help
from their parents. Hoever, the Barents witn less education are
able to give appropriate help to the child. Therefore, the parents
and society representatives frequently criticize our elementary sch:,,ol,
and demand that the schoolwork should be made more appropriate, so A,

that cnildren could learn and grow according to their abilities. It

should 'be noted, again, that 'the uniform school system will remar. iii
tFe future but some inner improvements. in regard to the classroom
teaching methods and flexibility of curriculum,will be.necessar fcr

the good of the iividuai child as well as fol.' the sciciet; as a w-1-:.1c.

In summarthe goals of elementary schools are to give all cnii,:ren.:
irrespective of sex and socioeconomic status, a basic general
in social and science subjectS and the full' development of their
personality.

Parent-Teacher Relationships

The representatives of .the parents are elected in the "Scnool Co-ncil".
which is the highest body of self-government in every-school. In the
school councils the vital problems of Management are discussed

fir

and also --
new teachers.are elected.

The parents (nay Contact teachers, as arule, once monthly. These are
official Teacher-Parents meetings. At these meetings the general
educational problems and classfoom discipline are discussed. The
parents receive here, also, all information about the achievement of
their child at school. However, it was obsery40 at some,parents,
especially those whose children are less success l'at school, do not-
attend thegt meetings regularly or not at all. The,need for a stronger
link between school and home 'at the elemmtary level is particularly
important and should receive still more attention by all" th?se who are
resRonsible-kor school's.

Educational Selection Patterns

The last evidence (fat; the academic year 1968/69) shows that there
were in the lower grades of elementary school in every grade, on an
average, 7.6'percent of the pupils who stayed in the same class for the .

second year. From the fifth to the seventh grades there were 14.1 per-
cent of the pupils who stayed in the same class for two years. These

440 children did not meet the demands of the school curriculum.



Due to tRe reason cited above, a large number 01-children cannot.
omplete in eight years all of the eight grades of,compulsory school.

Naturally there is a good deal of variation fromigeoar-to.year but the
proportionyof those childfen is very high (about 33 peicent in the
year 1967/68 and 42 percent in the yeatbr968/69). Some of these
pupilsfstayed.in el ntary school one or two year longer and so
completed ail eighti/ears of the elementory'school. Some pupils can
complete the grades which they did.not pass in special evening courses,
which are Organized 'for adults, with less than eight grades of
elementary school. However, pupils with less than 4light grades cannot
continue their schooling at schools for skiljed Workets.--They-reffiain
unskilled or semiskilled workers. It is obvious that many children
are exposed to be under academic press.

. The elementary. graduates who are less intellectually competent and
less successful at school usually slater schools for skilled workers.
More successful pupils, on the other-hand, want to continue their
schooling at.gymnasium and other technical schools. The putstanding
pupils with excellent marks are accepted, as a rule, witisout an entrance,
examination. For al otherother candidates. the entrance requirements are

Pnecessary. The ap ants Trust show, at their entrance examination, th,
adequate knowledge of native and floreign language and mathematicy. 'the

examination is oil the essay type and oral. All candidates who pass
, .

i these exam tio s are accepted irrespective of their socioeconomic
2

status and x.
,

4n Slovenia, at the present, no entrance-examination
.

, is rekluired or gymnasium- graduates' to study at the university exceept
g. the medical faeulty. All other andidates who complete technical

4and other middle schools must nece arily pass the examination'require-
ments, which /iffer from faculty to faculty..

It shOuld pe noted that pupils in'the eighth,grade of elementary
sch'Clol are tested every year with some DAT ,iests (American test). Theis

-testing is curied.out by psychologists waking at schools and
psychologists who are wolng in institutions for vocational orientation.
In situations where the pupil cannotdecide what to.study or what
occupationilo thoose, they help him.t6 select the adequate school of
profession which will be sooltedto his own capacities.

.

Teacher-Pupils RVationships

Scient ific studies about-these problems. are not being made as yet.
But observations indicate that teachers'paid too much attention to their

l'teachingg(lecturing) which is equal for all pupils and so they neglected
- individual difteiences wohg children. One of the shortcomings' of

teaching is also. that teachers mostly-demand facts and do not sufficientl
stimulate the creative procfsses in children. Some teachers also tend

: to be 85autocratic in th0r relations toward children so that the
children cannot take an active barb in classroom decisions and in the
Learnilg process.
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.IJUBLJANA AS THE CITY OF STUDY

Ljubljana is a political, economic and cultural center, of Slovenian
Republic.' It has about 210,000 inhabitants', Slovenia has one
university with all faculties which is located in Ljubljana. The cit:
has also several 'gymnasium and other middle schools. There-is in this
city the highest proportion of people with the highest-education and
qualifications in comparison with other cities in Slovenia wnich are

also much smallkg:' Bedause of these conditions Ljubljana cannot be
wholly compared with other'cities in Slovenia.

The elementary schools in Ljubljana have the same curriculum as in
other cities and villages in Slovenia. Vsschools in Ljubljana as well
as in the other cities offer, in generall4Wcher_opportunities for
learning than schools in rural areas. The teachers in city schools
have adequate qualifications whereas many teachers in villages are still
inadequately qualified.

tSingle subjects, especially mathematics, native and f77777`7langua,zes,

off

are still 'taught-by teachers without required qualifications in villacu
schools. However, this situation will be changed. It shoold balso
noted that city schools have more favorable conditions for this work:
more schoor space and laboratories and are better equipped with teaching
aids in comparison with village schools. Among the& elementary schools
in Ljubljana and schools in other cities in Slovenia the differences
are very, small in these respects.

'THE SELECTED SAMPLE

The schools from which the final sample was drawn is representative
of the city:of Witljana and other cities'in Slovenia as well. but the
sample is not representative for schools in rural areas or 1:'r. the
nation as a whole.. Fe.ur of the schools wpre chosen from the city.
center and the remaining seven were located near the center.

The research was done. according to the agreement with the headmasters
at schools, The authors, of the research had no difficulties in coming
to an agretment because hey had been in contact with the head-masters.
Some constraints prose only in regard to the- testing _period. The chil-
dren were tested at the end of the academic year so that it was diffi-
cult to find enough time because the pupils had'examtnations in all
important spool sukjects: There were some reactions from the teachers

isaykng th the testing should be dOne earlier and-not at the end of 'the
school year. No reactions from the parents were registered.

.
. It should be noted, however, that it was most difficult to classify
the children- in regard to socioeconomic status because .the.official4r-
s tistician used other criteria whie-h_were°43ot appropriate for oUr.

<arch. Therefore it was necessary to adntst the criteria for
1..

socAoecanomic status bf parents to our social conditions.
. . . .

.
..,
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The headmasters and teachers were also interested in this svidy.
They wished to have the results an6 therefore we were asked to publish
them. In addition, --- the -- pupils. who participated in the-stlidy-erE

interested to take the tests, too.

'Finally, the'children who were selected for the final analysis were
somewhat older-because most of the children start gbing to school at
the age of seven. Many children were still older therefore it was
necessary to test twice as.ma children.to get the,required sample of
the appropriate age. Furttermo the fourteen-year-ol:i sa7ple only
those.pdpi/s-were included who progres ed regularly from tne first to
the.eighth grade. Thus, the pupils wh had re-attended one of the
claSse4lwere not selected in the sample because they were one or two
years older. Therefore our sample of fourteen -year -old children is in
regard to this.respect to some extent more selected and not ,:holly

o

representative for all children of this age.

I
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CHICAGO (Metropolitan Area), U.S.A.

The Cities of thiSStudy

The cities from which the Chicago. Station sampled are all within the
----- Chicago metropolitan area but not within the city of Chicago proper.

Stage I data were collected in school systems in two cities.-- Gary,
Indiana and Flossmoor, Illinois. Stage III data were collected in three
systems -- Gary, Hinsdale, Illinois and Evergreen Park, Illinois, Al/
of these cities are infl ced by the\happenings in Chicago, as the
are is integrated edonSMically, loosely politically, and within, for
the United States, a small area. As a group the Cities sampled could
be thought of as representative or urban midwest United States, and the ,

nomenclature of Chicago used to-describe the total sample is a con-
venience which locates the research staff and in a general way the
cities.

0

411Gar -
.

1970 Area Population Gary 182,000, Lake County 546,253, Porter
County 87,114.

Location: Gary is 30 miles southeast of Chicago,.165 miles north of
Indianapolis, 240 miles southwest of Detroit, Michigan, 280 rallies north-
east of St. Louis, Missouri, 210 miles west of Toledo,- Ohio.

Climate: The annual normal temperature for Gary is 51.7 degrees.-
Normal annual precipitation is 26.9 inches, normal annual-snowfallrls
41.4 inches.

irs

Recreation; Gary's location on the shores of Lake Michigan means
that water dominates much of Gary's recreation. Beautiful beaches at
Marquette Park, Lake Street in Miller and Miller Beach provide sand and,
swimming during the summer monthslikos: 41$

Gary is only a few Minutes away.from.the massive new DunesANational
Lakeshore Park which is being formed by the Interior Department of the
Federal Government. Gary is ten miles from the well-krftwn Indiana Dunes
Saata Perk which features swimming, hiking, camping4and a chance to walk
through centuries old sand dunes..

a
. -

Industry: Gary is the heart of one of the largest' industrial areas
in the world with five divisions of the United State -Steel CoTpany
employing more tharC30,000 people.

,

AI n Northwest Indiana are the Bethlehem Steel, the Midwest Steel,
the d Steel, and the Youngstown Sheet and Tube and Republic Steel
Comp
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The newly opened Port of Indiana, dedicated in 1970, six miles east

of Gary, opens Northwest IndWa trade to the entire world through the

.St. lawrence Seaway.

Other major employers in Gary are the Budd Company, producing,auto

bodies,'and the Anderson Company of Gary manufacturing ahto accessories.'

Gary_ has long been known as a great ethnic melting pot as the luret

of jobs in the big mill'brought immigrants fsrom Poland, Romania, Serbia,

Hungary, Greece, Czechoslavakia and the Ukraine in the early years of

Gary. As time went on, they were joined by Blacks from thegpouth, hill

peopleAttom the Appaladhian region, Mexicans,and other Europ&ns. The

labor shortages of' World War II brought thousands of Black steel

workers from the southto Gary. Much of,Gary's community strength is

built on the pride that citizens-have in their individual heritage.

The above paragraph was taken from a pamphlet distributed by the.

Gary Chamber of Commerce. It is accurate in that Gary is an "ethnic

melting pot" but is-more positive about the success of the mix than is

'warranted. In 1967 the'first Black Mayor was ejected in Gary after, a

bitter election battle. The racial tensions'had been great previous to

this time, during our Stage I testing, and continued with this change

in leadership during our Stage II and Stage III data collection. A.

majority of the city Is Black or of Mexican or. Puerto Rican origin, and

tensions remain. Efforts toward integration are being made (such as a

"voucher" system which allows parents to chodse a school for their

child) but there are all - Black, all-white and integrated schools within

the system. The racial tensions, among other tensions, have produced

considerable upheaval within the school system itself. In' our opinion

it is a credit to the Gary system that thwassisted our efforts over

the years, even with thiee superintendents during these years.

The Director of Research, Dr. Hoock, with the approval of the,Super-

intendent and Boaid provided our primary aLaison withthe schools. The

principals, teachers, students and staff, were, by and large, quite

cooperative:

The primary constraint placed on:our data gathering by the Gary

system, and the other systems, was ehe,ti7-constraint. As they woad,

not accept the ,full testing schedule we opted to eliminate the aptitude

andqachievement testing and to ule these data as collected by the schools

themselves. This has meant aelestical analysis of all aptitude and

achievement data tow develop comparability d'f such scores across the

school systems.

`Wherever deviations from the scheduled 'testing exist,, as in the

absence'-of BAS data for Stagt III in Emerson High School in Gary, the

reason is the time constraint. The full 6 -hour testing block, and even..3

the 4-hour block that was administered by the Chicago Station, was

'
cohsidered by all school personnel to be the limit, if not excessive.
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Difficulty arose 'in Gary in' the process of Stage I testing over a
misrepresented item from child subject to parent. The end result of
some hectic days- of diplomacy with the Gary school authorities was the
continuation of cooperation and theacknowledgement by all parties
that we were not in our testingtprying into the quality of parents

- relationships.
0

The pupils were fairly docile and asked nothing from the test admints-
trators. The school personnel, at-61 levels, wanted informative feed-
back from the study staff. Reports were written and circulated on data
deemed particularly pertinent for each school, on its own data, and a
complete report given to the system.

The schools of Gary operate, in regular session, 180 days per year,
six hours per .day at bocill the elementary and high school levels. The

average class size is 28 in high schools and 24-26 in 1.ementary

schools. .
'r:.

.

All teachers hired after 1963 must have a M.A. degree within five
years of having .been licensed. Alol full teachers are licensed within
the first yeat of their assignments.

The Selected Gary Sample

The high schools and elementary schools selected for the Cary sample
%reflect am range in ethnic makeup and SES of set-fools found in the
Inorthern United States urban school districts. The majority of the
sctiools in which we tested were racially integrated by children of
lower-middle, working, and lower-class families. One high school was
racially integrated and showed a mixing of SES eels (Horace Mann).
One elementary school, was all-Black working c s and lower class (Pyle)

' and one elementary fsfhool was allo.-white work. g and middle class
(Marquette).

4

The students selected for both the Sta I and the Stage III samples
from ,Cary were primarily upper lower class white subjects. Almost all

of the .Black sample reported on in Volume VII were selected from Gary.
Excluded from the Gary sample were -those students who did not 4t our
sample requirements in some way with a fairly large number excluded
from Gary because they were not bornin this country or were from
ethnic minority groups such asMexican-American or Puerto Rican.

Flossmoor, Illinois -

Flossinoor is a small subut'b south of Chicago which has. no local in-
dustry and is purely an affluent bedroom suburb. It is typical of. upper-
middle class neighborhoods in.large cities and the more numerous.upper-
middle class suburbs that surround larwcities. The residents ofFloss-
moor are mostly business and professional people who commute toCllicago
for their walk. A small percentage of the population is Wbrking class
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h es who-carry out working class type functions in the to:. and are

a table population having in many cases lived in the commLni:y for
y years. The population is 6,900 and the -mean family 1s--

re orted by the Chamber of Commerce to be a 'questionable $35,C00 per

year.

The Flossmoor school system, like many systems in suburbs this

economic strata, has a reputation for being a modern and t-vt. ;ualityt-

system. The facilities are modern in design and telativel: re:-ly built.
There are 1.85 days of school per year, six hours per day fzr :oth
elementary and high school. Class size averages 27. stippro:::7ately 40

percent of the high school Leachers and 5 10 percent of :-e elementary

schoga teachers have advanced degrees.

Selected Sample in Flossmoor

The two elementary schools and one high school selected f_r data
'collection in Flossmoor were as representative of the 's:',/ste- as the

system itself is of this type of suburban-and social state=

system'. Cooperation from the teachers and principals was g.7.D: thro,:gh

out, seemingly, as it was dictated by the Superintendent. Super-

intendent sought and received the support of the School Boa:: prior to
accepting our request to enter the schools. Unfortunately a: the end

.' of the school year during which we did Stage I testing, the Superin-
tendent Went to another school system. The new S eriente:,Lent did not

want any outside research in the system and would of staff to

proceed with the rest of the data collection. The n w syste-s (Evergreen

Park and Hinsdale) used for Stage III data collection were fcrced because
,of this decision, but the real difficulty arose in Stage II zata collec-
tion and. is detailed in that section.

*4.

It is interesting to note that 'the docility so evident :r. the
students of the Gary system was not prdsent in the Flossmoor system.
The studants were questioning,.before, during and after, test adminis-

tration. Although the majority of questions were friendly and curio.
the'ten.item rfiteracy test provoked less friendly, almost .11s:stile

questioning. _ As this was the first test,` and seemed to seta poor
atmosphere for the rest of the to ling, we stopped giving the literacy

test. _

Evergreen Park -

Evergreen Park is a suburb of approximately 27,089 pers)ns nestled in
asouthwe.stern cornet niche of Chicago. It has the character of a nice
working class neighborhood, although we found a surprisingl large
spread of socioeconomic status in the sample from Evergreen Park. The

Village motto is "Village of Churches" because of'the high r-mber of

chuiches... 13, in its boundaries. Retail commercial eatablishments dot
__the village and a two-mile stretch aldng its eastern boundavr is a main,

shopping area for the southwest side of Chicago and suburbs. This very.

busy'area adds to the more urban than suburban character of Evergreen

'Park.
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The Evergreen Park School lOistrict operates 177 days per year, six
hours per day,with an .average class of 29 pupils at the high school
level. The District reports that over 60 percent of the teachers have
advanced degrees. Everyone in the district was very helpful. The
testing was done in classrooms in paft in the Evergreen Park Junior

. High School but the bulk of the testing was carried out in the gymna-
sium/cafeteria. The students maintained decorum and interest through-
out. Anecdotally, the test administrators were approached after the
testing by two boyslieho questioned in length the use of the tests with
particular emphasis on invasion of privacy and national security. The
boys appeared very bright and quite animated as they referred to their
interest in and affection for various right wing political g-robps. We
have no way of knowing how many like thinking children attended this
school. "

Hinsdale -
-----JP- e

Hinsdale is a western suburb of Chicago and was chosen for sampling
for Stage III data collection Co replace Flossmoor. Hinsdale is not as
wealthy a community as Flossmoor but is a middle, upper- middle class
community. The population is approXimately 16,000 and the major :ty of
heads of households are businc4s or professional people who commute to
Chicago. The reported average annual income is between $15,000 and
$16,000. There is no local industry but a large office park has
recently been built employing several hundred people. Hinsdale does
not ha3e significant numbers of ethnic minority members but does have
large-numbers of Christian Scientists and Seventn Day Adventists.

The Hinsdale School System is reputedly of superior standing in the
Chicago area. Hinsdale High School was beautifully equipped building

'417.
and the modernity of the educational progra 2) was illustrated by tlip
team of _teachers handling the Social Science classes in which we 'tested._
The Principals and teachers were very cooperative once we overcame the
initial obstacles of time taken from class and possible political im-
plications of our study.

Wherver we tested we gave some feedback to the students by way of
expraining something about the study. In many instances this was quite
short. In HinsAle the testing and feedback was incorporated into the
social studies sessi s and we, the test administrators, gave a descrip-
tion of the study, its urpoTes, pethods and possible implications, with
a question and answer ssion, to each class.
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AUSTIN, U . S . A .

City of This Stody,

' -Educational System.

The Austin Public School system consists of a total of 73 schools

as of the 1970-71 school year. Of These, 54 are elementary schools

-(grades one through six), .11 are junior high schools (grades seven
through nine), and eight are senior high schools (grades ten through

twelve). There are few public kindergartens since the public kinder-
garten has only recently been instituted. There is atotal of 22

kindergarten classes in the Austin Public School District, four of_

which involve tuition. There is no readily available, information'con-

cerning the e ct number of private schools in Adttin since there are a

large numb of private nursery schools and kindergartens, some church-

sponsored ementary schools, Catholic parochial schools, and other

assorted tvate schools. ,

There is a total of 54,974 students attending school in the Austin

school system. Of these, 14,6,t4 attend senior high schools, and 10,799

attend junior high schools, brrnging.the total enkollment in the
secondary schools to 25,463. There are 29,511 students enrolled in the

elementary schools. The enrollment in individual high schools varies

from 938 to,2,605, and that in the junior high schools from 739kto

1,277. The size of the elementasy schools varies from 141 to 9,3 -total

pupil enrollment. Of the 14,684 senior high School students, 2,397, or-

around 16 percent, of them are Black ,and 2,191, or almost 16 percent

are of Latin - American origin. The percentage of the total enrollment' in

high schools, which is Black, vari -from i percent of 98 percent. The

percentage of Latin-Americans varies -from .5 perceht to 62 percent.

In the junior high schools, there-are 1,570 (or around 14 percent)

Blacks, and 2,095 (or around 19 percent) Mexican-AREericans. The per-

centage of total enroliment,Aich is BlIpck,in the individual junior high' \...4

schools varies between 0 percent -and 98 percent. This percentage for

Mexican - Americans varies between 1 percent an& 86 percent; for

In the elementary Schools, th re are 4,614 (or 16 percent) Brack

ltddents and 6,908 or 23 percen Mexican-American students enrolled.

AiThe percentage of icks in a gi n pchool varies from 0 to 99 percent;

while the rcentage of Latba: ican students varies from 0 to 97 per -

cent. The Verall percentage of lack'students enrolled in the Austin

school syst is 15.percent and f Mexican-AbeFican students is 20

.percent. TM total enrollmal4 at each grade level varies froin 5,012 ink

the first grade to 3,175 in the 12th grade or lastyear in high school. -
r
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The total professiOnal staff of the Austin'School Systemconsists
of 2,609 individuals, of which 2,248 may be classified as classroom
teachers. The remainder may be classified as Special Education teachers,
Kindergarten teachers, Librarians, Special Service teachers, deans and
counsellors, and administrative personnel. Of these classroom teachers,
there are 644 in the senior high schools, 457 in the junior high schools,
and 1,147 in the elementary schools. In the elementary schools the
*professional, staff consists of 1,253 (or 95 percent) women and only170
(or only 5 percent) men. In the juni 'high schools, the professional
staff consistes of 3143- (or 71 percent women and 158 (or,29 percent) men.
In the senior highochdiols the professional staff consists of 425 (or
58 percent) women and 315 (or 42 percent) men. There is no information
readily available regarding the age 6r socioeconomic cles5 background of
the twhers in the Austin School SysteM. Information regarding ethnic
_background of the teachers, however, is available. There are 134 (or
ten percent) Black teachers in the secondary school system. and 2S4 (or
20 percent) in the elementary schools. Overall, 15 percent of the
teachers in the Austin public school system are Black. There are 34
(or three percent) apcondary school teachers of Mexican-Amerfcan dcsent,
and 49 (again three percent) elemental-) school teachers.

The general requirements for teachers in the Austin Sch.D1 System
are as follows: (a) bachelor's degree froth a fully accredited college
or university, (b) possession of an eligibility for a valid Texa
Teaching Certificate for the level and subject area in while he is to-

,e teach, (c) having been actively engaged in full'-time.teachine or having
aktaLnded college for at least one term dering the three years prior to
his appointment, and (d) having had prior full-time public scriool teach-
ing or having successfully completed an ap roved student teaching program.
A total of 1,766 Of the professional staf (or 67 percent) nave earned
Bachelors' degrees only. A total of 968 staff members (or 37 percent)
have earned Masters' degreet-, while oolly, ten of the professi -nal staff
possess Ph.D. degrees. The percentage of the total professional staff
possessing Masters' degrees increases from 29 percent in-the elementary
schools, to 34 percent in the junior high schools, to 43 percent in the
senior high schools. A larger percentage of the male staff than of the
female staff possess Masters' degrees, the figure being 51 percent and
31 percent, respectively. Thefe are 441 teachers iaethe Auseiit Public
School System who have had one ar or less total teaching experience;
awhile 697 have had between twelkod five years experience. There are 437
who have had between six and ten years experience, 321 with between
eleven and fifteen years of experience, and 848 with sixteen or more
.years of experience, including 42 teachers with forty-one or more years
of experience.

Among the Austin schools, s ioeconomic class distributien is not
homogeneous though exact figu s concerning socioeconomic class back
ound are not available fr the school,system. Since soecioeconomic

class is rather highly correlated with ethnic group background in this
city, most, but not 'all, schpois in this city whose student bodies are
composed primarily of-minority-group students also represent primarily
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the lower-class socioeconomic strata. The student body of one high

school is virtually all Black, another is primarily Mexican-American,
and three of them are overwhelming "Anglo"-American. The remainder-

possess .0 more heterogeneous representation of students. In the ludior

high schools, again, the - student body of one school is primarily Black,
another is primarily Mexican-American, and seven are primarily 'Anglo"-

American. The remaining schools are more heterogeneous. The same

..basictype of patterns may be observed in the elementary schools. There

are, five schools where 95 percent or more of the student body' is Black,

four where at least 95 percent are Mexican-American,z and -eleven with
this same percentage of 1.!Anglo"-American students. The remainder are

somewhat more hetereogeneous in ethnic-group composition.

The information concerning the ratio of male to female students in

the Austin Public School System is not available but it may be safely

assumed that the proportion of each is approximately equal. The average

classroom size in the elementary schools is 24 pupils, while the average

size in the% secondary schools is 32 pupils. In the elementary schools

*ere are approximately'28 pupils for every teacher; while this ratio

in the secondary schools is 33.1. At the elementary school level,

pupils attend classes from_8:15 in the morning*until 2:35 in the after-

noon. 'In the secondary schools the hours are from 8:30 in the morning
4
until 3:30 in the afternoon. In both cases, students attend classes

five days per week (Monday through Friday). The number o'f school days

per year are 180 with school generally beginning in early September and

ending in late May. 'Schooling is cOmpilsory from age six through age
seventeen, though there are a number. of students who stolr attending

school prior to age seventeen. In the elementary schools, the students

spend the majority of each school day with one single c.lissroom teacher,

who; due to this prolonged contact Vith students, is able to become

better acquainted with the students than In- the case of secondary school

teachers. The amount of time spent with the main classroom teacher

varies from school to school, as in some.schodls here arc special Art,

Music, or Physical EdUcatioft teachers and during rtain igerio8s each

week time may be spent with these teach&ts in purr it ofthc afore-

'mentioned subject matter.

Ia/the jLnior higbschools, far less time is spent with one basic .

classroom teacher, and there is far more specialization in teaching,

even with regard to the basic core curriculum. Children in the secondary

schooli often go from one room (and teacher) to another each one hour
period (of which 50 minutes is actually spent in the.classroom). Again,

the number of different teachers encountered by a child in secondary

school varies somewhat from school to school. The basic subject matters

taught in elementary schools are: Reading and Writing skills (along
.with,Spelling), Arithmetic skills, basic principals of General Science,

Social Studies and Geography. There is less emphasis placed upon Art,

Music, and Physical Education. In the secondary schools, the basic

curriculum consists of English (bo t and grammar), Geography,

History, Government, Science general, biological, chemistry, and

physics), and Mathematics (basic mathematics,'algebra, geometry, and

trigonometry).
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Physical Education is also generally required, although there are
certain activities which ray be substituted for Physical Education.
Other "EleCtive" courses are also available', such as typIng, other
secretarial skills,-art, and various musical activities such as band,'-
'orchestra or choral work. This list, of course, does no: include the
various vocational courses available in the senior high' sc-.00ls form

students who do not plan to Attend college.
Mk=

In general, it may be said that the community attitudes tard the .

scrils system are favorab'e. This is evidenced, in part; b.: the.over-

N whelming support of large school bond issues where the voters approve'
certain sums of money (pa by the voting tax payers) for expansion or

----improvement of the school stem. There is no direct information as to
the community attitudes tow the major goals of the educational - system.

However, information gathered rom a, small sample of parents of school
children indicates that the primarytoa seems to'be the rather abstract
one of "becoming generally educated." Of secondary, butmajor importance,
is the acquisition of specific subject matter skills and preparation for
college or later career selection. In addition, goals me',c!:ioned are

those of obtaining vocational skills (for terminal studeftts), acquiring
social skills and community concerns, and training for vzd citizenship.,

k

Goals as seen by the school system itself are certainl, someYnat
similar.

Each individual school in the Austin School System has its oun
)Patent-Teacher Association (PTA) which is also organized city-wide.
There are both State and National PTA organizations and poblications.
Ttlese publications publish programs and themes and furnisn materials
for use in the individual school organizations.

drg

The local PTA associations consist of both parents and teacher.
Occasionally, especially in the senior high schools, tie students also
participate in the organization. Mbeeings are held once a month in the
evening. Officers consist of both parents and teachers Ow are elected.
for a one-year-term. ,Dues are $1.00 per year. As a general estimate,.
it ray be,said that approximately 25 percent of the parents of the
student body belong.to PTA., While there are somewhat mare :others than
fathers, the fathers are rather well represknted. At the teginning of
the,year, the pyA sponstirS "tack to School Week.1' Here, tne parents
come to the school in the evening and become acquainted wita the chil-
dren's sctrdule and teachers by going from classroom to classroom as
their child does during the day. Each regular PTA-Teeting consists of
a short business meeting, followed'by a prOgrim of some natAre. The

primary value of the PTA, is parental Ahvolvement and knowlodge o4 the
school's function and purpose, as'ae1,1 as the opportunity ,to medl the
teachers and discuss issues with them, whether of,a general nature or
specific to an individutal child.
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The Austin Public School System maintains a School-Community
Lae-ions office whose primary functions are: (a)..to provide consultan:

.-. -
se ices to principals and teachers on matters pertaining to local
school-community relations; (b) to coordinate the regular dissemination
of information about she school system through appropriate channels
.such as mass pews media, professional journals, and locally produced
special publications; (c) to publish and distribute the district's
internal newsletter for all employees; (d) to pass on all requests frost/
cormunity organization and agencies for the distribution of materials t:
schools, and (e) to interpret school policies and-regulations.

."--.
.

Insofar as individual schools are concerned, the principal is respon-
sikle for maintaining contact with his school cOmunity through-all
poAible channels, such as newsletters, announcements, nbtices\or
bulletins, -individual and group conferences, and PTA.

At the end of each year, the individual cIassrooffi teachers are the
ones w Are responsible for deciding whether a child should be pronotec

to PK/Illte next grade or retained in the same grade for another year. In
the first grade 585, or 12 percent of the'students, are not promoted atthe

th end of the school. For the other elementary school grades, the
pe entage not promoted are follows: 7 percent for the second grade,

2 percent for the third grade, around 1 percent for the fourth, fifth,
and sixth grades. At the junior high level, around 2 percent are not
promoted from the seventh grade, 3 percent for the eighth grade, and
around 7 percent for the ninth grade. At the'senior high school level,

-> 7 percent are nort promed from the tenth Vrade,' around 10 per-
. cent from the eleventh I

.
rade, and around 3 perce(t fro the twelfth

grade. School &ade reports are sent to the parents ev y sixweeks
during the schbol-year, and the teacher's decision is b ed upon hert
estimation of the ability of the child to be able to master the subject
matter-at the next highest grade lever.

As was mentioned earlier, _though cpmpUlsory education continues,
theoretically,, through age seventeen, may students drop out of school

prior to this age. There are virtually no school dropouts in the
elementary grades. 'In the junior and senior high schools, the drop-

out
.
rate,varies depending on whether or not the school in question Ls

a "Title'sI" or economically disadvantaged school (schools servin
students.from economically deprived areas). In the

''around 2 perCent of the economically disadvantaged and les 1 per-

cent of the nondisadvantaged students drop out of school. rn th eighth

grade;., these percentages are 6 percent and less than 1 percent, respec-
tively. In the ninth grade, the figures are 8 percent and around 4
percent, and in the tenth grade these percentages are 16 percent and 6

1. percent, respectively. In the eleventh grade the figures are 13 per-
cent and around. 9 percent; while in the twelfth grade they are around

7 percent and 3 percent, respectively. Thus the highest dropout rate
occurs 4uring the tenth and eleventh years in school.
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There, are no-curriculum differences in the school program for
dollege-bound and noncollege-bound otutents at the elementary and junior
high school levels. Beginning'in high school, however, there are
certain differences in.the 4quirtd curriculum. There are similarities,
alci. For example ,,regardless of future plans, all .students mus,t' have
three years of English,-one year of World Georgraphy, one year each of
World History andAmerican History, one half year of Government, two
years_of Mathematics, .one year Of-Science, two years of Physical Edu-
cation, and one half a yedr of Heal.th. Students preparing for college
must take additional unit of Science; and the Mathematics courses
taken must include wither two years of Algebra or one year of Algebra
and one year of Geometryw- College preparatory students are al/lowed
eight elective units, while general or terminal students are allowed-
nine electives.

For terminal vocationally-oriented students, there are seventeen
different-courses offered which may be-taken, These include svch
courses as Agriculture, Building Technology, Cosmetology, Printing,
Trade Radio-Television, Distributive Education, Hospital Science,
Masonry, and Office Training. Most of these are two- to three-year
courseswhich-Meet two to tnree hours a day. 'These courses are general-
ly, but not always, begun in :the -student's junior year. Thus, the'
vocationally7bound studetts are separated from the mainstream of
student activity for around half of each school day.

11/

There is 'a continut6rVrogram of aptitude, achievement, and voca-
tional testing carried out in the Austin Public Schools. -Group.intel-
ligence tests are given to all students in the-second, fourth, and.
seventh grades- Aptitude tests are given to all students in the tenth
grade; while acCevement tests are given to the, studentsece a year in
grades two through nine. Reading ffbadiness tests are given to all
first grade pupils during the* third or fourth week in school. In

addition, vocational interest inventories' are given all pupils in the
ninth and eleventh grades. These tests are all used to help evaluate
student abijities and attual,skills, and potedtials so as to better plan
future programs for the individual student and place him in classrooM
situations best suited to his paiticular /feeds. The vocational tests
are of value in helping -a student deter *iine his' future gda 1.4 with
respect to career choice. These are alol nationally standardxd tests
administered under the auspices of the local school system..

In addition to the testing program for evaluation and aiding studentds
the school counseling and guidance service serves 'a valuable function in
aiding stude'\ts. Theicounseling and guidance program isgunder the

-,,

superirision of the:Director of-Counseling and Guidance who,coordinates
all work with principals, teacherp, and counselors, as well as being
responsible for any liaison with'any outside social service agencies.
Each school counselor is directly responsible to the principal, but
works cooperatively with other staff members in all areas of the school
program. The counselor;' responsibilities include the construction of

IP
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academic- programs. and the academic placement of stIllients.-; i.e., voup-

, -ing% indluding the development of special clasoes.: The counselors'
primary function is to provide deucatidinal; vocational, and personal

4. ., ,
guidance to students. The exercise of this fuhction includes the
follotging: (1) interpretation of standardized test results,i.,(2) ,

development of eduCatio '1 and 'oCationa plans; (3) aiding studentse, tq make meanringful a realisti: appr al of their abilities,poten- ,

tialitieOr andsaimit trOns. he_counselor is a consultant to teachers
for the presen,tat.ion and int rp tat ion of guidance informat-fon. He

also provides liaison be.tween the school and parents. Included in this Q
function-are the following:4 (a/ presentation and-explanation of
academic andadministcative matters; (b), interpretation of. standardized
test resin; and ,(c) comulunication and explanationftof..,,educhicnql'and

-.

vocationtpportun.ities 'nd requirements,wpounseling services in the
secondary schools are of tiree.majorkinds: (1) obtaining and making
availab4e to inter'ested *chool per,onnel information that is.useful in
understanding pupils; {2) carrying.on among the facuLty,pupils, and
parents a program.designed to interpret rid consructively.apply the

. information available about individual pupils and special_groupsioand 4
,.

(3) rAtrying on an individual- counseling-serv-i-ce'at -these tunda-ry---1-eve4-- :t .

t,:hat: will help each Individual pipii better-underatand +is own abilities
* and &Sze-lop them in relation 'co his 4nvironment in school, howe, and
society. This ineludes'assisidg. students in program making and in .

acqftinting them with college entrance and vocational training require-'
ments: i -

', .

' i ...,

Guidance in the elementary schools includes all of the services .

.
inv lved in Aelping children develop into persons who feelcomfortable

Lit themselves, who feel right towald of r-peoVle, and who'are able
to meet- the demands of J,ife. .Ass,Istance o teachers in 'provAding the..

.

special needs is, of c urse,.necdssary. onsultat ion 'services ve ,.

promided,parents in to ing.them:dompiehe theirPch4127's m and '

physiologidal developmen itiorder that realistic academic goals might -

gip set. The services of the.6ounselor are avaGae to all chillpren,
,,z mgr. just y
4 ,

.

.°
.

I. .
*.

t ... ,

frupil/teacherkrelationships are,,at-a r dOliormai-though'oertain
rules'and regulations must be observed!. 'ITethe linfts Of Adequate
discipline and control of the classroom, in ormal good-natured inter-,

. changei and humorous interactions are,alLowed. Children are a,11 called ,

by their first nai al! a the way through- high school. Of coprse,
int ac style.viri- coAsiderably withithe personality of the.. .

tpach and the make-up of,the class.
. , 4 .*._ .
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The Selected Sample

Description of the Schools from Which the Final Sample Was Drat

The primary criteria in selection of schools. for the Austin sSmple
-was the homogeneity g the socioeconomic class structure of the
particular school. ,Tn addition, with respect to the Austin sample,
schools were also chosen which contained a large proportion of one
both of .the minority group'sub-samples tested. Those elementary sc'-:-ols

and junior high,schools which were,finally seledted were those .whit : ,

(a) it.rer located in primarily upper:dower class or upper- middle class
_areas with predominately."Anglo" (non-minority group)-students, or (o)
contained a predominance of students belonging-to one of thetwo min:rIty
groupsub-samples. Due to the Largeregeographic areas covered by t1..:
junior high schools,_ socioeconomic class (or etnic'group) homogereity
was greater in the elementary schools than in the junior high schools.

..A1Afre were 3,622 subjects tested in order to obtain the Austin
sampte'.quocas_of subjects (100 iseT-CeTTO _plus 40 minor,ity zre.p
sub-sample subjects'. Of these subjects 2e063 were tenryear-olds,
1,536twere fourteen-yearol&s. Subjects from a totalof fifteen
elementary schools were tested: Of these scndols, two were almost
entirely upper-middle class; while ;five were largely pper-lower
The remai.ning eight schools were used pr4,mar11y In or r to obtain t-,1

minority group sub-samples. .

Si cts from a total of five junior high schools were tested in
or to obtain the fourteen-year-old sample: One of these schools ::as
-p,redominatelj uppel--middle,class in structure, with the remainder .of :he
upper-middle class main sample subjects being' obtained from tiip other 11'.

schools whe're 'the majority of subjes belonged to the upper:Tbwer socio-
economic class. In all of these schools,.the majority of 5.,tudents were
not members of either minority group tested. The remaining twose-lools
were used for obtaining subjects for the minority-group sub-samples.

. One of these sc4odls was lqgated in Austin and the student body was
composed aljOst.entirely of Latin-Americans and Blacks in approximately

e equal proportions. It is felt that while the sam()Te obtained represents
- .

the -City tested fairly accurately, that it does hot accurately reflect
the populatrbn nationally. This is due to several demographic peculi-
arities of the city. First, being.primarily a non-induitrial uniersity
toi,n, which is the Capito of the State of Texas, there is a larger

q. proportion of families classified as upper-middle ,clas,s',(professional,
goverment, and business) than in most cities of comparable size, This

6 large upper- middle class,,segment is almost enlirel,, whit, with very fcl.

representatives of either minority group. What Yrequently happens with
. Latin- American familieS is that, as they obtain upper - middle class status
thy tend to lose their ethnic groupidentification ev though the
Surn&re may remain identifiably Latin: American. 'Austi is probably somg-

4.

...that atypical irL tF makeup of the uppertlower class egment., also.

-41 That is, ther'L are-yomparative,ly few upper-lower clan white families

N
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in the city limits. The mallotity of the upper-lower class within this.,
city limits,is either Latin-Mkridan in origin or Black. This is Chi.'
rea n for testt9an Temple, Texas where the remainder of the white
app -lower crass ten-year-olesample was obtained.

The reactions of the public schoc11 system totthe testing were, in
general, favorable and cooperative. In one school only was there an:-
notable unfavorable reaction. This was a primarily upper-loyer class
junior high school where testing was begun, but had to be discontinued
due to-unfavorable reactions on the part of some of Lhe'school staff ,a:-.d

mseveral, -soe at vocal, parents. e school. principal, with whom t he

initial testing arrangements we mad , died shortly after testing was
initiated Ad.his replacement ppeare 4nwilling to take the necessar '

steps to Orireifull cooperati n from teachers and pupils. There were
a scattering of individual teac ors who were somewhat reluctancto
cooperate; but testing' was allowed to continue to completion in there
4s., classrooms. The lack of full4tooperation on the part of these fc:
teachers was evidenced by their partial or total lack of cooperation in
filling out the various teacher forms; and in the attitude toward th,

--research which was communicated either directl or iiiaii-JE117,/ to the
r

students in the gasses Caught by these teachers.

The on y general restraints.pfaced won the reseach involved the
.

question ncerning religion in the Demographic Questionnaire. This
deals-ion- -invoNed a federzl-government regutarton rarber-rhan-a local-
school-board restriction. It was necessary to label this question

,k "Optional," so that students would not be forced to-answer the question,
should they so choose. Vbry, very few students chose not to answer tn:s
item, and tnese were primarily. upper- middle class fourteen-year-olds.

Naturally', the question involving race was not, asked directly. This
information was supplied by the test administrators uponco,l-lecting the

- Demographic. Questionnaire. There were a, few 'somewhat delicate situatIons
which arose during the process of testing. One stIth'Situation occurred
in a few ipstances with children, whose- parents were separated, divoy6ed,
or one parent deceased. The child would become upset when (a) answen-.
ing that portion of the Demographic Questionnaire concerning whether or

not he iived'with both of his parents, or would become upset when faced
wit the Sentence Completion Items,dealirig with the mother or the
father. The children were told,-upod observing that they were upset,
that, they did not have to,answer these specific items. This s'ituation

.In additioh, some children, were sumewhatireluctaht to answering the .

BRS items and appeareeto be somewhat concerned as to who would be
reading their responses aside from test administrators. gc5ever,in no
case id a subject, who otherwise cooperAted, refuse-to answer the
quest nnaire: 111 -1

4
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.In the fourteen-'year-old upper - middle} class group, there were a dy

few subjects- (less -than six) who refused to pa'rticipate in any manner
in the project. These, students had been advised by the parents, in
most cay..s.3rrt to.participate,

The majority of the'students cooperated rather well withthe re-
.

searchers in supplying the information requested by the variois inven-
tUrie There were one or two classes oL_Ipurteen-year-olds who were
quite P,fficult to test due to the tact that a large proportion of the
students in the class exhibited behavior problems and a certain degree
of incorrigibility. These were priNarily fourteen year -old subjects.
There were also some styclents, particularly in upper-middle cla'ss
schools, who-were bored'by many of the,instruments and appeared not to
be cooperating fully, because of this'. Again, these were primarily
'fourteen-year-old students. It was difficult to assess, in most cases
such as these, just how muchtbe boredom detracted from honest responses
or reasonable effort exeted. It was apparent, in some instances, ip
tne case of the Story Competlon intr4ment, that this negvi-e attitude"

_.s.os evidtiflelitia _itself 1.a bizzar.eLaad_pat.hologi-e-a-1---S-tor-y_forple.tfons, for

purposes of shocking thetest administrators. :,

_, , . t

In most -scIlools Where testing was carried d'ut,'The scho61 adminis-
trators and most of the teachers requested some sort of feedback as to

, .

results of the testing. This was especially true with respect to the
results of tne aptitude and achievement measures which were Administdltd
by the research team.-'- ,

All teachers involved, as,ell as school administrators, were given
a copy of the "Projec.t Resume" w

7
ch briefly explained the purpose of

the research, the principal inve tigatbrg, and the method of fUnding the
rese#ren. .Some leachers wished to have more.detailed information about.
the (research While Others apparently felt no suuli curiousit;. Whenever

time permitted, teachers were given any further information requested.
Thasadditionaldtnformation wa§ often communicated in the "Teachers
Lounge" where teachers spend they time during those periods when they
are not teaching; as the researchers also spent the time between test-
ing periods in the lounge. .

Often the students, primatil, the foUriAn-year-olds, alked specific

4 ,nest ions about ..either_gener r arch purposes or the purposes lof

specific instruments. Prio to th initiation of testing, each class
was given i brief overview of the research which mentioned all partici-
pati countries and'age groups and a very general statement of the
areas -of interest to the research projedt. Any further questions were
answered when it was felt that the answers would not bias the purposle
of the reseaw.h. When instrument-specific questions were aFIked, tb
administrator withheld his anst.er's until after the instrument had been

A

administered.
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JAPAN

NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL MILIEU

-4&AJDemographic Characteristics 9

The total population of Japan was 100,243,000 in 1967 and the popu=-
lation density was 274 Persons per 1 square kilometer. As_80 percent

'w of the Land is mountainous, _the density in the flat area is tremendk
ously high. The age distribution is'as shown in Table 1, which
indicates the.recent,decrease of birth rate. As it is also shown in

rTable 3; the rate of population increase inNJapan has become much
smaller in recent years, the annual increase in 1955-1965 being only
1.0 perce.nt in average. In other words, the increase has practically
ceased in recent years.

_Table 1

90 - years 16.0% 50 - 59 years ,

10 -19 - 1-9.3-------- - 6- g -'

20 -29 ,17.6 -70 - 79
30 -39 16.2 80 -

40 -49 11.7

9.1%

3.6
0.3

Population distribution among the major divisions of industry
is as shown in Table 2. The proportion tietween urban (city) and rural
(town and village) populations was 68.1 vs 31.9 in 1965.

Table

Primary Industry 24.77.

Secondary Industry 31.97.

Tertiary Industry 43.4%

The distribution by social class cannot be obtained, as no public
office nor research institute has adopted the classifioation of social.
classes, which is identical similar to ours. For the. same reason,
,the figure is not available w ich directly shows the social mobility

is verytu
- high in our country. The reaso of the high mobility'is that the social

\, Jclass is naturally'unstable'i a country like Japan where the economic
structure is rapidly as well a radically changing, driving people to
strive for 'a newer and higher status -- otherwise they will be left
behind and will fall unto a love! status. We understand the custom
still exists in Europe to stay in the same spcial class they inherited_
from their father without having any higher aspiration, and -.to enjoy
one's living in his social milieu of high stability. It is absolutely
difficult to find such an attitude in contemporary Japan. , .

I
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Table 3 shoes the increase rate of population in various parts of
Japan from 1960 to 1965, which indicates geographical mobility. It is
clear from Table 3 that a large amount of Opulation has moved from
other areas into the areas which include large ci ies,:such as Tqkyo
and Yokohama (located in the Kanto) and Osaka and Kobe. (located in the
Kinki) where heavy industries have highly develo ed.

Table 3

Hokkaido
Tohoku
Kanto-

Chubu
Kinki

-2---:6%

-2.3%
13.9%

4.2%
12%4%

2.7'

-4.5

-65.8
.

15.5'

35.9

Chugoku
Shikoku
Kyushu
Total

=1.1%
-3.6%
-4.1%

5.2%*

-1.5

-3.0
-11.0

100..0

,ftatio of the population increase it each district when the
increase in the whole nation is considered .1 00_

Discussi3ns on the ethnic and or religious groups miy be omittd in
Japan. The Japanese are a homogeneous race with one angua2e anddo not
'have any significant ethnic subgroups. The main bo0; of f:reigners are
Koreans; yet their number i,s small. The number of children who belong
to other races and attend oup schools is negligibly small. In general,
the Japanese are so indifferent to re.}:i ion that the differences in
religion and denomination have practical y no influence on their value
systems.

I

As well` known throughout the world, GNP of japan has beco:'ne the
second 13r;est among so-called. "free countries," whice res_ited by a

rapid and high-leyel.development of heavy indAs:ries. Howe':er, the.
national inc6me'per capita was only $ 929 in 196/ which ranked ner as
the 21st.

Educational Structure.'
it

Elementary school is six years; from age six to age twele: *Lower
secundar, school is three years. These nine years of scho,iling are
compulsory. Upper secondary school is three years. The past -time
uppe n secondary school, however., is extended to four years, though its
course of-study is the same as that of full-time upper secondary school.
As a rule university education is four years with the exception of '

medical school.

;wall levels of school, that is, from kindei-garten to ,niversity,
the academic yean begins on April 1 and ends on tiarch 31 of the 1011ow-
ing year. In elementary and secondary-schools, an 'academic: year is
usually divided into three terms. They have'long vacations in summer
(J4y 21 - August 31) and winter (December .26-January 7). They also,
have one or two weeks of spring 'vacation in March. Most unrversities
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are operated in semester system, and have longer vacations than
elemehtary or secondary schools in summer and winter. They also have,
a long vacation in-Apring (February 20 - April 15).

Children must be enrolled in the schools of their own school
district, when they prefer public elementary or secondary schools. They
can enter any private schools regardless *their place of residence.

The percentage of the five-Aar-old children in kindergarten and day
nursery was 469.3 percent of the age,population in 1966. The number of
children enrolledin kindergarten is rapidly increasing. It increased
from 46.7 percent in 1966 to 49.4 percent in 1968.

The general outlines of the curricula for compulsory and upper second-
ary education are prescribed for each school grade and made uniform all,
over the country by the Ministry of Edycation. In this sense, the ad-
ministration of education 9.n Japan is highly centralized.

A number of private schools exist at all levels fr7o, kindergarten to
university. There is no essential difference in education between public
and private-schools. The private schoolp more or Less receive subsidy
from either the national or prefectural'gove&Ament: Most of them are
located in big ,citles. In some of ,them, their pupils are much brighter
than those of the public schpols. This is probably due to the compit-

-....--itive-selection at the_ time of-entrance _and_the family background
favorable to education. In many private schools, however, the academic
abilities of pupils are not necessarily better than those of public
schools. In other words, there is a great variety of private schools.

Tht children who have attained the age of six before April ], must be
enrolledin an elementary school on April 1 of that year.
Those who will become sOcyears old on or after April 1 will be enrolled
on April 1st of Ile following year. The percentage of those who fail
to be enrolled or who aee absent from school for a long period is
negligible. For example, in 1967 the percentage of such Fhildren was
only 3.8,percent in elementary schools and 0.7 percent in lower secondary
schools. Among them, 2.Q percent in elementary schools and 0.4 Percent
in lower secondary schools were-Wpsent because of illness,. In elemen-

*tit:), through upper' secondary schools, there is practically no ,holdover
in the same grade-or dismissal from school for any reason, ast of all

for gfiset -achieve.mentr ---T-fris--rbekd-happeTt-orrly when a child -extreme
" ly poor health. Neither is there any case of double promotio or

skipping allowed for any reason, even sfot very excellent achi vements.
.Tile reason why they are not allowed is that holding over in the same
-grade Ts considered "a dishonor while skipping is "ulair." Therefore;
both parents and teachers have the idea that these sydtems cannot be
permitted in school at. all. One of the reasons why such a ridiculous
idea is prevailing without any question is that people think of school'

- primarily as an institution which grants students some formal qualifi-
cation rather than a place eo develop.Eheii.children's abilities.
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.' The slumber of special classes for-the blind, dear, dum , sically''
handicapped, and weak-minded is 2.6 peicent of the total number of the
classes,in elementary schools, and 3.4 percent of all the lower

,secondary classes,. The number of children enrolled in the special
classes is 0.7 'percent of all.elementary children, and 1.0 percent of '

all lower secondary children. Among them, the number of classes for
the weak- minded is very small., Therefore, 4-5 percent of the 611pils _

in ordinary 'classes of compulsory grades should be regarded mentally
. weak, their IQ being below 75. Because of the above reason the,dif-

ference of abilities within a class is very large in compulsory grades:,
Ability grouping cannot be adopted, as antagonism to it.6-strong. The
objection stems out of the same reason which denies the'holdover in the .

same grade. The denial of..ability grouping further acceT4rates the
difference of abilities within a class. As anitural result, the
instruction given Sy --a-teacher is' aimed at,1the pupilsvf average
ability. Therefo , excellent pupils are *red while Uferior ones
re left behind. If the parent of inferior pup ,iis can afford it.N

a utorof their children or send *_heir
schnini wnil't,tl-e_ch_ildren.-keep

)

--they hire a college student as

children to a private_teacher at
attending,at the regular school, as well.

Characteristics of Educational Staffs

istributron of public school teachers ty age and sex in 1966 was as
.__,.....5.61L2wn in Tab-le-4. Tnaugh no s+fatisal'figui-e -of thetr--Foctoec----'

status, is available, W is generally considered they belong to Fiddie
middle class. Table 5 shows the distribution of teachers by the number ¢
of subjects thevs.teach. Table 6 shows the kinds of schools, from which
teac4s in 1965 graduated. But today most teachers come. from teachers'
colleges of national univer'sity; Table 7 shows tf-T distribution of nvly
recruited teachers in 1967. The description on 'in-service trai.ning of
teahers' is emitted in .the present report, as it varies in its cont,!:1.t
by locality, school level,and subject.

Table 4

I Age & Sex , Elementary Lowe'r.Secondlr:,
1 29 or under 18% ,- ' qo%

30 39 4W 46
40 - 49 23 _ - 18 r
50 . A 12 16 -

rotal 100 100 '

Male .5Q.4
'eria,le 49.6

73.9
26..1
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Table 5

Elementary Lower Secondary
Tearh. No Suhject

(Most of tihem are °principals) 14%

Teach in special class 40 2 ft. 3 '

Teach one subject 57
Teach two subjects 26

)
.

79 --
Teach three ormore subjects ) 71

Table 6

Graduated From Teaching in
mentary Lower Secondary
chool Stbonl

!Teacher's College. 13.1% "2.6-;

Other University 4.1 22.3
Junior College for Teacher's) j

4 Training) 45.8 32.2 .

Normal School in Old System )
Other Junior College t 10.2 18.0

Upper Secondary Scholl,__. ___:.2,6LAI 5.0 '

Total (numbeq 339,884 232,600

Table 7

I

Graduated Fre.*

TelSer's Colleg of

National University
Other University
Junior Colleg"
Others' I

Teaching in
Elementary Lower Secondar)

School . School

71.5% a 48.8%
13.0 , P 30.3
14.g 17.9
0'6 , 3.0

00

CIassroottl Descriptioi4 .10

A

The number of pupils in a 'cl'ass was 33.4 4 elementary school and
44.5 in lower secondary school in 1968. As all public schools are
coeducatiopal, the ri.:mber of bqys and that of girls may be considered
equal.

,4o
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AmoUnt of Schooling

The number of_Jessons given in elementary school is 31 per week in
the fifth grade (age 10), which amounts to 106 for tie academic year.
-One, lesson is 45 minutes in elementary school. In the ninth grade
(age 14), they have 32 lessons ift_a week, 1120 lessons for the whole
year, One lesson is for,50 minutes in lower secondary school.

Ratio,of Public to Private Schools, or Basic System ViTiaEions

'In 1968 t re were 16-2 private elementary schools, which ...as only
0,6 percent o the.total.number (25262) of elementary schools; while
the number'of rivate.lower secondary schOols was 601, 5.2 percent of
he total number (11463) of lower secondary schools. The n.imber af

pupils enrolled in Private elementary schools was 53,700, 0.6 percent
of the total number (9,383,000)-of elementary school pupils; and the
number of students in private ower secondary schools was 1==.,900,
2.9 percent of the total number (5,043,000) of lower secondary school, '

'students. Some private schools are coeducational while sore others are
either ,only for boys or for girls. At the level of upper secondary
school, most private schools are either for boys or for gi:rls only.

Attitudes Toward the General School System

In Japan where social mobility is great, what decides the future of
children is, first of all, their school career. That t s eo
receives only compulsory education: it is an unfavorable condition to
him while graduation from a well-reputed university means very much
for- him. Therefore, even the parents of lower social status want to

their children to college and/or pniversity, though they themsclyeF
could not eceive higher education (see Table 8)..-Thps, some character-

, istic features appear concerning Japanese educatton, Firstl ',, what is
important is not the academic abilities children 'get in universiiiy%
but the dimploma they.tet there. The situation is not different even in
the case of girls:el:41er. .That is,-if a girl has a poor academic
career, she is handitapped in finding a mate who has albrilaiant future
prospect-. Now, most universities confer diplomas on their students as
long as they staythere. for a required number of years and paytheir
tuition; no.ratter whether they study haid or not., Therefore, what
parents aim at is nothing but to send their childretrto a.well-reputed
university. 'In order to achieve this, aim, they have to send their
children to anAupper secondary school which sends many of its graduates
to well-known universities. Then, in order to enter a well-reputed
upper #econdary school, their children must be in a well-,kpowp lower

'`secondary school many of whose graduates go toa well-reputed uppr
econdary school. Every time children enter a higher level of school,
hey haveto go through a highly competitive entrance examination. --
In tIpts connection I would like to point Out that no.questionnaire or

' tests for research can be given in any Japanese sthool beveen September
aad Marcillas this is the period when the entrance-examinStionand its'

41.
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preparatory study are going on everywhere in Japanese schools. -- In
order to have children pass the exam, :a tremendous amount of preparatory
eduCation is given, which'often makes "them sacrifice the deveropment of
their character, health, sociability, and creativity. This is done
even at the age of kindergarten, in its "extreme cases. I wo.:id say, it
is desperately done all over Japan. This is the most importa.lt reason
why Japanese children showed very high achievem in mathematics inei
the IEA Study made in 1964; cf.International Stu y

r
of Achieve-,ent in

_Mathematics, 1967. In reverse, it means that, as soon as st.,::ents
succeed in entering a university they easily forget the knowledge and
ability of the subjects they don't need at the moment. This is why the

-' graduates from Japanese universities do not always pOssess higHacademic
ability.

, Such defect, tragedy, or disgrace of Japanese education has certainly
given many ill effect 'to several aspects of our society. Yet, the
parents and the whole society must recognize the existence of the system.

is much criticism of. it, and many refcrm plans
this is a problem, however, where the interests

,
,,.ople are entangled with each other, reform

campaigns have always gone only half-way or been ineffectual In Other
words, it may be said that our society still approves the existence of
`the system, though there are many complaints about it as well.

Needless to say, the
have been proposed.
of various kinds of

;

Expected Coals of the Educational System

Formal provisions in educatiOnal laws are excellett. But. what
. parents and teachers actually aim at may be easily guessed from the

above statement.

Parent-Teacher Relationships

What parents_request of teachers may be easily understood from the
previous statements. That is, they ask teachers to assist.their chil
dren and have them successfully enter a well-reputed school of upper
level. On the side of school, teachers well know the parent's desire
and usually-try.to.cooperate with Chem. Needless to Say, mot a small
.number of. teachers' maintain noble, humanistic ideals. But there are
many barriers which restrict their efforts to put'their ideals into'
practice: A

Parental Aspirations

Ai st= wove, the paTenLl.aspirations necessarily beco71..: high in
our society. 'research,made on a sample of 2719 persons by NHK (Japan
Broadcasting Corporation) in 1967$411s us that the educational aspira-
tions parents have for thLrchildren are as shqwn-on Table S. The

sample included parents'who belonged 'to thelowest social' class. It

must be also pointed out that, in order to.satisfy their aspirations,
4
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many universities exist which are called "university" but offer a very
low Level of'acad.emic studies. The total number of colle,us and
universities, national, prefectural, municipal and private all inclLsive,
was 377 in 1968. They had'1,270,000 students enrolled. ":-.E1 number of

junior colleges was 468 and the number of their students :as 255-,CCO.
There is an extremely large difference between a top-level .iniversit'y
and a low-ranked one regarding their facilities, faculty, dad the
ability of their students. The ranks of various universizies are
known, yet it is consider that such ranks should not be cspenly
mentioned.

System of Vocational Diagnosis

Lower secondary school has a teacher or teachers of vos-_aiiohal
guidance. It is difficult, however, to ascertain the nat_re and effect
of his work. One reasonwhyit is difficult to describe -_s work :s ,

that almost all students rik-oceed to upper secondary schools. Anc.:.:fl,r

reason is that, because of the peculiar situation exist ink and contr,-,1-
ling all the aspeckts of education in )otir co, n:try, any edu,:a!Upnal

activities which-ar, not compatible.wAth it are apt to be -4,11t_ctez.

Teacher-Pupil Relationship and Interaction Styles

Regarding teacher-pupil relaticeiships, the-strong, rebellion of ,

versity students since 1-968 must be mentioned first. A part of tie
student body made a really strong rebellion; a large scale of police.
force intruded into university campuses and a few students wererIvE-
killed. Tokyo University, which had long been the supreme tower of
hi;her learning, could not restore its order and had to s.. wend the re-
cruitment of freshman students foe one year. The rebellic1 maybe, at
its root,. stemmed frog their dissatisfaction with the way governenL,
hit their immediate concern was with the educational syste- in general
and/or the instruction in their own universities, about they had
many complaints. Take the problem of.faculty as an examp_.::: it is

absolutely impossible to provide7all the colleges and uni with

well-qualified jcholars, wherrthere'exist hundreds of colie;es and
universities, as Mentioned earlier. The rebellion prevaied.not only
all over the world, but domestiCally in Japan from universi.l.ies to
upper secondary schools and even to some lower secondary schools, which
may .mean that the long existing flab' of oking up to Eeazhers as
persons whom students must respect an obey has begun to_cailapse.
Indeed in the last several years this tendency to deny the authorit-,
of teachers has been gradually gpowing, not onlyrin the un.ersity,
but also inlall levels of school, including elementary sc

4
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THE CI OF THIS STUDY.

Overall Description 4F

The'metropolitan area called Tokyo had a population of 10,869,000 in-
/1965, over ten percent of till. total population of Japan, though the

size of the area is rather 11. The area where our research was made

I

is, however a part of the Metropolis often called_the old Tokyo. This

is tile mai part of Tokyo with the population of 9,010,000 and divided-
into 23 wards. _It is the overwhelmilitgly important center of government,
industryo businges, and.40001rn in/Japan. Only the Kyoto-Osaka area
canicompete with Tokyo regarding industry and cultural activities.
Most of Tokyo is ecologic#11y mixed, which is the common feature in
most part of Japan. However, if we'classify the area with thrheicate-
gories, the ratio of populat ion living in 'each type of -area In 1970 is
as shown in Table 9. The climate is rather mild with high temperature,

Table 9

Population in Industrial Area 29.7%
Population in Business Area . 9.2
Population in Residential Area. 60.1

Population in Other Areas 1.0

a little over 30 °c in simmer and slightly less than 0°c in winter.
There'are only occasional snowfalls in winter. Just before summer Lt

is very dap. As the climate differs from area to area in Japan,.a
comparison of this area with other areas regarding climate has to be--
omitted.

Political, industrial, and educational activities are so active in
this area that it 'is-no exaggeration to say that all other areas are
subordinated to it. As people move into Tokyo from all other.areas,
the population increase is so rapid that it often accompanies some

'destructive effects on living itself. That is, housing, traffic, and
air pollution are the probleMs extremely hard to solve; the ground is
sinkinglatb,e downtownarea and the land where the ground iq belnw
sea-level is increasing.

Educational System of sle City

"-As for the educational system of Tokyo, only some supplementary infor-
mation may be needed In addition to the prdvious description on the

educational system, of the whole nation. in 1968 the 23-ward area of
Tokyo had 805 public elementary schools, 373 publiC tower secondary
schools. The number of children enr there was 192,000 and 252,000,
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vspectively. (This was a large increase in number of schools and
enrollment since 19650 The ratio; of boys to girls was 52:48 in
elementary schools and 54:46 in lower secondary schools. The nmber oft
teachers in elementary schools was 21,200 and that of lower sec ndary
school was.10,300. The ratio of male to female teachers was 46.54 in
elementary- schools and 75:25 in lower secondary schools. The nu er of
students per class was 37.8 in elementary schools and 40.7 in low
secondary schools. These figures'are similar to the eqUivalent one
in nationwide statistics. As for parents' aspirations for their chil-
dren's education, about 40 percent, of them want'to send-their children
to college and/or university. Pra;tically po karents think compulsory
education is all that their children need.-

In the whole Tokyo area, the number of foreign children enrolled in
public elementary schools is only 0.5 percent of, the total enrpment,
and that in public lower secondary schools is 0.6 percent. In/both
school levels, SO percent of the foreign children are Koreans.

As stated above; private schools do not bc;long to any choor:'diftrict,-
and naturally recruit their students from a widq area. !That'means it
is not fair to compare the number of private schools and the number of
students enrolled there with the equivalent figures in the 23-ward area.
Thel.efore, we will compare them with the equivalent figures in a largerof area which includes not only 23 wards but also adjacent cities,'though
such comparison is not yet sufficiently.adequate. Now, in the above
area (23 wards'and all "cities" in the Tokyo Metropolis) there are 52
private elementary,scftools as against 995 public elementary schools,
201 private lower secondary schools as against 456 public lower secondary

'schJols. As for the enrollment, the figures are 24,000 vs 739,000 in
elLmentar.y schools and 471000 vs. 311,000 in lower secondary schools.

-The reason why this area has proportionally more private schools with
'a larger enrollMent than the national average is that the. proportion of
students is larger who slant to enter well-,reputed private schools so that

. they could enter eXcel nt universities. Another reason is that the
central part of old Totyo is-not a residential area any more and that
.students live in the ,suburbs of Tokyo or adjacent bedroom-towns, no
matter whether they go to public or private schools. The.space doesn't
allow the detailed discussion on this point.

There is not much more to be specially mentioned about Tok,,o. The
-tAonly remark to be lastly added is that any movements which emerge in

various aspects of Japanese society and 'which are always ,quite radical
express themgelves with especially strong tone. when they appear in Tokyo.
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THE'SELECTED SAMPLE.

On Lt Method of Sampling Fourteen-Year-Old Subjects 'in 1965

f

,

WO:decided to get our sample from Tokyo. However, the adminis"--

trat4ve area named Tokyo Metropolis is a. very large area which extends,

on e one hand toward the south and the north without any ecological

boo' ary until it neighbors five cities of other prefectures. In thii

area the population is evenly dense. On the other hand, in its

western part, it also includes villages and mountainous areas (Mich

are culturally much retarded. Therefore'," we decided to limit our area

of study, as a rule, to the twenty-three wards which cover the old and

t

.
central p4rt of Tokyo. In many studies, this area is treated as a unit.

:Ithas a-population of large part of the

total population of the whole Tokyo° tropolis (10,877,000 in 1965).

However, when we limit our study to this area, more than tea bedroom-

*towts are oNitted which directly neighbor our area and which embyace

many rather high class families. Regarding Vhis point, we have made

some adjustment by including.09-School as explained below.

Lower secondary eduCation'is compulsory in Japan. We have state-

c.iried, municipal and prilite.lower secondary schools. As the number of

state-owned schools is veYy small, we will neglect them in our study.

Each public school (municipal school) has its scbool.district while the

priirate school doesn't have a set district and accepts students from any

area regardless of their residences. The district of a-lower. secondary

school-usually consists 'of the districts of a few elementary 'schools.

. SomeAimes, it includes only one ,elementary school district' and, in some

cases, an elemenCary_school district extends over two lower secondary

school districts.' Under such a district-system, each lower secondary

s5Jlool gets its students'from some particular,elementary school or

'1
schools. ,Ali public schools are coeducational. Most private schools-

are for the separate sexes, but some of them are coeduCationa14 Among

.private%schtols, the number of girls' schools is the largest' There

isn't any essential difference of curriculum betoween'thiblic and private

schools. However, the instruction is usually more - strict in the formef 4'

than in the latter. Private schools have their bwn characteristics
respectively and are differently ranket as to their reputations. The

numbers of schools and students in Septembeim 1965 are ?hoi.m it Table
10. We took our sample schools* mostly fromlfublic schools.

.
.

1

It was desirable to get a most representative sample from the twenty-

tree ward area, using a stratified random sampling method. It was,

.hoWever, Ampossible for the fo lowing reasons. First; manyschoyls did

inot want to spare nine teachin hourt.for this research and refused .too

coopenite with us. Therefore, we had to ask a limited number of schools

which are clOsely related with our institute Cr With some of our

researchers. Second, as the number"Of students belOnging to upper-
midOle class is proportionally small, if we want to get our sample from 4

a rather limited number of schools, we mast ilotentionallycrL.-,ose some

schools where we know that an exceptionally large number of upper-middle

students are enroll&d. Schools 07 and 09 are the ores chosen with such
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11
- ntention. As.the result of such procedure, sour sample ofschools and

ccordingly the sample of stMents are somewhaYdeviated from their
popdlations,Irespectively_ Tat is, we got rather many schools and '

their students of relatively high academic standard. In order to make
up for this defect, we tried to get our sample schools from as w.ide'
an area of twenty-three wards as poss'ible. We also stratified all
public schools /n the ward-area (see Table 14) and tried to make the
Anumber of students to be tarten into the sample from each group
proportionally as eqUal as possible with the size of the group, in the
population, when we resampled the needed number of students from the

,sample schools. \ .

. p

Table 10 . ,

Number of Number of Number of
Schools .Total Boys . .Girls
in 1965 Enrollment Enrolled . Enrolled

Public Sch901

The Whole Area of
Tokyo Metropolis 497 387,400

A

'Ward Arca only 373 (9g,000 168,000

Private School
The Whole Area of
Tokyo Metropolis 194 54,000

140,000

20,200 37,800

;Tab /IC 11 shows the ecological character of each ward which is
reported Eby Mr. Suzuki of the Nattonal Insti.tute of Statistical Mathe-
matics.- His /`report is based on the census of 1960. He.got nine strata
by grouping a few wards together mhicn are of similar charac-ter and, in
many cases, peighboring with each other. Though we oannot say that'a
school alway ha.g the same ecological character as the stratum to which
it belongs, we can roughly know its ecological feature by its location
as Tokyo is ecologically well differentiated and the ecological,
features of a school and the ward where it is located are often closely'
related-ulth each other. Table 12 explains the character of the school'
district of each sample school. The advancement ratio into upper
secondary school means how many percent of the.graduatgs proceeded to

.fuli-time upper secondary schools. In other words, it shows the.edu-
caeional aspiration as well as the financial status of the parents and
the professional qualities of the teachers in a givep school. Therefore,
we often consider this figure one of the best indices to indicate the
'level of school as a whole. Among the listed schools, some remarks may
be needed on 07 and 09 Schools.

07 School. As it is notorious all over the world, the entrance exam-
inations for 'universities or colleges are highly competitive in Japan.
Therefore, parents try to have their children enter.ap upper secondary
school which has thereputation of making a good number of students

. successfully pass the entrance exarinations of highly reputed universi-
ties in past years. In order to let their children enter such an upper

1169-
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Table 11

Stratum

.

Name of Ward
6

Number of

Eligible

Voters

s

Classification by Profession
A

.

.

Classification by Industry ..

.

* f
Professional,
Technical 6
Administrative

Clerical Sales 6
-"Service

.

Skilled 6
Unskilled

Labor ,

Commontcation,
Tfansportation,
Finance 6 Public
Administration

Whole,,ale,

Retail, 6
Service

Manufacture
& Construe-
Lion

Agri-

culture
6 Fish

SLY

Chu°.

Chiyoda,
Mlnate

347,874 11.9-17.6a,

.

13.9-19.97. 26. -42.92
1 .

24.8-36.07 11:5-21.07. 44.0-60.02 28.0-36 17 0

.

&

II

________

III

ShinPku,
hInkyo,
itvAlima

701,673

-

16.9-18.5 19.2-21.5 24.4-26.2 33.1-38.0 16.5-19.3 41.0-44.0

0.

36.2-41.5 0

Shibtlyi,

Nskano,

Netima
. 695,804 .18.2-21 1 21.4-26.6 23.4-24.4 28.6-31.1 21.6-27.0

.'

34.4-42.4 31 4-35.2 -11.8

IV

Segura,

Soginami.

Stagaya
1,044,788

.

21 1-24.9 2'S 6-28.1 19 8-21 9 27 0-31.4 20.6-23.3 36.7-41.0 12.8-41.5 - 2.7

V Tait() 194,805 11.6 9.0 36 2 43.6 8,7 48.7 42.3 0

VI

Tumid!,
Arakawa,

Koto

615,402 7.8-9.5 9.6-44,7 20.2-21.9 56.6-59.0 8.4-1671 28 2-30.3 55.0 -62.0 0

VII

Adachi,

Katsoshika,

Edegawa '

826,153 7.39 8 13.3-15.2 18 3-19.9 49.2-55.00 15.5-16.6 26.2-27.0 50.9-55 .9 0

.

VIII

4
. .

Iiabash1.

Ktta

,,

606,358 12 0-12.6 19.5.-21.2

.

19.4-21.5

..,

46.2-46 7 17.5-19.8 31.7-33 4 46 5-48.6 - 2 0

IX Ota,

Shlpagawa
787.628 14.2-15.8 19.1-19.9 19.2-21.6 4) 3-44'0 15.8-17 6

A.

32.0-34 3 47.5-49.5 - 2.3

.
lbw
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Table 12

"Code Number
of School

Advancement Ratio
into Upper

Secondary School*

harm of Ward

.'

/
4l umber of

Students
Enrolled
1 n 1 9 6 5 "

'

Character of School District

.

01 63 0 SumLda 965
.

Mostly lower class families engagedin small industry Educational
environment is not good.

,a_,,____-

02 66.5

-

Shinagaw
.

75
t

V ' /

Includes many 4laboTers working in small or medi.nm-sized factories There
arealso a considerable numbcof factory- owners or store - keepers

114 4
114'iturc, 754

k.----

Residential 'area. Many office workers as well as store-keeperr, are living

there.

. 88 5 gunkyo

Y"V

I

.
4

A part of the so-called " educational area" where many schools are located.
Educational environment is rather good. However, m8ny families with
educational mind who live in this school district send their children to
schools of other distiicts which have a higher academic reputation

05 92 1 Shibnya 1440

1

A time-aged residential area, where a considerable number of dormitories
of large enterprises arc located.

---,,--
.--

06 92 6
--

.._

.

Nakano 695 A typical residential area of middle class In the outskirts of Tokyo.

07 94 3 a, Shlbuya 1067 A high-class residential place ;:iith somcAusenes.: arca.

08 94.4 ,

,

Meguto 1035

r

. Right.near our Institqie. Fairly good residential place
.

..

09 Chofu-city

.

All As this Is a girl's private 'school., it had no school district.
a

* .
.

.

*Tills is the percentage of the nombr of graduates who enteced full-t'ime upper secondarN schools against the numbei of Ali the graduates
en a giloen school in 1965.
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secoddary school, they send their children to,a lower secondary sc.lool 4

which has a similar reputation coNerninithe entrance into well-Known
upper secondary schools., -The same policy is applied to .the selection

cif eleTentary school or even of kindergarten. As 07 school has s.ch

a reputation, many parents with high income and high educational hack-

ground living outside of its school district manage to send' their chil-

dren to this school, ihough it is illegal and its illegality is
repeatedly discussedleverY spring when a new academic year begins. As

this illegal de, ce is used mostly concerning the education-of tneir
sons, thisslhoo has much more boys than girls., Accordingly, ::.E ratio

of boys to girls is, to our surprise, 4:1 instead of 1:1. We ha-c

decided to include 4is school in our sample, because, due to the above-
written reason, it has an unusually large.nuMber of uppepcmiddle class
children, especially boys. It must be also added that, for this same .

reason; the above description of the character of the slchrl district

may not have much- meaning in regard to this school.
II

09 Schoot. This is a girls' private school-lOcated in a high - class
residential area neighboring the western part of the twtnty-thre ':ards

area. It draws its students fro a wide residential area coverin2.the

inside as well as the outside of the twenty-three wards. This scnool

has the upper.secondary department as Weil,- where all the gradua:es of

its lower, secondary department automat.icaZfy proceed... Therefore, it is

meaningless to speak of the advancement ratio of this school. Tie

academic 'level oftheir students is about/the same as that of 05 School

and not much. different from that of 07 School. As we stated abc,, we
could get many upper-middle class boys from 07 School, but not -ery many

upper-middle.class girls. Therefore, we added this school to our sample

so that we could get many upper-middle class girls whd may "counter

balance the boys selected from 07 School. By adding these two schools

we think we have got a better sample to represent all the students in

Tokyo. The reasons we think are, first, that we haveour-sample from a
wider area as well as a wider range of social classes in Tokyo. Second,

that we. included in our sample two schools representing a grougof
special schools as explained above.

In order to get the final sample out "of the tested students,Ae
divided all the lower secondary achoots'of the twenty -three wards into
three groups according.to their advancement ratios (Table 13). Then we

pllotted a certain number of sample students to each group o4' schools in
accordance with the size of the student population of the group to whiCh

the given schools belong. We tried to get the allotted 'number of

students from each group of schools as much as possible.

The numbers of the upper-middle aid upper-lower students in the ninth
grade of our sample schools are as shown in Table 14. The number of

students whom we 'could use for our study fu4her decreased b. July: the

end of our study of this age group, not only because of the transfer kut
alsoircause of the exclusion of some students due to the incompleteness

of their data. ,
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Table' 13

`Advanc.cment Ratio

into Upper

Secondary SChool

Number of
Schools

Numbex of Students Enrblled,
(Includes 7,8 & 9 grades)

Allotted number
in the sample

Sample Schools

- -
.

- 49.9 5 4,026

124,443 = 35.77,

40.3%

= 24.07,

100%
,

' 143

161

96

400 1/4,

50 - .

%
, 11 9,085

10,345

16:`,1083

55 - 11

60 - 18 01
65 -: 28 24,605 02
70 24 24,800
75 41 -15,499
80 57 . 55,154 140,752 03
85 - 91 85,598 04
90 - 70 66,038 83,525 05,06, 07, 08
95 - 17' 17,487

=T -etal 37.3 348,720

Remarks to Table 13

a. 'A school has 935 students in average. Its S.D. is 300. 'The biggest school has.
1933 students, the smallest 194 students. '

b. In the allottment of the sample, we considered 0 9 School belonging to GrOup III.

-

c. First, we had planned to stratify public schools using two labels - - further education
ratio and the ecological character of the school's location. However, we, found that the.
correlation coefficibnt between the advancement ratio of a school and the level of
advancement ratio of the ward where the school was located was as large as 0.738. The .

advancement ratio of a ward was obtained by dividing the total number of students who
proceeded to upper secondary schools by the total number of students enrolled in the
schools of the given ward. Tbrefore, we used only the advancement ratios of the schools
when we stratifiea them.



As.Table 14 shows, we have a-smaller-number of students in the
schoRls belonging to Group hi than the putliberallotted to this group.
We supplemented the shortage with the students of other groups. As a

rule, we supplemented the shortage of upper- middle Students first.wit;,
those of the schools belonging to Group I, schools,Ath low advancemeh: I
ratio, then with those of the Group III, while we:supplemented the
shortage of upper-lower students first-with those of the schools belch-z-

ing to GI,Oup III, the schools with high advancement ratio, then with

those of Group I.
.

Looking, in Table 12 and Table 14, at the relation between the
advancement ratio and the social classes of students in each. school,
we may fairly suppose that, in the population% the advancement ratio
and the number of upper-middle students have ahighly positive correla-
tion with'each other and that the former and the number of upper-lower
students have a highly negative otie.

It may be apparent'from the above description that, from thus
obtained figures, we can not make any exact estimation of the statisti-
cal figures of the student population of Tokyo. However, we may think

tilat, for the purpose of intercultural comparison, our sample is a far:
representative of the students with various traits based on those liAlrz
in large cities. Therefore, we suppose that general tendencies of the
relations between various variables found in our sample will.coincide
with .hose to be found in a more per,fect sample which may be obtained
by a more exact,random-sampling.

/
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Table 14

Croup

_

I

Cd, Number
,.1 S. iwoi

-

01

Upper Middle Percentage of

Upper-Middle '

Students against
Total Number' of

Ninth Ctad, rs

0yper-Lower Percentage of
Upper- !.ewer

Stud ents against

Total Number of
Ninth Crider,

Total Number
of Students
in each school

in whom we art

tntere,.ted

Total

of Studrots
In each
in whom
Inter,

Boys

Nvmler The Number
the Sample

group allett,d to
we alv each group

',Led

Cirls Bo 9 Ctrls

in

'

Total.

Boy,' Ctrl,' Boys

.

Girls

2 4

52'd

58

-.

60 40.1

.

124

100

77

250

I

99 7.2

70 80

.

315 40

$

72

. '

80

48

143

161

96

1 02 3 5 3 4 37 30 18.3 75

2 03 3 4 3 6 19 23 21.8 49

2 04 18 13 11.0 37 30 23 7 98

1 05 47 30 19.3' 25 24 12.3 126

06 19 22 23 0 16 20 20.2 77

3
4 .

07 . 58 22. 25.5 23 10

28

10.5

J1
21.1

113

. -

112AIR

09

'

31

0

4
22

p129

19.0

-t-

46 2

31

0 8 2.9 137

----

Total 181 251 246 233
.
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On The Method of Sampling Xen- Year -Old Subjects

In Japan, 99.7 percent of six - year- old, children enter elementary
schools (a six-year course) on the 1st of April each year. Once
entered, they, neither repeat a same grade twice or more dud to any cause
except illness nor skip over certain grades as a result of their
achieving excellent school records, until graduating from lower
secondaiy schools (a three-year course). Therefore, the age of the
overwhelming' majority of students in a certain grade can be known-as
soon as a time of investigation is determined. Based et this fact, We
discussedvith Dr. Peck, who visited Japan in the autum, of 1965, to
decide that fourteen-year=old children can consequently be regarded as
the third graders of lower secondary school and also,ten-year-old chil-
dren as the fifth graders of elementary school.'

Exactly following the sampling method stated above, we sampled the
needed number of-subjects without ,losing any single subject, and
collected their filled -up questionnaiores, tests, and other data. We
also completed our survey on the fifth giaders of elementary schbols
and collected their 'necessary.date. We surveyed mote than 400 pupils
so that we mig t have some reserve subjects. What we aimed at in our
sampling was make our ten-year-old sample as identical as possible
with our fourteen-year-old sample in regard to.a) their family environ-
ments and b) ecological features of their school districtfs.

By the exactly same reason as in the case of lower secondary schools,
most ofour sample schools were chosen from among the public schools in
the testy -three wards of the central Tokyo Metropolis, and just one
private 'school was added to them.

At first, we selected one school as our sample from among the elemen-
tary schools adjoined to each of the lower secondary schools we studied
the previous spring, We made sure,that those selected had the most
similar characteristics to their adjoined lower secondary schools.

The number of students in 790 public elementary schools in the
twenty-three wards %vas 580,000 in September 1965, wheteog that Of 373
public lower secondary schools in the same wards and it the same time
was 300,80.0. This fact shows that the number of students of elementary
school in each grade is generally estimated at approximately half that
of lower secondary schools. " Therefore, if we just selected the number
of sample elementary schools,as many as that of lower secondary schools,
the number of samplestudents would have been greatly insufficient. So
we tried to find a number of lower secondary schools whose advancement
ratio into upper secondar schools and whose ecological characteristics
were similar to those of o sample lower secondary schools; and which
are placed as tar apart from ur sample lower-secondary schools as
possible. Then, we chose an elementary scho61 adjoined to each of the
above selected lower secondary schools. Again, we tried to select the
schools not only adjoined but resembling in their characteristics the
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respective lower secondary schools., The reason why we selected the
scHools,distantly situated was to make the sample elementary schools
scattered ps far and Wide as possible and thus represent the twenty-

. three wards As thoroughly as possible.

In the case of lower secondary schools, we selected eight schools.
'(01 - 08). However, as 06 School refused to.cooperate with us at the
final stage, we actually used seven schools as our sample. Therefore,

we.decided to get fifteen elementary schools, about twice the former
number.

However, some of the selected elementary schools were unwilling to
cooperate with us, and yet, after having the demographic questionnaire
filled out in several schools, it became apparent that without the
participation of those non-cooperative schools we could get enough
sample subjects without mGch bias. Thus, eliminating those five schools

and adding another school, the 13 School, we finally gpt 4even public
elementary schools in our sample.

"As for private schools, we selected one school by the same reasoning
and in the same manner as in the case of lower secondary school. ,The
selected 22 School, like the-public schOols, is Co-educational and the
ratio of.boys and girls is about'1:1.

Then, we sampled a number of subjects from each school in proportion'
to the number of upper Middle and upper'lower pupils found in that
school. The sample allotment was done by sex and by social clais. Hoy:

ever, there were some subjects who Bid not fill out the quegtionnaires
and tests completely. We excluded them from our sample. We also made

some adjustment on a few schools which'had. ;omew special features. For

example, we obtained proportionally a smaller number of sample students,
from the 22 School, as this is.a private school:

The natures and characteristics of each 'Sample elementary school are
shown in Table 15.

In regard to Table 15, comparing Column k with Column 1, andColumn
n with Column o, the readers may Motice the fact that they are fairly
well in conformity. An exception is the number of upper-middle pupils
of 1.6 and 18 Schools,-which is'solely because of their having a lot'of
students "who illegally entered from outside its school district." In

other words, the exception was-due to the fact that many children of

.middle class families, whose parents are enthusiSstic fabout'educating
their children, weresmuggled into 16 or'"18 School from other school'
districts through illegal means. Except for this point, we could obtain
a group of elementary schools as our sample, which had generally similar
characteristics to those of our lower secondary school sample.

4
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'Table 15

. , .. \ Sample Elementary School .

Ode,' ,

umber.
f
choul

f

Name of
School

,
.

b.
-Name of ',
Ward . '

.

4a

Number]
of
Fiftlh
Graders

",

-Name of Lower
$econdary. School
to which al 1 or
majority graduates
prOceed .. '

e.'
Advanq
merit
Ratio. of
(3.

-

.
f .
Sample Lowet
Secondary
School
similar to- d .

_

. .-

Il Umewaka
4,...

,

Sumida 114 Mukoj ima
-4. .

ti
d . (01)

12 . Itabashi
'D-ai-_o

abashi 74

.

Kami-Itabashi hi
D'a i --rti

67 ...1, .

.
Hainakawa (02)

i3-
.

Fuj imid. ai
,

Itabashi
.

82 '
"

..
Kami7Itabashi g
Dai-ni s.

67.L Hamakawa (02)

14
. -

Minatni-
Kolwa

Ed ogawa 132 .rg,
:41 -,

Koiwt-paie-ni ; , 67.4
'

.Hanialcava (02) .

'.v-,.
,e,.....

15 'Suzugi-
mor i

Shinagawa
'-

174 ,c .Suzugamor i 67.5
a

Hamaknza (02). .

16 , Meiji' -Koto
....---.

185 .
.

, ,

Fukagawa
'Da i-i4 .

81.9 ger° -
Da i-shich i (03)

17
,

Ikebukuro
Dai-iti

Toshima
- ,

164 Ikebukuro .

.

83.6 ,Meguro
Da i-shicfli 03

18
..)

Seodagi Bunkyo 203
'

.

Bunt.* 88.5 d. (04) -

Yotsuya.
Da i-yon

. 4.

.
. ,

Shin juku

.

, 97
,,

,

Yotsuya
Dai- ichi

a-

. .90v '9

,.

Yoyog i (05)
.

`20 . Yahata Setagaya 137

.
as

, Yahata 93.6

4. ,,

Shoto (07)

21
,

FudO----.1 Meguro . 112 . Meguro
Da i-ybn .

94.4

.

d . (+(J,$)

22.

A

Aoyama
Gakt in

0 ,

Shibuya 132
4

Aoyama Gaku in
.

Lowpr Secondary
School

i 4.
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Table 15
(Continua )

d, e'

NUmber
of.
School

006. ,.

Advancement
Ratio of .f.'

to Upper,

Secondary
School

h. '

group of
f,'

i. '

Ratio of
Upper-
middle

of f.

j.,

Ratio of
Upper` -

lbwer '

'of f.

k. ._

Estimated
Number of
Upper-
'middle

by c. & i.

1.

Actial
Number
of k.

-(M,F)

m.

1Ratio of
Upper,-

middle

I./

, 11 e. I

.,

2.0 40.1. 4(310 4

12 66.5 i,.
r

3.4 28.3
.
. 3 ;i5)2) 9

13 66.5 4 I 3.4

.

28.3 3

.

8(513) 9

.

14 66.5 I . 3.4 28.3 4 9(5; ) 7

15

P

6:044 1- 3/4
,.

28.3
.

3
.

5(2)3), 8

16 84.4 '. 11 3.6 21.8 7 28(2018) ' 18

17 84.4 II 3'.6 , 21.8 6 18(811roi) 11

'18 e. II 14.0 23.7 i\ 22
.

56(29;27)'. 28 1

19

0

92,1 III. ' '190' 12.3

v

19 23(11
1
11)

>,

24

20 '94.3 III ;5
1

10.5
.. 53 53(25)28). '3.9.

21 e.

.

.

III 19.0 , 2i..1 2/

,

28(12116) 27

'22
"

-Ow
I. . /

- .. /1
93(42

;
51) 69
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Table 15
(Continued )

Code

Number'

of
Schbol

n.

Elimated
Number of
Upper-
lower by

,..c.,& j.

o. - .

Actual
Number of n.
(M; F)

A

p%

Ratio
of

Upper-
lower
o/c,

q.(=1.i.o.)

Number of
pupils
Available

as our
sample

r.

Number of
boys taken
as Sample
Subject
(UL, UM)

s. .

Number of
girls

taken as.

Sample
Subject
(UL, UM)

t.

Total'

Number
of

Sample
Pupil

-

s

11 46

,

%--,4

38(20,18) 33 42 20(18, 2) 13(122 1)_.

Sw.

12 21 14( 7, 7)

4

19

_

21

.

, 8( 5, 3) 6( 5, 1)' 14

r3 23 18( 6,16) 27 30'

e

7( 4; 3) 12(11, 19

.

,

14'

.

37 '41(20,21) 30 543 16(13, 3) 16(14; 2) 32

15 21 25(12213)

0,

35 30 . 11(10y 1) 11( 9; 2) 22

16

:-
.40

,

_38(192194 21 66 25(11212) 21(13) 8) 44 _

-17
.

36 24(11213) 15 :'43 13( 8y 5) 15( 9, '28

,

_
18 48 : 41(22,-19) 20 - 97 42(17;25) 33(13220) 75 ,

...

19 12
_

19( 7;12) ,

_
_20- 42 11(4, 7)

.

18(.8)10) 29

20 I 9 9( 62 3)-

.

7 62

,

19( 4,15) 24( 2122) 43
-

21 -

.

24 12( 61 6) -11

IA-

40 12( 4) 8) 14( 4210) 26

22 '
/ 3 ( ,3/ 0) 2 96 18( 2,16) 17( 011:7)

.

35'

Total. ,
..

4 .

618

.

;100

(100,100)
200
(100,100

400 ''
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A Tahle 15
ti ued0)

Code

.Number
of .'

ScRool

Name of
School

''' It
-

I. Characteristics of SChool District and/or School

. ..),

I

.

11
44,

Umewaka
°

A . . .

Many families Agaged in home' industLy or petty enterprise.
Many faOtay

.

workers of middle or lower class. Possessing

inferiorit-y complex about their social class. .

.4.2 . itabashi

Dai-go

Newly developed into a residential area from an agricultural
'Ilistrict. Many middle-class white-collars, and their living

s ndards.are a little higher than these Of 14 School.
13 Fujimi-dai Bel nging to. the same school district of lower secogdary'

sch of as 12 School.. Quite similar to the districc of 12
Scho 1,'as geing a new residential area with many middle-class

s,

white-collars. ..

/

14

5-

1,lin"aMi-4

-Kdiwa
.

A new residential area similar to 12 & 13 Schools. Residents

are not of aligh-class butmany white-collars and factory
workers of Middle or lower classes.

'15

.

Suzugamori
.

An indul'trialdistrict in the outski.rts,of old Tokyo. Many

families are of petty enterprises, -and many factory workers
of big. enter.Orise.

16

.

Meiji, There Still are surviving traits or morales characteristic to
"Kiba," a rilmber.!yard since the Edo period. Many students are

fromfamilies-of wealthy.merchant. 'Being-founded nearly a
century agoo,gthis school is proud of its history.

17

.

Lkebuktro
pal-ni

Houses of white- collars and shops Of middle or small scale are
mixed. *Such actertstics might be initiated about forty
years ago.

18

.

.

Sendagi
. ,,years

A residential area of'intellectuals since sixty or seventy
ago ;' and a q ielt district. Many residents are either

public officials 'or of, caging positions, and having high

educational backgrou s.

19
.

_

.

Yasuya
Dai-yon_

_

.

Near the-center of Tokyo, hoes of middle class and' middle=
class ahosarslightly more in number than the former are inter-
mixed.. Many families are of consi rably higher standard of

living.

20

t .

.

-Yahata '

,

,

A tonsiderably'neW residential area f high-class in the out-

skixte of Teyo. The pargnta of more than half of the students
are com se ,of graduates of Universities, higheroschools and
c.ollege , and, as for their professions, ot.managery personnels
and professional engineers. Some fainilies are of upper class,

and forty percent ofstudents are illegally entered from other
schpol districts. ,

21 fudo

.'

A residential area trot in .the outskirts of Tokyp but fairly

distant ,from the central Tokyo. Although slightly inferior to
that of 20 School, many residents are intellect als and with
rathe hither standard of li=mn,.

22

N
Aoyama
Gakuin
Elementary

'

Situated in a residential area near the central okyo. Student

come,from both inside and outside Tokyo; and the ving,standar

of their families pre generally high, and well aver . The

educational, system of'thfs School is consecutive and,coherent
from elementar thrau:h seconder to colle:e.4

.

4.
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In the case 'of sampling fourteenyear-old subjeCts; we divided those
sample lower secondary schools into three groups°:*. I, and III
according to their advancement ratios to upper-secondary schools. In

-the below listed able 16, using.the.data of Columns of h and t of
Table 15, -1.4e Obtained the number of sample subjectsof elementary.
schools belonging to each group and then compar/ed them with that of

.
fourteen -year -old subjects grouped in the same way. .

Table 16

Group _ ...
I, II. III

10-yefr-old.subjects 12Q 147 133

14-year-old subjects 143 161 96

Compared witb the ease of lower secondary schools, we have noted a
little increase in the, number of subjects from schools with good
.dition and a decrease in that from bad condition. The same phenom-

enon will be noted, if the readers compare Column i with Column m in
Table 15, and Column j with Oolumm p. One of the reasons for this
tendency is that parents of abovemavarage class are strongly inclined
to make their child-ten, who studied-in public elementary schools, enter
private lower secondary schools with good reputation.

. 1
We d'Iikeo add some remarks about exceptions to the precedini,

gene principles and others.

All the elementar; schools adjoined to the 02 School declined to
'cooperate with us.

We' did not try those liect any elementary school at all which is ad-

joined to 07 lower secoidary school, becausethis,is a schOol where'
overwhelmingly larmnumber if students entered illegally fro'm other
school districts and it is Meaningless,to find out its adjoined schoOls
in any genuine'sense.

.As for elementary schools belonging tN.Group I, we selected at first
12 and 15 Schools and obtained their cooperation. However, because of
the scarcity of pupils in those schools we added further 13 and 14
Schools to the Group. ms,

The reasop.why 04, 05, 07 or 08 School has just one elementary school
corresponding to cash was explained above. The, reason' why .We had no

elementary schopl corresponding to 06 School is that 06Sctiool declined
cooperation with us.
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efethods of Data Collection in Japan /'

Preblems_Pertainingto Translation.

I

4

Thg first principle in translating an English version into Japanei,;..
'was to try to tralplate as faithfully as possible, but at the same t_ -e'
retain special nugpces from the unique nature and custom of the Japa7:-use
language. The larituage activities of the pupils were also .taken int:
consideration. After the translation was completed, pre-tests' were
conducted. The re ults were examined and each instrument vas.revise,
to minimize the responses which' would not meet whit the instrument tried
to measure or to minimize Ole meaningless responses in each item.
the final'version was constructed.

According =t6 the special circumstances in Japan, the following were
.slightly modified:

a) Check List
Item 2 Texas - Tokyo

4 'America - Japan

b) Student QuestionnaiTe

In the Student Questi6nnaire considerable changes were rT;ade in the
form of a test. The changes will be explained under "Changes of Tes:-
Aatteries" of this repOrt as a whole.

oc) Sentence Completion Test

Since in Japanese verbs' and auxiliary verbs _yarre at the end of a
sentence, the form of each item is different frc the original. That
Is, the position of the blank is different from the English original.
Extreme cases are items 4 and 9*: These are started with a blank and
words come last. If otherwise, 'we cannot get responses. Second, in
Japanese, in order to indiCate the direct object we'have to use the
particle "o" anal to indicate the indireet object "ni" after the noun.
'Therefore, if we'use only one of theM, the responses will be limited.
If putting a noun-only iigithout a_particle, the respondents will be
puzzled what to 4o with :4.t. :Conseq4entlY,-in 'the fol ).owing the tw9
particles "ni" and "o" were listed and the respondents were asked to
choOse one of them, deleting'by'pencir the other- one:

Items 26 and 33 kodomo.
o

najereba ....

In Item-4l "United States" was changed -ta "Japan."

ad) Story Completion

The following items were modifkpd by putting social circumstances4,
into corisideration in order not to cause misunderstanding by the subjects.

. .
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Original Japanese

.- Item 2 . . . was not safe and to As it is difigerous here, play

somewhere else:"
. g andmother a relative

saw a candy stan d in . . sat: an icercream stand in

the ation7 A the station.

get out of the street.

In additid in each item Ind irect Narratton was changed to Direct
Narration using quotation marks. '

, (As to the changes in Story l,and Story 6, they will be mentioned in the
following paragraph.)

e) Occupational Interest Inventory
The we }e no problems of translation. We made some modifications

in its form

f) Occupational Value Inventory
There were no problems of translation.

g) Social Attitude Inventory
To avoid misunderstanding, all the sentences, in Indirect Narration

-were chased to Direct Narration by using quotation marks. Those are

Items 4, 10, 22,23, 33, 34, 35, 36, and 39. Also, in Item 6 "party",
was translated as "birthday party," because in Japan children are not
invited to parties, but on birthdays friends are often invited.

h) BRS (Behavior Rating Scales)
There were no problems of translavion but there were some modifi-

cations in the form of the questions.

Changes of Test-Batteries
.

0

Owing to various reasons the fob -owing instruments were modified in
,their form of questions and in other aspects: Student Questionnaire,
Story Completion Occupational Interest Inventory, BRS and Achievement
Test.

a) Student Questionnaire'
Same reorganizations were made in order to get clear responses. Ex-

planations according to the original items will be made in dia. following:

1-53* In the beginning of the questionnaire we put them together.
5b No question was asked of the subjects but copied from the student
records.

6 Buddhism, Sokagakkai and Rissho-Koseikai were included, with Anglican
and Jewish excluded. This is because of the difference fn religious
background,in Japan. Also, in order to find out the degrees of religious
-earnestness. we made four altenatives and asked the subjects to choose
one_of them.
7, 8, and 9' We ailed the subjects to fill in at *home putting those items
an a separate sheet of paper, and to bring it to school later, because
childreil often do not know the birthplace Of their parents.

-184-
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LO and 11 Omitted .frOm ihe questionnaire. We got information from the
' student records Or from the teachers.
.12 Ifi'Japan we do -not indicate educational level by the number of years.
Also, student's- very' rarely repeat the samc, grade. Therefore, wt..4sed
"Universi,ty

\

or 'Lower Secondary School" in questions.
13 "Omitted. We got information from student records.
14 The original question was'revised so that we could get clear respon-
ses: at first asked whether their father is a company employee, sele-
employed br others -- they were to write in detail of thei.father's
occupation.
15 Omitted. We got, information from student records. It is not
desirable from an educational point of view to ask studenel whether they
have "one parent or a step-parent.
16 and 17.' Forms were changed and these two items werCput together.
'19' Omitted, because we could find out from 16 and 17 as well as from4
student record information needed.
20 and 21. In order to make them clearer more concrete ,questions were
asked.

23. '011rnitted , because in Japan everybody responds as "3".
24 New item. At the request of the Centcr questions were asked as to
their physical handicaps.

Other items were translated as they are in the orfginal version.

*Student Records: When a student enters a new school, his parents are
asked to fill in necessary information and also his homeroom teacher is
supposed to give comments. Thefttbr, his family structure,_ educational
backgrounds, occupation and address of his parents, ZroEhers and sisters
are recorded. When he is promoted to an. upper grade, additional
information is given. The studey records are usually reliable.

b) Story Completion

In Story 1 a task which is a little different from the original one
is used. In the original version homework is assigned but in Japan "a
test will be given on Mgriday:" This is a big difference. The reason
for thi.s change is that the practice in the-original version, "homework",
is not common in Japad. This revision as agreed upon after a direct

: discussion with Dr. Peck. Story 6 -- "A kite in the original version
was'changed to "a model pine." The reason is that in Tokyo children do
not fly a kite as ofteh and they are not familiar with it. -This was
also agreed upon after.a direct discussion witirZe. Peck.

c) Occupational Interest Invent-7y
in the part of instruction for the test, occupational title and work

description are differentiated with concrete examples. An eight`- point-

scale is given by a circle in the original and respondents are asked to
check 'MI appiopriatd'ohe, but irvJapan we show an eight-point-scale by
a line

1 2
f-

worst
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which is more familiar here. Therefore, changes were made in each
question following this scale. The question to choose 3 jo0 which
they like and dislike most out of 30.jobs was revised to suit the

Japanese situation. We made a boys' version and a girls' one, making"
an overall change. Five jobs for each of the -six strata,were selected

to suit the Japanese situation.

d) BRS '

The whole questions were revised to make then easy-for the students
,without changing the original meanings. The number of students to be

checked was, clearly indicated in each question. In &he original vgTon
dr"good children" were indicated with "X" and "bad" children with ," ut

in Japan we reverse the system,according to our custom.

e> Achievement Test
"For the grade of Japanese and Math we used the results of nationwide /

.academic achievement test given yearly by the e-Ministry of Education.

f) Miscellaneous
All the names of the people,which appear in SCI and SAI were changed

into Japihese names.

Items Which Were Found Impossible to Ask and Changes of Test-SCoring.

a) Items were Found in each instrument which were impossible, to ask.
In Student Questionnaire and Occupational Interest Inventoty there are
some:items which are found impossible to ask the respondents or which

cannot cause any response. In StudentQuestionnaire, as mentioned above,
items 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13 and 15 are found to be impossible to Ask and
are excluded from the questionnaire. Also, as to father's occupation

there are many incomplete answers. Particularly, ten-year-olds just

answered, ':My father works in a company." We trie1 to increase accuracy
by means of securing students' records and the information fKom the

clagsroom teacher. in, Occupational Interest Inventory, to the questio4s

IA and 2A they often answered, "I don't know." Particularly so did ten-

year-olds tend to answer. In Japan, children,in primary or lower'
secondary schools seldom discuss their future Sobs with their parents.
At pres9.4, parents are more interested in the further education' of j.

their chfldien and the question of placement comes later. Also, not

many children succeed to their parents' occupations. Therefore, if

children want to be such, they hardly igiow how their parents are think-

ing about theiu future. If. they answer, "I don't know".in A, there will

be- no answer in B.
Thisstrend had been predicted and reported to'Dr. Peck, but he wanted

us to 1pt the children answer the questions any way,

b) Change of_s ring itself
No change was de in scoring o

instructions give by tie Center.
cation, educational background and
to Japanese conditions.
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Pre-test conducted

In order to find out how long each instrument would take, how,
difficult the sentences would be and whether there would be any mis-
understanding in 'the questions a pre-test was conducted as follows:

, 4
Period:
Schools:

November,
In terms,

1 - Januav, 1966
cial status schools from the middle class

and schoo froth the lower class were selected.

Fourteen-year-olds
Ten-year-olds

Period and Time of Testing-

Middle Lower
Meguro 4th L.S.S. Mizue L.S.S.
Aburamen P.S. Mizue 6th P.S.

,Yanagihara P.S.

a) Period
Fourteen-year-olds: Third gfades of lower secondary schools

Ten-year-olds:

a

April 1, 1966 - July 20, 1966
Except School01.whose test was given in
the middle of March at the request of the '
school.

Fifth grade's of primary schools
September 1, 1966' - November,30, 1966

b) Time spent for testing (including giving instructions').

Ten-Year-Olds Foulteen-Year-Olds
Student Questionnaire 30 minutes 20 minutes
Check List 5 . 5

Sentence Completion' .50 40
SAry Completion 55- 50
Occupational Interest 45 40
Occupational Value 30 20
Social Attitude 30- -, 2Q
BRS , 35 3Q

l.
Raven Test ak 30_ 30

. .

Achievement Test (Japanese) *1 45- r 45
(Math) 45 45'

*1 At School 02 they did not partiCipate in the National Achievement
Tests. Therefore, the same tests wereAgiven to ihe students of that
school. a

Decision about the Schools for Final Testing

1
a) There were two principles in selecting the sihools for final testing.4
Thetfirst was to select schools so as to represent all the schools in
Tokyo in terms of social class and ecological structure. For this
vurpose it was convenient to use reliable maps which indicated ecological
structure of the Tokyo Metropolis prepared by the National Institute of
Statistical Mathematics and Tokyo' MetropOlitan Institute of Educational-
Researcn.
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Table 17
Sample of SchoolfTestod. Distribotion or Sample

tmcwaka

I

11

S

ltabashl
it h

12

dal

it

Minami-.
kolua

14

Suzoga-
mot!!

15

R S R S R S R S

CI 20 17 7 5 6 4 20 16 12 )2
G2 18 15 7 7 16 11 21 13 13 8
C3 1 2 5 2 5 3 5 4 2 1

G4 1 1 2 1 3 I 4 2 3 2

.2

N -boy 42 59 82 32

,J4 45 4. 14

Meiji

16

%
R S

19 9

19 13

20 12

8 7

90

80

lkebukuro-
2nd

Sendagl
4t10

Yahata Fodo Aoyama-
gtkoio

rota!

17' 18 20 21 22

R S R S R S R S S R S S

11 8 22 17 7 3 6 4 5 4 3 1 118 100
13 8 II II 12 8 3 2 6 4 0 0 147 100
8 sj 29 23 12 7 25 20 12 '7 42 14 167 100

10 27 25 11 9 28- 1$ 16 7 41 21 154 lod.

71 104. 53 75 50 777
72 47 63 59 66' 728

.

Mokojlma Aamakawa Megsam-
7th
t

Bunrin

r

Yoyogi Shoto Meguro-
4th

Tehn
Girls'

Total

01 02
R .....s

03S ."1.1 04
of,SRSRSRS05 - 07 08

R
09

S R $R S

GS 56 21 37 15 19 5 37 24 25 10 23 8 31 17 1 / / 228 100
G6 60 30 10 13 22 10 27 16 24 12 10 6 28 10 8 3 .209 100
G7 2 2 3 3 3 2 17 9 47 31 58 37 31 16 / / 161 100

J GA 4 J. 5 I 4 di. 13 9 30 14 22 9 22 U 128 51 228 100
s.

Nboi 110 125 100 . 162 229 19 140 1089
Kirk 147 - 101 93 121 170 121 133 278 1160

yr

R Nomb.r r.gisternd in the Roster S Number of Sample
N Number of poplls tested Including those not from UL and UM
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The second principle wasrAo select schools chiefly rom the upper-
middle-class families, which are rather small in number, for the purpose
of reducing the total number of schools.

6

." These two principles hontradict each other. In order to resolve this
conflict, we selected U-M s ools purposely from among the schools

,.--.2

I sampled by the first pri iple. Since we still needed more U-M samples,
we Added one private elementary school and one private lower secondary
school which are attended mostly by U-M subjects. The number of boys

g

and,girls, the number of upper- middle and upper-lower classes and the
number of Samples are as, shown in Table 17. -

t

b) Selection of sUbjectS

Table 18 -

Number of
Schools

Number of
Subjects U-L U-M

Ten-year-old boys 12 777 138 167
girls 12 - 728 147 154

Fourteen-year-old boys 7 . 1089 228 161

' girls 8* 1160 \ 209_
.0

228

* All the schools except one are coeducational.

Each group has mare than 100 people. Therefore exclude -.2 incomplete
ones; and considering regional factors, we made each group 100. In
this case we gaveprioxity to public scho9ls'and we supple'ented with
pupils from private schools.

c) Negotiation with the schools
We asked the schools 1) through the National Institute for Educational

'Research 2) through-I-fie board Of education-of each ward concerned and
3) through the members of.the researdh team.

. .

Difficulties entou(itered.

1) All through the year the curriculum is firmly set for primary and
lower secondary schools id_Japah. It is extremely difficult to spare
time for testing. Thetefore, without using the regular school hours, we
codductedltesting. An extreme case is for four weeks we used Saturday
afterhoonA (Schools 03, arid-04) Immediately .before testing a certain
school (School 06) refused io,conduct testing though they .ad agreed
upon it.

2)'Since we wanted to test 9th grades, some sthools were urwilling to
cooperate cAth us, because they were busy with' the preparations for
entrance examinations into upper secondary schdbls or placeent, etc.
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3) Though 'the principal or head teacher was willing to-let their
students answer the ques.tions, in some cases homeroom teachers were
reluctant to cooperate and refused to let their pupils particiPatc in
the rests. Also there was a reversed case. We came across such
trouble a couple of times: The latent'conflct between the teaci:er.'
union, consisting of teachers, and the administrators-became explicit
through the request for testing.

4) We started negotiation with the schools toward the end of the school
v.gear (February and March). After our request vpis accepted some

principals or teachers were transferred to other schools. In such a
case we requested again. (Schools 01 and 02.)

gin almost all the hools which.acceptellour request she'homeroo-,
teachers Were coopers ive. Particularly since this was a cross-
cultural study, they ,re interestedrand cooperated with us.

On Administration of Parent Interview

Our Parent Interview was run accofding to the folfowi g pruced,:res.
Administration period: March - moo; 1967. In every ucillp (Grovp i -

of 100 pupil's, the medianof their achievement test scores was fc..:nd,
and then they-were Tinted into the higher score- and the lower score- .

groups.. In every group, five subjects were tandomly selected from each
'of the two score-groups., The subjects' parents, 80 homes in total,
were to be interviewed. The subjects' mothers were first interviewed
individually after our request for it. Then we asked them to request
their husbands to respond our interview. We did not decide the

° respondents to be interviewed beforehand, such as mothers only or both
parents.

a

In each group the ten homes were selected for the interview, but.,
when some of the interviews were cancelled with some parents by their
refusal. or for some other reasons, we had to reselect new subjects from
the samegroup, whose scores were similar to the original ones, and
then to run some additional interviews. Before the interview we ex-

. plained to the school masters and the class teachers its purpose and
outline, and asked them to give the explanation for those parents who
made inquiries at the school. However we did not get the schools to
arrange the interview. We , addresses and all other information from
the schools,

a

The interviewers were fourteen Education or Psychology major graduate,
students. They carried a certificate of the'institute with them.

Table 19 shows the numbers of the interviews, held oricancelled, and
the.parents interviewed. Theoverall rates of those interviewed were
75.18 percent for. Mothers and 66.29 percent for Father's. Consequently,
the rates Of those who failed to be interviewed were 24.82 percent and
33.71 percent, respectively. First, the interviews were arranged so
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that the number of those with mothers was equal to that of the request
for Fathers. The rates pf the'interviews 1-..eld in this part were bo.25

percent for mothers,and 32.83 ,percent for fathers. However we ran -

some additional interviews as the next part of the research to supply

the shortage of data, as mentioned above.

4

Table' 19

Total NUmber
of Interviews
Number of
Interviews
Held
NuMber of
Interviews
Carrce 1 led

Required
Number of
Samples

Group

1 3 4

M F F M F M

16 12 19 10 19 14 19

14 7 14 9 13

2 5 5 3 5 6

10 5 1.0 -10 5 10

5 6 7

L

r- iTot-
14.31

F

11

M F M F M, F M F

16 14 17 10 18 10 17 141 89

15 ,9 13 8 12 7 11 6106 59)

5 1' 5 4 2 6 3 6 2 35 30

5 10 5 10 5
.10

5 10 5 sp 40

Including thy additiOnal interviews, the ratios of the total inter-
views held were 86.89 percent f r mothers only and .86.11percent for
mother -fa e . The failure o the interviews was mainly due to the
subject refdli)il to be intervi wed on account of the pressuw of busi-
ness, nd, besi'des, there were si c ses owing to their house moving-out,
unkno p address, or child's study okyo away from home. -After our
request for the interview we received two inquiries ab9ut its purpose at
the institute and none at the schools. The two parents who made inquiry
did not refuse the interview.

Concerning the research in Stage I we did not have any direct inquiries.
For those subject schools whose PTA shoWs a great concern shout school;
education,"'we'arranged that the school masters or the classteachers gave
the parents the explanation of our research, so that there were no
troubtes between the parents and us. 1

2
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. .

, '/ Sampling and Research Procedure in Stage 111$ . .f,' 4r
At.- . 4,. .

Samples in this stage wereselected in the Same Atlas in Stage I,
; so as to be representative of, te disttiibutOma of the 'students in Tokyo

metropolitan area. Naturally this was done in order to keep the

*,

......d.... pwlatiOn the same as that in Stage
,!,.

[

..

. 9 i0
In Stage 0A, we irst classified public lower secondary schools into1

_

,three groups aciording to the rate of the s udents who enter high schoOls,

.
and then selected the subject schools. fro., each group at their rates.
Next, a primary school was selected for t e subject from each of 'the

- school districts where the'subject lower secondary school belongs, and
the subjedt students were decided in each of the schools according to
the rate orthe three groups in the populaNtiod. Thevwhole prqcedure of
sampling is the same in this stage.

O The numbers of the subject students and the sublect,schools are shown
in Table 20 and Table 21%* The school 06 refused the research immediately-
before the appointed day, .Therefore 06 is exluded from the tables. And,

in this stage, a private school, 09, was also excluded because it was not
so cooperative with us, and is put in the (fourth group. Yamazaki, 10,

, the substitute for 09, is one of the best schools in terms of the quality
of the students in the high-class residential area ofpthe western suburb
of Tokyo.

Aoyamagakuin-pri ry school, 22, is a private school and do not

belong to any schoo district, So it is'teMporarily classifir into the
fourth group. This hool was'highly cooperative with us.

We.carried out the reSIONO in the primary schools earlier than in
the lower secondary schools. Startfng'in Novimber,01968,we'visited
every subject primary sChool'asking for cooperation with our research
and obtained their consent. We also obtained the,data on the students,
on the basis of. which we -could stratify their parents' social status, and

select thesubjrct students for Teacher's Observation. In December we

made the second.visit t6 each'o thd schools and explained the purpose
and the procedure of.Teacher's Observation. In this occasion, we, gave -

the teachers a trial to make the first cord for a'subject in front of

us. We ourselves carried out all the e4earch, the administration of
each instrument, personally for th 5 h grader- Subjects in their class--

rooms". We finished Collecting 4i }/t e data before'March, 1969, the encl,
/.4f the academic Year, with only one exception of 15 School, where the AJ

last research was carried out on April 9. The time required for each
test taas arrange4.in accordance with the prescription. .For Raven Test,/

We made the sebjects mark on theirpapers4when twAnty-five minutes
passed after a start, as.the Texas Center suggeste4, and finished it
when, thirty minutes passed..

f
sib
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Table 20
Lower Secondary Schools

.Stage I . Stage IIi

roue

Rate of the
students who
enter High
Schools

Number of
schools in
Tokyo Metro-

politan area

Total

Number of
students

Percen-
tage of

students

Number
of Sam-
ples to

be drawn

Subject
Schools

Required
number'

of

samples

Subject
Schools

1 - 79.9

e'
138 124,443 35.7

-

143

.

01 '

a

Hamakawa

71

.

0

/-
.,

80.0 - 89.9
.

-

148 1 140,752 40.3 161 03 Meguro-
Dai

04 111101n

81

,

3

4

90.0

. ..

87
/

%'---

83,525 24.0

riti '

96

05 Yoyogi
07 Shoto
08 Meguro-
Daiyo6

10 Yamazaki

48

,)

05 &
10

otal . 400 ' 200,

Table 21
Primary Schools

,

Stage I (
, Stage III

Group Subject Schools - Numb of

Samples
Required Number
'of Samples

Subject Schools

1 11 Umewaka, 12 Itabashi-Daigo
hm

13 Fujimidai,, 14 Minamikoiwa
15 Suzugamori

120 60 11, 14, 15

2 16 Meiji, 17. Ikebukuro-Daini

18 Spndagi
J47
"'

74 , 17, 18

3 19 Yotsuya-Daiyon, 20 Yahata
21 Fudo

i .

98 49 20, 21

4, 22 Aoyamagakuin-primary school 35.
.

17 22

-

Total
400 200

I

I
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We requested the subject lower secondary schools in February, 19o9,

,as we had the primary schools and also °Veined the data necessary for

the urgent schedule. In the public lower secondary schools, all
classes are usually reorganized immediately before the new school year

starts. That is, teachers and members of classes are changed. There-

fore we had to run the main research, Teacher's Observation articJlarly,

after April. Many of the schools, however, wanted to have e result

of the Intelligence Test and the achievement test of Mathematics a d of/

National Lanspage before the date.we scheduled, for the reference

materials to such class-redrganitition, so we-ranthese two tests in

February and March, 1969. In two of the schools, in addition to tnese

tests, a part'of the main research was carried out before April. The,

research was continued in April. We visited each school and explained

the purpose and the procedure of Teacher's Observation similarly in the

primary schools. Once in every four weeks one of the staff visited each

school, talked with the teachers, and recorded it. Generally, we nad

some difficulty with Teacher's Observation, but we found that the

teachers made their observation pretisely an& profoundly more t",an-we

expected in the schools where the, research has been completed. At the

primary schools we had considerable complaints against this research

which'needs as long as nine hours, because we borrowed the students at

the busiest time, qe end of the academic year and the teachers

naturally had trouBle with it. The lower secondary schools were all

highly cooperative. Because the researchips done around the end of the

academic year, we have many of the 5th grader -10 year old-subjects at

nearly 11 years of age, and'many of, the 8t11 graders at just over 14

years. When a part of the research was carried -out in March, th..,se who. ---

were under 14 years would be just a few.

The numbers of subjects in each group are shown in Table 22.

Table n

Group

It

1 .2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Number
of Samples 96 83 97 104 91 79 115 69

-
The'subjects for Teacher's Observation were selected from the

-
possible subjects on the basis of their scholastic marks'and their

. sol*Is oa,the intelligence tests. Intelligence tests are,usually given

to the students in Japanese primary and lower secondary schools once or

twice while in school. In our case we had two kinds of tests, but we

ignored the difference. For their scholastic marks, the total of marks

of four main courses of study; Math., Natiopal Language, Science,

Social Studies, in the primary schools, and the total of those of the

four above and English in the lower secondary schools, all Of which the
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course teachers.gave the'students most lately, were taken. Wit.: the
Intelligence Test, Scores.and the school marks, the mean values and
the standard deviations were calculated in each age-subjects c: each
school. We madeYtengrades for the two scores, with the mean -a:ue as
the boundary between, the 5th and 6th grades, .and with 0.,\SD -..LItn of

each grade. The first grade is the lowest and the tenth is the vest.

On each oi" the two stores, any subject was reconsidered in ter-7.-:, of

these grades and then given new grades'. If there is more than SD

difference betwen.the grades of the two, Intelligence Test Score and
School Mark, with .the same subjeoi, in either direction, such s_Djects
were chosen for the TeacherimObservation. Those, whose grade School

Mark is, higher than that of TNtelligence Score, are over=achie-ers,'and
those whose grade of Mark is lower areunder-achievers. We too: enough
extra samples; but,.in some cases shortage of samples occurred ar.:: we-
hadut,t4ake some Aqf those,with the grade difference more than C.3 SD.
Samples with such small' difference are fairly few in theprimar

. schools, but such cases are more than half in the lower seconder:
schools, and thoie with 1 SD difference were fewer than we expeo:ed.
Of course, those with the bigger difference vete preferentiali:
for the observation>, Next, each of the teachers. was asked to c_ierve
the subject studeh40± who are in his charge. We intended to asi_gn two
subjects to each teacher, but we had to reduce the number oe 7..-E subjects

when more thariffive happened to be.assigned to some teaCher:,. T.Irther,

ome- students and_ teachers gave many incomplete answers in the or

the records. We had to exclude such subjects and such teacueri (.7e had

only one teacher like this) from the list of the subjects. Ta'o:: 23

shows the numbers of the subjects who furnished us with cople:-.: data.

Table 23

,GrOup 5 .or l' 6 or 2 7 or 3 _, o: 4

School
Lower Secondary

02

04

05

' 10

over' -Zuider'

Schools
4 2. '

1 i 2

1. '., .2.

over

6

1

under

1

3

= 2

over

3

1

2

under

1

2

2

1

oNcr

1

2

2

1

under

4

2

Total 6 6 7 6 6 , 6 6 6

Primary

11

14

15

17

nt
20
21

22

Schools

2

'

.,

1..

1 '`

1

:

l'

l
1_

.

1

1

1

2

2

. 3

1

-

1

1

1

1

1

' ..

.

2

2

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

Total 4 . 5 , 6 ' 6 4- 5
..-

5 4
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When we informed the teachers of the names of the students whom they
liouid observe, we often met lmch questions, why-and how we could choose
'only such peculiar students. Our answer to ttfem was deferred until the

observation finished.

t
As clearly shown in Table 22 and Table 23; t samples actually

obtained were much' more than the reggired numbe . However, on the other

hand, as mentioned above, in the primary schools we kept 20 percent
txtras evenly from each school and cut down the rest in the following
way. First, the subject students for Teacher's Observation were pie-
ferentiaily kept. Second, the subjects who made incomplete responses
to theigstritments-, for instance, all or many non-responses to all or
someqnstruments by their absence or other reasons, were excluded.
Among such students there were some subjects for Teacher's Observation
and they naturally were dropped from the observation sample. And still,

among the samples survived through such procedure, two did not respond'
'to the last page of the occupational interest test. We called them to

fill in the blanks when we later visited their schools. Then the final

samples, of the required number and 20 percent extras, were randomly
seLected from the above students. T,able 24 shows the numb(rs of the

-r
samples in each school. When we compared the figures of the.last row
with the required numbers shown on Table 21, the result see 7-,eci to be

satisfactory.

Table 24

.

Group i 2 3 4 Total Number of samples
each school gr-_,...o

.

in

,e.

School
11 9 16 2 1 28 ) .

14 9 1 1 19 ) 59

15 5 ,81.'--..\2 1 12 )

17 11 '15 3 . 5 34 ) 80

18 #,. 20. 9 5 12 46 )

20 4 2 19 15 40 ) 63

21 1 5 9 8 Old
.

22 1 '19 17 38 38

Totai

1

60 4Q 60 60 240
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Some-figures shown in previous paragrap ,on the method of sampling
fourteen-year-olds and ten-year-olds, are slightly different from e--.e
equivalent figures appearing in the present report. ---e*T1Tifference is
caused'by the difference of the time when those figures were obteirci.
In summary, it may be said that the'sample used in our study fairl.;
well represents the age population of Tokyo. However, as it may be
apparent from the above descriptions, it does not represent tre pop-.:-

41ationtf the whole nation.

Among the schools where tests were administered, those schools which
were not quite cooperative were indicated. All other' schools were very
favorable to us. When there were one cir two, capable teachers in the
school who were young or middle aged, had strong leadership among the
teachers, and were interested in study, then always very cooperative
the school was with us, AboUl one third of all the schools which
participated in our study were of this kind. To express our gratitvzle
to their cooperation we presented a copy of ou d estic report (209
pages, published in May 1970, sent to all stati. ' to.. rticipating
schools, including those which cooperated in our

Gratitude for their kind assistance is greatly due to Mr. Ikyo
National Institute for Educitional Research and Mr. Tosuke Fujiaara,
tokyo. Mctropolitan Research Institute for Education in the collection
of necessary data.
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METHODOLOGY

COPING STYLES AND ACHIEVEMENT:
A'CROSS2NATIONAL STUDY OF'S OOL CHILDREN
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INSTRUMENTS

I
INSTRWENT DEVELOPMENT

.
All of the instruments utilized in this study were designed

especially for use in this cross-national study. In the follo..,ing

section each instrument will be described in some det'ail. This
section also desCribes the Oneral procedves that were carried out
in order to achieve conceptually and psychometrically compatible
instruments in all the countries. The instruments were not simply

developed by a researcher in one country and then applied to vther
countries. While the prototypes of the instruments' were suggested
by Wile principal investigator, the decision to use each one,-and all

7 later decisions on item-selection and scoring, were made by the total
international team, in an- effort to represent cultural viewpoints
that might be important to consider in defining and developing an
internationally'valid theory of coping.

1

In the effort to achieve semantic and conceptual similar ity

only those items and concepts were - selected which could be un_,:ersally
represented in all of the languages. This,.of course, eliminated some

notable cultural differences at the outset. Unless the concept -as
familiar in all the.countiies, it could not be usedssin a test item.

The final instruments wegildeveloped in a serLes of international
conferences. The questionnaires were composed initially in English;
the items were then translated into the language of the participating
countries with the aid of linguistic and fiucational experts. Follow-

ing th'i-s initial translation, the items were then re-translated back
into English by independent translators, inati. effort to determine -

semantic equivalence with the origrgal version. Whenever an item did

not emerge as it should from the back-translation, it was modified
____Amd the whole translation .process was repeated. The items :ere then.

pi ot-tested with small samples of children. Whenever an item was

no erstood by the children in the way intended, it was modified

or replaced. This testing of items was done-rapidly and repeatedly in
the early months of the project. ,Memos describing the pilot test

findings in each country were immediately air-mailed to all other
countries. The staff at the Central Station strove to collate this
cyclical corTespondence, arrive at a final determination of usable
'items, and net...ay all stations. Needless to say, only the remarkable

degree of good Ilumor, objectivity, fast, hard work, and patience dis-
play0-by all !Ambers of the international team permitted expeditious
resolution of the questions. This procedure resulted in the selection
of a final set of items for each instrument that could be repregented
similarly in each of the languages.

,A variety of materials regarding these inscruments can be obtained
-through the RSD*Center for Teacher Education at The University of Texas

'sat Austin. Administration and coding manuals are available for each
of the instruments. Virtually all of the instruments, with few
exceptions, are'on hand in six-languages: 'English, Spanish, Pattuguese,
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German,Yugoslovian, and Jap ese. Means and standard deviation's
41

,sexist for all variables in all-countries. Finally, reliability data
art.alsoaviafable for each instrument.

Demographic Instrument -- Robert J. Havighurst.

The DembgraphiC instrument was a brief questionnaire, administered
to .the child, designed to elicit basic informat4on regarding the child's
age sex, grad, and family. It asked questions garding ,father's
occupation and schooling, family siee, birth ord who the child
with, whether parents are dead or separated, whether the child works,'
and whether certain possessions (e.g. TV, car) are owned by the family.

Story Completion - Margaret Miller, Elaine (Michelin) Van Avery, and
Robert F. Peck

Althoughithe history of the Story Completion instrument goes back
toj923. when McGarth used a story'completion instrument in :per study
of children's moral development, it is only since 1950 that any great
use has been made of it in the research field. Before that tire it
was regarded primarily as a clinical tool, confined to indiyidaal cases,
with little attention given to validity and

The work of the Andersons (e.g. 1954, 1961a)was a ma jor stimulus
for the inclusion of the Story Completion in the Cross-National Study.
The Andersons not only used the technique cross-culturally,- but also
obtained extensive data on a large number of children. In this way, so

' they took the instrument out bf the clinical setup and attempted to
.build up normative-data, an essential ingredient tothe use of the Story
Completion in research.

The purpose of including the Story Completion instrument in the
Cross-National Study was for it to form part of an,assessment battery

'for measuring problem - solving skills, or coping. It had been decides
by the investigators that what was.needed initially was an open-ended
instrument for collecting information about children; ideas and attitudes
,toward competence in the areas of Task Achievement, Anxiety, Aggression,
Interpersonal Relatiqns, and Authority in'the participating countries.
By using a free response method, it was belieyed children would have
maximum opportunity to show the kinds and diversity of reactions which
characterize people in the different countries represented. -Examination
of such exploratory data could then lead to more valid specification of
dimensions, thus allowing,them to be categofized and analyzed more
objectively.

The final Stage III version of this instrument involvec completion
of seven stories, each allotted a fixed and' equal agount of tiMe. An

elaboriti...objective scoring system was-devised to describe a series of
-steps (dimensions) along with thur varioGs alternative beha,.-iors'which
would completely describe coping behavior. There vere, first, a number
of dimensions whiff attempted to classify motivaLion,ffollowed bv.a
series of dimensihns describing various aspects of problem-solving
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behavior from beginning to end. These dimenslans,were,in effect.
simply extension of five major coping style dimensions Of (1) Confron-
tation-Averidance, (2) Engagement, (3) 'Self-other Initiation, (4)
Implementation, and (5) Affect and Persistence ware also incl ded.
Indeed.- die development of this instrument invol.ved a painstak g

process of specification of the dimensions of coping Behavior. This

process was a powerful contributionkto the develdment of a compre-
-,. hensive theory of effective behavior. ( Peck et al., 1979)

However, despite the tremendous effort involved in instrument
construction and the considerable promise of this approach, the Story

Completion in the end lacked validity; it did not relate to children's

success in schoo4. For whatever reason, be it social desirability.

too much fantasy, or the structure of the stories themselves, it' did

not prove useful ps a predictive instrument.

Sentence Completion -- Elaine (Michelis) Van Avery; and Robert F. Peck

Historically. the Sentence Completion technique`is a direct

descendant of two earlier techniques: (a) the word association as

popularized by Jung, and (b) the incomplete sentences used by Ebbinghaus
as a measure of scholastic achieveFent. The basic technique was fir'.t

systematically used in the late 1920'sdand 1930' by,investigators such

as Payne and Tendler (see Bell, 1948; ,orer, 1960) to elicit information

about response style and emotional reaction. Rohde (1957)

' developed the prototype of the current Sentence Completion tests, for

use with school children.

The technique undeiwent rapid development dering World War II

as a screening and evaluation test. Peck and colleagues (1956, 1959a,

1962) demonstrated the predictive validity of the Sentence Completion

method in several studies.

For the purposes of this research, the Sentence Completion was

designed to elicit the children's attitudes and coping styles in the
five behayioral areas: Task Achievement, Authotilty, Agi?rssion, Inter-

personal Relations and Anxiety. The questionnaire consisted of forty

incomplete sentences concerning either attitudesor coping behaviors

abouCthe'behavioral areas. For example, an'attitude item for Task

Achievement was "I think school is ." A coping item for the

same area was "Wken there is something difficult to do, I

Several lines were alloved for the chill-to write his/her answer.

Thirty-two codes were developed to categorize reppobses to the.coping
stems, inauding overt actions, absence of behavtioral response, affect

expreased, if any, and mode of expression of affect. Fourteen content

codes were applied to the attitude stems, including such categories'

as positive responses, negative reactions, 'descriptions of action, etc.

The response codes for the roping -stems wee-then-scaled op four

dimensions:
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Stance - confrontation vs.'avoidance of the problem

Engagement - overt action of a problem - solving nature vs.
lack of action

Affqct - the expressiop_of positive, neutral, or negative affect
Coping effectiveness - two Criteria:

A

(1) effectiveness - How effective was
the behavior judged to be inresolving
the problem, and

,(2) Acceptability - How accep ble would

this behavior_be to the. ole society?

Ideally. it would have been desiiable to core, this instrument
for all nine of the dimensions of coping behavior (Table 1 ), but the
nature of the instrument does not permit this. The brevity of the
responses rarely allows room for people to describe their thought
process, show repeated trials (perSistence), or tell whether they would
be invoking.others' help (initiator, solver, implementor, use of aid
or advice). TheAschievement of solution can he assessed; but usually,
not the person's self-evaluati that solution. Thus, only three
dimensions.of coping'behavior, affect tone, could be scored on this
instrument.

Fortunately, this instrument showed substantial validity in pre -
dicting achievement (whereas the more fully scorable Story Completion
showed almost none). This Was expected, since Sentence Completion
instruments; psychometrically scored, have shown the best validity of
all free-response instruments in predicting a wide variety of criteria
such as school-performance, mental health, and social adjustment
(Rohde; 1957).

Occupational Values Inventory Robert F. Peck and Kenneth M. Miller

The Occupational Values Inventory was a forced choice measure
designed to tap children's Work values. Though developed specifically
for this research project, it was based to a very large degree oh the
work of Donald E. Super and his colleagues. (§uper, 1957) Super's °

-instrument, the "Work Values Inventory," was revised for this Cross-
National__Study to include slightly different values and more concrete
wording, suitable to younger children. The resulting Occupational
Values instrument was composed of fifteen work values presented in a
series of all the possible sets ofpaired statements in which the
subject must make a choice as to which value in the item pair he/she
prefers.

The fifteen values comprising thisdWstrument were: (1) Altruism,
(2) Intellectual Stimulation, ,(3) Success,.(4) Self-satisfaction,

-I (5)-CreatiVity, (6) Esthetics, (7) Variety, (8) Surroundings, (9)
Associated: (10) Management, (11) Economic Returns, (12) Prest1ge,

- (13)Security. '(14) Independence, and (15) Follow Father. The follow-
_ -fng is an example of the statement pairs:
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(a) Work in which you could lead other people (Managelent)
(b) Work in which you can one day become famous (Prestige)

Responses are.-Acored according to thelrequency of choice for each
value.

Occupational Interest Inventory Robert F. Peck

Several well known standardized inventories were available to
measuke Occupational Interests as this research got underwa:. These

included the Strong Vocational Interest Blank.(StronA, 1943). the Kuder
Preference Record (Kuder, 1960) and man.N_others: It was decided that

none of these were advisable for this research, however, for the
following reasons: (1) Although a few of these instruments, like the
Strong b Kuder, had been used ih several countries, none of them as
far as we knew, had been standardized in all the countries involved
in this project. (2) Generally speaking, these instruments reveal ,

professional interests in terms of broad area and not in terms of a
specific occupation; and (3) none of them give us the following infor-
mation which was considered relevant for the purposes of thi, research.
namely: Aesidei knowing the particular occupation the individual
wants to follow, how great is the prestige the subject attaces to this
chosen occupation and to his parents' occupation; what are t parents

expectations (according to the children's report) regarding their
child's future occupation.

In fact, development of the Occupational Interest Inventory (0II)
involyed several revisions. Basically, the instrument-consisted of
questions having to do with the children's aspirations (what job would
you like to have when you grow up?) and expectations (What ;on do you
think you probably will have when you grow up?) as well as c.:estions
about the children's perceptions of parents' expectations of themselves,
and of parents' status. The child was also asked to rank various
occupations.,

While several scores were computed, including discrepancies between
aspirations and expectations and between aspirations and parents'
status, two simple tndices proved most useful to this 'research. The

first was Occupational Aspirations. The children were asked ::hat job
they would like to have when they grOw up. _Responses were scared on.
Havighurst's six-point occupatibnal Prestige scale.. Theseccnd was
Educational Aspirations. The children_were asked to state the ultimate

amount of education they wanted. This was also scored on a six-point
scale. Both of these indices proved to be powerful predictors of

children's success in school.

Viei.,s of Life -- Bogen() Diaz-Guerrero and Robert F. Peck

The Views of Life instrument was designed for use with school
"children who are at least 13 to-I4 years olA, and was used only with

the second (,Stage III) sample. The instrument'is composed.of 60 pairs

AR.
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of statements. constituting a variety of scales. The instigation of
this instrument stems from Diaz- Guertero's notion of .a dimension 6!
active vs. passive coping styles which was thought to discriminate
between various cultures. Thus, many of the scales were'oriented
toward aspects of this active-passive dimension. Robert Peck suggested
including additional scales representing other dimensions of coping
behavior and several other concepbs which previous research or theory
suggested would predict and explain achievement.

The final instrument Onsisted of 20 scales corresponding to (1)
dimensions of coping (substimes most of the active-passive,scales),
(2) aspects of motivation, an (3) other personality characteristics.

The coping scales are:

Action vs. Inaction - Which is preferred in the face of iiper.ding
situations?

Immediate vs. Delayed Action

Rate of Action - quickly or slowly

Independence vs. Obedience - Does the individual prefer independent
action in solving problems or need approval and depend on people in
authority?

Confrontation vs. Avoidance - Is i. best to face tip to and consider
problems or tp avoid them?

Self vs. Other Initiation - Islone a self starter or does or.2 require
others' direction to gpt going?

Self vs. Other Solver - Is it best to come up with one's own
solutions to problems or to listen to and obtain ideas from others?

Self vs. Joing Implementation - Does one prefer to do all work by
oneself or is it preferable to work with others?

Instrumentality vs. Fantasy - Is more satIOAction gained from actual
accomplishment or from daydreaming?

Exaggeration of Activity and Passivity under Stress - Under stress,
is the preferred behavior an exaggeration of activity o4 an
exaggeration of passivity?

The motivational scales are:

Task Achievement vs. Interpersonal Relations - MAO is tne nore,
important aspect of a situation?
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Competitiort vs. Cooperation - Which is preferable?

Intrinsic vs-. Extrinsic Work,VaLues - Is work valued fon'its own

sake or for therewards it may bring?

Earned vs. Bestowed Status 7-1s satisfaction with status based on

the manner in which it was obtained or on the superficial end

produqt?
_Jr

Scales. which measure the personality characteristics include two

major constructs:

Internal-vs. External Locus of Control - Can humankind control

the general environment?.

Internal vs. External Academic Locus of Control - Does the indi-

vidual perceive himself as controlling his individual academic

progress?

Positive vs. NCgative Self-Concept - Does one have a positive or

negative self-concept?

'.Additionally, three other Personality charatteristics were examined:

View of Life - Does one view lie in general as complex and difficult

or enjoyable and easy?

'Cautious vs. Bold - Which is the preferable trait?

Emotional Control'Vs. Emotional.Uncontrol - Is control of of

desirable or should one freely express and accept his feelings

Social Attitudes Inventory -- Guy Manaster and Robert F. Peck

The Social Attitudes Inventory (SAIl was4404sed to elicItchildren's

evaluations of their own coping behavior. The questionnaire was totally

replaced by a new instrument for the second (Stage III) sample..,

(Confvsingly, the same title was retained.)
7

The SAL wasconstcueted specifically for this study. It has little

historical backgrbund.
.

In Stage I, the SAI consisted of 40 multiple-choice items, each

consisting of a hypothetical problem situation. For example: "Ernie

tries to isakenis parents change thiir minds by proving to them that

they are wAhg." 'Tor each item the subject must answer two questions:

"Am I likerhim?" Response: "Yes or No," and Pilo I want to be like

him?" Response: "Yes or No." Each of the 4Q items in this instrument

was classified in' one of the five behavior areas. The response - choices

were classified as Active or Passive Coping Behavior, and Active or
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Passive Defensive (non-Coping) behavior. Acti'e Coping behavior was -,

de cribed-as p. roblm-solving Sehavior which is °Vert self-initiiked .

t41
lemented without requesting aid or advice from others, and diiicted

/ wa?d the source of the problem. Passive Coping behavior enc mpassed
such reactions as covers'or'ideationgl problem-solving, othe Tin iated

-

problem-solving, asking for or receiving aid or advice in pr
solving,, or accepting4the situation as it existed.... Active e e

' behavfor.consisted of such overt, nbn-problem solving actio sas overt.
aggressive or attacking behavior, or engaging ,in unrelated ctivities
ra er thanlfaeing-thp prohlem.. Passive Defensive behavi rs-were,such.
cti ns as covert affecive responses, withdrawal, or failure to act.

'--...._ .

' .
,

0.

p

. In scoring the instrument, since responses to the second question,
"Do I wont to like hila?" were greatly affected by the social desira-
bility o thelEsWers, these data were not analyzed. In analyzing
answers 60 the first question, each subject recaivOlt fouescores,sfor
the number of times the subject chose each of the four types of
responses:. active coping, p'assive coping, active defensivefi and passive

- defensive.

The
*

totally new Stage III instrument consisted of Z8 multiple-
choice items, represen ing each of the five behavior areas:, Task Achieve-
ment, AUthority, Int'ei ersonal Relations, Anxiety, and Aggression. Each la
itedescrAbes in one sentence a problem situation for a hypothetical
child. Following each problem, four courses of action arl presented.
The subject is asked to choose,the:course of action which he/she would
follow. Twq alternatives represent Good Coping responses and the other ,

two represent Poor Coping responses. Each child received a "percent of
good coping" score for eacp4Orea of Task Achievement, Authority,'Aggres-
sion, Interpersonal RelationgN and Anxiety.

Behavior Rating Scale -'Elichi Kajita and Robert F. Peckeck

The,Aehavior Rating Scale,(BRS) was aversion of the peer nomina-
technique, for use in a classtoom setting. There is, of coursr. a

Ion to the.use of rating methods in psychology. The Cross-
developed along the lines of the "Guess Wilo Test,"

originally de sed by Hartshorne, May & Maller (19'29).

Ther e were seven items in the original version: (1) Academic Task
'4fhieVement '(Who'works hardest at their lessons?), (2) Non- Academic

Task Achievement (Who works hardest at outside activities?), (3) Authority
' (Who gpti along best with teachers and other growndps?), (J) Interpersonal
Reations (Who is best in working With others?), (5) Anxiety.(Who gets
-upset most easily when things go wrung ?), (6) Aggressive Self-Assertion

(Who fights the hai=dest to get their way?), (7) Coping with Aggression
,,(Who can work if'out when another person is angry with them?). In Stage
I, each student was asked to nominate the 25% of their class who best
fitted the.desctiptron; and the 25% who least fitted it.

.1
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In the Stage .11.1 instrument. several of the items were altered
for clarity, or to limit them to quetions children felt they had the
information to answer. The Stage III BRS. consisted of 9 items:
,(1).Aademie Task Ac ievement (Who works hardest in school?), (2)
Authority Relation School: (Who gets along best. with teachers?),
(3) Interpersonal Rel ions (Who gets along best with the students in

your.class?), (4) Persistence (Who can usually be counted on to help
work at tasks until they are finished?), (5) Self- Assertiveness (Who
'usuallrgRts their own way?), (6) Initiation (Who starts working aL
things that need to be done without having to be told?), (7) Solver
(Who has the best ideas?), (8) Control of Aggressive Affect (Who loses
their temper?), (9) Control of Anxiety.(Who worries most?). They were
asked to nominate the 10% of their class who best fit this description.
Negative nominations wete,dropped because teachers in Japan found them
objectionable. A child's score on the BRS was the algebraic sum of
positive and negative nominations in Stage I; in Stage III, the sum
of positivehominations received from peers. Both scores were corrected
for class size.

AP

Aptitude and Achievement Measures

The measure of aptitude used everywhere in both stages of data
, collection, except at the Chicago station. was the Raven Progressive
Matrices '38. 1956 Revised Form, Set A-E. This was selected as a
relatively culture-free measure of "fluid" intelligence. The Chicago
area schools asked that the already available California Test of Mental
Maturity scores be used as the aptitude measure. To measure reading
achievement, most countries utilized the Inter-American'Series Test of
Readirig'in both samples. Japan and Germany each had their own school
and currioulum specific test for reading gchievement. Math achievement '

wasass-ess-ee iu most countries -b-r-thtMetroprski t *chfevirrrent-t-es-t for

the 10-year-olds and the UNESCO math achievement test for the 14-year-olds.
--- -Chicago schools administered the California Achievement test as a part

of their shoot program'and the-project collected these scores. The
grade poini average fbr the students was computed on %Ile basis of their
grades in the,four major subject artas: Language, Mathematics, Social
Studies, and Natural Scitnces.

Parent Interview - Kenneth M. Miller and Carl F. Hereford

The Parent Interview dealt with interviewing a sub-sample of parents*.
of the children studied in Stage I. It was hoped that information gained
would help validate the Stage I self - report, data collected from the

children and also provide some crbss checks on the information given
by:the child on the Demographic, Questionnaire and the Occupational
In't'erest Inventory.
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trainApart from validating aspects, it was hoped that three main types
of information would be obtained. The first was coping style informa-
tion, which was covered from several points of view: One was concerned
with the child's actual coping style as seen by the parents, in the
areas already being investigated i.e., Tas Achievement,' Anxiety;
Aggression, Authority, and Inter}, ona elations. Information was
alad obtained from the parents about eir own coping styles in' a
vartety of situations under the same area headings.

The second kind was occupational information. This was informationA
relevant not only to occupational interests but also to occupational
values. In the latter case tlieparents were asked to rank the fifteen
occupational values to permit a direct statistical comparison with the
children's data. In addition, for working parents, information was
obtained about their own occupat.ional history, attitudes and values
towafd their jobs and their coping behavior while working.

Third was achievement information. Questions involving Task Achieve-
ment by the child were divided into the two major areas of Academic and
Nonacademic Achievement. Nonacademic Achievement related to jobs or

\?%,sichores in the home and for ear-old children to paid jobs outside the
home. Questions concerning Ac demic Achievement centered primarily .

arouvd homework, as this was the area of education with which parents
were most familiar. Questions in these areas included not only the
child's performancQ...in the homework area but the parents' participation-
and support both.for homework and generalized educational endeavors.
In addition,, the parents were asked fbr their evaluation of the child's
performance in school.

Although the interview was primarily concerned with the child's
coping Ighaviarand. actorswhich_influence_ it, thus
relating directly to Stage I, thework of a number of previous investi-
gators was also drawn on, in designing the questions. The studies off
Dave & Wolf on home environment were considered in regard to the various
content areas and in particular to Academic task achievement. Questions
were also included to permit testing of .the Bowlby (1958) hypotheses
regarding prolonged separation of young children from theirparents,.
The work; of Sears Maccoby & Levitt (1957) and the Berkeley. growth.studies
(Macfarlane, 1939). were also considered with-regard to format' question
construction, the source used most heavil*...tor initial ideas was the
work of S'ellitz, Jahoda, Deutsch, & Cook.

The final interview form consisted of one hundred nine questions
plus the ranking of the fifteen occupational values. Each value was
printed on a separate card and the parents placed these in order of
preference. For the most part, the parents' responses to the questions
were recorded verbatim by the interviewer. A few of the questions, ''

such as age, for example, were pre-coded and a few of the responses
were recorded along a dimension such as degree of satisfaction or
importance. For example, responses to the question "How important do
you think school is?".kere coded:as
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Most Important
-Very Important

Important ,

Unimportant
Worthless

/In these instances of coded
always a following probe so that
was also available. In the case
"Why?"

O

questions, however, there was almdst
a verbal response from the parents
of the example above, the probe was

'In addition to the actual questions. there was a section that dealt
with.what were termed post-interView ratings. These dealt with
dimensions of behavior that,it was thought were embodied in coping style.
As these dimensions were not finalized until after the interview
questions were constructed the-re was some doubt as to whether sufficient
information on the dimensions would be obtained.from the actual questions.

the interviewers were, therefore, asked to'compfete a five-Point rating
form for each of the dimensions in'the behavior areas of Task Achieve-

ment (Academic and Nonacademic), Anxiety, and Parent/Child Interaction.

The purpose_of these rating s primarily to encourage the inter-

viewer to get as much information s possible. If the interviewer knew

that he had to malice these vat,ings'it wdt-thOught that he would be more
thoroultin colletting theinformation'during the interview.,

In
: .

addition-to:the infeiview-foetviiself-Lengthy_manual of
instructions to interview4ers,was constructed. In addition to general

instructions this document contained a question -by- question explanation
of the purpose and intent'/of each'quistien ancits relationship to the
coping dimensions.. A cotl, of thiCmanUil was given to every interviewer.

When the original intervlOrfori came to be translated it was
agreed that the layout c td A Fhan ed to suit the .-needs of individual

4.=___stitiond c, though sufficie Ane foc ull recording had to be maintained.

'Mail/ever the numbering and quInce of ections remained unchanged.

., ,

Method of. Coding. The vffbatim responses to the questions were

coded using a system of content categories% These coding categories were

developed from s sample of at least twenty-four interviews from each

-Station. The translated responseefrom each statiowfor each questipn
-.were typed on small cards that were placed in empirical content

categories by. independent Sbidges. The consensus of these judgments

formed the content coding! categories for,each question. At this point

ada deliberate attempt was bade to use a 'many and as specific categories

as tiossible in order to preerve the richness of'verbal response.' It

was felt that omOgorfed o9uld be eliminated or collapsed later whereas

it would be impossible'to-discriminate new categories at a later date.
t.
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Not all the coding categories were, however, empirically derived'
at this stage. .Some .of the categories from the Demographic Question-
neire were, used intact and sonic modikications of the Sentence Completion

. coding categories were used to give direct comparability with the
children's data.

A preliminary coding manual was developed by the Austin and London
stations and sent to all,station$, who then sent back their suggestions
and modifications. The initial manual was revised in the light of
these criticisms and the final manual was then translated by each
station.

A complex system:of coder training and calibration was devised to
ensure comparable coding across all stations. The first step was to
achieve comparability between Austin and London on`a group of twelve
interviews from each station. These twenty-four interviews were coded
independently by at least two coders in each station, who then reached
agreement within stations. The consensus results were then compared
and differences discussed by 'letter and by telephone. When Austin and
London were calibrated, i.e.. interpreting the manual in exactly the
same way, each of the other stations was asked to code twelve oftheir .

own interviews, using two or more coders, who then reached consensus
and sent the results to Austin and London. These interviews were
independent4y- coded in both Austin and London and the results compared
with the original station's coding. Differences were discussed and
agreement reached. In addition there were some face-to-face meetings
among subgroups of stations to discuss and improve coder reliability.4

When the period of calibration was finished, the production coding
of the entire sample of interviews was undertaken in each station. In
the production coding, each interview in each station was coded by at
beast two-I-fidePendent coders and the 'final code given was the :consensus
of these two individuals. The coders in each station were the same
individuals who had gone through the calibration process with the
Austin and London stations.

This elaborate and time-consuming process was designed to provide
the maximum comparability and reliability of interview data from all
btations. Although laborio6s, they use of independent coders and the

calibration of-these.coders actors station's proved successful. This
method had the additional adyantage of greatly reduling the possibilitY'
of clerical errors.

Summary

In this study Tight instruments were designed and developed to study
coping, motivation and values. These instruments were translated into
the languages of the participating countries. The eight instruments
were: Demographic Instrument, Story Completion, Sentence Completion,
Occupational Values Inventory, Occupational Interest Inventory, Views of
Lite, Social Attitudes Inventory, and Behavior Rating Scales. Additional -
ly, 'Parent Interview was constructed. Results from these instruments
are presented in this volume. (See Appendices A-N for the instruments.)
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Non-Coping Behavior

Table 1.

SEQUENTIAL SKILLS, IN THE COPING PROCESS

COPING BEHAVIOR
Copin: is ,Additional Components of Coping Effectiveness

1. No .( ,- CON ONT

. 4,
AGGRESSIVELY CONSTRUCTIVELY

, .

GE2. No 4; -1- ENGAGE
.

1

I

/
16

3. Other < Who INITIATES?
1

r..; tl/
t":"; 4. Yes, UNSOUGHT < - AID or ADVICE used?
t

i

Quality of. Coping

Moderate High

.

5- OTHER < Who cone eives of 'SOLUTION?
I

47-
6. OTHER < IMPLEMENT'

1/
1

. 7; GIVES UP. BLAMES ( PERSISTENCE
OTHERS, OR REACTS
AGGRESSIVELY J

.L
8 UNSUCCESSFUL ACHIEVE

f SOLUTION

9 NEGATIVE <Z,

NI

SELF-EVALUATION OF OUTCOME

Delayed

Procrasti-
nate

Immediate

Act; allow-
ing for re-

flection

Joint Sel-f

Self- Not used .

soul.

Joint Self

Joint Self

Seeks

help

Delayed
solutiod

Mixed; or

no strong
evaluativl
reaction

Alters the
s1t.11,1Lion, or

necw.,,nlzes it
as genuin.ely
unsolvable.

Immediate

solution

Positive
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METHODS OF DATA COLLECTION

Introduction

The Cross-National Study of Coping Styles and Achievement took -

place in three stages.

Stage I of the study built the conceptual system. desyied the
instrumedts, and applied them to a stratified sample, of chi in
seven countries.

Stage II, interviews Were conducted with the parents of ten per-
cent of the children tested in Stage I. This was an effort to identify
patterns of family experience which might have influenced the way the
children learned to cope with probler.

In Stage III of the study, refined conceptualizations and instruments
were dgveloped out of the experience gained in Stage I. These were applied
to a new sample of children, in eight countries, in 1968-70, both to,test
the revised system and to determine what patterns of cOping behavior were
stably observable in the two different samples, thus permitting sound

-generalifation about age. sex, class, and cultural patterns of coping
behavior.

This chapter describes methods of data collection. The first part
reviews procedures used in Stages I and III. While this section was
primarily written between stages, the procedures apy to both stages. A )

...")

brief,statement regarding theiews of Life instrument was added as this 4
instrument was used oni? in Stage 411.

IL

Subsequent to description of rocedures used in Stages I and III, a
-,-b-fief eOlanation of Stage II dat colldction is given.

IStages and III

In describing procedures applicable to a s I and III, data
collection is considered in two 'parts -- the instruments and the field
work. The chapters in which tA development f eh ndividual instruments
are discussed will have made clear the long an areful attention that was
given both to the theoretical basis of each of the non - standardized' tests,
and to the selection'of items or questions consistent with the theory.

sr

In the course of developing the content, continual attention had"to
be give9 to the cultural suitability of the situations selected, this
being particularly true of such iffaTuments as Story Completion and Social
Attitudes.-.- While it was accepted that conceptual equivalence of items' was
a basic requirement to permit comparison, it was agreed that wherever
possible the content shOutd be ident

\
cal for all stations. For example,
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one of the original its inthe Social Attitudes 1,,nitentory was concerned
with a child arriving at a party. Both Italy and Japan found that this
item"was not applicable to their cultures as children in these countries
seldom have parties. In the final version of the instruments it was .ped
that the dual aim of concept and content equivalence had been reasohaply.
well obtained.

However, when the station representatives returned to their own
countries and translation of the instruments began, some minor, diffie.ilties
were experienced. The staffing plan allowed for a member of staff in each

.-EbtrfitryeTo translate the instruments, and for back translation to be

carried out by linguistic consultants at the Central Office, The excEptions
were Germany and Yugoslavia, where work was conducted using local furi,,.

and therefore both phases of this task were carried out in these countries.

In the Demographic Questionnaire there were certain questions t:-at
were not appropriate for a particular country, for example, divorce :n
Italy.

%qv--

In the following pages the particular problems of each counlr:.
described, iirtstrumeat by instrument. The discussion relating to the prepa-

ration of the instruments for field use covers four paints:

1. Translation

2. Item changes from the agreed instrument

3.. Items not able to be asked

4. Necessary changes in scoring

These four points are taken for each in4trument, across countric-;,

tle-aw&umption-that t4e read4r---of-t-1144-chapter will-lae-mor-e.-likely to-

be interested in the use of one ot more instruments, and not in secondary
dross-cultura,1 comparbsori through an analysis of country similarities and
differences,

Translation has ner as well as specific instrument connotation.
It is more of a probl m cultures where the grammatical strture is
very different from t of English, but even English speaijing countries

find it necessary to "translate" American English into the form that is
more usual for them.

Where there is no comment from a country, there were no translation
problems and these are iven heie. Specific problems cli items within'an

nstrumentare presente at the beginning -of the section dealing with that

trumenty

In Japan the first principle in translating an English version into
Japanese was to try to translate as faithfully as possible but at the same
time to retain the special nuance from the unique nature and custom of the
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Japanese language; the language activities'of the pupils were also taken
into consideration. After the translation.was -completed pre-tests were
conducted. The results were examined ancrlach.instrument was revised
to minimize the responses which did not meet with what the instrument
tried to measure or to minimize the meaningless responses in each item.

In Mexico it was found that many apparently cognate words that, in
English, are used in one sense, can, in Spanish, have another meaning and
may even have a different emotional implication.

. These problems were resolved in the following Way. The Secretaria
Education Publica was asked to supply the school programs that the Insti-
tution had made for students of the fourth Primary and second High School
grade. From these programs specific analyciis was carried out on those
referring:to the study of the national language; vocabtgaries, and gram-
matical syntax, with the object of determining ahea.d, of time the level Of
understanding of the language that could by utilized in the translation of
the instrument without detriment to the content. The teachers of both age
levels were asked to serve as judges because they were more familiar with
the problems involved. The translations were then judged by the research
assistants in order to ascertain that ter were no modifications in the
content of the items that the items sounded natural.

DEMOGRAPHIC QUESTIONNAIRE

Brazil

There was one modification which was made in :\11.nmber of countries, i.e.
to ask for the child's class in school.

Item -23 -- Is your present School course one that

1. could iead.to university ?,
2. could prepare you for a'specific trade or occupation?,
3. is a general course with no specific occupation or

course of study in view?
/ .

This wasnot asked in Brazil because it is not relevant for children of
sample age, as it is only after fourteen that such courses begin.

England

One of the educational authorities in. whose schools the testing was

o

carried out refused

;
ermission to ask the question (No. 13) about parents'

education. Two vers ns of the instrument-were prepared. Ultimately, in
order for there to be comparability within the English sample, the informa-
tion was not used in deciding socioeconomic status.

.

i

Both education authorities were reluctant for the question concerning
religion to be asked and this was also eliminated.

---Nestion 11 was not asked because in England itis rare for a child to.
stay in (class for tWo years or tb skip a class.
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The question on child's education was asked in three parts: the

first ides concerned with age on leaving school, the second with the final
type of examination to be taken, and the third with tertiary education,
if any. In this way it was hoped a valid picture of the child's actual
expectations could be gained.'

Ques,tion 14 (father's occupation) had a supplementary question con-
drning the mother's occupation, if any, and whether She went out,to work,
as opposed to working at home.

Germany

Item 6: "Jewish" and "Ang ican" -- were left out, and minor changes
were made in items --

7: "Where were you born?" - "In which town did you live most of
the tAle?"

8: "Place of father's birth" -- "Father's age?"
-9: "Place of mother's birth." -- "Mother's age?"
13: Was not asked. instead; the mother's job, (if not housewife)

was asked for.

Italy

The question about marital status was omitted for two reasons: school

staff considered the matter too private to be asked, and the research team
considered answers would be inaccurate (.hen dfficially Italy is a Country
where divorce is not permitted and children are unwilling to admit to
separation of parents.

Japan

.
-1 4

1,11..

Some reorganization was made in order to t clear responses, and the
questions for which the information could be ob ined frowschool records
were omitted. These were Iuestions 5b, 10, 11, 13, 15, and 19 (sec<Demo-

_gra'pNic Instrument, Appendix Al. Explanations according to the original

items are as follows: ---".,

1-5a -;- These were put together at the beginning of the questionnaire.

6 -- Buddhism, Sokagakkai (Zen) and Rissho-Koseikai were included, add
Anglican .and Jewish,excluded. Also in ordearto find out the degree of

religious earnestness, the subjects chose from one ofefour alternatives.

7, 8, and 9 -- The subjects were asked to obtain this information and
to bring it to school later, because children often do not know the birth-
place of their parents.

12 -- In Japan, educational level/TS not indicated by numbers of years.
Also, students very rarely repeat ;10,same glades. Therefore, "University"
or "Lower Secondary School" was used in these questions.
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14 -- The original question was revised, so that it was possible

to get clear responses, at first asking whether the father was a company
employee, self employed, or other, and then to write in &tail the
fatiles occupation.

16 and-17 -- The forms were changed and thes,e two items'were put
together.

21) and 21 -- In order to bake this clearer more concrete questions
were askgde

23 -- OmiAed, because in Japan everybody responded "3".

Mexico

The instruments administered by Mexico'were the ones approved originally
at the first conference of the Cross-National Project in Austin. The items
of all the instruments were applicable, with the exception of those items
that in any Oty introduced religious themes. This.was dui to the fact that
the official education system forbids religious education, and for that
reason all religious themes were excluded from consideration in the schools.
These questions had to be excluded in general from the written document,
but the question was asked individually of each of the'subjects.

Chicago

The question on religion was not asked as it was seen by the school
authorities as likely to arouse objections from the parents.

Austtp

The only general restraints placed upon the research involved the
question concerning religion-in the Demographic Questionnaire. This decision
involved a federal government regulation rather than a local schoolboard
restriction

Yugoslavia-

Question 6 was not asked, as in Yugoslavia church is separated from
state.- It is a private topic and questions are not asked about it.

OCCUPATIONAL INTEREST I4VENTORY

F
This was one of the instruments where the content of certain sections

had to be locally determined. In some Cross-National studies a common
occupational status scale was adopted; but usually with some unhappiness
in one or more of the countries; for example, "policeman" does not have
identical status in all countries: In the present study, countries were
'permitted to substitute occupations if the ones drawn up by the full group
proved not to have the status assigned to them. The last section of the
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Occupational Interest Inventory required five jobs from each of si.....

. status levels. No discussion of the changes Is given here. Cop of

each country's version can be obtained from Robert Peck at the REt Center
at The University of Teas at Austin.

Germany

There was some discussion as to the usefulness of the circles in the
present form. It was suspected that the size of the circles as 1.,L11 as
the verbal anchoring of the extremes (the most desirable and most i-nportant
job anyone can have; the least important and least desirable job an:one can
have), generally influences subjects to put the X in the bigger circles.
Another point df critique vas the unusual number/of circles (8). It was'

suggested that seven or nine circles with the central circle being the
smallest one, and the extreme circles being the largest ones would be more
appropriate, in order to get objective results on that subjective scale.

For Items Sand 6,. there were two new codes which were necessar:
because of.the relatively big number of answers not codable, according to
the scoring irWtructions.

4
Item 7 -- Indifference or tolerance: "he doesn't give a darn," "don't

know," "can choose the job myself."

Item g -- "Social - more answers": "A better job than he.11as," "A
clean job, not such dirty one as he has."

Japan

The use of circles also caused some trouble in Japan, where it was
decided that the latter concept would be too unfamiliar for the chile n,

while'the moreconyentional horizontal line was a format thought be

familiar to most. The Japanese team also considered it neces =ry to provide
concrete examples to make clear the difference between work nd occupation,

so-that the children would respond to the appropriate con pt.

SENTENCE COMPLETION

Basically this instrument should not e presented any problem. How-

ever, in some countries, particularly t e whose grammatical structure was
very different to that of English, the nuances of translation led to same-
what different meanings than had been intended. When this was detected in
the pilot, changes were made. Difficulties mainly occurred,-however, in two
of the countries where full piloting d not been possible.

In Yugoslavia, stem 2: ."When m' mother and I are together, we
was translated as "When my mother and I are together, then " Because

of this, many answers express only the feelings of the subject or the change
in his behavior. These responses had to be placed in category 96 as a
speciality of the grammatical structure of the Slovenian language. The

same difficulty was experienced with stems 13 and 22.
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itIn Germany this instrument posed real problems. ,These have be .set
bwn by Professor Havighurst as follows:

"The problem of making equivalent forms of the Sentence Completion
Test"in German and English is complicated by the fact that the grammatical
Ittrueture of the German language is much more inflected and rule-bound.
than English. The two principal problems are presented by the inverted
wotd:order of the German principal clause, when it is preceded by a sub-,
ordinate clause, and by the fact that the German has two dilfewnt forms
for.dative and accusative, while the English has only one form.

"In the first case, the English version has about ten stems of the form:
'When people ignore me, I ' Here the emphasis is on the I, which
forces the completion to be the responsibility of ,the writer:* But in the
German. the inverted word order requires a verb before the subject, and the
stem cannot-be translated with the word Ich without a preceding verb. Thus,
-the German translation of the stem above must be:

'"'Wenn andere Leute mich nicht beachten. dann (When other people
do not notice me, then'

' This must be followed by a verb, and the
respondent may respond with an action. of himself (then I don't care.), or
of other people (then they are unpleasant.) For these ten I-stems, one
cannot say that the German and the English forms are truly equivalent.

. "The other pfoblem i,s that a stem like: 'My Mother me' can be
translated with me in'the dative-or accusative. We give bog alternatives:
(a) 'Meine Mutter mich,' and (b) 'Meine Mutter mir.'

g

"Another way to meet this situation was to revise the stem: 'Most
people . o er people.' Instead of giving two versions (dative and
accusative), of &her people, this stem was written: 'Anderen Leute gegen:
ueber sind die Meisten Menschen 'Toward othr people, most people
are .This is clearly not a fully satisfactory version of the
English ittem."1.

The members of staff of the co-ordinating section in Aust, , when re-
viewing the version agreed to at the Austin conference -in the li: t of the
Austin Olot results, decided that some twelve of the original st is should
be modified. For some stations these notifications arrived too la e to be
used in the Stage I-testing. In two of the stations, Chicago and E land 4

....(for the fourteen-year-old sample only), the revised sentences were iven
separately at the second testing session or when the as being d ne.

.-In England. thw correct version was given initially to all - ear ld
subjects. In Italy an& Germany:the revs sentences were not used.
However. as in nearly all cases the.revilion was merely _a refinemenir of
the original form. it was possible to score the responses'received to the
old 'items.

711
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,VIEW OF LIFE

4 .

Most of the items 'translated without diff ulty. A few stems were** ,'

, . . ,

,dropped because theywere nottrars-latable and omprehensible in at least
one.country. Slight rephrasing, ook careof the they discrepancies.

., .

,
.

4
, .

Schedul04f Testing. Sessions' r
. .

4.

ft . C

fte

The basic plan of the study set ddwn the order in Aich it was
expected theinstrumentS should be administered. Recommendations for the
stacing of -the testing:sessions,were made, but it was realized ttat 'ea'ch

equdtrymitt haiie to have different arrangements in order to meet the
.oradministAtIve convenience pffthe schools and school systems. Where

portsible, the pemograklic Questionnaire and the Literacy Test (where used)
wece to be given some time in advance of the main testing: This procedure.

,- would have alloWed the research team to ascertain approximate numbers in
Allik schogls.Who.met the-Nm

be
requirements. Where convenient, the non

.

. sample pupils were not to e tested. Only certain countries were able t
test Jest childreh who fitted-the sampling design. In the other countries,
It was nistratiyely necessary ,to test all the children in the cla.ses
being u , Approximately-a week, at the minimum, was required to elapse

between' aimtnistration of ,the projective techrliques and the ahil.i.ty-
*- aptitude measdre'. _In Some countries, four sessions-were necessary; in

othiprsietwo were suffi,cient.,
. ,

ilr. ,,,,,, ;
. .

Asfinal conditiori was that the children in a class should have been.
' together in that'school year fdr_a least ope term,eand preferably_two Or

IC3 ,

more. This was .in orde ;bat the ils would have had sufficient' time to
get' td know each Sther well,enourgh: o gibe reaspnably reliable answers to
the Behavior Rating Scale. It.also meant the teachers would have had
.enough experience of the class to complete the teachtrs' Behavior Rating
Scairin full.

.Yhe'only ally significant departurein administration occurred in
dki

re

lAY. 'The member of .the German team who Was present at the original

plennlng meeting 4n Austin tookvery.littlei)art.in the subseqUent work and
a three-member team,, geographically sepltrated, became, responsibke for the

field work. A decision was taken to. randomize presentation of the instru-
'ments and not tikedminister.ability,and achievement on the same day. Itis
impossible' to egTimate-what effect, if any, this'variation order of

. .IMsentation had on .the results.

'total Testing Time
.

\

For st part, instruments were to be administered under untimed

condition Nonetheless, it is of some interest to know 'the variations

that were und in each country (Tableg 1 and-2).

.
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DATA COLLECTION

-. -"

Collecting the data has had two aspect's. The first was obtaining

the codperation of e Schools and school systems; the second, *actually

working in the schob s. In some countries it was necessary to obtain

national permission. efore approaching regional local authorities and

individual schools. In others, A more direct approach was.possible. The

details are given, below.

Brazil

Permission was obtained to use the School after a personal contact
with the principal. A great number of.schools had to be involved at firs:
in order to find sufficient to yield the sample requirements.

En clan SNP

n England, permission to work in state supported schools must be

obta ged froi the Local Education Authority which usually covers a -county
or a large city, or in the case of London, the municipal borough. So-that

the full range of socioeconomic levels would be represented, to ensure that..

more than one authbrity should be represented and at the same time to ke.,17

travelling time reasonable, two authorities were approached.

The procedure retluired an interview with. the Chief Education Officer

or Director w o aim placed the request before the Education CoMmittee

of the Authori . In both cases, copies of the instruments were lodged

with the Chief Officer. In one authority approval was given, subject to

the question concerning parental education being deleted. In the other,

the full battery was accepted. Once the permission of the authority had

1/4been obtained, it was then necessary tb pproach individual head teachers --

who had freedom:to agree or refuse to p3hicipate. The choice of schools

to approach tas determined. in cons4StattOn with the chief educational psy-

chologist in each authority. Nearly all of those approached agreed to

participate.

410- In the case of schools where parents paid fees, it was possible to

. approach the/ Head Teacher directly.

GAmany -

,46

In Hannover and Hamburg the Ministries of Edu cation had first to be

asked. The next steps were to ask the Regional School Board and the

principals-of the schools.

A

InTkoblenz it was also necessary to ask the School Board for permission

to test in the elementar% schools. With high and secondary schools there

were no difficulties As contacts.had been made at a former testing time..
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Because it was necessary to test the n!nth grade, some schoolN were

unwilling to cooperate because they were busy with preparation for
entrance examinations into upper secondary schools.

Though the principal or Head Teacher was willing to let his students
be tested, in some cases homeroom teachers were reluctant to cooperate
and refused to let their pupils participate.

Austin

The reactions of the public school system to the testing were, in
general, favorable and cooperative. There was a' scattering of individua

teachers who were somewhat reluctant to cooperate, but testing vas all
to continue to completion in these few classrooms.

Yugoslavia

Np central permission was required. Each Head Teacher was personally

asked tocooperate. No difficulties were experienced!

LOCATING THE SAMPLE

Once permission to worV. ir,lbe schools was obtainPd, quitea degree of

effort was necessary to locate Ole schools which would maximize sample-
appropriate cases. The chapter on sampling has made-clear the reasons for

workij,g with two distinct socioeconomic groups. In some countries, the
socioeconomic composition of schools was reasonably homogenous, but it was,

heterogeneous. The suggestion that the Demographic Questionnaire be given
In advance, and only children in the appropriate socioeconomic groups be

used, was not feasible in many countries.

k. In these 'cases it was necessary to include all children in the school

classes chosen for testing. The treatment of the-results of the non-sample

(exclude) groups differed from country to country. In England, for example,

it was a prerequisiteithat all data be used in a local report even though
the Cross-National Report would include as few as 30% of the total tested.
In some countries, "exclude" data could simply be excluded.

Brazil

The selection of s hools was made, keeping in mindthe problem of
social Class. It as v ry difficult, betause in Brazil frequently in the

same school stud nts elonge4 to different social classes. Furthermore,

it was decided no to use confessional schools, which include a great

number of upper middle class boys and girls. This made it difficult to

select the upper middle sample.

England
.6.0r

The location of the sample was carried out with the assitance of the

' principal psychologist for.each authority. The'se officers are in an,

exceftent position to know all the schools in the authority; The general
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a

specifications of the sample were discussed with the psychologists, who
suggested a number-of schools likely to Me-et the requirements. The

- Head Teachers of the schools were then sent a letter anda one-page
summary of the project aims and method. Interviews were then held with
each Read Teachek.

Li

The exception to this was in the case of fee-paving schools from
, ---v .

whom the upper middle sample Was mainly dravn. These .schools were
approached directiyiand all (two girls' schools and one boys' school)
agreed to particfpate. Towards the ---e.ni of the testing period, it was
clear that there .would be insufficient ten- year -old- grils at the upper
middle level, so another school was invited to---partidipaW and did so
willingly.

.

Germany al

.

The highest pfercentage of upper lower and lover lower children was
found in the.Volkschule (elementary school). There was about the same

. A .percentage of upper middle, lower middle and upper lower class in the
Reals'chule (secondary school), while the Gymnasium .(High School) had the
highest percentage of upper ind lower middle class school children. Because
ofthis, it was difficult, to get upper middle children from the elementary
..school 'and upper, lower children from the high school.

Italy

For the first stage, twel e schools ',fere used; seven for the eighth
grade and five fcr the fifth rade.

0--

From a gendral point of view it was decided to subdivide the schools
into two different areas, according to.sampling needs. It was'proposed to
find the upper middle class-subjects in schools located in the center of

No.
Milan and upper lower class sdbjects in schools located in the peripheral
areas of the city. This was done on the assumption that in some areas of
Milan people are, concentrated at a certain :socioeconomic level.

Mexico

The steps in obtaining the sample in Mexico were as follows: ' -

-1. Location of the schools'from'the poiRt of view of socioeconomic level.
a. It was decided 'which schools to approach from general information as
to the location of all the schools in the Federal Distrfct.'
b.' An analysis of the school zones. Those schools were Selected whose
location in the city seemed to'indicate'they would .Contain the kind' of
Subjects required, that is, those corresponding to-letrels of Upper lower
and upper middle. --

c. Once the decision was made, the research team visited each center to
make sure that the pupils really represented the required socioeconomic

levels.-- In the upper middle level there ere no big problems, because
most of the population in the glihoofs visited fulfilled the requirements.
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In the upper lower/ level there were any difficulties because ;he school
population of all the schools tried was very hedkrogeneous. This made it
impossible to ever get a majority of pupils within the sample range. Thus,_
for the upper -'lower level thee 'ere-eight primary and five high 'schools.
For the upper middle level ere were only three primary and two high
schools. These last were all private .schools. The schools of U.M. were
all state-s-e-herals with-the exception of one that is supported by a parti-
cular industrial concern.
d. A small questionnaire was then administered. The purpose of this was
to gain information about the general socioeconomic level of th, pupils,
their exact age, and their school grade. This was given'in fifteen public
primary schools and ip ten public high schools and in eight private
schools. t

e. Many schools and classrooms were eliminated because of the low propor-
tion of subjects with adequate characteristics for the sample. The Demo-
graphic Questionnaire was given Eo those remaining.

Japan

There were two principles in selecting the schools for the final
testing. The first was to select schools so as to represent all the schools
in Tokyo, in terms of social class and sociological structure. For this

purpose., it was convenient.to use reliable m ps which inilica e ecological
structure of the Tokyo Metnnpolis prepared y the National nstitute of

Statistical Mathematics and Tokyo Metropo itan Institute of Educational
Research. The second peinciple was to select schools chiVfly from the
upper middle clas families, which are rather small in number, for the
purpose of rducting the total number of schools.

T wo principles contradicted each other. Id order -resolve
this c t, upper middle schools were selected purposely from among the
schools amplcd by the first pr'nci'ple. Since more upper iddl subjects

were needed,,one private element ry school and one private lower secondary
school was added.

Chicago

One system was in a predominantly upper middle class suburb. The

x
only junior high schoolin the system and the two primary schools where
the principal's consent was obtained, were used. The other school system
was in a racially integrated "steel" town. The Inowledge of the research

. director and the census data were used to choose predominantly upper lower
, class schools (and one predominantly upper middle class primary school).

Austin

Ttle primary.criteria in selection of schoolkfor the Austin sample-
,

was the hqmogeneity,.of the socioeconomic class structure of the particular
school'. In adflitron, with r.pspect to the:Austin ample, schools were also
chosen /which contained a large proportion.of one or both of the minority
groyp sub - samples tested. V
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Yugoslavia

All.the_subiectscame from schools locaied in the city of Ljubljana.
in all,the schools were mixed -- boys and girls --And there was

no differentiation tty social status.

ATTRITION ol

Number of schools used and number of children' tested

Although provision had been madfor the reduction of within-school
samples on the basis of the literacy test and the demographic information,
there were countries where it was not possible to administer the Demo-
graphic Questionnaire in advance, or where the schools were, unable to make
alternate arrangements far the non-sample pupils. This meant that in most
countries the number of children tested wastwo or three-times the number
required to meet the sampling design.

a

FEEDBACK TO SCHOOLS

As a policy for the research, it was decided that the practice common
in.-some councries=should.be adopted for all cases, namely, that sope_type.

of information be returned to the schools as a recognition that the help
given by the,schools was appreciated, but also, so that the irtformation,
could be of value to teachers.

The format of:the "feedback" was to be determined by each country.
The range of practices was from returning ability-and'achievement scores,
when asked to do so, to a prepared ort on some of the instruments for
each school, such reports being collect in a volume and presented to the
director of research for the school'g system hicago area). For one of

4" the Chicato area systems, it was the first time* any research wa.4 er had

provided feedback to the system.

In between these two extremes were lists of ability and achievement
scores sent to each school,. results or the tests,-plus asocioeconomic
index. In Germany, where three localities were involved, the procedures
were different, but included, as well as kesultawbooks on educatipnal
psychology to school principals, lectures to staff and,school board members,
for example, on problems of educational psychology'' and "School tests --
latestefashion or educational necessity?" In England, a brief report art
progress was sent to each school prior to the beginning of Stage II and
Stage III Work. In some schools, a considerable amount of Informal discus-
sion was carried out with the staff.
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Stage II

Introduction

While Stage I of the pfoject had been concerned with testing ten--
and fourteen-year-old children, Stage II was concerned with inter- \-/

viewing a selected sample of the parents of the children tested.

The interview was planned with more than one purpose in mind. In

the first place, it was hived that it would provide validating infor- t

motion for some of the Stage I data collected from the children,
particularly on the projective instruments -- the Story Completion, the
Sentence Completion., and the So ial Attitudes Inventory. Then; were

.also sore questions that relate o the information given by the child
91.= on the Demographic Questionnaire d the Occupational Interest' Inventory.

These specific comparisons of Stag 'I and Stage II data were dealt with
in Volume IV (Peck, et al., 1974, Family Antecedents of Coping Behavior in
'Eight Countries).

.0

The interview Wal also designed to serve a broader purpose of
collecting inforriat.ion regarding parents' own attitudes and values
and 'parent/child interactionas seen from theparents' point of view.

1 -

In this way the Stage II results could be related to the Stage I
results in an explanatory fashion. These results also couldpermit a
cross-cUltural study of parents, alone.

The interview; then.; was primarily concerned with coping behavior
40.the factors that influence it. Thus, most of the questions arose
from conceptual system developed during Stage I of the study. The work

:Of a umber of previous investigators wa drawn on. The studies of Dave
,end W if On home environment were conside ed, with particuftr regard to
Azad is Task Achievement. The work of coby and Levin and'the Berkeley
growth studies was also considered. With regard to format and question

construction, the source_most heavily used for initial ideas was the work
of Sellitz, Jahoda, Deutsch and Cook. In addition, earlier studieS-by

-Hereford? Havighurst, and Peck were drawn upon.

Specific Questigns

Because of their validational nature, a number of questions were
phrased.,in a manner very similar to that used in she children's instru-
ments. I/stake the projective instruments first, twelve of the Sentence
ComAetion stems were paired with questions in the interview. The re-
lationship with the Story Completion instrument was not so extensive but
there were certain questions that could be.related to certain Atories.

The first fourteen questions in the interview related to demographic
Information and covered the same areas as the child's demographic
.questionnaire. The occupational interest questions included not only the
parents' reports of the child's aspirations and expectations. but also
the parents' aspirations and expectations forNthe child. '
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These Validating questions did not follow each other in strict
sequence. Rather the interview was planned so that questions relating
to specific areas would Be dealt' With together, makingit easier for
both parent and interviewer. ThuS, the interview was divided into two
main parts. Questions 1 - 88 dealt with information related either to
the child or to parent / child interaction; questions 89-110 dealt with
paredt relevant information.

The child-centered questions were structured in the following way:

i

Question Type of Information

();123

- 22

.

- 38

Demographic

School oriented quest;ons includ-
ing Academic Task Achievement as
well as Parents' Attitude e0
School 4

39 - 44 Child Activities including Parent/

45' - 55

Child Interaction

f
Nonacademic TasK. Achievement

_ .

56 - 62 Child's reaction to Authority

63 - 68 Nonacademic Task Achievement out-
side home

69 - 72 Occupational Interests

73 - 76 Interpersonal Relation

77 - 81 Snd 88 Anxiety

`82 - 87 Aggression

In'the parent - centered" section of the interview t1-7 questions were
atranged as follows: t

90 - 94 . Further Education

95 - 103 Occupational Information

104 - 107 Reaction to Criticism

108 - 109 Aggression
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Apart from validating aspects, it was hoped that three main types
of information would be obtained. The first was copintrtlyle infor-
mation, which was covered from several points of view.) One was cone
cerned with thrchild's actual coping style as seen by the parents, in
the areas already being investigated, i.e,, Task Achievement, Anxiety,
Aggression, Authority, and Inteipersonal Rations. information was
also obtained from the parents about their on coping styles in a variety
of situations under the same area headings.

The second kind was occupational information. This was informa-
tion relevant not only to occupational interests but also to occu:a-
tional values. In the latter case the parents were asked to rank the
fifteen occupational values to permit a direct statistical comnarison
with the children's data. In addition, for working parents, information
was obtained about their own occupational history, attitudes and values
toward theiiejobs and their coping behavior while working.

P

Third was achievement information. Questions involving Task ,c'lieve-
ment by the child were divided into the two major areas of Academic and
Nonacademic Achievement. Nonacademic-Achievement related to jobs or
chores in the home and for fourteen-re az-old children to paid jobs Du:-
side the home. Questions concerning Academic Achievement centered
primarily around homework; as this was the area of education pith Y:ich
parents we4*- most familiar.-- Questions in these areas included net only
4he child's-perormance in the homework area but thetparents'
tion and support both. for homewoleand generalized educational endeavors.
In addition, the parents were asked for their evaluation of the child's
performance in school.

Construction of the Interview

At the London Conference in. 1966 the major responsibility for t:-.e
development of the Parent Interview was assigned to Austin and London

alld the bulk of'the construction and pilot testing took place at these
two stations. The initial form of the instrument caused concern in a
number of stations because of its length. It was thought that"the parents
would find' it too tedious and that rapport would be lost. Revisions_of
this form were therefore carried out by both stations and agreement

,- reached'on a second version. This version was sent to all stations for
translation and pilot testing.. On the basis of results from all stations
a shortened form of the interview was constructed and once more distributed
to all stations for translation and pilot testing. This form went through
two additional.revisiops in AuStin and Londo'n before the final form was

lk

agreed on at a meeting in New Yrk in January, 1967. This final form was
sent to all countries for trans ation and the translated version returned
to Austin and London, after bac -translation and checking in each country.

Selection of Parents

It wa, agreed at tl:e 1966 London Conference,to interview eignty

mothers (tin per 'cell) and at least forty fathers (five per cell). In
terms of priority, the mothers came first. To select the sample, the
subjects in each cell were divided at the median ofllhe achievement scores.
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The sample was then randomly selected, half from either side of the
median. Any refusals necessitated random replacement from-the appropriate'
half cell. In actual fact, the number' of refusals varied across station.
In London, for example, only two mothers had to be:eplaced, Mexicc

City had 11.25% refusals and the percentage in Chicago was even higher.

Training ofInterviewers

This varied from country to country, but as much time as possible
was devoted to this procedure. Wherever possible, observations of
practice interviews by the entire interviewing team in one -:'ay obser-
vation *rooms were carried out. group review of practice interviews was
another method used. Every interviewer carried out at least two
practice interviews that were gone over with Aim in detail, before
actual interviewing of the sample commenced.

The interviewers wer"ither project staff members or interviewers
hired specifically for this purpose and,given a period of training and
practice with this - particular interview.

The interview usually lasted from one to two hotirs and usuallt.took
place-la the parents' home. 'However in some stations, Milan for
example, the interview took place in the University Department.- Mothers
and fathers were interviewed separately.

Method, of Coding'

The verbatim responses to the questions were coded using a system-,
of content categories. These coding categories were developed from a
sample of at least twenty-four interviews from each station. The trans-
lated responset from each station for each quetion were typed on small
cards that were placed in empirical content categories by independent
judges. The consensus of these judgments formed the content coding
categories for each question. At this point a.deliberate attempt was
made to use as many and as fine categbries as possible in order to
preserve the richness of verbal response. It was felt that categories
could be elimlnaied or collapsed later whereas it would be impossible to
discriminate new categories at a later date.

Not all the coding categories were, however, empirically: derived
at this stage. Some of the categories from the Demographic r.:uestionnaire
were, used intact andIome modifications of*the Sentence Completion
coding categories were used to give direct comparability witn the
children's data.

A preliminary coding manual was developed by the Austin and London
stations and sent to all stations, who then sent back'their suggestions
and modifications. The initial manual-was revised in the light -of these
criticisms and the final manual was then translated by each station.

A complex system of coder training and calibration was devised to
ensure comparable coding across all stations. The first ste-, was to
achieve comparability between Austin and London on agroup of twelve
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interviews from each station. These twenty-four interviews were coce
independently by at least two coders in each station, who then reac-Ed
agreement within stations. The consensus results were then compare,i
and differences discussed by letter and by telephone. When Austin and
London were calibrated, i.e., interpreting the manual in exactly the
same way, each of the other stations was asked to code twelve of tnelr
own interviews, using-two or more coders, who then reached capsensui._
and sent the results to Austin and London. These interviews were
independently coded in both Austin andLondon and the results compar?1
with the original station's coding. Differences.were discussed and
.agreement reached. In addition there were some face-to-face meetings
among subgroups of stations to discuss and improve coder reliMbilit: .

When the period of calibration was finished, the production coding
of the entire sample of interviews was undertaken in each station. :n

the - production coding,.each interview in each station, was coded by a:
least two independent coders and the final code given was the consen-
sus of these two individuals. The coders in each station were the s_-.e
individuals who had gone through the calihration.process' w3th the A..- in
and London stations.

This elaborate and tt-,c-(onsuming process was designed to rrovioL
the max.imum comparability and reliability of interview data from all
--stations. Although laborious, the uSe of independent coders and the
calibration of these codep acr6ss stations proved successful. Thig-

method had the additional advantage Of greatly reducing the possibility
of clerical errors.
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Table 1

Time Taken for Instrument Administration

in Cross-National Project

(in minutes)

10.Year Olds

03 04 05 06 07 / 08.- 09
Brazil Eng- Germ- /taly. Japan Mex- Chicago'Austin nigo-*

land any
. ico slavia

Demographic 50 30. 15 35 30 25 25

Occupational 20 25 15 30-40 45 20 25
Interest

Inventory
--.,.._ ,.. .

, ,51supational 60 25 25 30-40
.

30 20 .20
Values

-Sentence 25 35 30. 35-45 30 35 30
Completion

Story 2' 50 40-70 70-75 50-70 55 50 50
Completion

Social 25 35-45 3"15 .°20
Attitu4es
Inventory

$

Behavior 45 30 --20 30-35 35 35 25
Rating
Scale

\r

Aptitude 40 30 45 30 30 25 30

Achievement 75 90 93 ,75 90 90

*Standard time for Achievement Tests
Others not timed

ao.
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Demographic

Occupational
Interest
Inventory

OCcupational
Values

Sentence
Completion

\tory

Completion

'S6tial

At

Inventory

Behavior
Rating
'Scale

Aptitude

.Achievement

Table 2

Time Taken for Instrument Administrhtion

in Cross-National Project

-

(in minutes).

14 Year Olds

01

Brazil

02

Eng-
land

03 04 05 06
Germ- Italy Japan.Mex-
any . ico

07

Chicago

e,

08 09 _

'Austin Yugo

slavia

30 25. 15 25 20 25 . i 23

10 20 15 20-25 40 20 25

30 25 .25 20-30 20 20 20

20 30 30 20-30 40 35 30

50 50 -70 10-75 40-50 50 50

17577 20 25-35 20 15 20

i

30 25 20 20 -25 3Q 35 25

40 30 45 '30' 30 25 30
tt

90' 95 90 45 7*;

* Standard time ar Achievement -Tests
Others not timed
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PLAN FOR ANALYSIS OF DATA

1

The plan for analysis of the data can best be described sequentially
according to the stage of the project.

Stage I

Two kinds of analyses were peiformed. The first was an analysis
of variance of the mean scores 9f all sub-samples in the total

research population, on the more than 100 variables measured by the
assessment battery. This made it possible to describe the patteirn of
aspirations, attitudes and behavior of the children in each national
sample, and in each of the eight sub-groups within that sample. A
second analysis of 'Variance was then performed, comparing all of the
nationarsAges with one another. This made,it possible to .identify
a number o ansi- cultural "universals" which appeared to operate every-,..
where;Land it also identified a large number. of ways in whichchildren
systemrtically differed according to their age their sex, their socio-
economic status or their national culture.

The second -form of analysis was correlational. Characteristics of
aptitude, aspirations, career values, attitudes and coping behavior were-
.correlated with several independent measures of performance in academic
work and in dealing with the other four kinds of life problems.' An
analysis of variance'; in all countries, was also.performed in orderto
make'it possible to determine cultural similarities and differenoes in
the attitudes, values, and coping styles which were signfficantly
related to performance in each country.

Stage I results are. reported in Volume II of the technical report
stemming froM this project (Peck,-efal.0972a).

.:
.

...

Stage II foledb:

While Stpge I of the project had been concerned with testing ten-
andaturteen-year-old,children, Stage II was concerned'with interview-
ing a `selected sample of the pirents of the childien tested.

.

442.6. interview was planned with more than one purpose in mind. In

the first place, it was hoped that it would provide validating informa-
tion for some of theStage I data collected from the children, particularly .

on the projective instruments -- the Story Completion, the Sentence
Completion, and the Social Attitudes Inventory. There were also some
questions that related to the information given by the child on the
Demographic Questionnaire and the Qpcupational Interest Inventory.

The interview was also designed to serve a broader purpose of
collecting information regarding parents' own attitudes and values and
parent/child interaction as seen from the parents' point of view.

et
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4 In-this way the Stage II results could be 'dated to the Stage I
results in an explanatpry fashion. These resuCts also could permit a
cross-caltural ssudv of parents,alone,

Thusic.Stageiik analysts consisted of,a series of correlational
analyses lirxamining the.following:

1) Validity of mothers' reports of;childrenls academic performance
2) Validity of mothers' reports of childreirs toping effectiveness
3) 'Comparat;ility of mothers' teport-and children's report of

children's coping style .

4) Mothers' reports of child rearing practices in relation to
children's 'behavior

.

5) Mothers' coping styles in relation to Children's coping '`behavior
6) Mothers' 'aspiYations cAloared with children's aspirations and

achievement . , .

7 Comparison of fathers' and mothers' self and ohild descriptions
4p) Comparison of fathers' interview data w clfildren's 'character- .

istics .../ .. -
ir

111

Results of the Stage II analyses are reported in.VoLume'r!K of the
technicalrepclit (Peck, et al., 1974).

0

Stage II

The. analyses-described abov in Stage I w ere also performed in Stage
III, In addition, however, the age III results were compared with the
Stage I data, thus describing those chaptteristics which were found to
be stable across time, id the two different samples; This consisted of

zsa checkitoee wbether significant' difference in the Analyses of Variance
were similar in both stages. a

' Stage III result4pare reported in Volume V of the technical report
(Peck (10., 1973). , * '

/

-,,,, REANALYSIS .

In 1974, A reanalysisof the cross-national data was begun. The
basic purpose was to reduce the complex number of variables to a meanift-
ful set of factors which could then be used for analyses as described
below.

Fou r ma 'or types/OI analyses were performed'on the Stage I and Sta
III Cross-National data. A factor analysis was done on each of the in-
strupp.ts within.each age and country sample. Then a factor-comparison
analysis was done, in order to assess the similarity of the factors across
Sips and countries. Next an analysis,of Variance was performed to assess
sex and.SESikferences on the factort within each sample. Finally, a
regression analysis was done, utilizing the factor analyst's results, to
'assets the power of the COping,:mOtivation and aptitude measures to predict
and explkin academic. performance, within each age group in each national

\--e'di -232,
sample.
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Factor Analysis
r

A factor analysis was performed separately on each of four instru-
ments: Occupational Values, Social Attitudes Inventory, Sentence Com-
pletion, and Views of Life. All of the data were analysed separately
by country and by age group, since a pilot analysis indiCated different
factor structures existed in the different countries, and in the different
age groups.,

As an example of the decision proceduresin the factor analyseT,
the complete analysis of the Occupatiohal Values instrument will be
shown for one sample. All of the data from the Occupational Values
Inventory were fa&or analyzed using tkiprincipal components method
(unities in the diagonals). This metho was chosen because of the- foPm.
of the occupational values instrument. The instrument is ipsative; this
precludes inverting the matrix, as the matrix will be vingular. The

- principle components method does not invert the matrix. For eNanple, the
iiiata for the fourteen year old'English samplewere facit-et-ii44..4;,.zed

resulting in a factor matrix (see Table 1). This first matrix has only
been analyzed by the principle component method and has not yet been
rotated. The eigenvalues of this0matrix are calculated and e)amined.
,In Table4.2 it is apparent that the first six factors all have eizenyalues
greater than 1 and that the percent of variance accounted'for these

six factors is 64.2%, therefore, the decision was made to accept the six-
factor solution for the Occupational Values test in this sample. These

factors were then rotated by the quartimax method which maximizes the
loa4ings of a particulai variable on a single factor. This method of
rotation resulted in the most consistent and interpretable factor analytic,
solution. See Table 3 for the rotated solution.

All the otter data for the Occupational Values instrument, .ere
analyzed in a manrer. A six-factor solution was dcried in all
samples since this*humber of factors included most of the explained
variance (60-70%) and none of the factors/had an eigenvalue below 1.-
Thus, each sample had a sax- factor solution, however, the'content of the
factdrg=varied somewhat from sample to sample. The data for the three
other instruments were handled in a similar manner.

The data in Stage I and Stage III were treated in identical manner
except in the case of the 8oCial Attitudes Inventory. In Stage I the
Social Attitudes Inventory was factor analysed using the principle com-
ponents ethod (unities in the diagonal). Two factors emerged from this

-i .analysi which had eigenvalues greater than one and accounted for a sub-
stantial amount of the variance. These two factors were rotated using
the quartimax method-within each age and country sample.

In Stage III, the data from the Social AttitudeamIdventory 0.--re
Ilfeadtoranalyzed using. the princip-a-l-fac4s method of analyslOwith
ommunalities in the diagonal) and the quartimax method of rot n.

'Howqver,since only one factor emerged for all bfut one sample (a that

diffgred little from the.single-factor solution), a single facto s

aerived, common to alL samples. -

.
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The Sentence Completion data in both stages were analyzed using
the principal components,method (unities in the diagonal). This method

was employed tiecause.several items tended to be highly intercorrelated,
which precludes inverting the correlation matrix, as the matrix will be
singular. Initial factor analyses revealed approximately 15 factors
with eigenvalues greater than 1.0, in each sample. Many of the later
factors,however, were single item factors which added little new
information to that already found in the correlation matrices. In view

of this, only ten factOis re extracted from each sample. The content

of the factors differed'from same to sample. These factors were then
rekated by the quartimax method, wi in each age and country sample.

The data from thb Views of Life instrument (this instrument was not
used in Stage I),were analyzed by the principal factors method (with
communalities in the diagonalandtha quartimax rotation method was
used. Data were available only for the 14-year-old sample. An initial

' analysis revealed that eight factorss the most commonly derived number
(having an eigenvalue of greater-than 1.0); and included almost all of
the explained variance'(Approx. ,86"0-70%). Therefore, an eight-factor
solution was accepted for each sample, but these varied in conte,nt from
sample to sample."

0

Based on the factor structures obtained by these analyses, composite
scores were derived in,the following manner: A Unit Weighted scare
consisted of the sum of the standard scores of the items which loaded
on a factor at .40 or better. These variables a indicated on the

rotated factor matrix (Table 3) by an asterisk. Thus, a unit weighted
score was computed for each factor, on each of the instruments, for each
country and ag4 group. (Factor weighted scores were alSo.plculated,
but proved,to correlate with the unweighted scores in the .97-.99 range,'

--_ so the simpler, ithweighted approach was.used.)

Factor Comparison Analysis

4:The next step in the analysis was to compare the fac.or structures
across all of the countries, in order to determine whether there was a
set 'of factors common to all countries. The_factor comparison procedure
(RELATE) which was.developed by Veldman (1967) and Kaiser, et al. (1971)
was used for this analysis. This program compares the two factor
structures by rotating one factor matrix toward the_other, in an attempt
to match the factor axes. The results provide two types of information
about factor:invariance. Eirst, the results indicate the cosines' between'
the factor axes of the first matrix and the axes of the second matrix.:
These values range from 0 to As the values, approach 1, the factor
axes are considered to be increasingly similar. The second type of

information provided by the program is the cosine between the items in
each of the factor matrices after rotation. This indiiates how similarly

the items are located iu the two factor spaces. These also range from'\
0 to 1.
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The factor matrices for each instrument (Sentence. Completion,
Occupational Values, and Views of Life) were compared across Stages
and III, across age groups and across all countries, An example of a
comparison of two factor matrices is found in Table 4. The number:,
this table are the cosines between the factor axes in the two original
matrices. These numbers can be interpreted in a manner similar to
correlation coefficients. Similar factors were selectedon the
of their having a cosine of'.80 or greater. These factors are desig-
nated with an asterisk. These analyses allowed the similar factors
INetween various samp;Oeto be sele'ted. For example, 'the results of
th9.-whaparison of all countries in Stage III for the Occupational
Valu1 instrument are presented in Table 5. This table indicates the
number of factors that two countries have in common. The maximum nu--err
of similar factors is six. Note that some'countries have all their
factors in common (e.g., Austin and Chicago) and some have few factr:r
in common (e.g., Austin and Japan).

.1%
In order to examine the similarity more closely, the items of each

of the similar countries were examined to see if th'e factors reallyidentical.

Table 6 illustrates the comparisons between Austin and
Chicago. For example, Factor I in both sites was found to he similar.

° Examining the factor loldings,,one finds that four of the items loaci,e_
highly on that "common" factor in both Austin and Chicago: Altruism,
Success, PreStige and Economic Returns: However, there we two ite7S
that loaded highly in Austia, but not in Chicago: Self-Satisfaction and
Surroundings.' The loading in Chicago for Self-Satisfaction is in the
same direction and approached'significance, bill the loading in Chicas7.,.-
for Surroundings does not even begin to approach significance.

As a further example, note column IV in Table 6 (Austin 5; Chicazo
A) in which factor.3 of Austin appeared to be similar to factor 4 in
Chicago. In fact, only one item, Independence, loads highly in boti.
factors. There is one other i em in Austin:, Management, and two in

4t1)

Chicago: Success and Self-Sat action, thaeldo not load on that factor
in the other sample. In view of ese findings, the seeming similarit-
between, the factor structures in the two samples is more apt)arent. than
real. Despite the apparent ,similarity of the factor axes, the factor
contents actually turn out to be somewhat differyt Moon-detailed
examinatiou.

The results of .the factor comparison analyses,necegaitItes that
several different types of factors must be noted. There are those
factors that are identical, that is, all-of the vAiables that load.on
one. factor also lOad on the other factor. Next, there are similar
factors, those whose factor axes yield a cosine of :80 or better (as
Ta 4). Finally, their are country-unique factors, that is, factor=
th re unique to a particular country.
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The types of analyses and tables presented in this section were also
used. to examine similariee's between Stage I and Stage III data as well

as comparison between age groups. In general, all of these factor
comparison analyses provide information about the similarities among

the,factor structures within various samples.

Analyses of Variance

One way analyses'of variance were'Prformed on the unit weighted
scores derived from the factor analysis. These analyses were performed

on posh the Stage I and Stage III data.

The first analysis was performed tp test for possible differences
in the unit weighted. scores on the basis of sex. That is, the unit

weighted scores of males and females were cohered. Table 7 illustrates

the results of this type of analysis for the Austin 14 year o& sample.
Only the significant differences are indicated.

A similar type pf analysis was perfOrmed comparing from middle class
and low class backgrounds to see if there, were differences in their uni:
weighted scores. An example of thee analyses is illustrated_ in' Table 3.

The results of both of these types of analyses indicate that there are

some definite Sea pmd SES differences within the various age and.national

samples. These comparisons will yield a clear picture of the patterns of

coping in each of these samples.

Regression Analyses

Multiple regression analyses were performed using the SPSS regression

program. Ate unit- weighted scores were ireated as independent (predictor)

variables, along witi the aptitude scores (RAVEN), the student's educational
and. occupational aspiration scores, and the Peer Behavior Rating Scale

scores (BRS). Th.ree criterion variables were utilized: Matt'' achieve-

ment, Reading achievement, and GPA. the regression analyseswere performed

separately for each age group, wi hio/each country.
-

=Step 1: The first analyses sed the unit - weighted factor scores from

the following instruments as pre ictor variables: Sentence Completion,

Views of Life, Social Attitude Inv ry, and Occupational Values. The

children's educational and occupational aspiration scores were also entered

'hs predictors. Thecriterionpariables were Reading achievement, Math

achievement, and Grade PoinrAverage: The variables. were categorized

into =these three groups: 1) coping measures (SENCO, VOL, SAI); 2) Occu-

pational Values (OVAL); 3) Child's Aspirations (Ed. and 0cc. Aspir,):

The regression analyses treated all the variables in the first category
as a set of predictors, prior to testing the contribution of variables

from the second category. Likewise, the predictive power of all the 1

variables from both the first and second categories was tested before4khe

third-category variables were allowed to enter the equation. Thus, the

'variables from the first category were partialled out before the second
category was entered, and both categories were partialled before the
thifd category was considered.

ds a
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,The order of ttie categories followed this rationale: coping skills

first category) are the characteristics of primary interest in this
. study, so their full contribution to achievement needs to be identified.

Further more, if they are considered as deeply persistent tendencies,'
the product of life-long prior learning, they may be viewed as antel
cedents of Occupational interests and aspirAtions. Similarly, specific

' kinds of work-related interests and motives might' rationally be con;
sidered to precede, and to modify, the choice of a preferred career-

.
status level. In any event, Wtms4ver there might be a correlation of
career values with aspiration levels, it is of greatest interest to see
what particular career values are contributing to achievement, before
taking account Or the much more global index: aspiration level. In the

(
_ end, while it is recognized that there are intercorrelations among the

predictors, this order of analysis is likely to cast maximum light on
the relationship of,sfirst, coping'skills and then, career values, on
achievement. The order in which the variables were entered within each
category'was dependent on the partial correlattem for each variable;
that is, the variable with'the highest.partial correlation was entered
into the equation first, followed by the next highest, etc., until all
the'variables'for that categoriwere entered.

Several:successive' analyses of this type were done, maintaining

the category structure and eliminating from the equation those variables
that were not significant at the probability level of .05: An example

of thts procedure is as followS:

Consider that there is one criterion (Y) and 8 variables, in three
categories. Thus:

variable 1
variable 2
variable 3

variable 7
+ variable 8

Category 1 gory 2 CategoilY 3

Initially. the variables for the first category are co nsidered.

Their order of entr:. is based on the simple or partial correlation of the

variable. If there were, for example, three variables in c4egor) 1 with
the following:simple (whole) correaltion coefficients,

variable 1 = .15

variable 2 = .25

variable 3 = .11
4

then' the first variable to enter the equation would he variable 2, whiA
has highest simple correlation. Partial correlations would be computed

for variables 1 & 3 with variable 2 partialled out. (These partial Ar

correlations might be different from the simple correlation, due to
intercorrelations among the variables).. For example, the partial corre-

lations for the variables might be:
variable'l = .10
variable 3 = .11-

Variable 3 would be tine next variable to enter the equation since its

partial correlation istfie highest. [Note that for variable the partial'
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relation was less-than the simple correlation. This suggests that

variables 2 and 1 have some shared variance.] The last variable to

ent r into the equea on .1 . - 1. Theres-ultingeq-uation
from s part of the analysis would be:

Y [variable 2 + variable 3 + variable 1]

The second catetory of variables is nowfconsidere along with all

the variables from category 1 in the equation' The variables in category

2 are selected on the basis of their partial correlations, just as were
the variables in category 1. For example; if the, partial correlations

are:
variable 4 = .25

variable 5 = .30

variable 6 = .05

then, variable 5 would be the first to eilker the equation, partial corre-

lations wosld be recomputed, and the remaining variable with tne highest

partial correlation is entered, etc., until all variables in this category

are in the equation. The_resulting 'equation might look as follows:

Y = [variable 2 +.variable 3 + variable 1] + [variatle 5 +

variable 4 + variable 6]

Now the final, third category of variables is considered with all .

the previous variables in the equation. The third-category variables are

considered in the order of their partial correlation coefficients in the

same manner_as_the previous two categories.

The final equation from this type of analysis might rook as follows:

Y'= [variable 2 + variable 3 + varfablel] + [variable 5 +
variable 6 + variable 4] + [variable 7 + variable 83

The regression program computes' an F. test for each partial correla-

/tion, in order to assess the relative contribution each variablejkakes

to the prAibtion of the criterion. For example, based on the F tests,

theprobability that each variable is contributing significantly might

look as follows: o
I P

[I

-005*catetory 1 Variable 2
Variable 3 .070

Variable 1 .090

MC oategory 2 Variable S .05*

Variable 5 .04
. ariable 4 .13

category 3 [Variable 7 .01*

Variable .15

Note that only three variables, 2. 5, and 7, show significant pt\. --

dictive power, at or hevongi the .05,1evel of probability.]
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The regression analysis is then recomputed, using only the signif-
icant variables from category 1, and all of the variables in category 2
& 3. Thus, the following equaxion.will he considered:

Y = [variable 2] + [variable 4) + [variable 7)

variable5 variable 8
variable 6

All of the variAbles are considered from categories 2 and 3 because, by
taking out the non-significant variables from category 1, thtre may be
some additional variables in categories 2 and 3 whose partial correlations
may increase. In this second analysis, each category is considered
separately and the variables within each category are selected on the basis
of their new partial correlations. Following this analysis, the'signifi-
cant variables-from category 2,pre selected. For example, the. probabilities
for these variables might be:

p
category 1 Eariable 2 .005*

category 2 variable 3 :05*
variable 6 .05*
Variable 4 .13

category 3 variable 7 01*

variable 8
.

.15

Thus, two variables in category 2 are significant at the .05 level of
significance.

This analysis is then redone, using only the significant variables
in categories 1 and 2, and all the variables in category 3. The equation
for consideration is as follows:

Y = [variable 2] + [variable.5-4-yariable 6] + [variable 7]
+ variable 8]

This analysis is.done in a manner similar to the previous ones
retaining the category structure, and ordering the variables within
category 3 qp the basis of their new partial correlations. The
probability levels for this analysis might turn out to be:

P

cat or;: i :variable 2 .005*

category 2 [variable 5

[variable 6
.05*

.05*

category 3 [variable 7 .01*.

[variable 8 .15

(*These variables are significant at least atethe probability level
of .05.)
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From this analysis, the resulting final equation would be:

Y = [variable.2] + [variable 5 + variable 6] + [variable 7)

In this final equation, only the significant predictor variables from
-each category were retained.

'Suppression. There is one slightly complicating problem to these-
analyses. In most cases the procedure described above will result in a
regression equatiori, however, there is a possibility of suppression
effects in the data (Cohen Cohen, 1975). A suppression effect occurs
when two of the predictor variables share some p&rtion of the variance
which resultsin the combination the two variables being significant
when either one alone would not be significant/ There arik'several types
of supp ession, but the most common case (+called "classical!') is
depi ed in Figure 1.

X
1
, and X

2
= prediclorveTiablest

Figure lt. Classical Suppression,

% *.of
The variable X1 may be only moderately related to the criterion (area'
labeled "A"),

1
.hut when the common variance (area labeled "B") is sub-

.

. tracted from X22 there is a roportional increase in'the amount of
variance share .between X and the criterion. Thus, a variable (e.g., X

1
)

that would not be predict e by itself may be significant with the
inclusion,oflr, in the eq tiqn. Also, X2 will not be a predictor itself
of the crittoribn and,ther foie, will.not itself be significant. None-
theless, the combinatibb o these variables will result in X,being
significant. The otturrenc of cases'of suppression necessitate careful
-interpretation. In the nex section a particular case of suppreqpion
will be discussed (Tabtel0a).

Summary. Throughthis ty0eof regression analyses, the best pre-
dictors fr6m each category (Coping, Occupational Values, and Child's
Alipirations) were selected. These analyses represent the most efficient
predictive equation for each achievement criterion.
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. e
Step 2: .The.next step in the analysis s to use the significant

variables from the previous analysis (Step l), long ,,ith an apt::ude
measure (RAVEN), to predict the criterion.

The major purpose of this analysis was to examine the unique
and total variance contributed by the non-cognitive variables ( Coping.

Occupational Values, Child's Aspirations), selected from the pre-lous
analysis, and the variance contributed by the cognitive Aptitude meSsure:
First, a regress-ton-analysis was' one in which the Aptitude mealre was

)11entered into the equation prior o the non-cognitive Measures. 7:-Js,

the variabl,,s'oretconsidered in_ the following order:

1. .Aptitude (RAVEN)
2.° Coping 0

3. Occupational Values
4. Child's Aspiration

In this analysis, the Aptitude measure was partialled out .7'efore
.the contrihutio of the non-cognitive variables was tested. ircr this
analysis, the unique contribution. of the non cognitive variable:: '..as
ascertained by examining C2e change in the square of'the
correlation- coefficient (R ). As an example consider Table 9
Reading Achievement is the criterions Table 9 shows the rLsult, c: the
regression analysis. This table summarizes thet-egression for
part of Step 2'. This list of predictor variables is listed Vrit.:..:a'ven
just follo,ed by the coping and.motivacion.variables. An ; -test Is
computed for each variable. This is indicated in the table as yell as
the 0-obabi1ity of this F-value. Note that the F-value for Ra....er.. is

54.54 and the probability level is .001. Next; the multiple R Li given.
Notice that this increased as each v iahle was entered into t = equation.
The multiple R for all of the variables is .62. The R2 and R2 Ca-lge.are
also indicated in thistable. T40 R2 corresponds to the percent cf
variance rhk_ cam he attributed-to-'a variable or set of variable =. The
total R2 for. this equation is .38:,this.indicates that 37,' of t".1.

variance of Reading Achievement is accounted for by these variacl-s.
By looking at the R2 Change column the percent of variance can 'e found
for each Variable, for example, the percent of variance attribi.:,:: to
Raven is 23%.

Frem this table the- ique variance accounted for by the ce:cing
and motivation variables can be computed. The total Varemee, a, was
mentioned; is 387... The percent of variance accounted for by the
Raven uas 237. By subtracting the variance attributable to the .t7titude
measure (Raiven) from the total amount of variance, .the unique cc:-.:ribution

of the non-cognitive variables may he found. Thus, 38%-23 yiel., 15Z.
The Unique variance of Reading Achievement accounted for by tl-e rcm-
cognitive variables is equal to 15%, when Aptitude has been par.c!alled.

A similar analysis was done in which the variables were entered
in the following order 1(1) Coping, (2) Occupational Values, (3',
Aspiration and (4) Aptitude. Note 'that the difference in this enalysfs
is that. the Aptitude measure, Raven, is entered last. Table 1^, .ntains
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the results of this analysis. Most of the information in'this table
ar to that in Table 9. One particular aspect to notice is the

Suppression effect between OVAL 12 and OVAL 13. (See previous discussion
of :Suppression Effect's. ") The variable OVAL 12 unaears not to be
_particularly related to tZ criterion Reading Achievement, but it is
correlated -.3-3 with OVAL 13 creating a suppression effect with OVAL 13.

Thus, OVAL 13 which itself was not substantial) correlated with Reading
Achievement is now correlated significantly with the interplay between
both variahltis OVAL 12 and OVAL 13. The interpretation of these.
variables must consider the contribution of OVAL 13 to Reading.Achieve-
ment considering the variance partiallad from this variable by OVAL 12.
From a consideration of the'clescriptions and the negative relationship .

between OVAL 12 and OVAL 13. 4ildren who value independence do well -and
,

appear to be good readers. Also, from this analysis, the unique variance
attributable- to-the Aptitude measure could be computed in a manner
similat'to the previous analysis (in which the non-cognitive variables
were entered following Aptitude, in order to ascertain their unique
contribution). For .example, consider Table 10. with Reading Achievement
as the criterion, the total explained variance Cas 332, and the
variance accounted for by the non-cognitive variables was 23,.. Thus,

the uniqUe variance explained.by the Aptitude 7eafsure, with the non -

cognitive measures partialled,.is equal to 38%-23,:. Fifteen percent
of the variance in Reading Achievement was explained uniquely ,hy the Raven
Icot'e, in this sample. #

it is apparent that the suth of the unique variance of each
variable is not equal to the total variance (.112yah f R2y.a + R2),%11.and

+ 157). In the present set of data, this 4maining portion
of'the variance appears to he common or shared variance between both
predictor sets of variables, and the correlations with the criterion is ,

positive. Cohen & Cohen (1975) have 'Stated that this overlapping area
(frequentl refcrred to as commonality, cf., Lohnes & Cooley [19781)
should never he interpreted as proportion f variance because, in an

instance of suppression*,.thds area could have negative value (see p:

135, also, pp: 84-91). -iowevcr, Lohnes and Co ley have argued that the
joint variance (or commonality) among variable is the result' f

comnarlsons hetween models rather than the par tioning of variance for
4.singIL model and therefore, does not lead to the nonsensical negitivr
value. Also, they assert that information about the joint contributions
may he, helpful in explaining the criterion variance. It seems at this
time that it is best to report both of the unique variances and the
total "explained" variance, ncaing that the unique components do not
account for all of the criterion variance which the independent variables
pred;ct (see Tahle 11).

This t :pe of analysis yields an estimacion odf the unique variance
. to school achievement that-can be explained)hy both the cognitive

(Aptitude) and non-cognitive variables.
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Step 3. The analysis of these data is for explanatory as well as
predictive purposes. Because of the regression technique used to select
the best predictive equation (Step 1), 'some variables that might serve
explanatory. purposes could-be excluded from the equation because Jaf their
intercorrelation with variables already in the eqtlation. For exam.;:le.

Educational Aspiration may have a simple Correlation coefficient of ,30
with Reading Achievement; indicating that it is substantiallycorrelated
with the child's reading achievement. However, educational aspiration.
may also he correlated with a particular coping variable (see Figure 2).
`In the regression an4lysis, the variables are selected on the basi,. of .

heir additional pre fictive power (that is, by their partial correlation
coefficients). In t s example, when the coping variable enters te
equation, it partials ut some of the variance in,Reading Achievement
which is accounted for the child's educational aspiiation (Part A in
Figure 1). Thus, the par al correlation coefficient for educational
aspiration may be diminished; tat is, the remaining part of the nredictive
variance (Part B) contributed by the Educational Aspiration variably may
not he large enough to be significant.

Edu
Asp

Copingl

Variable

r

Reading Achvmst & Ed, Asp.
Reading Achvm't & Coping

Variable .42

Ed. Aspiration & Coping
Variable .62

Figure 2

Recognizing this posgibility,"some additional analyses were done
identify variables that might'be useful in order to provide the ';,:st
theoretical understanding of the relationship between coping and s,_.ccess
in School, even though they might have been dropped out in Steps 1 cr 2.
In Step 3. such variables are reconsidered tosee if they could hc.
theoretically useful. ,Variables were selected for reconsideration which
met one of two criteria.: 1)'either thir simple correlation with the
criterion variable had a probability greater than the .05 level, or 2)
their partial correlation was,significant at the .05 level, prior to
reduction due to correlation with another variable (as in the case
described.above). Table 12 is an example of this type of anal.sis.
Le;amining Reading Achievement' in one sample.

Three variables were foUnd to add explanatory power. (broug'n "A
this type of analySis. OVAL 11 and C(SC)1 each had partial correlations
that were significrit at the .05 level prior to the entry of C(SAI) i5
into the equation. These two variables (OVAL ll and C(SC)1,
to share some common prediceive variance with C(SAI) 25. OCC ."..S? also
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5

has a simple ortelation with Reading, significant beyond the .115
level. It appears to share variance with C(VOL)20, C(VOL)17, and ED ASP.

e-To illustrate the added e.Nplanatory power gained by retaining

variables. that pass this test, the retention of Occ.A,p.; Occupational
Aspiration level, tells something that 1,s not self-evidently apparent

when EDOASP, Educational Aspiration, is retained as a prediLtor of
Beading 4chievement. Ocs:upatioual and Educational Aspiration are
positively correlated. This makp$ either of them a fair-choice ctrr
defining the most economical eqqation for predicting readin4 Is in
Seep 1. However, they are not really the same phenomena,

"contributes somewhatdifferentl;to Reading Achievement. Most important
of'all. in describing the children who -.are good readers, it seems
additionally informative and useful to ret"frin the informition that they

not only are ambitious for high leveas, of schooling, but\also for high
levels of-occupational status.in later life.

*-1

rs-

-2*4-
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Table 1

UNROTATED FACTOR MATRIX OCCUPATIONAL VALUES

Stage-I

ENGLAND - 14 YEAR OLDS
Fctor 1
Loading.

Factor 2

Loading

Factor 3

Loading
Factor 4

Loading

Factor 5

Loading

Factor 6

Loading

Item

14 Altruism %438.* .195 .255 -.383 .467* -.149

15 Esthetic., -.201 , .077 -.560* -.258 .058 -.300

16 Independence .8 -.062 -. 541* .259 .314 .188

17 Management -.140 .118 .404* -.32$ .357 ';610*

18 Success -.195 -.213 .405* .476* .299 -.112

19 Self-Satisfaction .592* -.064 .222 -.208 .063 -.424*_

20 Intellectual .255 .694.* .171 .235 -.192
Stimulation

21 Creativity -.420* .506* -.193 .203 -.205 -.058

22 Security .2'39 ,2-.431* .407* .340 -.210 :241b7

23 Prestige -.gt3* '-.077 -.061 -.133 .224

,24 Economic Returns' -.596* -.471* 092 .201 .086

25 Surroundings ;14* -.399 -.202 .153 -.187 .288

26 Associates .562* -.371 -.077- -.082 .202

27 Variety .253 .644* .008 .350 -:011 .262,

28 Follow Father -.183 -.020 .242 -.414* -.680* .148

.

*These variables had a factor loading of .40 or better and were used to construct aunit
weighted score for each factor. See text for further explanation.
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'fr Table 2

EIGENVALUES FOR ENGLISH 14-EAR-OLDS

Factor

, -

,Fi^nvalues

1
*

* 2.48'

98 ASJ 3
1.65

- 4 ,1.30

, 5 . 1.22

6 1-.01

.11 '7 88
.

el 8 .86

-9 ;78

10 75

63

'12 . 57

13

14

15

,
*

4

Itt
4

S.
4 :ob

V

Perceftt of lariance

16.5

29.7
.

40.7

49.3

57.5

64 . 1

'0.1

75.3

81%:'

86..1

90.3

94.1

`97:3.

160.c)1

. ti

so.
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Table 3

Rotated Factor Matrix

FactoT 1

Loading
ENGLAND 14 YEAR 0EDS

Item

STAGE I

MCUPATIONA VALLE,S

Factor 2
Loading

Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor _1 Factor 6

Loading Loading Loading Loading

14 Altruism e059: .081 .766* -.061

15 Esthetics .-.129 -.217 -.038 -.657*
. .

16 Independence . .332 .025 -.135 -.217
v

17, Management- -.122 -.028' .049 .016

18 SuccesS -.263 -.119 -.074 .636*

19 Self-SaftsfactiOn .170 .035 .728* -.136
.

20 Intellectual -.158 .787* .118 . .036

.

Sttmllation
_ .4.rw

21 Creativity '7..418* .349 -!'417* -.235,
, .

22 Security .219 -.088 -.096 .(178*

23 Prestige
It

- .543* , -.437* -.246' -.1:12

24 Economic Returns ._ .185

,

-.5080 .-.499* 100

-25 Surroundings . .752* -.024 -.055 .107

26 '',Associ .760* -.109 .123 . -.138

27 Varie :01.5 .783* 7.060 -.018

'28 Follow Father .0/8 , -.058 .-.137 -.1O5

' .113 .263

.170- -.343

. .600* '- -.014

-.077 .884*

.286 .031

-.074 1.216

-.077 -.109

-.022 -.173

-.127 -.265
. -.
,

.068 x.053,

.001

08.056 -. 49

.094 -.061

.174 .1 1k3.:,

.'-.868:c .072
1.,,

* Theo vat-.11,1c5 had a fatot loading of .40 or.hecter and wrre.used to con,tru aduft
wein, hted ,( orp for cdch fnctor. See text for,furchvr explanotiou.,r



, Teble 4

z Relate-Factor Comparison analysis

OCCUPATIONAL VALUE

GtFetTIANY"- AUSTIN 14 YEAR OLDS

414.
Factor 1 Factor 2

AUSTIN

Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5 Factor I,

Factor 1 , 6 - -.81* -.01' .29 Al .09

Factor 2. 13 .07 ... .96* .13 -.18 Al

Factor 3 .60 - .13 -.21 . -.10 --:75 -.11
00

Factor 4. .15, .4" . . --.-16 .87* .1i .07

.11c-tor J .62 .. .35 . _ .04. -.34 . .5-4 .13 '

Factor 6
.(19 .11 # -.02 .04 .98*

Ish

* Indicates. cosines greater than or equal to .811 or -,80. See text for

further explanation.

4

po

4

10

a
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Table )5

OCCUP.\TTONAL VALLES

Stage III
(14 Year Olds)

11! NUMBER OF SIMILAR FACTORS (cosine >
(the maximum Kossible is 6)

A
C Y

.80)

Austin 6 6 4 .5 3 3 0

thicago -'6, 5 1 4 6 2 2

Yugoslavia . 3 . 3 1 3 1' 3

-Ge_rmany c- .2 3 : 3 2 1

. ,

Brazil '3 3 2

England 2 1

Mexico 0 2

Japan 2

Italy

f
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14

15

16

17

18

X19

20

21

22

23

24 24

26

27

28

Site

-Table 6

Item Comparison for.Austin 14 and Chicago 14

OCCUPATIONAL VALUES (Factor Loadings)-4

P

AUSTIN CHICAGO AUSTIN CHICAGO AUSTP: CHICAGO AUSTI!!-CHICAGO

V

AUSTIN CHICAGO

,VL

CHICAGO
Factor No.

Altruism

Esthetics

IndependIce

Management

Success

Self-Satis.

Intelf Stim.

CCreativity

.

Security

Prestige

Economic
Return-;

Surroundings

Associates."-e

Variety

Follow Father

1

.784 .806

.

.089)* .497

-.549 -.432
.

.578 (.358)

,
.

-.760 -.680

.692 -.759

.46t, (-.013)

41.4!10

-.4\51

.

(-.183)

.793

.

<

.706

( .123)
,

,

3

(-.2,77)

-.588

.649 .

. .

.714

\
.518

3

.

,:t

.

(-.281)

.819

..464

.

.

.771

2,

0

-.516

.747

(.249)

.755

.

4

I

1

:

1

i

.817 .760 1.

-.660 (-.259) 1

i

1

(-.161) -.439 ;

( -.456 !

_

,

r

.

4

X.
, N......

-.833 -.908

.457 (.376)

.

.

2.497- (.1()5)

..s

.

.

.

.

a

.

.

.

.907

6

.

-. 911

* These numbers in phrentheses arelthe corresponding loading #br each eountry-on those va(iabloes.that were not usedAn the unit weighted, scores,- -but load significantly in one country.
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Table 7

SIGNIFICANT SEX DIFFERENCES

AUSTIN - 14 Year Olds - Stage ,III

ir Probability
Level

C(SC)1-III F > M** Copes with Interpersonal Relations 2_ < .(101

'iC(SC)2-I P < M Copes with Anxiety <.003

C(SC)5- F> M Sieutral, not Hostile Affect toward
Interpersonal Relations; Copes
effectively with Authority with
neutral not hostile Affect < .053

,C(SC)7 F < ,M Copes with,Aggre-s-s1 p_ < .035

14
C(SC)10 F < Positive Attitude toward Task Achieve-

mentl; lacir of pOsitiye Affect toward,

Agressian <

i
OVAL L1 V1 F >. Valuers Altruism, Self-Satisfaction,

1 Associates; doesn't value Success,
Prestige, or Economic- Returns P < .001

OVAL 16-.0 F > M Doesn't value Following Father's
Occupation

2_ < .004

n
C(SAI)25 F > M Copes effectively (self-appraisal) .2 < .001

* 8/A (1-2.7:) of the significance tests were si ificant above chance.
This indicates these result's were not spurio s (cf. God'..:out, Marston,

Borich, Vaughan, 1977). 1

** F = Female. H= Male

An identical sex difference in both samples (Stages I and III)
n
ii.No comparable instrument in the other sample
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Table_ 8

SIGNIFICANT SES DUFERENCnS*

'AUSTIN - 14 Year olds STAGE III

C{SC)7 L> M ** Copes with Aggres

Probability
Let.el

R < .007

gOVAL 13-A L> M Values Security and Surroundings; doesn't
value Management -p e .005

n
C(VOL)20 L <M .4116ernal LocL14 of Control; freely expresses

and accepts emotions 1 p < .001

4

1

* 3/25 (127) of the significance tests were significant above chance.
This indicates the results may havr_? -,purious Go.Thout,

Boricn. Vaughan, 1977).

** L = Lower Class M Middle Class

.s
=
.

The SES difference on this factor is similar to one in the other ,

sample,

= NO comparable instrument in the other sample
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Table 4

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

1

AUSTIN - 10 YEARAILDS a CRITERION:, Reading Achievement '

Predictor.
Variables:*

a.

Multiple R R
2

Change

RAVEN 54.54 .001 .48 .23 .23

g(sco* 11.59 ..001 .53 .28 .05

C(SC)1 2.70 .102 .54 .29 .01

OVAL 11 3.40 .067 '.,,,5 .30 .01

OVAL 12 2.51 .115 .'56 .31 .009
-, -_. -...4.

- VIAL 13 5.87 .016.- ..58 .34 .02'

ED ASP 12.67 .001 .62 .38 .045

41/4 * See Ap1)pdix I for expetanationof factar names'

l I

a.

9

s
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Table 10a

Stage III )-

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

AUSTiN1,-.10 YEAR OLDS' CRTTEFIrTh: Reading Achievement

.Proctor
Vart014:

,...-!. C(SC)3-V

C(SC)1-III

OVAL 11

-,OVAL 12

-' OVAL 11

' i ED ASP

1 RAVEN
.

i

BRS

F o Multioh- Y.2 R
2

Change S

r

-44

5k .60

4.37

5.P1

2.91

6.34

12.51

.

43.56

21:35

:001

.038

.026

.09

.013

.001

.0,34.
.

.001

.

.28

.32

.36

.37

.41

.48
,

.62
.

.67

'.08

.10

:13

.14

:17

.23

.38

.

.08

.02

.02

.01,

.03

.06
,.

.../

.16

,4?.... 1 .641.....,444,0414,..

_

= An identical predictor or explanatory factor across
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Table 10b.

Stage III
t

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS,

4.

AUSTIN - 10 YEAR OLDS CRITERION: Reading Achievement

Predictor

Variables:

C(SC)3-V = Copes with Task Achievement

-

C(SC),1-III = topes with Interpersonal Relations

= Values Altruism and Intellectual Stimulation; doesn't
value Prestige, and Economic Returns.*

= Values Creativity; doesn't value.Self-Satisfactipn,
,Seca' c1 ty a,ru4 $44rmaw:U.4s : ,pf

=, "Values Independence; doesnit value Iht011ectual
Stimulation and Creativity.

= Educational Aspirations

RAVEN = Raven progressive Matrices

BRS =- Behavior Rating Scale

4

a

.

= An identical predictor or explanatory factor across samples.

Fdcturs' wnish Predict negatively are described in-terms of the
behavior this in4icates. T'he s4 Me fattor may'be described in
opposite - terms whet?' in some other analysis, it has a positive'
predietivptvaiue.
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Table 11

Unique and Total Variance of Achievement Variables

RAVEN (unique)

Coping and Motivation

TOTAL

(u9l2q:e)

READING . :LATA CPA

7 % 9.3; 2%

12.5% 13 % '24%

32 7, 37 % 38%

r.
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4#1

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

AUSTIN - 14 lipm OLDS CRITERION: Reading Achievement

Predictor
Variables* Multiple R R

2
R
2
Change

+ NVOLOO 16.89 .001 ..295, .087 .087

+ C(VOL)17 8 9.73 .002 .367 r .135 .048

+ C(SAI)25 9.45 .002 .424 .179 .045

- C(SC) 7 2.41 .,122 .436 .191 .011

+ C(SC) 4 5.71 .018 .465 .217 .026

+ ED ASP 7.35 °' .007 .499
.

.249
\

.032

+ RAVEN 17.12 .001 ..563 .317

,

.065

a.

Additional Explanatory Variables:

pr** r P__E._
.

+ OVAL 11 .14 .03

+ C(SC) 'I ,.17 .05

+ OCC :ASP .22 .05 i

* These variables were in the predictive equation from the previous
,anaj.vci.,.s of Step 1 and Step 2..

**Eartial correlation coefficient....
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BRAZIL` - 10 YEAR OLDS --RdkTS AND DISCUSSION

This section provides a detailed picture of-the doping patterns
associated with achievement in Brazilian 10 year'old students from the
1965 (Stage I) and 1968 (Stage III) samples. The results include factor
analyses-of the coping/motivation instruments: Sentence Completion,

'OcCupationalValues, and the Social Attitudes Inventory. (There is no
Views of Life instrument in the 10 year old samples, therefore-there is
no Table 8). The factor comparison fiAdings are presented, indicating
the degree of correspondence between the two samples of Brazilian
students. Sex and socioeconomic status difTerdbces are then described.
Finally,the regression analyses are delineated in erder,to show the
specific factors that predicted and ekplained achievement for'these
Students.

FACTOR ANALYSES

'N,..Sentence GompletiOn

Factor eV -gees of the Sentence Completion variables resulted, for
both Stages I ip ten factor's which accounted for a substantial

. percentage of the respectiNe variances,. These variab,;_es grouped primarily

according to behavior areas, i.e., task achievement variables loading on
one factor, authority variables on another. .The S.tage I analysis appears
in Table 1. here were five general factors: coping with anxiety,'aggres-..
sion, intefpersonal relations, authority, and task achiewement. All

included a lack of. negative affect in the respectve behavioral area.
Unit weights were constucted using those variables having a' factor load- 1
ing- < .40. .For exarriple, factor 1 consiotedlof ail five variables,

.4,zT

dqaling with coping with, anxiety,.'Factors 6 10 also tended to group
'variables according to subaspects of the separate behavioral areas.

4 r
The Stage III, factor analysis (Thle2j yield ed the same tendencies,

except that the authority variables split between factors 5:aad 6.

As thesefactor analyses appeared to be yielding similar results,
a comparison of the first five figors, which, report coping skills id
each of the behavioral areas, wa xamined (see Tabil 3). Factor 6 of
the Stage III analysis was.upe4 for the compirison, instead of 5; as it
was more similar to the "authority" factor o' Stage I.

The dcomparison of the Sentenc*e Completion factors4was made.on the
bdsis c an examination o4,their'factor content.' The percent Of'common
items fOr the five factors was 100%, 100%; 40%-; 100%, and 60%,
respeceively: In Case where less than 100% of the items were sillar,
the variables still loaded in the same direction, but'were not quite

of sufficient magnitude to be significant (see factors III and 'J in
Table 3). 'I% Factor III; for 'example, hostile.and depressiv, affect
inStage'III were both loaded very near .40. In sum; these factors

L258-
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were highly similar,across stages)rindicating a stable "Brazilian'
'construct system at age 10; that defined coping skill in the five areas,

,
separately. .

.

.

Occupational' Values

Factor analyses of the Occupational Values variables yielded six
factors in both Stages I and III, Once again, variables having a
loading < .40were.used to construct a unit weighted score for each
factor (see analyses in Ta'131,4 and

A comparison of the OCCupational Vanes.faCtors; accotding to the
Program REL6TE (Veldman,1967) is represented in Table 6. If the
comparison of the factors resulted in a REiATE value of .90 cells can

-be interpreted like a correlation coefficient), then the two factors.
Ire highly similar and they were called "identical".factors. It can
be seen that all six factors were "identical." Table 7,depicts the
item comparison for these faciors'across the two stages., The results
of this comparison indicated a time-stable construct system for
Brazilian 10 year old student's. '

Social Attitudes Inventory

A factor analysis bf. the Stage I Social Attitudes,Inventory (SAI)
instrument is illustrated in Table 9.' This wag a self-report measure of
coping effectiveness. Two factors emerged: positive coping, and

IN ineffective or defensive responding.

In Stage III, the SAI was an entirely different Oestionnaire. The
factor analysis is shown in Table 10, and two factors emerged. The
ifirst factor reported effeCtive coping in the behavior-areas of task
lachjevement, authority, and anxiety. The secondlreported coping in the

'-areas of aggression and interpersonal relations.

No comparison across stages was attempted.

SMT.IARY OF FACTOR COMPARISON ACROSS SAMPLES

The summary of the comparison of all factors from the first and
second samples is presented in Table 11. The comparison was made
between the Sentence Completion and Occupational Values instruments,
which werelsaministered to both samples. (The'SAI was re-designed for
the seconeeample.) Table 11 was designed to facilitate the general
comparability of the factor structures across the two samples., If a

,-factor in one sample had no 'corresponding factor in the other sample,
the factor retained its original designation. For example; the Sentence
Oompletion factor 6 of Stage I C(S06 had no comparable factor in the
second stage.

V 290.i



As mentioned previously, the compariFon of Sentence Completion
factdts was made on the basis of an examination of their'factor content
listed in Table 3. The first Five factors were very across
stages and were referred to as "identical" factors, teceivin; a Roman
numeral designation as indicated in Table 11.

The Occupational Values instrument was compared with the -KLATE
factdr comparisonsmethod. All six factors were "identical" (R:1;,it.
> .90) find received Roman numeral designations, in a manner
to the Sentence Completion. For example,, in Stage I, the last
Qccupational Values factor (OVAL 16) received a Roman numeral
This corresponded to OVAL 13 in Stage III.

Table 11 presents a summary of the factor com'arisons,,indioating
these factors that were similar across stages. The Brazilian 10 year
old sample included eleven identical factors`. Five of the ten Sentence
Completion factors were considered identical across the two stages. All
six Occupational Values factors were identical. Generally, these
results indicate that the factor structurep in the two samrles -ere very
similar; in that eleven df sixteen factors were identical. This stab-
ility. of factor structures, across samples is strong ev enc.= t"na: the

coping and motivation patterns represented by these f ctors are likely
to remain stable in the Brazilian 10 year.old student" populatiq .

SEX DIFFERE. ES.

Stage .1 sex differences are listed,rin Table 12. Males ter:3ed:to
report tYlemselves as coping more effectively with anxiety and task
achievement. Males also placed greater value on success and following
father's occupation, but valued esthetics less than did females. They
reported better overall copirig than the females on the self - report

questtonnaire (SAI). ,Females more than males valued altruis7.. esthetics,
self-sibisfActiOn and pleasant surroundings rather than prestige or
economic returns. Females also placed greater value on indep,ndence.

Stage III sex differences,(Table 13) indicated that female,i, valued -

intellectual challenge (i.e., intellectual stimulation) creativity, and
variety), and'self-satisfaction and success, but not ,ennomic rt,/zurns,

, presej.ge not management. Girls also preferred independence, and pheasant'
,associates to security.

(--
Two "identical') factors showed sex dgferences fer both sta-gest

Once again, ,females placed greater value On personal and Social areas
(i.e,*altruism, self-satisfaction, anxiety, .independence, anc

ssociates) and.less on such things as security, prestige, and *conomic
.... returns. There was a noticeably high percentage (44) of scx*differences

in Stage I. this,;-and the two sable factors across samples ne7;:idned
above, give evidence that sex differences are substantial among :razilian
10 year old students, especially in the selection of occupational values.
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SES DIFPEReNGES

Stage'I SES differences'are listed in Table 14. The middle class

coped mare effectively with anxiety and task achievemedt. They also
-placed greater value on success and self-satisfaction, and following
father's occupation.. The lower class placed more emphdsis on esthetics
and-management, and reported more defensive or non-effective coping ,

behavior.

Stage III results (Table 15Y showed only one SES Aifference. As
in Stage middle-claSs sudents'velued success more highly. but
not esthetics. Althouigh the percentage of SES differences was not
significant, and thus could be due to'chance, there was one identical
factor across sampleS, indicating stability for this particular factor.
In genefal. there appeared to be a tendency for the middle Alps to
be more pragmatic and to place more emphasis on concrete rewards.

SUMMARY OF REGRESSION ANALYSIS

Reading Achievement .

Predictors of reading achievemet for Stage I are listed in Table
16a and 16b. Cood readers'tended to cope well with anxiety, and to
value "success but not esthetics. They also had-higher occupational
aspirations. They reported more positive coping and less defenive
behavior. Aptitude and peer ratingp were also significant and important
predictors. In addition.' coping with authbrity through engagement and
positive affect, and, educational aspiration, correlated with'reading
achievement. '/

Good readers in Stage I.II (Tablei f7a and 17b) coped well with
interpersonal relations, and reported good coping in, the areas of task
achievement, authority, and anxiety: They also valued intellectual'
stimulation, creativity, variety, and success but not economic returns
or esthetics. The aptitude and peer rating measures were important
predictors. In addition, good readers tended'to cope better with anxiety
and task achievement and plhced hig1r value on 'success and self-satis-
faction, but not management.

A comparisOn of the,two stages shwed that uniyersal factors I
(coping with anxiety) and VIII tvaluing success but not esthetics) .

were common to good readers in both stages. 'Both self-report (SAT)
and peer report.(BRS) of coping effectiveness mere significant re-N
dictors of reading achievement in both stages,

-
as was aptitude.

.

Math Achievement
. /

There were no Sentence.Completi9p factors which' predicted math
achievement in Stdge 1.(Tables 18a-and 18b).. Goad readers did tend to
value Success,but not esthetics, and reported positive coping and lack
of defensive behavior. They also had higher educational and occupational
spirati on . The Raven and BRS were_ also important predictors. --.. -.

- .-
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, In Stage III (Tables 19a and 19b),.good readers differed from
poorer readers in affect toward task achievement. aggression, and,

t 'authority: They placed higher value on intellectual stipilation,!
creativity, variety, success, self-satieTaction. but.not economic
returns; management, and esthetics. On the self-report measure, good-
\readers indicated better coping with the, areas of task achievement,

authority, and anxiety. The Raven and BRS predictedlachieveent also. .

A

.The Raven, SAI (a different instruments but still a self-reptrt ,

coping effectiveness in both stages), and BRS were predicters for
both stages. The only other predictive factor common to both-stages
was valuing success bit not esthetics.

-Grade Point Average

Predictors-of CPA, in Stage I (Tables 20a and 20b) were the self-
report (SAI) and peer report (BRS) of copingeffectivenessl as_well as
the aptitude measure. In addition, valuing success but not esthetics
correlated with GPA. In Stage.III (Tables 21a and 21b) good readers
tended to cope better with interpersonal relations and had nigher
occupational aspirations than poor readers. Once again. the SAI. BRS.
and Raven were all significant predictors, common to both "saAlgs.

In Stage III (Tables 21a And 21b) sold re\adefs reported good coping
on the self-report measure.and'also indicated food coping with inter-
personal relgtions. Aptitude failed to be a significant predictor, but
peer ratings were a powerful prvdictor. Occupational aspirations was also

correlated with good grades.

Across 'stages only the peer ratingswas a consistent predictor of

grades.

In sum, both peer and self-reports of coping effectiveness were
important predictors of success in all three areas -- reading achievement,

math achievement, and GPA, fnr both stages. Aptituie was a predictor
f all criteria in both stages.excePt for Stage III CPA. Valuiri success

t not valuing esthetics was also a significant predictor for Al
iteria and stages lAvit one Stage III GPA.

PERCENTAGE OF VARIPCNCE

It is also important to co der the percent of variance acCouted
for by aptitude and coping/motivat'ol variables in accounting for

success on the criterion measures. llpese are listed in Table 22.

. * TINA aptitude measure accounted for 1-7Z of.the variance in both-
reading and math achievement, fbr both stages. However, aptitude only

accounted for 1-2% of the variance in GPA.

ti -262-
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iThe coping/motivation factors accounted for 8.of the variance
in reading achievement atr ss both stages. Th4y accounted for only
3% of'the variance in ma -achievement and GIIA for Stage I. However,
in Stage III.. the coping/motivation factors were very important
predictors of ma'th achievement (10.8%) and GPA (14.7%).

In Stage I, aptitude and coping factOrs, together, accounted for
7% of GPA.-10% of math aeWevement. and 22% of reading; in Stage III,
the clyrespon(lir proportions were 2f%, 20%N and 22:*

Lt appears that the coping/motivation factors-were in:deed
ilmpoitant. Especially in Stage III, they accounted for substantiala substaial
useftlpercentage ofethe variance in all three4riterion measures, much ,

more than aptitude,explaind.

1
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BRAZIL - 10 Year Olds

Item *

39 Att. - Authority

-41e .4tt.
.

Interpersorfal

Relations
41 Att. -.Task'Achievement

STAGE I

SENTENCE COMPLETION'

Ar

Loadiag%Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor ractor Factor Factor Factor Factor
1 2 1. 4. 5 6 7 H 9 10.

.078 1.038 .098 .045 -.033 .07T -.078 .692* --%13

-.021 .013 .059 .022 .080- ..012 -.086 ..104 .716* .106

.051. -.679', .207 .026 .0ii .063 -640 .314 .234

43 Ag,res n - Stance -.014 .781* .077 .081. -.031 .049 -.919 -.171. .041, ,483*
I

44 Aggreiaion -Engagement -1071 .607* .019. .042' -...110 .046 -.055 -.288 .062 ,572*
0

45 Aggression -doping Eff. .071 - ..939* .080 .092 .4044* *..001 -.003 .084 ':025 .063
.

46 Aggression -Negative Aff.-.160 -.904* -.095 r.095

47 Aigressi -Pos. Affect .160 .904* .095 . .095 .034',

48 Auhdrbty- Stance ,G.021 .0.28 .1-07- .578* -.028

49 Authority -Engagement -.031 .122 , .033 ,.288

50 Authority -Coping Eff.. .091 .100 .118 .903* -.003 -

51 Authority -Negative Aff. -:169 21 -.rol -.909* -.055

7:011. .004

.017 ,-.004

.006 .06'4

-.155 '.123

.010 .024

-.02? .005

-:'01.2 2256

.14Q .012 -.156

.189 4.311 .208-

.564* .032 -.031

.151' . .134 .100.

.009 .915-3);" .104

52 Authority -Neutral Aff. .158 .100' .123 ..9000 .051 -.001 .023 -.239, -.075 .-.095

53 Authority -Pos. Affect .013 /.051 -.085 -.091 .003/ -076 '' .764* .046 -.014

54 Anx.iety - Stance .914* .044 '.033 .029 .034 -.015 -.074 -.055 .061 _WO
155 Anxiety - Engagement :774 028 -.033 -.004 076 -.030. 1.060 -.G68 .126. .004

56 Anxiety - Coping Eff. .897* .056 .077 .086 .070 -.007 -.020 .023 '.008 j0

57 Anxiety - Negative. Aff. 7.908* -.088 -.048 -.131' -.026 .025 -.091 -.051 .065 :.027

58 Anxiety - Neutial Aff. .908* .088 .048 .121 .026 -.025 .091 .051 -.Q65 -.027I



411

STAGE I

SENTENCE COMPLETION

. Loadings
.)Table 1 (continued) , Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor°

6. ,

-:-

1

BRAZIL 10 Yeir Olds (Gantinued)
2 3 4 5

Item

.117 -.215 .145 .010 .09459 'Interpersonal Relations
7 Stance

60 '11'4 - Engagement -.018 -.1077 .160 .003 -.026

61 IPR- Coding Eff. .023 .065 .918* .070 -.016

'62 IPR- Negative Affict -.094 -.109 -.950t -.153, -.003

*3 IPR - Neutral Affect .081 .165 .866* .201 -.000

64 IPR - Positive Affect .015 .064. -.132 .007

65' Task Achievement -Stance .095 .012- -.018 .008 .906*

66 Task Ach. - Engagement .158 .05,7 -..056 -:039 .:747**

67 Task Ach. -'Coping Eff. .045 -.009 .025 .069 .902*

68 Task Ach. - Negative ff. -.050 .054 -.157 -.098 -.508*

69 Tisk Ach. - Neutral Aff. .072 -.OW .130 .027 .276

70 Tisk Ach. 7 Pos. Affect -.044 .014 :018 .100 .296:

7253

.035

-.021

'.043

-.116

..175

-.061

.109

-.167

.623*

-.92*

1609*

7 8. 9 10

.489* .175 -.103 .337

.845* .024 .-.074 .,125

.113 -.000 .074 .120

.116 .014 -.023 .000

.214 -.072 ,.054 -.132

,-.748* .134 -.074 :305

-.009. -.069 .041 -.006

-.012 -.085 -.024 -.203.

.011 .628 .056 .135

-.048 -.164 :.021, -.211

.022 .069 -.066 .035

.Q33 .129 .079 .256

* These vat-tables had a facueur loading of .40 or(hetter and were used to construct a unit weighted
score for each factor. See teNt for further explanation.
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Table 2

Stage III

SENTENCE COMPLETION

Loadings
1

FactoY Factor'Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor
b, 2 ; 3 4 5 6 7 8

BRAZIL 10 Year Olds

`Item

64 Task Achievement-Attitude .022

65 T.A. Stance .030

'66 Engagement -.088

67 T.A. - Aid/Advice .011

68 T.A. - Coping Effect .131

-.083

.075

.035

.056

.093
.

.047

.067

.167

.1"32

.066

69 T.A.. : Hostile Affect -.On. -.082 -.139

70 T.A. Depressive Aff. ,-.063 -.001 .083

71 T.A. - Neutral Aff. :084 -.034 -.027

72 T.A. - Positive Aff. .034 .152 ,102

73 Interpersonal Relatiorls -:040 .197 -.112
Attitude

74 I.R. - Stance -.005 -.019 .760*

75 I.R. -.Engagement -.027 .077 .880*

76 I.R. - Aid/Advice -.033 .093 .878*

77 I.R. - COping Effect .078 .064 .863*.

78 I.R. - Hostile Affect .053 -.033 -.296

79 I.R. - Depressive Aff. -.247- .082 -.348

80 I.R: Neutral Aff. .242 -.038 .525*

81 I.R. - Positive,Aff. -.000 .000 .000.

297

.180 -.276 -.028 -.084 ). .383

.932* ..067 -.064 .024 .073,

r891* .016 -.017 -.045 .012

.838* -.05/ -.019: .038 .041

.870* .072 .047 -.036 .082'

-.085 .023 -:032 -.068 -.684*

-.329 .200 -.022 -.207 -.239

.424* -.114 .052 .417* .g05*

'-.260 -.065 -.030 -.413* -.026

1 .011: .062 -.156 .020 -:027

.090 -.054 .072 .007 -.100

060' '.095 .004 -.020 .059

.162 .088 .016 -.001 .047

9 10

.016 :331

.011 .036

.002

-.010 -.006.

-.013 .04D

.229 -.165

-.212 ..382

.048 -.186

-.084 .051

.45Y .053

-.131 -.227

-.033 .110

-.041 .122

.072 .055 .026 1 .009 -.006 .319. -.041

.042 '-'.024 '-.022 -.008 .051 -.807* -.072

.131 .277 -.321 -.103 .009 .250 .490*

-.140 -.203 277 .089 -.049 .465* -.335

.000 .000 -.000 -.000 .000' -.000 -.000



Table 2 \(continued)

BRAZIL.- 10 Year Olds

STAGE III

SENTENCE COMPLETION

Loadings
Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor 'Factor Factor Factor Factor .

2 3 4 .5 6 7

p

8 9

Item

82 Authority - Attitutre '.00p .210 .316

83 Auth. - Stanck .026 .141 .084

84 Auth. - Engagement .057 .oft .063

85 Auth. - Aid/Advice -.017 079

86 Amth. - Coping Eff. .072 .141 -.041

87 Auth: - Hostile Aff. '-.001 -.059 .258

88 Auth. - Depress. Aff. -.066 -.048 -.195

89 Amth.,7Neutral, Aff. .064 .087 .006

90 Auth., - Positive Aff. -.000 .000 .000

91 Anxiety -.Attittide .008 -.048, .162

92 Anx. -4Stance .813* -.017 i-.02.4(

93 Anx. - Engagement , .840* .025 .010

94 Anx. - Aid/Advice .828* .009 .031

95 Anx. - Coping Eff. .852* .016 .015

96 Anx. - Hostile Aff. -.370 '-.064 .078

97.(Anx. - DepressiVe Aff. -.720* .029 -.076

98 Anx. - Neutrdi Aff. ..825* .b31 .001

99 Anx.' - Positive Aff. .010 -.171 .158

4

.023

..073

-.005

.94V9

-.010

-.057

.034

.008

.000

-.065

.054

.030

-.013'

.022

.028

-.015

.005

-.080

-.154 -.076 -.399. .316 .145 .3t3

.488* .595* -.018 -.150 .037 .001

....829* .235 .041 -.027. .039 .021

.827* .257 .033 -.011 .054 1 .014

(.334 .822* -.059 .264 .029 -.03;

-.218 -.184 .265 -.663* -.089 .188.

.009 Jt800* -.224 .242 .141 -.181

.144 .894* %030 .232 :-.073 .042

-.000 -.600 -.000 -.000 .000 -.000
,

-.431* .129 .003 -.043 .155 .416*

-.084 .028 -.018 -.114 -.136 -:040

.202 -.116 -.062 .085 -.084 .,. .107
. I

.204 -.113' -.031 .082 -.077 .105

-.002 .049 .066 .149 .199 -.073

-.337 .057 .097 -.266 -.377 -.048

.291 -.263 -.115 .140 .055 .100

-.076 .186 .026 .022 410 -.034

.264 .042 .148 .147 -.342 -.235
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Tables 2 (confirmed)

BRAZIL 10 Year Olds

Item

STAGE III

SENTENCE COMPLETION t ,

Loadings
Factor Factor FactorFactor Factor Factor

1 2 3.

AggreSsion - Stance .022

101 Agg. - Engagement -1051

102 Agg. - Aid/Advice -.054

103 Agg. Coping; Effect, 0A32
A

t 104 Agg. -.Hostile Aff. -.042

105 'Agg. Dcpressive:Aff. -.106

106 Agg. - Neutral Aff .119

407 Agg. PositiveAff.

.467* .020

.885* -.006

.862* -.016

.902.048

$1.688 -.021

-.168 -.264

.779* :206

0 0 0

Factor Facto'r Factor Factor
4 5 6 7 8 9 10

-.060 .081, .035 , .645* -.011 -.007 .051

.056 .089 -.030 -.146 .013 z-1.080 -.060

.037 .108 :.023 .208 .023 .043 -.037

.064 .109 \.100 -.076 . .047 -.056
-.f18 .026 ,,-.072 .57'3* .010 -.L03' .126

.092 .105 -.162' -261.8* .032 .060 -:314

.049 -.098 182' -.117 -.032 .057 .100

0 0 4 0 0 .o

ro

IOTA
A

*'Thee variables had a factor ibading of .40 or better and here used to construct a unit weightedscorlkfor each factor. See text'for further explanation.
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Table 3 N., ....-
.

.

ITEM COMPARISON FOR BRAZIL 10 YEAR OLDS - STAGES I'AND III - SENTENCE COMPLETION

BRAZIL

Factor No. .

*,,

I

tage
I

1

64 Task Achieyement

-Attitude
65 TA :- Stance

66..TA - Eng5ement

*67 TA .- Aid/Advice

68 TA - Coping Eff.

**69 TA - Hostile Aff.

**70 TA- Depress. Aff.
# .

71 TA"- Neutral Aff.

72 TA - Positive Aff.

. ,

(Factor Loadings)
II III IV ' V 1

.

-VI
S Stage Stage Stage Stage 'Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage

III I III I III I III I III I III
1 2 2 3 3 4 6 5-. 4

.,

-

...0

.91 .93

.75 .89

.84

.90 .87

-.51 (-.09)

(-.33)

(.28) .42

/

73 Interpersonal.
Rel. - attitude

.
.. .

7G IPR - Stance (.15) .76

75 IPR - Engagement (.46) .88

*76 IPR - Aid/Advice
,, .88

77 IPR - Coping Eff. .92 .86
I.

**78 IPR - Hostile Aff. % 2.95 (-.30) .

**79 IPR - Deuess.Aff. (-.35) 4. , 411 .
80 IPR - Neutral Aff. 187" .53

81 IPR :Positive Aff .

)4
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Table 3 (continued.)

4 ,
, .

...

I. II ITI IV
BRAZIL. Stage. Stage Stage Stage Stage lage 'Stage Stage' Stage 'Stage,

I III - I III yI I t: I TIT I' III
Factor .No, 1 -1 2 . 2 .

---.-4- v---- .

-.82 Authority - `Attitude - '
,

. .

' 83 Auth. - Stance 1

84 Auth. - EngagenTnt ,

*85 Auth. -4Aitd/Advise

86 Autfi. ,-- CoPingtff. .

**87 Auth. - Hostile Aff. '! .

Auth. - Depress. Aff.

3 '3 4 6 5 E 4

.4.

P .

9

w

'

.58

.90'

-.91'

.)

.60

.82

(-.18)',

-.?

89 6. -.Neutral Aff..
,

.90 Positive Aff.

kttitude.A91 Anxiety -

92 Anx. - Stahce

93 Anx. ngagement

*94 Anx..- Aid/Advice,

95 Anx.

**96.. x. - Hostile A7tf.

**97- Anx. #_ Depressive Aff.

.91A"

.83

.90 .85

-.91 :(7.31y,/

* -.72

-9,

'98 Anx. - Neutral Aff. .91, .83.

*99 Anx. - PositivIAff.

I a,
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INActor. No.

Table 3 (continued)
I II. III IV V

Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Itage
I III I III j III I *III I III:

'1 1, 2 2 3 3 ,4 6 5 $ . 4'

100 Aggression Stance

101 Agg. Engagement

*102 Agg- -.Aid/Advice

103 Agg. - Coping Eff.

Agg. - Hostile Aff.

P105 Agg. - Depress. Aff.

*106 Agg. - Neutral' Aff.

107 Agg:(4- Positive Aff.

'.78 .47

.89

.86

.94 .90

--.90, -.69

(,7.17)

.78

40-

.90

- IP

se This variable was only present in the Stage III instrument.
** - tn, the Stops. I instrument, both Dostile-and Depressive Afiet were scored as ont:'varIablv:,--

5 "Ncpritive Affect",
t
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BRAZIL - 10 Year Olds/
/.

Table 4

STAGE

0CCUPAtIOIiAL VALUES

Factor 11 Factor 12 _Factor 1,3 Factor 14 Factor 15 .Fac

Loadi.ng* Loading Loading Loading Loading Lda
br 16

Item

Altruism

Esthetics' 4

.615*

-.502*

14

.15

16 Independence , -.020

17 Mancaiiment .126

18 Success -.104

1, 19 Self-Satisfaction .566*
::.1

/4 20 Intellectual .128

St
*
imulation

21 Creativity -6210

.

-.131

-.175

. -.015

-.179

-.040
C

. -.107 -

.754*

.677*.:.

-22& Security .326 -.446*
.

23 Prestige -.,76* -.051

24. Economic Returns -.589* - -.307

25 -Surroundings .613* .-.129

26 Associates .316 -.209

27 Variety * '.023 = :733*

2H. Follow kahor .0.") -.0;7

4

.155 .037 -.327 -.065

-.579* .145 -.003 -.039

.02 .090 1 .149 .888*

.0 6 .085 -.819# -.157

.84 * .102 -.068 .031

.086 .150 .400* -.178

.034 .079 .200 -=.106

.114
.

-.205 .028 .088%

-.076 .176 .24Z -.278

.020 .158 .127-- .013

.149 .067 .149 -.279

-.097 .060 .163 ', -.000

,-,359 .162 ".202 )11.294

-.090 .233 - .011. -.072

-.019 -.NO* .054 -1.098.

* These variables had a 4(factor loading of .40 or betser 'and were used to nstruct a unit

weighted score for each factor. See text for fu her explanation.

/
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Table

STAGE III

1

OCCUPATIONAL VALUES

BRAZIL - 10 Year 014s

Factor 11
Loading

Factor 12
Loading

Factor 13
Loading

Factor 14
Loading

Factor 15

Loading
Factor 16
Loading

Ite* w
*

14 Altruism
,,, .719* %065 .039 -.038 .058 .073

15 Esthetics -.218 -.196 -.025 -.013 -.826* .065

16 Independence H.139 -.091 -.724* -.049 -.01) .251

17 7Management .020 -.031 .081 -.768* ..004 .025

18 Success -.200- -.024 .060 .456* .537* . 440*
.

.19 Self- Satisfaction ,.496* -.054 .097 .491* .258 -.165'

20 Inielleotual .' .243 .705* .032 .121 .041 .125
Stimulation -

.

21 Crqativity --".149 .583* ,.001 -.089 .238 -.055

22 Security .120 -.324 _)
.593* -.295 .069 .196

23 Prestige 1-.770* -.124 .034. 160 -.187 -.028:

24 Econdlic Returns -.593* =.420* .067 -.200 .288 'Allt,

25 Surroundings .:517* -.251 .12S .386 -.34. .153

26 Asliociates
. ,Ir.

. .176 -.229 -.570.* -.058 .088 -,052

27 Variety .
.763* .055 -.054 -.051 .073

.28 Follow. Father ,4'-.095 -.128 .096 .064 .028 -.909*
1 /-

* These variables had a kactor.loa n f .40 or, better and were used-to construct a unit weighted
861,te for each factor.: See text for. rther explanation.
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Table-, 6

-FACTOR COMPAR,I$ON FOR BRAZIL 3:0 YEAR OLDS'- STAGES I AND III - OCCUPATIONAL VALUES
.

A a I.
4

. STAGE I I I
.

Factors Factor 11 Factor 12
.

.

Factor 13

.
. .

Factor 14 Factor 15. Factor 16

11 .976** . -.014 . .031 :159 1.139'' -.039

12 .008 4 .996** -.049
.

'.066 -.028 -.OW

13 -.150----'' .028 .112 .143 .939** .247

14 .076 .014 ,049 -.022 -.24' %.96 **-

15 -.137 -.059' .177 .955** -.181 -.021

16 . -.008 , -.057 -.975** .190 .069 .072

Similar factors
** Neqtical factors

-
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Table 7 4

ITEM COMPARISON FOR BRAZIL 10 YEAR OLDS - STAGES I AND III'- OCCUPATIONAL VALUES'
'- (Factor Loadings)

'VT VII VIII IX
- XI

BRAZIL

Factor :ac).

Stage. Stage
I III

Stage

I

Stage
fir

Stage Stage :Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage. Stage

11 11 12 12 13 IS 14 15. , 14 .T6
13a

14 Altruism .62 .72

5 Esthetics -.50 (-.22)* --.58 -.83

16 Independence.
.89 .72

17 Management , / -.82 .7.77.

18 Success .84 .54 (.10) .44 ( -.07) .46

19 Self-Satis. .56 .y) .40 .49

20 Intell. Stim. .75 .71 .--

21 Creativity ..68 .58

22 Security -.45 (-.32) (-.28) -.59

23 Prestige -./8, -.77

24 Economic Ret. -.59 1-.59 (2-.31) -.42
\

25 Surroundings .61. .52 .., r.

26 Aisociatei
(.29) .57

27 Variety :73 .76

28 Follow Father --i -.96 -.91 ...

. -'4
* These numbers in paredtheses are the corresponding loading for each country on those variables that

were not used in the unit . weighted scores, but load Significantly In oi4e country.
a

Tie signs in this. factor have been reversed as tbe factors are mirror images.'See text for further

a06
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Table 9

STAGE I

SOCIAL ATTITUDES INVENTORY

Loadings

BRAZIL - 10 Year Olds Factor 17 Factor 18

Sub-Scores

1 Active Coping .824* .068-

Z Pasive Coping .835* .038-

3 Active' Defensive t -.089 .. .872;

4 Passfve Defensive .345 .628*
.

4

t
a

I

J

* TilNelse Variablelphad a or loading of .40 or setter aid were used

to 'Construct a nit yeighie 'score for each factOr. See' te,q for

:41
further explanation.

-275-
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Table 10

STAGE III

SOCIAL ATTITUDES INVENTORY.

BRAZIL - 10 Year Olds Fac..toi Loading

Factor 17:! Factor lm
,f

37. Task Achitvement .67510c .141

38 Authority .605 4ft .320

39 Aggression :209 .597*

40 Interpersona14 Relations .230 .696*
:).

41 Anxiety .490* .033

* These variables had a fa for loading of .40 or better and were
used to cRnstruct a unit-weighted score for each fa,ctor. See

text for further explanation:

ONO
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SEAM - 10 Year Ids

Table 11

COMPARISON OP FACTORS ACROSS SA:TIE:5

COMMON FACTORS
s

New Factor Factor Stage I Stage III
. 'Designation Abbre- Desig- Desig-

suatton nation nation MATE

I C(SC) I* 1* Co s with Anxiety --
II C(SC) '2' 2 Cop s with Aggression

.....---....

III C(SC)` 3 3 Cop with Interperkena). Relations
'IV C(SC) 4 6 Copes with Authchity .

a.
V ...

C(SC) 5 4 Copes ..ith Task Achievement

VI OVAL 11 11 ValuesAAltruism, Self-Satisfaction and Surroundings; doe4p't
value Trestige and Economic Returns. (Does not value
Esthetics.)**

VII ,,OVAL 12 12 Values Intellectual Stimulation, Creativity, and Varlet,.
(doesn't value Securitv.ane Economic Returns).%III CV 13 15' Values Success' doecn't value Estrictics.

It VAL 14 16 Doesn't value Following Father; (values SuCcess).
X OVAL 15 ' 14/ Values Self-Satisfaction; doesn't v11-e man,-eat. dr

(Values Success.)
1XI +NAL 16 13 Values Independence (values Surrounding; doesn't value

Security).

IP
LNIQCE FACTORS

Factor Stage I Stage III eAbbre- Desig-' Desig-
!__ Ylltion_e nation_ nation_ NAME _

L(SC) 6 Positive or :Native! not :ieutral Affect toward res..
Achievement. (

C(SC) 7 ,

Copes with /nteropersonal Relations'via'Stance aP
Engagement, without Posit lee Affect.

l'. C(SC) 8 - Engagement of Authority with Positive Affect.
C(SC) 9 ..

Popitive Attitudes toward Authority and ,listerpetsonal
Relations -

C(SC) 10 - Copts with Aggression via Stance and Engagement A
1 C(SC), . 5 Copes with Authority via Stance, Engagement; does not

seek Aid/Advice, wish Negative Attitude toward. Anxiety.C(SC)
Neutrfl, not Positive Affect toward Task Achievement;
opes with _Aggression via Stance with Hostile, notA

' Depriallglee Affect.
g(SC) 8 t 4 tral, not Hostile Affecr toward Task Achievement,,

n Hostile Affect toward Authority.
C(SC) i S Positive Attitude, with Neutral, not Hostile Affect

11 toward, Interpersonal Relations.

i
C(SC)

r 10 Depressive Affect toward Interpersonal Relations;
Posit4ve Attitude toward Anxiety.

:nese numb* pear in the Factor Analysis Tables 2, 4, 5.9* the variabkes i parentheses only appear in one of the factere.

I
I
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Table 12

SIGNIFICANT, SEX DIFFERENCES*

BRAZIL - 10 Year Olds -.STAGE I

rt

9pC)1 -I 1.< M **

"at

Probabili
Level

Copes effectively with Anxiety via
Stance & Engagement with neutral
not' negative Affect P .o61

C(SC)5-V _F< M Copes effectively 'with Task. Achieve-
ment via Stance &'Engagement with-

. out negative Affect ' p < .025
*-.

C(SC)6 F > -M Negative & positive? not neutral
-NAffect towards Task Achipvment p < .03'

i
OVAL 11-VI F> M

4 -fr

OVAL 13-VIII F< M

Values Altruism, Esthetics, Self-

.
satisfaction, & Surroundings;
doesn't. value Prestige & Economic

Returns.

glues Success; doesn't va
Esthetics,

OPAL 14-IX F< M Follows Father
i
0 AL 16-XI F> M Values Independence

n
C(SAI)17 F< M, Self-report of good coping

v

<.0n1

<

:000021

p < .00:

p .01a

O

8/18 (44%) of the.significance tests were significant above :fiance.
This indicates these iesuits were "snot spurious (cf. Godbout,

" Marston, Bdrich, Vaughan, 1977).

.** F = Female Majt

i
.

:
, .

. An identical sex'difierence in both sa7oles (Silages.I e:-- 171)

= No comparable instrument in the other sample.

C

t

-278-
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Table 13

SIGNIFICX&T SEX DIFFERENCES*

BRAZIL - 10 Year Olds L- STAGE III

s

-/

Probability
Level

i
OVA': 11-VI F > M** Values Altruism, Self-satisfaction,

and Surroundings; does not valu Prestige
& Economic Returns E <.001

OVAL-12-VII F>M Values Intellectual Stimulation,
Creativity, & Variety; doesn't Value

. 72) Economic Returns.
i
OVAL 13-XI F>M Values Independence & Assosiates;

doesn't value Sec4rity p'<.03

OVAL 14-X F>M Values Success & Self-satisfaction;
doesn't value Management.

06

-

L/18 (22%) of thio significance tests were significant above dance.
This indicates these results wire'not spurious (cf. Godbout, Marston,

Borich, Vaughan, 1977).

F = Female M fl- Male

- An identical sex difference in both samples (Stages I and III)

f-N

I
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Table 14

SIGNIFICANT SES DIFFERENCES*

BRAZIL - 10 Year.Olds - STAGE I

I

.

Probability,
,Level

C(SC)1-J I.,< M** Copes effectively with Anxiety via Stance
.

& Engagement with neutral, not negative
Affect IL< .001

£(SC)5 -V L4 ,Copes effectively with Task Achievement
via Stance & Engagement, withoUt negative
Affect p < .02

'OVAL 13-VIII L <14

OIAL 14 -IX L

Values Success; Aesn't value Esthetics p .001

Follows Father p .001

OVAL 15-X L <14 Values Self-Satisfaction; doesn't value

Manaffement : p < .005

41C(SAI)18 1> M Self-report of defensive coping p .025'

is

* 6/48 <332) of the significance tests were significgnt above chance.
This indicates these results were not spurious (cf. Godbout, Marston,
Borich, Vaughan, 1977): -a

** L. = Lower Cla-ss = Middle Class

i
= An identical SES difference in both samples (Stages I andIII)

= No comparable.instrument in thd other sample.

-280-
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Tabke 15-"

SIGNIFICANT StS' DIFFERENCES*

BRAZIL - 10 Year,Olds'-' STAGE III

2
Probability

Level

1OVAL 15-VIII, L <M** Values Success; doesn't value
Esthetics p <o038

*

* *

1/18 (6%) Of the significance tests were significant above chance.
This indicates the results may have been spurious (cf. Godbout,
Marston, Borich, Vaughan, 1977).

L = Lower Class M = Middle Class

= An identical SES difference in-both samples (Stages I and III)
P /

-281-
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Table 16a.

STAGE I

REGRESSION ANALYSTS

BRAZIL - 10Year Olds CRITERION: Reading Achievement

* PredIctor
Variables: F p Multiple R R

2
R
2,

Change

s.
n
-C(SAI)18

n.
C(SAI)17

C(SC)1-I

OVAL 13-VIII

OCC ASP

i
RAVEN.

i
BRS

14.80

17:71-

4.35

4,08

13.20

32.40

26.61

*

.001 -

.001

.038

.044

1.001 -
.

.001

.001

.21

.30

.32

.34

.38

.47

:52

f

5

.04

.09

.19

.11

.15

.22.,

.27

'.04

"'".7

.05

.01

.01

.03

.07

.05

40

*

Additional Explanatory.Variables:

pr P

C(SC)8

ED. ASP
I

.21 .001

r

n
= No comparable instrument in the other sample

= An idiptical preditiOr or explanatory factor across samples

y

.12 .05

I.

31 4
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BRAZIy. 10

Predictoz
Vaiables:

-
n
C(SAIS18*

naSAI)17

C(SC)1-I

i0VAL 13-VIII=

Tab]. 16b.

Stage I'

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

War 0140

0CC ASP

i
RAVEN

BRS

CRyrERION:- Reading

Does not show defensive behaviot

CoPes% effecitvlv

Copes with Anxiety

Values Succep-S; no5 Esthetics

Occupational Aspiration

Raven Progressive Matrices

Behavior Rating Scale

Additional Explariatory Variables:

C(§C)8 = Engages Authority with Positive Affect

ED ASP = Educational Aspiration

0

0

Achievement

4

4.1

n °

0 No coMparable-instrument in the other simple
i4

4 ,

di ki idenCipsa. predictor or-explanatory factor across samples
*

Factors which predict are described in terms of the
behavior this .1,mdicaiei. e _same factor may be described in
oppositmieram Ihdn, in-some ocher aaalysis, it has a -positive

value.
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Table 17s.

STAGE III

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

BRAZIL - 10 Year Olds, C TERION: Reading Achievement

Predictor
Variables: F p Multiple R

2'
R
2 Chaue

C(SC) 3-III

OVAL 12-VII

i0VAL 15-VIII

'RAVEN .

NS

10.07 4, .002 .26

x.66. .02 .33

5.21 .02 .37

4.28 .04 .41

8.70. .004 .47
(

..11.10 ..... .001 .53

Additional Explanatory Variables:

pr ..

.07

.11

.14

.07

.04

.03
..!

.17 .03

.22 .05

.28 .06 .

-...\\

a

r p

I

i
C(SC)1-I

I

C(SCA-V

OVAL'14-X '.18

.20

.17

.

'

.05

.05

.05

i
J .

An identical predictor or explanatory factor across samples
/.n'

No compardble instrument in the othe;t* rmple

s

4to T .
-284-
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Table 17b.-

1,tage,III

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

BRAZIL - 10 Yeaf Olds CRITERION: #tading AchieyRment

-Predictor
Variables:

1
C(SAI)17 = Copes effectively

C(SC)3-III = Copes with Interpersonal Relations

OVAL 12-VII= Values Intellectual-Stftulation, Creativity, and
Variety; doesn't value Economic Returns

i
OVAL 15-VIII =.Values Success not Esthetics

. 1RAVEN . = Raven Progressive Matrices

BRS = Behavior Rating Scale

S

Additional Explanatory Variables:

i
C(SC)1-I = Copes with Anxiety wi61 Neutral Affect

C(SC)4-V = Copes with Task Achievement

Jt

OVAL 16-x - Values Succeis and Self-Satisfaction; doesn't value
Management

= No comparable instrument in the other sample

= An identical predictor or explanatory factor-cross samples

4

-285-
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IIRAZIL 10, Year Olds

Table 18a.

STAGE I

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

\, CRITERION: Math Achieverent

Predictor
Vartabldf:

" '

-C(SAI)18

C(SAI)17

ED AP

1
RAVEN

-US

1

Multiple R

7

5.54

-8.55

13.18

31.62

. .006

.019

.004

.001

.001

.15

.19

.25

.31

.42

.

AdditiVnal Explanatory Variables:

R
2

R
2
Change

.02 .02

.04 --- .02

.06 .02

.10

1.18 .08

.
. pr_ p r p

L_
MAL 13-VIII ' . :13 .05

OCC. ASP. .13 .014

n.
No cortai4le instrument in the other #ample

i
An identical predictor or explanatory factar acvoss samples

-286-..
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Table 18b.

Stage/I

DESCRIPTION OF MEG ESSION FACTORS

BgAZIL- 10 Year Olds

Predictor
Variables:

7
n
CSSA/)18*

hC(SAI)17

ED ASP

RAVEN

I RS

=

CRITERION: !4th Achievement

Dogs not show defensive behavior

Copes effectively

Educational Aspiration

Raven Progressive Matrices

Behaviors Rating Scale

Additional pplanatory Variables:

. OVAL 13 -Vhf = Values Success; not Eithetics

OCC ASP = Occupational Aspiration

n
No comparable instrument in the other sample

= An idestical predictor or explanatory factor across samples

= Factors which predict negativejy are described in terms of t4
behavior this indicates. The same factor may be described in

opposite terms when, in some other analysis, it has a predictive
value.

r

=287-i
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BRAZIL'.- 10 Year Olds

4

1 Table 19a.

STAGE III

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

CRITERION: Math Achievement'

Predictor
-Variables; F P

nC(SC)17 6.07
's
02

C(SC)7 4.37 .64

./

-C(SC)8 5.20 .02

OVAL 12-VII 5.32 .02

iRAVEN 9.75 .002

113RS.
7.35 .01

Additional Explanatory Variables:

pr

OVAL 14-X

'1
OVAL 15 -VIII

Multiple R

.21

'.27

.33

.38

.49

.

p

1.

k

r

:04 .04

.07 .03.

.11 .03

.14 .03

124 .04

R? R
2
Change

.20 .06

10 comparable instrument in the other sample

i
- An identical- predictor or explanatory factor across samples

At"--"-'

.19

.17

P

:05

.05

-28p-



Table 19b.

Stage III

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

BRAZII-, 10 Year Olds

' Predictor
Variables:

ILIC(SC)17
=

C(SC)7

-C(SC)49* =

OVAL -12 -VII=

i
RAVEN = Raven Progressive.; Matrices

CRITERION: Math Achievement

Copes, ef fecitvely

Neutral, not Positive Aff;ct toward Task Achievemeaamit

confronts Aggression. with Hostility, not Depressitle
Affect.

//
Neutral, not Hostile Affect toward Task Achievement,'
not Hostile Affect toward Authority.

Values Intellectual Stimulation, -Creativity and Variety;
"Wes not value Economic Returns.

BRS = Behavior Rating Scale

t

Additional Explanatory Variables:

.1*

OVAL 14'X = Valuft Occess and Self-Satisfaction, does not value
Management.

fOVAL 15-VIII= Values Succeis not Eathetics.

f )

a

parable InstAoment j.n.the other sample

An identical predictor or explanatory factor across'samples

* s 'actors which predict negatively are described in terms of the
-behavior this tdicates. The same factor may be desitibed in
opposite terms whents:

T
some other analysis, it has a.posi'tive

predictive Value.
.

.
.-289- l
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Table 20a.

STAGE.I

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

BRAZIL -19 Year Olds CRITERION: GRADE POINT AVERAGE
I

Predictor
Variables:, , F ' p ,Multiple R R

2
R
2
Change

n
C(SAI)17 9.59 .002 .17

l
.03 .03

n
C(SAI)18 6.72 .010 .22 .05 .02

RAVEN 7.25 .007 .26 .07 .02

i
BRS 156.98 .001 .60 .37 .30

Additional Explanatory Variables:
ti

pr p r p

OVAL .11 .05 .

No comparable instrument in the other sample

An identical predictor or explanatory factor across samples



I'

Table 20b.

Stage I

DESCRIPTION OF RECRESSION FACTORS/

BRAZIL - 10 Year Olds

Predictor
Variables:1

(SAI)17 = Copes effectively

CRITERION:- Grade Point Average
%

.

C(SAI)18*= Does not show defensive behavior

.RAVEN = Raved Progressive Matrices

i
BRS = Behavior Rating Scale

Additional Explanatory Variables:

.OVAL 13-VIII = Values Success; not Esthetics-,

No comparable instrument in the other sample

'Ain identical predictor or explanatory factor across samples

*
s Factors which. predict negatively are described in terms of the

behavior Ibis indicates. The same factor mdy be described in

opposit# terms when, in some other analysis, it has a p8sitive

predictive value.
-291-
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BRAZIL - 10 Year Olds
.,,

CRI ERION: Grade Point Avern.-I.

%

Predictor I

Variables: F p Multiple R R
2

R
2
Chan:

nC(SA.1)17

C(SC)34III

RAVEN

'liable 21a.

STAGE III

RF,GRF,.5SION ANALYSIS'

B RS

`4J
16.65 1.001 .33 .11 .11

14.85 .001 .44 . 020 S.09
. .

1.39 :.24 '(NS) .45 .21 .01

17,.97 ;.001, .55 .30 .09

I

fi

I

Additional Explanatory Variablks:

Pr.

TIC(SA1)18 :18 .05

0CC ASP. .21 .05

No comparable instrument in the other sample

An identical predict?r or explanatory factor across samples

324



Table 21b.

Stage III

DESCRIPTION OF, REGRESSION FACTORS

BRAZIL -.10 Year Olds

tr.

dr.

CRITERION: GradePoint Average

Predictive
Variables:

4*.

n
C(SAI.)17

C(SC)3-III

. RAVEN

i
BRS

A

Copes effectively.(with Task Achievement, Authority,

and Anxiety)
Copes with Interpersonal Relations with Neutral Affect

= Raven Progressive Matrices

= Behhvior Rating Scale

Additional Explanatory Variables:

nC(SAPI8

OCC.ASP

= Copes effectively (with Aggression and "rpersonal
Relations 0

= Occupational Aspirations '

n

4

= No comparable instrument'in the other sample
i
sw An identical predictor or explanatory factor across samples

-29.3-
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Table 22

PERCENT OF VARIANCE EXPLAINED

BRAZIL - 10 Year Olds - Stage.I

V

Reading Achievement Math Achievement GPA

Aptitude (unique)

Coping/Motivation (unique) .

7%

87e

4%

3.2%

2%

3.3%

Total 22% 10% - 7%

BRAZIL -,-10 Year Olds - Stage III

Aptitude (unique) 57. 6% 1%

Coping/MotivatiOn (unique) 8.7% 7:10.8% 14.7%

I
Total 22% 20% , 217.

Table 23

CORRELATIONS AMONG THE CRITERIA

BRAZIL - 10 Year Olds - Stage I

Reading Achievement Math Achievement GPA

Reading

Math .27 .40

CPA .35

BRAZIL - 10 Yea Olds - stake III

Reading

)4ath- ,32 .34

CPA .27 '
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BRAZIL - 14 YEAR OLDS - RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The findings presented in this section provide a dtCailed
picture of the coping patterns that were associated with achievement '

in.Brazilian students in both the-1$65 (Stage I) and 1968 (Stage III)
. samples. The results include the factor analysis of the coping/

motivational instrument,: S.entence Completion, Views of Life,
Occupational Values, apd the Social Attitudes Inventory. The factor
comparison findings iddicate the degree of correspondence between
the two samples of Brazilian students. Sex and socioeconomic status
differences are then described. Finally, the regression analyses
show the specific factors that predict and explain achievement for
these students.

FACTOR ANALYSES

Sentence Completion

The Sentence Completion factored into 10.factors in both samples.
The results of the first sample are presented in Table 1. The .factors
were generally composed of the coping styles; that is, engagement,
along with coping effectiveness and the affect scores for each behavioral
area. Thus, several of the factors can be titled coping with aggression,
authority, anxiety, interpersonal relations, and task achievement. The

other factors included the attitude items and certain sub-sets of
variables within ape or another behavioral areas.

The factor analysis results for the second sample are presented
in Table 2. The variables in4his sample also clustered according to
the five behavioral areas: aggression, authority, anxiety, interpersonal
relations, and task achievement.'

The comparison of the factor structures appears in Table 3. This
table-presents-only the fictors that were clearly similar. For the

Brazilian samples, the factor structures appear to be very similar when
one compares those major factors that corresponded to the five behavioral
areas. In generall the factors structures of the two samples were quite
similar.

Occupational Values

The factor analysis for the first sample is presented in Table 4.
The Occupational:Values-instrument factored into six factors.

The second sample factored info six factors, also, as shown in
Table 5.
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Table 6 shows the factor comparison of the first and second_-

samples. This comPrison 'shows that all factors were similar in
the'two samples; that is, all six factors resulted in a cosine of
.80 or better: Table 7 shows the item comparison of all the similar
factors. From this table it can be seen that there was a else
correspondence of,nctorcontent in the two samples.

Views of Life

The Views bf Life was-administered only to students in the second
sample. This instrument factored into 8 factors which are presented
in Table 8.

Social Attitudes Inventory
.

The resulteh,bf the Social Attitudes Inventoty (I) administered to
the first sample is provided in Table 9. This instrument factored into
two factors,, the first of which is good coping, and the second,}
Aefensive respondiAg.

The factor analysis of'thekocial Attitudes Inventory (III) in the
second sample idAllustrated in Table 10. The analysis resulted in oneA
factor; that is, children's reports of their coping behavior clustered A"

on one main factbry/suggesting that they tended to report coping
abilities in all five.behavOral a as in a similar manner. Since these
were different instruments no far comparison was attempted.

-SU MMARY OF FACTOR COMPARISON ACROSS STAGES

The complete comparison of all of the Sentence Completion and
Occupational Values factors from Stage I and Stage III is presented In
Table 41. (The other instruments wete noe administered to both samples,
therefore no comparison could be made.) If a factor received a value
of .9 or better on the comparison analysis, this indicates that the
factors were very similar in their item content. In many cases the
factors were almost identical. If two factors in both Stages tere
this similar they were called "universal" factors and were given a
Roman nume;a1 designation. 11f the factors were not "iaenticaIZ but

, still very similar (a Relate value of .8 tb .9), then they recilved an
alphabetic designition and were called "similar" factor-S. In thp
Sentence Completion, only "universal" factors are shown since the
RELATE program for exact statistical comparison could not be used. In
the Brazil 14-year-old sample, five of the 10 Sientence Completion
factors were universal across the two stages, and.5 of the 6 Occupational
ValUes factors were universal across the two stages. The other Octu-
patlonal'Values factor was simAlar in the two stages. The factor
structures in these two samples were, in general,-very similar. This
stability of factor structures across samples indicates that these
coping dimensions probably are fairly stable across time in the
Brazilian 14-year-bld population.

3 ,2'S
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SEX DIFFgRERCES

1

In the Stage I Brazilian 14- year -old. sample (Table lit, males
. tended to be more effective than femalesat Coping with aggression,

anxiety, authority, and interpersonal relations. Of th- 8 tests,
there were 8 sighificant sex differences. Females t get
higher scores than males on positive affect towards y figures.
As tnOccupational Values, males valued .success and nomic returns
ra ther than esthetics,,more than didfemales. Males More than
females also malued fatherland not caring so much about
having pleasant associates.

In the second sample (Stage III) of the Brazilian 14 year-olds
.

(Table ) here were 10.significant sex differences.in the 25 tests.
%ales "'Wed to cope better than females with anxiety, aggfession and
authority. Females had more affective respapses than males with regard

. to these behavioral areas. On OccupatioAalValugs, females wiped_ more
than males altiuism, self-satisfaction and pleasant surroundings., as
opposed to creativity, prestige and econqpic returns. Females valued ,

independence and pleasant associates more than males. Males, more than
females, placed value upon following father and on-job security. On
the Views of Life, males preferred self-initiative and earned status; ,

and they had A Okne positive self-concept than females. Females, kw-
ever, on the Social Attitudes Inventory reported a greater ability'to b_

,.

:::ped-more
gffecti

'There wee three universal coping factors that showed consistent

with anxiety, aggression, and authority than
111

cepe

effectively than males. (This 'contrasts with their poorer showing
"on the Sentence Completion.)

sex differens acro s both stages on the Sentence Completion. Males

.

.

fe les.in.both of these' Brazilian 14-year-old spies. There was only I

o

one consistent sex difference across stages ffr Occupational Values; it
showed males were morelikely-than females to foilow father.

4

SES DIFFERENCES,

he StageI sample there were 7 Social class differences out
o ible ones. Middle class students coped afore effectively with
aggression than lower class students,r and they also showed more emotion
abouCtesk achievemint. Lower class students coped better with anxiety
and expressed sore positive attitudes toward authority and interpersonal
relations.

'Or In Occupational Values, middle class students-iralued 'following
father, and independente, more than lower class students. The lower

. tasks* students tralued pleas401 associates more thin middle class
studentar'On the SAI self-report pf coping, lower class students
reported a greater amount of defensive behavior.

329
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In the Stage III sample, there were 10 out of 25-social class
differences. Lower -class students coped more effectively than the
middle class with aggression, although they evidenced more depressive
f ect in several areas. Middle-class students had more neutral
ect toward task achievement. On Occupational Values, middle-

cl ss students plaCed more value on independence and on associates than%
the lower class. Also, the middle class showed a stronger 13ref*ence
for immediate action, earned status, and direct confrontation'of
problems. On the Views of Life, the middle clAs more often felt they
were in control of the situation;" held a more simple view of life,

preferred independent action, and tended to be active rather than
passive in stressful situations.- Lower-clas's children preferred to
solve their problems theiselves. In their sel-report of overall
copAltg ability, the lower class reported better coping ability than
the middle class.

There was only one universal coping factor in both samples that
showed social class differences (coping with aggression); and this was
significlht in the opposite direction in the two stages. 'For the
Occupational Values, there was only one universal factor wilth social
class differences; middle -class students valued independence more than
lower-class children. There was little evidence of a consistent pattern
of social class differences stable across time, among the 14-year-old
Brazilian students.

SUMMARY pF REGRESSION ANALYSES'

'Reading Achievement

In the Stage I sample (Tables 16a and 16b) children who received
high scores in reading achievement coped well in interpersonal relation-

. ships, coped well with-authority figures, showed less defensive behavior,
but also less often expressed positive attitudes toward authOity and
interpersonal relationships. They valued 'their cd-workers but did not
wish to follow their fathers' occnilations. They had high educational
aspirations. The Aptitude and Behavior Rating Scales also sifificantly
predicted reading achievement.

In the Stage I,II sample (Tables 17asand 17b), children who had high
reading achievement-scores were more independent, more'delibereee,morde
intrinsically motivated, and more cooperative with other children. They
coped well with aggression, but not in 'a hostile manner. The placed
high value on ,independence and associates. In addition to these
predictive variables,'a neutral attitude toward task achievemedt, high
educational aspirations, and a belief that they are in control of their
(non-complex) environment were related to successf61 reading achievement.
In this sample, aptitude and the peer behavior ratings were not signif-
'Cant pr',6dictors of reading achievement.

ow
There were no universal or similar factors that were predictive

of reading achievement in both samples. The only similarity was the
.predictiveness.of educational aspirations. Ever? the aptitude and

et
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behavior rating scales failed to predict in the second aample
(Stage III). This was one of the most striking "cohort" differences
in- ll the national samples.

Math Achievement

In the Stage I sample (Tables
in math were independent and coped
had high educational aspirations.
Scales were significant predictors

18a and 18b), children)who did well
well with authority. They also
Aptitude and the Behavior Rating

In the Stage III sample (Tables 19a and 19b), math achievement
was predicted by tendency to solve problems by oneself and by coping
well with authority in anon- hostile manner. These children valued

'success, but not management, security, following father, esthetics, or
associates. These children did have high educational aspirations.
Aptitude, but not the Behavior Rating Scale, predicted math achievement.
In addition to these predictors, valuing independence and associates
was correlated with math achievement. (Note OVAL 13 and OVAL 14).

The comparison of the two samples indicated some similarities.
Universal factor IV was predictive in both samples. Universal lector

was predictive in Stage I and also correlated with math achievement
- in Stage III. Children who coped well with authority and valued

independence fended to do well in math in both samples.

There were, h6wever, some differences between the two samples.
Educational aspirations had opposite signs In the two samples. Therd
were several significant factors in the second sample that did not
appear in the first sample. The Behavior Rating Scale, on the other
hand; was not significant in the'second *ample.

Grade Point Average

In the Stage I sample (Tables 20a and 20b), children who. gat good
grades valued associates, and did not value fdllowing father. Thisfwas
the only significant coping or motivation predictor. The Aptitude
and Behavior Rating Scales did predict GPA.

,

In the Stage III sample (TablenAlIa and 21b), children who received
good gratins in school coped welb.with authority and valued altruism,,,,

, self-satisfaction, and surroundings rather than °creativity, prestigloi
economic returns. Aptitude was not a significant predictor when these
coping/notivatiotrvariables were already in the equation. The BRS was
a aignifidaat predictor of CPA.

The comparison of these two samples indicates few similarities.

No universal:sot similar factors were predictors in-both samples. The
IRS was a predictor in both 'samples., but the Aptitude measure was dot.
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PERCENT OF VARIANCE SUMMARY

In addition to examining the individual predictive variables inthe samples, the percent of variance accounted for by these variables
is also necessary for Acomplite picture. Despite the fact that therewas little similarity between the two samples, except in the case of
Jaatb achievement, the coping and motivation variables did account for
a substantial amount of the variance of some of the achievement measure:(see'Table-22). An increase in predictiveness from Stage I to Stage I::
,can-be seen for the coping/motivation measures in reading and math4 achievement. This increase cannot be attributed solely to the inclusi.-n
of'the Views of Life iftstrumentalthough its variables did contributeto this increase. It is important to not how low was the predictive
power of.aptitude in broth samples. The coping/motivation variables wereweakest in predicting teacher grades, giving rise to a question as to
what criteria the teachers used for assigning grades. Grades correlatedonly .27 with reading and .34:with math test scores, suggesting that
neither subject mastering nor general coping skill were the .primary
considerations in assigning grades.

4

.0

01.

a
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ti Table 1
6

STAGE I

SENTENCE COMPLETION,
Loadings

Factor Factor Factor Factor FactOr Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor
10BRAZIL - 14 Year Olds

46 Aggression

47 Aggression

48 Authority

49 Authority

50 Authority

51 Authority

.52 Authority

53 AuthaTity

54 Anxiety -

_55 Anxiety -

56 Anxiety -

- Nig. Affect

- Pos. Affect

- Stance

- Engagement.

- Coping Eff.

Neg. Affect

- Neutral Aft.

- Pos. Affect

Stance

Engagement

1 2 3 4 - 5 6, 7 8 9

Item

39 Attitude - Authority' .010 .105 .101 .144 , .047 .033 -.066 :718* .067

40 -Att. - Interpersonal Rel. .016 . .127 .144 .048 -.053 .028 -.028 .739;-.016

41 Att. - Task Achievement :057 .120 '.303 .140 .115 .157 .105 .315 .271

43 Aggression - Stance .882* :036 .012 .111 .048 -.029 '.075 .125 .033

44' Aggression - Engagement .605* -.015 -.080 -.061 -.060 -.128 .032 .312 -s097

45 Aggression - Coping Eff .939* .125 .051 .045 -.002 -.048 .069_

-.894* -.150 -.0- 7 -.140 -.058 -.066 .069 .117 -.035

.894* .160 .077 .140 .058 .066 -.069 -.117 .035

.158 .020 .168 .582* .174 ..028 .111 .256 .372

.016 -.037 -.045 .307 .129 -.247 -.115 .243 .358.

.145 .103 .091 .886* .127 -.025 .049 .204 .199

-.170 -.133 -.073 -.916* -.109w .024 -.002 A0 3 .080

.141 .132 .043 .885* .119 -.025' .005 -.023 -.360

.060 -.022 .081 -.073 -.052 .008. -.008 .005 .88*

.087 .917* .088 .072 .086 .008 -.015 .078 -.033

-.032, .728* .025' ,009 .434 .044 -.Q49 .170 .011

Coping Eff. .148 .878* .078 .050 .044 -.018 .034 .045 -.$r28

51 Anxiety - Neg. Affect -.105 -.940* -.056 -.084, -.025 .031 -.034 .012. -.012

58 Anxiety - Neutral. Aff. , .105 .940* .056 .084 .025 -.031 .034 -.012 .912
X588 a

.0

4. 333

-.001

-.0651

".185

.101

.150

-.034

.099

-.099

.122

-.140

.025

.022

-.043

'.069

000

-.0,

.072

-.035

.035



Table 1 (continued)

STAGE I

. SENTENCE COMPLETION

, II Loadings
Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor

BRAZIL - 14 Year Olds (continued)

Item

59 Interpersonal Relations -.000
T Stance

60 In.- Engagement -.020

61 IPR - Coping Eff. .043

'62 IPR --Negative Affect -.064

.63 .IPR Neutral'Affect .069

64 IPR - Positive Affect -.020

65 Task Achievement - Stance .041

66 Task Ach.: - Engagement --.035

67 Task Ach. - Coping Eff. i108

68 TaskAch: - legitive Aff.-.140

69 Task Ach. - Neutral Aff. .038

70_ Task Ach. - Pots: Affect .087

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

.020 .041 .159 .156 -.015 .791* -.230 -.005 .082

.013 .040 -.071 .122 .031' .846* .117 -.013 -.272

.093 .116 .085 .882* -.017 .280 .059 .070 .043

-.146 -.073 -.179 -.945* .047- .005 .025 .020 -.118

.135 ,100 .181 .938* -.063 .036. -.009 -.043 -.101

.043 -.103 -.005 .031 .060 -.157 -.060 .085 4025*i

.105 .917* .084 .070 -.086 .000 .066 .065 -.070

.094 .843* .088 .019 -.028 .001 .022 .080 -.200

.090 -902* .043 .112 -.065 .034 .157 -.030 .098

-.043 -.498* -.023 -.165 .410* -.094 -.171 .148 -.414*

.030 .328 .040 .115 -.896* .035 .026 -.053 .160

.000 .035 -.032 1.002 .856* .044 .133 -.073 .188

r

These variables had a factor loading of .40 or better and were used to construct a unit weighted
score for each faC See text for further explanation.
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STAGE III

SENTENCE COMPLETION
. ,

Loadings ....

Factor factor Factor Factor Fac'tor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor
1

BRAZIL - 14 Year Olds
Item

64 Task Achievemehi Attitude .357

65 T.A. - Stance .916*

66 T.A. - Engagement .932*

.898*

68 T.A. - Coping Effect .907*

69 T.A. - Hostile Affect -.252

70 T.A. - Depressive Aff. -.130

71 T.A. - Neutral Aft. .272

67 T.A. - Aid/Advice

72 T.A. - Positive Aff.

AInterpersonal Relations
Attitude

74 I.R. - Stance

75 I.R. - Engagement

76 I.R. - AA/Advice

-.075

.101

.047

.212

195

77 /.R.- Coping Effer .132

78 I.R. - Hostile Affect .099

79 I.R. DepreAsive Aff. -.147

80 I.R. - Neutral Aff. '.062

81 I.R. - POsitive Aff. -.163

2 '3 4 5 6 7 8

.m.

9 10

-.037 -.004 .133 -.216 .045 .357 -.173 -.051 .086

.071 .158 -.023 -.004 -.084 -.027 .127 -.042 .027

.056 .118 -.023 .001 .086 -.019 .103 -.013 -.028

.009 .069 -.061 .000 .032 -.032 .143 -.041 -.004

.065 .165 -.036 .040 -.004 .000 .091 .010 .110

-.029 -.032 -.070 -.175 .049 -.035 -.235 -.057 -.606*

-.098 -.009 -.011 -.232 .062 -.098 -.574* .083 .011

.051 .027 .066 .060 .089 .027 .875* .002 .205

.044 -.005 -.032 .277 -.231 .084 -4653* -.039 .174

-.052 .038 -.0274 .036 .003 .249 -.105 .307 -.074

.057 .838* .006 .168 -.033 -.058 -.005 -.105 -.066

.101 :889* .191 .036 -.0277' .027 -.047 .078 -.067

.105 .887* .173'-.024 -.027 .024 -.043 '.077 -.067'

.101 .935* .075 .020 .073 .039 .054 .011 .063

.055 -.915* .051 .166 -.343 -.257 2446 -.051 -.245

-.101 -.208 .360 -.41b-71S4 .250 .463* -.152

.041 .592* -.326 .229 .288 -.009 .037 -.372 .283

.019 -.072 -.046 -.100 .014 -.139 .228 .404* .209



7

Table 2 (continued)

IMAM - 14 Year Olds

Factor
1

STAG

SENTENCE

III(

MPLETIO

Factor Factor Factor Factor
6 7 8 9 10

Loadings
Factor Factor Factor Factor.Faotor

2 3 4 5

Item

12 Authority - Attitude .312 .099 .091 .120 .146 .226 .224 -.144 .340 .085
$3 Auth. - Stance .111 .167 .154 .103 .561* .083 .442* .151 -.102 -.128
8#Auth.- Engagement -.054 .028 .045 .050 .253 .050 .878* .025 .066 .074
5 Auth. - Aid/Advice -.043 .094 --.045 .010 .229 .057 .875* .109 .027 .031i

66 Auth. - Coping Eff. -.004 .059 .075 .119 .833* .122 -.325 -.030 .110 .101
7 Auth. - Hostile Aff. .055 .038 -.133 -.128 -.516* -.055 -.093 .130 -.591* -.269

86 Auth. - Depress.Aff. -.002 -.109 .045 :008 -.584* -080. -.011 -.159 .511* .273
09 Auth. - Neutral Aff, -.043 .061 .071 .113 .922* .114 .086 .028 .054 -.010
94 Autb. - Positive Aff. -.00? -.000 -.000 -.000 -.000 .000 .000 -.000 .-.000 .000
11-Anxiety - Attitude .283 -.128 -.135 .280 -.022 .024 .276 -.134 .081 .291
92 Aux. - Stance -.002 .821* .093 .040 .054 -.163 .003 .179, .038 -.140
1* Aux. - Engagement .082 .846* .098 .166 -.057 .110 ..01,8/-.116 .044 -.019
94 Anx. - Aid/Advice :088 .842* .073 .156 -.071 .113 .081 -.115 .047 -.023
95 Aux. - Coping Eff. .027 .881* :.086 -.041 .120 -.086 .051 .01! -.067 .18.7
96 Anx. - Hostile Aff. .052 -.362 -.083 -147 .132 -.075 -.046 .107 -.009 -.560*
97 An;. - Depressive Aff. -.013 -.626* .005 .230 -.328 -.008 .k32 -.222 .154 -.033
INi Anx. Neutral Aff: .09 .671* -.035 A...1'S2 .177 .207 -.070 .006 -:110 t .475*

Aux. - Positive Aff. -.254 .180 .169 -.069 .088 -.348 -.044 .289 -.045 -.502
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STAGE /II

SENTENCE COMPLETION

Table 2 (continued) Factor Factor FactOr Factor'Fact11-801118r Factor Factor Factof/Factor

BRAZIL - 14 Year Olds

1 2 3 4 5 ' 6 7 8 9 10

Item

100 Aggression - Stance -.094 .046 .121 .711* .161 '-.210 -.022 .128 -.207 .132

101 Agg.- Engagement -.015 .040 -.105 .794* .061 .362 .069 -.025 .012 -.013

102 Agg. - Ald/A4Oice .016 .078 .102 .788* .044 .349 .063 -.012 .011 -.030.

103 Agg. - Coping Effect .079 .015 .199 .554* .137 .621* .041 .051 -.014 .048

104 Agg. - Hostile Aff. -.12 -.049, -.040 -.046 -.118 -.889* -.477 -.070 -.255""- .003

105 Agg. - Depressive Aft. .051 -.044 -.064 -:348 -.073 .190 .08 -.046 .625* -.031

106 Agg. - Neutral Aff. .089 .076 .078 .246 .165 .821* .035 .099 -.089 .Q14

107"Agg. - Po itive Aff: 0 0 -0 0 0 a 0 0 .0

1

* These variables had a factor loading of .40 or better and were used to construct a unit weighted
score for each.factor,i See text for fdrther explanation.

-\e
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ITEM COMPARISON

Tab/e 3

FOR BRAZIL 14YEAR OLDS - STAGES I AND III - SENTENCE COMPLETION

Stage
III

I

BRAZIL Stage

I

1Lsi(Factor Lodings)
I III

Stage Stage, Stage Stage Stage
III I .;. III I III

IV V VI

Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage
I III I III I.

Factor No. 1 4 2 2 3 1 4 5 50 3 6 8a

64 Task Achievement
- Attitude

65 TA - Stance .92 ..911

66 TA - Engagement .84 ..93

*67 TA - Aid/Advice .90

68 TA - Coping .90 .91

**69 TA -, Hostile -.50 (-.25) .41

**70 A - Depressive (-.13) .57

71 TA eutral -.90 -.88

72 TA - Positive .86 .55

73 Interpersonal Relations
- Attitude

74 IPR - Stance (.16).79 .84

75 IPR Engagement (.12).85 .89

*76 IPR Aid/A371te

77 IPR - Coping .88

**78 IPR - Hostile

**79 LPR - Depressive (-.21)

86 IPR - Neutral .94 .59

81 IPR - Pbsitive
r.
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BRAZIL

Factor No.

47.

Table 3 (continued)

I II III IV V

Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage-

I III I III I III I III . I III

1 4 2 2 1 3 1 4 5 5 3

82 Authority - Attitude

83 Auth. - Stance

84 Auth. Engagement

*85 Auth. Aid/Advice

86 Auth. Coping

**87 Auth. - Hdstile

*088 Auth. - Depressiv

89 Auth. - Neutral

90 Auth. - Positive

*91 Anxiety - Attitude

92 Anxiety - Stance

93 Anxiety - Engagement

*94 Anxiety - Aid/Advice

95,Ankiety - Cop g

**96 Anxiety - Hostil

**97 Anxiety - Depressive

.92 .82

.73 .85

.84

.88 .88,

-.94 (-.36)

-.62

- Neutral .94 .67

*99 Anxiety - Positive

I-

.58 .56

.89 .83

-.92 -.52

-.58N

.89 .92



Table 3 (continued)

BRAZIL

Factor No.

I

Stage
II

Stage Stage

./
III -. IV V

Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage -Stage Stage
I

1

III I

.4 2

III I ' III -. J -III I III

2 3 1 4 .5 5 3

100.Aggtession - Stance .88 .71

101.Aggress.ion - Engagement .61 .79 )

*102 Aggyession - Aid/Advice .79

'103 AggressiTn - Coping .94 .55

**104 Aggression - Hostile -.89 (-.05

**105 Aggression - Depressive

*106 Aggression 7 Neutral
. .

107 Aggression - Positive .89 .0

b

1'

* - Thii variable was only present in the Stage

o* - In the Stage I instrument, both_, Hostile and

a The'signs in this factor have been reversed as

340

III instrument

DepressiVe affect were

the factors axe mirror

's

scored as one variable "Negati e

Affect9images. See text for
farther details.



BRAZIL - 14, YEAR OLDS

Table 4

STAGE I

OCCUPATIONAL VALUES

Factor 11 Factor 12 Factor 13 Factor 14 Factor15 Factor 16
Loading Loading Loading Loading Loading Loading

.414 Altruism # .622* .010 -.192

15 Esthetips -.621* -.221 -.401*

16 Independence -.108 -.015 -.019

17 Management -.042 -.050 .023

18 Success -.012 7.068 .837*

19 Self-Satisfaction .593* -.050 .136
12

20 Intellectual .295 .716* .028

Stimulation

21 Creativity -.283 , .655* -.084

21 Security .310 -.429* .289

23 Prestige -.796* -.111 .023

24 Economic Returns -.404* -.344 .451*

25 Surroundings . .636* -.168 -.063

26 Assotiates .173 ..111.___ ___,____..118

27 Variety .080 .731* .014
,

28 Follow Father .115 , -.190 -.270

.027 -.167 -.258

.214 -.131 -.284

-.020 -.039 .880*

-.090 .913* -.065

.045 -.036 -.038

-.095 -.451* -.143

.072 -.204 -.077

-.196 .028 -.126

-.133 -.132 -.289

4090 -.157 -.101

-.023 .371 .100

.335 .020 -.037

-6.85*______--,.061 -- -.268

.055 .038

-.786* - .051 .219

* These variables had a factor loading of .40 or be And were use to construct a unit
weighted score for each factor. See text for f ther explanation...,
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Junk - 14 Year Olds

Item

14 Altruism

15 Esthetics

16 1ndependence

17 Management ,

LB Success

19 Self-Satisfaction

20 Intellectual StimulatiOn

21 Creativity.

22 Security

23 Prestige

24 Economic Returns'
.

26 Associates

27 Variety

26' Follow Father

Table 5

STAGE III

4

OCCUPATIONAL VALUES

Factor ]4
Loading

Factorl5
Loading

Factor16
Loading

Factor 11

Loading
Factor12
Loading

Factor13
Loading

.717* -.167 -.003 -.148" -.123 -.137
P

-.141 -.156 -.655* -.313 -.313 .174

:.043 -.044 .011 .840* -.058 -.005

-.136 -.155 .041 -.019 -.041 -.924*

-.181' .781* -.056 -.150 .108r*Ck7
.681* -.024 .309 -.182 .054 .173

.236 .753* .058 -.123 -.180 .228

-.400* .578*
....

.252 .059 -.235 .008

.016 -.251 .174 .151 .710* ..016
.-;679*

,

-.222 .006 -.373+ - 34425 .082

-.660* -.331 .088 -.093 .096 , -.145

-74-6-9*- 7.263 .022 .355 ,-.144 .319I.

.316 -.097 -.534* .434*
g

-.132 . .170
.004 .799* -.179 -.006 .073 -.042

-.079 .037 -.110 -.266 -.745* .020

1
,

These variables had a factor loading of 40 or better and were used to construct a unit weighted
scornepEencb faCtor. See text for,, 'explanation.
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Table' 6 m

-..---fy
4

4F4CTOR COMPARISON FOR BRAZIL 14 YEAR OLDS - STAGES 'I AND III - OCCUPATIONAL VALUES
it

STAGE Y' .1:"
4t STAGE III,..

Factors Factor 1 Factor 12 Factor 13 Favor .14 Factor 15 Factor 16

11 .9077** 46,_41,08 :1818

12 ,. -.0177 .9236** .0913
I

13 . ' r -.1713 -.1341 .9673**

14- -.2325 -.3216 if 7.1i.S7 .2838

15 -.1358 7,1056 -.0154,.,

16 't - '. . -.2720 .0846 -.0981
*6 .

Similar factors
.

** Identica factors ,

If

eft

4

.2389

.0223

.0812

11
.

.1489 -.0794 -.9.705**

.9128*,* .2306 .1515'

ilsk .

.2524 ' -.1231

-.3652 -.0662

-.0915 .041-1.
414.

-.8374* .1180
N..

ft

40



Table 7
t"*"

ITEM COMPARISON FOR BRAZIL 14 YEAR OLDS - STAGES I AND III

.00CUPATIONAL VALUES (Factor Loadings)

RAZILz.

actor No.

1/11

Wage Stage
. I III

_ VIII
Stage Stage

I III

IA

Stip
A

'
Stage

A.

Stage

_I

Stage
III

Sta

I

f

Stage

III

m
Stage Stage

1 iir
11 11 - 12 12 11

.III

13 . -14 15d 15 16a .16 14

4

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27'

28.

Altruism

Esthetics

Independence'

Management

Su Cess

lf-Satis.

%tell: Sam.

Creativity

Security

Presage

Eco. Returns

SUrroundi*

Associates

Variety

Follow Father

-.62

-.62

..:,

.59

(-.28)
. .

-.80

-.40

.64

.

.72

(g.14)*

,68

-.40

-.68

-.66

.47 .

.

.72

.65

-.43

'

.73

.75

.58

(-.2i)

-...

.80 .

41,\

si .

\.

-.40 -.

.84

'.45

,,

(-.34)
,

-.66 ,

.78

( .09)

-.53

-%

(-.13)

.

.68

-.79

es

.

)-.71*

( .13)

-.75

.91

,

'-.45

.

. .

.92*

(-.17)

.
.

-...,_ (

...

.88

,

.27)

.84

.43

344
1.

Ji These numbers in parentheses area the corresponding loa4114 for each country onehose variables that
were used,in the unit weighted scores, but loadsignifirantly,in one country.

** -- The ns it this factor have been reversed as- the factors are mirror images.
4,16

See text for
[ further tails. *



Table a

BRAZIL 7 14 Year Olds - Factor

17

STAGE III

VIEWS OF LIFE
Loadings
Factor

20

Factor

21

Factor

22

Factor

21

Factor

24

Factor

18

Factor

19

Item

.076

.045

-.092

.064

.057

.245

.015

.007

.012

.060

..r.048

.566*

.013

.158

.473*

-.018

.212

.5.12*

-.094

.243

.052

.227

.477*

-.094

-.001

.010

-.122

.122

.447*

.483*

.079

-.042

-.039

.002

-.201

.176

-.124

.118

.539*

-.028

.100

.004

-.044

. 136

.081

.096

.071

-.135

.105

.015

..023

-.187

.363

-.034

.053

, .034

-.426*

-.017

--.198

.202

-.034

-.172

.-.053

.-.017

.057

-.524*

-.231

.003

-.044,

-.031

-.046

.094

.393'

-.076

.045 ,

.272

.064

-.015

-.084

.067

-1089

-.053

.014

.351

.105

-.049

-.038

.140

.542*

.193

-.201

.107

.100

-.056

-.024

.081

.072

.006

-.149

_.035

-.125

-.031

-.206

.293

.067

.158

.068

4 .099

-.060

.046

-.011

.574*

.060 .

52

.085

-.041

.033

.041

.200

'.046

.383*

-.171

-.085

-.182

.021

.009

.358

-.154

.016

.208

-.005

43 Locus of Control(Internal/ex- -.026
ternal)

44 Academic Locus of Control .005

45 Action Inaction -.133

46 Immediate- De a ed Action .374

.47 Rate of Actioft .501*

48 Intrinsic-Extrinsic Work MOtiv. -.586*

49 Task Achievement-inemgonal .021

50 Competition- Coatteration .456*'

51 Independent - Obedient -.036

52 Earned Bestowed StatUs -.226

53 Confront- Avoid -.065

54. Self-.Other Initiation -.044

55 Self- Other' Solver .041

56 Self - Joint Implementation .031

58 instrument Fantasy -.008

59 Emotional Contral/Expressivity -.117

60 Activit /Passivity under Stress .038

61 Positive/NegativeSelf- Esteem -.047

62 View of Life (CompleX/Simple) .108 .

* These variables had a factor lading of .40 or better and were used to construct a unit weirhtvc

score fordlich factor. See text for further explanation.
Ma.

Thow
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Table 9

STAGE I

SOCIAL ATTITUDES INVENTORY

Loadings
BRAZIL - 14 Year Olds Factor 17 Factor18

Sub-Scores

1 Active Coping
... * .776* -.194

2 Passive Coping' .815* .231

3 ActAe Defensive -.223 .758*

4 ,Passive Defensive .271 .785*

O.

These variables had a factor loading of .40 Or better andyare used ,

to construct a unit weighted score for each factor. See text for
further explanation.

-;

4
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k Tab lee

STAGE...II I..

SOCIAL ATTITUDES INVENTORY

e 4.

4
BRAZIL - 14 Year Olds Factor Loading

Sub-Scores
sorFactor 25

37* TasirAchievement .479*

38 Authority .712* ,

39 Aggression .783*

40 Interpersonal Relations .584*

41 Anxiety ,409*

r

These variables had a facto} loading of .40 or better and were used
to cbnatruct a stilt weighted scorn for each factor. See teal for

, further explanation.
4..411
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BRAZIL - 14 Year Olds

New Factor Factor
Designation Abbre-

viation

I
C(SC)

II C(SC)

III C

IV C(SC)

V C(SC)

VI C(SC)

VII OVAL.
VIII OVAL

IX OVAL
v.

A OVAL

X OVAL
-----'°<11-

XI OVAL

C(SC)

C(SC)

rw C(SC).

COMMON FACTORS
Stage I Stage III
Desig- Desig-
nation nation NAME

4 5°' Copes wiih Authority e
4.,

5 f.' 7 3 Copes with Interpersonal Relations

6 8 Neutral Affect toward Task Achievement f

11 11 Values Altruism, Surroundings% and Self-Satisfaction; 'does not
value Prestige, Economic _Returns (Esthetics or Credtivity)*

12 12 Values Intellectual Stimulation, Creativity and Variety;
(does not value Security).

13 13 Values Success,. not Esthetics; (Values Economic Returns, not
Associates)

14 '15 Dr.eS not value Following Father's occupation (or Security;
values. Associates)

15 16 Values Management; (does not value Self-Satisfaction)

16 14 Values Independence (and Associates) .

1 4. Copes. with Aggression ,*

2 2 Copes with Anxiety

1 Copes with Task Achievement g

COMPARISON OF FACTOR'S ACROSS SAMPLES

Table 11

UNIQUE FACTORS .

C(SC) ,

C(SC)

C(SC)

-

C(SC)

C(VOL)

C(VOL)

C(VOL)

C(VOL)

C(VOL)

C(VOL)

C(VOL)

C(VOL)

(SAI)

C(SAI)

C(SAI)

8, Positive,AttieUde toward Authority and Interpersonal Relations'

9 Positive Affect toward Authority

10 . ... 'PositiOr AffecctOward Interpirsonal-Rerations, lack'cf
Negative Affect coward Task Ach1evement

6 . Copes effectively with Aggression, with Neutral,
Affect

- 7 Active confronting of Authority
.

9 Depressive Affect about problems of Aggression, Authority with
Interpersonal Relations; Positive Attitude toward Interpersonal
Relations; lack of Hostile Affect toward Authority.

10 Neutral, Non-HostilewAffect toward Anxiety, and lack of Hostile
-----:- ffert toward Task Achievement

17 Pr %fast Rate of Action, Extrinsically Motivated, Competitive

18 Self-Init or, Satisfaction gained from actual accomplisnments,
Positive Self-Esteem

19 Prefers Immediate Action ano Earnecetus; Confronts Problems
,..

20 Views Life_as Simplet Internal Control

21 Interdependent

22 Self-Solver

23 Active under Stress

- 24 Cone
(e
rn with

,

Task Achievement

C 17' - Copes effectively

-18 - *- ShoWs defensive behavior

- 25 Copes effectiveli.

but not Positive

The variables in parentheses only appear in one of the factors.

-316-
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table 12

SpNIFICANT SEX DIFFERENCES*

ARAZIL - 14 Year Olds - STAGE I

iC(St)l-I
F< nt*

)C(SC)2-II F< M'

\_/Probability

Level

Copes effectively with Aggression'via
Stance 6 Engagement with positive, note
negative Affect 2 .001

Copes effectively with Anxiety via
Stance 6 Engagement with neutral, not
negative Affect k<.00.1

Copes' effectively with Authority via
Starke with neutral, not negative Affect po_<.001

C(SC)5 F< M Copes effectively with Interpersonal
Rilations with,neutral, not negative
Affect.'

2. <.003
4

C(SC)7. F< Copes with Irrterpersonal Relations via
Stance.61pngagement, 2. <.002,

C(SC)9 F?M

OVAL 13 -IX-F<

PositiVe Affect. toward Authority--,

Values Success 6 Economic Returns;

< .043

doesn't value Esthetics < .008

Doesn't value Associates; Follow Father EL<.001

t

8/18'(44Z) of the significance tests were significant above chance.
This indicates these result's-Were not, spurious (cf. Godbout,
Marston, ibrich, Vaughan, 1977).

F = Female M = Male

' An
,

idemtical sex difference in both samples (Stages I and III)

.0 The sex difference on this factor is simill-t\to one in the other
sample

-317-
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Table 13

SIGNIFICANT SEX DIFFERENCES*.

BRAZIL - 14 Year Olds - Stage'III'

iC(SC)2-II

iC(SC)4-I

iC(SC)5-IV

C(SC)7

C(SC)9

Probability
Level

F < M** Copes effectively with Anxiety with
neutral, not depressive'Affect. P < .001

F < M Copes effectively with Aggression 2. < .041

F < M Copes effectively with Authority with
neutral & depressive, not.tiostile
Affect toward Authority & Zlith no
depresive Affecttoward Interpersonal
Relations. A

F < M Copes with Authority

F > M

OVAL 11-VI F > M.

OVAL 14-XI F > '4

s
OVAL 154, F < M

n
C(VOL)18 F < M

n
C(SAI)25 F '>14

Depressive & positive. Affect toward
Interpersonal Relations; Deprese-ive,
not hostile Affect toward Attthority;
and depressive Affect toward
Aggression.

2. <.001

2. < .033

2. < .029

Values Altruism, Self-Satisfaction,
& Surroundings; doesn't value Creativity,
Prestige, & Economic Returns P < .001

Values Independence 6 Associates P < .028

Values Security & Follows Father P <.002

Prefers Self-Initiationsof,Action;
gains satisfaction fram.actual
accomplishments; and has positive
Self-Esteem. p <,006

Copei effectivelY P < .021

10/25 (40%) of the significance tests were significant above chance.
This indicates these results were,not spurious (cf. Godbout, Marston,
Borich, Vaughan, 1977).

** F 4 Female M = Male

= An identical sex difference in both samples (Stages I and III)
s
4 The sex difference on this factor is similar to one in the other

sample
n
= No comparable instrument in the other sample

-318-



Table 14
N

SIGNIFICANT SES DIFFE CES*

BRAZIL t 14 Year Olds - STAGE-I

L< M** .Copes effectively with Aggression via
,,Stance & Engagement with positive, not
negative Affect

Copes effectively with Anxiety via
Stance & Engagement with neutral, not
negative Affect

L< M Positive or Negative, not Neutral
Affect toward Task Achievement

L>M Positive Attitude toward Authority-&
Interpersonal Relations

Values Associates; doesn't Fallow Father

'Values Independence'

Shows defensive Behavior

'C(SC)2-II L>M

QSC)6 -VI

`C(SC)8

OVAL 14-A L>M

i0V,L 16-XI L<

at(SAT) 18 L >
,

Probability
Level

.

p < .036

<.01

p <.003

p <.009

p 5.039

p <.005

p 5..001

.$

7/18 (38%) of the significance tests were significant above chante.
This indicates these results were not spurious (cf. Godbout, Marston,
Borich, Vaughan, 1977). 4 -

L Lowei Class M' Middle Class

An identical SES difference in both samples (Stages I and III)

No comparable instrument in the other sample

-319-
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Table 15

SIGNIFICANT SES WIFFERENCES*

BRAZIL- 14 Year Olds -'Stage III

1C(SC)4-I L > M** Copes effectively with Aggression

Probability
Level

without Depressive Affect < .017

C(SC)8-VI L <M 2
Neutral, not positive or depressive
Affect sowara\Task Achievement

. < .025

C(SC)9 L > M Depressive & positive'Affect toward
Interpersonal Relations; Deprestive. not
hostile Affect toward Authority and
depressive Affect toward Aggression p_ < .016

'OVAL. 14-XI L < M Value's Independence & Associates < .006

C(VOL)19 L <'N Prefers Immediate Action, Earned Status,
Confront Problems

. .- < .006
6

n
C(VOL)20 L < 1.1 ITiternal Locus Of- Contriol < .029

nC(V0i)21 < Prefers independent action -.2. < .001

n
C(VOL)22 L > M Prefers to Solve own problems < .00r°

nthOL)23 L < Active (not Passive) under Stress 2_ < .006

n
C(SAI)25 L > ,M Copes effectively 6. <:025

10/25 (402) orthe significance tests were significant above chancA4..
This indicates the rekulp were not spurious (cf. Godbout, Marston,
Borich, and Vaughan, 11/7).

** L = Lower Class M in Middle Class ,,

'o-i
!=An identical SES difference in both samples (Stores I and III) ,

n
= No comparable instrument in the other, sample

-320A
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Table 16a

Stage I

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

BRAZIL - 14 Year Olds -CRITERION:' Reading Achievement

Predictor
Variables:

,

.

-nC(SAI)18 -

C(SC) 7

C(SC) 8

C(SC) 4-IV

OVAL 14-A'

' -ED ASP .

.

RAVEN

BRS

*
,- F p

.

Multiple R . Pr-2- R
2
Change.

8.65 .003. .16 , .02 .02

5.91 .016 .20' .04 .02

4.33 .038 .23 .05 !Ol'

6.12
.00 .014 .26 .07

.

.02

MO .052 .28 .08 01 ,,,-,

_.,

11.78 .001 .33 .11 .03

A1.41 .001 .37 .14 .03'

29.28 .001 .46 .21 .07

sTh
Additional Explanatory Variables:

pr

C(SC) 5-V

p r p

.12 .05

in An identical predictor or explinatory factor aCroas,pamples

.01 SO comparable instrinsent in the other sample

-321- _
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Table 16b.

Stage =I

T)ESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

,

a

BRAZIL - 14*Year Olds CRITERION: Reading Achievement

Predictor
Variables:

n
-C(SAI)18*

.

AO

SC)7

2C(SC)8*

C(SC)4 -IV =

OVAL 14-A =

i
ED AS

*,

RAVEN = Raven Progressive Matrices

= Behavior Rating Scale
, .

Does not ,report Defensive Behavior

Copes with Interpersonal Rela4ins vi'a Stance and

Does not show positive attitude toward Authority a
Interpersonal Relations
Copes effectively with Authority

Values Associates; does not value Following Father
occupation
Educational Aspiration

BRS

Jeri'Additional Explanatory'Variabl

Engage-

ment.
nO

's

C(SC)5-V = Copes effectively with Interpersonal Relati-ons with
neutral, notneOttive Affect.

= No comparable instrument in the other sample
. i

,= An identical predictor or explanatory factor across samples

* * Factors,;rhich predict negatively are described in terms of the behavior
this indicates: The same factor may be described in opposite terms
yhen; 4nsome clher,enalysis, it has a positive pte41ctive value.



Table 17a

Stage III

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

im

BRAZIL.- 14 Year Olds CRITERION: Reading Achievement

Predictor
Viriables:

C(VOL)21

n
-C(VOL)17

C(SC)4-I

C(SC)6
.

OVAL 14-XI

RitvEN-

BRS

Multiple R

.42 NS

1.12 NS

17.71 .30001

11.63 .001 .38

- 9.75 .002 .4i 4

7.18 .01 .47

5.82 .02 .50

Additional Explanatory Variables:.

pr

e(sc)aryl
.-4,

<.1

n
C(VOL)20

4ED ASP Am'
,,

= Vo comparable instrument in the other sample

R
2

R
2
Change

.09 .09

.15 .06

.14 - .04

.22 .03

.25 ,02

r
P

.15 .05
9

'

,17 .05

.16 .05

gt,

1
= An identical predictor or explanatory factor across samples

-3t3-
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Table 17b

STAGE III

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

BRAZIL - 14 Year Olds GRITERION: Reading Achievement

nC(VOL)21 - Interdependent

nC(VOL)17 k Deliberate, intrinsically motivated andvooperative

-C(SC)4-i\= Does not confront'Aggression actively

C(SC)6 =Copes with Aggression neutrally,.non-hostilely

OVAL 14-X= Values Independence and Associates

RAVEN = Raven Progressive Matrices

BRS = BehaVior Rating Scale

a

Additional Explanatory Variables:

, 1

. ; ."

.

C(SC)8-VI = Neutrnl, not depres ive or positive Affect toward Task

Achiev ement.
nC1VOL)20 = In control of life: although simple View of Life

iED &ASP

ti

Educational Aspiration

n
. No comparable instrument in the other.sample

.* An identicil predictor or explanatory factor across samples

* 0 Factors which predict negatively are desc bed in terms of the behavior
this indicat-es. The same factor may be de ibed in opposite terms
when, in some other analysis, it has a positive predictive value.
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18a

Stage I

REGRissfoN ANALYSIS4

BRAZIL - 14 Year Olds

Predictor
Variables: ".

40. CRITERION: Math A

Multiple R R
2

ement

Chan :e

iC(SC)4-IV 5.29 .022 .12 .02 .02

OVAL 16-XI 4749 .026 ..17 .03 .01

'ED ASP 10.81 .001 e'.24 .06 :03

5.32. .022 .27 ..07 - .01

BRS .92 .048 .29 Y .08 .01

6

Additional Explanatory VariyObles:,

as.

vow._ pr

f.-

e,

An identical predictor or explanatory factor across samples

-325-
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r Table 18b

Stage I

DLSCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

°- 14 Year Olds CRITERION: Math Achievement

1C(Sc)4-IV = Copes effec!ly with Authority

i
OVAL 16-Xt= Values Independence

ED ASP = Educational Aspiration

RAIIEN..4 = RAVEN Progressive Matrices

BRS = Behaviol Rating Scale

eir

".

4 ,
4*,

i
i.. An fderfilcal prpredictor ;kr explanatory fectOracipAs samples'

I

-326-
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Table 19a

Stage III,

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

BRAZIL - 14'Year Olds

Predictor

\-CRITERION: Math Achievement

Variables: F p Multiple R

3.31 .07 .13

1 2.51 . .12. .18

(VOL) 22'
r

iC (SC) 5-IV

C(SC)7

- OVAL 15-A

OVAL 16-X

OVAL 13-IX

-ED ASP

'RAVEN

BRS*

%..

7.27 .01
.

4.85 .03

4.77 .03

4.54 .03

5.49 .02

7.24 .01

2.46 NS

Additional Explanatory Variables:

1OVAL 14-XI

.26

.31

.34 - .,

. .38

.41 .

.45 le

R
2

R2 Change

.02 .02

.03 .01

.07 .04

.09 .02

.12 .02

.14 .02 .

Aw
.17 .03

.20 ; .03

pr p r p

.17 .03

No comparable instrumenin the other sample

An idsnttcal predictor or explanatov factor across samples

-327-
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Table 19b.

Stage III

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS.

RAZIL 14 Year Olds

redictor
iables%

CRITERION: Math Achievement

nc(
= Self solver of problems

-C(SC)5-IV*= CopeS-effettively with Authority with Depressive or
' Neutral, not llostile Affect; Depressive Aflfect toward
Interpersonal Relations.

C(SC)7 = Active confronting of Authority.

-OVAL 15-A*.41* Does not value Security or Following Father's pccupatipn.

OVAL 16-X = Does, not value Manageffient

OVAL 13-IX = Values Success not Esthetics or Associates

7ED ASP = Educational Aspiration

'RAVEN =4 Raven Progressive Matrices

SRS = Behavior Sati,m, Scale

Additional Expl.Spry Variables.;

..444

i
OVAL 14-XI 4 Values Independence

4
andloAssociates

n-
= NO comparable instrument in the othersamtle

= An identical predictor. or explawory factor across sam

* A Factors whichpredict negatively are described in terms of
behavior this indicates. The same factor may be described in
opposite terms when, in some other analysis, it has a positive
predictive Value.

4
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Tahle 20a
,

Stage I

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

BRAZIL 7 14 Year Olds

ef,

4

CRITERION: Grade Point Average

Predictor
Variables: F p Multiple R R2

OVAL 14-A 6.23 .013 .13 .02
.-

\

RAVEN 10.92 .001 .22 a .05

I BRS 188.37 .001 .62 .39 .

.

Additional Explanatory Variables:

'pr

R
2
change

.02

i.0

Ale

1
ms An identAcal predictor or explanatory factor across simples 111
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, Table 20b

Stage I

DESCRIPTION. OF REGRESSION FACTORS
?'

44

BRAZIL - 14 Year'-eies CRITERION : Grade Point Average

"t

OVALL 14-A =

RAVEN =

BR3 ='

Values Associates; does not value Following Father's

occupation
RAVEN Progressive Matrices

r,

Behavior Rating Scales

a

1

4

= An identical predictor or explanatory factor across samples

-330-
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Table 21a

Stage III'

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

BRAZIL 14 Year Olds CRITERION: Grade Point Average

Predictor
Variables: Multiple R R

2
R
2

Change

C(SC)7 5.69 .02
.

.18 .03 .03

OVAL 11-VII 5.26 . .02 .24 .06 .03

AV

ft

RAVEN 2.68 .10 .26 .07 .01
.

IBM 29.44 .001 .45 .20 : .13

Additiodal Explanatory Variables:
70

F-

pr

NIL

r p

. An identical predictor or explanatory factor across samples.
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BRAZIL - 14

Predictor
-VartabIes:

Table 21b.

Stage III

0EqCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

Year Ords CRITERION: Gralie Point Average

C(SC)7

OVAL 11-VII

RAVEN

'BRS

Active confronting of Authority

Values Altruism, Self-SatisfaCtion and Surroundings;
does not value Creativity, Prestige or Economic Returns.

RAven Progressive, Matrices

Behavior Rating Scale

.17

= An identical predictor or explanatory factor
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Table 22

PERCENT OF VARIANCE EXPLAINED

BRAZIL 14 Year Olds. - Stage I

Reading Achievement Math Achievemenf GPA

Aptitude (unique) 3.0% 4 1.4%

Coping/Motivation (unique) 8.4% , 5.1%

Total 14.0X
4

7.3%

BRAZIL - 14 Year Olds - Stage III

Aptitude (unique) 1.0% 3.3%

Coping/Motivation (unique) 22.5% 18.2%

Total 24.8% 20.0%

A

Table 23

CORRELATIONS AMONG THE CRITERIA

BRAZIL - 14 Year Olds - Stage I
\ow

Reading Achievement Math Achievement GPA

1 3.0%

1.7%7

4.8%

1.4%

6.5%

7.2%

Reading

Math'

GPA

.31

.29

BRAZIL - 14 ar Olds -.Stage III

Reading ,

lath
s

CPA j NS

.20
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MEXICO 10 YEAR OLDS 7- RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section provides a detailed picture of the coping patterns
associated with achievement in Mexican 10 year old students from the
1965 (Stage I) and 1968 (Stage III) samples. The results include
factor analyses of the coping/motivational instruments: Sentence
Completion, OccupAlonal :Values, and the Social Attitudes, Inventory.
The factor compari4on findings are presented, indicating'the degree

. of correspondence between the two samples of Mexican_ students. Sex
id socioeconomic status differences are then-described. Finally,

the regression analyses are delineated in order to show the specific
factors that predicted and explained achievement for these students.

FACTOR ANALYSES

Sentence Completion

4, Factor analyses of the Senterice Completion variables resulted, for
both Stages I and III, in ten factors which accounted for a substantial
percentage of the respective variances. These variables grouped primaril
according to behavior aeas, e.g., aggresion variables loading on one
factor, authority variables on.another. The Siege I analysis appears in
Table I. There were five general factors ccrr ponding to coping with
aggression, authority, anxiety, interpersonal relations, and task achieve-
ment. Unit weights were constructed using those variables having a factor
loading ( > .40). For example, factor 1 consisted of all'five variables"
dealing with coping with anxiety. The remaining factors also tended to
have variable loadings iouped according to sub-aspects of the behavioral
areas.

As these factc1S- appeared to be llding similar results, a com-
parison of the five principal facers was made (s_e Table 3"). These
factors were highly similar, with respective percentages of common .
variables across stages of 1007, 100%, 75%, 80%, and 60%. Some of the
variables wnich did not load higher than .40 on both stages still showed
a sir.ilar direction. While the program RELATE could not be run due to
different numbers of variables tm-the two stages, these factors were
considered. entical," and appeared to indicate a stable "Mexitan'
construct s em at age 10 that defined copliong. skills in the five area,
separately.'

Occupational Values

Factor analyses of the Occupational Values variables yielded six
factors in both Stages I and III. 4)nce again, variables having a factor
loading .40 were used to construct a unit weighted score for each
factor (see analyses In Tables 4 and 5).

A cd1iparison of the Occupational Values fact3rS, according to the
RELATE facfcir comparison method, is represented in Table 6. It can be
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seen that three of the six factors were "similar," having a cosine of
or better (interpreted similar to a correlation coefficient). Table 7
depicts the item comparison of these three factor& across.the.two stages.
The resultsoof this comparison indicated some dimilarity in constructs
across time for Mexican 10 year old students.

Social Attitudes Inventory

The factor analysis of the Social Attitudes Inventory (SAI) for
Stage I. is illustrated in Table 9. This was a self-report measure of
coping effectiveness. Two factors emerged: Positive coping and ineffective
or defensive responding. Curiously, the variable of passive defensive
behavior, normally a negative measure, also loaded with the coping
variables such that some of the students who reported effective or
positive coping, also reported some use of passive defensive behavior
in dealing with problems. (This pattern appeared inthe Italian sample,
as well.)

In Stage III, the SAI was an entirely different' questionnaire. The
factor analysis is shown in.Table 10,,and one factor emerged. This
factor reported' effective coping' across all but one of the behavioral
areas. The anxiety variable was loaded in the same direction, butaai,"
significantly.,

SUMMARY OF FACTOR. COMPARISON ACROSS SAMPLES

The summary of the comparison of all fadtors from the first and
second samples is predented in Table 11. The comparison was made bemeen
the Sentence Completion and Occupational Values instruments which were
administered to both samples. (The SAI was re-designed for the second
sample.) Table 11 was designed to facilitate the general comparability,
of the factor structures acros the two samples. If a factor in one
sample had.no corresponding fao or in t#e other sample, the factor re-
tained its original designation For example, the Sentence Completion
factor C(SC)7 of Stage I h'id no omparable factor in the second stage.
If, however, a faCtor did hive a amparable factor in the other sample,
it received-a new designation.

The comparison of the Sentence Completion factors was made on the
basis of their factor content, described earlier. Thefive majcor
factors were very similar and were referredto as "identical" factors.
These factors received a Roman numeral designation, as indicated in .

Table 11.

The Occupational Values instrument was compared by the RELATE
factor comparison method. Three of'these.factors were called "similar"
(RELATE value of .80 to .90) and they received an alphabetic designation.
For example, similar factor "A" consisted of original factors OVAL 11
in both saalamw....1,nr-dirri0It factors in each sample, having no comparable
factor in the,other *ample, were listed below these.
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In the Mexican 10 year old sample, the five priMary Sentence
Completion factors were identical across stages. While there were
no Identical factors in the Occupatipnal Values comparison, three of
the six comparisons were similar. These results indicated that t.le
factor structure in the two-samples were similar.in mapy respects,
and provided evidence that the coping and motivation patterns represented
by these factors may remain stable in the Mexican 10 year old stk.:lent
population.

SEX DIFViERENCES

St e I sex differences are lisled in Table 12. Males tende;1 to
cope Mere effectively with anxiety and with task achievement. There
were many .s -differences on the Occupational Values factors. Males
placed greater value on prestige, economic returns, intellectual stimu-
lation, creativity, and following father's'occupatioa. Females, on the
other hand, more highly valued altruism, self-snisfaction,pleas,Int
surroundings, associates, esthetics, management, and variety.

In Stage III, females coped more effectivel,' with aggression, and
expressed less hostile affect toward both interpersonal relations and
authority. In a work setting, males placed greater value on manaoement,
prestige, economic returns, creativity, and following father's oc,:uTa-"

Tilli

Lion. Females, owever, more highly valued altruism, self-satisfaction,
pleasatt surrou 'rigs, associatest.intelleceual stimulation, success*, and
security.

The pattern of sex differences in Occupational Values was relatively
consistent across stages in these Mexican 10 year old samples. Maeles
tended to place greater v.a1ue oh managerial power and creativity, as well
as extrinsic concerns such as prestige and financial gain. 'Females, on
the other hand, tended to value word_ which offerid self-satisfaction and
a chance to helpothers, as well easant surroundings and-friendly
associates.

SES 'DIFFERENCES
YO

Tnerewere,many social class differences in both samples of Mexican
10 yeaT olds., Stage I differences are listed in Table 14. Middle-class
students coped more effectively with authority and expressed &more
positiv' attitudetoward both authority and interpersonal relAtions than
did the lower class. In work, the middle class more highly-,:vAlued altruism,
self-satisfaction; surroundings, success, security, independence, and
following father's occupation. Lower-class on iht other'hand,
placed greater valud on prestige, economic returns, esthetics, management,
and variety. In addition, lower-class studenes.reported'more defensive
behavior on tie SAI than did the middle class,

In Stage III (Table 15), middle-class students coped more effectively
in the behavfor areas of task achievement, interper'sonal relations,

.authority n&anxiety. The middle class also tended to express qess
4 hostile or d ressive affect toward the various behavior areas than did
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the lower class. In work, middle-class students placed greater value
on creativity, esthetics, and independence, whereas the lower clash
valued surroudings and associates more highly.

) Despite many social class differences in either stage, there was
only one common to both samples of Mexican%10 year olds. Middle-class
students consistently coped more effectively with authority than did
the lower claaa.

SUMMARY OF RBGRESSIODLANALYSES

Reading Achievement

Predictors of reading achievement for Stage I'are listed in Tables
16a and 16b. In the regression equation, coping with authority was
a negative predictor. However, there was a suppression effect involved.
Coping with authority was actually positively correlated with reading
achievement. This variable apparently shared variance with other'
variables in the regression equation, however, in such a way that the
remaining association of coping with authority to reading achievement
was negative.

:et'

In a work' setting, better readers in Stage I placed' greater value

on altruism, self-satisfaction, and surroundings in contrast to prestige
and economic returns. They.did not value variety or managerial power.
(There Gias ipsuppression effect in OVAL 12, probably due_to sharing
variance associated ,with indeplpdepce in OVAL 15. Our best interpretation

*I of this is that the shared varfance, a d thisjndependence, was not
.4 associated with reading achievement.) Good readers valued intellectual

'stimulation and creativity, but not surroundings and associates on a
,dimension of intellectual and creative challenge vs. pleasant working
condidtions. In addition; tietter'readers were //rated higher by their
peers on the DRS, had higher aptitude.acores, knd higher aspirations
for both career and'education. 0

There were many predictors of readling achievement in Stage ,III
(Tables 17a and 17b). Good readers coped well in interpersonal rela-
tions and with anxiety. C(SC)6 was not significant, but'shafed variance
with C(SC)4, coping with authority, causiqiiihis latter factor to show
up negatively in the equation.' Since the 141101e correlation of C(SC)4
to reading achievement was .23, this suppression effect can most
accurately be resolved by viewing C(SC)4, coping with authority,"as a

positive predictor of achievement in reading, Cbod readers were also
rated highly by their peers on the BRS.

AnOther suppression affect occurred in this sample between OVAL
12 and 16. Although OVAL 16 was a negative predictor, it actually had
a very low, simple correlation of .03 with reading achievement. The
variable of creativity was positively correlated with reading, while

- .-variety was negatively correlated. It appears that the portion of
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creativitl, associated with task achievement was shared between OVAL 12
and OVAL 16, howkver, so. that this positive relationship Was accounted'
for in OVAL 12, This resulted in a suppression effect in OVAL 16,
alloWing variety to emerge as dominant. In sum, it appeared th4 better
ftaders more highly valued creatiVity,'but valued surroundings, associates,
and variefyess than poor readers. In addition, better readers'placed
greater value on altruism and seif-satisfaCtion, and less on management,
prestigp, economic returns, success, and securi .t. Finally, good readers
also had higher aptitude scores and higher occupational and educational
aspirations.

'here were two other correlates of reading achievement in Stage III,
coping with task achievement, and positive attitude toward both task
achievement-and authority.

Across the two stages, good readers coped effectively with authority
and were rated highly by their peers on the BRS. In work,%these'students
valued'Iltruism and self-satisfaction as opposed to prestige and economic
returns. They also valued. creativity rather than surroundings or asn-ociates
In addition; better readers consistently had hig'er aptitudiocores and

'higher aspirations for bothcareer and education.

16
Math Achievement

Predictors of math aCtievement in Sta:,2 I are listed in Tables 18a
and-18b.-.Students who did well in math tended not to dope with task
achievement by confronting the problem and, in fact, were negative in 4
affect toward ,ask achievement. They did express positive attitudes
toward authority and interpersonal relations, however. In work, good
math students valued altruism, self satisfaction, ab4 surroundings in
contrast tq prestige and economic returns. Aptitude was not .asignifis:ant
predictor, The: were rated highly by their peer', oh the BRS.

There were several other factors associated with math-achievement
-../

' in StagitI. Coping with anxiety was negatively correlated with math
. Iachievement. Three Occupatioril Values factors were associated with

success in matt': valuing following father's occupation,' but not esthetics;
not valuing variety; ipluing intellectuarVimulation and creativity, but

,

not independ rice, surroundings, or associate . In addition, educational,
and occupati at aspirations were related to math achievement in the
Stage 1.sample of Mexican 10 year olds.

Ih Stage III (Tables 19a and 19b)s good math students coped well
wits interpersonal relations, but at tfie same timeexpressed more hostile
affect than poc,rer studenti toward,both interpersonal - relations and
authority. They reported themselves as coping well, on the SAI, and
were rated) ) ghly by their peers on the BRS. In wort; good math'students
placed less value on success and segvity than poorer students. They
valued creativity as oppoied to surroundings and associates. There
was a suppression effect in OVAL 16 which showed up as a negative predictor
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in the cquatioff.

achievement mas CreativIty:had a positive simple correlation -
of .24,, while Ariety negatively correlated at -.22. It appears that-

theauppression involved shared variance on the creativity variable in
OVAL 12 and OVAL 16. Th s, the positive contributionOrcreativity
`was a icounted for in 0 12. OVAL 16 reflects the fact, then,.thipt

s go math student aced less value'on"variety.than.pbor students. In

addition, betterzstddents valued altruism afld self-satisfaction, rather
.ehan management; prestige, and Rconomic returns. Aptitidand educational
aspiratfonvereialso predictive in this'sample. There were.two.other
correlates of math achievement; coping with authofity'and occupationl.
aspiratiin. '

A comaartson of-the ft s=ages showed.that Mexican 10 year olds liho

were good In math vasistently had relatively high educational and
occupil?blial aspirations. ,In work, these students valued creativity a:3

opposed to surroundings and associates. Also, they Vallee altruism and
self- satisfaction, rather than prestige and economic returns. Finally,

better math students' were rated higher by-,their leers' on the Behavior
,Ratiug Scale.

0
Grade Point Average

.

Predictors of GpA for Stage I are listed in Tables 20a and,, 20b. On

Eke gelf=report measure (SAI), students with higher grades reported
better overall copihg akei less defensive behavior than poorer students.

They were also fated higher by their peers, on the BRS.y Occupational.
4 Values factors were also.prealctive ofGPA in. this sam e Successful

students valued altrUksm
presti'' and 5colcomic re

ituden s. They valued in
same tl

'self - satisfaction) andsurroundings rather than
urns". They valued vat ty less than poorer,

ependenre as opposed o managemene..,At, the
e, they valued intellectual ttimulation and creativity in

to independAnce, surroundings, and associates, (Note that a varlable.,such;
as independen9e'may holclooRposite weights in,cdtbination wi4h different

-IvariabPes whi,14.compose fait ors fepresenting diffetent cpfteat structures.)
"Aptitude and;eauciiional asp. loon were also prediciive. In addition,

valuinrsuccess and'sepu
lated with GPA in this s

'There were numeidu@spredictors of GPA in-Stage III (Tables 21a and
2117).Succ.essful students1coped offectiliely with both' interpersonal
relations and authority. It is difficult to interPreCC(S..96, depress ire
affect towbrd.interpersona,relations, authority, and aggression, sincEft

there'was a suppression effect involved. This factor turned up as a
positive predicadr in the equation even though itssimple correlation
with the criterion.was -.14. The suppression was apparently. with C(SC)2
and C(SC)3, since C(SC)6 cortelated.with tach,of these in a negative,

direction larger than -.5. The former two faetoSs*, coping with inter -
rsonal relations and coping withauthority, ';suppressed ", the pririary

. negative correlation of qlsc)6 with the critselon,,,A. Apparently,
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. there was some remain'ng ,:farianceshaied
between CPA and C(SC)6, so that

somellaspect_of depressive affeA- did relate to success in GPA, despite
the primary negative 'correlation between depressive affect and CPA.

I

Students with higher,OA reported themselves as bettei'overall
cpp-er (SAI) and were rated higher by,their.peers on the BRS. They
expressed more positive affect about anxiety-arousing issues than less

.successful students. In, work, these students valued creativity rather st
than su'r?oundings and associates. They valued .garieyless than poorer
students (see math achievement, Stage III,.Por discussion of suppression'
involving creativity in OVAL 12 and OVAL 16, which was also present inthis equation). In addition, good students valued intellectual, stErlu--
lation as opposed to following father's occupation. Aptitude was also a
significant predictor of CPA in tbis sample.

There were several other factors correlated with CPA in Stage III.
These included coping with task achievement, anxiety, and aggression,

tiand lack of hostile affact toward authority. Valuing altruism and self-
s'atisfaction but rib-Imanagemert, rrestige,'or economic returns wa,, also
related to GPA. Occupational and educational aspirations were tnS final 1
correlate.

1111

A comparison aczoss stages indlcated that successfu udents con-
sistently had higher kptitude scoreg andh3hher aspiratio for both,0career and education. They were also rated higher than less successful
students.by their peers on the Behavior Ratidg Scale. Two Occupational
Values factors were also predictive in both stageS. Students.witn
higher GPA vaned creativity rather than surroundings and associates;'they also valued altruism and self-s'atisfacrion, in cloultras; topre8tige
and economic returns.

Pt:ReENTAGE OF VARIANCE''

In order to assess the practical implication ofthese measures,
'for possible educational use, it is important to consider thepercent of
variance accounted for by apt;f-pde and copirig/motivatien variables,.both
uniquely and together, in accounting forsuccess on the crloptirion measures.
To assess the unique contribution of aptitude, this variable was entered
into the regression equation following the toping /motivation variables. .

Alternatively, to assess the unique
aptitude was entered Lo Plowed by the copng/Rotivational

contribution of tit

.iorcoping/motivation
variables. Ti le unique variance"Of both aptitude an3 coping/Motifttion
variables was that increment in the "explained" variance,' beyond,thatim,
accounted for'by other variables.

.

Aptitude as an important predictor 40 reading in both stage:;,r
uniquely acco,ntinaTor 16.9% of the riance in Stai e, I and 9.4%in
Stage Mx.. in maths aptitude Accou ed for 11.7; fp Stake III, but
surprisingly accounted for only 0.5° in Stage I. An average of 9.. of
the variance. in CPA 'in each stage w.s uniquely accounted for liy'aptitude.
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CopingAmotivarional variables were also imporiant, often uniquely
accounting for more of the variance than aptitude. Although account-
ing uniquely for only-4.6% of reading achievement in Stage I, these
variables uniquely accounted -'for 14.2% of the-variance in Stage III.
In math, coping/motivation uniquely accounted for an average of 7.r..
much more than aptittide in Stage I. These variables uniquely accounted
for 9.2% of the variance in GPA in Stage I and 14.4% in Stage ITT. more
than aptitude in each stage. -,-

What is more, some Properties that reflected both aptitude and
coping substantially increased thetbtal variance' explained,onall
achievement criteria. This gave added weight to the explanatory pwer
and the practical usefulness of the coping/motivation measure . This

,was especially true in Stage IC, where 34% to 49% of the varr nce was
explained by the combined effects of aptitude''and_the coping/motivation

factors. 40

. In sum, the coping/motivation factors were significant and useful
predictors across all criteria and stages for Mexican 10 year olds,
indicat,ing that their succeS- in school was contingent upon attitudinal
qualities and coping,skills in many aspects of life.

,;"
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07-0r15- 10'Ye6r Olds

Item

Table 1

SlACE I

SENTEVCE 'OMPLETIO,N
, .

Loadings
Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor FactOr Factor Fa4or

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ,4 10

9 AttituJe - Authority .006 -.027

0 Att. - Interpersonal .061 .040
Relations ,

41 Att. - Task Achievement :018. .014.

43 Aggression -..\$tanCe -.003 .898*

44 Aggression, - Engagement -1 085 .826*

45 Aggression - Coping Eff. .107 .896*

46 Aggression - Neg. Affect -.189 -.680

47 AggresAion - Pos. Affect .149 .680*

48 Authority - staiice .038 .056

49 u-thcirity.- Engagement .097 ,.014,.

50 Authority - Coping Eff. .088 .132

51 Authority - Neg. Affect -.48 -.161

52 A-thor;ty Neutral Aff. .162 -143.

53- Authority - Pos. Affect .435 .133

54 Anxiety - Stance ir- .898* .038

55 Anxiety Engagement .793* -.902

56 Anxiety - Coping Eff. .916* -.003

5 Anxietj - Neg. Affect -.939* -..063

58 Anxiety' - Neutral Alf. .939*. .063

.079 .108 .011 -.115

-.126 :0,48 .011 -.195

.060 .105 .028 -.046

-.000 .165 -.039 .099

-.052 -.007 -.160 -.037

.101 .)71 .059 .007'

-.145 -.216 -.141. .426

.145 .2616
n
.141 -.026

'..043 .819*. ,034. .057

-4.61;, .35 .014 :050

..136x" .936* .040, .014

-.196 -.879A .000 "0.021

.165 .885* -:031 -.013

.237 -.it' .257 -.060

..012 61.117 ..048 .071

.047 .054 .113 ,090

.037 .047 .635 .005

-.073 -.078 -.042 -.001

073 .078. .0/42 .001-
.

b
374

,670* .111 .045 -.109.

.611* -.050 .235 .114

.308 .039 -.062 .680*

.105 .103-.140 -.008

.143 _ .061 -.21101r -.037

-.046 .032 .199 .016

.168' .113 -.517* 7.075

=...168 -.113 .517*

'.269 .091 :.002

.121 .121 .499* -.185

.131 .048 .032 .004

.112 -.025 -.036 -.008

-:152 ,..049 .050 -.006

.351 -.205. -.123 :121-

A.047 .067 '-.055 .072

.050 .U11 .120

,Ol3 .4i8 .046 -.009

.019 -.063 -.056 4.085

-.019 .063 .056 -.085



STAGE I

SENTENCE COMPLETION

-0 Loadiigs
Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor .Factor

MEXICO - 10 Year Olds (continual)
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Item

59 Interpersonal"Relation 03 -.020 .130 .028 .035 .857* -.055 .015 1325
Stance

60 IPR - Engagement .066 .06? .265 .004 .067 4'f806* .063

095

-090 -.076

61. IPR Coping Eff. .068 .103' .791* ,214 - 401 .401* .041 . .073 .008

6) IPR - Negative Affect -.106 -.039 -.932* -.1189 .029 -.075 -.023 -.119 -.089 -.013
-

63 IPR - Neutral Affect .113 :041 .921* .201 .002 .098 -.012 .111 -.014 -.000

64 IPR - Positive. Affect \,032 -.009 .088 -.05'6 -.164 -.114 .182 '-.047 .530* .070

65 Task Achievement - Stance .168 -.010 -.006 .008 .820* .055 .051 .402* -.017 -.049

66 Task ACh. - Engagement. .077 -.015 -.046 .014 .029 -.028 -.033 -.057 .110

67 task Ach. - Coping Eff. .193 .015 ,.067 .081 ..701* .071 .140 .552* -.027 -.128

68 Task Ach. - Neg. Affect ,-.138 -.054 -.192 =.171 -.184 -.055 -.073 -.866* -.035 .023

.69, Task Ach. - Neutral Aff.' .124 .06.1. .156 .082 .174 t.053 -.077 .861* .068 -.320

70 Tas k4ich, - Ns. Affect .007 -.021 .045 .163 -.011 ,-.005 .3]7 --.:141 -.080' -.7471

st

* These variables had a factor loading of .40 or better and were used to construct a unit weightel
score for each faetor. See text for further explanation. ,
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MEXICO - 10 Year Olds

Item I

Table 2

STAGE III

SENTENCE CnMPLETION

Loadings
Factor Factor Fa tor:Factor Factor Factor Factor FactoY Factor Factor

1 2 3 A 5 6 7 8 9 10

64 Task Achievement-Attitude .616' -.040 -.438 .053 -.073 -.155 .062 .646* -.095 024 1
65 T.A. - Stance

, .869* .020 ,*.052 .048 .079 -.127 .034 -.055 .C)i7 -.075
66 T.A. - Engagement.... .809* .059 .040 .002 -.045 .116 -.089 .1.29 -.045 .091
67 T.A. Aid/Advice .82.0* .056 .070 -.010 -.033 .073 -.b59 .096 --.079 .018 .

68' T.A. - Coping Effect ::8'47* .087 .115 .031 .091 -.030 .107 .103 .032 -.106
69 T,A. - Hostile Affect

x -.401* -.088 -.063 -.048 -.0141 -.042, -.262 -.120 -.554* .274,
70 T.A. Depressive Aff. .076 '-.121 -:099' -.064 '.275 :256 .016 .126 -.175
71 T.A. -Neutral Aff, .7.89* -.034 . .078 .t.148 .003 -.101 -.039 -:111 .164 -.008e72 T.A., ; Positive Aff. -.339 .061 .100 -.04S .110 =.163 .1X15., .353, .1361--.045
.73 Interpersonal Relations -.109 .231 .020 .053 .067 .222 -.011 .306Attitude .

I.R. - Stance

75 1.11, En'gagement

76 ItR. - Aid/Advice

77 I.R. - Copipi;,,Effect
.

78 I.R. -,HOstile Affect

79 I.R. Depressive Aff.

80 I.R. - NeutralAff.

81 I.R. - Positive Af.f.'

.1543 .855* .153 .002 .130 -.103 -Al .029

.023 '.932* ,162' .045' .061 "-.008 -.002 .036

.012 .991* .161 .037 .054 .004 .009 .032

.093 .81c2* _I'M,' .042 .088 -.204 -.310 .099
4

. .

-.122 -.02 -.017 -.064 .753*. -.012

,-.015 -.118 .045ii ,67,3* .037 -.052

.117 .14; -.015 7.438* -.624* .046

-.042 ,.022' 7.434 .045 -.204 .00536

-.079. -.339

=.062 -.228

.113 .454*

t2.032 -.088

,

.258 -.066

.072 -.078

.007 -.000

.017 -.025

.045 -.022

.014 -.097

.033 .076

-.067 .014

.274 ,.097



Table 2 (continued)

MEXICO - 10 Year Olds

Item

82 Authority 7 Attitude

83 Auth. - Stance

84 Auth. - Engagement

85 Auth. - Aid/Advice

,06 Auth. - Coping Eff.

STAGE III

SENTENCE COMPLETION

, Loadings
Factor Factor Factor Factor Fact

1 2 3 4

87 Auth. - Hostile Aff.

88 Auth. - Deprcss. Aff.

89 Auth. -°Neufral Aff.

90 Auth. - Positive Aff..

91 Anxiety - Attitude

92 Anx. - Stance

93 Anx. - Engagement

94 - Aid/Advice

95 Anx. - Copidg Eff.

96 Anx. - Hostile' Aff.

97 Anx. - Depressive Aff.

98 Anx. Aff.,

99 Anx. - Positive Aff.

/N.

ctor Factor Factor Factor Facrbr
6 7 8 9 10

.166 ..198 .184 .040 -.002 .022 -.103

074 .212 .858* .148 .095 -.138 -.053

.082 .134 .8b7* .084 .034 .249 ;-.039

.142 .163 .821* .109 .091 .209 .001

.095 .158 .940* .122 .095 -.101 -.107

-.146 ..021 -.306 -.054 -.277 -.162 .429*

-.009 -.069 -.649* -.045 .015 .492* -.148

.096 .050 .769* .073 .123 -.346 '-.124

..514* -.098 .091

-;035 .004 -.051

.220 -.088 .034

.195 -.086 .015

-,014 .044 -.009

-

.229 -.203 .147

:142 -.032 -.128

.266 .151 .027

' 0 0 0 0 '0 0' 0 0

.192,' .00? .015 .032 .105 .091 .052 .280 .106 .141

.014' .042 .180 i '.834* .194 .011 .043 .018 .073.-,196

.153 .125 -.082 .743*. .095 .204 if.010 .095 .220 .352

.172 .107 -.112 .741* .071 .230 -.027 - .010 .234 .348

.060 ...002 .167 .818* .093 -.291_-.023 - .099 .022_ -.149

-.044 -.241 -.041 ,-.211 .028 .000 .268 .102 4-.712*, .018

-.033 .105 -.214 -.753* -.062 .215 44 - .0q1 .336 .205

.06 .051 .225 .778* .047 -.206 -.1 .166 .219 .006

-.019 .104 -.038 .085 -.053 . .075 , .087 .129 -.032 -.725*

f

377
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IU
_,SENTE:;tE COMPLn

table 2 (continued)

MEXICO - 10 Year Olds

Loadings
Factor Factor Factor Factcr Factor Factor

1 2 3 4 5 .6
for Factor Factor Factor
7% 8 9

Item..

j100 Aggression - Stance -.049 .066 .152 .079 .638* -.222 .179 -.170 ir134 .318
101 Agg. Engagement -.015 .094 .057 :801* .162 :16.4 -.229 214.111

102 Agg. - Aid/Advice -.005 .188 .120 7.167 .766* .147 .15.5 -1201 -.033 .171
103 Agg. - Coping Effect .050 .103 .124 .862* -.101 -.068 :163 .073 '-.054
104 Agg. e Aff. -.068 .024 r.035 -.056 -.756* -.11R .283 -.024 .308,-.i79

4105 Agg. - pressive Aff. =.0.1 -128 .1861 .036
A*

-,111 .478* -.085 -.180 -.10 -.285
106 Agg. - Neutral Aff. .080 -,007 ..075-. .034 .819, -.165 -.230 .484 .124 " -.137
107 Os. - Positive Aff. 0 0 ° 0 ' 0 0. 0 4 0 0

4
a

* These. variables had a factor loading of .40 or better and were
score for each factor. See text for further exp.lanatron.

used tot.conttruct a unit weighted



Table
(-

IYEM'COMPARISON FOR MEXICO 10 YEAR OLDS - _STAGES I AND III - SENTENCE COMPLETIONc
(Factor Loadings), -

MEXICO

Factor No.

1..4, I. II III . IV V
Stage Stage Stage Stage St4age Stage Stage 'stage Stage Stage

I . III . I III I -III I III I' III
:,- 1 4 2 5- 6 2 4 3 46

'

464 Task Achievement-Attitude

65 TA - Stance*

66 TA ..Engagement

*67 TA - Aid/Advice

6 8-TA 4. Coping Eff.

**69 TA - Hostile ,Aff.

*O :TA - DepresS. Aff.

1 1' TA - Neutral iff.

72 TA - Positive Af

73 Interpersonal lations
Attitude

74 IPR - Stance
.86 .86

75 IPR - Engagempt
.81 .93

.93

77 IPR - Coping Eff.
.40

**78 IPR - Hostile Aff.
(-:08) (-.34)

**79 IPR - Depress. Aff:
(-.23)

80 IPR.-.Neutral Aff.
-(.10)- .45

81 I - Positive Aff.'

44

I

.82

.85 .81

.82

.71 .85

(-.18)

-.53

(.17) .79

to



I

MEXICO Stage Stage
, I III

II_ III ' : IV
Stage Stage `stage Stage. stage

f III I III I

Stage SCage Stage
III, I III

Factor No. 1 4
ir

' 2 5 .3 2 4 3 5 1

82 Autho'riLy Attitude

83 Auth. - Stance
.82 .86

84iAuth. - Engagement
M.36) .81

*85 ".h. - Aid/Advice
.82

86'Aut - Coping Eff.
.94 .94

**87 Auth. - Hostile Agff:
1.88

**88 Auth.,- Depress. Aff.
-.65

89 Auth. - Neutral-Aft":
.89 .77

90' Auth. - Positive Aff.

*91 Anxiety Attitude

'AAX. - Stance' .90 .83

93 Anx. -Engagement .79 .74

*94 inx. Aid/Advice,

95 Anx. Coping Eff.

'

-.92

.*/4

.82

* *96 Anx. Hostile Aff. -.94 (-.21)

**97 Anx. - Depres;ive Aff. '-.75.

Anx. - Neutral Aff. .9'4 .78
4

*99 Anx. Positive Aff.

a

S



a

MEXICO

Facto go.

I Ii in V
Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage

I III I III I III I III I III

1 4 2 5 3 2 4 3 5 1

100 Aggression - St#nce

101 Agg. - Engagement

*102 Agg. Aid/Advice

103 Agg. - Coping Eff.

**104 Agg. - Hostile Aff.

**105 Agg. - Depress. Aff.

*106 Agg. Neutral Aff.

107-Agg. - Positive Aff.

.90. .64

.83 .80

.77

.90 .86

4.68 -.76

(-.11)

.68 .82

11

* - This variable was only present in the Stage III instrumeit.
** - In the Stage Onsirument, both Hostile and'Depressive Affect were score as one variabl

"Negative Affect.'

3 S1
a
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Table 4

STAGE

OCCUPATIONAL VALUES

MEXIe0 - 10 YEAR 'OLDS

Factor 11

Loading
Factor 12
Lo ling

Factor 13
Loading

Factor 14
LOading

Factor '15 Factor 16

item

14 Altruism
. 0
15 Estheti

16 Indepen
.

ce

17 Manage nt

.

18 Success

19 4elf-Satisfaction

20 IntelleCcoal
Stimulition

21 creativity

22 Security

23 Pressigd

24 Economic Lturrts#

25 Surroundings

to Associates

27 Variety

28 Follow Father

.696*
.

-:048

-.173

-.150

.137

.505*

.743

-.089

-.019

-.753*

-.788*
.

.486A
.

.305

-.014 ,

.108

-.:7,..)2

.051

.399*.

.223

-.111

.076

-.681*

-.778*

.084

-.146

.123

.401*

,524*

-.159

.032

.

:048

-.369 .

1.320

-.057

.736*

.213

,.071

.128

.751*
..,

-.120

.077

-.073

-.13

-.107

-.158

',.1.06

-.008

.681*

-.122

=.041

.006

-.029

..

.087.

-.07'3

*:191

.004

.293

.015

1.094

-.797*

.

''

-.244

-,009

.401*'''

-.799*

-.067

.322

.197

.145

.093

-.120.

-.032

.132

,.358

-.138

-.016

-.209

-.251

.331

.135

-.055
._

-.086

.266

x-.021

-.039-

-.203

.002

180

-.095

.773*

-.363

* These variables had a factor loading of .40 or better and were used to construct a unit
weighted score for each factor. See text for further explanation,
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MEXICO - 10 Year Olds

Item__

Table 5

'STAGE III

.00CUPATIONAL VALUE1S2
_..../

.. / .

Factor 11 Factor 12 Factor 13 Factor 14 Factor 15 Factor 16 -

Loading Loading Loading Loading Loading Loading

14 Altruism .686* .049 .228. .034 -.077 -.251-

15 Esthetics .139 -.241 -.783* .088 -.170 .r.169
116 Independence -.226 .287 -.654* -.028 .014 .062

17 Management -.437* .025 .174 .323 -.383 -.306

184imccess, .376 -.327
.

.i87
,

.276 .415* -.059

19 SelfrSatisfaction .478* .272 .331 .272 .007 -.138

20 Intellectual .228 -.260 87 .504* .031 .229,"
Stimulatibn

21,Creativity .133 -.578* -.022 -.182 .431*

22 S4curity -.t02 .091 .110 -.020 .853* -.130
23 Prestige -.586* -.327 -.153 -.297 . -.154

24.Ecbnomic Returns -.784* -.054 .216 .076 .225 -.153
25 Surroundings .232 .686* .036 .117 .128 .022

26 Associates .148 .767* -.032 -.083 -.172 4010

27 Variety -.037 -.056 .074 .131 -.081 .838*

28 Follow Father -.009 -.159. .156 7:882* , .007 .-.01*19

4
* These variables had a factor loading of .40 or better and were use4htb construct a unit weighted
score for each factor. See text for further explanation. ,

383



STACE I

Factors

11

1Z

13

14

15

16

TalYie

,6j
FACTOR COMPARISON FOR MEXICO 10 YEAR OLDS - STAGES I AND III -, CCUPATIONAL VALLES

r -

Similar factors

(

S T A G

r:.,Lor 12

E

\'

1.

I

1

Factor43Factor 11
\......,

.866* .367 .254

-.303 .851* -.089
.

.034 -.105. .411
.

.087 -.082 -.629

.276 .142 )77

-.271 .323 .172

t

384

...-

Factor' 14 Factor 15 . Factor 16

.139 -.180 ,.000

-.081 .086. -.403

.348 .801* -.237

.718 -.080 -.262

-.315 .558 .400

.489 .-.027 .743



'Table 7

ITEM COMPARISON TOR MEXICO 10 YEAR OLDS - STAGES I AND III OCCUPATIONAL VALUES
(Factor Loadings)

WEXICP

Factor No.

AC B

Stage Stage (Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage' Stage Stage Stage
I III- I III I , III I III I. III I III

.
.

11 11 ,12 12 13 : 15.

14 Altruism .70 .69

15 Esthetics

16 Independefice .40 --(.29)*:

17 Management (-.15) -.44

18 Success .74 .42'

19 Self-Satis: .51 .48

20'Intell. Stimulation -.68,

21 Creativity/ 4

-.78,

22 Security ,

23 Prestige -.75 7:59-

24 Economic Ret. -.79 -.78 A
41

25 Surroundings .49 (.23) .40

'26 Associate .52

(-.26)

-058 / 1,..

.75 .85

.
.

.69

.77 ..

27 Variety
, ,

28 Follow
140

Father 4

. ''
o

.4.

- 4
.

4

* Thesenumbers in iarentheses are the corresponding loading for each country on'those variables th
rre not used in the unit weighted scores, but 44oad significantly in one Country.

r

14,



11 Table 9
Nir

1

°

STAGE I

SOCIAL ATTITUDES INVENTORY

LoadingsMEXICO - 10 Year Olds
4 Factor 17 Factor 18,

1 Active'Coping

2 Passive Coping

3 Active Defensive

-4 Passive Defensive,

iW
Sub-Scores

. ,

.40* ', .091

.893- .067

.060 .933*-

.526* .661*

t

.
II

.

41

f

..

)

* These variables had a factor loading of'.40 or better and were used
vto construct a unit weighted score for each factor. See text,for
further'explanation., . ,

s

. -353-
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Table 10

STAGE III

SOCIAL ATTITUDES INVENTORY

, 4
MAICO -4 10 *ar, Olds r Factor Loading

-SubScoris Factor 17._

37 Task Achievement .684*

38Authority '.466*

39 Aggression .508*

. 40 InterpersoWl Relations .516*
.

41 Anxiety: 6

4

* These Variables had a factor loading of ,.40 or better and were
, ailed to construct a unit weighted icoryor each factor. See

text 1for further -explanation.

4.

. -354-



MEXICO - 10 Year Olds

'4ew Factor Factor
Designation Abbre-

viation

C(SC)

C(SC)\P. :

III C(Sc.)

IV . C(SC)

, C(SC)

A (AM.

.

a OVAL

C e' OVAL

I

Table 11'.
. -

CO"PARISON OF FACTORS ACROSS SAMPLES

a

COI.NON FACTORS
Stage
Desig-
nation

I Stage III
Desig-
nation NAME

1*

2

6

4

5

1I.

12

13

.4*..
.5 ..

2

3

1

11

I.;

15

cues with Anxiety

Copes with Aggression

Copes with interpersonal Relations

Copes with Authority

Copes with Task Achievement
we .

Values )ktrutsm and Self-satisfastion;
doesn't-.7a1

Prestige and Economic Returns, (Values Surrounolnzs,
doein't value Management-).

.

Values 'Surroundings and Assoclatesdoftn:t value
Creat:u.ty. (Values Independwnce; doesn't
Intellectual.Stimulation).

.../

Values Success and Sec3rity

e

v
UNIOCE FACTORS

C(SC) 3

C(SC) 7

C(SC)

Neutral; not Negative Affect. ,/e,. . . N.C(SC) 9
Positive, not fielative Affect foueird Aggression; copeaf 9 vith Authority via Engagement, positive Affect tc..ard
I terpersbnal Reiatidns.

C(St) 10 Pb ive attitude toward Task Achievement; lack of
positive Affect,toward Task Achievement:C(SC)

b Depressive, not neutral Affect toward Interpersonal
-.

Relations; depressive Affects toward Authority and
Aggression, .

.
.C(SC) 7 Hostile, not neutral Affect toward'Interversonal Re-

C(SC) 8
lations; hostile Affect toward Authority.

,

Positive sttttudes toward Task Achievement and Authority.
C(SC) 9 Lack of hostile Affect toward Task Achievement and Anxiety.
C(SC) 10 Lack of positivf Affect toward Anxiety.,0'/AL 14 Values TsthetiCs; doesn'tvalve Fathes

occupation.
OVAL 15

Values Independence; doesn't yalde Management.
OVAL 16 Values Variety -

OVAL - 13 Doesn't value Eathetica'and Independence
OVAL. '

.

14 Values Intellectual StiOulation; dart:1'c value *Snowing
**charts occupation.

OVAL 16 Values Creativity.and Variety,. , *.

Copes effectively uith Interpersonal Relations
Neutral. not Negative 1ffect.

Positive attitudes toward Authority apd Interpersonni
Relations

Copes effectively. with Task AchNmement via Stan,e

* Thee' nuieers appear in
thesTactor Analysis Tables 1. 2, 4, 5.

-355-

34

58
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V

a

No'

Table 12-.

SIGNIFICANT SEX DIFFERENCES*

MEXICO - 10Apar Olds - Stage I
Probability

Level
,

t #
C(SC)1-1, . F < M** Copes effectively with Anxiety via Stance '.

and .Engagement with neutral, not negative
Affect 2_ <.001

C(SC)5-V F < M Copes effectively with Task Achievement
via Stance and Engagement < .001

F < M Copes effestjArely with Task Achievement via '

Stance w/neutral, not negative.Affoct.R <.003

F > M 'Values Altruism, Self-satisfaction, and
Surroundings; doesn't value Prestige and
Economic Returns 2_ <.002

C(SC)8

S'OVAL /1-A

s
OVAL 12-B F > M Valves Independence, Surroundings, and

AssoUates; doesn't value Intellectual
Stimulation and Creativity. p <.003

F > M Values Esthetics and doesn't Follow
Pathef < .001

OVAL 15, F < M Values Independence; doesn't value
Management. p < .044

,F > M Values Variety k p < .012

OVAL 14

OVAL 16

1

* 8/18 (442) pf the significance tests were significant aboveichance.
This indXcates these results were not spurious (cf. Godbout, Mat-3ton,
Borich, Vaughan, 1977).

** F = Female M = Male '

The sex difference on this factor is similar to one in the other
sample.

-356-

389
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Table 13

$IGNIIICANT SEX DIFFERENCES*

MEXICO - 14 Year .01o> -- Stage

..#,

Probability
Level

C(5c)5-II F i M** Copp effectively with Aggression pp < .031

- -

C(SC57 P M Hostile, not neutral Affect tower0
Interpersonal Relations; hostile
Affect toward Authority. .011

s0V4L 11-A,

s 5

,F > M Values Altruism and Self-satisfaction;
doesn't` value Management, Prestige,
and Economic Returns. p. <

C
.01

VAL 12-B ',F >' M' Values Surroundings and Associates;
loesn't value Creativity. E < .05

OVAL 14 - F > M Values Intellectual Stimulation;
doesn't Follow Father. p. < Al.

. .. .

,

OVAL 15-C F > M
. ,

Values Success and Security. p. < .048.

4

* 6/17 (35%). of the significance tests were significant above chance.
This indicates these results were not spurious (cf. Godbout, Marston,
Borich, Vaughan,"1977)i

** F = Female ,M-= Male
s
= The sex .difference on this factor is similar\ to one in the other
'sample.

;5357-
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Table 14

SIGNIFICANT gES DIFFINCES*

XIOD - 10 Year Olds - Stage I

I

. /

iC(SC)4-IV L 4M** Copes effect ely with Authority via

r Stance wit neutral,.not negative
Affect
0.

C(SC)7 L < M Positiv attitude teward.Authority
and In erpersonal Relations

Probability
Level

" 0

< .018

< .062.

C(SC)9 L > M COpes with Authority via Engagement
with yositive Affect toward Aggretsion
and-Interpersonal Relations,'without
negative Affect toward Aggression. p 4,,.033

OVAL 11-A L < M Values Altruism, Self-satisfaction ,

and Surroundings; doesn't value
Prestige and EconoMic Returns. p. < .001

OVAL 13-C L < M Values Success and Security. p< .001

OVAL 14 L >M. Values Esthetics; doeFn't Follow I

Father. 2. < .001'

OVAL 15 L < M Valued Independence; Aoesn't value
.

Management. 2. 4..083

OVAL 16 L > M. Values Variety < .001

nC(SAI)18 L > M Self-report ofdefensive coping p. < .024

* 9/18 (50%)of the significance tests were significant above chance.
This indicates thes results were not spurious (cf. Godbodt, Marstoa,
Borich, Vaughan, 1977)

** L = Lower Class M - Middle Class

= An identical SES difference in both samples (Stages I and III)
n

= No comparable, instrument in the othesample-

-358-
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Table 15'

SIGNIFICANT SES DIFFERENCES*

MEXICO - 10 Year 011s,7 Stage III

C(SC)1.7V

41".Nieit.

Probability
Level

L '< M** Copes effectively with Task Achievement

p < .016

C(SC)2-III L < M Copes effectively with nterpersonal
Relations < .001

4 -C(SC)3-IV L < M Copes effectively with Authority E <'.001

C(SE)4-I.

C(SC)6

C(SCJ7

C(SC)10
!*

OVAL 12-B L > M Values Surroundings and Associates;
doesn't value Creativit

OVAL 13 1 < M Values Estheticseand In ependeace.

e

I

L < M Copes effectively .with Anxiety p < .043
)

L > M Dep'ressive,'not neutral Affect toward
Interpersonal Relations; depressive
Affect toward Authority and Aggression p < .001

L > M Hostile, not neutral Affect toward
Interpersonal Relations? hostile Affect
toward Authority. IC< .026

L <M Positive Affect toward Anxiety

91i7 (53%) of the
This indicates th
Borich, Vaughan,

L = Lower Class.

= An identicif'

< .03

< .053

< .025

significance tests were significant above chance.
ese results were not spurious (-Lf. Godbout, Marston,
1977).

= Middle Class

SES difference in both samples (;cages I and III)

'a
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Table 14,1.440

Stage I <°

A ,' REGRESSION ANALYAS

MEXICO - IQ Year Olds 'CRITERION: Reading Achievement.

Predictor
Variables! p Musltiple R R

2
R
2
Change'

i-C(SC)4-IV 3.99

OVAL 11-A 6.26 .013

-OVAL 16. 5.56 .019

OVAL 15 4.73 .030 ,

9-0VAI. 12-B 5.02 .026

i
OCC ASP 19.88 .001

/
i

ED ASP 6.18 .013

i
RAVEN 84.04 .001

i
BRS 17.79 .001

Additional Explanatory Variables:

pr

.11

.17

.21

.2/k.

-- -.26

- .35

.37

.55

.58

p

\

.01

.04

.06

.07

.12

.14

.31

ti

.34

r

.01

.02

.02

.01

.01

.05

.

.02

.17

'.03

= identical predictor or explanatory factor across sampaes.

= A similar predictor across samples.

-360-
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Table 16b.

Stage,I

DLSCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS'

MEXICO - 10 Year 'Olds CRITERION: Reading Achievemeit
Predictor
Variables:

1C(SC)4-IV* Does not Cope'with Autarity.

"s
OVAL 11-A = Values Altruism, Self- Satisfaction, and Sprrouidings;

doesn't value Prestige and Economic Returns.
, Doesn't value Variety- OVAL 16

OVAL 15 Values Independence; doesn't value Managements
- OVAL 12-B = Doesn't value Independence, Surroundings, an0 Associates;

. values Intellectugl Stimulation and Creatiyit.y.

Occupational Aspirqtioffi1OCC4ASP =

'ED AS? =

i
RAVEN =

i
BRS . =

Educational Atpiration

,Raven progressive Matrices 4

Behavior Rating Scale

Additional Explanatory ariables:
4

IP/
An identical predictor or explanatory factor across samples

A similar predictor across samplqs
. *

io Factors which predict negatively are described in terms of the
behavior this.indicates. The same factor may be described in
opposite terms when, in some other analysis, it has a positive
predictive value.

' .

-361-
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MEXICO - 10 Year

Tredictoilir

*Variables:

Olds

F%

DC(SAI)17 23.40

C(SC)2-III 11.65 ,

C(SC)4-t .41619

C(SC)6 2.06

i-C)SC)3-IV .. 3.97

0-OVAL 12 -B 6.00

-OVAL 16

s
OVAL li -A

-OVAL 15-C

( 5.21

4.2O

7.41

i
OCC ASP

ED ASP ,

RAVEN

BRS

11,

24.92

5.24

33.42

30.83

Additional Explanatory;;

C(SC)1-V

C(SC)8

No comps

.; An ide

A si

411,-

-Table 17a.'

Stage III'

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

CRITERION: Reading Adhievement

p Multiple R 2 Change

.001

.001

.33

.40

.

.11'

.65

.04 .4 .021

.

.15(NS) .43 .19 .01

.05 As .20
,

.02 .48- ."23 .02

.02
-J

.50 .25 .02

.04 .5/ . .26 :02

.007'
.

.54 .29 .03
.

71:

/
.001. 4,' 1. . 61 . .38 08

v
4.1(

a02 :63 .39 .02

.70 .49 .09

:/t,0& .75 .56 .07

pr p r

e instrument the other sample

al predictor or explanatory factor across samples

predictor across samples
-362-
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Table 17b.

Stage ItI

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS -

MEXICO - 10 Yea Olds4

Predictof
Variables:

n
C(SAI)17 = Copes effectively

CRITERION: Reading Achievement

C(SC)2-III = Cope with' Interpersonal Relations

s%-C(SC)4-1 Copes with Anxiety

C(SC)6 = %Deprdssive,'not Neutral Affect toward Interpersonal

Relations; Depress-ive Affect toward Authority and
Aggression. ,

CSC)3-IV* = Does not cope with Authority

. s'
- OVAL 12-B .= Values Creativity; doesn't value'Surroundings an

Associatesr-
Doesn't value Crdativity and Variety

Values Altruism and Self-Satisfaction; doesn't value,
Management, Prestige, and Economic Returns.

- '.OVAL 15-C = Doesn't value Success and Security

.:-0VAL 16.

'5OVAL 11-A

OCC ASP = Ocdupational Aspiratibn,
4 4

ED ASP = Educational Aspiration

'RAVEN
. .

DRS

= Raven Progressive Matrices ,

= Behavior Rating Scale

Additional Explanatory Variables:

C(SC)1-V = Copes-with Task: Achievement A,

C(SC)8 = Positive Attitddes toward Task Achievement and
Authority

* No comparable instrument in the other sample

An identical predictor or explanatory factor across samples

= A similar, predictor across samples

.1 Factors which predict negatively are describe& in terms of the
behavior this indicates. The same factor may be described 4n
opposite terms when, in some other analysis, it flas a positive

apredictive value. 363-
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Table 18a.
Stage II.dl ,

CRESSION ANALYSIS

:MEXICO - 10 Year Qlds
.

CRITERION: MathAchievem7ent
.Predictor '

F

-C(SC)8 5.06

C(S 4.12.
111. -

OVAL 11-A .57
. .

RAVEil. 1%83

1
BRS 4:41

_

P Multiple R R2 Change

.025 .12.

.043 .16

.001 .31
.

.177 (NS) .32 a
.936 : 4 .341

..

Additiodal Explanatory Variables:

Apr ,- p

- S C ) 1-I
Ir'

-OVAL 14 :035

-OVAL .049

8=:OMAL 12-8, , .036

OCC ASP .11'

.11 .050

0: A sipliar"predictor across samples
An' identical predictor explariatory factor'across samples '

=

.01 , . .01

:01

.10 .07,
,

' .1O ,004
.

.11

r p

1

r

.05
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Tabld,-18b.

Stage

DES:RIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS,

a.
MEXICO 7 10 Year Olds

Predictor
,Variables:

CRITERION: Math Achievement

-.C(SC)Irk Does not cope effectively with Task
I` 9

*Stance; has Negative, not Neutral A.

'Achievement.
C(SC)7 = Positive Attitudes toward Authority

Relations.
s
OVXL 11-A = Values Altruism, Self-Satisfaction,

doesn't value Prestige *nd Economic

RAVEN = Raven Progressive Matrices

iBRSC- = Behavior Rating Scale

Additional Explanatory Variables:.

C(SC)1-1 = Does .not Ave with Anxiety"

- OVAL 14 = .Valu
. Esth

' - OVAL 1.6 = Doe Variety

t

-; OVAL 12 -B Values Int-ellectualoStimuIation and-Creativity; doesn't
.value Independence. Surrdundings, and Associates.

,

OCC ASP Occupational'Aspiratitpn

Achievement via
ffect toward Task

and Interpersorial

and,:Surroundings;
Returns.

ollowilg Father's Occupation ;doesn't value

4

ED ASP ' Educational Aspiration
Ak

- A 'similar predictor across samples

. An identical predictor or explanatory factor across samples ,

" Factors which predict negatively'are described in terms of
7_--ballavior this indicates. The same factor may be described in

opposite'terms'when, in som. other analysis, it has a positive
predictive-Value.

-365.7. 6.
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Table 19a.

Sthge III A

'REGRESSION ANALYSIS

MEXICO - 10,Year dlds CRITERION: Math Achievement

Predictor '

Vae/ables: F

.1

p °

n
C(SAI)17

,C(SC)2 -III

C(SC)7

=OVAL' 15-C

'8
-OVAL 12-11

. .
OVAL 16

s
OVAL 11-A

i ...,'
LD ASP

N.

BRS

.)
17.20

3.30

4.62-
4

4:15

2.29

5.39

6.06

6.25

32.86

9.46

ti

.Q01.

.07(NS)
....

.03

.04

.13(NS)

.02

.02

.01

.001

.002

Additional Explanatory Variables:

,

Multiple R

.29.

.31 :

.34

V

:37,

.38

q

.41

.44

.47

.58

.61 .

IC?

R
2 ..7::-

R
2

Change

.08 .08

c

.10 - .02

.12 .02

.14 . .02
-f

.15 .01

.17 .02

.20 .03

.22 .03 \

.34 .12

.37 .03

C(SC)3-IV .17 .05

s, i, OCC ASP .20 .Q5

. )

No comparable instrument in the other- sample

A similar predictoracross samples

An identical predictor -or-eXplsnatory faotoeecross samples,

-366-
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Table 19b.

Stage /II"

°

DESCRIPTION OF OGREssia; FACTORS

f

a

MEXICO, - 10"Year Olds CRITERWN: 'Math Achievement

Predictor
Variables:.

= CopesIbffectively

= Copes with Interpersonal Relations

C(SC),7- = Hostile, not Neutral Affect toward Interpersonal
Relations; Rostile Affect toward Authority

OVAL 15 -C* = `- Doesn't' value Success and Security

s
OVAL '12-B = Values Creativity; doesn't value ae Surroundings and

Associate-s

- OVAL 16 = Does not value Creativity and Variety

OVAL11-A

;.r) A'SP

RAVEN

RRS

.Values Altruism'andSelf-Satisfaction; doesn't value
Management, 'PreStige, and Economic Returns

= Echicational Aspirftion

= Raven Progre ivg Matrices;
4s.

= Behavior Raci Scale

Avaitional, Explanatory Variables

-C(SC)3=IV = Copes with Authority
,

i
odc ASP = Occupational "Aspiration

WIN

= No rumentcomparable inst in the other sample
r".

mg A similar predictor across samples

i
, .= An identical predictor or explanatory factor across. sam es

. * - 'Factors` which,. predict negatively are described in terms o the
behaVior this indicatep. The same factor may be described
Oposite terms When,, in some oriet analysis, it has a positive

9pre4ictiveValLe. ;

-367-,d
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MEXIC0 - 10 Year Olds

Tale 20a.

Stage L

REGRESSION ANpLysis,

OVAL 15

s-
OVAL 12-B

Predictor
Variables: F p

n
-C(SAI)18 3.69 .056

C(SAI)17 12.20 ' .001,

OVAL 11-A 19.68 .001 ,

1

-OVAL 16 7.87 .005

5.47 .020

8.72 .003

i ED ASP .059

AirwwEN 28.64 .001

BRS' 127.50 .001

Additional Explanatory Variables:

pr

OVAL 13-C 4 4 ;11 .941

i
OCC ASP .18

A

. CRITERION:

Multiple R

Grade Point Average

R2R
2

R Change

.01 .01

.21 :04 .03

.31 .09 .05

.34 ' .11' .02

.36 .13 .01

.39 .15 .02

40 .16 .01

..47 .22 .06

.43 .21

r p

1

.001

n
m:140 comparable. instrument in the other samR1441,

-41 in A similar pridictOr across samples

Is, An identical predictor or explanatory factor acrOss'sanples

-368-
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Table 20b.

Stage I

DESraIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

MEXICO-- 10 Year Olds CRITERION: Grade Point Average

Prgdictor

Variables:

n
C(SAI)18* = Does not show defensive behavior

.

n
C(SAT)17 = Copes effectively

s
OVAL 11-A = Values AlkruisM, Self Satisfaction, and Surroundings;

doesn't value Prestige and Economic Returns.
= Doesn't value Variety:- OVAL 16

OVAL 15 Values Independence; doesn't value Management.

s
OVAL t12-B = Values Intellectual Sttmulation and Creativity;

doesn't value Independence, Surroundings, and Asf;ociates.
1ED ASP

1RAVEN

.

i
BR

= Educational Apirationc

Y,
= Raven Progressive Matrices

= Behavior Rating Scale

Additional'.EXplariatory Variables: .

OVAL 13-C = Values Success and:Security '

= OFcupational AspirationOCC ASP

n
= No comparable' instrument)" the other sample

= A Similar predictor across samples

ir

An identical predictor or explanatory factor across samples

factors-Which i,,r. ''St-negatiVely are desc

40!behavior this hates. Thevsami factor
opposite terms when, in some-other anetys
predictive #alue.. 0,

)..
J.

442.

ribed in terms.of_the
may be described _in

j.s,'it has a positive
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Table 21a,

Stage III

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

MEXICO - 10 Year Olds. CRITERION: Grade Average

Predictor
Variables:

C(SC)2-III

C(SC)3 -IV
./.....

C(SC)6

nC(SAI)17.

-C(SC)10

s
-OVAL 12-E,

OVAL 14

OVAL 16

i
RAVEN.

f 8RS

p

33.32 .00

9.22 '.00
.

6.66. .01

7.19 .01

3.86 .05

5.75 .02

3.36
.

.07

- 5.14 .03

38.07 ' .001

25.22 r .001

AdditloMal Explar&tory Variables:

pr

C(SC),1 -V

C(SC)4-I

C(SC)5-II

- C(SC)7

0VAL 11-A.
i
0CC ASP

ED ASP

Multiple R R
2 \R2

Change

.38

.43

.46

.49

.51 .

.53

.54

.57.

.65

.
.70

. ..\

0.15

.19

3
.21

.24
#

.26'

.28

.29

.31'

.4,

.50

-.15

.04

.03

v.03

.02

.02

.01

.02

.12

.07

,19

.20

#15

-.23

.15

.14

.26

:05

.05

:.05

495 ,

..05

no,140 comparable instrument in the other sample

a A siwilay predictor across samples
i
-0 An identical predictor lor explanatory factor across samples

-370-
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Table 21b.

Stage III

6ESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

MEXIC0i.- 10 'Nat Olds
Predictor
Variables:

C(SC)2 -III

C(SC) I-IV

C(SC)6

CRITERION: Grade Point Average

n
C(SAI)17

- e(SC)10*

-
s
OVAL 12-B

OVAL 14

OVAL 16,
t
RAVEN

BRS

= Copes with Interpersonal Relations

= Copes with Authori0

= Depressive, not Neutral Affect toward Interpersonal
__Relations; Depressive Affects toware,Authority and

Aggressidn
= Copes effectively

= Positive Affect toward Anxiety

= Value's Crtayivity; doesn't value Surroundirigs and
Associateg"

= Values Intellectual Stimulation; doesn't value
Following Father's occupation

= Doesn't value Creativity and Variety

= Raven Progressive Matrices

= Behavior Rating Scale

Additional E.::planatory Variables:

C(S01-V

C(SC)4-I

C(SC)5-II

C(SC)7

s
OVAL 11-A

Occ ASP

.iED ASP

= Copes with Tall* AChievement

= Copes with Anxiety

= Copeswith Aggression

Neutral, hot Hostile Affect toward Interpersonal
Relations; lack of Hostile Affect toward Authority.

.

= Values Altruism and Self-Satisfaction; doesn't value
Management, Prestige, and Economic Returns.

= OcCupatidnal Aspiration

=- Educational Aspiration

= No comparable instrument in the other sample
s
I A simirar predicror across samples

= An identiCal predictor oexplcnatory factor across samples,

* *.Faitors which predict negatively are describiCin terms of the
`behaviot this indicates. The same factormay,be described in
opposite terms when, in some other analysis, it has a positive
predictive value;

=
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. Table 22

PERCENT OF VARIANCE EXPLAINED

MEXICO - 10 Year Olds - Stage I

1

Reading Achievement MathlAchieVement" GPA
.

,....
Aptitude (unique) 16.9% 0.5% 6.5% e

Coping/Motivation (unique) 4.6%
.

8.6%
.

.

v '

,

?.25,

Total 30.5% 10.1%. 22.3%

MEXICO'10 Year Olds - Stage III

Aptitude (unique) 9.4% 11.7% 11.7%

COping/Motivation (unique) 14.2% 7.0r 14.4%
1":

Total 48.7% 33.9% 42.7%

Table 23

CORRELATIONS AMONG THE CRITERIA

.MEXICO - 10 Yeir Olds Stage I

Reading Achievement Math Achievement GPA

A Reading

Math
1-

.

.

.08
% .30 i

/ /..,,

. ,
GPA .

' .54

MEXICO - 10 Year Olds - Stage III

Reading

Matti

CPA

4

r '.62

.58

-372-
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MEXICO - 14 YEAR ow -- RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
v

This section proVideig a detailed picture ofithe coping patterns
associated with achievement in MeXican 14 year Old students from the
1965 (Stage and 1968 (Stage III)-sfimples. The results include
factor analyses of the coping /motivational instruments: Sentence
Completion, Occupational Values, Views of Life, and the Social
Attitudes Inventory. The factor comparison findings ale present,gd,
indicating thedegree of J2orrespondence between the two samples of
Mexican students. Seg and socioeconomic status differentes are then4
described. Finally; the regression analyses are delineated in order'
to show the specific factors that predict and explain achievement
for these students.

FACTOR ANALYSES

Sentence Completion

Facto*r Analyses 'of.the Sentence Completion variables resulted,
for both Stages I and III, in ten factors. which accounted for a sub-
stantial percentage of the respective variances. These variables
grouped primarily according to behaviorcareas, e.g., aggression
variables loading on one factor, authority variables on another. The
Stage I inalysis appears in Table 1. ivb general factors emerged:
coping. with aggression, authority, anxiety, interpersonal relations,
and task achievement. Al,k-Included neutral, not negative affect/in
the respective behavioral area. Unit weights were constructed using
those variable3 having a factor loading ( < .40)., For example, 'factor
1 consisted of all five variables that concern coping wity,11 anxiety.
Factdrs 6-10 also tended to group variables according,to b-aspects
of the behavioral areas. The Stage III factor analysis (Table 2)
yielded the same tendencies, with four major factors corresponding to
four of the behavioral areas. Coping with aggression, however, split
into two factors:- factor five reflected coping effectiveness with
neutral, n9t hostile affect, whereas factor six ,reflected.coping
aggression via stance, engagement, and (not) seeking aid or advice.

ge As these, factors appeared to be yielding similar results, a com-
parison of the first' five factors iAts examined(see Table 3). Factor

,six was used for coping with aggression in Stage III as it was more
similar to the aggression factdr in Stagt-I. These factors proved
highly similar-,,,,pith respective percentages of common variables across
stages of 80%, 50t, 100%, and 80%. Furt4prmore,.some of the variables
which 'did not fbad higher than .40 in botti stages still showed pimilar

' direction. While the program'RELATE could not be run, tine to slightly
different numbers of variables in the two stages; these factors are-
condidered "identicq.i° and appear to indicate a stable "Mexican" con-
struct system at age 14, thht defines coping skills in the five areas,
separately.'

13i3 ;
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4Occupational Values .

eFactor,analyses,of the Occupational Values variables yielded six
factors in both Stages I and III., Once again, 'variables having a
factor loading < .40 were used to construct weighted score far
each factor (see analyses in Tables 4 and 5).

A compaiison of the Occupational Vanes factors, according to
the RELATE fact r.comparison method, is represehted ih Table 6. It

ocan be seen tha only one of the six factors was "similar,".having a
cosine of ,.8 or bettet (interpreted similar to a correlation
coefficient). Table 7 depicts the item comparison of this factor. ,

across the two stages. Threerother factors had cosines abolle .70;
the remaining two, abeye .60. Therresults df this comparison .

indicateo- some similarity 16 cdnstructs'across time for_Mexicam 14
year old students, but with enough variability to prevent it.from
being a highly stable construct system.

Views of Life "ma

The Views of Life. instrument was used only in Stage III: The
factor analysis of these variables yielded eight factors and is depicted
in Table 8.

Social Attitudes Inventory

The factor analysis of the-Social Attitudes Inventory (SAI) for
Stage I S illustrated in Table 9. This is a self-report measure of
coping ffectiveness. Two factors emerged: ineffective or defensive
respon ing, and positive coping.

In Stage III, the SAI is an entirely different questionnaire. The
factor analysis is shown in Table 10, and one factor emerged. This
factor reports effective coping across'all five behavioral areas.

SUMMARY OF FACTOR COMPARISONS .ACROSS SAMPLES /

ts"

The summary of the comparison of all factors from the first and
second samples is presented in Table 11._ The comparison was made for
the Sentence Completion and Occupational Values instruments, which were
administereeto both samples. (The SAI was re-designed for the second
sample.) Table 11 shows the content of the factors in the two samples.
If a factor bt one sample has no corresponding faptor in the other
Sample, thejactor retains its original designation. For example, the
Sentence Completion factor C(SC)6 of Stage I has no comparable factor
in the second*.stage. If however, a factor does have &comparable
factor in the other sample2it receives a new designation.

The comparison of the Sentende Completion factors was described
earlier: The first-five factors were highly similar and are referred
to as ridentical" factors., These factors have a Roman humeral
.designation in Table 11.

-374-
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_The Occupational Values instrument was compared by the RELATE
factor comparison method. .0ne of these 'factors is called "similar"
(RELATE value of .80 to JO) And receives'an alphabetic designation.
That is, similar fctar*"A" consists of original factor OVAL 16 in
Stage I and QVAL 13 in Sta e III. The unique factors ,.n both samples
are listed below these; t y did show resemblances adi-Oss stages, but
not enough to meet th3 "s miler" criterion (< .80).

In the MeRiCan 14 year old sample, the first five Sentence
Completion faCtOrs were identical across stages. There were no '
"identical" factors in the Occupational Values comparison, and only
one of the six comparisons was "similar." The coping patterns re-
presented by the Sentence Completion factors may remain stable in
the Mexican 14 year old student Population. Tile Occupational Values
factor structures were quitgeriNerent.atross samples, however,
suggesting considerable change in this construct system between 1965
and 1968.

SEX DIFFERENCES
Pr

Stage I sex differences are listed in Table 12:9 nales,reported
themselves as coping more effectively than females in four of the five
behavity areas in Mexico: anxiety, authority, task achievement, and
terpersonal_relations. In terms-of occupational values, males
Raced greater value on independence, following father's occupation,
ant/management: Females, on the other hand, more highly valued success,
intellectual stimulation, and variety than did males.

Vereweri fewer sex differences in Stage en (Table 13). Males
again tended to report themselves as coping more effectively with
Anxiety. FeMales expressed more depressive affect than males toward
interpersonal relations, authority', and aggression. Females placed
greater value on Occupational success,whereas Aales more highly valued
prestige. Males also expressed a/greater preference for self-initiation
of actionm.

Thus, only one factor showed the same sex difference in both stages
Males appeared to consistently cope more effectively with anxiety than
did females. .

, .

, ft

SS DIFFERENCES.

Stage I social clags differences are listed'in Table" 14. There
were five significant SES differences. Middle-class students tended to
report themselves as coping more effectively with task achievement than
the lower class. The middle class placed gr'eater value on following
father's oc cupation, success, and independence, whereas the lower-class
students more highly valued intellectual stimClatiou, variety, and
management. The lower class also reported greater use of defensive.'
.beheviot on, the SAI than did the middle class.

-375-
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The middle-class students showed better coping with interpersgpal

There were quite a few,more social class differences in Stage IIf.
,

. AP

N

% k.
relations, but lower-class students coped more effectively with aggres-
sion (SC). Despite the fact that the lower class also expressed more
depressive affect (SC) toward interpersonal relations, aggression, and
authority, they reported better overall coping on the SAI than did
middle-clasa students. In a work setting, lower-class students placed
greater vatie on security, following iafher's

occupation, selfm-satis-,
faction, intellectual stimulation, and variety, whereas the middle

,r---vclass more highly valued esthetics and independence. On the Views of
Life, middleL-class students more highly Valued work fin. its own sake

Irather than for the rewards it may bring. They also expressed a greater
preference for inde ndent actionand self-initiation of action. Seem-

.Phgly in convradicti
, lower-class stutents expressed greater preference

for solving, their o problems than did the middle class."-"they also
viewed life as more complex Ad difficult.

',

A contradictory finding was that in Stage I lower-class,students ..
placed greater'value on following father's occupation, while this was

...

reversed in Stage III, with the middle class more highly valuing
following'in their fathers' line of work.

..-----\

SUMMARY.OF REGRESSION ANALYSES

'
, Reading Achieyement

Predictors of reading achievement for Stage I are listed in Table
l6a and 16b. Good readers tended to cope well inlall five areas of
bEeTavior: They also reported less defensiye behavior on the SAI thdn
did poorer readers. These students had higher,aptitudei as well as
higher educational and occupational aspirations. Their peers rated
them highei on the Behavior Rating Scale. In terms of Occupational
Values, better readers more highly valued altruism, crevivity, follow-
ing father's occupation, success, surroundings, and associates. They
placedless value on independence, security, economic: returns, intel-
lectual stimulation and variety.

4

In Stage III (Tables 17a-and 17b), good readers were intrinsically
motivated, 'independent, andepraferred to solve problems with others. -

They viewed life as less complex than poor readers,'had good aptitude
and high educatiowatil aspirations. Although better readers expressed.
more positive affect toward task achievement and anxiety, they did not
Cope as well with aggression.' They were rated more highly by their
peers on the Behavior Rating Scale than poorer readers. Occupational
aspiration also was-positively correlated with reading achievement. In
addition, good ,readers reported-less depressive 'affect toward authority,
aggression, and interpersonal. relations than poor readers. They placed
greater value"on following father's occupation, and less on self-satis-s

-faction, intellectual st ulation, and variety. Surprisingly, good
readers did not report coping on the,SAI.
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There were no coping, or motivational factors which predicted
reading achievement in both stages. In fact, coping with aggres-s
sion predicted in an opposite direction in the two samples. Thus,
even though many factors were significant predictors in either .

stage, the specific patterns were unique ih.each sample.

The measures of educational and occupational aspirations were.4
however, predictive in both 'Stages.' The aptitude (Raven) and peer
ratings (BRS) also were positively associated 'with reading achieve-
ment in Mexican 14 year old students, in both samples.

Math Achievement

Predictors of math achievement in Stage I'are.listed in Table
18a and 18b.. Good math'students tended to ope well with ter-
personal relations. Although they did no ave a positive attitude
toward authority, interpersonal relations o task achievement, they
still reported less defensive behavior on e SAI than did pOrer

\students. Students who did well in math p aced greater value on
. altruism, creativity, Independence, and s ccess, and less value on
security. economic returns, and managemen . In addition, these stu ents
had good aptitude, and high aspirations for both career and
They also were rated highly by their.peers on the Behavio Rati:agt car'

In Stage III ("fables 19a and 19b), Students who did well in m th
were intrinsic,ally motivated, independent,-and viewed life as campl x.
They coped well with interpersonal relations and highly valued
animism, surroundings; and associates. They did'not value selq-
satisfaction, intellectual stimulation, variety. management, prestige.
or economic returns'. In addition, good math students pad high aptitude
scores and high educational andoccupational aspirations. They were
also highly rated by their peers On the Behavior Rating'Scale.

Coping effectively with in erpersonal relations was important for
success in math in both stages. o were aptitude (Raven), peer
ratings (BRS), and educational and occupational aspirations.

4
Grade Point 'Average (GPA)

'Predictors of GPA for Stage I are kisted in Tables 20a and
Students witji high CPA coped well with anxiety and with interper onal
relations. They expressed positive, not neutral affect toward task
achievement. These students valued'altruism and creativitq, but not
security ór economic. returns. In addition, they had good ,aptitude and
were rated highly by their,peers'onthe.Behavior Rating Scale.w

In Stage IIIa(Tables 21a and 21b), on Of.fhe coping scores or,
=occupational Values were predictive of GPA, Successful students did
view life as complex., They were cooperative, expressive'of feelings;
and preferred solving problems with others'. They had hie aptitude
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. . .
. .

scores and Were .highly rated by their peers on theaBehavior Rating
Scale. EducationaLaspiration was also positively assoc rated with.

GPA. , A 1 .

.
. . . ,

Thus. 01 the Mexican 14 year old sawole. there were'signifi- .

tIntly fewer predictor* of GP4than of reading or math Achierement.
Not only were th) coping and valUes Acores less predictile, but
educifional aid OccuPational aspirations were also_less predictive.
Ap'the BRS accounted for A substantial portion of the 'variance in GPA
°(38% - Stage I; 121 - Stage /II), it appears that these peer ratings

_. reflect classroom behavior which is highly associated with teacher
grades. The Raven was also predictive across all criteria.

'4 -

PERCENTAGE OF VARIANCE

It is important to consider the percentages of variance accounted
for:by aptitude and coping/motivation variables, respectively, in
accountingfor success on the criterion meaqpres. These are listed
in Table 22. Aptitude was an important predictor across both stages,
for all criteria, accounting for 6.3% the variance in reading,
15.6% in math,and 6.3% id GPA, Stage I,and 6.2%, 14.6% and 13.6% of
the.Stage III.reading,'math and GPA variance, respectively.

-"The coping motivation factors also were useful predictor
Stage I, they acco nted for 14% pf -the variance in reading, s 0 -stantially more th n did aptitude. In'math, coping/motiva on scores
accounted for an a age of 9:8% of the variance. Coping/ ivation
was less predictiv of GPA, though it accounted for about 4."6% of the

. variance. In Stage III, .3% of the reading variance, 13.9% of the
, math achievement variance and 4% of the GPA vaxiande.was-explained.

In sum, while aptitude Vas important, the coping/motivation
factors also were substantial predictors of school success, especially
of Achievement in reading and math, for Mexican 14 year olds.

P
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Table 1

STAGE I

SENTENCE COMPLETION

Loadings ,

,Factor Fadtor Factor Factor Factor'Factor Factor Factor FactorA.Factor

5

1MEXICO - 14 Year Olds g 3 4

Item

ai ,Attitude - Authority -'\.010 .637 .054 .070
40 Att. - Interpersonal -.042 .012 .056 -.041.

Relations
41 Att. - Task AchievemeqL7.011

.087 4.110.08 .090
43 Aggression,- Stance .052 .886* .097 .015
44 Aggression Engagement .006 .690* -.062 -.092
45 Aggression - Coping Eff. .081 .936* .127 .070.
46 Aggression - Neg. Affect -.083 -.833* -.142 -.162
47 Aggression - Pos. Affect .083. .833* .142 .162
AE Authority.- Stance .045 .:091 .836* ..091
49 Authority -Engagemaht .097 :-.092 .467* -.093
50 Authority - Coping Eff. .073

ttm .129 .936*. .110
51 Authority - Neg. Affect -.108 -.165 -.850* -.084
52 AuthoriA, - 'Neutral Aff. .116 .166 .853* .091
53 Authority - Pos. Affect ,=..062 -.013 .071 .L.-.049

54 Anxiety - Stance .905* .063 .029 .027,
35 'Anxiety - Engagement .70541' .030 .033 -.058
56, Anxiety - Coping Eff. .904* .061 .065 .121
37 Anxiety Neg.:Affect .932* -.062 -.110 -.107
$8 _Armiet), - Autral Aff. .932* .062, .110 .107

.090

-.100

.090

.047

-.090

.073'

-.136

.136

.010

-.149

.126

-.281

.286

-.052

.005

-.015

.047

-.078

.078

4.1z

7 8 9 10
4011

.7440 .027 ',.079 -.087 -.053

.768* .023 -.012 .088 -.087.

.475* -.151 -.164 -.035 .116

.032 .080 -.059 .145 .061

.084 .170 -.180. .167 .160

.014 -.032 .008 .053 -.001

-.020 .120 -.098 .140 .172

.020 -.120 .098 -.140 -.172

.131 -.070 .106 .172 .003

.173 .158 .129 .268 -.004

:045 -.041 .087 .025 .023

.082 -.001 .062 .157 -.061

-.071 -.002 -.189 -.165 .072

-.070 .030 .855* .060 -.082

-.008 .025 .048 .049 .098

.194 .081 .169 , .052 .211,

-..055 .006 -.,071 -.005 '-.063

.076 ..027 .;100" -.001 .044

-.076 -.027 -.100 .001 -.044



STAGE I

IF
SENTENCE gOMPLETION

4
LoadiamsFactor Factor Factor Factor Factorvictor Factor Factor Factor Factor

. 7 8 -9. '10MEXICO - 14 Year Olds (continuel) 2 3 4 5 6

Item ,*

59 Interpersonal Relations .092 :104 .068 ,:102 .347 -.029 -.036 -.001 .736* .004
- Stance

,60 IPR - Engagement .011 .043 -.018 .070 .441%7.062 -.068 .112, .603*s,.262
61

62

11'1410. Coping Eff.

IPR - Negative Affect

.071

-.056

.110

-.102,

.126

-.182

.116

-.095

.81104.050

- .919* -.046

-.035

-.022

, .014

:615

.440*

-.050

-.0141

.113-
.

63 IPR - Neutral Affect :084 .081 .209 .114 .904* .033 .006 -.059 .077 .09
64 IPR - Positive Affect -.123 .087 -.128 -.085 .020 .056 .071 .107 .-.12p -.7554
65 Task Achievement - Stance .064 .094 -.1)01 .892* .081 .065 .068 .087 -.036 .164.
66 Task Ach. Engagement .063 .055 -.029 .580* .046 .126 .268 .244 -.271'" .349,
67 Task Ach. - Coping Eff. .071 .105 .078 .933* .082 .057 -,094 -.001 .042 .057
68 Task Ach. - Neg. Affect .7:133 -.052 -.2241..-.751* - .121 .015 `/.113 .295 -.232 .214

. ;

69 Task Acr. - Neutral Aff. .135 -.037. .169 .723* .p90. -.063 .456* -.185 .153 -.207
70 Task Ach. - Pos. Affect -.034 .012 .039 -.129 .022 .08.3 -.927* -.053 :077 .039

I 4

* These variables had a factor loading of .40 or better and were used to construc,t a unit weighted
score for each factor. See text for further explanation.
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'MEXICO - 14 Year 01ds4

IP

Table 2

STAGE III

SENTENCE COMPLETION

Loadings
'' Factor FaCtor Factor FactOr Factor Facto actor Factor Fattor Factor

1' 2 3

Item

64 Task Achievement-Att.itudt
,

65 T.A. - Stance

66-T.A, - Engagemeq

67 T.A. - Aid/Advice

68 T.A.'- Coping Effect

69 T.A. -.Hostile Affect

.060 .Q12 .1;2

.090 .062

.751*I-.001 .065

.696* -.023 .139

%858* '.023 .144

-4546* -.050 '-.120'

0 T.A. - Depressive Aff. -.716* -1116 .025

71 - Neutral Akf. .868* .108 .064

72 T.A: - 'Pos'iti've Aff. -.AT. .025 -.055

73 Interpersonal Relations;,-.013
, .014 .002

Attitude

74 I.R. - Stance .054 .117

75 I.R. - Engagement .033 .121

76 Aid/Advice .035 .120

77; I.R. - Coping Effect ,.D65 .186

78 LtR. - Hostile Affect =.19.2

79 I.R. - Depressive Aff, -.030 -.027
. .

60 - Neutral Aff. .4..056 .121

.134

.111

.100

.167

-.131

-.109

- .188

I.R. Positive Aff. O.,- 0 0

4 5 6 1 7 8 9 10

.084 . '.335 .001 .172 .264 .024

.032 .075 .050 .-.032 .040 -.009 1.108

-.077 .050 .118 .189 -.126 -.243 -.300

.099 .085 '.040 .159 -.059 :.-.272 .369

,.095 .101 .035. .046 .016 -.073 .009

.018 .014 -.047 .165 .025 -.301 4.016

-:003 -.101 .057 .110 -.131 -.066 .203

-r..033 .094 -.044 -.184' -.077 :164 -,157

.102 -.112 .115- '032 .636* .233 .068

.065 .203 .026 .123 .038 .470* .141

.895* -.009 :048 -.105 .027 -.016 -.020
st,.

.932* .003 .027 -.017 -.025 .104 -.062.

.935* .009 .021 -.022 -.019 .098 -.059

.877* ..103 -.014 -.192 .034 -.184 .050

-.438* -.160 .051 -.201 -.207 .515* .044

-.246 -.045 -.000 .686* .072 .087 -.313 _

.536* .161 -.039 -.388 .104 -.469* .214

0 0 0

414-
0



Tare 2 (continued)

MEXICO - 14 Year Olds

Factor
1

1

STAGE III

SENTENCE COMPLETION
Loadingi

Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor
2 3' 5 6

Factor
7

Factor Factor Factor
9 10

Item

8Z Authority - Att itude

83 Auth. - Stance \

84 Auth. - Engagemet

85 Auth. - Aid/Advice

86 Auth.

87 Auth. 7 Hostile Aff.

88 Auth. - Depress. Aff.

89 Auth. - Neutral Aff.

90 Auth. - Positive Aff.,

91.Anxiety

92. Anx.

93 Anx.

94 Anx.,-

95 Aux. -

96 Anx. -

97 Anx. -

98 Anx. -

99 Anx. -

- Attitude

Stance

Engagement

Aid/Advice

Coping Eff.

Hostile.Aff.

Depressive Aff.

Neutral Aff.

Positive Aff.

(
:137 -.136 .069 . 30 .117 -.115 .070 .188 .427* .339

.124 .156 .834* .138 .053 -.026 -:226 -.065 .617 -.125

.049 .110 .841* .120 -.012 .092 .114 .151 .086 .033

.107 .071 .858* .121 .001 .099 .155 .128 .057 .023

.121 .172 .909* '.152 .078 -.005 -.227 .002 -.013 -.059

-.046 -.180 -.556* -.017 -.170 -.018 .048 .295 .281
_

-.254

-.151 -.035 -.405* -.106 -.030 -.058 .515* -.194 -.044 .255'

.10 .154 .704* .094 .143 -.032 -.504* -.061 -.165 '-.015

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
41*

-.009 .037 .006 .120 .097 .125 .021 .332 -.30 -.341

.054 '.832* .145 .086 .143 -.024 -.116 .256 -.053 -.004

..143 - .795* .038 .097 .012 .196 176 -.208 .125 -.031

..135 .782* .047 .105 .013 .181 .184 -.2 06 ..134 -.034

.041 .895* .1 .106 .101 -.003 -.169 .136 -.042 -.021

.002 -.315 - 54 -.126 4.135 .008 -.114 '.131 .041 .559*

-.045 -.734* -.194 -.107 -.054' .039' .228 .7.255 20 -.244

_,-.018° .817* .155 .183 .105 -.006 -.078 -.178 -.063 -.079

.055 -.030 .119 -.062 .035 -.087 -.164 .618* -.175 -.014



7

STAGE III

SENTEild COMPLETION

Table 2 (continued)

MEXICO - 14 Year Olds

Factor
1

Loadings
Factor Factor Factor Factor

2 3 . 4 5

.

Factdr Factor Factor Factor Fhctor
'6 7 8 9 10

Item

00 Aggress?on - Stance %.027 .144 .1182 .136 -.245 .649* -.173 .026 .011 .144

Agg. - Engagement .054 .053 .012 -.037 .276 .888* .022 .004 .004 -..037

Agg. - Aid/AdvtNk, .051 .054 -.019 -.022 .27/ .879* .047 -.009 -.030 -.O89
103 Ag: - Coping effect .098 .158 .138 .031 -817* .341 -.111 -.010 .041 .018

104 Agg. Aff. -.170 -.110 ,.03,'-.025 -.925* .017 -.D75 :082 -.050 -.038
105 Agg. - Depressive Aff. -.062 -:136 -.063 -.120. 120 -.285 .422* -.138 .039 .052

10b Agg. -Neutral Aff. .197 .163 .059 :071 5 .091 85 -.031 .036 .019

107 Agg. - Positive Aff. 0 T 0 0 0 -0 0 0

O.%

4.

* These variables tiad a factor loading of .40 or better and were used to construct a unit Wighted
scone for each factor. See text for further explanation.
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Table 3

ITEM COMPARISON F 0 R MEXICO 14 YEAR OLDS - STAGES I AND III - SENTENCE COMPLETION
(Factor,oadingt)

I II III IV V
Stage- Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage

III I 'III I -- III

Factor No. 1 2 2 6 3 3 4 1 5 ' 4

64 Task Achievement Attitude

65 TA - Stance ,-

66 TA - Engagoint

*67 TA'- Aid/Advice

68 TA - Coping

**69 TA - Hostile '

**70 TA'- Depressive

-71 TA - Neutral

72 TA - Positive

73 Interpersonallelatlons
- Attitude

74 1PR - Stance

75 IPR - Engagement

*76 IPR - Aid/Advice

7g IPR - Coping.

**78 IPR - Hostile

**79 IPR - Depressive-

80 IPR - Neutral

81 IPR - Positive

.89 .89

.58 .75

.70

-.93 .86

to -.75 .-.55

-.72

//

. .72, .87

a 417

(:35) - .90

.44 .93

,94

.81 .88

7.92 -.44

(-.25)

.90 .54



Table 3
(continued)
4

ATEM COMPARISON FOR MEXICO 14 YEAR OLDS - STAGES I AND II - SENTENCE COMPLETION.
(Factor Loadings)

I II III IV V
Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage 'Stage Stage Stage

I III I III I III I ILI I III
Factor No. 1 2 2 6 3 3 4 1 5 4-

82 Authority - Attitude
.

.83 Auth. -,Stance
.84 .83

84 Au ti. Engagement
.47 .84

*85 AUth. 1 Aid/Advice
.86

86 Auth. - Coping
.94 .91

**87 Auth. - Hostile
-.85 -.56

I

* *88 Auth. - Depressive
-.41

89 /Nth. - Neutral
.83 .70'

90 Auth. - Positive

*91 Anxiety Attitude AP

.92 Anxiety - Stance .91 .83

93 Arivieti - Engagement .71 .80

*94 Anxiety - Aid/Advice .78

95 Anxiety - Coping .90. .90

**96 Anxiety Hostile -.93 (-.32)

**47-4riety - Depressive -.73

98 AnZTEty Neutral .93 .82

*99 Anxiety - Positive
-418)



Table 3
(continued)

ITEM COMPARISON OR Mp(ICO 14 YEAR OLDS - STAGES I AND II/ - SENTENCE COMPLETION
(Factor Loadings)

I
Stage Stage

I III

.

If Iir IV V
tage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage
-I III I III I III I III

Factor No. 1 2, 2 6 3 3 4 1 5

100' Aggression - Stance .89' .65

161*Agiressiou'- Engagement .69 .89

102' Aggression - Aid/Advice .88

].Q3 Aggression - Coping I .94 ,(.34)0

104 Aggression - ,Hostile -1.83 (.02)

A.05 Aggression - Depressive (-.28)

106:Aggression - Neutral

107 Aggression - Positive .83 .

4.

* This variable was only present in the Stage III instrument.
** In the Stage I instrument, both Hostile and Depressive Affect were Scored as one variable -

"Negative Affect"

41J
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Table 4

STAGE

OCCUPATIONAL VALUES
4

MEXICO - 14 YEAR OLDS

Factor 11
Loading

F4tor 12'
Loading

Factor13
Loading

Factorl4
Loading

Factorl5
Loading

Factor 16
Loading

Item

14 Altruism .325 t 213 .486* -.282 .291 .16i1

15 Esthetics -.020 -.600* .026 .160 .194 -.083
16 Independent -.022 .035 -.bos -.114. .051 -.872-,
17 Management/ -.018 .193 -.120 -,007 '-.79P* %046
18 Success -242 .641* -.058 .036 , .450* .104
19 Self-Satisfaction .102 ..583* -.130' .157 -.069 --.3I7

-20 Intellectual -.178 . .052 .3'69 .537* ..271 .302
Stimulation

.

-

21 Creativity -.243 -.506* .438* ' .143 .042 .262
22 Security -.014

.
,420* -.587* -.007 .155 . .332

23 Prestige % ..,

-.362 -.544* -.340 -.158 .151 .0- .083
24 Economic Returns -.104 -.141) -.790** -.110 -.093 .012
25 Surroundings .782*

-..
.17t .109 .058 -.603 .050

'26 Associates .802* r.036 -.042 -.007 -.055 ,

27 Variety -.119 -.013 .169 .696* -.255 .110
28 Follow Father -.343 .029? .166 -.714* -..219' .087

* These variables had a factor leading of .40 or better and were used to construct a Ling
weighted score for each factor. See text for further explanation.At

4-



Table 5

Stage III
7

MEXICO- 14 Year Olds =

.
Factor
Loading

OCCUPATIONAL VALUES

Factor 14
Loading

Factor 15
Loading

Factor 16
Loading

11 Factor 12
Loading

Factor 13
Loadingj

Item

14 Altruism .607* . .138 :049 .194 -.324 .099
15 Esthetics -.199 ',168 -.539* :315 -.287 .174
16 Independence .034 -.343 -.788* -.054 .027 -.133
17 Management -.601* -.166 .093 .243 -..079. .074
18 Successw

A
-.037 -.078 .093

).
-143 .027

.
.874*

19 Self-S'atisfaction .463* -.169 .,125 .186 .464* -.112'
"20 Intellectual Stimulation -.008 .590* -.018 .097 .456* .114

21 Creativity -.005 .780* .043 - . -.011 -.015 -.151
22 Security

.
-.074 -.444* .612* ( .000 -.038 .139

23 Prestige ,.,523* . .163 -.091 -.033 -.365 -.430*
24 Economic Returns -.621* $.359 .249 .011 =.120 -.192
25 Surrougdings ,. .635* -.147 .262 .321 -.104 :060
26 Associates s/ .685* -.228 -.039 -.058 .041, -'.246

27 Variety .001 .196 .001 .019 .773* .069
28 Follow Father -.092, -.053 .069 -.921* -.105 :072

*These variables had a factor loading of .40 or bdtter and were used to construct a unit
weighted score for each factor. See text for further explanation.
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Table 6

FACTOR COMPARISON FOR MEXICO 14.4EAR OLDS STAGE I AND III - OCCUPATION4k VALUES,

iiSTAGE I STAGE I I I

Factors Factor 11 Factor 12

11 .70 -.25

12 .31 -.50

13 .60 .60

14 -.13 .25 '-

15 .19 .16

16 -.06
. .50

SimiFar factors

b

.

Factor 13 Factor 14 Factor 15 Factor 16

.18 .48 -.20 -.38'

.35 -.22 .45 .54

-.24 .-.38 .29 -.03

-.06 .70 .64 .10

-.27 .30 -.48 .74

.84* .03 -.17 .09

422'



MEXICO

Table 7

ITEM COMPARISOWFOR MEXICO 14 YEAR OLDS'- STAGES I AND III - OCCUPATIONAL VALUES
ZFactor Loadings)

A II : III - IV V
Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage

I III I III' I III I . III I

Factor No. 16 13

14 Altruism

15 Esthetics (-.08) -.54

16 Independence -.87 -.79 '

17 Management

18 Success

19 Self-Satisfaction

20 Intellectual Stimulation

21 Creativi

22 Security (.33) .61

23 Preitige

24 Economic Returns

25 Surroundings

26 Associates

27 Variety

28 Follow Fahter

* These numbers in parentheses are the corresponding loading for each country on thosevariables
that were not used in the unit weighted scores, but load significantly.in one country.

afr
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Table 8

Stage III
41,1

VIEWS OF LIFE

Loadings
Factor- Factor Factor',Factor

MEXICO - 14 Year Olds
Item

43 Locus of-Control(InternaI/external) -.191

44 Academic Locus of Control -.261

45 Action-Inaction -.073

46 Immediate,DelayedAction .148

47 Rate of Action .054

48 Intrinsic-Extrinsic Work Motive. .423*

49 Task Achievement-Interpersonal' -:.013
Relations

50 Competition-Cooperation .093

'51 Independent- Obedient .600*

52 Earned-Bestowed Status .340

53 Confront-Avoid . -.031

54 Self - Other ,Initiation .119

55 Self - Other Solver

56Self - -Joint Implementation .079

StInstrument - Fantasy -.072

59 Emotiotol Control/Expressivity -.088

641 Activity/Passivity under Stress .254

61 Positive/Negative Se1f-E4/tem -.101

62 Pic: of Life (Complex/Simple) -.014

18 19 20

-.128

-.155

4-.020

.048

,343

.078.

-.063

-.026

.071

.068

.051

002

.022

.051

-.041

.203

-.003

-.117

-.111 1585 '.165

.468* .043

.091 -.099 .122

-.018 -.004 -:242

.082 -.040 -.105

.225 .063 .087

.032 -.016 .500*

-.216 .267- -.335

-.039 .361 -.171

-.554* -.026 .031

.063 -.235 .--.073

.094 .627* ''.°036

-.091 -.094 -.089

.

;

Factor
21

Factor Factor
23

Factor
24

.357 :.094 ,.177 .353

:053 -.086 .175 .118

.117 .38 .00 -.134

-.067 .443*. .136 .035

.141 :256 .038 .089

.053 :016 -.023 .232

..039 .042 .544* -.102

.048 -.135 -.013 -%085

.093 -.073 7,020 .025

.350 -.006 .021 -.165

.067 .185 -326 .\..096

.583* .144 .132 -.046

.041 .061 -.001 .075

-086 -.259 .151 -.024

.179 -.031 .363., .170

.027 -.155 .057 -.139

.031 .199 .124- -..064.

.233 '.066 .049

.063 .089 .002 -.422*

,4241- .

* The variables had a factor loading of .40 or better and were used to construct a Unit weightedscore for each fa'sr. See text fo1 further explanation.



Table 9

STAGE I

SOCIAL ATTITUDES INVENTORY

Loadings
MEXICO - 14 Year Olds- Factor 17 Factof 18

....

Sub - Scores

1.Active'Coping - .770 -.189
( ,

2 P Ping .798* .264

3 tive Defensive . -.135 .722*

,4 Passive Defghsiveip . .198 .815*-
. .

i
.

1
.,

.

vfr

,* These variables had a factor loadineof .40 or'better and were used
to construct a unit weighted score for each faCtor. See text for,
furthe4 explanation.

C
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Table 10.

Stage LII

SOCIAL ATTITUDES INVENTORY

MEXICO - 14 Year Olds Factor Loading'

anb-Scores Factor 25

37 Task Achievement .387*,

38Adthority_ .540*

-39 Aggression .481*

40 Interpersonal Relations .434*

41.Apxiety .670*

0

fr.

o

*These variables had a factor loading of .40 or better and were used
to construct a unit weighted score for each factor. See text for 0

`further explanation.

S
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Table 11

COMPARISON OF FACTORS ACROSS SAMPLES

Wit° - 14 Year Olds

Sew Factor

Destination
.

Factor
Mien-
elation

COMMON FACTORS
Stage I Stage
Desig- Deeig-
nation nation

1 C(SC) 1 2

II C(SC) 2 6

III . C(SC) 3 3

IV CtSC4 4 1

V C(SC) 5 4

A OVAL 16 13

UNIQUE FACTORS

C(SC) 6

C(SC) 7

C(SC) 8

C(SC) ', 9

C(SC) 10

OVAL 11

OVAL 12

OVAL 13

OVAL 14

OVAL 15

C(SC)"

-C(SC)

- 5

- 7

O(SC) 8 ,

C(SC) 9
.

- C(SC) 10

OVAL 11

OVAL 12

OVAL 14

OVAL 15
OVAL .

C(VOL)

C(VOL) 18

C(VOL) 19

C(VOL) 20

C(VOL) 21

C(VOLI) 22

C(VOL) 23

C(VOL) 24

C(SAI) 17

S(SAI) 18,

S(SAI) 25

III

NAME

Copes with Anxiety

Copes with Aggression

Copes with Audio

Copes with Task Achievement

Copes with Interpersonal Relations
,

Does mot value Independence (does not value Esthetics,
but does value Security)*

Positive Attitude toward Authority, Interpersonal Relations
and Task Achievement

Neutral not Positive Affect toward Task Achievement

Positive Affett coward Authority

Copes effectively with Interpersonal Relations via Stance
and Engagement

Lack of.Positive Affect toward Interpersonal Relations

Values Surroundings and Associates

Values Success, Self-Satisfaction, Security and does not
value Esthetics, Creativity or Prestige
Values Altruist' and Creativity; does not value Secimity or
Economic Returns

Values Intellectual Stimulation and Variety, does not value
Following Father's Occupation
Values Success not Management

Copes effectively with Aggression with Neutral, not Hostile

Depressive Affect toward Authority, Aggression, and Inter-
personal Relatiohs and a lack of Neutral Affect toward Authority.

Expresses Positive Affect toward Task Achievement and Anxiety

Positive Attitude toward Interpersonal Relations and Authority
with Hostile, not Neutral.Affect toward Interpersonal Relations.
Hostile Affect toward Anxiety

Values Altruism, Surroundings, Associates, and Self-Satisfaction
and does not value Management, Prestige, or Economic Returns.
Values Intellectual Stimulation, Creativity and does not value
Security.
Does not value Following Father's Occupation .

Values Self-Satisfaction, Intellectual Stimulation, and Variety .''''

YIPAIghiff;'hoft:12;5,vtia:p:X3Igge
.

Competitive, Expressive and Accepting of Emotions

Positive Self-Esteem

Self-Solver
410

Self-Initiator

Prefers Immediate Action

Concern with Task Achievement

Views Life as Simple

Copes effectively

Shove defensive behavior

Copes effectively

the variables in parentheses only appear one of the factors.

-391-
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Table 12

SIGNIFICANT SEX DIFFERENCES*

MEXICO - 14 Year _Olds - Stage

I
C(SC)1-I, F <M**

Probability
Level,

Copes effe'tively with Ankiety via
Stance and. Engagement with Neutral,
not Negative Affect. E < .001

C(SC)3-III_ F <M Copes effectively with Authority via
Stance and Engagement with Neutral,
not Negative Affect. R < .001

C(SC)4-fV F < M Copes effectively with Task Achievement
via Stance and Engagement with Neutral,
not'Negative Affect. .004

C(SC)5-V F < M, Copes effectively with Interpersonal:'
Relat s.via Engagemeut with Neutral,
`ntr-Legative AffeCt. ° R < .043

C(SC)9 F < kt, ; Copes effectTve/y with Interpersonal
-.Relations via Stance and Engagement 2_ < .052

OVAL IA T-)17: VgIuesjTnteLle6par-S-timaation and
. ,- Variety4 doesn't' Follow Father. E < .001

..

OVAL 15 F ,..1,1-: Values Success; doesn't value
Management. - E. < .001

OVAL "16A F .< k ,, Values Independence E < .013
A s . : --.1 .,

1

4F
* 8/18 (44%) of.the significance tests were :Significant above,chance.

This indicates these results were not spurious (cf. Godbout, Marston,
.Baiich, Vaughan, 1977).

** F..0 Female M Male

An ideacicat sex ffer4nce in both'samples (Stages I and III).

4

428
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Table 13

SIGNIFICANT SEX DIFFERENCES*

.MEXICO -7 14 Year Olds - Stage III

Probability
4 Level

C(SC)2-I F < M** Copes effectively. with Anxiety

with Neutral, not Depressive Affect. p < .01

-.C(SC)7 F > M Depressive Affect toward Interpersonal
Relations; Depressive, not Neutral
Affect toward Authdrity; and Depressive
Affect toward Aggression. P.< .001

-OVAL 16 F > M Values Success; doesn't value
Prestige'' 2. < .046

'1C(VOL)21 F < M Prefers Self-Initiation of Action p < .002

ti

* 4/25 (162) of the significance tests were significant above chance.
This indicates these results were not spurious (cf. Godbout, Marston,
Borich, Vaughan, 1977).

**.17 Velale M = Male_
v

= An identical sex difference ieboth samples (Stags

= No comparable instrument in the other sample.

-

1

I and III).

6
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Table 14

SIGNIFICANT SAES DIFFERENCES*

MEXICO - 14 Year 074s - Stage I

Probability
Level

,C(SC)41-IV L < M** Copes effectively with Task Achievement ,

. via Stance and Engagement with neutral, not
negative Affect.

p_ <. .025

OVAL 14 L > M Values Intellectual Stimulation and
Variety; doesn't value Following Father's -

occupation. p < .001

OVAL 15 L < M Values Success; doesn't value Manage-

went:

OVAL 16-A L < M Values 'Independence

n
C(SAI)18 L1> M Shows defensive behavior

< .007

< .001

a < .001

* 5/18 (27%) of the significance rests were significant.above chance.
This-indicates these results were not spurious (cf._,Godbotit, Mars-ton,
Borich, Vaughan, 1977).

** L = Lower Class M = Middle Class

= No comparable instrument in the other sample

-397-
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Table 15

SIGNIFICANT SES DIFFERENCES*

MEXICO - 14 Year Olds -.StageiIII

Probability
Level

C(SC)4-V L < M** Copes effectively with Interpersonal

,Relations with neutral, not hostile

C(SC)5

`Affect.

L > M Copes effettively with Aggression with
neutral, not hostile Affect.

< .013

< .041

Z(SC)7 L > M Depressive Affect toward Interpersonal
Relations, Aggrhsion, and Authority, with-
out neutral Affect toward Authority. p < .012

OVAL 13-A L > M Values Security; doesn't value Esthetics
and Independence. P. <

OVAL 14

OVAL 15

C(VOL)1T

n
C(VOL)20

L > M Doesn't value Following Father's
occupation.

L > M Values Self- Sati,sfaction, Intellectual
Stimulation, and Variety.

L < M Values rrk for its own sake; prefers

< .001

<

Indepen nt Action. p < .001

L > M Prefers to solve own problems.

n
C(VOL)21 L < M Prefers Self-Initiation of Action. 11'< .019

nC(VOL)24 L > M Views Me as complex and difficult. p <

n
C(SAI)25 L > M Copes effectively < .017A

* 11/25 (44%7 of the significance tests were significant above chance.
This indicates the results were not spurious (cf. Godbout, Marston,
Borich, Vaughan, 1977):

** L Lower Class M - Middle Class
n

- No comparable instrument in the other sample

is
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Table 16a.

-Stage I

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

CRITERION.: Reading Achievement,-MEXI00- - 14 Year-01-d-

Predictor
Variables:

,,,

F Multiple R R
2

R
2

Change______EL

C(SC)1-I 11.40 .001 .17 .03 .03

-nC(SAI)la * 7.58 . .006 .22 .05 .02

C(SC)9 . 3.74 .054. . .25
_.

.06 .01

-OVAL 16-A 31.63 .001 i .37 .14 .08

. OVAL 13 6.36 .012 .39 .15 .02

-OVAL 14 5.18 .023 .40 ,.16 .01

)
OVAL 15 5.69 .018 .42 .18 .01

OVAL 11 4.00 .046 .43 .19 .01 /
11.82 .001 .46 .21 .030CC As?

ED ASP 4.19 .041 ,47 J22 .01

RAVEN 31.1 x.00 .53 .28 .06

BRS 23.63 .0 .57 .33 .05

Additional Explanatory Variables:,

P1"

C(SC)2-II

C(SC) 3 -'III

C(SC)4-IV

p r
P..

.11 .05

.11 .05.

.l2

n r= compara other sample

ms An identical predictor or explanatory factor across samples
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Table 16b.

Stage I

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

'MEXICO - 14 Year Olds CRITERION: Reading Achievement

Predictor
Variables:

C(SC)1-I - Copes with Anxiety.

n 0
- C)SAI)18*= Does not report defensive behavior.

C(SC)9 Cones effectively with Interpersonal Relations via Stance
and Engagement.

- OVAL 16-A.... Values Independence

OVAL 13 = Values Altruism, Creativity and does not value Security
or Economic Returns--

-OVAL 14 = Values Following Father's occupation, and does not value
Intellectual Stimulation or Variety.

OVAL 15 = Values Success, not Management.

OVAL 11 = Values Surroundings and Associates.

OCC ASP = Occupational Aspiration

ED ASP

RAVEN

BES

= Educational Aspiration

- Raven,Progressive Matrices

= Behavior Rating, Scales

Additional explanatory Variables:

iC(SC)2 -II - Cope with Aggression

C(SC)3-III - Copes with Authority

C(SC)4-IV - Copes with Task Achievement

fl

- No comparable instrument in th\other sample,

= An idpntical predictor or explanatory factor ac

* - Factors which predict negatively are described

behavior this indicates. The same factor may b
opposite terms when, in some other analysis, it
predictive value.

-400-
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Table 17a..

Stage III ,

REGRESSION ANALYSIS.

MEXICO - 14 Year Olds CRITERION: Reading Achievement

Predictor
Variables: F p Multiple R R

2
R
2
Change

.nC(V01.)17 29.72 .001 :.37 . .13 .13

-nC(VOL)20* 15.24 .001 .44 .20 -.06

C(S06-II 7.52 -- .01 .48. V3 .03

t...-

C(SC)8 6.26 .01 .50 .25 .02

-
n
C(VOL)24 4.24 .04 .52 .27 .02

i
ED ASP 13.35 .001

.1

,56 .32 .05

i /

RAVEN 18.62 .001 .62 .38 .06

i
BRS --......T.:,14 :01 03 .40 .02

Additional Explanatory Variables:

-C(SC)7

- OVAL 14

-OVAL 15

-nC(SAI)25

0CC ASP

WV

r

-.15

7-.15

-.14

.32

p

.05

.05

.05

.Q5

.05

r e
n
= No comparable instrument in the, other s1mple

i JO
.

= An identical predictor or explanatory factor across sam ples
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Table 17b.

Stage III

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

MEXICO - 14 Year Olds

yredictoe
Variables:

CRITERION: Reading Achievement

n
C(VOL)17 = Intrinsically motivated and independent

with others-nC(VOL)20 it= Solves proble

n)- C(SC)6-II = Does not cope th Aggression

C(SC)8

-nC(VOL)24

ED ASP

RAVEN

BRS

1

= Positive Affect toward Task Achievement and.Anxiety

= Viewslifias complex

= Educational Aspiration

= Raven Progressive Matrices

=- Behavior Rating Scale

Additional Explanatory Variables:

-C(SC)7 =

-OVAL 14 =

-:OVAL 5 =

Does not have depressive Affect toward Authority, Aggression
and Interpersonal Relations; has neutral Affect towardsAuthority.

-Values Following Father's occupation

Does not value Self-satisfaction, Intellectual Stimulation
or Variety.

-.C(SAI)25= Does not report good coping

OCC ASP = Occupational Aspiration

n
= No comparable instrument in the other sample

= An identical. predictor or explanatory factor across samples

* Factors which predict negatively described in terms of the
behavior this indicates. The sale factor may be described in
opposite terms when, in some sOir analysis, it has a positive
predictive value. -402-
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Table 18a.

Stage I.

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

MEXICO 1- 14 Year Olds CRITERION:, , Math Achiever*ent

Predictor .

Variably F P Multiple R R
2

R
2
C ange

C(SC)9 11.39 .001 .17 .03
% .

.03

-nC(S:U)18* 6.05 .01=. .22, .Q5 .02

- C(SC)6 5.95 .015 - .25 .06 .02

- OVAL 16-A 21.45 -.001 .34 .11 .05

OVAL 13 ''' 7.84 .005 .37 .131 .02.

OVAL 15

i

4.84 .02E .p .15 .01

ED ASP . 23.85 .001 .45 :20 .05

1 OCC ASP 4.87 .028 .46 .21 Di

86.98 .001 .60 .37 .161 RAVEN

BRS 25.57 .001 .64 .41 .04

Additionaf. Explanatory Variables:,

C(SC)5 -V (

pr

No comparable instrument in the other sample

.05

An identical predictor or explanatory factor across samples

-403-
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Table 18b.

Stage I

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

MEXICO - l4, Year Olds

Predictor
Variables:

CRITERION: Math AchiAement

C(SC)9 = Copes effectively with Interpersonal Relations via S =nce
and Engagement

-
n
C(SAI)18*= Does not report defensive behavior

A

- C(SC)6 ,0 Does not have positive Attitude toward Authority; Inter-
personal Relations and Task Achievement

-OVAL 16TA= Values Independence

OVAL 13 = V alues Altruism and Creativity; does not value Security or
Economic Returns. 4

OVAL 15 = Values Success not Management

-ED-ASF Educatiotrai-Aspirat .1

i OCC ASP = Occupation al Aspiration

RAVEN = Raven Progressive Matrices

BRS = Behav4or Rating Scales

Additional Explanatory Variables:

C(SC)5-V = Copes with Interpersonal Relations

No comparable instrument in the other sample

= An identical predictor or explanatory factor across samples

* = Factors which predict negatively are described in terms of the
behavior this indicates. The same factor may be described in
opposite terms when,in some other analysis, it has a positive
predictive value.

-404-
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Table 19a.

Stage III

_REGRESSION ANALYSIS

MEXICO - 14 Year'Olds-

Predictor
Variables:

.

nC,(VOL)17 14.87 .001

-
n
C(VOL)24 * 9.24 .003

- OVAL 15 4r 4.64
.

.03

OVAL 11

i
ED ASP

4.64

1100

.03

.001

RAVEN 44.18 .001

BRS 5.56 .02

Additional Explanatoiy Variables:

C(SC)4-V

i
OCC ASP

pr

CRITERION: Math Achie'vement

Multiple R R
2 ,

It
2
Change .

.27 .07 .07v

.34 .11 '.04

.37 .14 .02

.39 '.16 .02

.48 .2. .07

.61 , .38 15

.63 '.39 .02

t

p r p

.1/ .05

.30 .05

d
No cOmparableinstrument'in the OA sample

irrAn identical predftTer of eiplanatory factor across samples

ft/

4
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19ba

Stage III 46.

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION ACTORS

CRITERION: Math Achievement.NEXIJIipp 14 Yeai Oldg

Predictor'
Variables:

0-C(VOL)17

''-nC(V004*

°

* - OVAL 15

OVAIO 11 '

7L/Intrfnsically,motivated, independent

4

Views 11,fe sscomialex

Does not value Self-satisfaction, Intellectual Stimuiatiqn
or Variety
ValueEr4Altruism, Surroundings, Associates, Self-satis-
faction, and does not value Management, Prestige, or
.Economic'Returns.

44.

Educational Aspiration

RaVen Progresiive Matrices

Bebayior Rating Scale-

°.

.4100W

Additional Explanatory Variables: ,

A C SC)4-V = Copes with Interpersonal Relatiobs'
4

1

'1

1' .41

n

OCC ASF = OcCupational Aspirations

= No comparable instrument in the other sample 1.

=,An\lenticar-predictor or explanatms factor across samples
= Fact6rs w4ich predict negatively are described in terms of the

behavior tritilin4icateS. The same factor may be described in
opposite terms Olen, in some other analysis, ix has a positive
lizsdtctkle value. 1

PI

or'

p.

L
I'

-406- .
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Tdble 20a.

Stage I

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

MEXICO - 14 Year Olds CRIT ION: Grade Point Average

Predictor
Variables: Multiple

-)

R
2 2

Change

C(SC)1 -I 6.50 .011 .13 .02 .02
IP

C(SC)7 6.30 .012 .19 .03 .02

C SC)9 4:24 .040 .21 .05 .01

/AL 13 7.83 .005 .26 .07 .02 IN

1
RAVEN 25.88 .001 .36 .13 :06,

i
BRS 270:66' '.001 ..71 .50 .38

)

f

Additional Explana'tory Variaples-:
d'71/4

"Lcpr r p
V

= An identical predictor or explanatory factor across samples

Iry
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, Table 20b. Ar

Stage I_.

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION 'FACTORS

MEXICO - 14 Year Olds

Predictor
Variables:

r,

CRITERION: Grade Point Average

,C(SC)1164 Copes with Anxiety

-C (SC) 7 * = Positive, not neutral Affect toward Task Achievement

C(SC)9 = Copes effectilhly with Interpersonal Relations via
Stance and Engagement

OVAL 13 = Values Altruism and Creativity; does not value Security'
or Economic Returns

iRAVEN, = Raven Progressive Matrices

B RS Behavior Rating Scales

Additional Explanatory Variables:

k.

-en

i
=.An identical ed tor Or explanatory factor across samples

* = Factors which predict negatively are described in terms of the

behavior this. indicates. The same facstor may be described in
.opposite terms when, in some other analysis, it has a,positive
predictive value.
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Table 21a..

Stage III

REGRESSION ANALYSIS.

MEXICO - 14 Year Olds CRITERION: Grade Point Average
_

Predictor
Vaiiables: ,

ti. p Multiple R R
2

R
2
Chane

21C(VOL)24* " 7.75 .01 .20 , .04 .04
... '

n
- C(VOL)18 , 5.17- .02 .25 .06 .03

n 4
- C(VOL)20 5.72 .055: .29 .08 . X2

i
RAVEN- 32.99 .001 .47 .22 .14

I" fiRs 35.61 .001 .58 .34 .1?

4)

Additional Explanatory Variables:
*-

_pr p r P

ED ASP .14 .05

= No comparable instrument_ in the other sample
i

An identical predictor or explanatory factor across samples

412
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MEXICO - 14

Predictor
Variables:

Tab14 21b.

110
Stage III

DESCRIFII5PF REGRESSION FACTORS

Year Olds %. CRITERION: Grade Point Average

-
n
C(VOL)24*

-
n
C(VOL)18

n
C(VOL)20

i
RAVEN

BRS

Views life as complex

Coopeiative and controls expressions

Solves problems with others

Raven Progressive Matrices

Behavror Rating Scale

Additional Explanatory Variables:

AillikdED ucational Aspiration

4

n

i

(

No comparable instrument in the other sample

= An identical predictor or explanatory.factor,across samples

* =Tractors which predict negatively' are described in terms of the
behavior tpia-indicates. The same factor may be described in,
opposite terms when, in` some other analysis,'Irak has a positive

pridictive value.

4
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Table 22

PERCENT OF VARIANCE EXPLAINED

MEXICO - 14 Year...Q11z! - Stage I

Readingchievment Math Achievement CPA

Aptitude (unique) 6.31

Coding /Motivation (unique) 14.0%

;otal 28.4%

MEXICO - 14 Year Olds - Stage III

Aptitude (unique)

,-Coping/M9tiv4rion .( unique)

Total

6.2%

37.9%

4P 4

MEXICO - 14 Year Olds - Stage I'

amble 23-

CORRELATIONS AMONG'

Reading

Math

GPA

Readingjkchievement

.55

.49

,MEXICO - 14 year pads - Stage III

Reading,

% Math .

GPA

15.67. 6.3".

9.B% 4.6%

36.52 12.9%

14.6% 13.6;.

13.0% 4.07.

. 37..7% 21.8%

CRITERIA

Math Achievement GPA

.49

57 .48

.44.
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ENOLANp - 10 YEAR OLDS -- RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The findings presented in this section proviN-. a detailed picture
of the coping patterns that are associated with achievement in English
students in both the 1965 (Stage I) and l968 (Stage III) samples.' The .

results include the factor analysis of the coping/motivational instru-
ments: Sentence completion, Views of Life, OccupationalsValues, and
the Social Attitudes Inventory. The factor comparison findings are
presented, indicating the degree of correspOndence between the two
samples of English students. Sex and socioeconomic status differences
are then described. Finally, the regression analyses are delineated

. in order to shoW the specific factors that predict and exp'ain achieve-
ment fbr.these students...*

FACTOR ANALYSES

Sentence Completion

The SentenePCompletion instrument was factored int(0 factors in
both samples. The factor analysis results for the first sample are pre-
sented in Table 1. The factors were Aenei-ally composed of aspects of
the coping stylei:.-6oping effectiventfrana lack of negatiVe affect for
each behavioral area, separately. Thus, five of the factors would be
titled coping-with aggression, authority; anxiety, interpersonal relations
and task achievement. The other factors included attitudes toward the
different areas of life, and certain sub-aspects of the coping skill in
the five areas of behavior.

The factor analydis results for the second sample are presented in
T le,2. The variables in this sample also clustered according to the
f e behavioral areas: aggression, authority, anxiety, interpersonal
lations, and task achievement.

The comparison of, the factor'structures in the 1965 and 1968 samples
is presented in Table 3. This comparison. presents only thoseliactors
that were closely similar: In both English simplest five factors that /-
'corresponded to the five behavior areas were highly similar. This
evidenee indicates a_stable "English" construct system,at age 10, that
defined coping skills in the five areas, separately.

Social Attitudes Inventory

The results of the 1963 Social, Attitudes Inventory (I) administered
to the first sample is presented in Table 5. The instrument reduced to
two factors, the first of which was good coping and the second, defensive
responding,

The faitor analysis of the 1965 Social Attitudes Inventory (III),
an entirely different questionnaire, is presented in Table 6. The
analysis resulted id one general factor that may be called effective
coping behavior, across all five behavijr areas.

-412-
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No factor .comparison was made since different instruments
were administered In 1965 and 1968.

Occupational Values

The Occupational Values instrument factored, into six factors
in both samples. The results for the first sample-are presented in
Table 7 and the second sample results are presented in Table 8.

The factor comparison of these two samples is presented in Table
9. 'This table shows that 3 of'the 6 factors were similar in both
samples, having a similarity cosine of 780 cir better. In Table 10 the
specific item content of the similar factors is presented. These .

results indicate that the factbr structures of the two samples were
approximately similar, but not identical at this age lev11.

SUMMARY OF FACTOR COMPARISON ACROSS SAMPLES_
4

The summary of the comparison of all factors from the first and
second samples is presented in Table 11. The 'comparison was made
between the Sentence Completion and Occupational Values instruments
which were administered to both samples. Table 11 was designed tp
facilitate the general comparahility of-the,factor structures across
the two samples. If a factor in one sample had no corresponding factor
in the other sample, the factor retained .-.ts original designation. For
example, the Sentence Completion factor C(SC)6 in Stage I had no
co rable factor in the second stage. If. however, a factor did have
a ,parable factor in the other sample. it received a new designation.
,There are two types of designations, depending on the degree of cor-
respondence between the two factors across samples. If the factor
Comparison 1esplted in a Relate value of .9 or better, they were called
"Identical" factors And given a'Roman numeral designation. For example.
the first Sentence Comple1ion factor C(SC)1 received a Roman numeral I.
The corresponding factor in Sage III, C(SC)2. also received the Roman
numeral designation "I."

If the factors were not identical but similar (a Comparison value
of .80 to .90), then these 'factors received an alphabetic designation
and were called "similro" factors. Fo-; example, in Stage I, OVAL 12 is
designated A,'correspOnding to OVAL-11 in Stage III.

i To summarize, Table 11 preSents a summary of the factor comparisons
indicating those factors that were either identical or similar across
samples. In the England 10 year old sample, five of the ten Sentence
Completion factors were identical across both samples, and 3 of the 6
Occupational Values factors were similar. These results indicate that
the factor structures across the two sampls were, in general, quite'
similar. This stability offactor structures across samples is evidence
that the copiri4 and motivation patterns represented by these factors are
likely.to rethain somewhat stable in the Eng ish 10 year old student
population.



SEX DIFFERENCES
,

In the Stage I English 10 year old sample, ma es tended to report
that they were more effective at coping with anx iety, authority, and
interpersonal relations than.did femalSa (Table 14. Females more
than males reported more positive attitudf towards authority, inter-
personal relations and task achievement. 'Females reported a positive
affect toward task achievement, whereas malfs reported a neutral affect

-toward task achievement. Females more than males valued pleasant
surroundings and associates, intellectual stimulation, altruism, and
management rather than valuing following their father's occupation,
prestige or economic returns.

In the second sample of English 10 year olds, females reported
better coping than males with aggression and authority (Table 13).
Females sore than males reported valuing intellectual stimulation, self-
satisfaction, security, altruism, pleasant associates, and .success
rather than prestige, economic returns or creativity. Males' more than

..,,,females valued management and following their father's occupation rather
than esthetics. In general. females' self-report of-Coping was more
positive than males.

Comparing the two samples, there was only_ one- identical factor,.,
coping with authority, that evidenced sex differences in both samples;
but the difference, was opposite in the two sample

In the Occupational Values there was one consistent sex difference
across samples, with females more than males valuing intellectual stplo-
lation. There were relatively few stable sex differences across both
samples.

SOCIOECONOMIC DIFFERENCES

In the first sample. of English 10 year olds there were four signi7
ficant socioeconomic differences (Table 14). In coping behavior, middle-.
class children Yeported coping more effectively than lower-class students
with aggression and authority. Lower-class children valued management
and success more than middle-class children. Lower-class children also
reported more defensive behavior than middle-class children.

In the second sample there was only one significant eopioeconamic
difference, with lower class valuing success and not wishing to follow
in their father's occupation, more than middle-class children (Table 15).
Across both samples the only consistent SES difference was the lower
class valuing 'of success more than the middle class.

SUMMARY OF REGRESSION ANALYSES

Reading Achievement

In the first sample of Engliih students (Table 16a and Table 1617)
children ,wbo scored high in reading achievement coped well with task

-414-
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*re

achievement and did not report-a lot of defensive behavior. They
tended to value self-Satisfaction, security an* independence and did
not value esthetics or prestige. They had bottilihigh educational and
occupational aspirations. In addition, these students coped well with
aggression and auti ,rity. These-students also valued altruism and
managemeht as opposed to external re4ards. Aptitude was a. significant
predictor of reading achievement. The BRS was not a significant
predictor.

,

In the second sample of English students, good readers lacked
. depressive affect and did nO cope well with aggression., They handled

3V

autherity.well and had fiigh educational an occupational aspirations.
These students valued independence, surrou ings and associates. The
apt,itude measure was a significant predictor, but the peer Behavior
Rating Scale was not siiinficantl related to reading achievepent. e

In comparing the two samples, there were only two identical factors
that showed predictive power in both samples, and both of these were
predictive in the opposite direction.' Thus, coping with aggression was
positively related to reading achievement in the first sample, but
negatively correlated ln the second sample. -Me aspirations and the
aptitude measures were similar across both samples. This indicates
that there was aittle similarity among the coping predictors, but strong
-similarity in the motivation and aptitude measures, as factors in read-
ing achievement.

Math Achievement

In the first sample (Tables 18a and 18b) of English 10 year olds,
students who scored high in math coped well with authority (SC). They
did not report coping well, in general, when asked directly,however,
(SAT). These students valued self-satisfaction and securltyerather than
esthetics add prestige. High occupational and educational, aspirations
were characteristic of these students, as were higher Aptitude and
Behavior Rating scores. 'In addition to these predictive indices, the
students coped well with task achievement, and valued,altruism and
management. Self -re of defensive behavior were negatively cor-
related' with math achievement.

In the second Sample, students who.had high math achievement scores
reported coping well With all behavior areas, had positive affect on
anxiety items and lacked depressi affect. These students also coped
well with ,interpersonal relationsd had high educational aspirations.
Aptitude and the Behavior Rating Scale were related t math achievement.
In addition.to these predictive measures, high occupational aspirations
and coping with authority were also correlated with math aq-ievement.
Students-who Wished to follow their'father's occupation and valued
management. rather than success or esthetics did well in math.

-4157
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In comparing the 'samples, the coping and occupational values

ILKtorsthat_predicted-math-achieVemen: were different in the two
samples. The educational and occupational aspiration measures, and
the aptitude and behavior rating measurip showed similar- predictive

'pattetns in both samples.

Grade Point Average.

Students who received high grades in the first sample of English
10 year olds did not report defensive behavior (Tables 20a and 20b).
They coped well with task achievement and valued Independence. They
also had high occupational aspirations. The aptitude measure-and the
'BRS were also correlated with students' grade point average.
Additional factors that correlated with grades were high educational
aspirations, and coping With interperdonal relationp. These students
valued altruism, management, self-satisfaction, and security rather
than prestige, esthetics or-economic rewards.

In the second sample, students who received high. grades lacked
depressive affect and reputed good coping on the self-rbporx measure.
These students hack high eacational aspirations, high aptitude and
high peer ratings. Addit!onal factors that correlated with grades were
food coping in interpersonal relationships and having high occupational
aspirations. ComparisOn of these -two samples showed many differences
in the particular coping and.occupational value factors that predicted
grade point average. The aspiration measures, aptitude, apd BRS showed
consistently similar patterns.

PERCENF OF VARIANCE SUMMARY

In addition to examining the predictive factors in,each sample,-it
is necessary to examine the percent of variance for a."Cmolete picture.
The'individual predictord did account for a substantial amount of achieve-
ment variance in each of the samples. The total amount of v4iance
accounted for by the aptitude and coping/motivation factors ranged from
33% to 50% the achievement variance, indicating that these measures
were substanti y related to school success. The unique contribution of
the coping/motivation instruments accounted for 10-20% of achievement
variance, except for GPA in the first sample. In general, the coping/
motivation measures had substantial predictive_ validity in these English
10 year old samples.

1.

.--
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Table 1

STAGE I

SENTENCE COMPLETION

Loadings
Faotor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor

ENGLAND - LO 'Year, Olds 1 2

Item

39 Attitude - Authority -.092 -.011

40 Att., - terpers6nal .102 .080
Relations

41 Att. ask Achievement .032

43 Aggression - Stance .039 .840*

44 Aggression - Engagement -.006 .675*

45 Aggression - Coping Eff. .073 .946*

46 Aggression - Neg. Affect -.119 -.882*

47 Aggression -- Pos. Affect .119 .882*

48 .Authority - Stance .111' ..131

49-14.06'rit4y Engagement .045 ,012

SO Authority - Coping Eff. .117 .114

51 Authority--
!

'52.
t.

53

54

55

56

57

58

Negative Aff.-.126- -.051

Authority - Neutral Aff. .126 .066

Authority - Pos. Affect -.023 -.106

Anxiety - Stance.. .928* .093

Anxiety - Engagement .757* .027

Anxiety'o- eoping Eff. .917* .091

Anxi'ety - Negative $ff. -.893* -.039._

Anxiety - :Neutral Aff. .893* .039

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 . 10

.016 -.036 .195 .094 .146 .660* -.111 .143

.073 .036 .001 .003 -.049 .715* .07 -.093

.102 .106 .100 .083 .559* -.104' .225,-.068
/

.037 -.182 .123 .134' .252 -4,04? .033 .055

.041 -.293.- .317 .174 ,286 -.088 -.053' .054

.043 .094 .001 .013 -.018 .:-.025 .030 .035

-.025 -.243 .053 ,.060 .151 -.109 -.037 .032

.025 .243 -.053 -.060 -.151 .109 .037 -.032

.009 .127 .060 .102 .748* .178 .105 .213

-.006 .329 .089 -.097 .565* .094 083 -.073

..077 -.743* .098 .141 .479* .157 .006 .056

-.127 --.932* -,060 -.056 -.058 -041 -:023 .016

.120 .936* ',082 .067 -.016N -:038 .046 .034

.016 -.195 -.152 .-.081 .461* -.014 -.145 .314

.016 .019 .040 .046 .046 .029 .003 .024

.050 .-007 .042 .,-.063 -.000

.071 .02a .044 .074 .051 .014 .039 -.002

-.107 -.132 =.064 .-.065 -.010 .p40 -.046 .029

.107- .132 .064 .065 .010,-.040 .046 -.029

.450
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STAGE I

SENTENCE COMPLETION

Loadings
Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor

.

- 10 Year Olds (continued )
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

It

59- Interpersonal Relations .083 .020 -.031 .070 .029 .032 .018 -.063 .860* .008
- Stance

60 IPR - Engagement '..030- .040 .252 .010 .001 .034 .054 -..01A .794* -.026

61 IPR - ,Coping Eff.
.

.060 .096 .048 .069 .042 .101 .113 .160 .049

62 IPR - Negative Affect -.102 -.028 -.9,64* -.115 -.036 -.060 .038_,-.015 -.017 -.011

63 IPR - Neutral Affect .098 .028 .962* .120' .035 .049 -.034 .042, .026 .003

64

65

IPR - Positive Affect .068

Task Achievement - Stance .107

-.000

.021

.039

.073

-.090

.084

.018

.934*.

.198

.095

-.072,

.029

-.45q*

.124

-.155

-.004

.153

.024

-66 Task Ach. - Engagement
,

67, Task Ach. - topineEff.

.073

.137

.038

.045

.013

-.065

.022

1119

.904*

.863*

-.080

.260.

.030

.006

.0$5

.107

.022

.009

-.175

.230

68 Task Ach. -, Negative Aff.-.161 -.107 -.129 -.147 --136 -.888* .001 -.045 -.052 -.048

69 Task Atli: - Neutral Aff. .145 -.055 .062 .100: .096 .795* -.010.-.007 :058 -.552

,470 Task Ach. - Pos. Affect -.022 .048 .064 ,029 .020 -.118 .014 .067 -.023 .906

* These variables had ,a factor loading, of .40 or better and were-used to construct a unit weighted
store for each factor. See text for further explanation.
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Table 2

STAGE III

SENTENCE COMPLETION

Loadings
Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor

1

ENGLAND - 10 Year' Olds

Item

64 Task Achievement-Attitude- .26i-v-

65 T.A. - Stance

66 T.A. - Engagement

67 T.A. - Aid/Advice

p T.A. - Coping Effect

69 T.A. - Hostile .Affect

.881*

.876*

.\850*

-.594*

70 T.A. - DepressivAff: -.306

71 T.A. - NeutriaAff. .721*

72 T.A. -Positive Aff. -.257

73 Interpersonal Npiationt -.022
Attitude

74 I:R. - Stance

75 I.R. - Engagement

6 I.R. 7Aid/Advice

7 I.R. - Coping. Effect

8 I.R. Hostile Affeot

79 I.R. - Depressive Aff.

80 i.R. - Neutral Aff..

$1 I.R. - Positive Aff.

.072

.119

.118

.165

-.102

-.054

.142

-.079

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

.016' .166 .223 -.044 -.019 .287 .649 .411*

.061 .018

-.166 -.026 -.046 -.180 .158

.165 .160 .116 .037 -.034 .066

.067 -.025 .096 .099 .164 -.014 -.011 -.004-
)or

.108 -.051 .105 .053 .986 -.034 -.115 -.040.,

-.030 -.018 .212 .155 .151' .169 -.029 .115'

-.088 -.053 .036 .103 ,324 -.224 -.205 -.077

.220 .049 -.042 .024 -.377 -.206, ,.

-.1,1 .012 .090 -.034 .111 .34.7. .

.-,158 .048 .313 .132 -.038 -.003 .

-.008 -,018 .036. .860* .025 -.183 -.

.041 .095 .104 .944* 7.009 .130

.045 .071 .112 .946* .013 _101 1.

.071 .208- .133 .767* -.023 .444* -.

-.115 -.,327 -.137 -.257 .116, -.672* .

.033 4070 .153 -.035 -.142 -.066 .

.107 .270 .0 '.283 -.081 71187* -.

-.091 .053 -. -.098 .294 -.007 -.

.481* .158 .080

102 -:106

053 .315

344 .060

080 .048

083 -.000

100 -.044

025. .143

869*4 -.020

360 "-.133

142 -.099

452
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-.170

-.045

.013

.108

.054

-.161

.235

-.061

.173

.198

.067

-.OW

-.061

.007

.031

.014

-.249



Table 2 .(continued)

ENGLAND - 10 Year Olds-

IteM

82 Autho.rity-- iptude

- Stance

84 Auth. - Engagement

85 Auth. Aid /Advice

,86 Auth. - Coping gff.

87 Auth. -Hbstile Aff.

88 Auth. - Depress.

89Adth. - Neutral Aff.

90 Auth. y Positive Aff.

Aftiety -Attpmde

92 Anx. - Stance

93 Anx. - Engagement

94 Aim. fl'Ai4Apivice

.91,Anx. J4Copin:li Eff.

96 Adx.:- Hostile Aff. :

97 Anx. - Depressive Aff.
.

98 Anx.. - Neutral Aff.

99 Anx1)- Irositive Aff.

1

. Arlo

STAGE III

SENtENCE COMPLETION
ALoadings

Factor Factor-Factor-Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor

8
n9

10.
1 2 3

e .
4 5 6 7

.139 .113 .086 -.- .369 .136 .247 .263

.062 1017 .017 :807* .099 .008 -.01

.149 .021' .001. 6.893* .039 -.014 .011

.134 -.005 .030 .919* .066 ;-.007--- 065

.155 .058 . :173 .832* .048 .030 , . 3

-.087 -.094 -.269 -.360 .029 -.182 -.230

.074 .015 -.017. -.230 -.015 .206 .158q
:027 .083 .254 ..500*-1.008'-.003 .102

-.058 -.103 .071 .119 '-.093 .137 -.168

.839 -.022 .050 r).021:1.. .017 .058 .-.06

.821* .013 .008 .022 .079 -.096_.137
.

.035 .887* .060 .050 .0857-..019 :106

.033 '.863* .028 ,.005 .,6086 -.038 .104

.082 .892* .109 .065 -:002 3.078 ,105

-.11)'-.333 -.128 -.102 -. 003 -.035 -.477*

-.05fe -..630*,-.017 .087 . 065 -.042 .272

' .691 .755* .107, .021 -. 021 -.030 .147

.121 .112 .020 -.029 -. 075 .096 .018

45j,

.233 .249 -.1313=

-.124 .142 .218

.113 .006 -.0330

.056 .043 -.022

-.061 -.352 -.158

-,.190 .590* .303

.736* -.108 -.090

-.388 H463* -.214
,

-.110 '.060 .072

.006 .517* -.134

-.098

-.005

.035

.003

-.183

.075

.079

.014

-.083 .309

-.086 -.062

-.099 -.095

-.084 .161

'-.012 .110

--.141 -.155

1..187 -.245

4.152i .733*



Table 2 (continued)

r STAGE III

SENTENCE COMPLETION

Loadings
Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor

ENGLAND - 10 Year Olds,
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 49 10

Item

100,Aggression - Stance .185 .093 '.024 '.091 .033 1* -.082 .027 .070 .091
.

101 Agg. - Engagement
.

-.031 .048 .715* -.032 .031 .564* .931 .114 :027 .112
10; Agg. - Aid/Advice -.036 .066 .699* -.026 .044 .556* .021 .096 .004 .141
103 Agg. - Coping Effect -.006 .077 .916* -.090 .063 .065 .138 .001 .027 -.006
104 Agg. - Hostile Aff. .019 -.062 -.90/W.107 -.080 .158 -.077. ..016
105 Agg. - Depressive Aff . -.192 -.179 .032 .053 .033 -.287 -.105 '..260 -.299 .234.

106 Agg.'- Neutral Aff. . .044" .121 .903* .090 .069 !.065 .112 .062 .043 -.092'
107 Ag4.- Positive Aff.. 0 0 0 0 0 1-13--" 0, 0 0 0

11.

* These variables had'alfactor loading of .40 or better and were used to construct a unit weighted
Score for each factor., See text for further explanation.
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Table 3

ITEM COMPARISON FOR ENGLAND 10 YEAR OLDS.- STAGES I AND III - SENTENCE. COMPLETION
. .(Factor Loadings)

ENGLAND

Factor No.. .

I IV V
Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage ,Stage Stage Stage Stage

I

1 2 2 3 3 7 4 4 5 1

64 Task Achievement-Attitude

65 TA - Stance

66 TA - Engagement

*67-TA - Aid/Advice

68. to - Coping Eff.

**69 TA - HoStile'Aff.,

-11470 TA - Depress. Aff.

71 TA - Neutral Aff.

72 TA - Positive Aff.f.

73.Interpersonal,Relations
- Attitude

74 IPR - Stance

75 121-- Engagement

*76 IPR - Aid/Advice

.93 .88

.90 .88

.85

.86 40
(-.14) -.59

(-.31)

( .10) .72

77 IPR - Coping Eff. .89 .44

**78 IPR - Hostile Aff. -.96 w -.67

**79 IPR - Depress, ef. (.07)

80 IPR - Neutral Aff. .96 .69

81 IPR - Positive Aff.

155
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11,

I II
I

III ' IV V
ENGLAND Stage Stage Stake Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage

I III I III I III I III I III
Factor No. 1 2 2 3 3 7 4 4 5 1

82 Authority - Attitude

83 Auth. - Stance
.75 .81

84 Auth. Engagement .57 .89'

*85 Auth' - Aid/Advice
.92

86 Auth. - Coping Eff. .48 .83

*87 Auth. - Hostile Aff.

*88 Auth. Depress. Aff.

49 Auth. - Neutral Aff.

90 Auth, - Positive Aff.

*91 Anxiety - Attitude

(-.02) .50

.46 (.12)

92 An1c. - Stance .13 . .82

93 Anx. - Engagement .76 .89

*94 Anx. - Aid/Advice .866

95 Ara. - Coping Eff. .92 .4.89

* *96 Anx. - Hostile Aff. -.89 (-.33)

* *97 Ant. - Depressive Aff. -.63.

98 Anx. - Neutral Aff. .89 '.76

*99 Anx. - Positive Aff.

4

45G
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ENGLAND

Factor No.

I II

Stage Stage Stage
I

al 2 2

Stage

3

III

Stage Stage
I 114

3 7

IV

Stage Stage Stage Stage
I III

Y

4 4

100 Aggression - Stance

101 Agg. - Engagement

*102 Agg. - Aid/Advice

.103 Agg. - Coping.Eff'.

104 Agg. - Hostile Aff.

1054eg. - Depress. Aff.

*106 Agg. - Neutral Aff.

107 Agg. - Positive Aff.

.84 (.02)

.68 .72

.70

.45 .92

-.88 -.91

(.03)

.90

.88 .

* -'This vaVable.was only present in tHe Stage,
4* - In the Stage I iitrument, both Hostile and

457
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III instrument.

\

Depressive Affect were scored as one variable
"NegatiVe Affect."



4

GLAND - 10 YEAR OLDS

Table 4

STAGE I

.00CUPATIONAL VALUES
0

Factor 11 Factor 12 Factor 13 Factor-14 Factor_15 Facto;16,
Loading .Loading Loading Loading ,Loading Loading-.

Etem (

t

14; Altruism .034 ° .007 .821* -.043 -.04.5 -492 -'',,

15 Esthetics .168 .-.091 .065 -.628* -.315 -.171

16 Independence .243 .026 .021 -.106 .072 .76R

17 Management -.189 -.142 .536* -.168 .418* .077v

18 Success -.026 -.000 -.055 .135 .753* .026

Self-Satisfaction .288 : .124 .296 .520* _289 _ -.165
20 Intellectual -.193 .812* .128 .053 .027 -.101

Stimulation .;,

21 Creativity -.642* .083 -.096 -.031 -.370 -.038 .

22 Security- .186 -0.118 -.013 .700* -.161 -.249

23 Prestige -.190 -.080 -.478* -.498P .ojb -.384

24 Economic Returns -.086 -.309 -.652* -.099 .209 -.253.
25 Surroundings .6159* -.050 --.177 .142" -.079 117.109

4

2A% Associates -.009 .146 . .006 -.264 .110

271 Variety .002 .821* -.041 .030 -..099 ,...t194
,

,28 Follow Father -.398* -.525* -.16 .183 -.228 .371

ApThese variables hid a factor loading of .40 or tter and were used to construct a.unit_
.weighted score for each factor. See text for urther explanation.
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10 Year Olds

iable- 5

STAGE III

. OCCUPATIONAL VALUES

Factor 11 Factor 12 Factor 13 Factor 14 Factor 15 Factor 16
Loading Loading Loading Loading Loading Loading

Item

14 Altruists

IS Esthetics

16 indefendence

17 Management

up Success

.296

.077

.018

. -.291

-.005

19 Self-Satisfaction .099

.762*20 Intellectual

Stimulation

21 Creativity .160

22,1ecurity -.010

23 Prestige -.501*

24 Economic Returns -.510*

25 Surroundings -.073

6 Associates -.052

27 Variety
417.*- - - i

29, PolTow Fah* -.839

*

-.046

-.076

-.130

-.161

.661*

-.097

.194

-.703*

-.181

.121

-.317- .488* .069 .273 .385

.050 -.256 .i71 .667* .086

.085 -.151 -.166 .073 .794*

.764* :018 .065 .024 .079

.0404 -.120 -.131 -.170 -.101

-,299 '-.113 -.771* .010 -.093

.799* .000 .120 .066 .012

'-.363 -.323 . .136 -.188 -.071

7.410* -.008 -.019 -.050. .003

-.002 .792* -.176 -.096 -.062--

.168 .640* .416* .036 -.053

,

-.099 -.045 .257 =.042' .213

-.087 : . -.187 r.176 410* -.672*

these variables had a factor loading of .40 or better and were used o construct a unit weighte
sCore.for eathJactor. See text for further explanation.

,a .

ar"
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i
Table 6

FACTOR COMPARISON FOR ENGLAND 10 YEAR OLDS - STAGES I AND III - OCCUPATIONAL VALUES

S. GE I
.

STAGE 1 I r
1.-Factors Factor 11 Factnt 12 Factor 13 -Factor 14 Factor 15 Factor 16

11 -.14 .27 .73 .48 -.30 .23

12 .86* .01 -.02 -.12 -.32 .39

13 .35 .17 -.25 .75 .44 -.19

14 .11 .83* .15 -.41 .32 -.11

15 -.28 .11 -.27 .05 .30 .86*
,.. .

16
JP

21 -.45 .55 -.17 .65 .08

.

/

Similar factors

Identical factors

.1

Cuu
t

a



Table 7

ITEM COMPARISON FOR ENGLAND 10 YEAR OLDS - STAGES I AND_III.- OCCUPATIONAL VALUES

(Factor Loadings)

A
ENGLAND Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage

I. III I III I III- III I III

Factor_No. 12 11 14 12 15 16

14 Altruism

15 Esthetics -.63 (-.08)

16 Independence

17 Management
".42 (.0)-

18 Success. .75 .79,

19 Self - Satisfaction .52 .76 1

20 Inte ctual Stim. .76

21 Cr ivity

22 Security

23 Prestige (-.08) -.50

24 Economic Returns (-.31) -.51

25 Surroundings

6 Associates

27 Variety .82 .68

28 folloW Father -.53 (-.14)

.70 .80

-.50 (-.36)

(-.10)

K

( -.23) -.67

* These numbers in parentheses a1 the corresponding loading for each country on those variables
that were used in the unit weighted scores, but load significantly in one country.

Na.
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Table 9

STAGE I

SOCIAL ATTITUDES.INVENTORY

Loadings
ENGLAND - 10 Year Olds Factor'17 Factor

Sub-Scores

1 Active Coding__ .791* -.001

2 Passive Coping .839* .033

3 Active Defensive -.169 .814*

114 Passive Defensive .218 .788*

* These variables had a factor loading of .40 or better and were.
used tolconstruct a unit weighted score "for each factor. See
text for furtherexpranation.

-428-
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Table 10

STAGE III

0 SOCIAL ATTITUDES INVENTORY

ENGLAND - 10 Year Olds Factor adirig

Sub-Scores Factor 7

37 Task Achievement .565*

38 Authority .724*
,

39 Aggression, .659*

40 Interpersonal Relations .711*

41 Anxiety .622*
1-

4

* These variables had a factor loading of .40 or better and were
used to construct a unit weighte4 score for each factor. See

'text for further explanation.



Table 11

COMPARISON OF FACTORS ACROSS SAMPLES

ENGLAND - 10 Year Olds

New Factor
Designation

COMMON FACTORS

Factor
Abbre-
vlation

Stage I
Des -

nat on

Stage

Desig-

nation

I. C(SC) * 2*

II C(SC) 2 3

III. C(SC)

IV C(SC) 7

V C(SC) 5 1

A OVAL 12 11

8 OVAL 14 12

C OVAL 15 16

UNIQUE FACTORS

Stage III
tes1g-

, nation. NAME

Factor Stage I
Abbrs.- Dettig-

viation nation

C(SC) 6

C(SC) 4

C(SC) 8

C(SC) 9

C(SC) 10

OVAL 11

OVAL, 13

OVAL 16

C(SC)

C(SC)

C(SC)

C(SC)

-\ C(SC) -

III

NAME

Copes with Anxiety

Copes with Aggression

Copes with Interpersonal Relations

Copes with Authority

Apes with Task Achievement

Values Intellectual Stimulation, Variety (and noes
not value Following Father's occupation, .Prestige,
or Economic Returns),

Values Self-Satisfaction and Security (Does not
value Economic Returns, Esthetics, or Prestige).

Values Success (and doei.not value Following Father's
occupation; values Management.

Neutral, not negative Affect toward Task Achievement.

Capes' effectively with Authority with Neutral not Negative
Affect,

Positive attitude toward Authority, Interpersonal
Relations; Task Achievement without Positive Affect toward,
Interpersonal Relations,

Copes with Interpersonal ealations via Stance and
Engagement.

Positive, not neutral Affect toward Task Achievement.

Values Surroundings and Associates and does not value
Following Father's, occupation or Creativity,
Values Altruism and Management; does not value Prestige
or Economic Returns,

' Values Intellectual StimulationP

.
. 15 Copes effectively with Interpersonal Relations via

tance,'Ingagement, and does not seek Aid. .
.6 Copes with Aggression via Stance, Engagement and does not,

seek Aid.
1.,S Depressive Affect towggd Authority and Interpersonal .

vielations.
9 Positive attitude toward ?silt Achievement and Anxiety,'

with hostile, not neutral Affect towardAuthority. .

10 ',;Poiitive Affect toward Anxiety te.
t

..-,. rottr* L4,161030ZS". *a 11, VIAVILIDdeeeRASUR,AitEtnuadinms, and Associates.
OVAL - 14; Valpes Altruism and AssoCiates and does not value t°

...Creativity.
OVAL IS ' Values Management. and*Following Father's occupation;

, does not value Esthetics,

-430-
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Table 12

SIGNIFICANT SEX DIFFERENCES*

MUM - 10 Year Olds - Stage I
Probability

Level

C(SC)1 -I F < M**Topes effectively with Anxiety via Stance
and Engagement with neutral, not negative
Affect. 2.< .004

C(SC)4 ' F < M Copes effectively,with Authority with
neutral, not negaeive Affect. p < .003

C(SC)6. F< M Neutral, not negative Affect toward Task
_

Achietement. p < -047

C(SC)8 P > M 'Positive attitude toward Authority, Inter-
personal Relations and Task Achievement
without positive Affect toward Inter!:
personal Relations. p < .001

C(SC)9 F < M Copes with Interpersonal Relations via
J4°Stance and Engagement. p < -.039

C(SC)10 F > M Positive, not neutral Affect toward
Task Achievement.' p < .029

OVAL 11' F 5 M .Values Surroundings and Associates;
-doesn't value,Creigivtty and doesn't
Follow Father. p < .001

s
OVkL 12-A F > M Values Intellectual Sti ation and

Variety; doesn't Follow Father. p < .001

OVAL 13 F > M Values AltruisS and Management.; doeSn't
value Prestige and EconomiC Returns. p < .001

* 9/18 (50Z) of the significance tests were signislikant above chance.
This indicates these results were not spurious (cf. GodbOut,
lorich, Vaughan, 1917).

** F Female M Mlle

The Sex difference on this factor is similar to one in the
other simple

-431-
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Table 13

SIGNIFICANT SEX DIFFERENCES*

ammo 10 Year Olds - Stage III

Probability
Level

C(SC)3-It F4> MP* Copes effectively with Aggressions"- p x.004

C(SC)4 -IV

s
OVAL 11-A

> M. Copes effectively with Authority P < .008

F > M Values Intellectual Stimulation and
Variety; doesn't value Prestige and

OVAL 12-B F

. .4

OVAL 14 >

OVAL 15 F < M

gm., 16-C' F > M

nS(SA-1)17 F > M

8/17 (474) of the Ognificance tests were significant above chance.
This indicates these results were not spurious (cf. Godbout, Marston,

EconOmic Returns. P < .05

Values Self-Satisfaction and Security;
doesn't value. Economic Returns. 2. < .045

Values Altruism antiAssociates; doesn't .

value Creativity. .001

Values Managiment and Follows Father;
doesn't value Esthetics. P < .001

Values Success; doesn't Follow Father. 2. < .006

Copes effeOtively

1

t

II I

.002

lorich, Vaughan, l977).

i F Tepee M Nee

= A similar predictor across samples

i m'Mloicomparahle instrument in the other sample

-432-
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Table 14
.

SIG1gFICANT4 SES" DIFFERENCES*

ENGLAND 10 Year -Olds - Stage I

4 P. I Probability
Level

C(SC)211 L < 14** Copts effectively with Aggression
.. 4
' , vi,s4Stance and E-ngagement with .

. positive-, 116 t negative Affect, <*.042 4

cad) 7 -iv L < N , .Copes dfectively with Atithority via.
Stance and Enwiement with positive.

'=\ . v. .
4 Affect. _ 2. .5 .004

OVAL 15-C L ,' St Values Management and Success. p < .046
1

nC(SAI)18' L > M Self-Report %f defensive behavior. p < .043
..

J
...

t ,
. - -.

* 4/18 (NU of the -sIgnificanceotEsts Veresignificantiliabove chanc4..

.. .
ndicattis these results weranot Spurrous (cf:,Godbdut, Mrstin,:

Bo i , Vaughan, 1.11//). ' .. ,'_ :$641.1%-

4

** .
L Lower Class M - Middle Malt"'
s

-.. A similar ..predictai across samples,
n

No csimparabIe instrument in the other sampler
...

. .

ti

4., 0,t

4

.P

d

tg

11

I

4'
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le'15
.

SIGNIFICANT SES DIFFERENCES* gar

ENGLAND - 10 Year Olds - Stage III -

Probability
jLevel

sOVAL 16-C L > M** Values Success; doesn't Follow.
Father. 2. < .001

1/17 (6% ) of the significance tests were §ignificant above chance.
This indicates the results may have been Spurious (cf. Godbout,
Marston, Borich, Vaughan, 1977).

L Lower Class M = Mi!ddle Pass

8'1°' A similar predictor acibss samples

4

N r.

466
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4
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Table 16a.

Stage I

REGRESSION ANALYSIS'

Reading Achievement

.

'

ENGLAND - 10 Year Olds
' "ICRITERION:

Predictor. '

Variables: IP p

,

Multiple R

,

R
2

R
2
Change

/ -

i
n
-C(SAI)18 10.81 '.001 .17 , .03 .03

. CNC)5-V 4.02 .046 . .20 .04 .01

eAL 14-8 11.13 ' .001 .27 .07 .93

IVAL 16 3.88 .050 .29 .08 .01 ii
0CC ASP 38.18 .001

i
-ED ASP 20.94 .001

.42

.47

.1?

.22

.09

.05-

i
RAVEN 92.75 .001,

.

r-

.62 .39 .17

00

.''

SRS /.75 .098 (NS) .63 .39

, -

Additional Explanatory Variables:

pr p r p

C(SC)2 -II

C(SC)7- IV

OVAL 13

n

ti

i

1'

0 e3 ample

. 05

.05

. 05

An identical predictor or explanatory factor across samples
*

.1N /

/ea "

L.

-435-
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Table 16b.

Stagij

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

ENGLAND - 10 Year Olds

tedictor

riables:

CRITERION: Reading Achievement

-n
-C(SAI)18* = Does not show' defensive behav ior

C(SC.)5-V = \Copes effectively with Task Achieven4nt

OVAL, 14-B r- Values Self-Satisfaction and Security; does not value
Esthetics or Prestige

'OVAL 16 = Values Independence

0CC ASP = OCcupationaI As ?iration

ED ASP = Educational Aspiration

RAVEN = Raven Progressive Matrices

BRS- = Behavior Rating Scales

ir-

r Additional Explanatory Variables:
f

14,

p(s02-101, - Copes effectively with Aggression

)C(SC)7 -IV = ,Copes effectively with Authority

OVAL 13. = Values Altruisi andaManagement; does not value Prestige
or Economic ieturps .

. 0

n
= No comparable instrument In'the other sampke.

= An ~identical predictor or explanatoiy factor across; saMples.

= Factors which predict negativelyipare desc in *tem.= of the behavior
this indicates. The factor may be, desF bed in opposite terms.
whet h.soma other anal), , it has.a positive predictive value.
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Table f7a.

Stage

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

ti

ENGLAND - 10 Year. Olds CRITERION: Reading, Achievennt

Predict
Variables: P p Multiple R

-C(SC)8 15.88 , .001 % .34

'-C(SC)6-V 7.20 .01 .41

iC(SC)4-IV 4:25 .04 .45

i
ED P 18.27 .001 :56

iOCC ASP 6.65 .01 .59 .

RAVEN , 26.91 .091

BRS 2.53 NS

.69,

ti

Additional Explanatory Variables:

pr p

C (SC) 3-11

C(SC)9

OVAL 13 .19

_

At

.04

R2 R2 Change

.12 .12

.17 .05

.20 .03'

..31 .11

.35 .04
0

-

.47

r p

.05.

-.25 p.05

0 An IdAntical predictor or explanatory factor across samples,
& /
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Table 17b.

Stage III

I)

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSI N FACTORS

`ENGLAND - 10 Year Olds

Predictor
Variables:

-c(SC)14*

-C(SC)6-V

C(SC)4-IV

iED ASP

OCC ASP

iRAVEN

BRS

CRITERION: Reading Achievement

Does.norshow Depressive Affect toward Interpersonal
Relations or Authority.
Does not cope with Aggression

6
Copes effectively with Authority

Educational Aspiration

OccupationA Aspiration

Raven Progressive Matrices

Behavior Rating Scales

Additional., Explanatory. Variables:

- C(SC)3 -II

-C(SC)9 ,4

OVAL

t

Does not cope effectively with Aggression

Lack of Positive Attitude toward Task Achievemgnt and
Anxiety sna Neutral, 'not Hostile Affect toward Authority.
Values Independence, Surroundings and Assbciates

An identical predictor or explanatory fattor across samples

.* - Factors Which predict negatively are described in terms of the
behavior this indicates. The pameillactor may be described in
opposite terns Oher;in tiome.other analysis, it has a positive
predictive value.

C
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Table 18a.

Stage I

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

IF

ENGLAND - 10 Year Olds CRITERIA Math Achievement

Predictor
Vittiables: Multiple R R

2
R
2

Change
.

iC(SC)7-IV 6.65 .010 - .14 .02 .02

n
-C(SAI)17 7.26. .007 .20 .04 .02

°Vis. 14-B 19.34 .401 .30 .09 .05

0CC ASP 34.11 .001 .41-2 .17 .08

ED ASP 10.50 .001 .44 /120 .02

RAVEN 111.81 .001 .63 .39 .20

BRS 9.64 .002 .64 .41 .02

Addittbnal Explanatory. Variables:

.C(SC)5-V

OVAL 13

4

f

No comparable instrument in the other sample

.11

An identicalpredictor or explanatory factor across samples

-439-
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Table 18b:

Stage I

'DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

CRITERION: Math Achievement'ENGLAND - 10 Year Olds

Predictor
Variables:

C(iC)7IV=
n
-C(SAI)17*.

OVAL 4=-1ra

/".

Copes effectively with Authority

Does not show good ,coping

Values Self-Satisfiracta and Security;'does not value
Esthetici or Prestige

i
OCC ASP' = Occupa ional Aspiration

_,iED ASP = Educa 1 Atpir.ation
L f .

RAVEN = Raven Progressive Matrices

BRS . = Behayior Rating Scales
..IA

..

4
a

Additional Explenatory Variables:

C(SC)5-V = Copes effectively with Task Achievement

OVAL,13 - Values Altruism and Management; does not value Prestip
or Economic Returns

n
-C(SAI)18 = _,Qoes not report Defensive Behavior

No comparable instrumenien the of er sample

= An identical predictoeg exp ry factor across samples
*
- Factors which predict negatively are degcrioNd in terms of the

behavior this indicates. The same factor may be described in
oppopite terns vhen in some other analyiis, tt-hss a pnnitive
predictive value.

4 74
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Table 19a.

Stage III

REGRESSION ANALYSIS .

4,

ENGLAND - 10 Year Olds CRITERION: Math Achievement

vflr.

Predictor -

..Variahles:, F p Multiple R ,, R
2

2

R Change

Is .

.11 C(SAI)17 12.13 .001

-,C(SC)8: 6.30 .01 I.

.
, C(SC)I0 4.56 )

C(SC)5 4.35 .04

.i ED ASP '17.52 .001

i
.RAVEN 43.11 .001

I
i

ERS_ _ 7.32 :01

.31

.37

.41

.45

.56

.71

.73

..4

.09

:14

.17

.20

.311

.50

.53

r

---4 .09

.05

.03

.03

.

.11

.19

03

p

4M'Additional Explanatory Variables:

pr

Ir

. i 0CC Aspik

C(SC)4 -IV

OVAL 1641(

OVAL 15

$ $

.

t

.29

.28 .05

.03

.04

4o comparable instrument Jn the other. sample

Alippontioel piedictor or explan'Xgry facto, across. -samples

*,
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Table 19b

Stage

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

ENGLAND - ro Year Olds 0 CRITERION: Math Achievement

0 Predictor
Variables:

n\C(SAI)17 = Copes effectively

, .

__---

--C(SC)8* Does not show Depressive Affect toward Interpersonal
*Relations and Authority

C(SC)10 = Shows Positive Affect toward Anxiety
.

C(SC)5 = Cbpes effectively with Interpersonal Relations

gD ASP Educational Aspiration

RAVEN ! =.., Raven Progressive Matrices-

BRS = Behavior Rating 'Scales

4

. - ,

Additional Explanatory Variables: - . ,

. iitiOCC
ASP .. Occupational aspirat ipn

.

f 1,
i
C(SC)4 -II = Copes, effectively with Abthority

i 1P
-OVAL 16-Ci .. toes not,value Sucdess; does value Following Fat

\

er's
Occupation. i

. OVAL 15 . Values Management, Following Father's Occupation; does
not value Esthetics.

m No comparable instrument in the other sample

= An identical predictor or explanatory factor across samples.

Factors which predict negatively are described in terms of the'
behavior this indicates. The same factor may be described in
opposite terms when, in some other agaiysis, it has a positive
prldictive value.
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Table 20a.

'Stage I

REGRESSION ANALYSIS .

ENGLAND - 10 Year Olds 111WTERION: Grade Point Average

Predictor
Variables: F p Multiple R R

2
R2 Change

n
-C(SAI)18 8.57 .004 .15 .02 .02

C(SC)5-V 4.65 ' .032 .19 ,.04 .01

OVAL 16 10.41 .001 ,.25 .06 .03

1 0CC ASP 18.09' .001 .33 .11 .05

`i RAYEN 29.94 -..,001 .614 .35 .24

i
BRS

'
3.66 .057 .60

.

.36 ' .01

. Additional Explanatory Variables:

pr p

C(SC)3-III 4.12 .05

OVAL 13 .14 .05

OVAL 14 -B .20 .05

iED ASP . .16 .003

4

t
No comparable instrtnient in the other sample'

An identical predictor or explanatory factor,across samples

-443-
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ENGLAND - 10 Year

Predictor
Vatiables:

Table 20b.

Stage I

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

Olds CRITERION: Grade Point Average

n
-C(SAI)18*

C(SC)5-V-

OVAL 16

OCC ASP

RAVEN

BRS

a

Dqes not show Defensive Behavior

Copes effectively with Task Achievement

ValuesIndeperidence

Occupational Aspiration

Raven- Progressive Matrices

Behavior Rating Scales

Additional Explanatory Variables:

C(SC)3 -III

OVAL 13

OVAL 14-B

ED ASP

Copes effectively with Interpersonal Relations

Values Altruism and Management; does not value

Prestige or Economic Returns
Values $elf-Satisfaction and Security; does not
valut Esthetics or Prestige
Educaticinal Aspiration

n

i

.1)

No comparable instrument in`the other sample

... An-identical predictor or explanatory factor across-samples

(Factors which predict negatively Are described terms of the
behavior this indicates. The sane factor may ) described in
'opposite terms when, in some other analysis, it has a positive
predictive value.

r.
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Table 21a.

Stage III

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

411W

ENGLAND - 10 Year Olds CRITERION: Grade Point Average

Predictor
Variables: F

i

p - Multiple R R2 R2 Change
/

- C(SC)8 13.06 .001 .32 .10 .10

C(SAI)17 5.87 .02 .38 :14/ .04

ED ASP 10.69 .001 .22 .07

RAVEN 26.07 .001 \ .60 ,36 .15

BRS 6.13 .02 .63 .39 ' .03

Additional Explanatory Variables:

pr

OCC ASP

p

.25 .05

C(SC)5 .19
.

05

n
No comparable instrument in the other sample

i An identical predictor or explanatory factor across samples

-445-
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ENGLAND - 10

(DESCRIPTION OP REGRESSION FACTORS I\

Table 21b.

Stage III

Year Olds CRITERION: Grade Point Average

Predictor
Variables:

-C(SC)8* m

n
C(SAI)17

ED =ASP

iRAVEN
1.
BRS

C

Does'not show Depressive Affect towOrd Interpersonal
Relations and Authority

Copes effectively..*

ES.4.cational Aspiration

Raven Progressive Matrices

Behavior Rating Scales

Additional Explanatory Variables:

n

ti

OCC ASP = Occupational Aspiration

C(SC)5 p Copes, effectively with Interpersonal Relations

(

4

instrument in the other sample

An tica1fprddictor or explanatory factor across samples

Factors which predict negatiliely are described in terms of the
behavior this flu:Mates/ The same 'factor may be described in

.

opposite terms when, in some other analysis, it 11.29 a positive
predictive value.

s
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Table ,22

PERCENT OF VARIANCE-EXPLAINED

ENGLAND - 10 Year Olds - Stage I

Reading Achievement Math Achievement GPA

AOtitude (unique) :,16.6%

Coiing/Motivation (unique) 12.3%

TOtill 38.6%

. -. .

.19.7%

' 9.8%.

39:4%

24:3%

3.8%

35.4%

k____-040111p - 10 Year Olds. - Stage III /

tOde unique) 12.6% 19.0% 14.5%

Coping/Motivation (unique) 20.1% 10.7% 9.7%

Total 47.3% 50.0% 36.0%

Table 23

CORRELATIONS AMONG THE CRITEEIA

'ENGLAND - 10 Year Olds - Stage I.

" Reading Achievement Math Achievement .GPA

` 'Reading

, Math

GPA

.62 .60

.6111

ENGLAND - 10.,yearvOIds Stage hit

Reading

Math

CPA'

4
.64

.70

-447-
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.ENGLAND - 14 YEAR OLDS - RESULTS AND_DISCUSSION

The results presented in this section provide a detailed Picture
of the coping patterns that'were associated with achievement in
English students in both the 1965 (Stage I) and r968 (Stage III) samples.
The results include the factor analysis of the coping/motivation
instruments: Sentence Completion, Views of Life, Occupational.Values,
and the Social Attitudes Inventory. The factor comparison findings are
presented, indicating the degree_ of correqpondence between the' two
samples of English students. Sex and socioeconomic status differences
are next described. Finally, the regression analysesaredelineatedi
in order'to show the specific factors that predict and eXplain'achieve-
ment for these students.

FACTOR ANALYSES

Sentence Completion

A

The Sentence Completion instrument was analyzed into 10 lectors
in both samples. The 'resorts for the first sample are presented in
Table . The factors.separately represented coping skill in each of
five be avior areas. Therefore, five of the factors can be titled..

coping ith aggression, authority, anxiety, interpersonal relations And
task.achievement. The %Aber lectors included attitudes toward the dif-
ferent areas of life and certain sub-aspects of coping skill in the five
areas of behavior.

1

IN'
, The factor analysis results for the second sample are presented

" in Table 2. As in the'first sample, five of the factors represented
thing skillin the areas of aggression, anxiety, authority, interpersonal
relations and task achievement. The other factors were sub-aspects of
tte coping skills.

The capparison.of the factor structures appears In Table 3. This
table only presents those factors that were closely similar. Although
the factor structures could not be analyzed with the RELATE factor

.comparison program, the item loadings were examined for similarity.
Four of the factors were similar across samples. The percentageof
corresponding items for these four factors were: 100%, 50%, 75%, and
60%. The factors were coping with anxiety, aggression,, task achievement,
and authority. Only the factors representing interpersonal relations
did, not correspond very well. This provides evidenceIorreasonably
stable construct system for the English 14 year olds. across samples.

Occupational Values

Se Occupational Values 4nstrument was factor analyzed into 6
factors in both samples. These tesulks are presented in Tables 4 and 5.

The Uttar comparison of these twolsdieples is presented in Table 6. .

All six.factors showed very close correspondence across both samples,
resulting in a RELATE value greater than .90. Table 7 illustrates the

4P' -448-
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item comparison for each of the factors\- There was a Close cories-
Rondence between the factor structures, indicating that there was a
stable English pattern for Occupational Values. across samples.

Views' of Life

The Views of Life (Table 8) instrument' was administeredonlyto
the studpnts in the second sample. This instrument factored into eight
factors.

Social Attitudes Inventory

The results of the factor analysis for the Stage I Social Attitudes
Invsptory,is presented in Table.9. This instrument A's reduced to two
factof. The first factor represented good coping behavior and the .

second factor was-defensive behavior. 4

The factor analysis results for the Stage III Social Attftydes
Inventory, an entirely different questionnaire, are. llustrated in '
-Table 10 This analysis resulted in One general factor that represented
good coping behavior in all five behavior areas.

Theie factor structures were not compared since th
different instruments.

\ .

0

SUMMARYOF FACTOR COMPARISON ACROSS SAMPLES

represen

The summary of the comparison of all factors from the first and
second samples is presented in Table 11. The comparison was made.for
the Sentence Completion and OccUpational Values instruments, which were
:administered to both samples, Table 11 was designed to facilitate the

:general compqrability of the factor structures across the two samples.
If a.factor En ofte sample had no corresponding factorin the other

sample, the factor retained its original designation. For example, in
Table 11 the Sentence Completion;factor 6 C(SC)6 had no comparable
factor in the second stage. If,khowever, a factor did haw a comparable

tlector in the other. sample, it received a new designation. There were
two types of designations, depending on the degree of correspondence
between the.two factors across samples. If the factor compariion resulted
in a Relate value of .9 or better, the factors were highlOiMilari In

many cases Om factors were almost identical. If the faotors 'were)this,

similar, they were, called "Identical" factoil and given a Roman numeral
designatio. For example, in Table 11 the first Sentence Completion
factor (C[SC]l) received a Roman numeral'I, also in the other sample

, there must be another factor to which this one corresponded. In :Fable 11,

.the factot that was Similar is C[SC]2 which also received a Roman numeral
designation "I'

,.
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If'the factors were nqt identical but similar (a comparison value
of .80 to .90), tnpn these factorg received'an alphabetic designation
and were called.usimilar" factors. ,In this sample there were no similar4
factors.

In this sample; fo ur of the ten Sentence Completion.factors and all
of ale six Occppational Value factors were identical asross samples.
-This suggests that the underlying structure of-the coping/motivation
,pattern represented by these factors was highly stable.

SEX DIFFERENCES .

-4
In the first sample of English 14 year-olds (Table 12) there weie

eleven significant sex differences. Males were more effective than
females in coping with anxiety and also tended to be more engaging in
interpersonal relations. Females !fere more effective than males in coping.
with aggression and also-had more positive attitudes toward authority,
interpersonal relations,lend task achievement. In OcCupational Values,
females more than males valued pleasant surroundings, associates, intel-
lectual stimulation, independence,. variety,' altruism, and'self-satis-
faction rather ,than prestige, creativip, or e9snomic returns. ,Males.

more than females valued managemerrtrisecurity, and success rather than
esthetics. Males' were more likely to want to,follow their father's

occupation than were females. ,

In the second, sample of English students there were six significant
sex.differences. There was.only one difference in coping style, with

males having a more positive attitude toward task achievement than
females. In Occupational Values, females valued altruism,.ielf-satis=
faction, surroundings, associates, intellectudl stimulation, and variety
more,than males. Mal more than femalei 'alued success and security

rather than Males also had'a more positive self-concept than
females.

In comparing'the sex differences across samples there were no con-
sistent differences, for coping styles, but four of the six sex dif-
fe'ences in'Occupatianal Values were'consiitent across both Samples.
For the 14 year old Raglish students there were 'stable sex."-differences.

in the qualities they valded in work environments. '

SES DIFFERENCES

In the first sample of English 14 yeai olds .there were only thtee
significant differences due 'to social class' membership. There was.only

one difference in coping, with lower-class tendltig.to report,more gdbd
coping than middle-class-children. in-OccupationalNalues,'lower-class,
valued success and security rather than esthetics, wife than middle-
class children. .Loweb*lass children also valued independence more'than
piddle class. Middle-class children 146'e mote'likely than lower -class
students to want to pursue'the sale occupation as their father.

. LC' ,

,
...-
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In the second sample of English 14 year old students, there
were six significant effects due to social class membership. Middle-
class studenti were more likely than lowep-class students to cope
effectively in interpersonal relationships. In the Views of Life,
the middle-Class reported preferring independent action and self-
implementation more than lower-class children. Middle-class more
than lower-class children had po're internal locus of control. In

Occupational Values, lower-class more than middle-class children
valued success,_ security, intellectual stimulation and variety rather
t n esthetics or following their father's occupation." Middle-class
children also valued independence more than lowerTclass students.

Nan comparing the-Auults of the two samples there were two
identical factors that showed socioeconomic differences. One factor,
concerning the value of success versus esthetids, showed lower-class.
valuing success more than middle-class students. The othet factor,
valuing independence, went in opposite ways in the two samples. In
general, there appeared to be few differences in either of these samples
that could be attributed to social class.

SUMMARY OF REGRESSION ANAYSES

-
.

Reading Achievement
.

In the first sample of English students, children who did well in

.
.

re g had lower scores for both defeniive and, coping behavior, on the,
SAI: These'students reported coping well n interpersonal relations,
and valuing independence rather thin the de ire to follow their father's
occupation. They had high educational' and' ccupational aspirations.
Aptitude was.a potent predictor of achieveme t; the Behavior Rating Scale'
Was not correlated with reading in the English 14 year. old sample.

In the%second sample of English students, children who were good
readers coped well with task achievement, liked to confront problems,
and valued independence. High educational aspirationsiwere correlated
with reading, as was aptitude. The Behavior Rating Scale was not pre-
cNctive of reading' achievement. 'Additional variables associated with
r4ading achiever entweve high occupational aspirations, cooperativeness
and active coping under stress.

In comparing the two samples there was one identical factor that
was predictive in both samples: valuing independence. Occupational
and educational aspirations,. as well as the aptitude measure, were
predictors in both samples. The BRS was not predictive of reading
achievement in either sample.

Math Ac41 evement

In the first sample of English 14 year olds those students who
reported little defensive behavior, and valued independence rather than
following their father's occupation,, tended to get high math achievement
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scores. -:They also,had high ccupational and educational aspirations.

:4
Aptitude scores were correl ed with achievement, but the BRS failed
to'account;fOr ny additional variance. .

. .

N In qe second sample of English 14 year olds, those students who
received high math achievedent scores reported coping well with inter-
personal.., relations. They also reported coping agtively under stress,
liked to cooperate with oth(rs, but lacked a positive se;f-concept.
These students vayied independence and had higheducatiOnal'and occupa-
tional aspirations. The aptitude measure was predictive of math achieve-

..

ment,.but the BRS failed to contribute significan41. Additional v
variables that were correlated with math achie,:,eMpt were coping with
task achievement, copingiwith interpersonal relations, the lack of

IM depressiN)e affect in interpersonal relations, and lack of ooping with
anxiety. These, students also valued altruism and,self-satisfaction
rather than prestige and economic returns. ,

There were no similar predictions by the coping measures'or the
occupational values measures, across. samples. The aspiration measures
were similarly predictive across samples, as was the aptitude measure.
The BRS failed)to be predictive in either sample.

Grade Point Average

11"

-/
In the first sample, those students who received high grades tended

to be good at coping with authority. They did not'report good coping on
the self- report inventory. These students valued success and security
rather than esthetics. Migh occupatipnal and educational aspirations,
as well as high aptitude and high peeriatings, were predictive of high
grades.

In the second sample; students with high grades coped well in inter-
persohal relationships, had an internal locus of control...and were
independent. -These students valued intellectual stimulation and variety
rather than f1 ing their father's occupation. High eddcational
,aspirations and a itude wece predictive, of grade point average. The
.BRS was not-signi antly predictive. Additional variables tl)at corre-
lated with grades e coping,with interpersonal relations, occupational

, aspirations, preferr g cooperation, and valuing independence.

IA comparing the t o samples, the coping and occupational values
measures were not simile ly predictive across samples. Aptitude and
educational aspiration we e predictive in both samples. In general,
those coping and motivatio variables that predicted grades in theseJtwo
samples were quite,differen

PENT OF VARIANCE
's ,.

. .' Table.22 illpstretes the i formation. concerning the amount bf
'variance accountedfor by the va iables. The total amount of variance
ranged frog 23.52. tm.56.2%. In both samples, grades had the least amount

1
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of pred cted variance.' This al:fared to-be due to the small amount .

of variance accounted for by the aptitude measure, unlike the case with
the other criteria. The unique variance attributable.ro the coping/
motivational measures ranged' from 6.8% to 15.3%. .Ip both samples,-the
coping/mottvational measures accounted for the least amount of math
achievement variance in comparison to the-other criteria. The combina-
tion of cognitive,'motivational and coping measures was a quite patent
predilor of school success.

46,

Iwo

L
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Table 1 .1

STAGE I

SENTENCE COMPLETION .4o

Loadings
.ractor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor

1GLAND - 14 Year Olds i*. 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Item

39 Attitude -Authority .051 .049 .127 .099 .049 -.047 , .770* -.067 82 .033

40 At - Interpersonal .038 .060 -.00 .006 .021 -,126 .677* .030 -.008 -.249
- Stance

1Att. - Tapk AchieGement .035 .109 .064 .141 .100 x.092 .657* -.044 -.056 .204

43 'Aggression - Stance .043 .826* .004 .003 .6Z3---.091 .110 .074 .042, .134

44 Aggression - Engagement -.052 .651* -:041 -.048 .040 -.170 .242 .072 .p58 .248

45 Aggression - Coping Eff. .071 .953* &37 .034. .077 .031 .013 -.020 .034 '-.037,

46 'Aggression Neg. Affect -.060 -.896* -.110 -.053 -.100 "-.070 .035 .084 -.048 :153

47 Aggressipn Pos. Affect .060 .896: .110 ..053 .100 .070 -.035 -.084 '.048. -.153

48 Authority - Stance. .067 .108 .1121k .1i3 .124 .063 .131 -.011 .780*. .067

.49 '1AuthoTity..- Engagement ..023 .083 :073 -.016 .152 -.017 -.04'7 .148 .669*'

50 Authority - Coping Eff. .088 .148 .134 .119 .751* -:.007 , .186 .003 .466*,..077

51 Authority - Negative Aff. -..070 - 104 -.082 -401 -.972* .040 -.040 -.005 -.078 !' ° :011'

52 Authority - Neutral Aff. .068 .105 .081 .058 .971* -.042 .040 .010 .060 .-.087

53 Authority - Pos. Affect .018 -.017 .009 :032 -.035 .029" .003 -.051 .180, .771*

54 Anxiety - Stance .916* .082 .,036 .012 .041 .044 .051 -.007 .017 .045

55 Anxiety - Engagement .736* .044 -.105 -,.068 .018 .045 .073 .024 .047 .047

56 Anxiety - Coping Eff. .938* .051 .065 1062 .061 .024 .035 .001 .010 .005

57 Anxiety - Negative Aff. -.897* .015 -.052 - 27 -.936 .069 .020 .-.048 e-.022 .045

',58 Anxiety - Neutral Aff. .897* -.015 .d52 .027 .036 -.069 -.020 .048 .022 -.045

48S
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STAGE I

.

, Factor

ENGLAND - 14 Year Olds (continue1 d)

SENTENCE COMPLETION

. .

Factor Factor Factbr Factor Factor
6 7 8 9 10

4

r Loadings
FaCOltFmctor Factor Factor

, i-i,
,

2 4 5

A -.-

Item

49 Interpersonal Relations .141 -.017 .082 .045' .004 -.025' -.157 .763* .100 -.164

- Stance'

60 IPR - Engagement -.023 7.032 .079 .048 .012 .027 .062 .851* .034 .091

61 IPR - toping Eff. . .065 .125 .888* .113 .002. .008 .114 .166 .068 .041

62 IPR .7 Negative Affedt -.064 -.105 -.963* -.074 -.075 .059 7.025 .014 -.062 .029.

63 IPR - Neutral Affect ,064 .105 .963* .074 .075 -.059 .025 -.014 .062 -.029

64 IPR - Positive Affect .000 __.000 -.000 .000 -.000 .000 -,000 -.600 -.000

65 Ta'sk Achievement - Stance .018 .033 .106:* .946* .028 -.006 .100 .026 .081 .017

66 Task Ach. - t$ngagemei%t -.011 .035 .036 .859* .078 -.043 .033 .080 -.086 .084

67 ask Ach. - Coping Eff. .050

68 Task Ach. - Neg. Affect -.131

.033

-.015

.094

-.150

.930*

-.228

.067

-.116

.007

.610*

.115

-.230

-.012

.049

.153

-.322

-.090,

.334

69 Task Ach. - Neutral Aff. .026 ._031, .094 .o 6o .064 -.972* .088 -.010

70 Task Ach. - Pos. AffeCt .115 -.026 .041 .179 A043 .665* .140 .-,042 .367 -.283

* These variables had a factor loading of .40 or better and were used to'Jnstruct a unit weighted

score for each factor. Seelext for fuither extlanation.

4-
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ti -

ENGLAND YearYear Olds

z

Table 2

.STAGE III

SENTENCE COMPLETION
, Loadings

Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor FactotFactor Fa;tor
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 101

Itea
4

4 f
Task'Achievement-Attitude .311 .059 .108 .151 -.061 .148 -.025 .291 =1.145

65 T.A. - Stance .S62* .003 :142 .104 'f-.018 .018 -.025 -.253 -.065

66 T.A. 7 Engagement .874* .O09 .033 -.On -.006 .144 .017 -.2C1W .002

67 Aid/Advice .810* -.015 .043 .032 .039 :166 .041 -.174 -.020

68 T.A. - Coping Effect %830* .009 .175 .116 -.027 .030* .017 -:055 -.027

69 - Hostile Affect -.262 "..002 -.169 .010 .096 .032 -.315 .458* -.120

7Q T.A. - Depressive Aff. -.104 '-.037 .021 -.093 -.166 .106 :975 .447* .373

71 T.A. -Neutr'al Aff. .259 -.035 .011 24169 .02,0 7.071 '.089 -.889* -.038

(72 T.A. - Potitive Aff. -.054 .085 .16.1 -.058 -.017 .003 .156 ..625* -.084

73 jnterpersonal Relatiods .327 .052 223 .068 .164 -.055 7..140, .191 -.020
Attitude

74 I.R. - Stance -.0004 -.046 .097 .799* -.041 -.1351, .170 -.018 -.095

75 I.R. Engagement .154 .079 .120 .927* .035 .141 .034. :070 .010

76 - Aid/Advice .147 .088 .124 .924* .014 .143, .002 -.083 .012

I.R. - Coping Effect .183 .116- .137 .806* .073 .417* .008 .000 .-.187

78 I.R. -,Hostile Affect -.199 -.074 -.079 -.330 -.137 -.704* -.002 -.097 -.058

79 I.R. BepressiimrAff. .019 -.026' .020 -.096 -.004 .032 .039 .041 .859*

80 1.R.= Neutral Aff. .155 .094 '.062 .341 .160, .621* -.042,- .0 T.504*

81 - Positive Aff. .015 -.101 -.052 -._009,1077 -.034 .127 -.016 .088

.41

-.03

.0

-.021 ,

-.063

.045 .

-.051

.017

-.042

.211k

-.041

.005

.003

.005

-.001

.089

-.110

.369



'STAGE III

i4 SENTENCE COMPLETION

Factor FActor Factor Factor Factor
6 7 , 8 9 10

.

' Loadings
Tale 2 ..(continued) Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor

r 2 3 4 5 .

ENGLAND - 14 Year Olds
,

Item

82 Authority - Attitude .478* -.014 .295 .183 -.012 -.008 -.087 -.231 , .112 181

83 Auth. -.Stance .071. -.105 ..626* .248 .052 7..302 146 .421 -.012 -.169.

.84 Auth. - Engagement v214 .022 .806k .150 .121 -.147 ,043 .038 -.103

85 Auth. Aid /Advice .194 4 .025 .804* .165 .112 -.084 ' .046 .104 .005 '

4

86 AOth. - Coping Eff. .145 -.010 .904* .030 .102 .190 -.035 -.0% -.043 ;06

87 Auth. - Hostile Aff. -.053 -.007 -.715* .085 -.025 -.480* .Q69 .041 -.055 -.119

88 Auth. - Depress. Aff .' .261 -.121 -.251 -.079 '-.072 .178 .'650 .078 .327 .007

89 Auth. - Neutral Aff. -.046 .061 .788* -.033 .062 .363 -.095' -.058 -.007 .119

90 Auth, - Positive Aff . -.258 .-,p03 .101 -.171 -.077 .217 .093 -:204 -.976 -.108

y - Attitude91 Anxiety .148 ;, 101 .154 .099.186-.128' .016
c.f

92 Anx. - Stance . -.041' ..808* ..-084 .067.05 -.067 .107 .057 .078 .037 -.291

93 Anx. Enggement -.Q65 ;822, -.070 -.020 .062 .104 .070 -6077 :030 :349

04 Anx. - Aid/Advice =7.01 4i794* -.103 -.057 -.008 .106 .099 -.079 .035 .358

.95 Anx..- Coping Eff. 1.1-.000 .832* .078 '.118 .030, .168 .052 .090. -.027 -.236

96 Anx. - Hostile Aff. tt:266 -.142 -.410 .086 -.241 -.473* .023 -.0794 -.044 .152

97 Anx. - Depressive' Aff. -.051 -.737* -.005' -.089 -.055 .16 .054 -.079 .12.1 .278

98 Anx. Neutral Aff. . .220 ..668* .059 .058 :320 A-.019 -.146 .031° -.082 .071

99 Anx: - Positive Aff. -.031 :144 - .044 .136 -.141 .449* .116 .151 013 -.'670*

491



Table' 2 (continued)'

lkdAND.- 14 Year Olds

Factor
' 1

1.

'STAGE III

SENTENCE COMPLETION 1

.

Factor Factor Fpctor Factor
6, 7 8 .'.9 10

,

Loadings
Factor Factor Factor Factor'Factor

2 3 4 5

Item

-.105

-.011

.014

.002

.016

-.042-

-;10(54

0

.104

.012

.009'

.D66

-.057

-.049

.072'

0

.101

-.059

-.071

.226

-.096

-.047

.111

0

.075

.108

.118

.062.

.021

.023

-.028

0

-.403*

.452*

.456*

;799*

-.929*

.143

.907*
.

.0

.014

-.006

-.029

.099

-.067

-.034

.078

0

.665*

.805*

.801*

.213

-.032

-.131

.070

OL

.006

...023

-.004

-.011

.057

-.090

-.033

0 ,

-.142

.034

-.026

.080

-.104

.600*

-.064

0

-.052

.037

.045

-.047

.016

-.063

100 Aggresdion - Stance

101 'Agi. Engagement

102,Agi. - Aid/Advice

103 Agg. Coping Effect

104 Agg. - Hostile Aff.

105 Agg. - Depressive Aff.

108 Agg. - Neutral Aff.

107 Agg. - Positive Aff.

S

ti

4

* These'variables had,a factor loading of .40 or better and were used ta construct a unit weighted
score.for each factor. See text lor further explanation.
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<6.

XTEM dOMPARISON' FOR ENGLAND

Factor No.

64 Task Achievikail:t - Attitude

I

Stage
I.

Table 3

GLRS -

(Facto'r.Loadio

II

Stage Stage Stage
III. I III
2 2 5

STAGE I AND III
gs),

- III

Stage Stage

3 4

-- SENTENCE COMPLETION

IV .

Stage Stage
I I 'II

4 '1

V

StTge Stage
ILO

5

65 A-- Stance

' '66 Ti - Akigagement

- Aid/Advice

TA Coping,. -.

* *69 TA - Hq ile

- **70 TA tAPrassive
.

71 TA - Positive'

.73 Interpersonal Relatipas
- Attitude

74 IPR 7. Stance'

75 tPR Engagemetit

*76IPkg AidiAdvice

77.112R - Coping

4*78 IPR :Hostile

*79 IPR - Depressive

80 T.- Neutral

ia Positive

os

a 493

'41

, .11*

ti

,11

(.08) .8.1

.c.08) .92

.89 92

.81

-.96 (-.33)

(-.10)

..96 (.34).

. 95 .86

. 86 .87

:81

-.93 .83



/

I

I Table 1. -

(continu )

. .

.

ITEM'COMPARISON FOR ENGLAND 14 YEAR OLDS - STAGES I AND III - SENTENCE COMPLETION
(Factor Loadings) , 1

I

Stage Stage

'-- I III

Factor No.' 1 2

$2 Authority - Attitude

83 Auth. - Stance

84 Auth. - Engagement

*85 Auth. - Aid/Advici

86 Auth. - qpping

**87 Auth. -Hostile

**88 Auth. - Depressive. .

89 Auth. - Neutral

90 Auth. -PositivePositive

*91 Anxiety - Attitude

92 Anxiety - Stance .92 \ .81

.W Anxiety s. Engagement .74 .82

*94 Anxiety -gild/Advice .79

95 Anxiety"- Coping .94 .83

**96 Anxiety - Hoitile -.90 ( -.14)

**97 Anxiety - Depressive s -.74
-. .

,'

- 98 Anxeitr= ftutral .90 . .67'

Stage
I

In
Stage

III

,,,III'

Stage Stage
I III

IV

Stage
I

Stage
III

Stage
I

2 5 .' 3 4 . 4 1 5

o

(.12)

!,
(.15)

k

..75

1 -:97

.97

. ,

.

JP

. 494'14nel-et.), -PoeitiVe' .

1Fr4

.

'

16

V

Stage.
III

3
.

.63
0

.81

.80

.90

-.72

( -.25)

.79

,



Table 3

(Continued )

ITEM COMPARISON FOR ENGLAND 14 YEAR OLDS - STAGES IAND III - SENTENCE COMPLETION

(Factor Loadings) '

. I

Stage
I

Stage
III

Stage
L.

II

Stage
III

Stage
I

Stage
III

IV

Stage
I

.

Stage
III

V

Stage
I

Stage
III

Factor No. 1 2 5 3 4 4 1 5 3

100 Aggression - Stance .83 -.40 A
I

161 .Aggression - Engagement .65 .45. JP

*102 Aggression 1 Aid/Advice .46

101 Aggression .95. .80

**104 Aggression - Hostile -.90 -.93

**105 Aggression - Depressive (.14)

*106 Aggression Neutral

107 Aggression - IN;sitive .90 4,

- This variable was only present in the Stage III instrument
** In the Stage I 'instrument, 666 Hostile and.Depressive Jfect

1

I

495

were scored as o variable

"Negative ffect"



1.

ENGLAND - 14 YEAR (Nis

Item

14 Altruism

15 Esthetics

16 Independence

17' Management

18. Success

19 Self- Satiafact

20 Illtellpetual
Stimulation

-..

21 Creativity

22 SecUrity

23 Prestige

24 Economic Returns.

25. Surroundings

26 Associates

27 Variety

28 Follow Father

on

Treble 4,

STAGE I

OCCUPATIONAL VALUES

Factor'l Factor 12 Factor 13 Factor 14 Factor 15 Factor 16
Imadlng- Loading Loading Loading Loading

*

...47.65,9 .081 .7664` -.061 .113 .263

-.129 -.217 -.038 -.657* .170 -.343

.532- .025 -.135 -.217 .600* -.014

.-4122 -.028 .049 .016' -.07.7 .884*

-.263
.

-.119 -.074 :636* .286 .031'

:170 0y5 .728* .136 -.074 -.216

' -,158 .70'11 .11.8 .036 -.077 -.109
v..

... _

-;,418*_ .349 -.417* -.235 .-.022 -.173
,

.219 -.088 .04, .678* -.127 -.265

--5.13*
-.437* -.246 -.142 .068 .058

'- .185 -.508* -.499* .300' .001 .038
*ft

.712* -.024 -.05,5 .107 .056 -.049
.

:760* ...:".109 .123 -.138 .094 -.061
.* . .

.015 4 -:?83* T.080 -.018 .174 .143
.

.02E -.058k -.137 -.105 -.868* .072
.4'

* Tpese variables had a factor loOt
weighted scare for each factor.

-

Or

grof .40 or better and were used to construct a unit
xt for further explanation.
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Table .5

"Stage III

OCCUPAtIONAL VALUES

ENGLAND - 14 Year,0Ids
.

Factor 11 *Factor 12
Loading Loading

Factor 13
Loading

Factor 14 Factor 15
Loading Loading

Factor 16
Loading

Item
-r-- .

14 Altriism,

15 Esthetics

16 Independence

17 Management

18 Success

194pelf-Satisfaction .

20 Intellectull Stimulation

21 Creativity

22
\

Security

23 Prestige

24 Economic Returns

25,Surroundingi
/ .

28 Associates

27 Variety .

28 Follow Father

,.700*

.040

.018

c

-.196

-.825*

-.119

.020 ..-

-.038

-.016

7.03

-.232

..140

-.164

%-.690* '

.250
1

-.300
-T

.151

.750*

.678*

"-..024

-.173"

. .

-.012

-.040

-.012

-.030

.030

-.168

.740*

.159

-.196

-.200-
-;

,-Ti .65

.062

.073

.807*

-.633*

:335

-.060

-.039

'.889*.

-.081

-.061

-.087

...L..250

.012

.080

'.\1081
1

' -483

=.087

-.151

-.364

-.013

-.Q15 ,

6
-.919*

-.045
i

.021 c

-.175
0

-.261

.002

-.199

7-.217

-.008

-.248

.290

.121

-.073

.032

-.056

.569*

.217

-.131

.032

-.650* ...

-.730* -,

-.114 ,

.140

.037.-

058
.w, .

-.001

.704* .

.352

.003

-.071

.565*

-.168

.245

.109.

-.241

-.110

-.027

t

0

*These variables had a factor loading of .40 or better'and were.useeto construct a unit weighted

' score for each factor; See teat for further explanation.
,
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'table 6

4

FACTOR-COMPARISON FOR ENGLAND 14 YEAR OLDS - STAGES.I AND. III -- OCCUPATIONAL VALUES

STAGE 'I STAGE )III .

Factors .

u
12

13.

'14

15

16

0/

.

L, .

Factor 11

.08

.30

.93**

-.09.

-.01

-.18 /

Factor 12

-.09

-.03

.09

.98** '

f
.13

.-.12

Factor 13

.97**

-.14

.01

.11

-.06
,

.14

Factor 14

.11

.90**

-.25

.05

.27

.23

-

Factor 15

-.16

-.26

.261'

.01

.18

.91**

Factor 16

.08%

-.22
.

.02

-.15 -

.93**

-.21

I

** Identical factors

3

6

49



Table 7

, ITEM COMPARISON FOR ENGLAND 14 YEAR OLDS - STAGES I AND III

OCCUPATIONAL VALUES (Factor Loadings)

VI

ENGLAND Stage Stage
I III

VII

Stage Stage
I III

VIII

Stage Stage
I III

Stage
I

IX

Stage
III

X

Stage Stage
I III

XI

-Stag,

I

Stage
III

Factor No. 11 13 12 14 13' 11 .14 12 15 16 16- 15

I)

14 iltrtitsm

15^Esthetics

16 independence
4

17 Management

18 Success

19 Self - Satisfaction

20 Intellatual Stimulation

21 Creativity -.42 -.69

22 Security

23 Prestige ' -.54' (-.30)

24 Economic Returns

2.5 Surroundings .75 .75

26 Asa/elates/ .76 .68

27 Varipty

Follow Father

79

-.44

-.51

.78'

(-.06)

.74

(-.20)

(7.17)

-.81

-.63

.77 .70

.73 .57

-.42-(-.13)

(-.25) r.65

-.i50 -.73

et

-.66

.64

.68

-.83

.70

.57

.60

-.87

10,

.97

(.071

.88 ..89

r

* Thpse number# in parenthpsek are 1Am...corresponding loading for each country on those variables
thpt were not used in the unit wtighted scores, st load significantly in one country. .
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".\

IMAM - 14 Year Olds
Itsm

'Table 8

r

Stage III

VIEWS OF LIFE 4

Loadings 1

Factor FaCtof--FiEtor. Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor
17 ld 19 . 20

421
22 23 24

4

43 Locus ofXontrol(internal/external) .574* -(120 '.011 .070 .120 ..142 -.216 -.076

44 Acafemic 6:mos of Control -.211 -.193 .106 .270 .31/ -.254 -.040 -.021

ti
.090 .050 .516* -.124 m .052' -.078 -.069 .084

A

-.073 -.020 .382 ' .978 -.034 .014 .020' .052

.064 -.046 -406* -.030 .108 .c80, .056

45 Action -Inacti6n

44 Immediate-belayed Action

47 Rate.ofiAction

48 Intrinsic -ExtrinsicWork Motivation -.073 -.030 -.017 -0110 .201 .207 9 .054

49 Task Achievement-Interpersonal -.271
Relations

50 Competition-Cooperation -.052

51 Independent- Obedient .518*

52 EarneArBestoved Status"' .091

53 ConfrontAvpid . . .131

54 Self -Other Initiation .247
.

55 Self - OtherSolver . .195
...-..

56 Self - 'Joint Implementation -.051

54494trument - Fantasy -.198

59 Emotional Coatrol/Exoressivity '14 -.34/3
/-

60 Activity /Passivity under Stress .149

61 Positive/Negative Self -.Estegm.. .017

62 View of Lilo' (Complex/Simple); -.183

,34 .126 . .311 .175 -.001 -.025 -.209

.13 .061 .003.

7.034 .063 .100
"...

.012 114 -.365
.

.058 - 016 -.075

.203 . .180 .2§7

.155 -.025 /280
,

.592* '.008 -.012

2050 ..217 .065

-.027 -.046 .059

-.051 .08g. .037

.008 .203' .104

.054 .033 -.021

-.056 .619*

-.03,7 .092

.085. ;212

.563* .072

1.132 -.035

-.081 -.117

.003 -.098

-.027- .255

-.104 .156

:087 .027

.033 -.007

4.069 -.4009

-.005 .038

.103 .016

.258 -:135,'

.020 .036

.038 .295
,

.039
_
'.016 .

-.017 .046

.229 .140

-.043 ,%).047

.400* .029

-.110 .568*

.379 -.114

Moe* variables had a factor Loading of .40 or utter and were used to construct a unit weighted
.score for padhActor. See text for further explanation.

, .
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Table 9 ,k

Stage I

SOCIAL ATTITJDES INVENTORY

ENGLAND - 14 Year Olds ;Facto] 17 for 18

o

Sub-Scores

1 Active Doping .f.730* ci38

2 Passive Coping S., .822* .124

3 Active Defensive -.221 .755*

4 Passive Defensive .191 .819*

4'

J

1

* These variables.had a factor Lading of .40 or better and were
used to construct a unit weighted score. for each factor. See text
for further explanation. S 3

4'

P:

I

-447-
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Table, 10

Stage III

SOCIAL ATTITUDES INVENTORY

rENGLAND - 14 Year Olds Factor Lo

Sub-Scores

37 Task Antevement .599*

38 Authority .822*

39 Aggression .669*

40 Interpersonal Relations .684*

41 Anxiety .545

e

I

* These variables had a factor loading of .40 or lietter and were used
to construct a unit weighted score for each fac r. See text for
further explanation.

p

4

A
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Table 11(

corAitsit or ?ACTOR ACROSS SAMILE$

- 14 Tear 01

FACTORS

,Nov ctor Fact r Stage I Stage III
Des tion Mind& Desig- Dssig-

via nat on nati NAME

C(SC). 1

C(SC) 2

II , C(SC) 3

IV 4

V '407 1

VI `

VIII

C(SC) 4

C40) s'

OVAL 11

OVAL 12

2 Copes with Anxiety'

5 Copes with Aggr mien

4 Copes with Interpersonil Relations

1 tops with Task Achievement

3 Copes with Authority

13 Values Sdrroundings and Associates and does not value
Creativity (nor Prestige)*
Values Intellectual Stimulation and Variety'(does not.
value Prestige, EcOnonic Returns, nor Following Father's
occupation).

Values Altruists, Self -SatisfactiOn, and does not valui
Econonic Returns (Prestige or Creativity)
Values Success and Security and does not value Esthetics

Values Independence (iloes not valuegollowing Fathei)

Values Management 4.

OVAL 13 11

'1111X OVAL 14 12

OVAL 15 16

XI OVAL 16 15

UNIQUE FACTORS

C(SC) 6

C(SC) 7

Negative and positive, not neutral Affect toward Task

Achievement
Positive attitude toward AuthorityInterpersonal,Re -
lat$,ons and Task Achievement.

C(SC) 8 'Copes with Interpersonal Relations via Stance and Engagement.

C(SC) 9 Copes .effectively with Authority via Stance and Engagement;

C(SC) 10, Positive Affect' toward Authority ./ '

C(SC) 6 Copes effectively with Interpersonal Relations with neutral,
not hostile Affect; without hostile Affect toward Authority;
positive, not hostile Affect townrd Anxiety.

. t(SC) 7 Copes with Aggression via Stance, Engagement and does not seek

C(SC) 8 Hostile, depresilve, and positive, not neutral Affect , aid.

toward Task Achievement.
9 Depreisive, not neutral Aflect,toward Interpersonal

Relations; Depressive' towed Aggression
10 Positive attitude toward Task Achievement without Positive

Affect toward Anxiety.
17 Internal Locus of Control and Independent

18 Seif-Impleseptor

19 ars action

20 Preferi fest-late Cf Action

C(SC).

C(SC)

C(VOL)

C(VOL)

C(VOL)

C(VOL)

C(VOL)

C(VOL)

C(V01.)

C(VOL)

C(SAI)

C(SAX)

C(al)

- AConfronts problemi

22 Competitive

S 23 , Active in Stress Sitlkions

- 24 reeitive Reg-lateen'

17 Corm effectively

18 Shows defensive behavior

23 CO44 effectively
Ot

te. 14,

The variables La parsachasdioaly appear in one of the imam.

469
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Table 12

SIGNIFICANT SEX DIFFERENCES*

4

ENGLAND - 14 Year Olds - Stage.I

4'

C(SC). -I"

t

F < M** COpes effectively with Anxiety via
Stance and Engagement with neutral,
not negative-Affect.

Probability
Level

,<.001

C(SC)2-II F > M Copes effectively with Aggress )Lon via
,Stance and Engag ent with positive,
4r4...rgative Affe k.O01

- C{SC)3 . F > M Copes effectively with Interpersonal
.

Relations with neutral, not negative
Affect. J p <.043

't(SC)7 F > M Positive attitude toward Authority,
Interpersonal Relations, and Task
Achievement. o P < .001

C(SC)8 T < M Copes with Interpersonal Relations via
Stance and Engagement. . P. <.001

4V
i
OVAL 11-VI F > M Values Surroundings and Associates; itoesa"t

i
OVAL 12-VII F1 > M

i

value Prestige and Creativity. .

Values Intellectual Stimulation and
Variety; doesn't veil* Prestige and
Economic Returns.

2_

2.

< .009

< .001

OVAL 13-VIII
> M Values Altruism and Self-Satisfaction

doesn't'value Creativity and Economic
Returns. 2 < .001

iOVAL 14-IX F < M Values Success and Security; doesn't
value Esthetics. 2. <.003

OVAL 15-X F M Values Iddependence; doesn't Follolb
Fither.' p < .001

OVAL 16 .-XI F < M Values Management p < .001

*
11/18 (611) of the significance tests were significant above chance.
This indicates these restults wereot spurious (cf. GOdbout, Marston,

''Oorich, Vaughan? 1977).

** F = Foul. M 0 Male

= An identical sex difference in both samples (Stages I and III)

-470-
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Table 13

SIGNIFICANT SEX DIFFERENCES*

ENGLAND - 14 Year Olds - Stage III

C(SC)10

i'%
OVAL 11 -VIII

F

Probability
Level

F < M** Positive attitude totiard Task Ap4eve-
ment witiput positive Affect toward
Anxiety.

OVAL

4
i
OVAL

12-IX F

13-VI F

< M

> Ms

OVAL
F > M

nc(VOL)24 F < M

Values Altru/sm_and Self-satisfaction;
doesn't value Prestige and Econqgc
Rgturns.

Values Success and,Security; doesn't
value Esthetics.

4

Value's Surroundings and Associates; -
doesn't value Creativity.

Values Intellectual Stimulation and
Variety; doesn't Follow Father.

Positive Self-lEsteem

p < ;008

< .001

p. < .001

p. < .001_

p. < .001

< .036

T

6/25 (Z)of the 'significance tests were significant above chance.
This indicates diase results were not spurious (cf.Godbout, Marston,
Borich, Vaughan, 1977).

** F Female M Male

An identical sex'difference in both samples (Stages I and III)

NO comparable instrument in the other sample
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Table 14

-SIGNIFICANT SES DIFFERENCES*

ENGLAND - 14 Year Olds - Stage I

Probability
Level

i
OVAL 14-IX L >M** Values Success and Security; doesn't

_value Esthetics. 2. <.007
. . .

OVAL 15-X L > M Valuee Independence; doesn:t Follow
Father. C 2.< .03

n
C(SAI)17 L > M Copes effectively , i <.013

r

4

* 3/18 (17%) of the significance tests were significant above chance.
This inclicates these results... may haVm been spurious (cf. Godbout,

-'MerstOly,,,jorSch, Vaughan, 1977).

',!:*44; -is Lower Class, M 24 Middle Class

am An identical SES difference in both sample, (Stages I and III)

No, comparable instrument in.:the other sample
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Tablet5*

SIGNIFICANT SES.DItFERENCES*

'ENGLAND - 14' Year Olds St4ge III

tik Probability
Level

c($0,6 L < ft** Copes effectively with Interpersonal
Relations with neutral, not hostile Affect
toward IntlOirsonal Relations, with hostile
Affect,towantiOuthority, and.with positive,

4 not hostile Affect.toward Anxiety. , EL< .04

i
OVAL 12-IX

> M Values Success and Security; doesn't value
Esthetics. 2. < .001

OVAL 14-VII -
L >M Values Intellectl Stimulation and Variety;,.---

. .

doesn't Follow Father. //k < .012
t c

OVAL 16-X I. < M Vdlues Independence 2. < .026

^
n
C(VOL)17 L < M Internal Locus of Control; prefers i dependent

action. p < .02

nC(VOL)1.13c1 < M Self-Implementation 2. < .039

loht

IF

6/25 (24) of theaificance tests were significant above chance.
'This indicates th sults were not spurious (cf. Godbout,Iyarsion,

Borich; Vaughan, 1977).
4

** L * Lower Class 14 *,Middle Class

,An identical SES differace/ip both samples (Stages I and III)

*_No compsrahle instrument in the other sample

41.
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Table l6a.

Stage I

.
REGRESSION ANALYSIS

ENGLAND - 14 Year Olds
-,

- CRITERION: Reading Achievement

Predictor
Variables:, F JP 4111P1W2Multiple R 9 92 Change

n
-C(S!! 6.43 mm .012 .13 .02 .02

C(SC)3 5.33 .022 .18 .03 .01

OVAL 15-X 14.66 .001 ".26 :67 .p4

i
'ED ASP 85.93 .001 '.50 .25 .18

0CC ASP 10.52 .001 .52 .27 .02

RAVEN 56.79 .001 %60 .37 .10

BRS .85 NS

Additional Explanatory Variablesi

pr P

n -C(SAI48
-.11 .65

-414-
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Table 16b.

Stage I

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

ENGLAND - 14 Year Olds CRITERION Reading Achievement

Predictor
* Variables:

11. -C(SAI)17*. Does not cope.effectiveIy

C(SC)3 Is Copes with Interpersonal. Relations

OVAL 15 -3Ca Values Independence and doesn't value Following Father

ED ASP Is Educational Aspiration

OCC ASP Occupational Aspiration

RAVEN Raven Progressive Matrices

BRS 4. Behavior Rating Scale

A Additional Explanatory Variables:

- C(SAI)18 *.Does not shoal defensive behavior

4;

No comparable instrument in the other sample

goAn identical predictor or explanatory factor across samples

Factors which predict negatively are desCribed in terms of the
behavior this indicates. The same factor may be described in
opposite tiros when, in some other analysis, it has a positive
predictive value.

-475-
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Table 17a. -

Stage III

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

ENGLAND -.1.114 Year Olds
ti CRITERION: `Reading Achievement

Predictor-
YaritibieS4 F 1 p .Multiple R R

2
R
2

Change

C(Sdll-IV 9.81111 .002 .23 - .05 .05

/ n
C(VOL)21

i0VAL.I6-X

4.45

7.O9

.04

.008

.28

.34

.08

.11

.02

.04

ED ASP, '37.56 .001 .52 .27 .16 '

i
RAVEN 37.98 .001 .63 -.40 .13

.

BRS 1.400 2.22 NS

Explanatory Variables:

iCC ASP .05

nC(VO4)22 .16 .05

nO(VOL)23 .16 .05

'

*

A

14



Table 17b.

Stage TII

DESCRIPTION. OF REG SSION FACTORS

ENGLAND*- 14 Year Olds

Predictor
Variables:

a

CRITERION: Reading Achievement

C(SC)1.-/V = Copes well with Task Achievement

n
C(VOL)21 = Confronts problems

iOVAL 16-X = Values Independence

i
ED-ASP = Educational Aspiration

iRAVEN = Raven Progresfive Matrices

BRS '= Behavior-Rating Scale

a

A4ditional'Explsnatory Variables:

1

OCC ASP = Occupational Aspiration

nC(VOL)22 = Competitive

C(VOL)23 = Actively copes when under stress

"4,

No comparable instrument in the other sample
M Identical predictor or explanatory factor across samples

9 .
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Table 18a.

Stage I

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

f

ENGLAND - 14 Year Olds CRITERION: Math Achievement

Predictor
VariableS: F p Multiple R R

2
A
2

Change

.02 .02

.20 .04. .02

.43 .18 .14

.22 .04'

1C{SAI)18 6.73 .610,

OVAL 15-X 8.33 .004''-

ED ASP 63.45 .001

iOCC ASP 17.41 .001

RAVEN -151.90 .001

BRS 2.55. NS

Additional Explanatory Variables:

C

pr p

-478-
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EN

i ED ASP = Educational Aspiratiot

OCC ASP = Occupa ional Aspiration

4 RAVEN .Ravin Progressive Ma/rices

BRS 7 Behavior Rating Scale

Table 18b.

Stage I

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

14 Year'plds CRITERION:_ Math Achievement

-C(SAI)le= Do s pot show d fensive behavior

1

,

OVAL 15-X = Values I nde p en ence; does not value Following Father's
occupation.

s. r1
No comparable instTumeit in the .other sample

i An identical predator or explanatory factor across samples

mg Factors h predict negatively are described in terms of the

behav this indicate*. ,The ammo factor may be described in

imps **ems whin, in some other analysis, itohas a positive

titre value. .74 . , 0.
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Table 19a.

Stage III

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

'

` ENOLAND - 144Year Olds CRITERION: Math Achievement

Predictor.
Variables: F P itglIP1Li R

2
R
2
,Chanse

.

C(SC)6

i(V0L)23

nC(VOL)22

n
,-C(VOL)24

OVAL 16-X

i
ED ASP

i 0CC ASP*

RAVEN

BRS

17.75

8.55

7.24

4.61

- 9,416

45.51

4.3b

51.39

.61

.001

.004

.01

.03

.003,

.001

.04

.001 -

'( NS.

.

Additional Explanatory Variables:

EE

.30 .09
.

.37 .13

.41 .17

.44 . .19

.48 .23

.63 .39

.64 .41

.75 .56

p r

.09

.04

.03

.02

1.04
.,... .

.16

.02

.15

' P

l..) C(SC)1 -IV .18 .05

..)

C(SC)4 .17 ' .05"

-C(SC)9 -...18 .05

OVAL 11 -VIII .15 .05

-C(SC)2 -I -.16 ! .04

514
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Table 19b:
4.

Stage III,
. ,

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS'

ENGLAND - 14 Year Olds CRITERION: Math Achievement

Predictor'
'Variables:

. I

C(SC)6 = Copes effgptively wi6Onterperson ',Relations with neutlal,

not hostile Affect; without hostile Affect toward Authority;
positive, not hostile Affect toward.Amxiety.

nC(VOL)23 4 Copes'actively with stress
n
C(VOL)42 = Competitive

n
C(VOL)24*=Negative Self-Esteem

OVAL 16-X= Values Independence

ED ASP = Educational Aspiration
iOCC

11.SP = Occupational Aspiration.

RAVEN = Raven Progressive Matrices

BRS = lahavior Rating Scale

Additional Explanatory Variables:

C(SC)1 -IV= Copes effectively with Task Achievement with positive
attitude toward Authority.

C(BC)4-III=Copea effectively with Interpersonal Relations

-C(SC)9 = Neutral, not depressive Affect toward Interpersonal
Relations.

el

OVAL 11-VI2I = Values Altruism and Self-Satisfaction, does not value
Prestige or Economic Returns.

-C(SC)2-I = Does cope well with Anxiety. At
0 No comparable insnrusient in the othei sample

= An identical predictor or explanatory factor across samples

= Factors which gredict negatively are described in terms of the

behavior tli4a indicates. The same factor may be_described in
---Ppposite term when, in some other analysis, it has a positive

predictive value.,
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Table 20a.

Stage I

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

ENGLAND - 14 Year Tlds CRITERION: Grade Point Average

Predictor
2Variables: F p__.._ Multiple R

C(SC)9-I 6.55 .011 .13

°-C(SAI)17 '6.78 .010 .19
.

' OVAL 14-IX 6.46 .011- .23

i
OCC ASP 53.96 .001 .42

i
ED ASP 17.88 .001 .46

i
RAVEN 10.99 .001 .44

BRS 28.92 40 .001, . .54

1

Additional Explanatory Variables:

EL E_____

R
2

R ,Change

,02

.04 .02

.. .

". .05 .02

.17 .., .12

.21 04
,

.24 -02

.29 .06

.02

0



Sable 20b.

Stage I

DESCRITPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

ENGLAND - l4 Year Olds

Predictor'
Variables:

4.0

CRITERION: Grade Point Ave-iige

e
C(SC)9-I Copes well with Authority via Stance and Engagement.

".

11-C(SAI)17* Does not cope effectively

OVAL 14-IX - Values Success and Security and not Esthetics.

OCC ASP Occupational Aspiration

ED ASP Educational Aspiration

i RAVEN Raven Progressi trices

BRS. Behavior Rating Scale

Additional Explanatory Variables:

p/

a
NO comparable instrument in the other sample

= An identical predictor or explanatory factor across samples

= Factors which predict negatively are described in terms of the
behavior this indicates. The same factor may be described in
opposite terms when, in some other analysis, it has a positive
predictive value.
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Table 21a.

Stage III

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

V

ENGLAND - 14 Yea! Olds CRITERION: Grade Point Average

Predictor
Variables: F p

'C(SC)6 10.04 .082
-...

nC(VOL)17
5.01 .03

Alle

OVAL 14-VII 6.46 .01

i
ED ASP 37.06 .001

i
RAVEN 10.31 .002

BRS 2.60 NS

Additional Explanatory Variables:

Multiple R R
2

R2 Change

.23 .05 .05

.28 .08 .03

.34 .11 .03

.52 .27 .16

.56 .31 .04

Pr

OCC ASP .25 .05

e(SC)4 .19 .05

OVAL Ik-X .19 .05

1C(VOL)22 .15 .05

-484-
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Table

Stage III .

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

ENGLAND 14 Year Olds

Predictor
Variables:

CRITERION: Grade Point Average

C(SC)6 Copes effecively with Interpersonal Relations with neutral,
4 not hostile Affect; without hostile Affect toward Authority;

positive, not hostile Affect toward Anxiety.
1C(VOL)17 Internal Locus of Control and Independent.

(OVAL 14-V1I-Values Intellectual Stimulation and Variety; doef not value
Following Father.

i ED ASP Educational Aspiration

i
RAVEN a Raven Progressive Matrices

BRS Behavior Rating Scale

Additional Explanatory Variables;*

OCC ASP 0 Ocgupational Aspiration

C(SC)4, 0 Coporvith Interpersonal Relations

OVAL 16-X Values Independence

nC(VOL)22 a Competitive

n
No comparable Instrument in the other sample

i
An identical predictor or explanatory factor across samples

1
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. Table 22

PERCENT OF VARIANCE EXPLAINED

ENGLAND - 14 Year Olds Stage I

Reading AchieveMentirMath Achievement .GPA

Aptitude (uniqqe) 9.9%

Coping /Motivation (unique) 13.0%

Total 36.6%

IN

ENGLAND - 14 Year Olds - Stage III

Aptitude (u que)

/

23.0%

6.8%

2.37.

15.3%

44.8% 23.5%

13.2%

Coping/Moti tion (unique) 7.6%

Total. 39.0%

Table 23

CORRELATIONS AMONG THE CEATEEIA

WGLAND - 14 Year Olds - Stage I

Reading

Math

'GPA

15.4% 4.1%

8.5% 12.1%

56.2% 30.7%

Reading Achievement Math' Achievement GPA

.57 .42

.35

ENGLAND - 14 Year Oldi - Stage III

Reading

Math

GPA

r .58

-486-
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ifef .
GERMANY - 10 YEAR OLDS -- RESULTS AND DISCUSSION IL

...- .

,
I.

This section provides a detstiled picture of the copi p erns

associated with achievement in German 10 year old student .from he

1,968 (Stage III) sample. (Germany was not included in t , Stage

. I, Sample.) The results include factor analyses of the 6114 ing/

motivational instruments:' Sentence ComRption and Oceu tional Values.
The Viewa of_Lif_t_and the Social Attitudes Inventory w re not used with

this sample. .Sex and socioeconomic status differencgs are described
next. Finally, the regression apalyses are delineated in order to 'show

the specific factors that prediited and explained achievement for these
students

->.
. FAGtOrANALYSES

.
Sentence Completion 1

0

Factor analysis of the Sentence Completion variablet resu4ted in
ten factors which accounted for a substantial percentage of the Variance.
.These variables grouped primarily according to behavior areas, e.g.,

aggression variables 'loading on'one factor, authority variables on another.
The analysis appers in Table 2. There were ffve general factors,

corresponding to coping with aggression,%muthority, anxiety; interpers61111
relat4ons,.and task achievement. Unit weights were constructed using.

.

those variables having a factor loading (>....40). For'example, factor 1
consisted of all seven variables dealing with coping with task achievement.
Factors 6-10 also tended to have variable loadings-grouped according to
sub-aspects of the behavioral areas-.

Occup ational Values_`"'

FactOr analysis of the 'Occupation al Values moriables yielded six

factors. Once again, variables having a factor.1;ading > .40'were
used to construct a,unit weighted score for each faCtor (see analysis

in ,Table 5).

ale .

DI CES

fferences are listed in Table 13. Females tended to cope

more ively with interpersonal relations,' with neutral, not hostile
affect., In work, fe*a).es placed greater value than males on altruism
and intellectual stimulation in contrast, to management and economic
returni They-also more highly valued self-satisfaction'and associates
as opposed to creativity.

SES DIFFERENCES

Social class differences are listed in Table 15. LoWer -class

students coped more effectivelfwith aggression and with authority than

did the middle class. In a work Notting, the middle class placed greater -

value on altruism end intellectual stimulation and leas value on manage-
ment and ecopomic returns than the lower class.



.1.1

SUMMARY. OF REGRESSION ANALYSES
IOW

4

. Reading_Achievement

Predictors of reading achievement are listed in Tables 17a and
17 Good readers did not cope effectively with anxiety, showing
hostile, notpositive affect., They valued altruism and intellectual
,elation iiopposed to management'and economic returns. These
studeatlivhaWLItigher aptitude scores, and higher edocational aspirations
than poorer readers. In addition, occupational aspiration was corre-
lated with reading achievement in this German 10 year old sample.

Math Achievement

predictors of. math achievement are listed in Tables 19a and 19b.
Students who were good in math coped well with persons in authority.
These students valued altruisin and intellectual stimulation, in contrast
to management and economic returns. In addition, they had higher
aptitude scores, and higher educational aspirations, and were rated
higher bylaheir peers on the SRS thadpoorer students. Fin/11y,
occupational aspiration was also correlated with math achievement.

Grade Point Average

Predictors of GPA were few. They are listed in Tables 21a and 21b.
Teachers gave higher grades to students who coped effectively with inter-
personal relations, with neutral, not hostile affect. Such students also
were rated higher by their peers opn theBRS. In addition, students with
high GPA had,higher aptitude scores and higher educational aspirations.
Teacher grades correlated very little, themselves, with reading (.14)
or math (.43) achievement,

PERCENT 'OF VARIANCE SUMMARY

In ordei to assess the practical implications of these measuries,
for passible educational use, it is important to consider the percent
of variance accounted for bmiaptitude and by the coping/motivation -

variables, both uniquely and togetheln in accounting for success on the
criterton measures. To assess the unique contribution of aptitude, this '

variable was entered into the regression equation followinglihe coping/
motivation variables. Alternatively, to assess the unique contribution of
the coping/motivational variables, aptitude was entered first, followed
by the coping/motivational variables. The unique varianpof both
aptitude and coping/motivation variables was that increment in variance
"explained," beyond that accounted for by other variablei. The Tel-Sults

of these analyses are listed in Table 22.

*Aptitude uniquely accounted for 4.62 of the variance in reading:
15.62 in math, ana 11.5% in GPA. The coping/motivation factors, uniquely
accounted for 9.0% of the variance in reading, 8.42 in math, and 2.4% in
,GPA. These factors were not as powerfully predictive in this German 10

.-' year old sample as they were in most other national samples, afthough
they werammore predictive of reading achievement than was aptitude.

S
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What is more, some properties that reflected both aptitude and

coping substantially increased the total variance explained on all
achievement criteria (18% to 35%). This gives added weight to the
explanatory power and practic 1 usefulne s of the copini/motivatlon
measures, even with certain 'in rumen missing. Succegs in school

- for German 10 year olds was contingent upon certain attitudinfil
qualities and coping skills, particularly, as they shared variance with
aptitude.

.*.
0

40
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Table 2

STAGE III

SENTENCE COMPLETION

Loadings
FactorFattor Fa4or Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor

1 2
GERMANY- 10 Year 'Olds

Item

64 Task AchieVement-Attitude .119 4040

'65 T.A. - Stance .857* .023

'.66 T.A. - Engagement :818* -.037

7 T.A. - Ald/Adirice .789* -.119

68 T.A. -, Coping Effect .770* .054

'69 T.A. - Hostile Affect -.502* .127

7.0 T1A. - Depressive Aff. -.548*#-.130

71 T.A. - Neutral Aff. ... .778* -.008

72 T.A. - Positive Aff. 2.017--Aps

73 Interpersonal Relationt .040 j0 005'
Attitudia'

...

t
-...- , ,

74 i.W - Stkie 4.-1/ -.034 -.051'4 -'
75 I.R. - Engagement ,.. ..022 ;IF..016

-76 I.R. - Aid/Advice .:027. ..Q040
....

,:

77 I.R... - Coping Effect
, .D98 ..' .057

78 I.R. - Hostile Affeat-'. ,,:46/:.--.114

79 I.R. - pepiessive Aft,- ;rain .085

80 I.R. - Neutral Aff.1 4c. 4.019:-.094

81 I.I. - Positive Afi.
,

1=.035 096

,4

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 .10.

.045 .050 .120 -.157 .532* .084 .001 -.071

.048. .153 .083 .008 .189 -.036 -.164 .067

.122 .064 -.035 .007 .020 -.147 .139 -.095
6 .104 .095 -.034 .005 .041 -.203 .106 -.060

:088 .234 .098 .064 .291' -.046 -a-149 .41017

-.063 -.156 .238 -.308 .009 -.114, .025 -.057

.047 -.043 -.317 .206 .169 -.160 .079 -.183

-.027 4121 .073 .087 -.147 .041 -.119 .147

. .129 .067 -.029 -.074 .061 .544* .158 .089

:063 .149 -.055 .120 .461* -.062 -.089 .066
.

,..
A014

-.039 .800* -.239 -.030 .043 -.007' .038'
A

.045 .034 .921* .245
1

.094 -.051 .037 -.063

.046 .035 .416* .250- -.084 -.051 .023 -.074

.010 .089 .780* .499* -.119 -.117 .029 -.036

,,-.065 -.936 -.183 -.885* -.096 .0k0 -.110 -.012

-.083 7.1.65, -.308 .111 .386 -.045 .361 -.166

.104 .107 .317 .826* -.060 -.120 -.028 .100

-.018 .003 -.004 .049 -.070 .752* -.105 .-.094
1,,
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Table 2 (continued)

GERMANY - 10 Year thds

Item

82 Authority - Attitude

83 Auth. - Stance

84 Auth. - Engagement

85 Auth. - Aid/Advice

86 Auth. - Coping Eff.

87 Adth. - Hostile Aff.

88 Auth. - Depress. Aff

89 Auth. - Neutral Aff.

90 Auth. - Positive Aff

91 Anxiety - Attitude

92 Anx. - Stance

93 Anx. - Engagement

94 Anx. - Aid/Advice

95 Anx. CopligEff.

96 Anx. - Hostile Aff.

97 Anx. - Depressive Aff.

98 Anx. - Neutral Aff.

49 Anx. - Positive Aff.

ti

STAGE III

SENTENCE COMPLETION

Loadings
Fictor Factor Factor Factor Factor-Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

.038 .096 - .079 .113 .020 .121 .713* -.103 -.078' =.029

.072 -.065 .054 -769* .211 -.075 ;062 -.007 .083 .038-

.162 .107 - .092 .730* -.002 .009 .276 .132 -.076 -.012

.177 .114 - .035 .786* .039 .010 .265 .100 -.070 .000

.223 .078 .098 .874* .012 .160 .163 .033 .046 .00d

-.294 -.079 .058 -.4374 .172 -.389 -.214 -.160 .119 .031 .

.103 .041 - .214 -.588! -.006 .204 .401* .141 -.118 -.009

.165 .037 .202 .804* -.132 .167 -:125 -.033 -.010 -.017

-.034 .124 .065 -.060k -.049 -.083 4.782* .040 -.013

-.065 -.005 .115 .099 .139 -.073 .399 -.027 .128 .112

.084 .008 .818* .013 .047 .050 -.165 .048 .014 .222

.043 .110. .837* .028 .038 -.039 .205 .189 .032 -.128

-.002 .096 .814* .033 .005 -.094 .199 .245 .00L- -.121/4

. .085 .099 .664* .101 .022 .10 .011 -.011, :049 .528*

-.132 -.155 -.093 .075 .066 -.098 -.352 -.117 -.029 -.647*

-.047 ,.051, -.779* -.140' -.028 -.030 .202 .13,7 .055 .021

.109 .077 .758* .055 -.006 .1064 .118 .001 -.015 .04w

.058 -.028 .034 '.037 -.030 -.019 -.115 -.091 -.029 .808*
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STAGE III

Table 2 ,(continued)

CONANT - 10 Year Olds

Factor
1

SENTENCE COMPLETION

Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor
6 7 8 9 10

Loadings
Factor Factor Factor Factor

2 3 4 5

Item

100 Aggression 2- Stance -.035 .197. .020 -.020 .053 .020 -.310 ,.091 .737* .023
101 Agg. - Engagement -.065 .853* .059 -.008 .084 -.020 .048 .012 .347 -.006
102 Agg. - Aid /Advice -.061 .858* .075 -.033 .098 -.003 .056 .024 .326 -.007
03 Agg. - Coping Effect -.019 .8183* .076 .097 -.047 .058 -.001 "-.032 .032 .007

Agg. 7 Hostile Aff. -.072 .779* -.057 -.106 .080- -.109 .025 .135 .479* -.071
OS Agg. - Depressive Aff. .19A .037 -.002 -.095 -.011 -.057 -.193 .003 -.338 -.024
06 Agg. - Neutral Aff. .022 .780* .059 .132 -.078 .126 .025 -.138 -.398 .078
07 Agg. - Positive Aff. 0 0 , 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Ipoi variables had a factor losiding of .40 or better and were used ,to construct a unit weighted
'core for each factor. See text for further explanation.
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Table 5

STAGE III . .

OCCUPATIONAL VALUES

GERMANY - 10 Year Olds

Factor 11
Loading

Factor 12 Factor 13
Loading Loading

Factor 14 Factor 15
Loading Loading

Factor 16.
Loading

Item .

.,

;

.746*

-.214

-.238

-.6p8*

-1045

.124

.643*

.208

.092

-.024

' -.018

-.322

.646*

-.256

.216

-.175*

.652*

.389

-.078

-:049

.171

-.183

-.005

-.003

-.041

-.302

.126

.'20)

.

_

.128

.022

-.013

.069

.628*

-.015

.078

.089

-.015

.124

.067

-.180

...

14 Altruism
r

15 Esthetics

16 Independence

17 Management

18 Suicess

19 Self-Satisfaction

'20 Intellectual

Stimulation
,4*(1- ...-7259

e 0
21 Creativity .185 -.728* .029

-.1.3A -.202 -.044
22 Security -.011 -.001 .114 -.034' .093 -.943*I

423 Prestige -.112 -.325 .605* -.332 .227 .020
24 Economic Returns -.541* -.040 ;:088 -.244 .336 .221

25 Surroundings -.135 .277 .223 .691,* .173 .049
26 Associates .094 .676* .093 -.071 -.297 .197
27 Variety ).' .236 .012

.
-.038 .802* -,./32 406

28-7611ow /ether -.007 -.In .081 -.157 ..........0y0812* .149,*.

J

* These variables had a factor loading of .40 or better and were' used to c nstruct a unit weighted
score for each,factor. See text for further explanation.

I e.
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-Table 11

COMPARISON OF FACTORS ACROSS SAMPLES

GERMANY - 10 Year 014s )
.

Mew Factor Factor NW-III -
Designation Abbre- - Desig -

viation oat ion NAME

C(IC) 1 Copes with Task Achievement

C(SC) 2 Cones witb,Aggression

C(SC) 3 Copes with Anxiety

C(SC) 4 Copes with Authority

C(SC) S Copes with Interpersonal Rtlations

C(SC) 6 Copes with Interpersonal Relations with Neutral, not

Hostile Affect

7 Positive Actitaide toward Task Achievesient, Interpersonal
Relations, and Authority; Depressive Affect toward Authority.

C(SC) 8 Poiitive Affect toward Task Achievement, Interpersonal
Relations. and Authority.

C(SC) 9 Confronts Aggression without Hostile Affect

C(SC) 10 Copes effectively with Anxiety with Positive, not Hostile

C(SC)

Affect

'OVAL 11 Values Altruisa, Intellectual Stimulation; does nbt value
Maoagement or Economic Returns

OVAL 12 Values Siff- Satisfaction and'Associates; does not value
Creativity

OVAL 13 Values Independence; does not value Esthetics or Prmatile

OVAL 14 Values Surroundings and Variety

OVAL 15 Values Success; doss not value Following Father's Occupation

OVAL 16 Does not value Security

I
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Table 13

SIGNIFICANT SEX DIFFERENCES*

GERMANY - 10 Year Olds - Stage III

Probability
Level

C(SC)6 F > M** Copes effectively with Interpersonal
Relations with neutral, not hostile
Affect p < .031_

OVAL 11 F > M Values Altruism and Intellectual
Stimulation; doesn't value Management
and Economic Returns p < .006

OVAL12 P > M Values Self-satisfaction and Associates;
doesn't value Creativity p < .001'

0
* 3/16 (18%) of the significance teats were significant above chance.
This indicates these results were not spurious (cf. Godbout, Marston,
Borich, Vaughan, 1977).

**F Female M Mali

(
r



fable 15

SIGNIFICANT SES DIFFERENCES*

GERMANY - 10 Year Olds - Stage III

C(SC)2

C(SC)4

Probability
Level

L .> M** Copes effectively with Aggression via
Engagement and without seeking-AdVice,
with Neutral'not Hostile Affect.

P

L > M Copes effectively with Authority via
Stance, Engagement, and without seeking
Advice with Seutral, not Hostile or Depressive

OVAL 11 L < M

< .019

Affect

Values Altruism and Intellectual
lation; doesn't value Management
EConoiic Returns

Stimu -

and

p < .041

p < .001

* 3/16 (18%) of the significance tests Imre significant above chance.
This indicates these results were not spdrious (-cf. Godbout,,Marston,
Borich, Vaughan, 1977). f

** L = Lower Class M = Middle Class

-495-
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Table 17a.

Stage III

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

GERMANY - 10 Year Olds CRITERION: Reading Achievement

Predictor
Variables: F p Multiple R R

2 ,

R
2

Change r

-C(SC)10 3.06 .08 .13 .02 .02

OVAL 11 4.56 .03 .21' .04 .03

ED ASP 21.81 ) .001 .39 .15 .11

RAVEN 9.84 .002 .44 .20 .05

BRS .35 NS

Additional Explanatory Variables:

p

0CC ASP

-496-
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Table 17b.

Stage.III.

PTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

GERMANY - 10 Year Olds CRITERION: Reading Achievement

Predictor
oe.Variables: Multiply R R

2
R
2

Change

-C(SC)10*= Does not cope effectively withAnxiety; shows hostile, not
positive Affect

OVAL 11 = Values Altruism and Intellectual Stimulation; doesn't value
Management and Economic Returns

ED ASP. = Educational Aspirations

RAVEN = Raven Progressive Matrices

'IRS. = Be'havior Rating Scale

Additional ExplanatoriVariables:

0CC ASP = Occupational Aspirations

* Factors which predict negatively are described in terms of the
behavior this indicates. The,same factor may be described in
oppOsite term when, in some other analysis, it has a positive'
predictive value.

-497310.,
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Table 19a.

Stage III

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

GERMANY - 10 Year Olds CRITERION: Math Achievement
04.

Predictor
Variables: . F p Multiple R R

2
R
2
Change

C(SC)4 3.97 .05 .15 .02 .02

OVAL 11 6.18 .01 .24 .0C .03

ED ASP 21.82 .001 x.44 .20 .14
P

RAVEN 41.08 .001 .59 .35 .16

BRS 10.19 . .002 .62 .39 .04

4

Additional Explanatory Variables:

pr p r p

OCC ASP .22
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Table 19b:

STAGE III

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

GERMANY - 10 Year Olds CRITERION: Math-Achievement

Predictor
Variables:

C(SC)4 = Copes with Authority

OVAL 11 =
%

Value Altruism and Intellectual Stimulation; doesn't
value Management and Economic Returns

ED ASP = Educational Aspirations

RAVEN Raven Progressive Matrices

BRS = Behavior Rating Scale

Additional Explanatory Variables:

OCC ASP = Occupational Aspirations

6,*

-499-
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21a.

Stage II

REGRESSION A YSIS

ep

64 GIFJOIANi --,16 Yea'r, Odds
'

CRITERION: Grade Point.Average .

Isredietor (

Variables: F 0 Multiple le R2 R2 Chan*
. #'

,

.

.

C(6C)6 3.79
I- -

+40

.05 ..15 .02`

I ED ASP .7.66 .006 .25 .06

RAVEN- . 24.17 .001 .42 48
.

BRS --,..20.9a, :ow.. .52 .27
4 .

O

.:
. .

Additiohal, Explanafoir Variables: r
.; .

,
C3

.02

.04

..12



GERMANY -

or*

10 Year Olds

Table 21b.

Stage III

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

CRITERIO! Grade Point Average

Predictor
Variables:

C(SC)6

ED ASZ

RAVEN

BRS

a

a

a

F p kultiple R R
2

R
2

Change

.Copes effectively with Interpersonal Relations with neutral,
nat hostile Affect,'

Educational AtpiratIons

Raven Progressive Matrices

Behavior Rating Scale

AID

V

536

-44

a
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Table 22

PERCENT-OF VARIANCE EXPLAINED

GERMANY - 10 Year 0147 atage III

Reading'Achievement Math Achievement GPA

Aptitude (unique) 4.6% 15.6% 11.5%

Coping/Motivation (unique) 9.0% 8.4X 2.4%

Total 20.0% 35.1% 17.15f

Table 23

CORRELATIONS AMONG THE CRITERIA

GERMANY - 10 Year Olds- Stage III

Reading 41

Math ,

GPA

4

Reading Aehievement Math Achievement GPA

.28

.14

-502:
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GERMANY - 14 YEAR OLDS RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

.The findingt "resented in this section provide a detailed.
picture of the coping patterns that were associated, with achievement

in.German'studeilts in the 1968' (Stage III) sample. No data were
colleFted in Germany in 1965. The results include the factor analysis
of;the coping/motivat nstruments: Sentence Completion, and
Occupational Values. Sand socioeconomic status differences are
then described. Finally, the regression analyses are presented in
order to show the specific factors that predict and explain achieve-

.

Win for these Gerian students.
rt

FACTOR ANALYSES

Sentence Completion

The Sentence Completion instrument was factored'into ten factors
that accounted for most-ofthe total variance (see Table 1). As was
the case in all of the fattor analikes of this instrument, five of the
factors were composed of coping styles, e'ective coping, and neutral
affect around each of the behaviaral areas. Thus, these five factors
can be titled coping with aggression, anxiety, task achievement, inter-
personal relations and authority. The other factors include atrtain

sub-aspects of coping skill in'the fr.Ve areas of behavidt.'

Occupational Values ar

4

-.The Occupational,Values instrument was factored into six factors
which accounted for most of the total variance: (1) self-satisfaction,

variety,- and Pleasant associates and surroundings (not success or
status), (2) economic returns (not altruism), (3) creativity and
inteIlectuaL'stimulation (not security), (4)tsecurity (not prestige or
esthetics), (5) independence, (6).managerial pawer (not following.
father's occupation)..

SEX DIFFERENCES

In,this !sample of Gergein students,,.15X of-the factors showed

evidence of sex differences. In coping'skill, ma}es reported coping
better with anxiety than females. Females also tended-to have different ,

attitudes and affects towards several behavioral areas. .Females had
more positive attitudes than males tosiaid task achievement and Authority.
Fikales more than Males had depreisive.iiffect and .negative attitude
toward - interpersonal relations. In Occupational Values, females'valued
more than males self-satisfaction and surroundings rather than manage-,
sent, success, prestige and economic returns. Females valued altruism
more than males.

At
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SES DIFFERENCES(

In this-Warrof German students, 29% of the factors showed
socioeconomic differences. Lower-class students reported coping

more, effectively than middle-class children With task achievement,

anxiety and authority. In Occupational Valuep the lower-class

students valued more than middle -class ktudents management and security
rather than esthetics, prestige or following father's occupation.

SUMMARY OF REGRESSION ANALYSES

Reading Achievement

There were several factors that predicted reading achievement.
Several components of coping with anxiety were predictive; that is
those children who approached anxiety and coped effectively, with
positive rather than depressive affect, were good readers. .Those

children who did not engage but sought aid in solving anxiety-arousing
problems also were good at reading. Students with high achievement

scores alsrhad positive attitudes toward task achievement and authority,

but noi'aeout interpersonal relations. These students_placed high value

on independence and had high educational asp4rations. The aptitude

measure was predictive of reading achievement, but the BRS did not add

predictive variance. Additional variables associated with reading
achieveMeni were Rbstile non-coping with aggression, valuing altrism
rather than success, prestige or'economic returns, and valuing intel-
lectual stimulation, creativity, and variety rather than security.

Good readers had high occupational aspirations.

Math Achievement

Students, who r ceived,high math achievement scores coped well with

anxiety, with pos ive not depressive affect. These students-had positive

attitudes toward ask achievement and authority but not interpersonal

relations: Because of an instance of net suppression, educational
aspirations appeared to be inversely related to math achievement

(but wire not, in their direct correlation). The Aptituee and Behavior

Rating Scale were both predictive of math achievement. tOping with task

achievement was also correlated with.math achievetent.

Grade. Point Average

.
Sire were no coping factors tbat were predictive of grades in

t these German siudantl. Valuing independence was predictive as was

aptitude and the SRS. The leek of predictiveness of the coping/moti-
vation measures brings into questin ihe validity of theie Measures for

these German students.

PkRCENT VARIANCE

The percent of 'variance accounted for across the three criterion

varied widely. While approximately 502 of the reading achievement was
predicted, only 5% of teacher grades were predicted. The coping/

-504-
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motivation measures were valid predictors of reading and math achievement,
but they showed little power to explain teacher grades: This is under-
standable,- however,standable, -however, since teacher.grades-had iery little relationship,
themseisks, to either reading'(".28) or math (.21) achievement scores.
The teachers seem to have ghded on clastroom behavior, like the peers 1

,. a(BRS). . .4t.
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Table 2

STAGE III

SENTENCE COMPLETION
Loadings,

Factor Factor Factor Factor Factbr Factor Factor Factpr Factor Factor
1

GUMMY.- 14 Year Olds
2 3 5 6 7 8 9 10

Itei

64 Task Achievement-Attftude ,231 -.04S -.205 .120 =%014 .098 .056 .124 .555* .125

65 T.A. - Stance, .865* .133 ,114 .169 .010 -.045 .103 .013 .060 .043

66 T.A. - Engagement .843* .091 .091 .065 -.043 .0440 .1+45 -.027 -.038 .097

67 T.A. - Aid/Advice .798* ,085 ..003 .084 -.065 .046 .002 -.024 -.067 .161

4rT.A. - Coping Effect .786* .087 .105 -.002 -.040 .168- .031 .194 .118

69 T.A. - Hostile Aff. -.595* .104 .066 -.101 -.068 -.131 .183 -.124 -.,115

70 T.A. - Depressive Aff. -.357 -.004 .061 -.001 .037 .078 -.314 382. :06

71 T.A. ti Neutral Aff. 0763* -.043 -.009 .120 .055 .025 -.131 -.037 -.067 -.331

72 T.A. - Positlee Aff. -.276 -.059 '-.056 -.032 .071 -.005 .435* -.011 .170

73 Interpersonal Relations -.039 .101 , .039 .086 -.087 -.064 -.095 .118 .520* -.291
4- Attitude 104

.'
qn a s

74 I.R. -.Stance .002 .880* -.043 .043 .0d8 .105 .069 -.130 -.024' -.070

75 I.R. - Engagement .077 .954* -.037 .094 .019 .023 .033 .135 .033 -.001

76 I.R. - MdlAdvice .071 .956* -.038 .099 .027 .022 .034 .132 ' .640 .006

77.1.R. Coping Effect .136 .889* -.052 .105 .041 .016 .021 .277 .043 -.025

I.R. - Hostile AffeCt -.113 -.240 -.067 -.125 -.027 -.005 .023 -.862* -.074 -.002

9,I.R. - Depressive Alf. -.122

)(0

-.206 -.092 -.033 -.044 -.113 -.202 .045 .086 ,.418*

I.R. - Neutral Alf. .147 .295 .084 .113 .018 .045 .053 .835* .037 -.149
81 I.R. - Positive Aff. .023 .041 .131 .199 .251 -.012 -.065 -.169 .068 .079

..,
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able 7 (continued)

GRAMANY- 14 Year Olds

tea

Authority Attitude

3 'Auth. - Stance

84 - Engagement

S Auth. - Aid/Advice

88 Auth..- Cdping Eff.

87 Auth. - Hostile Aff.

Auth. Depress. Aff.

89.Auth. - Neutral Aff.

90 kuSti.'-- Positive Aff
. .

91 Anxiety - Attitude

92 Anx, - Stance

93 At;x. - Entklent

94 Anx.'- Aid/Advice

pAnx..-*Coping Eff.,

Anx. - the Aft.

97 Am-- Depressive Aff.

Neutral Aff.

- Positive Aff.

STAGE III

SENTENCE COMPLETION

Loadings
Factor Factor Factor Factor Fact.or Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor

1 2 3 -4 5 6 7 8 9,

^,

10

.056 .-.034 .187 .166 .060 -.167 681 ,350 .487* .095

.121 .296 .092 .594*' .066 .034 .188 -.030 .183 -.044

.083 .038 .089 .757* .005 -.052 -.045 -.009 A56 .180'

.085 .076 .027 .761* .058 -.078% -.003 -.050. .215 .188

.196 .111 -.002 .888* -.031 .040 .122 .134 .021 .008

-.165 ...047 .039 -.678* -.019 -.044 -.618 -.169 .311, .168

.023 -.010 -.119 -.399 ,067 -.119- -.182 .059 -.155 .181

.133 -.035 .029 a804* -.019 .101 .112 .116. -.190 -.243

.000' .poo -.000 -.000 .000 .000 -.otio -.000 -.000

-.122 .128 .027 .137." .115 -.064 ,-.2.63 -.045. .291 .191

,023 .069 '.379 .039 .054 .793* -.127 -.010 -.043 -.043

.057 .003 .889* .138 .028 .125 -.119 .006 -.102 .019

.044 -.056 .891* .096 .016 .166 -.087 -.009 -.125 .000

.108 '.075 .240 .063 -.026 .788* .068 -.005 .065 .024

-.157 .036 -.044 -.100 .033 -.312 -.118 -.238 .014 -.622*

-.114 ..080 -.357 -:050 .039 -.557* -.126 -.033 -.252 .344

.277 -.183 -.615* .093 -.093 .090 .271 .137 .245 -.006.

-.103 .117 -.357 .018 .050 .764* -.114 .051 -.041 .126
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Table 2 (continued)

STAGE III

SENTENCE etYMPL

Factor Factor Factor Factor
Loadings.

Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor

GENNANY - 14 Year Olds
1 -2 3 4 5 6 7

I t ea

100.Assression - Stance -.105 .071 -.1)41 .041 .607* .176 -.361

101 Agg. - Engagement .D21 -.010 -.020 -.028- .900* -.028 .287

102 Ass. - Aid/Advice .004 .016 -.025 1-.016 .895* -.031 .292

103 Ass. - Coping Effect .027 .053 .016 .130 .662* -.046 .607*

104 Agg.'- Hostile Aff. -.094 -.079 .054 -.165 -.169 ,041 -.911*

105 Ass. - Depressive Aff. .014 .067 .080 -.174 .066 -.140 .013

106 Ass. - Neutral Aff. .092 -.068 -.068 .195 .157 -.016 .907*

107 Agg. - Positive Aff. 0 0 0 0 0 ' 0 0

8

-.014

.021

.036

.048

.005

-.154

.022

9 10

.129 .040

-.081 .040

-.057 /.046

.010 .018

.054 -.014

-.290 .427*

-.003 -.060

0 0

* These variables had a factor loading of .40 or better and were used to construct a uniareighted
score for each factor. See text for further explanation.r"..--
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Table 5

Stage III

OCCUPATIONAL VALUES

GERMANY - 14 Year Olds

Factor 11

Loading

Factor 12
Loading

Factor 13
Loading

Factor 14
Loading

Factor 15 Factor 16

Loading Loading

Item

14 Aleruiia - .057 -.861* -.102 .117 -.047 .044

15 Esthetics -.032 -.066 \ -.059 -.858* -.000 .179

16 Independence -.016 101 .042 -.007 .925* .019

17 Management s..471* .080 -.208 .399
-

.173 .468*

18 Success' -.477* .521* -;209 .099 -.199 .182

19 Self-Satisfaction .731* .025 -.022 .060 .162 -.129

20 Intellectual .083 -.213 .786* .315 -.074 .097

'StfalatioM

21 Creativity -.399 .053 .735* -.059 .099 -.146

22 Security 4 -.026, -.048 --.511* .471* -.305 .-.108

23. Prestige ,...7.415": .457* -.139 -.547* -.070 -.126

.24.14onomic Returns -.182 .689* -.318 .152 -.070 P.206

25 SurrOmpdings
.

.565* -.151 -%094 .029 -41379 .058

26 Associates . .699* .045 -.123 .078 -.020 .189

.27 Variety '.507* -.156 .504* r.134
,

-.079 .114

28 Follow father -.140 -.111
.

-.091 .226. .018 -.835*

* These variably had a factor loading of .40 or better and were used to construct a upit

weighted score for each factor. See text for further explanation. .
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CELMANT - 14 Tsar Olds

Table 11

CCRIPARISON OF FACTORS ACROSS SAMPLES

New Factor ,Factor Stage III
'Designation Abbre- Desig-

viation nation NAME

-WO 1 Copse with-Tait Achievement

C(SC) 2 Copes with Interpersonal Relations

C(SC) Cope With Anxiety'vla Engagement and .not seeking
Aid/Advice with Neutral Affect

C(SC) 4 Copes with Authority

C(SC) 5 Copes with Aggression

C(SC) 6 Copes effectively 'with Anxiety via Stance with Positive,
not Depressive Affect

, ,-.C(SC) 7 Copes effectively with Aggression with Neutral, not
Hostile Affect

C(SC) 8 Positive Affect toward Task Achievement; Neutral, not
Hostile Affect toward Interpersonal Relations .C(SC) 9 Positive Attitude toward Task Achievement, Interpersonal
lelaciops and Authority

,

C(SC) -., 10 Depressive Affect toward Interpersonal Relations and
Aggression; without Hostile Affect toward Anxiety: .OVAL 11 Values Self-Satisfaction, urroendings, Associates, and
Variety; doesn't value Management, Success, and Prestige.OVAL, 12 Values Success, Prestige, and Economic Returns; doesn't.. value Altruism.

.

,OVAL '11/13
Valves Intellectual Stimulation, Creativity, and Variety;.r doesn't value Security

OVAL 14 Values Security; doesn't value Esthetics and Prestige ..

OVAL - 15 Values Independence

OVAL 16 Values Management; doesn't value Following Father's
Occupation

-510-
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Table 13

SIGNIFICANT SEX DIFFERENCES*

' GERMANY T.14 Year Olds - Stage III

Probability
Level

.C(SC)3

0

F <M** Copes with Anxiety **,

with neutral Affect.

Positive Affect toward Task Actiieyement
with neutral, not hostile AffecUmetaward

Interpersonal Relations.

2 < .009

kk .036

C(SC)9

c

F > M Positive attitude toward Task Achievement,

Authority and
Interpersonal Relations. 2 < .032

C(SC)10 F > M. Depressive Affect toward Interpersonal
.Relations and Aggression without hostile
Affect toward Anxiety. p < .004

OVAL 11 F.> M Values Self - satisfaction and Surroundings;
doesn't value Management, Success, and

,

Prestige. p < .001'

OVAL 12 F < M Values Success, Prestige, and Economic
Returns; doesn't value Altruism. .006

V

* 6/17 .( &p of thee significance tests were significant above chance. -

This indicates these results were not spurious (cf. Codbout, Marston,
Borich, Vaughan, 1977).

** F Female M Male

546
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Table 15

SIGNIFICANT SES DIFFERENCES*

GERMANY - 14 Year,Olds- Stage III

G(SC)1 L > M**

Probability. .
Level

Copes effectively with Task Achievement
with neutral, not hostile Affect. < .045

C(SC)3 L > M Copes with Anxiety wl)h neutral Affect.
P.

<.012

C(SC)4 L > M Copes, effectively with Authority with
neutral, not hostile Affect. p < .003

. 4

OVAL 14 L > M Values Security;-doesn't vdlue Esthetics
and Prestige. <.027

'OVAL 16 L > n Values-Management, but doesn't Follow.
Father. p < :023'

4k,
* W17 (29Z) of the significance tests were significant above chance.

This indicates the,results were not spurious (cf. Godbout, Marston,
Borich, Vaughan, 1977).

** L - Lower Class M Middle Clam;
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Table 17a.

Stage III

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

GERMANY - 14 Year Olds CRITERION: Reading Achievement

/IR

Predictor
Variibles: F p Multiple R R

2
R2 Change

-C(S0)3 .6.04 .02

C(SC)6 6.97 '.009

C(SC)9 5.45 .02

OVAL 15, 14.26 .001

ED ASP 113.53 .001

s

RAVEN 19.59 .ocri
. .

BRS. 1.18 NS

Additional Explanatory Variables:

.18

.26

.30

.39..

.691'

.72

Aw

:

r

.03

.07

.09

.16

.47

.52'

.03

.03

.03

.06

.32

. .05

p

-C(SC)7 :)15 .05

-OVAL 12 -.17 05'

OVAL 13 .* .21 r .05

0CC ASP .43,
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* 1
116.-

T/1.4#17b.

Stage III

DESCRI'PTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

44
,

GERMANY- 14 Year Olds" CRITERION: Reading Achievement
1 ,

Predictor
' Variables:

-C (Se) 3 =Does. not Engage, but does seek aid to cope with Anxiety; does'

, not have neutral Affect.

C(SC)6- Copes effectively with Anxiety via Stance with positive, not

depressia Affect.
. -

C(SC)9 is Positive attitude toward Task Achievement and Authority but

not Interpersonal Relatio5i) #'

OVAL 15* values Independence

4ED ASP Educational Aspiration

.RAVEN Raven Progressive Matrices'
0

SAS Vehavior ting Scale.

ta

.

Additional EXplanat.ory Variables:

AI&

orC(SC)7 Does not cope with Aggression but is hostile

-OVAL 12 Disvalues Success, Prestige, and Economic Returns; values

Altruism.

OVAL 13- Values Intellectual Stimulation, Creativity, an4(Vatiety;does

not value Security.

4

0CC ASP Occupational Aspiration

4.
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Table 19a.

Stage III '

REGRESSI0eANALYSIS_

GERMANY - 14 Year Olds CRITERION: Math Achievement

Predictor
Variables:-

C(SC)6

C(SC)9

-ED ASP

RAVEN
,

BRS

F p Multiple R R
2 i2

Change

5.13

4.08

10.29

27.18

6.83

.03

Alt. .05
,

.002

.001

.01

.16

.22

.31

v
.46

r----"
.49

.03

.05

,

.03

.02
.

.10'.

.21

.24

.05

.11

.03

Additional Explanatory Variables:

pr p r p

A(SC)1 .15

, a.

I

5131)
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Table 19b.

Stage III

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

GERMANY 14 Year Olds

a

CRITERION: Math. Achievement

Predictor
Variables r

C(SC)6 = Copes yell with Anxiety

C(SC)9 ' Positive attitude_ toward Task Achievement and AuthoriEy,
Interpersonal Relations.

-ED ASP = Educational Aspiration

RAVEN = Raven Progressive Matrices

BRS = Behavior Bating Scale-

Additional Explanatory Variables:

1111 *

C(SC)1 = Copes well with Task Achievement

-516z
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It` Table 21a.

Stage III

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

GERMANY - 14 Year Olds CRITERION: Grade Point Allerage

Predictor
Variablel

-
OVAL 15

RAVEN

BRS
, -

F E Multiple R R
2

R
2

Change

4.50

5.11'

24.44

.04

.03

.001

_ .15

.22'

.40

.02

.05

.16

.02

, .03

.11,

Additional Explanatory Variables:

. pr

4
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Table 21b.

Stage III

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS
4

GERMANY - 14 Year Olds'

Predictor
Variables:

OVAL 15 = Values Independence

RAVEN = Raven Progressive Matfices

BRS =.Beharior Rating Scale 2

f

CRITERION: Grade Point Average

6



,

Table 22

PERCENT OF VARIANCE EXPLAINED

( ,.

GERMANY - 14 Year Olds - Stage 'III

Reading Achievement Math Achiement CPA

Aptitude (unique) SX 11.4% 2.5%

Coping/Motivation (unique) 17.5% 5.4% 1.1%

Total 52 %. 21% 4.9%

rt

I

CORR

z

Table 23

IONS AMONG THE CRITERIA

GERMANY - 14 Year Olds Stage III

Reading

Math

CPA

Reading Achievement Math Achievement GPI;

;36 .
.28

.21
S

f
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4.

ITALY - 10 YEAR OLQS -- RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section provides a detailed picture of the coping patterns

associated with achievement in Italian 10 year old students from the

'1965 (Stage.I) and 1968-(Stage III) samples. The results include

factor-analyses of the coping/motivationarinstruments: Sentence

Completion, Occupational Values, and the Social Attitudes Inventory.

The-factor comparison findings are presented, indicating the degree

of-correspondence between the two samples of Italian students. Sex

and socioeconomic status differences are then described. Finally,

the regression analyses are delineated in order to show the specific

factors that predicted and explained, achievement for these students.

FACTOR ANALYSES

Sentence Completion

Factor analyses of the Sentence Completion variables resulted,

for both Stages I and III, in ten factors which accounted for a sub-

stantial percentage of the total variance. ,These variables grouped

primarily according to behavior areas, e.g., aggression variables
loading on one factor,,authority variables on another. The Stage I

analysis appears in Table 1. There were three general factors

corresponding,to coping with aggression, authority, and anxiety. All

included a neutral, not negative affect, in the respective behavioral

area. Coping with interpersonal relations was described by two

factors (5 and 7). Unit weights were bonstructed using those

variables having a factor loading (> .40). For example, factor 1

consisted of all five variables dealing with coping with anxiety.

Factors 8-10 also tended to have variable loadings grouped according

to sub-aspects of the behavioral areas. The Stage III factor analysis

(Table 2)' yielded the game tendencies, with five major factors cor-

responding to each of the respective behavioral areal)

As these factors appeared to be yielding similar results,,a

comparison of tike first five factors was examined (see Table 3). These

facfors were highly similar, with respective percentages'of common

variables across stages of 100%, 75%, 100%, 4D%, and 60%. Many, of

the variables which did not load higher than .40 on both stages still

showed similar direction. While the program RELATE could not be run

due to different numbers of variables in the two stages, these

factors were considered "identical'," and appeared to indicate a

stable "Italian" construct system at age 10, that defined coping'

skills in the five areas, separately.

Occupational Values

Factor analyseb of the Occupational Values variables yielded

six factors in both Stages I and III. Once again, varlablfs having

a factor loading > ,40 were used to construct a unit weighted score

for each factor (see analyses' in Tables 4 and 5).

-520-
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I

A comparison of the Occupational Values factors, according to
the RELATE ilctor comparison method, is represented in Table 6.
Four of the Six factbrs were "identical," having a cosine of 9 or

better (interpreted -like a correlation coefficient). The oth
two factors were "similar" (cosine of .85 and .83). Table 7

depicts the item comparison of these six factors across the two
. .

stages; The results of this comparison indicatecTstrong similarity
in value constructs across time for Italian 10 year old students.

Social Attitudes Inventory

The factor analysis ofthe.Social Attitudes Inventory (SAI)
'for Stage I is illustrated in Table 9. This was a self-report
measure of coping effectiveness. Ttio factors emerged: Positive
paping, and ineffective or defensive responding. Curiously, the
variable of passive defensive behavior, normally a negative
measure, also loaded with the coping variables indicating that
students who reported effective coping also reported some passive
defensive behavior. (This pattern 'appeared in the Mexican sample,
as well.)

In Stage III, the SAI was an entirely different questionnaire.
The factor analysis is shown in Table 10,and one factor emerge.
This factor indicated effective' coping- across four of the five
behavioral areas. While anxiety loaded in the same direction, it
was not significantly loaded.,

SUMMARY,OF FACTOR COMPARISONS ACROSS SAMPLES

The summary of the comparison of all factors,trom the first and
second samples is presented in Table 11. The comparison was made
between the Sentence Completion and Occupational Value instruments,
which were administered to'both samples. (The SAI wa re- designed folk

s:ethe second sample.) Table 11 was designed to facilita the general
comparability of theefactor structures across the two samples. If

a factor,in one sample had no corresponding factor .in the other sample,
the factor retained its original designation. For example, the
Sentence Completion factor C(SC)6 of Stage I had no comparable factor

.

in he second stage. If, however, a factor did have a comparable
facto 'in the other sample, it would receive a new designation.

e comparison of the Sentence Completion factors was made% on
the baais of their factor content, described earlier. The first five
factoreVere very similar and will be referred to as "identical"
factors. These factors received a Roman numeral designation, as .

indicated in Table 11.

The Occupational Values instrument was compared by the RELATE
factor comparison method. Four of these factors were considered
identical (RELATE value .9 or better). Two of these Occupational'
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Values factors were called "similar" (RELATE value of,.80 to .90)
and they received' an alphabetic designation. For example, similar

.
factor, "A" consisted of original factor OVAL 12 in Stage I and factor

OVAL 11 in Stage III. The unique factors in eAh sample are listed
below thIpeon Table 11, having no comparable factor im the other-

sampie.

th the Italian'10 year old sample, five Sentehce Completion
factors were identical across stages. There were four identical

factors in the Occupational Values comparison and two of the six
comparisons were. similar,. These results indicate that the factor

structures in the two samples were highly similar. The coping and
motivation patterns represented by/these factors. may'remain stable

in the Italian 10 year old student population.

r

SEX DIFFERENCES

tage I sex differences are listed in Table 12. Twenty -two

percent of the factors showed differences. Males tended to report

themselves as coping more effectively with anxiety. Males also con-

fronted and engaged problems id interpersonal relations more than
females. As for Occupational Values, females more than males prefer-

red pleasant surroundings and associates rather than creativity.'
Also, girls more than boys valued esthetics. t

. A ,

In Stage III, twenty-three percent of the factori showed till-

ferences due to sex. Males in this sample coped more effectively with
aggression than females.. The boys more than girls also had more

positive affect coward task achievement, along with hostile, not
depressive affect award interpersonal relations and a negative attitude

about anxiety-arousing situations. On Occupational Values, females
valued independence, surroundings and associates rather than prestige

more than boys. On the self-report of coping,_males indicated they
engaged Moore coptpg behavior than gills., .

Only one factor showed a similar sex difference aiross both

cohorts. Thi indicated that females more than males prefer pleasant
.surroundings nd associates.

7SES DIFFEREN

In , twenty-two percent of the factors.had differences due
to socioeconom c status. 'Lower-class students expressed more negative
'and positive f lings, rather than neutral affect, toy rd authority.
On.OccupatiOnal Values, lower-,cless children put more value qn success,

grestige and economic returns rather than following father's occupation,
compared with the/middle class. aver class more than middle-class.

children valued esthetics. Lower-class children also reported more
defensive behavior than middle-class children.
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In the Stage III sample, 'twenty-three percent of the,factors
evidenced socioeconomic differences. Iower-class children coped
better with aggression than middle-class children, in a neutral not
hostile fashion. On Occupational Values the middle class preferred
altruism and self-satisfaction over management or economic returns,
more than the lower-class students. Lower-class children more than
middle-class childttn preferred success and prestige-rather than
following father's $ccupation. Middle-class students valued esthetics'
ors than lower-class students.

4.

Comparing across samples, there were two identical factors-that
showed socioeconomic differences. In both samples, lower-class
students more than middle-class students preferred success, prestige,
and economic returns to following father's occupation. The other
factor showed opposite effects in the nib samples. In the first sample,
lower-class students preferred esthetics, but in the second sample the
middle class preferred esthetics. Overall, there were almost no
Insistent social class differences across both Samples.

SUMMARY OR.REGRESSION ANA1,YSE5

Reading Achievement :

Predictors of reading achievement in Stage I are listed in Tables
16a and 16b. Good readers coped well with anxiety. These students
valued esthetics and wanted to attain high educational aspirations.
They had high aptitude scores and were rateby their peers as good
copers. Additionally, they valued following father's occupation rather .
than success, prestige economic returns; and they valued iecurity
rather than prestige. High occupational aspirations were'also cor-
related with high lading achievement.

The predictors of reading achievement in Stage III are presented
in Tables 17a and 17b. Coping with interpersonal relations signifi-
cantly predicted reading achievement. Good readers also valued
intellectual stimulation, creativity and variety. These students had
'high educational aspirations and aptitude scores. Their peers gave
them high co ins scores. High ocalpational aspirations were also
correlated. th reading scores.

The student's reading scores had some similar predictors or
correlates in both samples. In both samples, educational.and occupational
aspirations were positively related to reading achievement. Peer rat-
ings on coping, and aptitude, were also predictive of good reading
abilities.

Math AcNievement

The predictors of math achievement in Stage I appear in Tables 18a
and Students with high math scores did not cope effectively with
task achievement and showed negative, not neutral affect. They valued
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following father's occupation rather than success, prestige or
economic returns. Students who received good math'scores also had
high aptitude scores and sought to attain high educational goals.
Theirpeirs rated them as good copers.

In Stage III (Tables 19a and 19b), students who were good at
math did not cope well with aggression (SC); however, they reported
coping well with all types-of problems on a,self-report measure
(SAI). They valued intellectual stimulation, creativity and variety.
High educational aspirations and aptitude scores were predictors of
math achievement. Peer ratings did not, however, predict,Math scores.

The predictors that were consistent in the two samples of
students were educational aspirations and aptitude scores. The coping
scores and values that predicted achievement were different in the
two samples.

Grade Point. Average

Tables 20a-and 20b.present the predictors of Grade Point Average
in Stage I: Students who received good grades had positive affect
toward interpersonal relations and task,achievement. These student

valued esthetics and also preferred following father's occupation--
rather than success, prestige or economic returns. High educational
aspirations and aptitude scores were related to high grades. These
students' peers rated them as good copels. Occupatibnal aspirations
were also correlated wpithgrades.

In Stage /II (Tables Ma and 21b) teachers gave good grades to
students who coped well'with anxiety, and who valued altruism and

self-satisfaction rather than management or economic returns.
Aptitude and edudational aspire ions affected grades. Peers, too,

rated thoseatudents,who won hi grades'from teachers as good copers.
Grades were correlated-, as.well, with occupational aspirations.

Consistent predictdrs or cor elates in the two samples were
educational and occupational aspirations. Peer ratioge and aptitude
scores also predicted teacher grades in both samples. The predictive
coping values factors, however, were different in the two samples.

PERCENTAGE OF VARIANCE

In order to assess the practical usefulness of these-measures, for
possible educational use, it is important to consider the percent of ,

variance accounted for by aptitude and coping/motivation variables, both
uniquely and together, in accounting for success on the criterion
measures. To assess the unique contribution of aptitude, thiS'rariable
vas entered into the regression equation following the coping/motiva-
tion varia122416-iodeeermsetvaiy, to asseas the unique contribution or
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the coping/motivation variables, Aptitude was entered followed by
the coping/motivational variables. The'unique varianp_of both
aptitude and coping/motivation variables was that increment in
variance "explained " beyond that accounted for by other variables.
The resultof these analyses are,listed im.Table 22.

Aptitude was an important predictor in Stage I, uniquely account-
ing for 17.2% of the variance in reading, 12.7% in math; and 12.2%
in CPA./ Coping/motivation accounted uniquely fdr 6.4% in reading.
4.1% in math, and 10.2% in GPA. The total variance accounted for
by both ets of variables ranged frout 20% to 30%.

In S e III, aptitude and coping/motivation variables contributed
about equally to each criterion. Aptitude uniquely accounted for 8.5%
of reading, 10.5% if math, and 12.8% of GPA. Coping/motivation
uniquely accounted for 10.5% of reading; 7.6% of math; 17.1% of GPA.
The total variance explained ranged from approximately 22% td 37%.
These results indicate that bot% aptitude and coping/motivation were
important predictors of 10 year olds' school success in Italy.

r
OuU
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Wable 1
0

STAGE I

sumuum__cxxellnuN

" ITALY - 10 Year Olds

Item
1

Loadings
Factor Factor FaCtor Factor Factor Factor Factor-Factor Factor Factor

1

39? Attitude -'Authority -.002

40 InterpersOU41 .001
RelatiOns

41 Att.- Task Achievement -.009

43 Aggression 7 Stance -.007'

44 Aggression - Engagement -.141

45 Aggression - Coping Eff. .015'

-46 Aggression - Neg. Affect -.047

47 Aggression - Pok. Affect .047

48 Authority - Stance, .023

49 Authority:- Engagement .096

50 Authority - Coping Eff. .041

51 Authority - No Affect -.086

52 Authority - Neutral Aff. .110

53 Authority - Pok. Affect -.117

54 Anxiety - .Stand .946*

55 /uciety - Engagement .755*

56 Anxiety - Coping Eff. .949*

57 Anxiety - Neg., Affect .-.953*

58 Anxiety - Neutral Aff. .953*

2 3 4 5 6 . 7' 8 9 10

.004 .129 -.031 .084 -.058 -.031 -.012 .6E4* .011

-.130 .121 .019 -.046--/.039 .091 .045 .107* -.025

.086 -.062 .055 '-.081 -.130 .058 .015 .618* .101

.880* .094 -.010 -.001 .049 -.050 .036 .163 -.052

.'705* .120 -.060 .078 .087 -.164 .067 .287 -.101

,.964* .041 .061 -.032 -.048 .027 -.019 034 .006

-.844* .018 -.115 .043 .095 *--.164 .108 .223 -.066

.844i -.018 .115 -.043 -.095 .164 -.108 -.273 .066

.087 .845* .103 1:059 -.007 -.065 .004 .119 .009

.038 .760* -.093 .057 -.002 .009 .034 .049 ;-.031

.061 .856* .126 -.070 .033 .037 -.328 .062 ,.034

-.048 -.529* -.096 .139 .-.059 -.174 .729* .059 -.044

.064 .443* .091 -.073 .055. .14 -.837* -.052 .033

-.073 .313 .011 .-.270 .009 .108 .559*-.023 .042

''.99 .669 .037 .038 n03 .049 -.052 -.024 -.004

. .0 J1k5 .045 -.046 -.110 -.072 -.000 -.0

.019 .0 .013 .017 -.017 .052 .001 -.014 -.017

.003 -.015 -.002 -.008 -.043 -.083 .027 -.020 '-.050

-.003 .015 :002 .008 .043 .083 -.02.7 .020 .050



MA

R

STAGE I

SENTENCE COMPLETION

'Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor FactorlZior Factor Facto); Factor

ITALY - 10 Year Olds- (contihuedi

Lbw

Interpersonal Relations -.025*
- Stance

IPR - Engagement

61 IPR - Coping Eff. .016

62 IPR - Negative Affect -.029

63 IPR - Neutral Affeci :068

64-11211 - Positive Affect -.144

63 Task Achievement --Stance .071

66 Task Ach. - Engagement .916

617 Task Ach. -COping Elf. L113

641 Task Aqh. - Neg. iffect -.085

69 'Task Ach. i Neutral 4ff. .043

$0 task Ach. - Pos.-Ifthct .054

2 3 is 4 5 6 7/ 8 9 10

-.059 .021 .45 .040 ..25* .023 -.023 -.086 .086

-.040 .008 .205 .058 .900* -.007 -.036 -.070 -.063

.074 .061 .851* -.000 .350 .065 -;070. .040 .029

-.071 -.060 -.971*( 15 .025 -.051 -.007 .036 -.091

.071 .974* - 14 .021 .031 -.053 .053" -.032

.002 .164 -.008 -.002 -.174 .075 .227 -.338 .468*
.

-.040 .041 -.005 .899* .033 .246. -.006 .049 .038

-.054 ..043 .875* .042 -.088 .015 ,-.126 -.0,7

.007 .026 .064 .663* .071 .633* k0867 .123 .188,

-.079 .001 -.100 -.095 -.027 -.922* .078 -.113 -.123.

_.073 .030 .030 .071 -.039 .8844,..-003_ -.021 -.419*

-.005 -.053 .096 .021 .105 -.118 -.109 .201 .877*
t

562
* These variables had a factor. loading of .40 or better and were

score fir each factor. See text for further explanation,

1

used to construct a unit weighted

I.



ITALY - 10 Year Olds

, (-do

Ir

1

Table 2
4

STAGE III

SENTENCE COMPLETION
Loadings

Faetor-Factor4pctor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Fact .Factor

1 3 4 5 6 7 .8 10

144 'Fel* Achevem4nt-Attitude 1 7 .045 -.120 .069 ....164 .064 -.125 .031 .550* -.i1;

.895* .012 .074 .093 .-.054 -.R1L :011 .059 .145 .039

.845* .076 .062 .116 .056 .070. .047 .P44 .1412 1b17
s. .

..788* .149 , .029 :157 -.016 .028 .108 ' -.003 .031 -:081

65 T.X. Stance

66 T.A. - Engagement

qtT.A. - Aid /Advice

- Coping
s

Effect .914* .034 .048 .169 -.051 .012' .093 .056 .084 .111

T.A. 7NNostileliffett -.580*
1.4*

.002 -.027 -.r19 -.176 -1.128 .101 -.088'-.079 .118

7Q T.A. - Dep;.asive Aff. -.629* .000 -.045 .015 .122 .338 -.114 . .068 .293 -.231

*

71 T.A. '- Neutral Aff.

72 T.A. - Positive Aff.

73 Interpershnal Relations'
Attitude

74.I.R. - Stance

.75 I.R. Ensagepent

'.843* .012 .110 %022 .048 -7237 -:055 -.035 -.190 -.054
.,, .

1.160 -.037 .-.173 T ,,,pi3 -#1085 .195_ .214 .108 .079 417*
(.

.115 -.005 .07TT'' .110 -.041 .

.1t.

193
;.

:117 634* ..112 .174,
4 ,

... 1 frr . ,

.123 :861* .104 .111. .019 .60 .013 -,1108 r.034 ,091'
i

5.045 .925* .092 .144 .001 .081 .084 -.008 -.024 .014

76 I.R. - Aid/Advice --,044 .926* .097 :155 -.004 .082 'N:077 -.008 -,023 .018

77'1 R. - Coping Effect,
.

.056 .,924* .061 .131 .034 -Alp :017 -.029 ' .095 .011

78 I.R. - Hostj.le Affect 4012' .515* L.009:.032' 7,079 .152 7.044. -.214 '-./04%, ..476*

'79 I.R. - Depr'sive A]ffr -.07 -.259- -.001 .66 029 .465* ..054 .210 -.,194 -.587*

40 LB. - Neu 1 Aff. .b51 .652*y.(41' -.0 .061. 21472* :014' .066
I
.282.- .06t - , 6 .. . .

.81 I.R. '- Positivd'Aff, -.027 .015 .7'.034 .629
.
'2,.084. -.011 .-.101,- -.Op -.302 .039

, ,.,

a ' V
.1,

W. * '''.--

' , 4.a .

4
4

. ab.:* ZIO'

, .



Table 2 (continued)

II

ITALY - 10 Year Oldiv

Item

82 Authority - Attitude.

83 Auth. - Stance

84 Auth. - Engagement

85 Auth. - Aid/Advice

86 COPing Eff,

87 Auth. Hostile Aff

tstmth. Depress. Aff.

89 kith. - Neutral Aff.
k -

90 Autbi-: Positive Aff.

91 Anxiety 'i Attitude

.92 Ariz. - Stance

93 An*. - Engagement

94 p4ii: - Aid/Advice

91JAGic. - Coping Eff.

58 Anx. - Hostile Aff.

97 Anx. - .0elvessive Aff.

98 Anx. -,Neutrel Aff:

99 Anx. - Positive Aff.

JO,

STAGE III ,

SENTENCE COMPLETION

Loadings
Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor

-,8 9 10

.160 -.016

.119. .190 .104 .830* .033=.-!.073

.165 .180 .120- -.057 -.329' .090

-.070 -.037 -.001 -.147 .113 .369 -.112

-.057, -.072 -:051 -.499* -.033 .520* -.072

.096 .089 .047 .549* -.043 ,-.710* .138

.028 .003 .

.129 .187 . .

, -.019 -.145. -.

-.106 7.003 -.

.109 .135

.033 -.104 .

1 2 3 4 ' 5 6 7.

.051, -128 -.044- .108 -..,199

.238 .061 .080 .848* -.036 .078' -,.009

'.222 .102' .092 .880* -.024 .069 -.029

-

-.000 -.000 .000 -.00a .000 .000

-.050 -.046 -.012 -.032 -.159 .028 -.002

.075 ' .840* .0601 -.007 .07 -.055

. .038 .01,3 .801* .093 .075 .013 -.076

791*" :088 .057 -.021 -.Q83

845* .061 .031 -.084 :086

257 .007 '-.085 -.164 -.Q4

677* -.077 .009 ..,017 -.127

821* .076 .040 -.120 .146
, . .

093 -.045 .096 .049 -.031

,
5 6,1

.518* .318 -.oh

.036 -1.099 .016

.084 .120 .071

.043 .044 .047

.066 \jot]. -.099 .

,-.083 -,661* .122

.138 .421* -.064

-.072 .0i0 -.023

..600 .od-

-.066 .069 -.450

39 -.155 -.014

.269 %002. .253.

.246 .019 .270

.093 -.046 .-.220

-.773*. .168 .204

,555ti 7.114 .112

.066 .065 -.249.

.043 -.454* .070



STAGE IIItr.

IP
SENTENCE COMPLETION

,Loadings
Table 2 (conaisted) Factor Factor actor Factoriecto; Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor

1 2. 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
ITALY - 10 Year Olds

Item

100 Aggression - Stance =

101 Agg. - Engagement

102 Agg. - Aid/Advice.

441.103 Agg. - Coping Effect

104 Agg. - Hostile Aff.

4 105 Agg. Depressive Aff.'

1106 Agg. Neutral Aff.

..11-

-.002 f .020 .176 -.054. .834* -.068 .009 -.100G .025 .067

:023 .018 -.006, -.020 .885* .029 .272 .07'5 -.013 .081

.056 .066 -.036 .007 .871* .048 .261 .022 .024 .010

.072 :127 .083 -.1)13 .464* -.055 .780* .096 .057 ,004

-.072 -.077 .019 -.027' -.117 -.061 '-.949* -.067 -.030 -.034

,031 .057 -.176 -.005 -.330 .39 .357 .018 -.082 .092

.062 .054 .071 on .297 -.1 .841* .063 .075 -.016

107 Agg. Positive Aff. 0 0 0 0- 0 0 0 0

r -

4.

a

* These variables had a factor loading of 40,or better and were used to construct a unit weighted
score for each factor. See text for furthbr,explanation.
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4101K Table 3

Aor

ITEM COMPARISON FOR ITALY 10 YEAR 'OLDS - STAGES I AND, III - SENTENCE COMrLETION
(Factor Loadings)

Factor No.

I II III IV V .VI
,Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage 'Stage Stag

I_ III I III I III I III I III I III
1 3 2 5 3 4 4 2 5. 1

64 Task Achievement-Attitude

65 TA - Stance

66 TA- Engagement

*67 TA - Aid/Advice,

68. TA - Coping Eff.

**69 TA - Hostile Aff.

"70 TA Pepress% Aff.

71 TA - Neutral Aff.

'72 TA Poiitive Aff

73 Interpersonal ,Relations
- Attitude

74 IPR - Stance

75 IPR - Engagement

*76 IPR - Aid/Advice

77 IPR - Coping Eff.

**78 IPR - Hostile Aff.

**79cIPR - Depress. Aff.

86 IPR - Neutri Aff.

81 IPR'- Positive Aff. 566

(.05) .86

(.21) .93

. .93

.:85 .92

-.97 -.52

( -.26)

.97 .65

.90 .90

..85

.79

.67 .91

(-.10) -.58

-.6i

(.07) .85



ITALY

Facebr No.

Table 3
(continued)

i

I II ' III - IV V
Stage tage Stage Stage Sage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage

II I III I III I' III I II
, e .

1 3 2 ,;k -5 3 4 2

82 Authority - Attitude

83 Authl - Stance

84 Auth. - ,Engagement

*85 Auth. - Aid/Advice-

'86 Auth. - Coping Eff.

**87 Auth. - Hostile Aff.

**88 Auth. - Depress. Aff.

89 Auth. - Neutral Aff.

90 4uth. - Positive Aff.

4/11111)'W;iiilCre
92.Anx. - Stance .95 .84

93 Anx. - Engagement .76 .80

*94 Anx. Aid /Advice :79

95 Anx. - Coping Eff. . .85.

**96 Anx. - Hostile Aff. -.95 (-.26)

**97 Anx. 7,..-Depressive Aff. -.68

- Neutral Aif. .95 .82

**99 Anx. - Positive Aff.

46
.85 .83

.76 .85

.88

.86 .79

-.53

-.50

.44 .55

e



ITALY

Factor No.'

100 Aggression - Stance

101 Agg. - Engagement

*102 Agg. - Aid/Advice ,

103 Agg. - Coping Eff.

**104 Agg. - Hostile Aff.

**105 Aug. - Depress. Aff.

*106 Agg, - Neutral Aff.

'107410.7 Positive Aft.

Table 3
(continued)

I II III IV V
Stage Stage Stag Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage

I III I III I* III. I

"1 3 2 5 3 4 4 2 5 1

.88. .83

.2l .89

.$7

.46

-.84 (-.18)

(-.33)

.84
.,.*

* This variable Was only prepent in the Stage III 4.ngtrument.
** In the Stags I instrument, both Hostile and Depressive Affect were scored as one variable --

"Negative Affect."

5o
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Table 4

STAGE I

OCCUPATIONAL VALUES

0

Factor 11
Loading

ITALY= 10 YEAR OLDS

Item q

14 Altruism .097'

15 Esthetics -.on!
16 Independence' .052

' 17 ,ManagemeAt -.442*

18 Success 7.275

19 Self-Satisfaction .038

20 Intellectual) .663*

7 Stimulation

21 CreativitY .
.552, '.

,"

,22 Security .i..174

23( , Pres(ige : ' -.310
?. ., . ,

24 Economic Returns -A00*
. .f

25 'Surroundings .095

26 Associates°
._._

-.000

27 Variety 715*

t;

28 Follow Father -277

(

Factor 12
Loading

Factor 13' Factor 14; Factor 15
Loading Loading Loading

Factor 16
Loading '

.293

b....116

.140

-.153

.007

-.130

.598*

-.019

-.759*

.010

7.082,

-.034

.317

-.946*

.140

-:224 .177 -.111 -.090 .096

-.268 .655* .031 -.098 .132

.191 -.325 .508* .315 .022

-.092 .022 ;429* -e113 .113

-.475* .002 -.068 -.086 :160

-.0742 .124 .073 .88.0* .020
4

-.217 .11115* -.132 -.509* -.217

-4130 (.460*'
-.3114

.209 .071

.793* ,-.023 .091 .034 ,.168

.856* -f -.045 -.057 .006143
_

.040 .070 -.231 -.032 -.015

-.223 -.820* .003 5 .104

* These variables had a factor loading of .40 or better and were used to cons ruct a unit

weighted score for each factor. See'text for further explanat .ion.

Alb
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TALY - 10LYear Olds

Item

14 Altruism

15 Esthetics

16 Independence

17 himagement ,-;,-----

16 Success >
19 Self-Satisfaction

Table 5

STAGE III,

OCCUPATIONAL VALUES

Factor 11 Factor 12 Factor 13. Factor 14 'Factor 15 Factor 1/-
Loading Loading Loading Loading Loading Loading

20 Inti1ltectn4
Stimulation

21 Creativity .

22 Security

23 Prestige

Uanoeii iiturree-7
\

25Surroundings
v-

26 Associates
,,

27 Variety

2$ klow.Father

J
-.052

-.024

.626*

-.036

-.205'

:.220

-.036

-.448*

. =7505---

.753*^

.779*

y .334

-.369

.685*

-.107

-.189

-.676*

-44
.701*

..309

-.101
..*

-.017

-.076

-.559*

.060

.219

.061

.020

.054
,,---

-.154(

-.037'--,

f -.173

-.2d0
ft

. -.224

,.641*

. '

.797%
.
-.169

-.061

-.294

'-.029

-L.107

.622*

-.310

-.213

.069.

-.025

-..301

.722*

-.08.4 ''t

-035.

-.030

.055

'.509*

.261

-.i31

.161

-.073

-.676*

1

.

1.,

.103

.-.914*

-.057

.123

.127

.192

.191

-.04

-.051

7.248

.218

1.066

.146

.211

.267

- -.018

. .015

-.255

.006

.019

.082

.23

'-,193

'.856*
r

-.456*

-.031''''

.175

-.005

-.178

. -.161

a

.
. . ;44.

.

* These variables had a factor loading of .40 or better and were used.to const.uct-a unit weighted
score for esch.fector. See text for further explanation. .' -

.
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Table 6

FACTOR COMPARISON FOR ITALY 10.YEAR OLDS"- STAGES I AND III - OCCUPATIONAL:VALUES

'

STAGE I S T' A G E I I I

Factors Factor 11 Factor 12 Factor 13 Factor 14 Factor 15 Factor 16

11 0 .255. .941** 005 -.666 .026

12 46* .405, -.297 .176 .033 -.019

13 -.052 -.248 -076 .949** .089 .144

14 -.473 .831* -.118 .163 .098 :187

15 (.111 -.124
.

4016 -'.174 ' .015 .970**
,

,7

16 .036 -.055 .078 -.105 .988** -.044

* Similar factors
** Identical factors

t
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Table 7 ''. A
# .

. ...,

ITEM COMPARISON FOR ITALY 10 YEAR OLDS. - STAGES I AND III - OCCUPATIONAL VAI,UES
(Factor Lotdings)

VI A VII B VIII IX
ITALY Stage. Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage' Stage Stage Stage Stage. Stage StageY. I III I III I III I III I III I III

Factor No.

14.411truisMiy

15 Esthetics\,..

16-Independete

17 ManageMent.

18 Success

19 Self-Satisfaction

0 Intell. Stimula.

21 Creativity

22 Security

.23 Prestige

2A Economic Returns

25 Surroundings

26 Associates

27 Variety

28 FolloW Father

11 13 12 11

-.44

.66

.15

(-..17)

.64

.80

( .14)

-.48

.63

(-.,22),

.72

'(.-.29)

.62'

(-.22)

..79

.86

-.45

.75

''.78

13 . 14 14 12 15 16 16 15

.66. .72

.42

.46

4

.51

.60 :69

-.76 ( -.19).

-.11) -'.68

.51 :70

.43 (.31)

-.68

-.56

:88 .86

-.51 -.46

-.95

e These numbers in rentheses are the coirWappnding loading- for'ach count, y on those_ variables that
mere.not vied in t1fe unit weighted' scotea, but loud significantly in one countrt.

r; -4-1 0



ITALY - 10 Year Olds

Sub-Scores

1 Active Coping

2 Passive Coping

3 Active Defensive,

4 Passive Defensive

Table 9

STAGE I

SOCIAL ATTITUDES INVENTORY

Loadings
Factor -17 Factor 18

.780* .036

.855* -.011

-.141 .872*

.414* .650*

111

tr

41114

* These variables had a factor loading.of .40"or better and were used
to construct a unit weighted score for.each factor. See text for
further explanatiO.

C

-537 -
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Table 10

STAGE III

SOCIAL ATTITUDES INVENTORY .

ITALY - d Year Olds Factor Loading

Sub-Sc es Factor 17

37 Task AchielSemenkt .414*

38 Authority .773*

39 AggrissiOn
$

40 InterpersonarRelations

41 Anxiety'

:636*

.547*

* These variables had a factor loading of .40or better and were
used to construct a unit weighted score for each factor. See
text for further explanation.

"%ftw.40alb'

r. 1

41-

-538-
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Table 11

COMPARI501 OP FACTORS ACROSS SAMPLES

ITALY - 10 Year 01.41&

TOMMOM FACTORS

Pei, Factor Factor Stage I

ftsignstion Abbre- Desig-
viation nation

Stage
Desig-
nation

III

NAME

141. I ;(5C) 1* ,* Copes with Anxiety

II C(SC) 2 5 Copes with Aggression.

III C(F) 3 4 Copes with Authority

IV C(SC) 4
. 1

Copes with Interpersonal Relations

V CM) 5 1 Copes with Task Achievement

VI OVAL 11 13 Values Intellectual Stimulation; Creatiyity, and Variety
(Doesn't valUe Management and Economic Returns).

VII OVAL 13 14 Va'tues Success and Prestige; doesn't value Following Father's
occupation. (Values Economic Returns)

VIII OVAL li 16 Values Security: doesn't value Prestige.
e

IX OVAL 16 ' 15 Doesn't value Esthetics

. OVAL 12 11 Values Surroundings and Associates. (Values Independence;
doesn't value Creativity and Prestige.)

11 OVAL 14 12 Values Altruism and Self - satisfaction. (Values Intellectual
Stimulation; doesn't-value Independence, Management, and

.Economic Returns.)

UNIQUE FACTORS

Factor Stage I Stage III

. Abbre- Desig- Desig-

viation nation nation NAME

C(SC) 6 - Copes with Interpersonal Relations via Stance and

Engagement.
.

C(SC) 7, Copes effectively vikh Task Achievement with neutral, not

negative Affect.

C(SC) I Positive or negative, not, neutral Affect toward Authority.
?

C(SC) 9 Positive attitudes toward AuthOrity, Interpersonal relations.

and Task Achievement.

C(SC) 10 Positive Affect towardsInterperlonal Relations; posit e, not la

neutral Affict toward Task Achievement.

MK) 6 Depreisive, not neutral Affect toward Interpersonal Relat one

and Autponly.

. coo f Copes effectively with Aggression with neutral, not hostile"

Affect. ,

C(SC) 0 Positive attitudes toward Interpersonal Relations and Authority:

Depressive,4not hostile Affect toward Anxiety.

C(SC) 9 Positive attitude toward Task Achievement; Depressive, not

bosOle Affect towarlitutharity; lack of positive Affect toward

Anxiety.

C(SC) 10 Positive-htfact toward Task Achievement; hostile, not depressive

. Affect toward Interpersonal Relations; negative attitude toward

Amidst,. - . 1

* These numbirs appear in t or Analysis tables 1, 2, 4, 5.

10* The variables in parenthese ly appear in one of the? factors:

- 539-
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Table 12

SIGNIFICANT SEX DIFFERENCES*

ITALY - 10 Year Olds - Stage I

C(SC)1-I F < M**--topes effectively with Anxiety via
Stance and Engagement with neutral,

Probability
Level

not negative Affect. p < .001

C(SC)6 F < M Copes with Interpersonal Relations via

s
OVAL 12-A' F > M

Stance and Engagements 2.

Values Surroundings and Associates;

< .013

doesn't Value Creativitl < .001

OVAL 16-417.-F > M Values Esthetics p<.001

4/18 (22%) of the significance tests' were significant above chance. .0.0

This indicates these results were not spurious (cf. Godbout, Marston,
&rich, Vaughan, 1977).

'** F Female M Male

- The ex difference on this factor is similar to one in the other
*ample.



Table 13

SIGNIFICANT SEX DIFFERENCES*

ITALY - 10 .Year Olds Stage III

C(SC)5-II F <-14**

Probability
Level

Copes effectively with Aggression
< .021

C(SC)10
1
F < M Poiitive Affect toward Task AChieve-

went, with hostile, not depressive
Affect toward Interpersonal Relations;
negative attitude toward Anxiety. 2. < .016

s
OVAL

,

11-A F > M Values Independence, Surroundings,
and Associates; doesn't value

/
Prestige.' 1,<-.001

n
C(SAI)17 < M 'Copes effectively 2. < .042

"t,

NM.

"41, * 4/17 (23%) of the significance tests were significant above chance.
This indicates these results were not spurious (cf. Godbout, Marston,
Borich,1 Vaughan, 1977).

.
** F *.Female M * Male

* The Sex dilifTerence on this factor is similar to orfe in, the other
r Sample.

* No comparable instrument the other sample.

-5411
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, °

,

*r L = Lower Class M = Middle Class
,

I.

'I.-

Table 14,Nif.
.

SIGNIFICANT SES DIFFERENCES*
. -

ITALY - 10 Year Olds - Stage I,
Probability

Level
,

.

C(SC)8 L > M** Negative and positive with no neutral
Affect toward Authority.

. /i
OVAL 13-VII

L > M

OVAL 16-IX
L > M

n
C(SAI)18 L > M

4

k < .054

Values Success, Prestige, and:Economic
Returns; doesn't Follow Father:

Values Esthetics

Self-report of defensive coping.

.1.

IL< 1001

.

.. k < .005

I'< .022,

. .

* 4/18 (22%) of the sigpificance tests were significant above chance.
This indicates these results were not spurious (cf. Godbout, Marston,

It ..gorich, Vaughan, 1977).

.

i

i
= An identical SES difference in

.

both samples (Stages I, and III)
'

4
NO comparable instrument in' the otber sgmple.

4.4

. .
4-542-
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Table 1$

SIGNIFICANT SES DIFFERENCES*

ITALY - 10 Year 0 ds Stage III

og

.,4 '
Probability

.
. , -

, 41
Level ;

C(SC)7 L.> M** \ Copes effectively with Aggression with

OVAL.12-B L < M

'

.OVAL 1i-VII ,
\

...

. L > M Vaies Success and Prestige; doesn't .

Follow Father. R < .001

neutral, not hostile Affect. 2. < .055

allies Altruism and Self7satisfaction;
oesn't value Na,nagement and Economic
turns. . 2. < .006

OVAL 15-IX .

L < M Doesn t value Esthetics.:

1

R. < .023

4/17 (23%);dd the significance tehts were significani above chance.
This indicates the resultswere not spurious (cf. Godgout, Marston,
Borich, Vatighan, 1977).

L * Lower:Glaas M - Middle Class

* 46n identical-SES difference in both samples (Stages I and III)
4.

,

p

-543-
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Table 16a:,

. ,Stage

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

ITALY 10 Year Olds. CRITERION:

4

Reading Achievement

Predictor
Variables: F Multiple R R

2
R
2

Change

5.11 '.03 ' (:- .17 .03 .03

-OVAL 16-Ix % s:5.94 202 .25 .06 :03

1ED ASP 16.61 .001 .38 .14 ,-, .08

RAVEN 4,3.04 .001 .56 .31 ,17

BRS 13.01 ' .001 .60 .05

Addltionall Explanatory-Variables:

Pr

-.OVAL 13-VII

OVAL 15 -VIII

.

-P

I

-.16

..17 .05

iOCC ASP .20

4

416 An identical predictor or elkpltnatory factor'across wimples.

-544-
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, .Table 16b.

Stage I

DESCRIPTION OF` IkGRESSION PASTORS

10 Year Olds -4) CRITERION: Reading Achievement

Predictor:.

Variables

coc Copes with Anxiety

VAL 16-I0= Values Esthetics

iED ASP = Educational Aspiration

RAVEN = Raven Progressive Matrices

i
BR = Behavior Rating Scale ,

Additional Explanlitory Variables:

-OVAL .3-VII

OVAL 15-V/11

lOCCASP

k

= VAlaes Following Father's occupation; doesn't value

Success, Prestige,,and Economic Returns.
= Values Security; doesn't value Prestige.

= Occupational Aspiration

= An identical predictor or explanatory factor across samples.
. *

= Factors Which predict negatively are described in terms of the

behavior this indicates. The same 'factor may be described in
opposite termswIumm, in smile other analysis; it has a positive
predictive value.

6

-545-
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4

ITALY 110 Year Olds

predictor
Variables:

C(SC)2 -IV
. .

OVAL 13-VI,

fibED ASP.

i
RAVEN ,

iSR S

S

RE ESSION ANALYSIS

4.01 .05

. 3.70 .056

25.44 .001

20.06' .001

11.85 .001

Additional Explanatory Variables:.

(

iOCC ASP

pr

CRITERION: Reading Achievement

Multiple R

.15

.20

.40

.50

.54
p.

P

R
2

.. R .Change
.

.02

.

.. -

..02

. ' Y
: ,,,,:04 :02 .

.16 .12

.....20101/ .09 41

.2 .05

41.

r , P

.20 .05

40 t
) .

i.- v- . 21

Al
.

'
, r{

i
=
. ,4

An identical predictor or explanatory factoracross samples.
,

-546-
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Tail/ 111):

Stage III

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

ITALY 10 Year Olds

Predictor
Variable00

4

C(SC)2-IV = Copes with Interpersonal Relations.

A

V

4

CRITERION: Reading Achievement

OVAL 13-VI =
0
Values'Iniellectual.Stinulation,

jED ASP
.

iRAVEN

DRS

Educational Aspiration

= Raven Progressive Matrices

= Behavior Rating Scale

!

Additional ExplariatOry Variables:

i
OCC ASP = Occupational Aspiration

Creativity# and Variety.

I

= An identical predictor Or explanatory factor across samples.

1

,""

41
. -54)-

58,;
=
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ITALY - 10 Year Olds

!

Table 18a.

, Stage I

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

,

Math Achievement

//'

CRITERION:

Predictor .'. .. ' .

Variables:. F'. p Multiple R. R
2

R
2

Change
. ,

-C(SC)7 6.85 .010 .r9 .04_ .04
.1.4'

Y
r . .

-OVAL 13-VII 4.10 .044 .24 .06 .02

iED ASP 6.75 .010 ',.31 .10 .04

iRAVEN 28.06 .001 .47 .22 .13

BRS 8.58 .004 .51 .26 .04

Additional Explanatory Variables(

= An identical predictor or explanatory factor across samples.

-548- 1



Taile18b.

Stage I.

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

ITALY - 10 Year Olds

Predictor
,Variables:

CRITERION: Math Achievement

A

- C(SC)7 * = Does not cope effectively with Task Achievement;
negative, not neutral Affect.

- OVAL 13-1jII = Values Following Father's occupation; doesn't
Success, Prestige; and Economic Returns.

i
ED ASP

iRAVEN

Educational Aspiration

Raven Progressive Matrices

BRS Behavioi Rating Scale

Additional Explanatory Variables:

*

with \\

value

= An identical predictor or explanatory factor across samples., c

=_Factort which predict negatively are described in terms, of the
Ilehavior.this indicates. .The same factor may be described` in
opposite terms when, in some other analysis, it has,a positive
predictiveyalua.

585

or,
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ITALY - 10 year Olds

Predictor
Variables:

S

,1

Table 19a.

Stage III

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

CRITERION: Math Achievement

P Multiple R° R
2

R
2

Change

-C(SC)5-II

- . .n
C(SAI)17

r

OVAL 13-VI

iED ASP

i
RAVEN

.

Bp

5.83

3.94

5.15

6.49

23.46

2,47

.02

.05

.02

.01

.001

NS.

.18

.23

.28

.33

.46

Additional Explanatory Variables:

.03 .03

.05 .02

.08 .03

.11* .03
.

.22 ..10'

.

0 No-comparable instrument in the other sample

i
An identical predictor or explanatorylactor across samples

586
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11 .Table 19b.

Stage

. DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

ITALY - 10 YAar4Olds

Predictor
Variables:

-0(SC)5-II* =

nC(SAI)17 =

CRITERION: Math Achievement

4

Does not cope with'Aggression

Copes effectively
. . .

OVAL 13-VI = Values Intellectual Stimulation, Creativity, and Variety.

.4 I,

ED ASP = EducationalAspiration

i .

RAVEN = Raven Progressive Matrices

BRS

(.
=. Behavior Wing Scale'

Additional Explanatory Variables:

k

.

= No comparable instrument in the other *ample.

= An identical,pred#ctor or explanatory factor across samples.

= Factors which predict negatively are described in terms of the
behavior this indicates. The same factor may be described in
opposite to when, in some other analysis, it has a positive
predictive valu

.

-551-
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ITALA - 10 Year Olds

Table 20a.

Stage I

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

CRITERION: Grade Point Average

Predictor
Variables: F p Multiple R R

2
R
2

Change

C(SC)10 5.84 .017 .18 .03 ..03

-OVAL 16-IX 5.27 .023 .25. .06 .03

-OVAL 137V11 4.38 .038 .29 .08 .02

. i
ED ASP 21.77 .001 .43 .19 .10,

e

iRAVEN
,

.

30.18 .061 .56 .31
_

.12

I
its 92.25 :001 .74 :55 .24

ti

Addi$ional Explanatory Variables:

pr

iOCC ASP

4

.16 .034

An identical predictor or explanatory factor across' samples.

_586

1
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Table 20b.

-Stage I

'DESCRIPTION OtREGRESSIOWFACTORS

ITALY - 10 Year Olds CRITERION: Grade Point Average

Predictor 4

Variables:

C(SC)14 Positive Affectixoward Interperso Relations; positive,
not neutral Affect towardTask'Achievement%

16 -It Values Esthetics .

'-OVAL 1-VII- Values Followitg'Father's occupation;
Presage, and .Economic Riturns.

ED ASP- ,'IlduCational Aspirabion

i
RAVEN Raven Pcpgresstatriceb

BRS :Behavior ,Rating Scales

Additional ExplanaAryyariabie's:

OCC ASP -Occupatialial Aspiration
Is

doesn-'t value Success,

-
.

i
..

An identical predictor or explana tory factor across samples
.

* _., .

m Factors which,predict tively are 'described in terms of the

behavior this-indicates. The sane pctor may ke,deisribed in
opposite %pies when,'in some other analysis, if has i positive

predictive. value. .

-553=
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4, Table 21a.

Stage III

IR

Po

ITALY 10 Year Olds

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

Grade Point AverageCRITERION:
Predictor
Variables: F p Multiply R R

2
R
2

Chan&e
" C(SC)3-I 3.93 .05 .15 .02 .02

OVAL 12-B 15.46 .001 .31 .10 .08
ED ASP r

i --

32.0 .001 .49 ;24 ' .14
ARAVEN 35.88 .001 .61 .37 .13

.44
iBRS 24.78 .001 .67 : .45 .08

Additional ExplanatOry
Variables:,

.

iOCC ASP

.4

Pt'

t

r

S

4
identical predictor or explandtory factor.across

samples.

5'.

MY/

511u
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Table 21b.

Stage III

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

ITALY- 10 Year Olds

Predictor
Variables:

C(SC)3-I

CRITERION: Grade Point Average

Copes with Anxiety

OVAL 12-B k Values Altruism and Self-satisfaction; doesn't value
Management and Economic Returns.

i
ED ASP

RAVEN

iBRS

4.

Educational Aspiration

Raven Progressive Matrices.,

Behavior Rating Scale

.Additifnal Explanatory Variables:

iOCC ASP = Occupational Aspiration

An identical predictor or explanatory factor across samples.

.4

-5557,
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Table 22.

'ERCENT OF,VARIANCE EXPLAINED

.TALY - 10 Year Olds.; Stage I

' -'" Reading Achie4elent .

Math Achievement GPA
f. *Aptitude (unique) ,17-.2%

1

Coping/Motivatioa.(uniquO 6.4%

Tdtal 31.4%
4

ITALY - 10 Year Olds = Stage.. III

12.7%

4.1%

22.2%

4

12.2%

10.2%

30.9%

Aptitude (Unique)
.

Coping4MotivaiionIuniqu

'Total

8.5%

10,5%

24.7%

10.5%

7.6%

21.6%

12.8%

17.1%

36.8%

ti

Table 23

. CO IONS AMONG THE CRITERIA

ITALY - 10 Year 014; - Sta

C. Readk
Reading

Math,'

GiA

L..

Kchievement Math Achievement IGPA

.46

.51

ITALY - 10 Yfar 0 - Stage III

.40

Reading

Math

GPA,

592

r'.

.40

33

-556-
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ITALY - 14 YEAR OLDS -- "RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section provides a detailed piqure of thecoping patterns
associated with achievement in Italian 14 year old students from the
1965 (Stage I) and 1968 (Stage /II) samples. The results include factor'
analyses of the coping/motivational instruments: Sentence Completion,

Occupational Values, Views of Life, end the Social-Attitudes Inventory.,
The' factor comparison findings are then presented, indicating the degree
of correspondence between the two_samples of Italian students. Sex
and socioeconomic status differences are described next,. Finally, the

regressionanalysesaredelineated in order to show the specific factors
that predict and explaih achievement for these students.

FACTOR ANALYSES

Sentence Completion

Factor anailses of the Sentence Completion variables resulted, for
both Stages I and III, In ten factors which accounted for a substantial
percentage of the respective variances. These variables grouped primarily
according to behavior areas (e.g., aggression variables loading on one
factor, authority variables on another), although- factors were not always
as pure in this'respect, as in other national samples. Unit weights were
constructed using those variables. having a factoe,loading < .40.

The Stage I analysis appears din Table 1. Factors-1, 2, and 4
represent coping with anxi4ty,eggression, and authority, respectively.
Copipg eithA.nterpersdnal relations is represented in Factors 3 and 1;
factor 3 represents coping effectiveness with neutral,-not negative
affect, whereas factor 7 better depicts the coping sequence, incl4ding
stance-end engagement. Coping withtask achievement loaded on two
factors, also: Faitors 5 and 6.`

.

The Stage III factor analysis (Table 2) yielded four-majoi factors
corresponding to copLag, in-each of the behavior areas of - anxiety,

authority, interpersonal relations, and task achievement. Coping with
aggression: heWevcr is loaded on both factors 5 and 6; the former shows
coping iffectiveniss and affect, whereas the'latter shows stance,
engagement, apd Coping effectiveneks. The'remaining factors, in both '
stages, tended to havelbvariable loadings grouped according to sdb-aspects
of the behavioral areas.

Despite the fact that certain behavior areas were represented in
two factors, results across samples were still similar enough to
facilitate a comparison of five major factors. These factors are 1114:
trated in Table 3. While program RELATE could not be run d4kto slightly
different numbers of variables in the tiFstages, all five factots are
considered "identical," indicating'a relatively stable "Italian" construct
system at age 14 that defines coping skills in the five areas, separately.

-557-
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Occupational Values

4

Factor analyses of the Occupational Values variables yiel d six
factors in both Stages I and III. Once again, variables havin a

factor loading < .40 were used to construct a unit weighted sc re for
each factor (see analyses.in Tables 4 and 5).

A comparison of the Occupational Values factors. accordingtto the
RELATE factor comparison method, is represented in Table 6. It :can be

seen that three of the six factors were "identical," having a cooine of
.9 br better (interpreted like a correlation coefficient). Tablie 7

depictsthe item comparison of these three factors across the two stages.
The reg41ts of this comparison,indicated some similarity in constructs
across.time for Italiltn 14 year old students:

Views of Life
-

The.Views otAifeJinstrument was used only in Stage III. TA factor
analysis of these variables yielded eight factOrs and is depicted in
Table 8.

.

Social Attitudes In/ventoriy

.'The factor analysis of the Social-Attitudes Inventory (SAI) for Stage
I is illustrated in Table 9. This is a self - report measure of coping
effectiveness. Two factors emerges positive coping, and ineffective or
defensive respond,ing.

'In Stage III, the SAI was an entirely different questionnaire. The

factor analysis is shown in Title 10: One factor emerged: effective

,coping across all five behavior t areas.

SUMMARY Of FACTOR COMPARISONS ACROSS SAMPLES

The summary ofthe comparison pf all factors from the first and
second samples is-presented in Table 11:. The comparison was made between

the Sentence Completion and Occupational Values Instruments; which-were
administered to both samples. (the SAI was re-designed for the second
sample.) Table 11 is designed to show the general.comparability of the
factor structures across the two samples:. If a factor in one sample had
no corresponding factor in the othertsampld',,the factor retained its
original designation. For example, the Sentence Completion-factor
4(SC)8 ofStagel had no comparable fabtor in the second stage. If,

however, a factor did have a comparab factor in the other sample, it
received.s new designati441.

' The comparison of iheSentence Completion factors ;was made on the
basis of their factor content. The first five factors were quite similar,
aid will be referred to as ' "identical " factors, These factors have a
Rondo numeral designation in Table 11. 4 'P
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The Occupational Values instrument was compared with the RELATE

factor comparison method. Three of these factors were "identical"'
(RELATE value of .80 to .90) and they received Roman numeral desig-

nations. For example, identical factor VI coniptdd of original factors

OVAL 11 in both samples. The unique factors in each sample are listed

below these, having no comparable factor inthe other apple.

In the Italian 14 year old sample, five Sentence.tom/letion factors

were identical across spdges. Three df the six Occupational Values

Comparisons were identical. These results indicated that The factor

structures in the two samples were similar in many respects. The coping

e.,..and motivation patterns representediby these factois may remain stable

over time in the Italian 14 year old student population.

SEX DIFFERENCES

There were many significant sex differences among Italian 14' year,

olds. In Stage I (Table 12), males tended to report themselves as
coping more effectively in four of the five behavior areas; anxiety,

aggression, interpersohal relations, and authority. In terms of Occupa-

tional Values, males placed greater value on success, prestige, economic

returns, creativity, and following father's occupation . Females on the

other hand, more highly valued altruism, intellectual stimulation, variety,

surroundings, and associates,

In Stage III (Tible 13), males coped better with task achievlipment

and authority. They.alio reported more positive attitudes toward)persons
,

in authority and toward anxiety-arousing situations although, at the

. 'same time, they also revealed hostile, not positive affect when made to

feel anxious. In a work setting, males placed greater value'on success,

9 piestige,oeconomic'returns, management, creativity, and following father's

occupation. Females more highly valued intellectual stimulation, variety,

surroundings,. associates, and security. There were more sex differences'

on the Views of Life. Females expressed a greater belief in their. control

over theit4cademic fa . They also placed greater value on work for

Fits own sake tether th for the rewards it may bring, and expressed a

,
greater preference than males for independent action. Males had a more

positive self-concept and expressed a greater preference for self-

initiation of action. Males also had i'more.external locus of control,

although they "referred competition, and /referred to work by' themselves,

0

There were three.identical 'factors which Showed similar sex tif-

ferences across *tees. Males-coped more effectively with authority

and placed more velum on success, .prestige, and ,economic returns., whereas

females more highly valued intelLaG&HA4 stimulation and variety. In

general, ittappeets that Italian males learn more effective coping skills

than.femaleav since all six differences on` coping factors famed males. 1

qn.adidition, there were consistent-sene,differences in Occupealonale

yslues of males and females. 'Mares pl ed greater 'value on success,

'OrmAige, and financial gain, as well. following in their father's line

i

..

,t.
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-,of work. Italian males were much more conscious of external status
and'reward, ',Females, on the other hand; were much more concerned with
the iimnediate environment, desirous of work which is intellectual stimu-
lafin, and providing a variety olaSks. They also more highly valued
pleasant surroundings and friendly associppse

SES DIFFERENCES
11=

Siege I social class differences are listed in Table-1-4. Middle-
class students tended to cope more effectively with aggression, and
reported less defensive coping on the SAI, than did the lower class.
They also expressed a more positive, not,neutral affect toward task
achievement. In addition, middle-class students Alaced greater value
on altruism, independence, and follOwing father's occupation, whereas
lower-class students more highly valued success,i.restige, gcohomic
returns, management, self-saLAsfaction, and security. There were con-
tradictory findings regarding the value of Antellectual s.i.mulation and
variety. Middle-class students valued these variables more highly, in
contrast to success, prestige, and economic returns, whereas lower-
class students more highly valued. them in contrast to Tolloilwing father's
occupation.

I There were fewer significant social class differences in Stage III
(see Table 15). Middle-class students placed greater value, on creativity,
prestige, and following father's occupation, while the lower class more c,
highly valued security. In-addition, the middle class expressed a greater
preference to work quickly, and to be more acti/e under stress. .

Across stages, there was only one conmon sgs difference infthe
Italian 14'year old samplest- Middle-class students consistently placed

greater value on following their father's line of work than did the
lower class.

.

SUMMARY OF REGRESSION ANALYSES

Readin3 Achieve %ent

Predictqrs of reading achievement Tor Stage I are listed in Tables
16a and 16b. Good readers coped well with)interpersonal relations apd

-reported less defensive behavioron the SAI than did poorer reapers.
These students placed higher value on self-satisfaction and seCurity

-amid less value on management. In 'addition-, better readers had higher
aptitude scores, as well as higher educational and occupational aspira-
tions. They were also rated highly by their peers on the Behaviorittating
Scale. Althoughnone of the Sentence CoMpletion scores were significant
predictors, there were even more predictors of reading achievement in
Stage (Tableb 17a and 17b), due to several significant Views of Life
factors. Good readers'preferreda fast rate of action and activity
Often under stress. They were intrinsically motivated, independent, and14
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expressed greater internal locus of control than pooiet teaders,

although they preferred to solve problems with others. In addition,
an interest in immediate action, interpersonal relations, and
emotional expressivity were positively associated with, reading achieve-
ment, as was self-initiation of action and positive self- concept.

Further, good readers in Stage III had high appitudelscores and high
aspirations, both educationally and occupationally. 'These studegts

*value4 surroundings, and associates, but not manageient. Valuing
creativity and prestige, but not security was also correlated with
reading achievement, as was following father's occupation.

Across stages, goodaptitude and high edutatiOnal and occupational
aspirations were the consistently significant predictors. It is

interesting that the BRS, usually a powerful predictor, was not at
significant in Stage III, and accounted for only 2% of the variance in
Stage I. The Italian 14 year old Stage III 'sample was somewhat unique,
in that coping skills and peer ratings of behavior did pot at all
contribute to the prediction of reading achievement.

Math Achievement
0

Predictors of math achievement in Stage I are listed in Tables 18a
and 18b. Those students who did well in math expressed positive, not
neutral affect toward task achievement. They had good aptitude and
high educational and occupational aspirations. They were also rated
highly by their peers on the Behavior Rating Scale. In addition, good
readers tend to value prestige,and esthetics, but not security or
management.

There were few predictord of math achieyement in Stage III (see
Tables 1?a and19h). Good math students preferred a fast rate of action
and activity in stress situations.

and

expressed an internal locus of
control and preferted cooperation and joint implementation of actign.
Ip addition, these students had high aptitude scores and high educational
aspirations.

- The only predictors of math achievement common to both samples were
aptitude and educationaraspirations. Sentence Completion coping sores
were generally not predictive, In Stage III, the BRS was again not
predictive.

Grade Potnt-Average

Predictors of GPA for Stage I are listed in Tables 20a and 20b.
Successful students hpd high aptitude scores and high educational and
decupational *spinal/ans. They were- also very highly rated by their
deers on ;he Behavior Rating Scale.- In addition) these students tended
to valueMrsatisfaction andlsecurity, but not esthetics or prestige.

-561-
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In Stage III (Tables 2Ia and 21b), successful students again had
good aptitude and high aspirations for both job, and school. They
received good peer ratings. :In addition, these students expressed a
greater preference for earned stintus and for confrontation in doping
with .problems.

A comparison of thetwo stages shows that students with good
aptitude and motivation to achieve were likely to get good
However, this must -be qualified, due to'the very powerful contribution

4 of the peer ratings (BRS). It appears that their peers were rating
these students on behaviors which also contributed greatly to teacher
grades.' 40 the BRS did not contribute much to skill achievement (not
at all in Stage III), it appears that Italian teachers were especially
-sensitive to certain aspects of classroom behavior in assigning grades-,
but aspects that were different from the coping skills measured in this
study.

PERCENTAGE Of VARIANCE

It is also important to consider the percent of variance accounted
for by aptitude and coping/motivation variables, respectively,"in account-
ing for success on the criterion mehsures. These are listed in Table 22.

4 Aptitude was an important predictor across Al criteria in Stage I,
accounting for an average of 10%,of the variance. In Stage III, however,
1%, was less predictive, accounting for 7.3% of the variance in reading,
ba only 3.8% in math and 3.3% in GPA.

The coping/motivation factors were.more important for success in
Italian 14 year olds.. They acd'ounted for an average of 18.6% in reading
achievement, attributable largely to aspiration scores and the SAI

111°achieve-
ment

in Stage I, and the Views of Life coping factors in Stage II ping/
motivation accounted f hor an'average of 7% of the variance in h

,and 6% in GPA.

/In 1401, the coping/motivatio factors were useful but not strong
predictors, especially in reading achievement, On the other critAria,
it was essentially the aspiration scores which primarily predicted success.
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8 lable_l_

STAGE I

SENTENCE COMPLETION

,

ITALY - 14 Year Olds

Loadings
Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Its* /

39 Attitude - Authority .034 .073 .002 .063 .038 -.090 .002 .768 *' .009 -.Q12

40 Att.- Intirpersonal -.111, -.011 :093 -.009 -.058 .023 -.076 .674* -.002 '.029
Relations

4

Att.- Task Achievement .125 -.005 -.133 .064. -.004 .235 .101 :405* .253 .061,41

0
43 Aggression' - Stance .025 .874* .092 .024 -.000. -.010 .089 061 -.022 -.076

44 Aggression - ligagement -.069 :689* -.068 -.092 .026 -.098- .023 .107 -.073 -.252

45 Aggression CopinkEff. .665 ..949* .085 .100 -.035 .024 .019 .013 .049 .074

46 Aggfdesion Neg. Alfeet -.084 -.851* -.065 -.191 442 -.081 -.001 . 48 Z.050 -.Z19

47 Aggression Pos.,Affect .084 .851* .065, .1191 -.04; 3.081 .007 X48 .050 .219

48 Authority - Stance .164 .115 .127 .481* .123 .026 :064 353 -.049 .362
S

49 Authority - Engagement .109 .028 -.043 .312 -.032 -.069 ,.077 348 -.071 .436*

50 Authority - Coping Eff. .150 .139 .084 .807* .057 - .037 .035 .2 .000 .242

51 Authority - Neg. Affect -.124 -.125 -.082 -..915* .036 -.067. .025 .056 .046 .093

3 52 Authority - Neutral.Aff. ..125 .106 t .094 .914* -.040 .061 -.035 -.060 -.201

53 AUthority - Pos. Affect -.011 .102 -.076 -.060.. .027 .033 .066 .026 -.035 .652*

.54 Anxiety - Stance .89.9* .084 .061 .068 .059 ..068 .043 -.056 .062 .013

55 Ansi y - Engagement .731* -.054 -.018 -.001 -.010 .010 -.067 .097 .-.001 .023
. .

56 Anx ety - Coping Eff. .926* .042 .048 .089 .028 .061 .1:166 .01.7. -.035

57 'Antiety - Neg. Affect -...114* -.055 -.087 -.121 -.019 -.024 -.041 .030 .021 -.014'

58 Arixiety - Neutral Afi.' .914* .055* .087 .123' -.019 .024 '.041 -.030 ,.021 .014

59J



V

STAGE I,

SENTENCg COMPLETION

Loadings
Facton4Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor

ITALY - 14 Year Olds (continued} ? 3 4

Item

59 Interpersonal Relations
- Stance

60--TPR - Engagfment

IPR Copings Eff.'

62 IPR - Negative Affect

IPR - Neutral Affect

64 IPR r Positive Affectm
65 1-Task Achievement = Stance

66 Task Ach. - Engigement

67 Task Ach. - Coping Eff.

68 Task Ach. - Neg. Affect

69 Task Ach. - tputral Aff.

.70 Task Ach. - Pos. Affect-

46,

.01,9

.054.

.146

.048

.062

.128

'.242

.280

.823*

-.089

.026

.067

-.081 -.064 -.972* -.104

4106 .094 .919* .138

-.083 -.095 .151. -.110

.06-9 -.058 .013 .027

.000 -.026 -.016 -.057

.094 -.002 .085 %073

,.161 -.059 -.128 -.129

.090 .034 .040 .046

..055 .018 .082 .076

.6 6 7 8 9 10

.032 -.021 ..772* -.061 .151 .234

-.018 .092 .852* -.038 .053, .035

.010 .040 .445* .G21 .437 .000

-.017 -.062 .007 .001 -.048 -.025

.4).019 044 .168 .053 -:022 -.109

/7.007 .057
e

-.558*=.173 .225 ,42941'

.947* .131 .013 .032' .071 .014

.908* -.175 -.030 -.057 -.075 .027

.774* -.516* .059 .003 .219 -.6
-.122 T.922* ,.038 11018 -.078 -.017

.011 .700* -.624 -.040 -.691* .046

.111 .09G .070 .069 .930*

4

* These variables.ha4 a factor loading of .40 or better and were used to construct a unit weighted
score for each factor. Sae-text for further explanation.
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° Table 2

STAGE III

SENTENCE COMPLETION

Loadings
Factor Factor Fictor-Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor 'actor Factor

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 4 9 10
ITALY - 14 Year Olds

Item

64 Task Achii4ment-Attitude .037 -.017 :059 .090

T.A. - Static .080 .823* .065 .083

66 T.A. - Engagement .046 .813* -.b25 .019

67 T.A. - Aid /Advice 134 .,775* x-.008 .009

68 +.A. - Coping.Effect .063 .889* =:015 .126

69 T.A. - Hostile Affect .-.082 -.156 .033 -.084

70 T.A. - Depressive Aff. .114 -.679* -.088 ,-.047

71 T.A. Neutrals Aff. -.068 .631* .125 .017.

72 T.A. - Positive Aff. .036 -.075 -.129 ,102

71 Interpers2nal Relations .086 ...=.005 -.098 .041
Attitude

.050 .028

.011 .023

.012 .021

.065 - .049

.007 .L04

-.187 -.218

.157 .114

74 I.R. - Stance .864* .019

75 I.R. - Eugagemnt .926* .022

76 I.R. - Aid/Advice :931* .022

77 IsR. Cpping Effect . .909*. .086

78 I.R. -.Hostile Affect -.554* .011

7, I.R. Depress1ive Aff. -.030 -.109

80 I.R. - Neutral Aff. .561* .099

81 I.R. = Positive Aff. -.007' -.056 .009 -.086

G01

-.081

.002'

-.037

.036

.0i3

-.009

.025

.009

-.263

-.071

.020

, .079

-.114

.057

-.002

.032:

-.053

.087

-.090

-.123

.118

.036

-.107

-.025

-.038

.204

-.010

-.082

-.002

.41.378

-.121

430*

.264

.028

.071

.043

-.098

.096

.082

.027

.088'

-.069

.053

,-.008

..062

.039

-.008

-.090

-.041 -.100 .156 -.630* -.235 437.

.065 -.033 '.479* -.080 .285 .083
4

.001 .088 .066 .046 .069 .026

.039 .100 .133 -.00% .062 7.043

.033 .092 .123 -.006 .054 -.045

.100 -.057 -.019 .071 '.096 .093

-.104 .220 .145 .199 ..230 .333

-.075 .045 .187 -.388 -.242 -.592*

.167 -.271 -.226 .129 .005 ..106.

-.O( .082 -.334 .14, -.050 -.428*

40



Table 2 (continued)

A

STAGE III

SENTENCE COMPLETION

Loadings
Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor .Factor Factor Fac or Factor

ITALY - 14 Year Olds
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10.

Item . f

82 Authority - Attitude .144 :084 .001 .040 .112 -.132 .097 .053 .638* .044

83 - Stance 028 ..A\2* .085". .010 -.075 .21.9 .1p5 ..007

84 Auth. - Engagement .029 .029' .483* -.60' .055 "-.029 J.669* -.165- -.035 -.037

85 Auth. - Aid/Advice .079 ..X39 .521* -.046 .093 -.034 .620* -.086 -.062 _-.108

86 Aui. - Coping Eff. .100 .044 .899*, '130 .079 -.009 .166 "-.015, .033 -.060

87 Auth. - Hostile Aff. .022 -.058 -.485* -.201 -.178. -.087 .167 -1/273 .031 - :093

88 Auth. Depress..AM .013 .022 .025 .162 .139 -.58 -.107 1.031

89 Auth.-- Neutral Aff. -.027 . 027 .890*. .134 .009 - .042,, -.135 -.007 .059 .095

90 Auth. - Positive Aff. -.000 . 000 - -.000 -.000 -.000 .000 ..000 .000 .ppo -,000

91 Anxiety - Attitude .021 -. 045 -.177C-.114 .-.091 .050, .045 -.077, .091 .547*

92 Anx. Stance .033 . 185 .140 .757* -.030 -.037' -.)02 -.054 -.279 .127

93 itrix. - Engagement .134 -. 089 -.065 9.711* -.108 .092 .394 .312 -.043 :011

94 Anx. - Aid/Advice .109 -. 086 '-.062 .701* -.123 ..095 .411* .298 -.005 .010

95 Anx. -4Coping Eff. .003 . 103 .208 .83 .127 -.144 -.150 -.096 .062 -.185

96.Anx. - HostileiAff. -:111 . 024 .022 -.420* -.208 .2112 -.038 -.150 .055 .490*

97 Anx. - Depressive Aff. .097 -.190 -.138 -.649* .088 -.b52 .165 .208 -.091 -.242

98 Anx. NeutralAff. .012 .077 (134 :813* .089 -.080 .088 -.035 .378 -.1473

99 Anx. - Positive'Aff. -.021 '.125 -.021 .031 -.019 1-.181 -.034- -.048 -.731* .021

602,
"xe-



STAGE III

SENTENCE .COMPLETION

S'

Table 2,. (continued)
.

.
.ITALY - 14 Year Olds`'

Factor
1

Loadings
$ -

Factor' Factor Factor Factor
2 3 .4 * 5

. ..,

Factor Factor Factpi Factor Factor
6 7 Q 9 10

At t-

1.1911

o
-.014

.046

".07'5

.163

-.083

.047

.05

0

-%004*
0,
-.026

--.065

-.003

.030

-.102

.023

0

.04k

.-.165

-.128

.047

-.017

-.065

.051

0

°

-.042

.001

-.005

.010

.028

-1069

.008

0

-.186

..386

.380

.858*

,-.946*

.099

.901*

0
.

.732*

.809*

.811*

.

.291

.033

-.261

.103.

0

-.096

-.002

-.026

.056

-.001

-.115

.Q60

0

-,:.029

.022

-.021

.027

-.099

.337

-.075

0

.164

-.044

-.079

.040

.058

-.354

.125

0

.012

.077

.029

-.045

-.057.

.293,

-:095

0

0
100 Aggressian - Stance

101.-Agg. -..Engagement,

102 Agg. - Aid/AO/lice

103fAgg. - Cop/hg Effect

'104 Agg.- Hostile Aff.

105 Agg. - Depressive Atf.

106 Agg. - Neutral Aff.

107 Agg. - Poiltive Aff.

.0
4

141t
ti

*blase variables had a factor loadingscif ox better 'and were used to construct a unit'weighted
scorspfor each factor. See text for further explanation.



Table 3

ITEM. COMPARISON FOR ITALY 14 YEAR OLDS - STAGES I AND PII - SENTENCE COMPLETION

(Factor Loadings)

I II -IV v
Stage Stage stage Stage, Stage St tage atage Stage Stage

I III

III

I III II I III I III

Factor No. 1 4 2 6 3 1 3 5 2

64 Task Achievement r- Attitude

65 TA - Stance
40

66 TA- Engagement

*67 TA - AidfAdvice

68 TA - Coping

*69 TAe

-

H 1

*70 TA p ssive

71 TA - Neutral

72 TA - Positive
'A.

73 Interpersonal Relifions
- Attitude

700IPR-- Stance .

75 IPR - Engagement

*76 IPR - Aid/Advice

'77 IPR - Coping

**78 IPR - Hostile

**79 IPR - Depressive

. 80 IPR - Neutral

81 IPR- Positive
"

604

(.24) .86

(.28) .93

.93

.82 .91

-.97 -.55

(-.03)

.92 .56

.95 .82

.91 .81

78

.77 .89

(-.12)

-.68

(.01) .63

-40



Table 3
4 (continued )

ITEM COMPARISON FOR ITALY 14 YEAR OLDS - STAGES I AND III. - SENTENCE COMPLETION
so (Factor Loadings)

Stage
I

Stage Stage
II

Stage Stage
III

Stage Stage
IV

Stage Stage
V

Stage
III

Factor No.

82 Authority - Attitude

83 Auth.- Stance

84 Auth. Engagetient

*85 Auth. - Aid/Advice

86 Auth. - Coping

**87 Auth. - Hostile

**88 Auth. - Depressive

89 Auth. - Neutral

90 Auth. - Positive

*91 Anxiety - Attitude

1 4 2 6

92 Anxiety - Stance .90 .76

93 Anxiety - Engagemint .73 .71

*94 Anxiety - Aid/Advice .70

95 Anxiety - Coping .93 .84

496 Anxiety - Hostile -.91 -.42

**97 Anxiety - Depressive -.65

98 Anxiety - Neutral .91 .81

*99 Anxiety - Positive

605

3

1/1

4 3 5 2

.48 .76

(.31) .48

.52

.81 .90

-.92 -.49

-.67

.91 r89



Table- 3

(continued )

ITEM COMPARISON OOR ITALY 14 YEAR OLDS - STAGES I AND III - SENTENCE COMPLETION

. (Factor Loadings),-f

Stage
r

.Stage

J11

Factor No. : 1

Stage Stage
I III

2'4 6

Stage stage
I III

Stage
IV
Stage

I III

Stage
v
Stage

I III

3 1 4 3 5 2

100 Aggression - Stance ° .87 .73

101' Aggression - Engagement .69 .81

*102 Aggression !Aid/Advice .81

103 Aggress toss: Coping (.29)

**104 Aggression Hostile -.85 (.03)

**105 Aggression - Depressivia ( -.26)

4E106 Aggression - Neutral

107 Aggression -'Positive
-1400

a

.85

* This variable was °pry present in the Stage III instrument
** In the Stage I insttatietit, hoth Hostile and Depressive Affect were scored as one variable -

"Negative Affect"

4'
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ITALY - 14 YEAR OLD$

Item

'14

15

16,

17

18.

19

20.

21

22

23

24

25

26

'

Factor 11
Leading

Altruism .548*
.t.1 .

Esthetics -.035

Independence -.071

Management -.194

Success. -.;65*

Self - Satisfaction .389 .

Intellectual' .606*
Stimulatied

Creativity 84
Security -.298

40

Prestige -.498*

Economic Returns -.744*

Surroundings .188

Associates, .105

27 'Variety. .447*

28 Follow Flither .174

I

) Table 4
-

-STAGE I

OCCUPATIONAL VALUES

13° Factor 14
Loading

Factor" 15

Loading'.

Factor 16
Loading

Factor 12
Loading/

Factor
Loading

.147 . -.390 .082 -.176 -.100

-.014 .087 -.883* .120 :047

-.171 .807 * .009 .009 -.002

-.090 .007 -- -.022 -.076 .881*

-.081 -.186 -.003 .058 -'.088

.131 -.480* .356 -.015 -.175

-.225 -.145 .103 .427* .019

-.638* .176 -.065 .077 -.260

.148 -.562* .432* .097 .209

-.327 .158 -.25* -.410 -.333

--.097 .048 .197 .116 .221

.811* . .057 .074 .044 .-.129
...

.808* .123 -.040 .12i -.126

-.091 .382 t212 .474* -.124
5

-.191 .005 .264 -.848* .053

* These variables had 04facXor loading of .40 or better and were used to construct a unit
weighted. score fot..each factor. See textor further explanation.
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iTable 5

Stage III

OCCUPATIONAL 'ALUES

ITALY - 14 Year Olds Factor 11
Loadins

Factor 12
Loading

Factor 13
Loading

Factor 14
Loading .

Factor 15 Factor 16
Loading Loading

Item m

14 Altruism .260 -.099 .105 -.682* -.178 .100.
....

15 Esthetics .040 -.125 -. -.064 -.118 -.847* .134

16 Independence .246 .264 ,.100 .397 -.407* -.379

17 Management 60 -.549* .336 .569* .071 '.116

18-Buccess -.77 -.026 . .127 .191 .247 .135

19 Self-Satisfaction .364 .015 87 -.521* .356 ' -.198

20 Intellectual Stimulation .629* -.120 -.01 ,418* . .223

21 Creativity . .200 =.164 -.693* .169 .333

22 Security .130 .019 .695* -.175 .213 .261
. .-

23 Prestige' - -.611* -.146 -.540* .097 -.180 -.026

24'Ecohoniic Retuins -.694* -.243 -.005
4.

.29.9 .092 .028

25 Surroundings .120 .854* .162 . 075 /1' .101 -.010.

26 AssOciates ,144 ..824* .48 :614 .004 .2274
.-,..,.....

cf

1

27 Raikety , .718* ''.(146- -.213 .190 ,- . -.016 .081

28 Follow Father -.073 -.211 -.003 -.024 .124\ -.854*

* These variables had a factor loading of,.40 or bette d were used to construct a unit .

. weighted score for each factor. See-text for furtheraxpltalygn.



Table 6

FACTOR COMPARISOWFOR ITALY 14 YEAR OLDS - STAGES I AND III -' OCCUPATIONAL VALUES

,

STAGE I S T. A G E _I I I

Factors Factor 11 Factor'12 Factor 13' Factor 14 Factor 15 Factor 16 .
il

14

15

4

** IdantiCal factors

.92** -.01 -.08

.02 4. ,76 .60

.18 .29 -.46

.16 .13. .18

.22 I .18 -.10,

-.35 -.11 -.10'

-.01 -.24 -.04

.71 -.22k -.34

.18 .91** 4 -.26

V .16 .90**
/

. .2 2
-1.i4

,
.61 0 -.19 .01

.
.

.
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:Table 7
s.

ITEM COMPARISON FOR ITALY 14 YEAR OLDS - STAGES I AND III - 00CUPATIONAL VALUES
(Factor Loadings)

VI

Stage Stage
1 III

VII
Stage Stage

I III

VIII
Stage Stage'

I III
Factor No. 11 11 14 15 15 16

14-Altruism .55 (.26)* \ --
15 Esthetics -.88 -.85

164Independince (.01) -.41

17 Maiagement

18 Success --.77 -.77

19 Self-Satisfaction
/

20 Itellectual Stiff. .61. .63 (.10) .42 .43 (.22)

21 Creativity

22 Security .43 (.21?

23 Prestige AF.50 -.61 -.43 ,(-.18)

/-24 Economic Returns -.74 -.69

25 Surroundings

26 Adsociates

27 Variety .45 ,f2 *.47 (.08)

28 Follow Father -.85 -.85

\
'AThese numbers in parentheses are the cdrresponding loading for each country on those variable(Mst were not used in the unit weighted scotes, but load significantly in one country.

"N.
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Table 8 .

. $tage

VIEWS OF LIFE
Loadings

Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor factor

TALY - 14 Year Olds 17 18

.327

.396*

-.119'

-.032

-.021
_

-.050

43 LOcus oUControlanternal/ external

44.Academic Locus of Control

451Action -Inaction

46 Immediate-Delayed Action .2381 -.461*.

47 Rate of Action -.021 -.070

48 Intrinsic - Extrinsic Work Motivation .372 .203

X9 Task Achievement-Into rpens rsonal -.009 .502*
Relatio

50 Competition-CoOPeration -.214.- -.198

51 'Independent- Obedient .384 -.106

52 Earned - Bestowed Status. .233 .133

53 Confront-Avoid .071 .145

54 Self - Other Initiation -.005 .015.

55 Self r Other Solver .024 .014

56 Self - Joint Implementation .168 .036

58 Instrupent - Fantasy .064 -.012

59 Emotional Control/Expressivity
40
.066 .475*

60 Activity/Passivity under Stress .301' -.048

. 61 Positive/Negative Selilveem .002 .072

. 61 View of Life(Complex/Simple) -.020 -.186

.19 20 21 . 22 23 24

'136

.068-

.-

.139

.2

.166

.065

.106

.048

-.064

-.465* -.150 -.112 .69 .086

-.007 -.018 .069 .026 % -.076

-.010 .007 '.084 .115 - .038

.085 .203 -1007 .101 .080

.033 .541* .040 -.028 .075

.049 .056 .043 -.157

-.019 .042 -.017 .028

.471* -.166 -.158 -.055

-.076 .203 .162 .033 .045

-.077 -.018 .059 .522* -.114 .009

.236 -.184 -.028 .417* .093 .158

-.477* '.146 120' .158 -.072 -.201

'.093 .058 .056 -.041 .57* -)31

.096 .528* .045 -.080 .145 -.022

.287 -.066. .052 .021 -.004 .026

.011 .017 -.077 .13Q .020 .002

.060' -.020 .490* -.056 .178 3 -.020

. .466* .131 .010 -.128 -.123 -.086

-.115 -.001 .055 .08k -.016 .276**

.

* Thesavariables had a factor, loading of .40 or better and were used to construct a unit weighted'.

score for each factor.. See text for further explanation.

.40 or better, therefore, the variable with the
factor.

** In this factor none of the variables loaded
highest loading was chosen to represent this

NIMIUMMIMOr
611
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ITALY - 14 Year Olds

Table 9

STAGE

. SOCIAL ATTITUDeS INVENTORY

Factor 18

Loadingsk
Factor 17

Sub-Scores

I Active Coping
.747* -,0972 Otspive Coping
.839* .0563 Active Defensive

-.241 .743*4 Passive Defeniive
.168 .827*

a

1* These variable# had 0 factor loading of :40 or better and usedto construct unit weighted score foN each factor. See text fortfurther, axplanation.
al

-5764
a
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Tah1e 10

Stage III

SOCIAL ATTITUDES INVENTORY

ITALY - 14 Year -Olds

Sub-Scores

37 Task Achievement

,18 Aufhority
A

39 Aggression

40 Interpersonal Relations

41 Anxiety

Factor Loading

Factor 25

.413*

497*
.657*

.501*

.404*

V* These varia es had a factor -loading of .40 or better and were used
to construc a unit weighted score foreach factor. See text for
further explaiation. ,

-577-
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Table 11 -

COMPARISON OF FACTORS ACROSS SAMPLES

ITALY - 14 Year Olds

MIMS FACTORS
%ev Factor Factor Stage I Stage III .
Designation Abbr.- Desig- Desig-

NAMEviation nation nation

I C(SC) 1 4 Copes"with Anxipty

II C(SC) e 2 6, Copts with Aggression

III

,C(SC)

3 e 1 Copes with Interpersonal Relations

IV C(SC) 4 3 Copes with Authority

V C(SC) 5 2 Copes with Task Achievement

VI OVAL 11 11 Values Intellectual Stimulation and Variety; does not
value Success,lirestige, or Economic Returns; (values
Atteuism)*

VII. OVAL 14 15 Does not value Isthetics; (Values Intellectual Stimulatiori
and Security; does not value Independence, or Prestige.)

ViII OVAL 15 16 Does not value Following Father's Occupation; (Values
Intellectual Stimulation and Variety)

UNICKE FACTORS

C(SC) 6 Copes effectively with Tay(Achievement with Neutral, not
Negative Affect

C(SC) 7 Copes effectively with Interpersonal Relations via Stance and_
Engagement without Positive Affect

C(SC) 8 Positive Attitude toward Authority, Interpersonal Relations and
Task Achievement

C(SC) 9 Positive, not Neutral Affect toward Task Achievement

C(SC) 10 "" Engages Authority with Positive Affect and Positive Affect
toward Interpersonal Relations

OVAL 12 Values Surroundings and Associates; does not value Creativity

OVAL 13 Does not vilue Self-Satisfaction nor Security

OVAL 16 Values Management

C(SC) - s Copes effectively with Aggression with Neutral not Hostile

Affect .*

C(SC) 7 Positive Attitude toward Interpersonal Relations, Engages or does--,
not Seek Aid with Authority, does not Seek Aid for Anxiety.

C(SC) 8 Neutral, not Positive Affect toward Task Achievement

C(SC) 9 Positive Attitude toward Authority without Positive Affect
toward Anxiety

C(SC)
-0,

10 Positive Attitude with Hostile Affect toward Anxiety and lacking
Positive and Depressive Affect toward Interpersonal Relations

OVAL IL lues Surroundings and Associates; does not value Management
,

OVAL 13 lues Security; does not value Creativity nor Prestige

OVAL 14 Values Management; does not value Altruism or Self- Satisfaction

I
C(VOL) 17 Internet Acidemic. Locus Of Control

* C(VOL) 18 Prefers Delayed Action, Task Achievement and Control of emotions.

.C(VOL) 1? Self-Initiator, Positive Self-Recess.

C(VOL) 20. External Locus of Control, Competitive, Self-Implementor.

C(VOL) 2t Prefers fast Rate of Action, Active under Stress

C(VOL) 22 Prefers Earned Status and to Confront Problemsew

C(VOL) 23 Self-Solver

C(VOL) 24 Views Life as complex

) C(SAI) 17 - Copes effectively

C(SAI) IS Shove defensive _behavior

C(SAI) - 25 Copes effeitively

* The variables in parentheses only appear in one oft!). factors.

5713-
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Table 12

SIGNIFICANT SEX DIFFERENCES*

ITALY - 14 Year Olds - Stage I

Probability
/ Level

C(SC)1 -I F < M** Cods effectively with Anxiety via ,

Stanceand Engagement 'with Neutral,
not Negative Affect p.< .001

C(SC)2 -II F < M Copes effectively with Aggression via
Stance and Engagement with Positive,
not Negative Affect.

P. < A:05

C(SC)3 -III P < M Copes effectively with Interpersonal
Relations with Neutral, not Negative
Affect. <.001

C( C)4 -IV F < M Copes erfectively with Author ity via
Stance with Neutral, not Negative-
Affect. p <.001

C(SC)7 F < M Copes effectively with Interpersonal
Relations via Stance and Engagement
without Positive Affect. p < .001

i
OVAL 11-VI F M Values Altruism,'Intellectual Stimu-

lation and Variety; doesn't value
Success, Prestige, and Economic
Returns, 0 p. <.001

OVAL 12 F M_ Values Surrounaingi-and -AssoCiaies;
doesn't valve Creativity. p < .001

i0VAL 15-VIII
F W- Values Intellectual Stimulation and

Variety; doesn't value Following
Father's Occupation. p < .001

* 8/18 (44%) of the significance tests were significant above chance.
This indicates these results were not spurious (cf. Godbout, Marston,
lorich, Vaughan, 1977)

** P Female MI!! Male
1
Is An identical Mt difference in both samples (Stages I and III).

-5797
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Table 13

SIGNIFICANT SEX DIFFERENCES*

ITALY - 14 Year Olds Stage III

as

Probability, .

Level
C(SC)2-V F < ml* Copes eff h Task Achievement

with Neutral, not Host ffect. p <

C(SC)3-IV F < M Copes effectively wit ority with
Neutral, not Hostile or repressive
Affect. p < .001

C(SC)9 F < M Positive Attitude toward Authority,

without Positive Affect toward
Anxiety. p < .02

C($C)10 F < M Positive.Attutude and Hostile Affect
toward Anxiet,A without Depressive or
Positive Affect toward Interpersonal
Relations p < .008

i
OVAL 11-VI F> M eues Intellectusl Stimulation and

ariety; doesn't value Success.
Prestige, or Economic Returns. <.014

OVAL 12 F > M Values Surroundings and Associates;
, doesn't valuojManagement. .2. < .001

d r%
OVAL 13 F > M Values Security; doesn't value

Creativity and Prestige. p_ < .053
i
OVAL 16 VIII

F < M Values Followings Father's 0ccupatt5r7t...4 .002

n
C(VOL)17 F > M Believes,in Self-Control of'academics p < .052

nC(VOL)19 F < My Favors Self-Initiation of Action and
has Positive Self-Este < .021

4c(yoL)20 F < M. Believes others contr environment;
prefers competition and prefers to
do all work by oneself. p < .002

*, 11/25 (44%).of the significance tests were significant above chance.
This indicates these results were not spurious (cf. Godbout, Marston;

Boricb, Vaughan, 1977).
** F Female M M 1e

,

An identical sex difference in both samples (Stages I and III)
n

No-comparable instrument. h Jae other sample

-580-
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Table 14

SIGNIFICANT SES DIFFERENCES*

ITALY - 14 Year Olds - Stage I

iOVAl. !s-VIII L >

OVAL 16 L >
-

nC(SA.1)18

M**Copes effectively withAggression
tvia Stanciand,Engagemiht with
positive, not negative Affect.

a
p < .036

M Positive,. not neutral Affect toward
Teak Achieyement.

M Value Altruism, intellectual Stimu-
lation, and Variety; doesn't flue
Success, Prestige, and Economic
'Returns. <

Values Self-Satisfaction an& Security
doesn't value Independence

M Values Intellectual Stimulation and"
?riety; doesn't Follow Father. p,< .003

M Values Management. 2 < .013

.042

.012

.039

L > M Shows defensive behavior

a

4

if

< .002

f the significance tests were significant above chance.
itt a these results were not spurious (cf: Godout, Marston,
Dori, Vaughan, 1977).

.

** L. Lower Class M * Middle Class

An identical SES difference in both samples (Stages I and III)

No comparable instrument in the other sample'
or

S

-N81-



Table 15

DIGNIFICANTJES DIFFERENCES*'

ITALI. J 14 Year Olds - Stage III

Probability
Level

C(SC)10 L > M** Positive Attitude and hostile Affe't
toward Anxiety, without depressive or
positive Affect toward Interpersonal
Relations. < .046

OVAL 13 L > M Values Security;, doesn't value
Creativity or Prestige. p < .049

i
OVAL 16-VIII

L <.M Values Following Father's occupation. p. < .001
n
C(VOL)21 Lig M Prefers to work quickly; stress

exaggerates activity. p..,< .001

4/25.(16%) of the significance tentsAkere significant above chance.
This ipdicates the results were not spurious (cf. Godbout, Marston,
Borich, Virghan, 1977). .

** L = Lower Class M = Middle Class.
.

= An identical SES difference in both samples (Stages I.and III)
.

= No comparable instrument in the other sample

-582-
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TUile 16a.

Stage I

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

11

ITALY - 14 Year Olds _ ...J.BITERION: Reading Achievement

predictor
Variables: F ____p

-
n
C(SAI)18

C(SC)7

- OVAL 16

OVAL 13

iED ASP

iRAVEN

BIS

13.81 .001

4.59 .033

4.84 -, .q29

4.27 .040

32.65 .001

34.02 .001

5.23 .023

A NW

Additional Exptanatory Variables:

iOCC ASP .25

Multiple R R
2

R3 Change

.24 .06 .06

.27 .0&' .02 n

.31 .09 .02

.33 .11 .02

.47 .22 .11

(.57 .33 .10

.58 .34 .02

p

.001

,..

No comparable instrument in the other sample

An identiOn predictor or explanatory factor across samples

-583-
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ITALY -14

-
n
C(SAI)18*

C(SC)7

--OVAL 16

OVAL 13

ED ASP

RAVEN

BRS

4

Table 16b.

Stage I

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

Year Olds

= Doesn't shoe defensive behavior.

CRITERION: Reading Achievement

= Copes effecti!!ely with Interpersonal
positive Affect.

=-Doesn't value -Management.

Relations without

= Values Self-Satisfaction and Security.

= Educational Aspiration

- Raven Progressive Matrices

= Behaviorating Scale

0

Additional Explanatory Variates:
X

%'

iocc ASP = Oceppiiiktal'Aspiration

- No cower

=An identi
*
.= Factois vb

. * behivick.th
opposite t
kedictive v

trument in thm Other sample

predictor or explanatory factor across samples

predict negatively are described in terms of the
indicates. The same factor may be described in

other analysis. it has a positive

1 6

11/4
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Table 17a.

Stage III

REGRESSION 'ANALYSIS

ITALY - 14 Year Olds CRITERION: Reading Achievement

Predictor
Variables: F P__ MultipleL2 R2 Change

nC(VOL)27 13.54 .001 .25 .06 .06

nC(VOL)17 MD .02 .30 .09 .03

-nC(VOL)23 3.99 .05
4

.33 . .11 .02

-
OVAL 12 4.65 .03 .36 .13 .02

iED ASP 32.02 '.001 .51 .26 .12

iOCC ASP

i
RAVEN

14.73

22.21

.001

..001

.56

.62

.31

.38

.45

.07

ERS .44 NS

ido

i;ditional Etplanafory,Variables:

OVAL 13 -.15 .05

OVAL 16-VIII. -.15 .05

°C(VOL)18 114 .05

nC(VOL)19 .16 .05

n
. No comparable instrument in the, other sample.

M identical predictor or explanatory factor across samples

.
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I

ITALY - 14 Year

Predictor
Vailables:

' Table 17b.

` Stage III

,DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

11,Olds- CRITERION: Reading Achievement

p Multiple R R2 R
2

Change

nC(VOL)21 = Fast rate of action and active under stress

nC(VOL)17 = Internal' academic Locus of Control

-
n
C(VOL)23 *

- OVAL 12

iED ASP

IOCC'ASP,

iRAVEN

BRS

Lets others solve problems

Does not value Surroundings and Associates, values
Management
Educational Aspiration

Occupational Aspiration

Raven Progressive Matrices

Behavior Rating Sp le

Additional Explanatory Variables:

- OVAL 13 Values Creativity and Prestige, not Security

- OVAL 16-VIII Values Following Father's Occupation--.

-nC(VOL)18 _Interested in Immediate Rewards, Interpersonal
and Emotional Expressivity

n
C(VOL)19 . Self intitator and positive Self-Esteem

n

i

Nq comparable instrument in the other camp

An identical predictor or explanatory ficto

* Factors which predict negatively are describ
behavior this' indicates. The same factor may
opposite tail's wben, in some other analysis, it
predictive value.

across samples

in terms of the
e described in
has a positive

6 2 p,

Relations
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Table 18a.

Stage I

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

ITALY'- 14 Year Olds CRITERION: Math Achievement

Predictor
Variables: F p Multiple R, :R2 R

2
Change

C(SC)9 3.92 .049 .13 .02 .02

OCC ASP 17.91
11

.001 ,30 .09 .07

RAVEN

BRS

34.60

13.95

.001

.001

.46

.50

.21

.25
r,

.12

'.05

Additional Variables:

PI p

1ED ASP .17 .011

- OVAL 14 -.13 , .049

- OVAL 16 .13' .050

An idant al predictor or explan4atory factor across samples

I

-587-
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Table 18b.

Stage I

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

ITALY - 14.Year Olds CRITERION: Math Achievement

Predictor
Variables:

C(SC)9 = Positive not neutral Affect toward Task Achievement

OCC ASP = Occupational Aspiration

iRAVEN = Raven Progressive Matrices

BRS- Behavior RatingiScale

Additional Explanatory Variables:.

i
ED ASP = ,Edocational Aspiration

14 -VII a< Values, Prestige and Esthetics; does not value Security

-OVAL 16 .= Does not flue Management

I

or

I

An identical predictor or explanatory factor across sampled

* =Factors which predict negatively are desoribed in terms of the
behavior this indicates. The same factor may be described in
opposite terms when, in some other analysis, it has a positive
predictive value.

-588-
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Table 19a.

ITALY - 14 Year Olds

Stage III

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

Math AchievementCRITERION:

Predictor
Variables:

nC(VOLX21

F. p Multiple R R
2

R
2

Change

.01 .03 .03

n -Adm.

- C(VOL)20 6.55 .01 .25 .06 .03

in. ASP 16.92 .001 .37 .14 .08

RAVEN 8.99 .003 .43 .18 .04

BRS .1.67 NS

4

Additional Explanatory Variables:.
.1%

(
4

No comparable inatrumentr in the other sample

- in identical predictor o xplalatory factor across,samples
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Table 19b.

Stage IIY

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

ITALf - 14 Year Olds
CRITERION: Math Achievement

a
C(VOL)21 = Prefers fast rate of action and active in stress

situation.
C(VOL)20*= Internal Locus of COntrol, Cooperative, and Joint Implementor

i
ED ASP Educational Aspiratipn

i
RAVEN Raven Progressive Matrices

BRS Behavior Rating Scale

11,

Additional Explanatory Variables:

-

44;

f

= No comparable instrument in the:other sample

= An identical predictor or explanatory factor across samples
* = Factors which predict negatively are described in terms of the

behavior this indicates. The sise factor may be described in
opposite terms when, in some other analysis, it has a positive
'predictive value.
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Table 20a.

Stage I-

. REGRESSION ANALYSIS

ITALY - 14 Year Olds CRITERION: .Grade Point Average

Predictor
Variables: F p Multiple R R

2 2
R--Change

OCC,ASP 15.74 .001 .25 .06 .06

iED ASP 3.83 .052 .28 .08 .02

iRAVEN 23.98 :001 .41 .17 .09

ins 82.94 .001 .63 .39 .22

Additional Explanatory Variables:

prt p. r p

-OVAL 13 -.13 .050

QYAL 14-Vu .13

ikk

Awidentical predictor or explanatory factor across samples

-591-
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ITALY - 14

Predictor
myariables:

i0C6ASP

iED ASP

iRAVEN

iBRs

Table 20b.

Stage I .

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

Year Olds. CRITERION: Grade Point Average

....Occupational Aspiration

= Educational Aspiration

= Raven Progressive Matrices

= Behaviof Rating Scale

I

b

Additional Explanatory Variables:

-OVAL 131%. Values Self-Satisfaction and Security

OVAL 14-VII = Values Security not Esthetics or Prestige

(

! An identical predictor or explanatory factor across samples

-592-



Table 21a4

Stage III

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

ITALf - 14 Year Olds CRITERION: Grade Point Average

Predictor
Variables:

aC(VOL)22

iED ASP

i
RAVEN

iBRS

-

F _p Multiple R R
2

;
?

Change

7.25

17.33

7.57

41.37

p

.008

.001

.006

.001

.19

.34

.39

.55

.04

.11

.15

.30

.04

.08

.03

.15

e.

4

Additional Explanatory Variables:

pr p r p )

iOCC ASP .15 .05

No comparable instrument in the other sample
i

An identical predictor o ).anatoryfactor across samples

-593-
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Table 21b.

Stage III

-DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

ITALY - 14 Year Olds CRITERION; Grade Point Average

Predictor
Variables:

nC(VOL)22 = Prefers Earned Status and'Confrontation ih Coping with
Problems

i
ED ASP = Educational Aipirations

i
RAVEN = Raven Progressive Matrices

iB RS = Behavior Rating Scale

Additional Explanatory Variables:

ACC ASP = Occupational Aspirations

No comparihle instrument in the other sample

- An identical predictor imam)

;"

or), factor across samples4

-5947
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. Tabft

PERCENT OF VARIAN

IT4LY ,L'14 'tear Olds - Stage I

EXPLAINED
Na.

.. a 1

Resdifig_Achievement_ Math Achle1emeet . GPA
w AA

4 .
. ( '

Aptitude (Unique) '10:2% .(2.1% 8.8%
r

.CopingMotivation (unique) 15.2%

y1 0 4 U

o
. Total r 32.6%

trACCY -.14 Year-Bids - Stage III '

5.9% 5.3%

20.9% 16.8%

4-

..

1!_,

titude '(unique)

ing/Motivation (unique)

:;

7.3%

22.2%

38:2%

)

.

'CORRELATIONS AMONG THE CRI1ERIA

Tfible 23

I

3.9% 3. 4

.< 8.7% 7.0%

17.8% 14.8%

4 sITALY.tt.,14' Year Olds -- Stage I ,.
. i-,

.

Reading Achievement Math Achievemtnt GPA
. -.

ks

Reading

Math

GPA.,

01)

ITALY r 14 Year Olds Stage III

Rending

Math

... 40

i.."" ear

4.

.37

- ,

'
. 33

.32 .26

.394
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This secti4pro.1.7ideMa detailed pic re of the doping.patterns
'associated with achievement in Yugoslavi 10 year old students from
the 1965 (Stage I) and 1968 (Stage III) plies% The results include

'factor analyses a -the coping/motivationa nstruments: Sentence
Completion, Occupational Values. Views of'iLife, and the Social Attitudes
Inventory. The. factor compari§on findings are,presented'indicating
the degree of corresiondence between the_two samples of Yugoslavian
students: Sex andspocioeconamic 'status differences are described next.
Finally, the regression analyses are delineated in order to show the
Specific factors that predicted and explained achievement for these-
students. .

-

YUGOOLAVIAN 10, YEAR OLDS --: RESULTS AND DISC ON

4

FACTOR ANALYSES

Sentence Completion

Factor analyses of the Sentence Completion variables resulted, for
both'Stages rand III, in ten factors which accounted for a substantial
percentage of_the respective'variancis. These variables grouped primarily
according to behavior areas, e:g. aggression-variables loading on one
hector. autho;ity variables on another, The Stage I analysis appears in
Table 1. There were three general factors, corresponding to coping with
authogilt, anxiety, and task achievement. -All included neutral, not
negative affect, in the respective behavioral 'PIRA. Coping with aggres-
sion and with interpersonal-relations was depicted by two factors in eae,
area. Factors 4 And 7 represented coping' effectively via stance and
engagement for aggression and -interpersonal relations, respectively%___
Factor 6.represented coping effeMilkvely with aggression, with positfVe, not
neutral affect. Factor 5 revel:041d coping effectively with interpersonal,
relations with neutral, not'negative affect. Unit weights Were constructed'
using those variables having a factor loading (> .40).. For example, factor.
1 consisted of all five variables-dealing with,coplig withinxiety. The s.

remaining factors, 8-10., tended to have more idiosYftratic variable load-
ings. The Stage III factor analysis (Table 2) yiefaed five major factors
corrOponAing to each:of the respective behavioral areas, and fide
secAdary factors tending to, have variable loadings grouped according to
sub-aspects of the behavioral areas.

As these factors appeared to be yielding Similar results, a comparison
of the five major factors was examined (see Table 3). These factors were
highly similar, with respective percentages of common variables across
astages of 80%, 100%, 67%, 60%, and 100%. Some'of the variables which did
at load higher than .40 on both stages still showed similar direction.

dr- While the program RELATE could not be run due to- different numbers of
variables in the two stage., these factors were considered "identical,"
arid.Imppeadedwto indicate a stable "Yugoslavian" construct systemat age 10
that defined coping owls in the five areas, separately.
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Occupational Values

Factor analyses of the Occupational Values variables yielded six
factors -in both Stages I and III. Once-again, variables having a
factor loading > .40 were used to construct a unit weighted score for
each factor (see analyses SulTables 4 and 5).

A comparipen o he Occupational Values factors, according to the .

RELATE factor coda son ,method, is represented in Table 6. It can be
seen that two of the six factors were "identical," having a cosine of
.9 or better (interpreted like a correlation coefficient), three mote
were "similarwith cosines of .8 to .9. Table,7 depicts the item

',comparison of these four factors across the,two stages. The results
,of this comparison indgEaielvmuch similarity.'in constructs across time
for Yugoslavian 10 year old students.

Views of Life

The Views of Life instrument was used only in Stage III. The factor'
analysis of these variables yielded eight-factors and is depicted in
Table 8. c

Social Attitudes Inventory

The factor analysis of the Social Attitudes Inventory (SAI) for
. Stage I is illustrated in Table 9. This was a self-report measure of

coping effectiveness. Two factors emerged: Positive coping, and inef-
fective or defeablve responding.

In Stage III-, the SAI was an entirelyilifferent questionnaire. The
'factor analysis is shown in Table 10, and one factor emerged. This factor
peported effective coping, across all five behavioral areas.

e*,

SUMMARY OF FACTOR COMPARISONS ACROSS SAMPLES

All
"The summary of the comparison of all factors from the first and

second samples in presented in /able 11. The comparison was Akae between
.....the Sentence Completion and OcCupatiodeI Values instruments-, which were

administered t both samples. (The SAI was re-designed 'forthe second
'sample.) Table 1 was designed to facilitate the general comparability
of the factor st ctures across the two samples. If a factor in one
sample bad no co esponding factorin the other sample, the factor
retained inal designation. For example, the Sentence Completion
factor C( )6 of Stage I had no comparable factor in the second stage.
If, however, a factor did have a comparable factor in the other sample,
it received a new designation.

The comparison of theSentence Completion factors was made on the
basis of their factor content, as,described earlier. The five priaaty
factors were very Similar and wore referred to as "identical" factors.
These factors received a Roman numeral designation, as indicated, in Table
11.
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The Occupational,Values instrument was compared by the RELATE
factor compprison method. 'Two of these,factors were called "identical"
(RELATE value> -.W) and-teceivid a Reiman numeral designation. Three
more were "similar" (RELATE value of 100 to .90) and received an
alPhabetic'designation. -For example, similar factor "A" consisted of
original factamslOVAL.11 in both samples. The unique factors in both
samples were,listed below these, having no comparable factor in the other
sample. ,

In the Yugoslavian 10 year old sample. the five major Sentence
Completiod factors were identical across stages. There were two
identical and three similar factors in the Occupational Values ComT
parison. These results indicated that the factor structures in two
samples were highly similar in many respects, giving evidence that the
coping ancl motivation patterns repiesented by these factors may remain
quite stable in the Yugoslavian 10 year old student population.

SEX. DIFFERENCES

.Stage I sex differences are listed in Table 12. Males tended to
cope more effectively with 'anxiety, And reported better overall coping
on the SAI. Females, however, coped more effectively with aggression.
In a work setting, males placed greater value on self-satisfaction and
following father's occupation, whereas females more highly valued
esthetics, surroundings; and variety.-

Sex,differences for. Stage III are listed in'Table 13. Females coped
more effectively with aggression and expressed more veutral, not hostile
affect toward both aggression and interpersonal relations. They also
expressed mere positive attitucNs toward task achievemenl, more depres-
sive and neutral affect toward authority, and less hostile affect toward
anxiety than did males% In work, females placed greater value on
altruism, self-satisfaction, surroundings, and associates, while males
more highly valued management, prestige and economic returns. In additidn,
females expressed greater satisfaction gained from actual accomp4shmedts
(as opposed'to possible rewards) than did males. Finally, females
reported better overall coping on the SAI.

One factor shoved_a xonsistent'sex difference across stages.
Identical fector'C(SC)3-IV showeethat Yugoslavian 10 year old females
coped more effectively Mith aggressionjn both samples. Although the SAI
was a different instrument is eachstage, it is interesting that, in these
self-report measures of coping effectiveness,aeles reported better
coping in-Stage I whiielemales reportedr'themselves as better topers in

. StageIII.

SES DIFFERENCES

Stage I social clap differences are listed in Table 14.' Middle-
class students coped more effectively with aggression than the lower
class. In the occupational arena, middle-class students placed greater
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value on altruism, self-satisfaction, asallciates, intellectual stimu-
lation, creativity, And following father's occupation. Lower-class
students, on the other d, more highly valfied independence, manage-
ment; economic r security, and variety.

In Stage III (Table 15), there was only one social class difference,
very possibly due to chance. Lower-class students,placed greater value
on following father's occupation, while the mliddle class valued esthetics
more highly.

dr
In general, there were few social class differences among Yugoslavian

10 year old students, especially in Stage III. In Stale I, there was a
tendency for middle class to more highly value work which was satisfying,
with friendly associates and intellectual challenge, while the lower class
was somewhat more concerned with power and financial security.

SUMMARY OF REGRESSION ANALYSES

Predictors of reading achievement for Stage I are listed in Tables
16a and 16b. Good readers tended to cope more effectively with anxiety
,and task achievement, and reported less defensive behavior an the SAI
than poorer readers. They were also rated higher by their peers on the
Behavior Rating Scale. In a work setting, these students placed greater

,,,-- value on altruism, self-satisfaction, associates, creativity, and intel-
lectual stimulation.. They placed less value than poorer readers on.

independence, mahagement, economic returns, security, and success. In

addition; better readers had higher aptitude scores and higher aspirations
for both career and education.

IF

ki

In Stage III (Tables 17a and 170, good readers coped more effectively
poorer readers with anxiety and with authority. They themselvesSported better overall coping on the SAI and their peers rated them more

highly'on the Behavior ting Scale. Also, better readers expressed a
greater preference for ask achievement as opposed to interpersonal re-
lations, and for interdependent.rather than independent action. In a
work setting, good readers placed greater value on independence, intel-
lectual stimulation, creativity, success, and prestige. In contrast they
valued security; management, and following father's occupation less than
poorer readers. In addition, better readers, had higher aptitude scores
and higher aspirations for both,career and education.

,

Acrossthe two stages, better readers consisFently coped more
effectively with anxiety. They were also more highly rated by their
peers on thollehaeior Rating Scale. They-saw themselves as better copers,
tdo, although the self-report measure (SAI) was a different instrument
in the two stages. Further, two Ociupationat Values factors predicted in
both samples, OVAL. VI and OVAL Bi betterreaders placed greater yalue

- on intellectual stimulation and creativity; and less value on security,
Finally, aptitude and both'educational and occupational aspirations were
predictive of reading-achievement in both sews. ,
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In sum, those Yugoslavian'10 year olds who were good readers had
relatively high aptitude scores and aspirations for both career and
schooling. Better readers coped effectively with anxiety. In addition,
they saw themselves as good topers and their peers rated them highly.
Finally, tweak students valued challenging and creative work more than
job security.

Math Achievement

Predictors of math achievement in Stage I are lifted in Tables 18a
and 18b. Students who were good in math coped well with authority and
expressed positive attitudes and positive affect toward authority. Also,
they expressed positive, not neutral affect toward task-achievement. In
a work setting, better math students placed greater value on creativity,
intellectual stimulation,.altruism, self-satisfaction, and associates.
They did not value security, success., independence, management, and
economic returns as much as poorer - students did. Good math students also
had higher aptitude scores and higher educational and occupational
aspirations. Finally, these students were highly rated by their peers on
the Behavior Rating Scale.

In Stage III (Tables 19a and 19b); better math student; coped more
effectivay with' authori'y'and with-task achievement and expressed more
positive attitude. toward interpersonal relations. They. themselves reported
better coping in the SAI and were highly 'rated by their peers on the BRS.
In addition, good math students. preferred task achievement over inter-
personal relations and interdependent as. opposed to independent action.
They expressed a more internal locus of control, a greater preference for -

earned rather than bestowed status; a more complex view of the world, and
more extrinsic motivation tOrk- orer students. In work, better students -

placed greater value on intellect ' timulation, creativity, and
independence, and valued management an -liecurity less. Finally, these
students had higher aptitude scores and higher aspiratioWS-IRr schooling.
This sample was one of very few where occupational aspirations were not
predictive of achievement. o

A comparison of the two stages shored that Coking with authority was
important for math achievement in Yugoslavian }0 year olds-_ In work, better
math students consistently placed kreat'ef value on intellectual stimulation
and creativity, and less value on job security than poor students. Aptitude
and educational aspirations were also predictive in both stages. Finally, Al
good math students received high ratings by7their peers on the Behavior
Rating Scale."

Glide `Point Average

Predictors of GPA for Stage / are Hated in Tables 20a and 20b.
Successful students expressed positive affect toward interpersonal rela- -
tions, and tended pot to confront authority. 'They reported less 'defensive
behavior on the SAI than did students with lower grades. Peer ratings i

were a very powerful predictor of GPA in this sample. In work, students
with higher grades,more highly valued altruism, self-satisfaction,

V

Gab
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associates, 'intellectual stimulation, and creativity. They placed less
value on independence, 'management, economic returns, and security. In
addition, these students had higher aptitude %ores and higher
educational and occupational aspirations.

There-Were numerous predictors of-GPA in Stage III (Tables 21a and
21b). Successful students coped more effectively with authority, inter-
personal relations, Ind task achievement. Not surprisingly; they rated
themselves as good overall capers (SAI) and were rated highly by heir
peers on the liRS. There were several Views of Life factors which signi-
ficantly predicted GPA. These included internal locus of control, pre-
ference for earned rather than bestowed status, view.of world as complex,
extrinsic motivation, preference for task achievement oiler interpersonal
relations, preference 'for interdependent as opposed to independent
action, preference for solving problems by oneself, and preference for

6 instrumental action as opposed to ideation or dreaming. In a work setting,
successful students tended to value success, altruism, self-satisfaction,
surroundings, and associates, but not management or economic returns.
Finally, these students had higher aptitude and higher educational and
occupationaistspirations.

A comparison across stages indicated that students who received good
grades consilegfitly had rilitiver/Ohigh aptitude scores high educa-
tional'and occupational aspirations. They were rated'highly by their peers
on the Behavior, Rating Scale. In work, they tended to,place greater value

. than less successful students on altruism, self-satisfaction and surround-
ings, and less value on management and economic returns.

PEPZENTAGE OF VARIANCE

It is also important to consider the percent of variance accounted
for by aptitude and coping/notivatlon variables, respectively, in
accounting, for success on the criterion measures. These are listed in
Table 22. Aptitude uniquely predicted an average of 6.8% of the variance
in reading, 9.12 in math, and 4.6% in GPA. .

% The c ineOtivation factors contributed more substantially to
criterion p ediction than did aptitude. These fnctors uniquely accoudeed
for an:aver ge of 16.7% of the variance in reading, 10.4% in math, and
20.7% in A. The coping/motivation factors were strong predictors across
all trite is and stages, indicating that success in 8 of for Yugoslavian

e'10 year olds were upon many kinds of coping ill and
attitude.. Either alone, or in combination dwith aptitude, they accounted
f%x 26% to 352 of the (total) variance in achievement.
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'Tdble 1

STAGE I

SENTENCE COMPLETION

Loadings
Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor

1 2 3 4 '5YUGOSLAVIA - 10 Year Olds

'Item

39 Attitude --Authority '.057 .188 .004 -.040 -.078

40 Att. - Interpersonal -.056 .044 .099 .056 -.119
Relations

41 Att. - Task Achievement -.075 -.017 .095 -.084 .031

43 Aggression - Stance .029 .055 .003 .954* .019

44 'Aggression - Engagement -.006 .071 -.001 .947* .031

45 Aggression - Coping Eff. .091* .048 .084 .795* .035

46 Aggression -:Neg. Affect -.143 7.01A -.167 "-.229 -.b43

4,7 Aggression - Pos. Affect .143 .017 .167 .,229 .043

48- Authority -"Stance -.041 .013 .405* .035 .7...122

,49* Authority - Engagement .047 .438 .448* -.140 .050

50 Authority - Coping Eff. .067 ;066 .873* ..4111.-.0o4

51 Authority -.Neg. Affect -.116 -.056 -.925* -.019 -.076

52 Authority - Neutral Aff.. .151 .077 .883* .074' .064

53 AutOorit)y,,Pos. Affect -.104 -.063 .00 -.154 .630

54 Anxiety - Stance .910*, .043 .118 .083 -.025

'55 ata'iXiety - Engagement .771* .053 .073 .006 -.025

56 Anxiety - Coping Eff. ..924* .045 .053 .057 .013-

57 Anxiety - Neg. Affect o-,906* .-.116-.017 .041 -.091

58 Amxiety - Neutral Aff. .906* -.116 .017 -.041 Q91

613

6 7 S 9

.095

-.Q57

.060

-.058

-.170

.094

.400*

-.072

-.069

.503*

.510*

.578*

.191 .010 .011
.74

019

.051 .014 .020 -.034

.582 .013 :009 .003

-.911* -.212 -.002 -.034

.911* .012 .002 .034

-.114 -.075 -.109 -.339

.131' -.149 : .229 7.328

.103 :636- .168 -.000

-.137 ' .O24 -.056' -.152

.060 -.033 -.Igo .214

.210 .025 .665* -.182

.013 -.009 -.051 -.024

.046 .043 1-.093 .052

-.016 -.032 .014 -.053

-.104 .023 -.065 .050

.104 -.023 .065 -.050

1.0

.157

.163

-.138

-.004

-.006

.005

-.018

.018

.4561

.204

.105

.078

.-.139

.176

.028

-.035

:047

-.030,

;030'



STAGE I

SENTENCE COMPLETION

Loadings
,

Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor

YUGOSLAVIA - 10 Year Olds (continued)
2 3 4r 5 6' 7 8 9 -10

Item

59 Interpersonal Relations 7.053 .02.5, -.059 -.013-.062 .000 .a54* -.039 -.03 -.025
- Stance

60 IPR - Engagement * .006 .030 '-.022 .044 .027 .019 .942* -.010 .011 .108

61 IPR - Coping Eff. .088 .101 040 .027 .848* .078 .400* -.015 -.037 .008

62 IPR - Negative Affect '.028 -.085 -.047 -.025 -.962* -.009 .150 .031 .050 .071.

63 IPA - Neutral Affect .046 .077 .038 .024 .970* .021 -.132 -.019 -.036 .075

64 IPR - Positive Affect -.086 .040 .039 .009 -.033 -.058 -.087 -.060 -.065 -.715*

65 Task Achievement' - Stance .105 .908*, .048 .069, .056 .031 .017 .Q$6 -.041 -.139

66 TaskoAch. - Engagement .040 .738* .007 .008 .066 .151 .021 -.101 -.210 -.216

67 Task Ach. - Coping Eff. .170 .900* .087 .121 .039 -.080 -.006 .149 .082 -.018

68 Task Ach. - Neg. Affect -.100 -.725* -.075 -.029 -.052 .107 -.014 -.033 -.256 Age
69 Task Ach. - Neutral Aff. .043 .640* .014 -.135 .099 .079 .054 -.450* .172 .365

70 Task Ach. - Pos. Affect .076 .065 .084 .242 -.075 -.269 '-.060 .716* .4492 -.164

,* These variables had a factor loading of .40 or better and were used to construct a unit weighted
score for each factOr. .,See text foxfurther explanation.
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Table 2

STAGE III

SENTENCE COMPLETION

Loadings -.

Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor
1 2 3 4 5

YUGOSLAVIA - 10 Year Olds

Item

64 Task Achievement-Attitude-.033. .063 -.144 .028 .061

65 T.A. - Stance .038 .890* .017. .14\ .075

66 T.A. - Engagement .050 .894* .040 .083 .053
Am.67 T.A. - Aid/Advice .053 .877* .060 .028 .009

68 T.A. - Coping Effect .071 .584* .113' .140 .011

69 T.A. - Hostile Affect -.194 -.451* .128 -.119 -.008
70 T.A. - Dm/missive Aff. -.051 7.537* -.055 -.022 .057

71'T.A. - Neutral Aff. .170' ..758* -.042 .087 .030

72 T.A. - Positive Aff. 6 -.017 -.230 -.013 .011 .005

.73 Interpersonal Relations .034 .199 .125 .174 .041
Attitude

74 I.R. - Stan& .078 -.035 .044 .119 .873*

75 I.R. - gmbegement .054 .043 .120 .133 .948*

76 I.R. - Aid/Advice .054 .043 .120 .133 .948*

77 Y.R. - Coping Effect- .116 .032 .030 .107 .877*

78 I.R. - Hostile Affect' -.112 -.144 -.119 .011 -.088

79 I.R. - Depressive Aff. -.213 -.084 .335 -.011' -.093

I.R. - Neutral. Aff. .218' .181--.102 401 .118

81 I.R. - Positive Aff.
. .65 -462 -.038 -.039 44,2

1..1'1

.6 7 8 9 10

-.050 .565* .182 -.147 .08$

.101 .058 .028 .049 -.067

.014 .084 -.021 .066 .D65

.039 .086 .057 .050 .038

.126 .003 .117 .434* .022

-.320 .197 .300 -.018 .389

-.002 .027 -.088 .209 .349

.143 -.177 -.033 -.365 -.140-

.139 .063 -.217 .498* .241

.007 .318. .021 .434* .097

-.100 -.053 .10 .081 :050

.025 .029 -.019 .041 -.054

.025 .029 -.019 .041 -.054

.322" -.040 .035 -.046 .048

-.817* -.112 .082 -.050 -.074

-.220 .337 -.259 .'308 -.116

.836* -.104- .082 -.197 .161,

-.Q22 .079 .481* -.259A-.096
,



Table 2 (continued) .

STAGE III

SENTENCE COMPLETION

Loadings
Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor

9

YUGOSLAVIA - 10 Year olds
1 2 3 '4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Item

_82 Authority - Attitude -.073 .087 .152 409* .114 .036 .392 .r02 .160 .044
85 Auth. - Stance .095 .134 .000 .7J7* .133. .063 -.221 .056 .055 .055
84 Auth. - Engagement .064 .074 .075 .900* .119 -.030 4 .132 .012 -.086 -:054
85 Auth. - Aid /Advice .055 .093 .052 .911* .085 .016 .065 -.069 -.121 -.028
86 Auth. - Coping Eff. .089 .152 '-.055 .819* .116' 7619 -.164 .415* .087 .007

87 Auth. - Hostile Aff. .042 -.117 .067 -.209 -.088 -.073 -.261 =.792* .032 .034
88 Auth. - Depress. Aff. -.132 -.078 .102 -.350, -.038- .075 .747* -.630 -.085 -.038

89 Auth. - Neutral Aff. .082 .152 :-.136 .451* .096 -.011 -.450* .600* .050 .008

.90 Auth. - Positive Aff. -.000 .000 -.000 -.000 -.000 -.000 :000 .000 .000

91 Anxiety - Attitude '-.147 .227 -.115 -.087 '.12.3 .094 -.089 .093 .241 .438*

92 Anx. - Stance 1,819* .055 .009 -.060 .077 ,.051 -.154 .037 -.039 .073

93 Anx. - Engagement .880* .066 .014 .091 .021 -.069 .059 -.061 .001 -.130
94 #nx: - Aid/Advice .882* ,074 -.038 .089 .008 -.076 .075 -.074 .019 -.128
95 Aux. - Coping;Eff.

p
.891* .059 -.059 .062 .107 .173 -..038 .038 .010

96 Anx. - Hostile Aff. -.274 :-.031 .213 -.205 -.100 -.254 -.510* .105 7.055 .236
97 Anx. - Depressive Aff. 7.797* -.016 -.084 .039 -.012 -.061 -248 -.108 -.026 -478
98 Anx..% Neutral Aff. ' .850* .071 -.026 .088 .051 t .161 .049 .067 .018 !620
99 Anx. - Positive Aff. .020 ,-.208 -.086 -.0S5 .045 .167, .066 -.155 .185 .045

641
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Table 2 (continued)

YUGOSLAVIA,- 10" Year-Olds

STAGE III

'SENTENCE COMPLETION .

Loadings
Factor Factor Factor Factor Facto; Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

-Item

100 Aggr ion - Stance -.026 -.061 .736* .010 .139 -.138 -.108 -.290 -.062 .243
101 Agg. Engagement -.033 ..033 .943* .029 .076 -.001 .020 -.005_ -.047 .002
102 Agg. -.003 .097 .934*'-.008 .067 .911: .030 .027 -.040 -.016
103 Agg. - Coping Effect .057 .117 .874* .083 .084 .274 -.045 .t62 .079. -.149
104 Agg. - Hostile Aff. -.047 -.118 -.404* -.096' -.010 -.489* -:t84 -.338 -.173 .508*
105 Agg. - Depressive Aff. -.302 .003 -.097 -.181 .112 -.254 -.079 .150 -.202 -.521*
106 Agg. - Neutral Aff. .077 .114 .435*" .168 -.036 '.583* .114 .270 .251 -.286
107 Agg. - Positive Aff. 0 A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0'.

7-4-rraThmavables had a factor loading of .40 or better and were used to construct a unit weighted
score for each factir. See text for further explanation.
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Table

ITEM COMPARISON FOR.YUGOSLAVIA 10 YEAR OLDS - STAGES I AND III - SENTENCE COMPLETION

(Factor Loadings)

..,
,I II III IV \

4.
V

YUGOSLAVIA Stage Stage Stage Stage AStage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage
I III I III I III I III I III

?actor No. 1, 1 2 2 3 4 4 3' 5

64 TaabrAchievement-Attitude

65 TA - Stance .91 ' .89

66 TA - Engagement .74 .89 0

*67 TA - Aid/Advice .88

68 TA - Coping Eff. .90 .58

**69 TA - Hostile Aff. -.73 -.45

**70 TA - Depreas. ;AU: -.54

71 TA - Neutral Aff. .64 .76

72 TA - Positive Aff.

73 Interpersonal Relations
- Attitude s-

74 IPR - Stance

75 IPR - engagement

*76 IPR - Aid/Advice

77 IPR - Coping Eff.,

**78 IPR - Hostile Aff.

**79 IPR - Deprefs! Aff.

80 'PR - Neutral Alf..

81 IPR - Positive.Aff.

64

.95 .87

.94 .95

.95
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0

YUGOSLAVIA'

Factor No.

I II III IV . VStage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage StageI -.A Iii I III I III I In I III_
1 1 2 2 3 .4 4 3 5 5

82 Authority - Attitude

83 Auth. - Stance

84 MAR. - Engagement

*85 Auth. - Aid/Advice

86 Auth. - Coping'Eff.

**87 Auth. - Hostile Aff.

**88 kuth. - DePriv. Aff,.

89 Auth. - Neutral Aff.

90 Auth. - Positive Alf.

*91 Anxiety - Attitude

92 Anx. - Stance .92 '.82

93 Aux. - Engage:tient .77 .88

*94 Anx. - Aid /Advice .88

95 Aux. - Coping Eff. .92 .89

96 Anx. - Hostile Aff. -.91 ( -.27)

*97 Aux. - Depressive Aff. -.80

98 Anx. - Neutial Aff. .91 .85

*99 Anx. - Positive Aff.
4.

(.01)

.41 .79

.44 .90

.91

.87 .82--

(-.21)

(-.35)

.88 ft .45



a

to I _ .14,, III . A..... IV V"YUGOSLAVIA Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage, Stage
I III I (II III I UT I III,:

ilactec No. 1 1 2 2
'r

4 4 3.
,-, 5*- 5.

200 AggressionStance

101 Agg. - Engagement

*102 Agg. - 'Aid /Advice

103 Agg. - Coping Eff.

**104 Agg. - Hostile Alf:
.

**105 Agg.- Depress. Aff.

*106 Agg. - Neutral Alf:

107 Agg. -.Positive iff.

114.

2*

$

.95

.87

( -.23) .40

I)

(.23) .44

* - Thisemariable was only pre nf in the Stage III instrue9ent.
** - In the,Stage I insttupent, both /facile and Depressive Affect were scored as onalvariable

"Negative Affect."
,

a
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Table 4

STAGE I

OCCUPATIONAL VALUES-

Factor 11 Factor 11 Factor 13 'Factor 14 Factor 15 Factor 16

YUGOSLAVIA - 10 Y R OLDS Loading Loading Loadini Loading Loading LoadingEA

Item

14 Altruism_ . 0

15 Esthetics

16 Independent

17 Management

18 Success

19 Self-Satisfaction

1 I 20 Intellectual'
1St' Stimulation

,

c:v

.' I. 21 Cteativity____,4
41.

22 Security

ger 23 Prestige

24 Economic Returns

25. Surroundings

26 Associates

27 Variety

.28 Follow Father

AO

*

'.669* -.016 -.013 -.277 .250 .104

-.101 .010 -.098 .145 -.771* .099

-.583* .078 .375 -.095 -.002 .162

-.734* -I' 273 ,-.087 -.079 .183 , .030

.215 .054 , -.062 .814e -.041

.503* .079 .154 .085 .514* :-.021

.145 -.701* .151 .072 .178 .082

. .239 -.717* -.141 :053 -.078
,

.081

-.0074 .530* .188 .109 .079

%.. -.028

:402*

-.813* -.013 -.183 .053

-.651* .183 P. -.318 -.209 -.037 -.017
,.

.191 .232 .549* -.147 -.468* -.077

.450* .349. .011 -.587* .189 .112

-.087'. -.256 .368 .099 161 .496*

-.016 .016 -.155 -.064 .184 -.907*

.

These variables .bad a factor loading of .40 or better and weriused to construct a unit
weighteJ score for each factor. See text for further explanation.



Tabre 5

-.:YUGOSLAVIA - 10 Year Olds

.

Factor 11
.Lading

STAGE III

OCCUPATIONAL VALUES

Factor 14
Loading

Factor 15
Loading

Factor 16
Loading

Factor 12 Factor 13
Loading 'Loading

2iim

I4 Altruist .572* .185' -.039 .045 . .003 .189
.',Esthetics -.338 .140 -.211 .352 -.676* -.236

16 Independence. .049 -.377 -.335 .472* -.135 .411*.
.

17 Management
-,.445* -.260 .189 .286 .013

4WSuccess .-.052 .034 .901* .041 101 .0234L
19:PPelf-SatisfactioA .576* -.168 .066 .018 :078 -.1961W
20 Intellectual .056 .789* -.148 -.019 .154 -.078Stieulation

21 Creativity -.017 .734* .126 .100 .014 .322
22 SeCurity .121 -.148 -.116 .072 -.012 -.,851*
23 Prestige 7.407* -.019 .571* .p60 -.361 .297
24 Economic Retuins -.715, -.277 -.055 -1110 .148 .146
25-Surroundings .525* -.374 -.142 .008 .023 -.018
26 Associates T .643* -.068 -.177 -.097 .184 .036
27 Variety -.003 .324 41 -.063 .217 '.693* .-.129Ilt
28 Follow Father .000 -.069 -.112 -.916* -.060 .073

* These variables had a factor loading of .40 or better and were used to construct a unit, weightedscore fOreachofsetor. See text for further explanation.
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Table 6
ti

FACTOR COMPARISON FOR YUGOSLAVIA 10 YEAR OLDS - STAGES I AND III - OCCUPATIONAL VALUES

STAGE I
%

Factors Factor 11 Factor 12 Factor 13 Factor 14 Factor 15' Factor 16

il .85*

12th - ,7 .21

13 r ,33 .

14 -.30

15 .14
. .11.

STAG E III

16* .10

* Similar factors

** Identical factors

.28 .36 -.10 -.23 -.04

-.93** .15 .07 -.11 -.25

.08 -.74 .10 .20 . -.53

.22 .47 .02 2 -.80*

-.08 .21 -.3 .90* .06
.

.05 .1$ .92** .30 .12

-4

IP
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Table 7

ITEM hOMPARISON FOR YUGOSLAVIA 10 YEAR OLDS - STAGES I AND III - OCCUPATIONAL VALUES
(Factor Loadings)

411^.

A VI B C VII . .

Stage
I III I

-Stage-" -I III I III I III
e.

Factor No. 11 11 12 12 14 16a 15 15 16 14

14 Altruism .67 .57

15 EsthettO

16 Independence 1-.58 (.05)* (-.10) -.41 (.16) .47

.17 tianagement -.73 c-.51 (.27) .45**
.111.

-181Vicess
. .81 (-.02)

19 Self-Seas. .SQ .58
1 .51 (.08)

20 Intell. Stimulation -.70 -.79

21 Creativity. -.72 -.73

22 Security .53 (.15) .40 .85

23 Prestige ( -.09) -.41

24 Economic Ret. -.65 -.72

25 Surroundings (.19) .53 -.47 (.02)

26 Associates .45 .64, -.59 (.- .04)

27 Variety (.16) .69 .50 (.22)

28 Follow Father -.91 -.92

.* These numSers in parentheses are the corresponding loading for each-country on 'those variables that
were not used in t46 unit weighted scores, but load significantly in one country..a
The signs in, tgit3. factor.have been ¶eversed as the factorslare mirror images. See text for turthe

details.
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Table 8

STAGE III

VIEWS-OF-LIFE
- ,

14°- Factor Factor
YUGOSLAVIA - 10 Year Olds 17 18

t

Item t

43 Locus of Control(Intupg0x-. -.075 .148

44 Academic Locus of Control . .401* -.004

45 Action-Inaction , . .220( .206

46 Immediate-DelayedrAction -.098 -.055
_ -

47 to of Action .049 .640*

Intrinsic-Extrinsic Work Motiv,7449* -.038

\ 49 Task Achievement-Terttrsona1 095 -.032

s\SO CompetitiOn-Coopesatign "s. -.043 .000

51 Independent-Interdependent -.097 -.042

52 Earned Bestowed Status I:472* .102

53 Confront -Avoid .197 :104

54 Self-Odmr.Initiation
.

.031 .090

55 Self-Other Solver
, .. .095 .027

16 Self-Joint Implementation K -.027 .018

.
58 Instrument - Fantasy -.005 .043-

59 Emotional ContiriOnenglty .105 .173

60 Activity/Passivity under Stress-.044 .35
r

61 Positive/Negative Self - Control. -.149

. 62 View of Li e(Complex/Simple) .493* - 21

Loadings
Factor Factor Factor .Factor Factor

- ,

Factor
19 20 21 22 23 24

-
.088 .097 -.063 .124 .557* .017

.064 '.391 .163 -.094 .152 -.1'10

'.266- -.011 .066 .157 .200 .311

.237 -.024 -.149 .001 -.015 -.163

-.1007 .088 -.078 .038 .671 .058

.003 \-.077 -.016 .007 .178 -.005

.617* -.147 .026 .050 -.032 .136
..

f1149 -.008 -.068 -.040 -.026 .379*

. 416* -.346 -.032 .022 -.242 `-.033

-.0 -.025 .078. .095 .150 .142

.0 -.117 .495* .333 -.009 .089

-.02 -.049 -.432* .06§1 .065 .078

' ,.09S .034 -.031 .549* .094 -.093

.061 .173 .146 .272 -.276 .181

-.031 .477* -.023 .054 -:007, -.008

.010 .132 -.137 .144 .087 .099

.104 -.293 .269 -.020 .101 -.143

.295 .162 .075 .156 .047 .037

.088 -.070 -.146 .102 -.064 -.234

J

-

O These variables had a factor loading of .40 or better and were used to construct a unit weighted
score for each factor. See text bar further explanation. 4
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Table 9

STAGE I

SOCIAL ATTITUDES INVENTORY

YUGOSLAVIA - 10 Year Olds
Loadings

Factor 17 Factor 18

Sub-Scores

i.Active Coping .813* .095

2 Passive Coping .837* .091

3 Active Defensive -.028 .899*

4 Passive Defensive .312 .796*

4/-

111

A

* These variables hid a factor loading of ^40 or better and were used
to construct a unit weighted score for each factor. See text for

further explanation.

.

-614-
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STAGE III

SOCIAL ATTITUDES INVENTORY

YUGOSLAVIA - 10 Year Olds
Factor Loading

Sub-Scores

37 Task Achievement

38 Authority

39 Aggression

40 Interpersonal RelatiOris

41 AnAey

/

Factor 25'

.595*

.692*

.533*

. 701*

. 351

* These variables had a factor loading of .40 or better and were
used to construtt,a unit weighted score for each factor. See
text for furlher explanation.
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Table 11

COMPARISON OF FACTORS ACROSS SAMPLES

TUOOSLAVIA - 10 Year Olds

COMION FACTORS
NewFactor Factor Stage I Stage III
Designation Abbre- Deals- Desig-

viation nation nation RAP/

t

It

III

IV'

Y

VI

3

C

4
'VII

C(SC) 1*

C(SC) 2

C(SC) 3

C(SC) 4

C(SC) 7

OVAL li

OVAL 12

OVAL 14

OVAL 15

OVAL 16

1* Copes with Anxiety

2 Copes with Task Achievement

4 Copes with Authority

3 Copes with Aggression
/

5 Copes with Relations,

11 Values Altruism, Self- satisfaction, and Associates;
does not value Management nor Economic Returns
(Values Surroundings; does not value Independence
nor Prestige).

12 Does not value Creativity nor Intellectua.1 Stimulation
(values Management and Security).

16 Values Security (Values Success; does not value Independence
nor Associates.

15 Does not -1.m1 Esthetics (Values Self-satisfaction, and
Variety; does 't value Surroundings).

14 Does not value-Yotlowing Fathers occupation
(Values Variety and Independen

UNI ORS
Factor Stage I se III
Abbrs.' Desig- Des
viation nation nation NAME

A

40.

C(SC)
6 , Copes effectively with Aggression with positive,

not egative Affect.
C(SC) 5 Co effect wily yid) Interpersonal Relationgth

C(SC)
Neu ral net Negative Affect.

.

Positive attitude toward Authority with positive
Affect toward Authority and Task Achievement, without
neutral Affect toward,Task Achievement.
Positive attitude toward Authority, Interpersonal
Relations and Task Achievement.
Copes via Stance with Authority without positive
Affect toward Interpersonal Relations

el
OVAL 13

C(SC)
Neutral, not hostile Affect toward Aggression and'

Values Surroundings; does not value Prestige.

Isterpersogal Relations. 4..
C(SC)

Positive utitoie toward Task Achievement and
. Aseressivenot neutral Affect toward Puthority without

C(SC). 9

C(SC) 10

hostile Affect towed Anxiety. it
C(SC) -... 8 Copes effectively with Authority with neutral, nor

hostile Affect.
C(SC) 7 4 Copes effect:144y with Task Achievement with positive

Affect; positive attitude toward Interpersonal -

Relations with positive Affect.C(80 10 Posi4ve attitude toward Anxiety with hostile not
deproetilve Affect toward Aggregation.

.OVAL_ - 13
. Values fittest and Prestige.

.

These susbece appear Is the Porter Analysis Tables 1, 2, 4, 5.
0* The weriableh is parentheses osly appeal' lb toe of the Sectors.

-616-
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Table 12
a

SIGNIFICANT SEX DIFFERENCES*

YUGOSLAVIA 10 Year Olds - Stage I
Probability

Level

C(SC)1-I F < M** Copes tfectively with Anxiety via
Stance nd Engagement with neutral,
not negative Affect. 2 <.037

1C(SC)4 -IV F > M Copes effectively with Aggression via
Stance and Engagement . ". 2 < .001

OVAL 15-C F < M Values Self-satisfaction; doesn't value
. Esthetics and Surroundings 2 < .001

OVAL 16-VIL
F > M Values Variety and doesn't Follow

Father

nC(SAI)17 F < M Self - report of good coping

2 < .002

2_ < .008

* 5/18 (27%) of the significance'teits were significant above chance.
This indicates these results were not spurious (cf. Godbout, Marston,
Borich, Vaughan, 1977).

** F= Female M = Male

= An identica1ex difference in both samples (%tages I and III)

= No comparably instrument in the other sample--

-617-



Table 13

SIGNIFICANT SEX DIFFERENCES*

YUGOSLAVIA.- 10 Yeaf Olds -- Stage III

iC(SC)3-IV F > M**

Probability
Level

Copes effectively with'Aggreasion E. < :004

C(SC)6 F > M Neptral, not hostile Affect toward
Interpersonal Relations, with neutral,
not hostile Affect toward Aggression. EL< .006

,C(SC)7 F > M Positive attitude toward Task AchieVement
with depressive not neutral Affect toward'
Authority, but without hostile Affect
toward Anxiety. P < .019

.
OVAL 11-A F > M Values Altruism, Self-satisfaction,

Surroundings, and Associates; doesn't
4alue Management, Prestige, or Economic
Returns. 2. <

. ,

.018

nC(VOL)20 If > M Gains satisfaction from iCtual.accomr,,
plishmenps. rather than ideation or k <
fantasy.

% .'

.003

ne(SAI)25 F > M Copts effectively 2. < .018

* 6/25 (242).of the significance tests were significant abov'e chance.
This indicates these results were not spurious (cf. Godbout, Marston,
Borich, Vaughan, 1977).

** F m. Female M i Male

An identical sex difference in both samples (Stfes I and III)

. No comparable instrument in the other sample.

-618-
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Table 14

SIGNIFICANT SES DIFFEkENCES*

YUGOSLAVIA - 10 Year Olds Stage I

C(SC)6 L1< M** Copes effectively with Aggressio
with positive, not negative Affect

OVAL 11-A L k M Values Altruism,Self-tatisfaction,
and Associates; doesn't value Inde-

-pendence, Management, and Economic .

Retucts. p. < .001

OVAL 12-VI "L

Probability
Lemer

< .005

> M Values Security; doesn't value
Intellectual Stimulation and
Creativity p. < .024

OVAL 16-VII L > M Values Variety and doesn "t Follow
Father. p < .011

46.

* 4/18 (22%) of the significance tests were signific
This indicates these results were not spurious
440rioh,, Vaughan, 1977).

Lower Class M - Middle Class* *

56
-619-
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Table 15

SIGNIFICANT SES bIFFERENCES*

YUGOSLAVIAI- 10 Year Olds - Stage III

I Probability
Level

OVAL 15-C L < mi4 Values Variety; do sn't value Esthetics

p < .012

* 1/25 (4%) of the significance tests were si ficant above chance.

This.indicates the results may have been spur us (cf. Godbout,

Marston, ,Borict, Vaughan, 1977).

** = Lower Class M - Middle Class
df

7--
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Table 16a.

-Stage I

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

YUGOSLAVIA 2.,10 Year Olds a

6

CRITERIO:. Reading .Achievement

Predictor-.
Variables: F p Multiple R Rt R

2
Change

iC(SC)1-I 10.49 .001 .19 .04 .04.
si r

-nC(SAA)18 4.88 .028 .23 ''''' .05 .02

OVAL 11-A 9.23. .003. .29 .08 %03

-10VAL 12-VI 5.63 .018 .32 .10 .02

iOCC ASP 21.68 ,.001 .41 .17 .07

jED ASP. 9.60 .002

iBAVEN 17.4i .001

.44

.49

.20

.24

.011,

.05

i
BRS '8.48 .004 * .52 -.27 .02

Additional Explanatory Variables:

Pr r p

C(SC)2 -II

-80VAL:14-B

I iti

.12

.05

An identical predictor or explanatory fadSbr across samples.

im No comparable instrument in the other sample

A similar predictor across samples

-621-
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Table 16b. -

sstage-
I. - ,

i DESCRIPTION OF
e

4M6SLAVIA 110 Year Olds

i

GRESSION FACTORS

C(SC)1tI '= "Copes wijh Anxiety

-n,
- CiSAI)18* = Doms ndt show defensive behavior
. T

--'=OVAL 11 -A` = Values Altruism, Solt-Satisfaction and Associates; does
Ns nollvatue Independence, Management,'norEcommic Returns

4"-
i
()VAL 12-VI =, Does not Value Security; values Creativity and

Intellectual Stimulation . 2

i
OCC ASP '1w -Occupational.AspiratIOn

i
ED ASP * Educational Aspiration

r,
i
RAVEN = Raven .Progressive Matrices

LitiS = Behavior Rating Scale

,

CR ITERION: Reading Achievement

e.

Additional Ex anatnrl, Variables
"' r (,/

4 4

.

. ..

C(SC)2 -If w Copes' with Task libievemexit :
. &

lt ..

. .

+JD

,
a..

100

= Does'adt value Success awl Security; values Assodiattt
,

4

=

= No comparable instrwneent in the other sample

1
r.S 4

1

= An-identical predictor or explanatory faotor across Waiples,'

= A similai..predictoractoss samples

* FactOrs which predict negatively are described in toms of the

behitior this indicates. The game factor may be 4escrilecr in
opposite terms when,in.sode ether analysis, it hiTs a p7ritivd
predictive value. ,

4



Table 17a.
.

tage
REGRESSION ANALYSIS

s

YUGOSLAVIA 10 Year 01 s
Predictor
Variables;

iC (SC)1-I

nC (VG4:019

80VAL 16-B

F \
p Multiple R R2 Change. , \

10.66 .001 .26 , .O7 :07

8.33 .\004 .34 .11 .05\.
3.71 . ;056 .37. .14 02'

. 9.12 .003 .43 .19

4

CRITERION: Rea in Achlev ment

14.08

20. 36

27.41

.001 \ .51 .26 .07.., *

.001. .59 .35 .09 i.
..,

.001 .67

Addit4onal Explanatory Variables:
pr

C(SC)4--III

IOVL 12-VI

jOCC I:SP
.

OVAL 13

OVAL 14-VII

k

p

n
= No coMpara,ble instrument in the other samp
.1 An identics1 Vrtdictor or ekihanntory fac r across sampled

.45. .10

r 15

. 17 .95

-95

. 16 .0i Olt

.18 it°5

14 X

a. A' similar predictor across samples

-6231\
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z

YUGOSLAVIA
Predictor

Variables:
N.

n
C(SAI)25

' C(SC)1 -I

nC(VOL)19

s
OVAL 16-B

i
ED ASP'

RAVEN

sh iBRS

rc

Table 17b.

- Stage III

DESCRIRTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

- 10 Year Olds`_

Copes effectively

Copes with Anxiety

CRITERION: Reading Achievement

Prefer Task Achievement and Obedience.

Values Independence not Security

Educational Aspiration
ro

Raven;Progreisive Matrices
4

Behavior Rating Scale

Additional Explanatory Variables:

C(SC)4 -III =

iSVAL 12 -VI -

,OVAL.13 -

OVAL 14-VII=

Copes with-Authority ,

Valued Intellectual Stimulation and
Management
Values Success and Prestige

4

Creativity not

Values Independence; does not value Following Father's
Occupation

lOCC
ASP ----.---4f4)eeupa-ena-1--Asplr-at4ou-

es

%. Np.comparable instrument in the otter
1 ..

191.

k
similar' predictor acrostVsamples

= An identical predictor or explanatory

f624-

sample

factor abtffiss samples,
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T ble 18a.

Stage I

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

YUGOSLAVIA - 10 Year Olds CRITERION:* Math Achievement

4fredictor

ariables:

1C(SC)3-III

C(SC)8

1-OVAL 12-VI

OCC ASP

YP1

4.63

\
3.78

8.74

23..19

p

.032

.0)3

.003

.001

{

qp

iBRS

0.411, -.

"*-..,!
C

16.86 .001

Additional Explanatory Vali-ables:

pr

OVAL 11-A .13

Multiple R R2 R2 Change

;13 .02 .02

.17 .03 .01

.24 .06- .03

.36 .13 .07

.6
.. '47 . .22 .09

..-Ao",-*- it' 4- rni, k .,,,,,,,,, .

.51 .

$ ,

;26 .Q5

° s'
- OVAL 14-B

ED ASP .20. '.00L

9

irf

.05

-.1.2 .05

1

i An identical predictor or explanatory factor across samples-.a
A similar eredictor across samples

t

,662
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Table 18b.

Stage I

DESCRIPTION OF*'644SSION FACTORS,
,;th -

i

YUGOSLAVIA - 10 Year Olds CRITERION:. llath Achievement

Predic4r
Variables:

iC(SC)3-III
=

'

C(SC)8

- OVAL 12-VI* =

MC: Apf.

RAVEN

BRS

Copes with' Authotity

Positive attitude toward Authority with Positive
Affect toward Authority and Task Achievement, without
Neutral. Affect toward Task Achievement.

Values Creativity and Intellectual Stimulation; does
not value Security.

Occupational Aspiration

Raven Progressive Matrices

= 'Behavior Rating Scale

AdditionalExplanatory Variables:

OVAL 11-A

-80VAL 14-B

iED . A8P

= Values Altruism, Self-Satisfaction, and Associates;
0

, does not value Independence, Management, and Economic
Returns. ;

= Values Associates; does-not value Success and Security

EAAfational Aspiration

r

a '4 ,

go An identical predictor or explanatory factor{ across samples

a .

. .0.7 S. V

= A similar predictor across Samples
* 4

ofFactors which predict negatively are described in terms Of de
behavior this indicates. The same factor may be described in
opposite terms when, in some other analysis, it has a, positive-

predictive value.

A

r626-
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Table 19a.

?,

Stage III

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

YUGOSLAVIA - 10 Year Olds CRITERION:' Math Achievement

Predictor
Ya.riables: Multiple R R

2
R
2

Change

n
C(VOL)19

n
C(VOL)17

iC(SC)4-III

i
RAVEN

iERS

15.41

6.02

19.55

15.07

,

r

.001

.007

02

.001 .

.001

w. .30

.37

.41

.51

.58

.09

. .13

.17

.261

.33

.09

.04.

.03-

,.10

.07

.0

-1

Additional Explanatory Variables:

pr

C(SC)8 .17 .05

C(SC)9 .17 ' -.05

i0VAL 12-VI .17 .05

n
C(SA1)25

. .22 Y05

1ED ASP '.18

°OVAL 16-13,.1 .17 .04

n
No comparable instrument in the other sample

4
-An iaentgtal predictor or explanatory factor across samples

Asimilar predictor across samples

O
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YUGOSLAVIA

Predictor
Variables:

nC(VOL)19

n
C(VOL)17

C(SC)4-III

iRAVEN

ha&

_TableJW

Stage III

DESCRIPTION OF. REGRESSION FACTORS

10 Year Olds `CRITERION; Math Achievement

Prefers Task Achievement and Obedience

InternalnControl of academic tasks, prefers Earned
Status, views world as complex, extrinsically motivated,

-Copes with Authority

Raven Progressive Matrices2

- IMIAMkir-Iatior Scale

Additional Explanatory Variables:

c(SC)8

C(SC)9

Copes effectively With Authority with Neutral, not
Hostile Affect

. Copes effectively with Task Achievement with Positive
Affect;- Positive Attitude toward Interpersonal Relations

with Positive Affect

Values IntellectliaipStiMulation and Creativity; does not

value Management

Copes effectively

i
OVAL

.

12-VI a

ne(SAI)25

. f.iEb ASP a Educational Aspiration

sOVAL 1814-nir-Valdeg-Todepeodenee; does not

K1.

)Security

n
a No,comparable instrument in the other sample

a An identical predictor or explanatory factor across

a A siailar predictor across samples
. .

i

a

-628-
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Table 24.-
r

Stage,
REGRESSION ANALYSIS

YUGOSLAVIA - 10 Year Olds CRITERION:,,GKade Point Average

Multiple R R
2

R
2

Change

Predictor
Variables: F p

i
-C(SAI)18.

-C(SC)10

s
OVAL .4--

-OVAL 2-VI

i
LOCC ASP

.ti.

ED ASP

1RAVEN ,18.00

12.52

k.06

9.68

3.71

32.89

10.11

,

.001

.045'

.002 a
it

..055

.001

.002
-4

.001

.21 .--- .04 .04`
4

.24 -,
,

.06 .01

r
.
.30

1
:09 .03

.32Aw ia , .01

.044 ,.20'

.48 .23

%

.52 .27

1 7 Q. 27_.,.. _ . - -

Additional' Explanatory' Variables :

pr

-

No comparable instrument in the other sampl.tor,

.10

.03 . .

.05

A similar predictor across samples
.

.

. 4. An identical predictor or explanatory factor' across samples

4 4119..:

666
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Table 21b.

Stage III .

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION, FACTORS

YUGOSLAVIA - 10 Ye:Olds*

Predictor
Variables:

* .

n C(6L)7 =

n
C(SAI )25 =Y

nC(VOL)19 =

CRITERION: Grade Point.Average

Internal Control, prefers Earned Status,views

as complex, extrinsically motivated

Copes.ef ectively

PrefersJTIk Achievement ante Obedience

C(SC)4 -III. =Cope wfEh A4thority

.nd(VOL)22i

iED-ASP

10CC ASP

I-RAVEN

B RS

Prefers solving problems

= 0,catiorial Aspiration

a Occupational Aspiration

by oneself .

Raven Progressive Matrices,

Behavior Rating Scale

Additiphal Explanatory Variables:

c(sc)-v
C(SC)9 eihe

OVAL 13

nC(VOL)20

:s0VAL 11-A

a
a

a

Copes with interpersonal Rat ions

Cdpes effectively with Tasic Achievement With Positive

Affect; Positive Attitude toward.fnterpersonal Relations

with Positive' Affect
Values "tUccesd and Prestige

a

wozld

= Prefets indtrumental action

= Values Altruism, SelfSatisfaction,, Surroundings. and

Associates% does not value Management, Prestige or

Economic Returns

= comparable instrument in'th, other sample

/-* identical predictO ni explanatory factor

s
= A similar predictor across samples ` A

4
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VP. Table 22

PERCENT OF VARIANeE EXPMINED

YUGOSLAVIA - 10 Year Olds - Stage I 4

Reading Achievement Math Achievement GPA
4b

Aptitude (unique) 4.8%.

C ing/Motivatsion (unique) 16.5%

7 Total). 24.5%

k
, YUGOSLAVIA - 10 Year Olds - Stage III

: Aptitude (unique)

8.6% , 4.8%

a

,8.2%' 18.7%

21.8% 27.4%

9.0% 9.7% 4.4%

Coping/Motivation (unique) 16.87 12.6% :v,22.7%

.

Total 34.7% 26.4% 35.2%

Table 23
-

CORRELATIONS AMONGThE,.6JITERIA

YUGOSLAVIA - 10 Year Olds - Stage I

Reading. Achievement Math Achievement ,GPA

Reling

Math .45

GPA .45

-YUGOSLAVIA - 10 Year Olds - Stage III

.46
at

Reading

Math .57

GPA
/
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----YUGOSMI/07-1-4-YEAR-OtIIS---RESUITS-AND DISCUSSION

This section provides a detailed picture of the coping patterns
associated with achievement in Yugoslavian 14 year old students from
the 1965 (Stage I) and 1968 (Stage..III) samples. The results include
factor analyses of the coping/motivational instruments: Sentence
Completion, Occupational Values, View f Life, and the Social Attitudes
InVentory. The factOr comparison finds gs.are presented,, indicating

the degree of correspondence between the two samples of Yugoslavian
students. Sex and sociokoinothic status differences are then described.
Finally, the regression analyses are delineated in order to show the
specific factors that gredict and explain achievement.for these
students.

FACTOR ANALYSES

Sentence Co letion

--Fact analysis of the BetlleLuLe-Comptetion-v.atiableI
both Stage. I and III, in ten factors which accounted for a substanttal-
percentage of the respective variances. These variables grouped Primafily
according to behavior areas, e.g., aggression variables loading on one
factor, authority variables on another. The Stage I Analysis appears in
Table 1 There were five general factors: coping with aggression,
authority:anxiety, interpersonal relations, and task achievement. Most
included neutral, not negative affect, in the respective behavioral' area.
Unit weights were constructed using those variables having a factor
loading (< .40). For example, factor 1 consisted -of all fivevaiiilables
dealing with coping with anxiety. Factors 6-10 also tended to have
variable-loadings grouped according to sub-aspects of the behavioral
areas. The Stage III factor analysis (Table 2)'yielded the same tendencies
with a major factor corresponding to each of the five behavioral areas,

4

As these factors appeared to-be yielding similar results; a com-
a parisoo was made of the first five factors (see Table 3). These factoi

were highly similar, with respective percentages of common variables
across stages of 100%, 60'%,fi0%, 80Z, and 100%. Some of the variables
.which did not load higher than .40 on both stages still showed similar
direction. 'Wile the program RELATE could not ,1e run:Oe to different
twitters of_ variables in, the two staga44-' these-fa cit-or-s-wer-e-eenaldefed-

"identical," and appeared to indicate a stable "Yugoslavian" construct 7.

system at.age 14, that defined coping skills in the five areas. separately.

ational Values'

-

Factoranalyses off& Occupational Valueb variables yielded six
/0

factors in both Stages I and III.. Orme again, variables having a
,factor lOaAing < .40 *ere used to construct a Unit weighted score for
each factor (see analises in Tables 4 and 5).

4

4;
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A comparison of the Occupational Values factors, according to
the RELATE factor comparison method, is represented in Table 6.. It
can be seen that only two of the six factors were "similar," having
a cosine of .8 or better (interpreted similar to'a correlation
coefficient). Table 7 depicts the item comparison of these two
factors across the two stages. The results of this'comparison indicated
little sigilafity in constructs across time for Yugoslavian 14 year old
students.

Views of Life

The View of Life instrument was used only in Stage ICI. The factor
analysis of these varieties yielded eight factors and is depicted in
Table 8.

Social Attitudes Inventory

Thv factor analysis of the Social Attitudes Iomentory (SAT) for
__Stage I is illustrated in zariga_e This was a sea-report measure of

.

coping effectiveness. Two factors emerged: ineffective ox defensive
responding, .and 1ositive coping..

InStage III, the #AI was an entirely different questionnaire. The
factor analysis is shown in Table010, and one factor emerged. This factor
reported effective coping across all five behavioral areas.

,r

SUMMARY OF FACTOR COMPARISONS ACROSS SAMPLES

The summary of the comparison of all factors from the first and
second samples is presented in Table 11. The comparison was made between
the Sentence Completion and Occupational Values instruments which were
administered to both samples. (The SAI was re-designed for the second,
sampl.R.) Table ll.was designed to facilitate the general comparability
of the factor structures across the two samples. If a factor in one
sample had no corresponding factor in the other sample, the factor
retained its original designation. For example, the Sentence Completion
factor C(SC)6 of Stage I had no comparable factor in the second stage.'
If, however, a factor did have a comparable factor in the other sample,
it received a new designatiz.0.1.

The comparison of the Sentence Com pletion factors was made on the
basis of their factor Content, described earlier. The first five factOrs
were very similar and-will be referred to as "identical" factors. These
factors have a Roman numeral designation'in-Table 11.

. ..

The Occupational Values instrument was compared y the RELATE
IIPP factor comparison method. Two of these factors we "limner" (RELATE

value of .80 to .90) and they'received an alphabe is designation. For
example, similar factor "A" consisted of original factor OVAL\11.in
oth samples. The unique factors in each sample are listed below these,
eying no comparable factor in the other sample.

G
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In _ o . camp e, e Trist five Sentence
Completion factors were identical across stages. While there were
no identical factors in the Occupational Values comparison, two of the
six comparisons were similar. These results indicate that the factor
structures intibp two samples were similar in some respects, giving
evidence that ege coping and motivation patterns represented by these
factors may remain stable in the Yugoslavian 14 year. old student
population.

SEA4pIFFERENCES

Stage I.sex differences are listed in Table 12., Males coped more
effectively with anxiety and with interpersonal reThtions. Females,
however, expressed mare positive attitudes toward authority, inter-
personal relations, and task achievement. In regard to Occupational
Values, males placed greater value on intellectual stimulation,

.

creativity, independence, management, and following father's occupa-
tion. Females, on the other hand, more highly valued security, esthetics,
and surroundings.,

In Stage III (Table 13), females expressed more neutral and less
hostile affect toward interpersonal relations. In the work setting,
females placed greater value on altruism, surroundings, associates, self-
satisfaction, security, and esthetics. Males tended to more highly
value management, economic returns, and following father's occupation.
Finally; females also expressed more satisfaction gained.from,ictual,
accomplishments, rather than subsequent rewards.

Across stages, males consistently
father's occupation than did females.
highly value managerial power, whereas
security and pleasant surroundings.

placed greater value on folldeing
In addition, males tended to more

females put more emphasis op,job

SES DIFFERENCES

There were few social class differences among Yugoslavian 14 year
olds. Stage I differences are listed in Table 14. In regard to
Occupational Values,'lower-class students. placed greater value on
security, esthetics, and surroundings, Whereas the middle class more
highly' alued intellectual stimulation, creativity, and following father's
occupation. On theSAI, lower-class students reported more defensive
behavior and less good coping, indicating that the middleclag-s generally
saw themselves as better copers than did'the lower class.

In Stage III (Table 15), only,Oree of two/ray-five tests were
significant, possibly due to chance. Widdle -class students expressed
more neutral, less hostile affect about interpersonal relations. The
middle class also placed greater value on 'following father's occupation, -.

and expressed greater pre ce for independent action.

If

Cu
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`:tie on y-SESdiff-erentes-common to both stages was that
class students more highly valued following father's occupation than
did the lower class. In sum, it appears that there was little
difference between the social classes in Yugoslavia 'n the coping
and motivational characteristics of 14 year old stud ts.

SUMMARY OF REGRESSION' ANALYSES

Reading Achievement

Predictofs of reading achieveAent for Stage I are listed in
Tiables 16a and 16b. Good readers reported less defensive respond-
sling than poorer readers. They were also rated highly-by their peers
on the Behavior Rating Scale. Although coping with anxiety was
positively correlated with reading achievement, oter Sentence Com-
pletion factors produced an unusual pattern of results in.this sample.
Good readers did not cope effectively with aggression, although they'
expressed a positive, not negative. affect toward aggression. They
did TIM' confront problems related to persons in authority. Not
surprisingly, these students also sowed a Jack of ppsitiveattitude
toward -authority and interperSbnal relations. In -g work setting, good .

readers highly valued intellectual stimulation and creativity, bat not
security. They had high aptitude scores and high aspirations, both
educational and occupational.

In Stage III (Tables 17a and 17b), peer ratings of coping skill
were not associated with reading achievement. Good readers did express
a greater preference for independent action. In regard toOccupational
Values, these tudents placed greater value on altruism, surroundings,
associates, I ellectual stimulation, creativity, and variety, aind less
value on self-satisfaction and security than poorer readers. (The

apparent contradiction between.OVAL 14 and OVAL 11, regarding manage-
ment and e nomic returns, can best be interpreted as cancelling each

76other out. 'Good readers in this sample also had high aptitude scores
and high educational and occupational aspirations, ,

Across the two stages, good readers consistently valued creative
and intellectually stimulating work. They had good aptitude and high
aspirations. Coping, however, was less associated with reading achieve-
ment than in most other national samples. In fact, it was not .8,4022,x111

predictive in Stag*'III and at times predicted negatively in Sta e r'
(cf, aggression and authority). FprtiOer, peer ratings were not predictive
in Stage III. In sum, t appears that reading achievement was enerally
not explanable by either classroom hehalTn or self-reported coping skills

1-1in_Yugoslavian 14 year aid students. (fr-

t

0

e
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yathAchikiMent

There were few predictors of math achievement in Stage I (Tables
l8a-andj8h). Students who were good in math reported less'defensive

behavior ajd were rated higher by their peers on the Behavior Rating

Scale than were poorer students. In addition, pod math students had

high aptitudescnres adihigh educational and occupational aspirations.
None of the Sentence Completion or Occupational Values factors were

predictive of math achievedent in this sample.

, In Stage III, good math students coped effectively with aggres-
slop-and with authority. They expressed neutral, not hostile affect
about interpersonal relations,. and a lack of positive affect toward

anxiety-,arousing 'situations. These students valued artruism, sur-
rounding, and associates. They had high aptitude and high aspira-
tions for job and school.' Peer ratings were not predictive/in this
sample..

, . .

A comparison,Of the two stages shows that good math students
consistently had goo aptitude and strong motivation for success in
school'ind work.' Adiin-reading achievempnt, however, coping scores
and occupational values were not as important for success for
Yugos14vian 14 year olds and in other samples, although coping with
aggresgion and with persons in authority was predictive,in S ge III.

Grade Point'Average
%.

. .

--N4. . Predlccprs'of GPA, in Stage 10 are listed in Tables 20a and 20b.
Successful students, reportedless defensive responding and-were rated
higher by their peers on the Behavior Rating Scale-than were poorer
students. In a work setting, students with high GPA placed greater
value on intellectual stimulation, creativity, altruisqp self-satis-.
faCtioh, and surroundings, and less value cin'security, and following ,

fatherfs occupation. In addition!, these students had high aptitude,
scores and high educational and occupational aspirations. .

I .- .

In St4e III (Tables 21a and 21b) #students with high GPA coped.,
. A

:well w

I

th-authority and. expressed a preference for inaepeaent action
as wel 'as neutral, not hostile:affeet toward interpersonal relations.
these students we're rated highly by their peers on'the,Behavior Rating
Scale. ',Also, they had high aptitude sc6 ores/and high aspirations, both

educatioial and occupatpnal:

..
. I o. .

._

A cooper/6bn across stages indicated tha.students with high GPA
had high aptitude scores and strong motivation to succeed in work and
in school. Peer ratings were extremely powerful predictorsof-CPA,
suggesting that these teacheraivere sensitive to students' classroom
behavior in assigning grades. As with the'achievement test criteria,' ,

some coping akills'and occupational values" predicted grades, but not
the same ones from sample to sample. -,
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PERCENTAGE OF VARIANCE

It is also useful toconsider the percent of variance accounted
for by aptitude and,coping/motivation

variables, respectively, in
,accounting for success on the criterion measures. It can fie seen that
aptitude was not alway& an important predictor for all criteria. It41.
accounted for an average of 4.5! of the variance in reading. In math,
aptitude was a stronger predictor (15.5%) in Stage I, but accounted for
only 3.1% of the var in Stage III. In terms,of GPA,.aptitude
predicted only about 3% of the variance, suggesting that other f'actors..
were much more. important to'teacher in assigning 'grades. Peer ratings
(BRS) may reflect these other, possibly behavioralirariables, as they
were, indeed, powerful predictor's of .GPA in both stages.

The coping/motivation variables were generally much-more
significant predictors than aptitude for Yugoslavian 14 year olds,
accounting for an average of 18°6 of the variance in reading achieve-
went, 11% in math, and 37% in GPA. While Sentence Completion and
Occupational Values factors were predictive for some criteria in

' one stage or the other; a.large Part of the contribution of Coping/
motivational variables was determined by the motivational measures
of educational and occupational aspirations, especially for GPA.

, 4
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STAGE I

SENTENCE COMPLETION

Loadings.

Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor 'Fa

6

39 Attitude - Authority --.005

YUGOSLAVIA.- 14 1 2 3 4 5Year Olds

Item

-.094
Relations _

,41, Att. - Task Achievement -4111

.43 Aggression - Stance -.045

44 Aggression - Engagement X2.7

45 iAggresson - COping Efi: .033 .986* -$017. .047 .003

46 Aggression' - Neg. Affect -.012 .-.760*' .093 -.130 -.043

47 Aggression - Pos. Affect .012 .760* -.093 .140 .04"

48 Authority .-- Stance .016 -.038 -.027. .374' .211

49 Authority - Engagement .163 .,7.003 .028 .508* -.002

.50 AuthoPity - Coping Eff. .054 .024 .106 .8451* .066

51 Authoiity -,Neg. Affect -.124 -.079 -.000 .-.920* .106

52 Authority - Neutral Aff. .097 .095 -.031 -.888* -.136

53 Authority - Pos. Affect '.065 -.061 .100 -.031 .110

54 Anxiety - Stance . .921* .061 -.009 .038. .029

SS Anxiety -rEngagement '.804* .094 -.026 .033 .028

5§ Anxiety - Coping Eff.' :933* -.013 .020 .058 .04&

.57.-4nxiety'- Neg. Affect -.909* .023 -.030 -.078 .055
. ,

58 Anxiety - Neutri1 Aff. .909* -.023 .U30. .0704 -.055

40 Att. -.. Interpersonal

.045 .147 ,045 .230

.913* .039 .012 -.025

.830* .017 -.036 -.036

.070 .115 .087 .115

.004 -.056 .092 -.096

^

675.

.047

.032

. 000

.051

. 066-

.001

.066

-.066

,-.084

.062

-.029

.64

I.129

-.185

.012

.094'

-.-002

-.140

- .140

ctor Factor
7 8

-.003, .013 -

-.102 .232

.102 -.232 -

.167 -.028

'.114 -.207

-.0454 .178

.087 -.113

-..083 .070 -

-.010 .120'

.016 -.937

-.468 :-.065 -

.030 .023 -

.001 .019 -

-.001 -.019

9 10

.211 .402* -.400* -.088

-.106 .178 '.189 -.089

-.095 .227 .301 -.124

.094 -.008

.478* -.094

.478* .094

.601* .16T

.457* -.069

:163 .269

.033 -.003

.054 -.256

.071' .825*

.005 -.026

.042 .044

.049 7.025

.049 .025

.039 .695* -.010 .082

-.018 .713* -.001 -.023



STAGE I
. .

SENTENCE COMPLETION

-' Loadings
. . Fat-or Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor'

YUGOSLAVIA - 4 Year Olds (continued)
2 '3 , 0 4 5

'

& - 7 8 9 10

Item .

59 Interperson.al Relations -.028 -.021 -.024 -.075, .871* .227 .000 - .034 .024 .100
- Stance

60. IPR - Engagement -.004 .008 -.012 -.072 .928* .157 -.031 .052 .010 -.Q.!,

61 IPR - Coping Eff. .105 .003 .037 .032 .675* .681*, -.015 .053 .040 41.019

62 -IPR - Negitive Affect -.223 -.011 -.029 -.095 7.150 -.929* .019 - .026 .016 :1012

63 IPR - Neutral Affect ..219 .042 .080 .253 ,861* -.026 .082 -:118

.64 IPR - Positive Affedt -.023 -.050 -.053 .060 -.400* .295 -.027 - .219 -.013 .512*

65 Task Achievement. - StanCe-.013 -.006 .942* .003 -.016 .041 .079 .080 -.002 .086

66 Task Ach. - Engagement -.068 -.01s1 .797* -.037 -.131 .075 -.052 .080 .096 :056

67 Task Ach. - Coping Eff. .051 -,016 .949* .Q38 .053 .001 ..079 .009 -.064 -.008

68 Task Ach. - Neg. Affect a.210 .071 -.587* -.155 -.26.8 .356 .167 .133 .130

69 TaskAch. - NeutalAff. .103, -.001, .312 e.139111° :158 .1.042 -:877* - .116 -:.088 -.082

70 Task Ach. - Pos. Affect .104 ,-.082 .259 -:011 .097 , -.094 .812* - .035 -.033 -.062

, A
. .,,

.

`'-ik These variables had kfactor loading of .40 or'better and Are used to constliuct a-unit weighted
score for each factof: -See text' explanation.
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Table 2 \

STAGE III

SENTENCE-COMPLETION

Loadings. .
Factor Factor-Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor

9 10
YUGOSLAVIA - 14 Year Olds

. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

. ..
Item

. . ,

64 Task AchieVement Attitude .028' .047 ,.002 -.Q44 -.069 -.057 .174 -Ain
.... .

_646T.A. -,Stance .070 .9b4* .127 .005 .083, .014 .079 . .002

46 T.A. - Engagement -.004 .915* .026 .005 .032 -.014 .069r

67 T.A...1kAidig 6yice -.056 .873* .098 :.040 .048 -.008 100r- .014

68 T.A. - Coping Effect ---, .116 .539*
.
.204 0.099 .160 .077 .179.. .269

49 T.A. - Hostil'e Affect .r.019.4.-.239 -.39'9 .004 -.139 .203, .005 .221

7Q T.A. - Depressive Aff. -.24 -.451* - :207', .137: .032 '.100 -.070 .215

71 T.A. - Neutral Aff. .106 .725* .186 -.029 -.652 7.025 .-.023 -.455*

72 T.A. - Positive Aff. .063 .512* .177 -.089 440 '-.191 .099 .343

73 Interpersonal Relations .100 -.105 ,180 -.055 -.125 .065 -.048 -.186
Attitude

74 I.R. - Stance ''.(1416 -,064 .059 .881* .003 .035 .005 -.079
1

75 I.R. - Efigagement .174 .025 .127 .947* .101 .047 .041 .030

76 I.R. - Aid/Advice :169 .023 .133 ,946*' .104 .044 , .044 .031

77 I.R. -.Coping Effect .160 .017 .071 .891* .073 .096 .305 -.012,,

78 I.R. - Hostile Affect -.088 -.102 -.1 9 -.106 .034 - ,067 -.816* -.104
i

79 I.R. - Depr;ssive Aff. -.001 -.034 -.007 -.144 /.048 -.021 -.356 .155
f

-80 I.R. - Neutral Aff. ' .074 .107 .113 .176 -.058 .070 .905* ..005

81 I.R: - Positive Aff. ' -.000 .000 Arno. .000 -.000 .000 -.000 .000

1

'677.

, .458* -.034.1.,
.

-...qo .056

1 ..080 :.013.

-.010 -.022'

'.222 .150.

-.150 -.119

'4,413* -.069

-.216 -.147

.025 .366

.517* -.052

-.020 -.095
\

.013 .-,009

.011 -.614

.027 424

.020
.

-.064

-.349 :048

.192 ..026

-.000 -.000



k

STAGE III
.

.

SENTENCE COMPLETION
al

Table 2 (continued).

4

YUGOSLAVIA - 14 Year Olds
*.

'Factgi Factor Fact
1 2

Loadings
Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor

4 5 6' 7 8 9 10

Item ,

82-*-Antherity - Attitude .064,' .055. .272 .063 .175 .040 -.018 - .026 .636* .180
83,Auth. - Stance .085; '.11:9 ./$4* .141 ,.122 .106 .106 -.033 .128
84 Auth. - Engagement -.022 099 .816* .082 -.078 .059 -.112 :132 .143 .064
85 Auth.. - Aid /Advice , .023 - .127 .831* .073 -.024 OM.: -.060 :105 T088 416
86 Auth. - Coping Eft,

' 080 .076 .898* .106 .045 .let .120 - .166 .105 -.079
87 Auth. - Hostile Aff. -.030 .059 -.647* .056 -.117 -.146 -.145 -.055 .092 .427*
88 Auth. - Depress. Aff. -.026 -.049 -.274 - .103 .035 .016 4 .738* -.095 --:111
89 Auth. - Neutral Aff.

4 .042 1.013 .712*, .027 .069 .106 4 -,478* -.006 -.264
90 Auth. - Positive Aff.' -.000 .000 .000 .00C -.000 .000 00 .000 .000 .-.000
91 Anxiety '-- Attitude S -.051 .216 .262 .062 -.168 .204 -.08'2 .152 .052 .434*
92Anx. - Stance .697* -.036 .051 .086 .073 -.223 -.085 .102. .266 -.318

-

93 Anx. -Engagement' .861* .012 *.039 .153 .-.129 .06L ,.075 - .032 .067 .077
94 Anx. - Aid/Advice .860* -.00a .Q;8 .140 r.125 '.076 -.081 - .086 .065 .076
95 Anx. - Coping Elf. .919* .090 .068 .089 .017 -.029 .063 .031. -.007 .00(-
96 Anx.' - Hostile Aff. -.576* -.002 -.004 - .072: .1133 -.060 2.221. .106 .25L -.435
97 Aix. - Depressive Aff. -.489* -.085 -.004 - .014 -.204 -.001 -,135 - .117 -.186 .563*
98, Anx. - Neutral Aff. .747* .G55 ..038 %121 .031 .236 .271 .009 -.082 -.040
99 'Anx. - Positive Aff. :032 .018 -.079 - .150 .051 -.479* -.044 - .002 ..094

4 1
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'STAGE III

SENTENCE CONPLETIOh..,
.

Loadings
--Table 2 (continued) Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Fac4r- Factor Factor Factor

-1 . 2. 3 4, 5 6 8. 10
sw

YUGOSLAVIA - 14 Year Olds

Item

100 Aggression - Stance

Agg. - Engagement

102 Agg. - Aid/Advice

'103 Agg. Copinglffect

104 Agg. - Hostile Aff.

105 Agg. - Depressiie Aff.

106 Agg. - Neutral Aff.

107 Agg...- Positive Aff.

I

-.143 .031 .055 .044 .727* -.298 -.102 -.126 -,088 .006
.

-.035 .016 ,.029 .065 .900* .156' -.010 .014 .013 .028
.009 .056 .032 .105 .899* .161 -.006 -.009 -.039 .030

-.060 .122 .192 .088 .730* .515* .004 -.012 .027 7.074
-.145 -.021 -.150 -.019 -.141 .-.879* -.052 -.118 -.041 .142
.018 -.035 .068 .070 -.258 -.011 .035 .557* -.240 -.2344

.133 .038 ..114 .015 .261 :864* .0.34 -.149 .154 -.028
`0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 04

.* These variables had a factor loading of .40 or better and were used to tonstruct a unit. weighted
score for each factor. See text for further explanation.

1
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Table 3

ITEM COMPARISON FOR YUGOSLAVIA 14 YEAR OLDS - STAGES I AND III .SENTENCE COMPLETION

(Factor, Loadings)

\

I II III IV V
Stage- Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage

T

/
III ,I III I III I III I IIIJ.

Factor No. .1 1 712 5 3 2 4 3 5

6i Task Achievement - Attitude
, I

.

65 TA - Stante .94 .90
t

.1,

66 TA-. Engagement - .80 .92

*67 TA- Aid/Advice 4
.87

68 TA - Coping .95 .54

**69 TA - Hostile -*.* (-.24)
**70 TA - Depressive -.45,

.71 TA - Neutral , (.31) .73

(.26) -.5172 TA- Posite

73:Interpersonal Relations
- Attitude.

74 IPR - Stance

75 iPR - Engagement

*76 IPR - AidtA0ice

77 IPR - Coping
b.

**78 IPR - Hostile '

**79 - Depressive

80 IPR -.Neutral

81.IPR - Fbsitive

6'30

.87 .8,8

'.93 .95

.95 .

.68 .89

-.40;



Table 3
(continued)

ITEM COMPARISON FOR'YVGOSLAV/A 14 YEAR'OLDS - STAGES I AND III - SENTENCE COMPLETION
. .

(Factor loadings)

I

Stage Stage Stair
'I

Factor No.
i

1 1 2'

82 Authority - AttitUde

83 Aueh.. - Stance

84 Auth. - Engagement
.

*85 Auth. -Aid /Advice

86 Auth. - Coping

**87-Auth. - &stile

* *8840 Auth. - Depressive
.

$9 Auth. - Negtral

90 Auth: - Positive

*91 Anxiety - Attitude

92 Anxiety - Stance .92 .M

Stage
'In

Stage Stage ,Stage
I III I

IV

Stage
1.11

V
Stage

I
Stage
III

5 3 2, 4 4, 3' 5 4 .

i

- (.37) .74

s\ .51 .82

83

.85 .90

-.92 -.65

( -.27)

.89 .71 1

93 Anxiety - Engagement .80 .86

*94 Aigiety - Aid/Advice 86
95 Anxiety - Coping .93 .92

**96 Anxiety - Host4e -.91 -.58

**97 Anxiety - Depressive' -.49

98 Anxiety - Neutral .91 %75

*99 Anxiety - Positive
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. Table 3
(continued )

'ITEM COMPARISON FOR YUGOSLAVIA 14 YEAR OLDS - STAGES I'AND III - SENTENCE COMPLETION
(Factor Loadings)

r.

II III IV ' V
Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage. Stage Stage

-..._ I III I III I III I III I. III
.

2 1 4 6 5 3

----,Factor No. .2 2 4

-100 Aggression - Stance .91 .73

101 Aggression - Engagement .83 .90

*102 Aggreksion - Aid/Advice .90

103 Aggression - Coping .99 .73

**104 Aggression

**105 Aggression

*106 Aggression

107 Aggression

- Hostile

- Depressive'

- Nlutrai

- Positive

4

J

-.76 (' -.14)

-.24)

..76

* - This variable was only present in the Stage III instrument.

**,ilm the Stage I instrument, both Hostile and Depressive Affect were scpred as.one variable -

"Negative,Affect".

.
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YUGOILAVIA - 14 YEAR OLDS

Table 4

STAGE

OCCUPATIONALWALUES r

Factor 11 Factor 12 Factor 13 Factor 14- Factor 15 Factor 16
Loading Loading Loading Loading Loading Loadin .

Altruism

Esthetics

-.038

-.090

.007

'-.126

-.352'

-.354

.742*

-.562*

-.123

-.466*,

-.14714

15

16 Independent
4

-.101 .158 .795* -.000: .042

'17 Management . .235 -.347 .630* -.137 -.048 . -'...070

lt Success .111 .011 -.070 .Wat ;081 :793*.,

19 Self-Satisfaction .011 .136 .061 .755* .233 .065

20 Intellectual -.747* .182 -.102 -.024 -.043 -.127
Stimulation .

,.

21 Creativity -.396** .119 .015, -.109 -.201 '.128

'22- Security .640* #.424* -.131 -.172 -.264 -.047

23 Prestige -.061 -.-.548* -.212 . -.248\
1 1

.-.281 .385

24 EConomic Returns .310 -,..617* ., .152 -.228 .013 .089

25 Surrou6dings .270 .111 .059 .027 .746* -.099

26 Associates .200 -.03'7 -.207 .338 .276 -.535*

/7 Variety. -.009 .721** .052 -.029 .034. .156

28 Follallather ' .245 1.035 .010 -.075 -.5234 -.428*

* These variables had a factor loading of .40 or better and Wei* used to construct a unit
weighted score for each factor. See text for further explanation.
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Table 5

Stage

YUGOSLAVIA - 14 Yedr*Olds

OCCUPATIONAL VALUES

13
-,

Factor 14
Loading

Factor 16
Loading

1

Factor

Loading
16

Factor 11
Loading'

factor 12
Loading

Factor
Loadingk .

,.Items

14 Altruism .056 ° -.125 .728* -.026 -
..-'

-.030 -.001
15 Esthetic!! -.033 -.010 -.033 -.021 -.921* .149
lb Indeppndence -.062 .627* -.232 -.037 .110 .001
17 Kmaageient .-.502* .212 -.165 -.438* .135 .340
18 Success -.037 .-.752* -.219 .013 .164 .138
19 Self-Satisfaction

, .024 -.010 .119 .749* .282 .272
20 Intellectual Stimulation 2825k .040 -.015 .016 .124

...._
.185.

'21 Creativity t.769* -460 -.168 1-.193 .040 .089.
22 Security -.200 %235 -.201' .641* -.171 -.120
23 Prestige -.083 -:.652* -.286* -.359, L-.024 ..101
24 Economic Returns -.507* -.167 -.345 -.414* :281 0180
25 Surroundings -.146 .42.3* .454* .184 .250 .182
26 Associates -:222 .231 :743* -.003 .035' :036'.

.-

7 Variety
,

.461* .308 -.122 ' :-.034 .065'",, -.023
28 Follow Father -.169 .051:- -.089 -.064 .164 -.904*

.

.,,
.* Tbese variables had a factor loading of .46 or better and were used to construct a unit

weighted score for each factor. See text for further explanation.
1
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4 _Table 6 t

'FACTOR-COMPARISON FOR YUGOSLAVIA 14-YEAR OLDS - STAGES I AND III - OCCUPATIONAL VALUES

. , ..
kin 1

- /

S-T

.. .

A' G..E

I

I I 1

. . .

t
. , ..

.,

Factors

: 11

12

. 13
.

'14

i 5

16

,c

, ...

.

.

4

actor 11.

)-.842*

.497.

-.145 .

...061 r

-.133 4

.072

Factor 12 'Factor 13

.079 -Am
.,

.480 -.162 .

.580 7.410

-.156 \.60
.e., 0

', .268 .3

- .574.. '-,574

Factor 1 4

,.485

.686

-.275

.316

409

.328

.

Factor 15 Factor 16

-.034 -.204

-.090 -.141%

,590 .226

.707 .076 .

-.341 .823* '

grni
.166

.
.445

r . .,
0 ' - 'e

i . .

* Similar factors If-

** Ideritical factOrs-

a.

.. ,,t
#1

7

/
685
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Table 7

,ITEM COMPARISON FOR YUGOSLAVIA 14 YEAR OLDS - STAGES I AND III - OCCUPATIONAL VALUES
dIFactor Loadings)

A 8 III IV V'
Stage Stage Stage 'Stage. Stage Stage Stage Stiie Stage Stage

I III I III I , III 1 III I III
t

110,,TUG001§KVIA.'

"Factor No. 11 lla "15 16
a

14 Altruism

15'Esthetics .47 (:15),

16 Independence

17 Management '1F(.24)* .50

18 Success

19 Self-Satisfaction

20 Intellectual Stim. -.75 -.83

21.Creativity -,80. -.77'

22 Security .64 `'(.20)

23 Prestige

.24 Economic Returns. (.31) .51

-25 Surroundings

26 Associates

27 Variety

28 Follow Father

( -.01) -.46

.75 (.18)

S

-.52 -.90)
.

e t r -A '
*_These numbers in parenthedee are the.correspondieg loading for each cbuntry on thosesariables
..that were dot used in theenit,weishtedscores, but load'signifiantly in one country.

Notelp.arte signs in --this f ave been reversed as the faCtors are mirror imagq*s. See text
, tfarritrther details,.

. . Of; .......,..,... v.

. ... .., "(

I.
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Table 8

Stage III1 II

1EWS OF LIFE

Factor
24

Factor
21

Factor Factor
22 23 -

ctor
4

1,0adiAgs
Factor Factor Factor

YUGOSLAVIA - 14 Year Olds' 17 18 19
Item

-.019

.046

-.121

.141

-.057

.086

-.107

.084

.617*
i ..

.155

-.014_

.1Q2

.102

-.206

-.093

:058

.349

.079

.006

-.051

.053

.041

.087

.478*

.038

.102

-.085

-,014

.043

.033

.519*

.073

-.050

-.071

-.051

.172

.073

-.199

.038

.102

.142

-.043

-.002

r-..354'

'.142

.037

:115

.151

-.035

-'.077

.1-17-,

.002

.454*

.246-

-.024

.300

.004

-.058

.248

.106

-.180

-.013

.096

.323

-.062

.-.013

- .020''

.074

-.078

.054

-.040

.011.

.D22

.068

-.114

.493*

.064

-.062

.033

1.200

.302 "

.054

.007

.014

-.098

-.197
./

.065

-.051

.448*

.446*

'-.098

.093 -.090

',.069

.067

.08

.068

.048

-.024

.019

-.032

.060

.138

.392

.067

.254

.429*

.035

-.139

-179,

.0317

-:126'

-.4'31*.

.038

.49Z

-.121

-.080

'..094

-.063

.013

.328

-.013

.033

.060

-.118

-.011

.039

.067

.015

.028

-.180

-.074

.031

43 Locus of ContrO1(Internalleiternal)-.056

44 Academic Locusaof Control -.043-

45 Action-Inadtion .587*
1

-DItfil titImmeaeeayecondi l d A .333

47 Race of Action, -.304

48 Intrinsic-Extrinsic Work Motive. .035

49 Task Achievement-Vagaral .181:

50 Competition-Cooperation .311

51 Independent- Obedient .042

52 Earned-Bestowed Status .--.016

53 Confront-Avoid
h.

.138

54 Self - Other Initiation q .030

55 Self - Other Solver .109
....

56 Self - Joint Implementation 38
58 Instrument - Fantasy , .036

59 Emotional Control/Exp;eSaivity. -.044

611P-Aciiviy/Passivity under Stress .076

61 PoSitive/Negative Self-:Esteem .
.203

62 View of Life (Complex/Simple) -.050

* These variables had ejector loading of .40 or-better and were used to construct a unit meighted
. score for each factor. See text for further explanation.
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, Table 9

STAGE I

ti

-SOCIAL ATTITUDES INVENTORY

Loadings

.
YUGOSLAVIA - 14 Year 014s Factor 17 Factor 18

'Sub-Scores

4

.14

v

-.003

.071

.806*

.784*

.720*

.816*

-.090

.170

I Active Coping

2Passive Coping

3 Active Defensive

4 Passive Defensive

a

a

* These variables 11a4ra\factor lofidingof .40 or- better4,and were used
to construct a unit weighted scorefor each factor. See text for
further explanation.

-

.688

ra
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Table 10 -

Stage_IIt'

SOCIALNATTITUDES INVENTORY

'YUGOSLAVIA - 14 Year Olds'
N

factor Loading

Sub-Scores Factor 25
4

37 Task AchieVement .574*

38 Authority .800*

39 Aggression .504*

40 Interpersonal Relations .625*'

41 Aniiety .465*

-41

4

* These variables had a factpr loading of .40 or better and were used
to construct a unitweigilted score for each factor. Sie text for
further explanation.

. .

66.

sew

t,
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Table 11

COMPARISON OF'FACTORS ACROSS SAMPLE'S

YUGOSLAVIA - 14 Year Olds

-

4

COMMON FACTORS
New Factor Fir7 Stage I Stage III
Designation Abbre- Basis- Desig-

viationviation nation nation's

""

I ,C(SC) 1 1 Copes with Anxiety

II:: C(SC) 2 5 ,Copes-with Aggression

' III C(SC) 3 2 Copes with Task Achievement

IV C(5C) 4 3 Copes with Authority '

V C(SC) 5 4 Copes with Interpersonal Relations

,A OVAL 11 11 DoeSn't value Intellectual Stimulation and Creativity;

1

(Values Security, Management, and Economic Return".
mioesn't value Variety).*.

8 OVAL 15 16 Doesn't value Following Father's Occupation (valued
2 Esthetics and Surroundings).

UNIQUE FACTORS

C(SC) 6 Copes effectively with Interpersonal Relations with
`, v Neutral, not Negative Affect.
C(SC) 7 _

I
Positive, not Neutral Affect toward Task 'Achlevement

C(SC) .8 Positive Attitudes toward Authority, Interpersonal
Relations, find Task Achievement

.

C(SC) 9 Negative Attitude toward Task Achievement; Negative,
ndt Positive Affect toward Aggression; copes with
Authority via Stance and Engagement

C(SC) 10 Positive Affect toward Authority and Interpersonal
lalations

C(SC) -" , .6 Lack of Positive Affect toward Anxiety; copes effective'ly
with Aggression with Neutral, not Hostile Affect.

C(SC) 7 Neutral, not Hostile Affect toward Interpersonal Relations
C(5C) 8 Lack of Aeutral Affect toward Task Achievement; Depressive,

not Neutsra1 Affect toward Authority, Depressive Affect
toward Aggression.

. ' C(SC) 9 Depressive Affect toward Task Achievement: Positiye Attitude
Coward Interpersonal Relations, Authority, and Task Achievement.

C(SC) ' 10 Hostile Affect,towa.rd Aiithority; Positive Attitude and
Depressive, not Rostile Affect toward Anxiety.

'OVAL 12 Values iecurityand Variety; doesn't value Prestige and
Economic4Returns.

OVAL 13 - Values Independence and Management

OVAL 14 Values Altruism end Self-Satisfaction; doesn't value

M
Eithetirs. _

OVAL 16 Valises Success; doesn't value Associates and Following

OVAL
. 12

OVAL - .13

*OVAL 14

OVAL - 15

- 17,C(VOL)

C(VOL) 18

C(VOL) 19'

..

. C(VOL),

C(VOL)

C(VOL)

20'

21

22

":rvis - C(VOL)
I(

23

C(VOL) '24

Father's Occupation.

.Values Independence and Surroundpgs;nesn't value
Success sod Prestige,,
Values Altruism, Surroundings,,end Associates

ValPes Sakf=sitisfacti?n and Security; doesn't value
Management and Economic Returns
Doesn't value Esthetics

Prefers Action
(.._

Independent

Prefers fast MC. of Action, Self-Initiator1-

Gains satisfactttn from Actual Accomplishments

revs Life as Complex

IPSIE-Solvtr,alf,Imnlementor

`Confronts Problems and has low Se'f-EsteeM°'

Internal Locus of Control

C(SAI) 17 Shows defenaive..beha4ior

.C(SAI) 18 , - Copes effectively

C(SAI) ' - 25 Capes effectively

. / .'.. ."

.
.

.,4

The variables is parentheses enly'applort towns of the factors.
. ...

,1

GJo
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Table 12

SIGNIFICANT SEX DIFFERENCES*'

YUGOSLAVIA - 14.Year Olds - Stage I

Probability
Level

C(SC)1-I F <Miti Copes effectively with Anxiety via
,Stance and Engagement with Neutral,

< .001not1LNegative'Affect 2_

C(SC)6 F < M Copes effectivelith Interpersonal,
Relations with Neutral, not Negative
Affect p< .002

C(SC)8 F >if Positive Attitudes toward Authority,
Interpersonal Relations, and Task
Achievement . , 2_ < .03

OVAL 11-A F > M Values Security?doesn'tlmlue Intellectual
Stimulation and Creativity R < .033

OVAL 13 F <M Values Independence and Management
2. < .025

s
OVAL 15-B F > ii Values Esthetics and Surroundings; doesn't

.value Following Father's Occupation. p_< .001:

* 6/18 (33%) of the significance tests were significant above chance.4
This indicatga_these re ults were not spurious (cf. Godbout, Marston,
&rich, Vaughan, 1977).

** F 0 Panels M 0 Male "
.

That Sex difference In this factor is similar to one in the. other
sappla

-656-,
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Table 13

SIGNIFICANT_SEX DIFFERENCES*

YUGOSLAVIA -:14 YeAr Olds - Stage III

Probability
Level.

C(SC)7 F > pAli Neutral, not Hostile Affect toward
Interpersonal Rilations. _A2 < .091

OVAL 13 F > M Values Altruism, Surroundings, and
'Associates :! 2 < .004

OVAL 14 F > M Values Self-Satisfaction and Secur t ;

'doesn't ,value Management and Econ c

< .001Returns

OVAJ 15 F > M Values Esthetics P < .002
s
OVAL 16-B F M Values Following, Father's Occupation P c .002

n
C(VOL)20 F > M Gains satisfactigrtfrom actual

accomplishments
-

Is

,""

*' 6/25 (24%) of the significance testa w ere significnt above chance.
This indicates these fesults were not spurious (cf. Godbout, Marston,
Borich, Vaughan, 1977).

11" - .Female H Male

- The Sex 'difference on this factor it similar to one in the other
'sample.

n >

= No comparable instrument in the other sample

-657-
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Table 14

I

SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES*

YUGOSLAVIA -; 14 Year Old - Stage I

I.

OVAL 11-A L > M** Values Security; doesn't value
Intellectual Stimulation and --^

Creativity.

'Probability
Level

P_
<,.001

s
OVAL 15-B L a M Values Esthetics and Surroundings;

doesn't value Following Father's

occupation. P. < .005

n
C(SAI)17 'L > M Shows defensive behavior P_ < .007

nC (SAI) 18 1..c\ M Copes effectively P_ < .014

f

.4/18 (222) of the significance tests were significant above

This indicates these rest uls were nit spurious-(cf. Godbout,

Borich, Vaughan; 1977).

kn.. Lower Class M Cliss

a

n

The SiS difference on this factor is similar to one in

sample.

us No oaparable instrument in tie other sample.''

411

r

-658- .
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Table 15

SIGNIFICANT SES DIFFERENCES*

YUGOSLAVIA.- 14 Year Olds - Stage fld;

,

Probability
Level

C(SC)7 t <M** Neutral, not, hostile Affect toward Inter-
'personal Relations. p < .026

OVAL 16-B,L < M Values Following Father's occupation P < .001

n
C(VOL)18 < M Prefers independent action p < .007

*. 3/2 (12%) of the significance tests were significant above chance.
This indicates the results may, hate been spurioUs (cf. Gadbout,
'Marston, Borich, Vauglian, 1977).

** - Laver Class M - Middle fazes

The SES difference on this factor'is,similar to one in the other
*Maple. "

= No comparable instrument in the other sample

-659-
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Table 16a.

Stage"!

, REGRESSION ANALYSIS

. t

YUGOSLAVIA - 14 Year Olds

Predictor /
Variables: P

.

p

n
-C(SAI)17. 11.60 .001

-C(SC)8
i

...4 8.10 .005

-C(S429 1j5
4, .2op.

_.-C(SC)2-II 3.93 .048

11-OVAL 11-A 6.22 .013

i ED ASP

i
RAVEN

53.41

19.99 '

.001

.001

IRS 18.66 .001

r.
Additional Explanatory Variables:

C(SCIdel

OCC ASP.

CRIT$RION: Reading Achievement

Multiple R R
2

R
2

Change

.21

.27

.28

.04

.07

.08

.04

.03

.01

,

.30
i

.09 .01 '

.34 .11 1 .02

.52 .27 .1.

.57 ..32 .05

.61 .37 .95.

r p

.28 .001

$o idhparable instrument.in the other sample

A similbr predictor 'cross samples

An identical predictor or explanatory factor across 'samples'

-660,
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Table 161):

Stage I

DESCRIPTION QF REGRESSION FACTORS

YUGOSLAVIA-- 14 Year Olds CRITERION: Reading Achievement

Predictor
Variables: F

.p.-
Multiple R R

2
R
2

Change
.

#

sn,
-C(SAI)17* A Does not report defensive behavior.

t

-C(4C)8

- C(SC)9

$-OVAL 11-A

ED AP

i
RAVEN

BRS

Aeg.ltive attitude towarolfAuthority, Interpersonal
Relations and Task Achievement. /-

= Positive attitude toward Task Achievement; positive, not
negative Affect toward Aggressfn; does not cope with
Authority via Stance and Engaament.

= Does not cope with Aggression.

= Values Intellectual Stimulation and Creativity; doesn't
value Sgcurity.

= Educational Aspirations

-= Raven Progressive' Matrices

se Behavior Rating Scale

Additional Explanatory'Variables:

r

C(SC)l -I = Copes with Anxiety.

i
OCC ASP = Occupationil-Aspirations

= So comparable instrument in the-other sample

II

9

= A similar predictor across samples
1.

0 An identical predictor or explanatory factor across samples

* = Factors which predict.negatively are despribed 4n terms ofothe
behavior this indicatep. The same factor may be described in
opposite terms when, in so pa other analysis, it has a positive
predictive value.

'C.91;
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Table 17a.

Stage III

ItEGRESSION ANALYSIS

YUGOSLAVIA - 14 Year Olds CRITERION: Reading Achievement

/
N

Predictor)
Variables1

F
Mortipla R R

2
'R
2
Change

n
C(VOL)18 8.99 .003

NAL 13* 2.32 .13

f
-OVAL 14 1.89 .17

8
OVAL 11-A

S
4.08 .045

i
ED ASP 35.52 .001

.1
RAVEN 8.49 .004

. .

BitS 2.1"--\ NS

Additional Explanatory Variables:

pr

,:22

.25

-772
.31

.50

.54

p

.

.05

.06

.0'
%.....-

.10 C

,25

,29

r

.05

.01

.01,

.02'

-.16

.04

p

4

.

OCC ASP

S
'.41 .05

n is KO couparable instrodent in the otherisample
.

s
U' A similar predittoracross sample

0\ %

An identical predictor or explanatory faCi.7Flte.rsai!amples

**NotU'ihat both OVAL 13 and OVAL 14 act, as suppreaors for OVAL 11.

462-
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Table 17b.

Stage III

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

YUGOSLAVIA - 14 Year Olds

Predictor
Variables:

C(VOL)18 = Prefers Independent Action

OVAL 13 =

-OVAL 14* =

OVAL 114.=

ED ASP =

RAVEN

BRS

CRITERION: Reading Achievement

Values Altipaism, Surroundings, and Assocpt5s.

Value Management and Economic Returns; doesn't value Self-
.

Satisfhction aid Security.

Values Intellectual Stimulation, Creativity, and Variety;
doesn't value Management and EconoMic Returns.
Educational Aspirations,

= Raven Progressive Matrices

= Behavior. Rating Scale

all

1

Additional Explanatory Variables:

OCC ASP = Odcupational Aspirations

a

n

s

mr

* Factors whiff predict-negatively are described in terms of the
behavior this indicites. The same factor bay be described in
opposite terms when, in some other analysis, it has a positive.
predictiVe value,

No comparable instrument "in- the other sample

= simiiarpredictor across samples
A

An identical predictor or explanatory factor across samples

Caa
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Table 18a.

Stage I

. REGRESSION ANALYSIS
i

YUGOSLAVIA - 14 Year Olds

Predittor
_Vatiables:

.

4-C(SAI)17

i
ED ASP

. . 4
RAVEN

&RS :

RITERION: Math Achievement

F 10 . Multiple R R
2

R2 Change

,

8.96 .003 .18 .03 .03

50.80 .001. .44 . .19 .16

i %

60.81 7.001 .59 )k .35
,

' .15

9.22 .003 .61 .37 .02

Additional Explanatory. Variables.

pr

-OCC ASP ..18

r

.005

comparable instrume lefn the other sample
.

i
An identical predictor or explanatory factor across samples-

. '

p

4
4

699
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Table 18b.

Stage I

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

YUGOSLAVIA - 14 Year Olds

Predictor
Variables:

CRITE0 Math Achievement

n
-C(SAI)111` = Doesnot rep rt defensive behavio;

ED ASP =

1 RAVEN =

BRS =

EducationalAuirations

Raven Progressive Matrices

Behavior Rating Scalp

Additional Explanatory Variables:

1 OCC ASP

411

Occupational Aspiration

f

F

.411
4 No comparable instrument in the other sample

= An identical predictor or explanatory factor across samples

* 4. Factors which predict negatively are described in terms -of the
behavior this indfates. The same factor may be described An
opposite terms when, in some other analysis, it has epositive
predictive value. .

410



Table 19a.

%Stage III

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

Yugoslavia - 14 Year Olds

Predictor
Variables:

./IC(VOL)18

C(SC)5-II

C(SC)7

OVAL 13

iED ASP

RAVEN

"BRS

F P

8.87 .003

4.76 -.03

4.11 .04

4.30 .
.04

10.60 .001

6.45 .01

.51 NS

Additional Explanatory Variables:

TI

C(SC)3-IV

C(SC)6

LOCC ASP

CRITERION: Math

.4

chievement

Multiple R R R
2
Change

.22 ' .05 .05-

.

.27 .08 .03"

.31 .10 .02

.35 .12 .02

.41 .17 .US
410

.45 :20 .03

41,

p r P

. JOE Imo. comparable instrument in the other sample

.16 .05

.17 ;05

.21 .05

An identical predictor OT explanatory factor across samples
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Table IO.

,Stage III

.DESCRIPTION OFREGRESSION FACTORS

YUGOSLAVIA - 14.'Year Olds

Predictor.-

Variables:'

CRITERION: th Achievement

-

nC(VOL)18 Prefers Iwigpendent Action

Cc5C)5-II Copes with Aggression

C(SC)7

OVAL 13

=. Neutral/ not hostile Affect toward Interpersonal Relattons

Values Altruism, Surroundings, and Associates
i
ED ASP = Educational Aspirations

i
RAVEN = RaVen Progressive Matrices

"roe.

BRS Behavior Rating Seale

Atidipional, Eicplanatory Variables:

V

-

C(SC)3-IV i Copes with Authority

' C(SC)6 = LaCk orpositivh Affect toward Anxiety; copes effectively
with Aggression with neutral, not hostile Affect.

OCCASP = Occupational Aspirations

n
= 40 comparableminStrument in the other sample

.

= An ide,tical'p'redictor or explanatdry factor across samples
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Table 20a.

.Stage I

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

YUGOSLAVit - 14 Year Olds CRI RION: Grade Point Average

o
Predictor
Variables: -. F p Multiple R'

n-c(SAI)17'- .3,69 :056 .12

-OVAL 11-A 13.80 .001 .25

OVAL 14 2.44 .119 .27

OVAL 15-8 3.85 .051 .29

Si
40

ED ASP 158.86 .001 .66

i
OCC ASP 4.69 .031 .67

,i RAVEN
.

-3.52 .062 .68

i
BRS 143.71' .001 .81

Additional anatory Variables:

. pr p

R
2

R
2
Change

.01 .01

.06 .05

.07 .01,

.09 .01

.44 .35

.45 .01

.46 j. 03

.65. .20

r p

n
No comparable instrument in the Ober Sample

1
An identical, predictor or explanatory. factor across samples
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iable 20b.

Stage I

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

, YUGOSLAVIA - 14 Year Olds

Predictor
Variables:

n-c(SAT.)17*

-OVAL 11-A* =

OVAL 14

OVAL 15-B =

'ED ASP

OCC ASP

l''RAVEN

,11.

I

CRITERION: Grade Point, Average

Does not report defebmiye,bebavior

Values Intellectual Stimulation inetreativity; doesn't
value Security.

Values Altruism and Seli,f- atisfactibn; doesn't value
Esthetics.

Values Esthetics and Surrou
Father's occupation.

Educational Aspirations

Occupational Aspirations

Raven Progressive Hatriles

= Behavior Rating Scale

Additional Explanatory Variables:

value Following

4.

sn
No comparable,, instrument in the ot4ii sample.

identical predictor or explanatory factor across samples

* 4 Factors which predict negatively are described in terms of the
behavior this indicates. The same factor may be described in
opposite terms mbien4 in some other, analysis, it has a positive
predictive value.
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Table 21a.

Stage III.

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

YUGOSLAVIA -14 Year'Olds

Predictor

I.

CRITERION: Grade Poidt Average

Variables: F E MultipleR R
2 .

R
2
Change

n
C(VOL)18

CISC)3-IV

i
ED ASP

1 OCC'ASP'

i
RAVEN

i
BRS

11.36 .001 - .25 %06 .06

5.51 .02 1130 .09 .03

108.60 .001 .67 .45 .36

5.70 .02 /.68 .47 '' .02

4.04 .05. .69 .48 .01

57.97, .001 .78 .61 :14

Additional Explanatory-Variables:

C(SC)7

pr

f

a's No comparable strument in .the other sample

.17

p

.05

-0 An identi predictor Or explanatory factor aeross sampl

-4
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Take 21b.

Stage III

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

YUGOSLAVIA - 14 Year oys---

Predictor
Variables:

CRITERION: !Grade Point Average

nC(VOL)1E = Prefers Independent Action.

C(SC)3 -IV = Copes with Authority

i
ED ASP = Educational Aspirations

i
OCC ASP = Occupational Aspirations

i
RAVEN Raven Progrrpive Matrices

B RS Behavior Riting Scale

I

Additional Explanatory Variables:

C(SC)7 = Neutral, not hostile Affect toward Interpersonal Relations

3

n
No comparable'instrument in the other sample

An'identical predictor of explanatOry factor aoss samples

7 6,
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NTable 22

PERCENT OF VARIANCE 'EXPLAINED

YUGOSLAVIA - 14 Year Olds - Stage*I

Reading Achievement Math Achievement CPA

Aptitude (unique) 5.4% 15.5%

cpping/Motivation (unique) 1 ;6% 7.4%'

Total 32.2% 34.8%

YUGOSLAVIA 14 Year Olds - 'Stage III

.

Aptitude (unique) 1.6% 3.1%

Coping /Motivation (unique) 18.7% 14.6%

Total 29.0% ' 20.3%

Table 23

CORRELATIONS AMONG THE CRITERIA"

YUGOSLAVIA - 14 Year Olds - Stage I

0.8r

36.31

45.6%

1.3%

38.24

47.8%

1

Reading

- Math

'CPA

Reading Achievement Math Achievement ggA

11

YUGOSLAVIA -114 Year Olds - Stage III

Reading 4'
Math .

GSA .4...
- s,

-672-
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CHICAGO 10 YEAR OLDS -- `RESULTS ANT) DISCUSSION

This section provides a detailed picture of the coping patterns
associated with achievement in Chiago 10 year old students from the
1965 (Stage I),and 1968 (Stage III) samples. The results include
factor analyges of thq copingtmotiVitional instruments: Sent,..nce
Completion, Occupatiorial Values, and the Social Attitudes Inventory. j

The factor comparison findings are presented, indicating the degree
of'correspondence between.the two samples of Chicago students. Sex
and socioeconomic status differences are then described. Finally,
the regresgion analyses are delineated in order to shOW the specific
factors that

)
predict and explain achievement for these students.

FACTOR ANALYSES

Sentence' Completion

Factor analyses ob the Sentence CotpletiOn variables resulted, for
both Stages I and III, in ten factors which accounted for a substantial
percentage of the respective variances. These variables grouped
primatily according t9 behavior areas, e.g., aggression variableslload-
ing on one factor, authoripy variables on another. The Stage ; analysis
appears in Table 1. thereiwere-three general factors Correspofiding to
coping with aggression, authority, and anxiety. Coping with interpersonal
relations and task achievement were each described, by two factors.
Factors 4 and 8 represent d oping effectively via stance and engagement
for these respective areas of behavior; factor 5 represented coping
effectively with interpersonal relations with, neutral, not negative
affect. 'Factor 6 represented the affect variables for task achievement.
Unit weights were conqtructed using those variables having a factor

4 loiding (> .40). -For example, factor 1 consisted of all.five variables /
dealing with coping with anxiety. Factor 7 reflected(attitude, and
factors 9 and 10 were more diffuse. The Stage III factor analysis
(Table 2) yielded factors corresponding to coping with anxiety, task
achievement, authority', and interpersonal relftions. Coping with aggres-
sion was described'in two factors, 5 and 7. The rxmainillg factors
tended, to grouP according to subaspects oC the respective behavior
areas. ,

As these fattors appeared to be yielding similar results, a cam-
pariton was made'of the five major factors in each stage which,depictvthe copingocess (see Table 31'.

. These factors' were highly similar,
/with respective percentages of 'town" variables across stages or- 80%,
' 50%, 80%, 75%, and 60%. Many'of thqi variables which did not load
higher than .40 on both stages still showed similai direction. Further,
the coping process variables of'stance, engagement', and coping effec-
tiveness were present in all these factors. That ir, it was the
affect variables which at times loaded on separate factors, resulting
in lower percentages of common variables. While the program RELATE

708
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could not be-run due to different' numbers of variables in the two
stages,' these factors were considered "identical," and appeared to
indicate a relatively stable "Chicago" construct system at age 10;
that defirted coping skills in the five areas, separately.

Occupational Values

Factor analyses of the Occulmtionil Values variables /ieided six'
factorsin both Stages I and III. Once again, variables having a
factor loading > .40 were used to construct a unit weighte score for
each factor (see 'analyses in Tables 4 and 5). ).

A comparison of the, Occupational Values faetorel 'according to ,the
RELATE factor comparison method, is represented in Table 6. It can be
seen that four of the six factors were "identical," having a cosine of
.9 or better (interpreted like a correlation coefficient). Table 7
depicts the item comparidon of these four factors across'the two stages.
The results of this comparison indicated"considerable similarity in
constructs across time for Chica 10 year.old students.

Social Attitudes Inventory

The factor analysis of the Social Attitudes Inventory (SAI) for
Stage I is illustrated in Table 9. This was a self-rep6rt measure of
coping effectiveness. Two factors emerged: Positive coping, and in-
effective or defensive responding.

In Stage III, the.SAI was an entirely different questionnaire. The
factor analysis-is shown in Table 10, and one factor emerged. This
factor reported effective coping across all five behavioral areas.

SUMMARY OF FACTOR COMPARISONS ACROSS SAMPLES

The'summary of the comparison of all faCtors from the first and
second samples is presented in Table 11. The comparison was made
between the Sentence Completion and Occupational Values instruments
which were administered to both samples. (The SAI was re -desigend for'
the second sample.) If a factor in one sample had no corresponding
factor in the other sample, the factor retained its original-desig-
nation. For example, the Sentence Completion factor C(SC)6 of Stage I
had no.comparable factor in the second stage. If; however, a factor
did have a comparable factor in the other sample, it received a new
designation.

The pomparison of the Sentence Completion factors was made on
the bas of their factor content, as described earlier. The first
five factors were very similar and will be referred to as "identical"

-/ factors. These factors received a Roman numeral designation, as
indicated is Table 11.

T174-
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The Occupationhl Values instrument was compared with theAtELIKE.
factor comparison method. Four of these factors were called
"identcal" (RELATE value > ,.90)_and they received Roman numeral desig-
nations. For example, identical factor "VI" consisted of original
factors OVAL 11 in both samples. The. unique factors in each sample'
are listed below these, having no comparable factor in the other
sample.

In the Chicago 10 year old sample, the first five Sentence Com-
pletion factors were'identical across stages. Four df the six Occupa-
tional Values comparison weteidentical. These results indicate that
the .factor structures in the two samples were highly similar in many
respects. The coping and motivation patterns represented by these
factors may remain stable in the Chicago 10 year old student population.

SEX DIFFERENCES

Stage I sex differences are listed in Table 12. Males coped more
effectively with anxiety, but females were better at coping with aggres-
sion and interpersonal relations. Females also expressed more positive
attitudes toward authority, interpersonal relations, and task achievement.
In work, females placed greater value on intellectual' stimulation and
variety as opposed to prestige and economic returns. Females valued
surroundings and associates rather than creativity. Also, they valued
altruism and management more than males. Males placed greater value
than females on following father's occupation. In addition, males more

highly valued'success as-opposed to esthetics.

There were fewer sex differences in Stage III (Table 13). Females
tended to cope better with problems related to both authority and aggres-

sion. In work, females placed greater value on esthetics as opposed to
following father's occupation and on surroundings and associates in

contrast to management. In addition, females reported themselves-as
better overall copers on the .SAI.

Across stages, females tended to cope more effectively with aggres-

sion. In work, females placed greater value than males on surroundings
and avociaies. In general, where there were sex differences in coping
(except for anxiety in Stage I) females appeared to be better copers than
males among Chicago ao year olds.

.

SES DIFFERENCES

Stage I social crass differences are listed in Table 14. +fiddle-

classstudents coped more effectively than the lower class with problepp
related to task achievement. The middle class also reported less use of
defensive behavior on the SAI. In work, the middle class placed greater
value on following father's occupation.

Alb
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There were only two SES differences in Stage III, possibly due
to chince., ,Middle-class students tended to cope more effectively 'with
authority. Imwork, they placed greater valtie on following father's
occupation as opposed to esthetics.

In general, there were few social class differences in these two
samples of Chicago 10 year old students.

SUMMARY OF REGRESSION ANALYSES

Reading Achievement

Predictors of reading achievement for Stage I are listed in Tables
16a and 16b. There was an unusual pattern of results in this sample as

many affect and attitudinal variablei were predictive, Vitt In a negative
direction. Good readers did cope well with task achievement with positive
affect, but expressed less positive affect than poorer readers about
interpersonal relations. Good readers also expressed less positive
attitudes toward authority, interpersonal relations, and task achievement.
In regard to affect and task achievement, positive or negative, but not
neutral affect toward task achievement was actually predictive of success
in reading. Better readers coped more effectively with anxiety. Defensive
behavior on the SAI was a positive predictor in the equation but there
was a suppression effect involved here. Defensive behavior (poor coping)
actually had a negative simple correlation of -.13 with reading, which is
to be expected. However, this factor, C(SAI)18, also correlated signifi-
cantly with C(SC)9 (.22) and C(SC)7 (-46), two previous factors in the
regression equattbn. Thus, it appears that these factors "suppressed"
the negative relationship of defensive behavior to reading achievement so

that C(SAI)18 ended up as a positive predictor in the regression equation.
Still, the best interpretation folAws the simple correlation; good
readers did report less defensive behavior than poorer readers.

Good readers in Stage I were also rated higher by their peers on the
BRS. They had higher Aptitude scores and higher aspirations for both
career and education. Finally, coping with interpersonal relations was
negatively correlated with reading achievement.

In sum, it appears that Chicago 10 year olds who were good readers
did not have the best of attitudes or affect toward authority, and
especially interpersonal relations where, in fact, coping was actually
negatively correlated with reading achievement.' These students coped
well with anAtety and task achievement, however,,and peer ratings and
self-reports suggested. that they were good copers. They also had good
aptitude Ind motivation.

Stage III reading achievement data vere 'not-available for Chicago so
this saelysis could not be done in the 1968 sample.
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Math Achievement

Stage 1 predictors of math achievement are listed in Tables 18a
and 18b. The pattern of results was quite similar to that for read-
ing achievement. That is, good math students tended to cope well With
task achievement with positive affect, but lacked positive affect
toward interpersonal relations. They did not pope well with inter-
personal relations. Also, positive or negative, AI notmeutral affect'
toward task achievement was correlated with reading end achievement.

"'
In work, good math students placed greater value on self-satis--

faction and security than poorer students. They also more highly valued
creativity as opposed to surroundings and associates. In addition, -

these students had higher aptitude scores and higher educational aspira-
tions and were-rated higher by iheir4eers on the BRS. Finally,,report,
of defensive behavior on the SAI, was negatively correlated and occupa=

tional aspiration was poiitively correlated with math achievement for
Stage e-I Chicago 10 year olds.

Stage III math achievement data were not available for Chicago, .so
this analysis could not be done. A

Grade Poiirt\trage

Predictors of GPA fOiStage I are listed in Tables 20a and 20b. As
in reading and math, students with high GPA coeed effectively with-task
achievement, with positive affect, but lacked positive affect toward,
interpersonal relations. Positive or negative, but,not neutral affect
toward achievement was also predictive of GPA. As with spading achieve-
ment, there was a suppression effect involving CeSAI)18; self=repart of
defensive behavior. This factor actually had a significant, negative
simple correlation with GPA, but shared variancetwith C(SC)6 and
especially C(SC)9, so that these two previous factors "suppressed" the
negative relationship between defensive behavior and GPA. As with
reading achievement, the best interpretation, in line with the simple
correlation of -.15, is that students with higher GPA reported less
defensive behavior. Successful students were also rated higher by their_
peers On the BRS. In' work, they piked greater value. on self-satisfacti6n
and security thad poorer students. In addition, successful students had
higher aptitude scores and higher aspirations for both career-8mi--
education.

In Stage II/ (Tables,21a and 21b), students with higher grades,
reported themselves as better copers on the SAI and were rated higher
by'neir peers on the BRS. They did not cope effectively with anxiety.
Successful students also expressed more deprepsive affect toward problems
-related to interpersonal relations, iiithority, and aggression. In work,
these students more highly valued esthitjcs in contrast to following
father's occupation. In addition, they'. had higher aptitude scores.
Finally, valuing esthetics but not independence was also correlated with
GPA in Stage III.
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Aspirations were not associated with GPA in Stage III, an
urseual result.' In fact, the only predictors in 66th stages
alitlitude and peer ratings: °

PERCENTAGE OF VARIANCE .'

.
In order to assess the practical usefulness of these m

.

for.possible educational use, it is'important to consider t erpercent
of variance accounted for by ap4tude and coping/motiNiatio variables,

uniquely and tog6ther, in accounting for success on e criterion.

rif)eit

sea res. To assess the unique contribution'ofaptitude, this variable
was entered into the regression equation following the coping/motilvation

variables. Alternatively, to assess the unique contribution of the
copinemotivallbn variables, aptitude.was entered followeety theicopingt
sintivatipnligriabies. The unique variance of both aptitude and coping/

motivation variables was that increment variance elltained beyond that
accounted for by other variables. The results of these analyses ares .

listed in Table 22.

Aptitude was an important predictor of reading and math ach'ieve-

, went in Stage I, uniquely'llccounting for 20.2% and 30.4% of the
respective variance. nping/motivation factors were significant, though

not especially poweifdl predictors of these Criteria, uniquelaccountingla
for-6.8% o4 the,variance in reading and 6.0% in:maih. These findings b.

. .

were consistent with the unusual results concerning affects and attitudes

in this Chicago 10 year old ample:

Aptitude was much lesspoWerful in predicting GPA, uniquely account-

ing fof only 5.4% in Sta and 12.7% in Stage III. Coping/motivation

was more predictive in bglSatiges, uniquely acchunting_tor 7.8% of the

variance in Stage'I and 13.02 in Stage III. Thus, wing/motivation
appeared to have been more important for grades than for skills achievement.

,

. Some properties that reflected both aptitude and coping/motivation
antially increased theAotal variance explained, on all crite4a.

The o e explained ranged from 20% to.43%. This gave added

weight planate:my power and the practical usefulnqss of the

litter measures. Still,'the Chicago 10 year old students presented an

unusual,pittern of results'

4
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Table 1'

STAGE I

.SENTENCE COMPLETION

Loading
Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Fact

3 4 5 6CHICAGO 7,10 Year plds 1 2'

Item

39. Attitude - Authority .035 .052

41 A4t. - Interpersonal 4087 .089
Relations

41 Att. - Task Achievement -.027 .096

43 Aggression - Stance .0.07 .803*

44 Aggression - Engagement -.028 .678*
45 Aggression - Coping Eff. .039' .888*

46 Aggression - Neg. Affect -.128 .-.863*

47 Aggression - Pos. Affect' .128 .863*

48 Authority - Stance -.028

'49 'Authority - Engagement -.018

50 AUfOtity - Coping Eff. .013

51 Authority - Neg. Affect -.139
.

.059

.054

.111

-.177

52 thority Neutral Aff. .135 .177

hority Pos. Affect53 A - .026 -.010

54 Anxiety - Stance .919* .039

55 Anxiety p'- Engagement ,..764* .024'

5,6 Anxity - Coping.Eff, .411* .054

57 Anxiety - Nei.'Affect -.915* -.052

58. AnxiRy Neutral Aff. ..915* .052
4

Factor Factor Factor Fa
7 8 9 rt

.172 .008

.029 .024

. 178

.133

. 087

'.200

. 075

. 005

.075 .015

-.1 11 .014

.111 -.014

. 766* .093

.596* -. 135

.833* .140

-.784* -.096

.779*.. .091.

.002 .029

.038 .098

.010 .071

.048 .053.

-.018 .065

4018 -.05

.037 .086 .7781,4-.010 .033 -.089

. 039 ,053 .740* -.133 -.005 .069

. 096 -.192' .534* .155 -.051 -.195

.100 .013 .048 .016 .113' .371

.082 -;017 .166 -.028 .202 . .477*

.149 .006 .086 .063 '.011 .038

-.108 -.,063 -.005 -.014 -.166 .283

.108 .063

.060 -:058

-.034 '.208

.1.93 7.047

-.242 -.046

'.24k .038

-.006 .057

.016 .009

-.027 -.019

.063 .033

-.085 -.071

.085 .073

714

.00,5 .014 -.166 -.283'

.131 ...C.135 .156 .366.
--,6

.189, .044 .066 -.048

.070 .129 .041 . ,258

.013 .054 .251 .264

-.000 -.054 -.232 -.318

-.096- .003 -.129 .4b7*

.095 .025 .042 .002

.037 .031 .132 -.017

.088 ..022 -.029 .014

.055 -.OP, .069 -.014

-.055 .035 -.069 .014



STAGE I

SENTENCE COMPLETION

Loadings

Facto( Fac r Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Facto

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

CHICAGO - 10 Year Olds (continued)

Una
es,

59 Interpersonal Relations .134 -.028 .006 .020 .04

Stance

60 IPR Engagement .009: .087 . 31 .024 .057

61 I?R. Coping Eff. .078 . .215 .156 .726*

62 .IPR - Negative Affect -.105 -.206 -.196 -.071 -.926*

63 IPR - Neutral Affect .104 .211 .199 .078 .909'*

64 IPR - Positive Affect .009 -.040 -.027 =1056 .144

65 Task Achievement - Stance .039 ,.010 .087 .410* .092

?o' 66 Task Ach. - Engagement' .037 .011 .032 .881* .025

I 67 .Task Ach. - Coping Eff. .073 .052 .090 .703* .208

68 Task Ach. - Neg. Affect -.110 -.075 -.148' -.131 -.261

69 Task Ach. - Neutral Alf. .131 .080 .099 .136 .040

70 Task Ach. Pos. Affect -.057 -.025 .028 -.040 .236

,007 -.066 .846* -.043 .03

.105 -.019 .795* -.037:-.02

..034 .126 ,448* .071* .00

.-.065 -.044 .013 -.060 .0

.070 .031 -.005 .007 .0

-.035 .069 -.062 .439*

.072 .110... .018 -.147 .0

.008 -.033 .031 .194 -:0

.287 .187 .017 -.405* .1

-.742* -.174 -.079 .344 -.2

.922* -.016 .096 .236 -.0

-.439* .218 -.044 -.708* ..2

* TASe variables had a factor loading of .40 or better and were used to construct a unit weigh

score for each factor. See text for further explanation.
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cusubo - 10 Year Olds

Table 2

STAGEIII

SENTENCE COMPLETION
Loadings

Factor Facto Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factqr Factor

1 2: 3/ 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Item

64 Task Achievement-Att. -.087

65.T.A. - Stance -.055

66 T.A. - Engagement .040

61 T.A. - AidlAdviCe' .016

08 T.A. Coping Effect -.085

69 T.A. - Hostile Affect .085

'70 T.A. - bepressive Aff. -.012

71 T.A. - Neutral Aff. .06

72 T.A. - Positive Aff.

73 Interpersonal Relationi.:

.074 .102 -.029. .081

.070 .807* .103 .-.011

.078 .901* .016 .041

.038 .883* .070 -.00R

.051 .900* .090 -.063

-.053. -.199 -.109 .018

-.035 -.144 -.020 -.011

.055 .259 .066 .044

.009 -.125 .t24 -.098

403 -..478* .074 .040

Attitude. 4/
.

A

74 I.R. - Stave oni .072 .602 ,114 .83'8* .037
I.

p.b.-
,

75 I.R. -*Engagement 4' .019 :,.132

76 I.R. - Aid/Advice

77 I.R. - Copihg Effect.,,

78 I.R. - Hoitile Affect
re,

-.D05 442.1,
.

.044" ..,41

Ao2

.011

.921*,

.909*

.099 .891*

.061

.066

:.058

4041;-._:-:.232 ,-1..072 -.4469* .168

79 I.R. - Depressive Aq,::1..633 .130 -.035 :.f83 .016

SO 1.R. - Niutral Aff. 1 7Jile:066 .117 .097 .536* -.150

\-} 81 I.W. Positive Alf: . 1%004 - 057 -.078 -4454 -.055
4,

r;
44 ,

.106 .070 .116 .091

.383 .010 .009 -.073

.181 .001 .043' -.034

.152 -.068 -.022 -.008

.170 -.029 .019 .--.016

-.698* -.014 -.003 .150

-.657* -.132 -.034 -.015

.922* .035. -.070 .039

-.321 .072 .171 -.244

-.018 .299 -.005 .044

-.008 .1140 .149 -.013

.015 ,135 -.139 -.0p2

.002 .116 -.138 .005

.144 .072 -.195 -.189

-.344 -.009 -.022 .493*

.058 .027 -.681* -.101

.246 -.016 .467* -.407*

.099 .070 .067 .587*

-.525*.

-.016

-.037

.028

.032'

'1055

-.128

-.072

.058

.032.

.014

-.048

.111

.138

-.175



Table (continued)

CHICAGO- 10 Year Olds

Item

2 Authority - Attitude

83 Apth. - Stance

84 Auth. - Engagement

.85 Auth. - Aid/Advice

86 Auth. - Coping Eff.

-87 Auth. - Hostile Aff.

88 Auth. - Depress. Aff.

89 Auth. - Neutral Aff.

90 Auth. - Positive Aff.

91 Anxiety - Attitude

92 Anx. - Stance

93 Anx. - Engagement

94 Anx. - Aid/Advice

95 Anx. - Coping Eff.

96 Anx. - Hostile Aff.

Anx. - Depressive Aff.

'98 Anx. - Neutral Aff.

99 Anx. - Positive Aff
iv

STAGE III

SENTENCE COMPLETION

--Loadings
Factor Factor Factor. Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor

1 2 3 4 5 6 7(

IC

8 9 10

-.207 -.063 .222 .247 -.035 *.031 .395 .080 .090 mh-.175

-.067 .803* .084 .116 .017 .034- .075 .148 -.081 -.061

..074 -:835* .103 .173 -.041 .020 .110 -.160 .037 -.022

.019 .859* .098 .118 -.005 .038 .129 -.136 -.027 -.046

1-.041 .872* .003 .126 -.041 .025 .13.250 -.221 -.072

. 124 -.372 .087 -.080 "-.079 - 226 -.185 .058 .558* .106
101 -.353. .101 .008 .118 /.041 .127 -.684* -.106 -.058

.001 .577* -.129 .045 -.032 .118 .019 .540* -.321 -.025

1%,p65

103-

.003

.016

-.271

-.017

.086

-.015

-.141

.074

.159

.191

.096

.124

4.054

.1S5

:021

-.001

-.032

.495*

865* .005 -.023 .10 .017 .015 -.045 .018 .141 .246

849* -.065 -.020 -.015 -.,026 -.063 .047 r.130 -.161 .035

I 852* -.055 -.063 -.059 -.031 -.053 .037 -.122 -.146 .090k.

894* .004 -.028 .039 .000 .046 .082 .107 -.011 .027

197 -.110 -.046 .030 .056 -.023 -.321 .034 .596* .127

665* -.1077 -.098 .021 -.057 .015 -.312 .192

596* .174 .011 .90 -.056 .0941. .181 .267' -.083 :.441;*

249 -.105 .089. -.0k ,015 -.067 -.059 .048 .127 .586*

a

I
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Table 2 (continued)

CHICAGO - 10 Year Olds

Factor

.1

STAGE III

SENTENCE COMPLETION

Loadings
Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor

2 -3 4 5 6

Factor Factor
7 8

Item

-100 Aggression - Stance

101 Agg. - Engagement

102 Agg. - Aid/Advice

103 Agg. - Coping Effect

104 Agg. - Hostile AM.*

105A4g. - Depressive Aff.

106 Agg. - Neutral Aff.

107 Agg. - Positive Aff.

Factor Factor
9 10

-.073 -.019 -.011 -.082 .724* .105 -.388 .181 -055

-.029 -.064 .064 .036 .880* -.002 .338' -.036 -.058 -.016

-.001 -.007 .054 .086 .885* -.013 .305 -.040 -.058 -.031

.096 .149 .032 .191 .303 .003 .816* -.050 -.178 -.013

-.111 -.207 .077 -.145 -.011 -.113 -.864* .162. .056 .002

,.042 .023 -.055 .136 -.236 .026 -.030 -.542* -.010 -.188

.092 .19? -.052 .083 .119 .101 .879* .086 -.051 .085

0 . 0 0 0 0 O. 0 0 0 0

1

* These variables had a factor loading of .40 or better and were used to construct a unit weighted
score for each'factor. See text for further explanation.
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CHICAGO

factor No.

Tabli 3

ITEM COMPARISON FOR CHICAGO 10 YEAR OLDS - STAGES I AND III - SENTENCE COMPLETION

(Factor Loadings)

I II III IV V

Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage' Stage Stage

I III I III I III I III III

1 1 2 5

64 Task Achievement - Attitude

65 TA - Stance

66 TA - Engagement

*67 TA - Aid/Advice

68 TA - Coping Eff.

**69 TA - Hostile Aff.

**70 TA - Depress. Aff.

71 TA - Neutral Aff.

72 TA - Positive Aff.

73 Interpersonal Relations
- Attitude

74 IPR - Stance

75 IPR -'Engagement

*76 .IPR - Aid/Advice

77 IPR Coping Eff.,
[

I **78 IPR - Hostile-AM

**79.IPR - Depress: Aff.
ir

80 IPR - Neutral Aff.

81 IPR - Positive Alf.'

- 719

3 2 4 3 8 4

.91 .81

.88 .90

.88

.70 .90

( .02) .48

.85 .84

.80 .92

.9i4

.89

(.01) -.47

(-.06) .54



011=0 Stage Stage
,,I III

II III . It

Stage Stage .Stage .Stage Stage

I III I \III I

V
Stage Stage Stage

III I III

Factor No. 1 1 2 5 3 ',2 4 3 5' 4

$2 Authority - Attitude

$3 Auth. - Stance .76 .80

`S4 Auth. Engagement .60 .84

*SS Auth. Aid/Advice .86

96 Auth. - Coping Eff. .83 .87

Auth: - Hostile Aff. -.78 (-.37)

Auth. - Depress. Aff. ( -.35)

$9 Auth. - Neutral Aff. .78 .58

100 /ugh. - Positive Aff.
I

4191 Anxiety - Attitude

92 Anx. Stance .92 .87

93 Anx. - Ensageneut .76 .85

,94 Anx. - Aid/Advice .85

- Coping Eff. .91 .89.

094 Am. - Hostile Aff. -.92 -(-.19)

- Depressive Aff. -.67

Anx. - Neutral Aff. .92 1 .60

z$9 Anx. - Positive Aft.

720
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CHICAGO -,

ltactor No.

I II III IV , V

Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage

I III I III_ I, III I III I

1 1 2 5 , 3 2 4 3 5k

Stage
III

4

I00 Aggression - Stance

101 Agg. - Engagepient

*102 Agg. Aid /Advice --

103 Agf. - Coping Eff.

.80 .72

.68 .88

.89

.89 (.30)

104 AA. - Hostile Aff. -.86 (-.91)

105 Agg. - Depress. Aff. (-.24)

*106 Agg. - Neutral Aff.

107,Agg. - Pdsitive Aff. .86

* - Tgis variable vas only present in the stage III instrument.

In the Stage I instrument, both Hostili and Depressive Affect wercored as one variable --
"Negative Affect." ,

721
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Table 4

sTAGE-

pCIWATIONAL VALUES

Factor 11

CHICAGO - loEiR OLDS
Loading

Item

0
14 Altruism .289 .

15 Esthetics
4

-.135

16 Indapendeit -.366

17 Management .003

18 Success -.188

19 Self-Satisfaction .235

20 Intellectual .776*

Stimulation

21 Creativity .381

22 Security -.107

23' Prestige -:449*

24 Economic Returns -.580*

25 Surroundi7411*--, '.113

26 Associates -.060

27 Variety .706*

18 ,Follow Father -.158

Fact* 12 Facto 13 Factor 14

Loading Loading Loading

-.043 .719* ---,..216

-.13d. =.158 : .261

.298 _ ;=...Q22 .361

-.012 ' .777* -.159

-.28Q -.On .331

-.186 .117 .173

-.066" .080 .101

-.446* -.252 -.254

=1059 -.143, -.157

-.393 -.323 .236

.017 -.355 .022 ,

.6** -.382 -.122

.783* .062 .108

.059 -N46 .087

-.(17 -.013
e

-.872*

Factor,15 Factor 16
Loading Loading

.202 -.034

-.110 '-.769*

-.187 -.160

-.189 .170

-.075 .684*

.665* .026

.023 .127

-.379 -.028

.814* -.000

-.266 -.010

-.124 .319

-144 ..134,

-4037 -.0311

-.087 -.042

-.047 -.014

* These vatiOles had a factor loading of .40 or het/araand-were used to construct a unit

weighted score for each factor. See text for further explanation.
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Table'5

CHICAGO - 10 Year Olds

STAGE VI

OCCUPATIONAL VALUES

Factor 11 Factor 12 Factor 13 Factor 14 Factor,15 Factor 16

Loading Loading Loading Loading Loading Loading

Item
. -..

14 Altruism .05Q .777* .023 .244 -.035 -.009

15 Esthetics .056 _ -.100 -.130 . .660* -.069 -.437*

/
16 Independence -.034 -.049 .010 :000 -.029 r .821*

17 Management -.377 .587* -.203 .003 -.407* .229

18 Success '4 -.438* -.068 -.322 -.284 .336 . -.026

I.

20 Intellectual ..797*. .138 .-031 . -.099 -.185

19 Self-Satisfaction 027 .139 762* .066 -.020 -.014

Stimulation

21 Creativity .489* .0or -.391 -.347 -.232 -.341

22 Security .001 .032 - .718* -.114 -.006 .077

23 Prestige ,..-.) .117 -.662* -.250 .156 -.239 .112

24 Economic Returns -.439* -.587* -.142 .134 -.100 .025

25 Surrounding. -.206 -.011.- .495* .121 .438* -.145

26 .001 .108 .017 .021' , .849*. .057

27 Varier .723* .014 -.084 .176 .164 .296

28 Bellow Father -.160 -.100 , -.082 -.758* -.075 -.168
OP

* These variables had a factor loading of .40 or better and were used to construct a unit weighte

score for each factor. See text for further explanation.
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STAGE I

Factors

Table 6

FACTOR COMPARISON FOR CHICAGO 10 YEAR OLDS - STAGES I AND III - OCCUPATIONALNALUES

S T A G

Factor 11 Factor 12

11 .91 *' .36

12 -.19 .20

13 di -..30 .90*

14 .21 -.11

15 -.06 .09

16 -.03 -.04

* Similar factors

E I I I -

t

Factor 13 Factor 14 Factor 15 Factor 16

.06 -.12 .13 -.07
4

.21. .11 .92* .18

-.16 .26 -.25 .10

-.02 .63 -.15-- ,-- .73

.96* -.02 -.25 .02

-.03 -.76,- -.03 .65

,
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Table 7
a

ITEM COMPARISON FOR CHICAGO 10 YEAR OLDS - STAGES 1 AND III OCCUPATIONAL VALUES
(Factor Loadings)

VI
CHICAGO Stage Stage

VII

Stage Stage
VIII

Stage Stage
IX

Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage

Factor No. 11 il 12 15 13 12 15 13

14 Altruism .72 .78

15 Esthetics

16 Independence

17 Management (-.01)* -.41 .78

18 Succesi (-.19) -.44

19 Self-Satisfaction .67 .76

20 Intell. Stim. .78 .80

21 Creativity (.38) .49 -.45 (-.23)

Security .81 .72

23 Prestige 41* -.45 (.12) (-.32) -.66 4
24 Economic Ret. -.58 -.44 (-.36) -.59

25 Surroundings .67 .44 (.14) .50

26 Associates .78 .85

27 Variety .71 '.72

28 Follow Father

* These numbers is parentheses are the corresponding loading for h country o those variables th
were not used id the unit weighted scores, but load signific tly in one countr
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CHICAGO - 10 Year Olds

/ STAGE I

SOCIAL ATTITUDES INVENTORY

Factor /8
Loadings

Factor 17

Sub-Scores

1 Active Coping .827* 74042

2 Passive Coping .854* ...004

3 Active Defensive -.218 .778*

4 Passive Defensive .151' .823*

4

.41

* These variables had a factor loading of .40 or better and were used
to construct a unit weighted score for each factor. See text for
further explanation.

726
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'Table \

STAGE 46.

SOCIAL ATTITUDES INVENTORY

, r

..11ICAGO -='_10 Year.Olds 'Factor Loading
.

ir
, Sub Scores , . .* Factor 17.

%

.37 Task Achieyeyent
.571*

4.

Authority . 0 u . .667*
.. 39:Aggression& - - .734*

.760*

.373

40 Interpersonal Relations

41 Anxiety

;

1

.

Ir

r

* These variables had a factor loading of '..61) or better and' were
used to construct a unit weighted score for.e4ch factot. See
'text for further explanation:

-691-
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Table 11

N\ CONPARISON,OF FACTORS ACROSS SAMPLES

.
CHIjACCL,,10 Visit Olds .

.

.
COM

i

MON FACTORS,-

New Factor Factor Stage I Stage III
Designation Abbr.-, Desig- Desig- \

.7>
viation nation nation NA1E

(

I

II

III

,IV

V'

VI

VII

VIII

IT,

IX

4

C(SC)

C(SC)

C(SC)

I*

2

3

7

) 5

2

C(SC). .4 3

C(SC) A 4

OVAL 11 11

OVAL 12 15

OVAL l3 ).12

OVAL 15 13

UNIQUE FACTORS

C(SC) 6

4160110C) 7

C(SC) 5

C(SC) 9

.,

C(SC)

OVAL

OVAL

10

14

16

-.

-

C(SC) 6

c .

C(SC) 7

C(SC) 8

C(SC) 9

C(SC) - 10

. 0110'
OVAL 14-

OVAL

Copes with Anxiety

. Copes with Aggression

Copei with Authority

Cop with task Achievement

Copes with Interpersonal Relations

Values Intellectual Stimulation, Variety and does not
value Economic Returns (Values Creativity and does not
value Prestige or Success.

Values Surroundings and Associates (does not value
Creativity or Vnagement)

Values Altruism and Management (Does not value Prestige
or Economic-Returns).

ro

Values Selflatisfaction and Security (Values Surroundings)

Seutralnot positive or negative Affect toward Task
Achievement

Poilitive. attitude toward Authority, Interpersonal Relations,
and Task Achievement.

Copes - effectively pith Interpersonal Relations with Neutral
not Negative Affect.

t

Positive Affect toward Interpersonal Relations (Does not
cope of Lively with Task Achievement or have positive
Affect low rd Task Achievement.
i. ' .

Engages Aggression and his pos ve Affect toward-
iuthority ..

Does not value Following FathexAm occupation

ValuesSuccess; doesn't value Eithetics.

Neutral. not hostile or depressive Affect toward
'{askAdhievement.

Copes effectively with Aggiession with neutral, cw*
hostile Affect toward'Aggreisiitp.

Neutral Affect toward Interpersonal Relations and
Authority without depressive Affect toward Authority
or Aggression.

Hostile Affect toward Interpersonal Relations.
Authority and Anxiety; positive,not neutral Affect
toward Interpersonal Relations.

Positive attitude and positive. not ne al Affect toward
knxiety,positiveAttitude toward.I06k ieveeent.

Values Esthetics; dots not-value owing Father's
occupation.

16 Values Independence; dam Esthetics.

These numbers appear in the Factor An ysis Tables 1: 4. 5.art The wiables in parentheses only app r in one of

72 a -692-
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Table 12

SIGNIFICANT -SEX DIFFERENCES*

CHICAGO.,- 10 Year Olds - Stage I

al
Probability

Level'

C(SC)1-I F 5 M * *eopes effectively with Anxiety via

Stance and Engagement with neutral,
not negative Affect. p. < .03

C(SC)2-II F > M Copes effectively with Aggression via
Stance and Engagement with 'positive,
not negative Affect. , p < .001

.C(SC)5 P > M Copes effectively with Interpersonal
a Relations with neutral, not negative

Affect. < .005

C(SC)7 F > M Positive attitude toward Authority,
Interpersonal Relations, and Task
Achievement. p < .001c

C(SC)8-V F > M 'Copes effectively with Interpersonal
Relations via Stance and Engagement. p. < .645

C(SC)10 F > Copes. with Aggression via Engagement
with positive Affect toward Authority.p < .001

'OVAL 11-VI F Ibp Values Intellectual Stimulation and
`Variety; doesn't value prestige and
Economic Returns. k,< .001'

OVAL 12 -VII F > M Values' Surroundings and Associates;
doesn't value Creativity. 2. < .001

OVAL 13-VIII

F 1M 'Values Altruism hand Management. p < .016
OVAL 14 17 < M Follows Father < .001

OVAL 16 F M Values Success; doesn't value Esthetics.
:p <.001.

*

* *

11/18 (612) of the significance tests were significant above chance.
Mit indicates these results were not spurious (cf. Godbout, Marston,
Mach, Vaughan, 1977).

F Female M Male

w An identical sex difference in both,sampIes (Stages I and III)

a-
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Table 11-

SIGNIFICANT SEX DIFFERENCES*

CHICAGO - 10 Year Olds ,- Stage III

Probability
Level

C(SC)2-III F > M** Copes effectively with Authority p,< .016

.11

C(SC)/ 4F > M Copes effectively with Aggression
with neutral,".not hostile'Affect. IL< .002

OVAL 14 F > M. Values Esthetics; doesn't Follow
Father. p < .001

i
ovAL 15-VII F > M Valued Surroundings and Associates;

* doesn't'value ManUement. p < ,037

44)

nt(SAI)17 F > M Copes effectivdly , p < .001

I

r "

' t

* 5/17'(29%) of the significance tests were significant above chance.
This indicates these results were not Spurious (cf. Godbout, Maraton,a.
Borich, Vaughan,, 1977).

** F - Female M = Male

- An identical sex difference in both samples (Stages I and III)

No comparable tnstrumenein the pthe'r'iample.
.

0
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Vable 14

iSIGNIFICANT SES DIFFERENCES*

--wee
CHICAGO 10 Year Olds - Stage I

Probability
Level

C(SC)4-IV L< M** Copes effectively with task Achieve-
ment via Stance and Engagement p < .045

C(SC)$- > M Does not cope effectively with Task
Achievement without positive Affect
toward Task Achievement and with
positive Affect toward Interpersonal:
Relations. 2. < .O08

OVAL 14 L < M Follows Father P < .001

C(SAI)18 L > M _Self-report of defensive coping R < .009

* *

e.

4%.

4/18 (22%) of the significance tests were significant above chance.
This indicates these results were tot spurious (cf. Godbout, Marston,
Bor1ch, Vaughan, 1977).

L 7jower Class -M . Middle Class

+695-



Table 15

OSIGNIFICANT SES DIFFERENCES*

CHICAGO - 10 Ykar.,:olds - Stage III

C(SC)2-III L < M ** Copes effectively with Authority

OVAL 14 L > H Valdes Esthetics; doesn't Follow
Father .41

. C

Probability
Level

.2. < .035

< .042'

2/17 (la) of the significance tests were significant ye chance.
This indicates the results-may have been spurious (cf. GOdbout,
)larston, Borich,Vaughap, 1977).,

L = Lower Clais M = Middle 'Class

'a I
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Table'16a.

Stage I

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

CHICAGO - 10 Year Olds. CRITERION; Reading,Ahievement

Predictor
F

*

z Multiple R
'

R
2

-

R
2
Change,Variables:

-C(SC)9 20.18 .001. .26 .07
t
.07 .

-C(SC)7 6.73 .010 .30 .09 .02

.

-C(SC)6 3.62 .058 .32 .10 .01

C(SC)1-I 4.63 .032 .34 .12 .01

C(SAI)18 3.80 0 .052 p.36 .13 .01
'...1

OCC ASP 21.94 .001
0

.44 .19 .07

Ep ASP --tx5.83 - ,.051 .45, ,..21.: .. .01

RAVEN 91.47 .001 .64 .41 .20

IRS 18.31 .001 .67 .45 .04

__.

Additional Explanirtory Variables: .

- C(SC)5 7.4.1%8 .05

111
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CHICAGO - 10 Year

Predictor

Variables:

-C(SC)9*

-C(SC)7

np(s06-

t =

C(SE)1-I =

C(SAI)18 =

0CC ASP =

ED ASP

RAVEN

Table 16b.

Stage I

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

Olds CRITERION: Reading Achievement

Lacks positive Affect toward Interpersonal Relations,
copes effectively with Task Achievement with positive
'Affect.

Lacks positive attitude toward Authority, Interpersonal
Relations, andlask Achievement.
Positive or Negative, not 'Neutral Affect.foward Task
Achievement
Copes with Ankiety

Shows defensive behavior

Occupational Aspiration

= 'EducatiOnal Aspiration
.

= Rayon Progressive Matrices

= Behavior Rating Scale

Additional Explanatory Variables:

-G(Sc)5

4

= Doesn't cope well with Interpersonal Relations; with
negative not.neutral'Affect.

= Factors which predict negatively. are described.in terms of the
behavior this indicates. The same factor may be described in
opposite terms when, in soak other analysis, it has a positive
predictive value.

-69.8 -



Table 18a.

Stage I

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

a.

. Mathitchievement

s

CHICAGO - 10 Year olds "".... CRITERiON:

Predictor *

Variables: 17 p
\

R
2

R Change

-C(SC)9 14.23 ..001 .22 .05 .05

-C(SC)8-V 4.35 - .038 .25 .06 .01

OVAL 15-1X 3199 .04,7 .28
,

.08 .01

-OVALs12-VII 5.48 .020 .31 .10 ..02

ED ASP 8.38 .004 .35 .12 . .03

RAVEN 143.87 .001 .65 .43 .30

BRS 18.49 `.00I. .68 .46 .04

1.. go

Additional Explanatory Variables:

pr p r p

- C(SC)6

-.C(SAI)18

'0CC ASP .15 .01

-699-
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Table 18b.

ith

'Stage I

DESCRIRTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

CHICAGO - 10Year dlds CRITERION: Math Achievement

Predictor
Variables:

,-C(SC)9* = Lacks positive Affect toward, Interpersonal Relations;
Copes effectively with Task Achievement with positive
Affect tdward Task Achievivent.

-00C)8- = Does not cope with fnterpe sonal Relations

OVAL 15-IX= ValuesrBelf-Satisfaction and Security

-OVAL 12-VII= Values Creativity; does not value Surroundings or
Associates

=" Educational AspirationED ASP

RAVEN

BRS

= Raven Ttogressive Matrices

Behavior Rating Scale

Additional Explanatory Variables:

- C(SC)6 - Positive or Negative. not Neutral Affect toward Task
Achievement

-C(W)18- = Does not show defensive behavior

OCC ASP = Occupational Aspiration

Factors which predict negatively are described in teraii of the
behavior this indicates. The same factor may be described in
opposite terms when, in some other analysis, it has a positive
predictive value.

1

a

. 736
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Table 20a.

gtage I

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

CHICAGO - 10 Year Olds CRITERIO4: Grade Point Average

Predictor
Variables:

-C(SC)9

,vC(SC)6

n
C(SAI)18

OVAL 15-IX

ED ASP

0CC ASP

i
RAVEN

i
BRS

F p Multiple R R
2

R
2
Change

9.04

4.31

4.78

4.42

12.99

8.14

18.07

113.75

,4

.003

.039

.030

.036

.001

.005'

.001

.001

.18 ;

.22

.25

.28

.35

.38

.45

.66

.03

.05

.06.

.08

,12

.1'5 .

____.(:,2_,L

.44

4

.03

.01

.02

.01

.04

.03

.6

.24

or'

t

Additional Explanatory Variables: ti

pr -4

No comparable instrument in the other sample

An'identical predictor or explanatory factor acrops samples
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Table 20b.

. Stage I

- TESCRIPTION'OF REGRESSION FACTORS.

CHICAGO - 10 'Year Olds

Predictor
Variables,:

- C(SC)9*

n

CRITERION: Grade Point Average

= Lacks Ppsitive Affect toward Interpersonal Relations;
C. effec.tively with Task Achievement with Positive
,Affect. /

= Positive of Negative, not Neutral Affget toward Tilsk
Achievement.

C(SA4)18 = Shows defenstve.behavior

OVAL l5-IX= Values Seif-Satisfaction and Security

ED ASP = Educational Aspiration

OCC ASP = 06cupafional Aspiration

iRAVEN

BRS

= Raven Progressive Matrices

= Behavior Rating Scale

Additional Explanatory Variables: 400'

114

V

A

= No,comparable insttument in the other sample

An identical predictor or explanatory factor across samplA

= Factors which predict negatively are described in terms of the
behavior this ind'icates. The same factor may be described in
opposite texas when, in some other analysis, it has a positive
predictive value.
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Table 21a.

Stage nil

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

CHICAGO - 10 Year Olds, CRITERION: Grade Point Average \

Predidtor
Variables:

n
C(SAI)17

-C(SC)1-I

-C(SC)8

OVAL 14

i
RAVEN

i
BRS

R
2

ChangeR R
2

9.29

6.67

4.47

9.10
-

24.74

27.33

.003

.01

.04

.003#

.001

.001

,i

.25W

IP
.37

.44

.56

.66

.06

.11.

.14

.19

.2

.43 -

.06

.04

.03

.05

.13

.12,

Additional Explanatory Variables:

pr -r p

OVAL 16 -.29 .05

0 No comparable instrument in the other sample

An identical pr'idictor at explanatory factor across samples

p

1.)

-7037
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Table 21b.

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

CHICAGO - 10 Year Olds

Predictor
Variables;

nC(SAI)17

-C(SC)1-I;

- C(SC)B

OVAL 14

1
iRAVEN

41-

I

Copes effect ively

CRITERION: Grade Point Average

Li

Does not cope well with Anxiety

Does not show Neutral Affect toward Inter0frsonal Relations
And Authority; shows Depressive Affect toward Authority and
Aggression

Values Esthetics; does not value Following Father's
Occupation

Raven Progressive Matrices

Behavior Rating.Scale

Additional Explanatory Variables:

.OVAL 16 = values Esthetics; does not value Independence

= No comparable instrument in the other sample

An identical predittor or explanatory factor across samples

* Factors which predict negatively are described in terms of the
behavior this indicates. The same factor may be described in
opposi terms when, in some other analysis, it has a positive
predict e value. sew

P
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Table 22,"`

PERCENT .QF VARIANCE EXPLAINED
.

CHICAGO -AO 10 Year Olds - Stage r

1/1

Reading Achievement Math Achievement

Aptitude (unique) 20.2% 40' 30.4% 5.

Coping/Motivatton (unique) 6.8% 6.0% 7.8%

Total 40.7% 42.7% 19.

4t,

CHICAGO -,10 Year Olds - Stage III

Apt itude (unique)

Coping7tivati8n (unique).

Totaii

I

Table /3

'CORRELATIONS AMONG THE CRITERIA

CHICAGO - 10 Year Olds - Stage,

Reading

Math

GPA

Noltage lIflita

.4

12.77

31.7%

Reading Achievement Math Achievement GPA

.66 .49

.52

4



CHICAGOr14 YEAR OLDS - RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

. e -

This section provides a detailed picture of_the coping patterns
associated with achievement in 14 year old students from the 1965
(Stage-I) and 1968 (Stage III) samples in the Chicago area (not the
City of Chicago). The results include factor analyses of the coping/
motivationhl'instruments: Sentence Completion, Occupational Values,
Views of Life, and the Social Attitudes Inventory. The factor
comparison findi s are presented, indicating the degree of4CoFrespon-

?g.
dence between e two cohorts of students. Sex and socioeconomic
status differe ces are describiginext. Finally, the regression
analyses aredelineated in ordef9D show the specific factors tiaar.
predict and explain achievement for these students.

.'

i. .
FACTOR ANALYSES

Sentence Completion

Factor analyses of the Sentence Completion variables resulted,
foe both Stages I and III: in ten factors which accounted for a sub-:
stantial percentage of the respective variances. 'These variables
grouped primarily according to behavior areas, e.g., aggression
variables loading on one factor, authority variables on another. The
Stage I analysis appears in Table 1. There were filie general factors:
coping with aggression, authority, anxiety, interpersonal relations,
and task achievement. Most included neutral, not negativf affect, in
the respective behaliioral area. Unit weights were constructed uting
those variables having a factor loading (< 40). For example, factor
1-consilted of all five variables dealing with coping with anxiety'.
Factors" -10 also tended to have variable loadings. grouped according to
sub-aspectsNof the,behavioral areas. The Stage III factor analysis
(Table 2) yielded the same tendencies, with a major coping factor
for each of the five behavioral areas.

As these factors appeared to be yielding similar results, a

itcaparison Of.the first five factors was examined (see Table 3).
These attors were highly similar, with percentages of common variables
across stages of 100%, 50%, 1002, 50%, and 60%. Usually, additional
variables which did not load higher than .40 in both stages still showed
Ifmilarity. While the, program RELATE could not be run due to different
umbers of variables in the two stages, these factors were' considered
"identical," and appeared to indicate a stable "Chicago" construct
system at age_14,that defined coping skills in the five areas, separately.

Occupational Values
i

Factor analyses of the Occuational Values variabl
,

factors inboth Stages I and III. Once again, variables
factor loading < .40 were used to construct a unit weight

, each factor (see 'analyses in Tables 4 and 5). -

fielded six

ing a
score for

,4

71?
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A comparison of ,th
the RELATE factor compar
can 4be seen that live of
cosine of .8 or better, a
than .90). Table 7 depict
across the two stages. The
some similarity in construct
in the Chicago: area.

Oft

Occupational Values factors, according to
son method, is represented in Table 6. It
he six factors were "similar'," having a
d one factor was identical (cosine greater

the item comparison of these sik factors
results of-this comparison indicated

across time for 14 year old students

Views of Life'

The Views of Life instrument was used only,in Stage III. The
factor analysis of these variables, yielded eight factors and is depicted

Table 8. 1

.

Social Attitudes Inventory._

The factor Analysks of the Social Attitudes Inventory (SAI) for
Stage I is illustrated ,in Table 9. This was,a self-report measure of
toping effectiveness. Two factors em- :ed: ineffective or defe0ive
responding, and positive,oping.

In Stage III, the SAI was a' irely different questionnaire. The
factor analysis is showft in Tab and one factor emerged. This
factor reported effective copin: sio all five behavioral areas.

SUMMARY OF FACTOR COMPARISONS ACROSS SAMPLES

TI summary ofthe comparison of all. factorsofrom the first and
second samples is pas-dented in Table 11. The comparison was made be-
tween the Senten Completion 'and Occupational Vajues instruments which
were administer d to both samples. (The SArwas. re-designed for the
second sam .) Table 11 was designed to facilitate the general tom-
parab of the factdi structures across the'two samples. If a factor
in ne sample had no corresponding factor in the-other sample, the
factor retained Its original dealgnation. For example, the Sentence
Completion factor C(SC)6 of Stage I had no comparable factor in the t

second stage. If, however, a factor did have a comparable factor in
the other sample, it receiyed a new designation,

The Comparison of the Sentence Completion factors were mad.e.on the
" basis of their faotor content which was described earlier. The first
five factors were, ery similar and referred to as "identical" -
factors. These,factoisihave a Roman numeral designation in Table 11.

.

The Occupational Values instrument wascompared witb the RELATE
factor comparison method. One oftthese factorf was called "identical"
(RELATE value of < .90) and received a Roman trumeraldesignation.
Ave additional factors were weelmilar" (RELATE value of .80 to .90).

1 - 7 0 7 -
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For example, similar factol- "A" consisted of original factors OVAL
11 in both samples. The unique factors in both samples are lissted
below these, having no comparable factollin the other sample.

In the Chicago 14 year old sample, the first five Sentence
Completion factors were identical across stages. There was one
identical factor in the Occupational Values comparison, and five of
the six factors were similar. These results indicate that the factor
structures injohe two samples were similar in many respects, giving
evidence th the coping and motivation patterns represented by these
factors may be stable across_time in this population.

SEX DIFFERENCES

Stage I sex differences are listed in'Table 12. Fifty rcent of
the factors showed sex' differences. Mares tended to r them4elves
as coping more effectively with anxiety. Females coped with aggression
and interpersonal relations better than males. The girls also had more
positive attitudes toward authority, interpersonal relation's and task

achievelest. On Occupational Values, females valued altruism and self-
satisfaction rather than prestige or economic returns more than males.
Also, girls valued security,surroundings, and associates rather than
management; more than malgp. Independence and associates, rather than
creativity; were mose preferred by female'A. Males put more value than
feinales on following father's occupation, and on success rather than
esthetics.

In Stage III, thirty-two percent of the factors showed sex dif-
ferences. Qply one Sentence Completion factor resulted in sex dif-
ferences, with females showing more depressed affect. toward interpersonal
relations,, authority, anxiety-, and aggression. On Views of Life, males
more than females preferred bestowed status and self-implementation.
Females more than maletvalued work *r its own sake rather than for
extrinsic reasons. On'Obaupational Values, females more than males pre-
ferred altruism and management to success, prestige. or economic returns.
Girls also valued security, surroundings and associates over creativity,
more than the- boys. These same females showed preference for intellect-
ual stimulation and variety over managemAnt. Males preferred following
ather's occupation more than feMales, whereas females prferred
esthetics more than males.

Examining the sex differences in bode samples, there migs one
identical factor that showed consistent sex differencesacrots s pY
Males more than females preferred following.father's occupation. Three
of the similar factors (A, B and D) of the Occupational Values also
showed' consistent sex differences across samples, indicating considerable
stability in the sex - linked patterns of values, in this 4icagoland
populdtion.
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SES DIFFERENCES

In the ,Stage I sample, thirty-three percent of the factors showed
socioeconomic differences. There were no differences' on the. Sentence
C9mpletian factors. Lower-class children gage more value to security,
surroundings and associates, rather than management. Middle-Class
students preferred success rather than esthetics, in comparison with
lower -class students. Middle-class students preferred following
father's occupation, and independence and associates-rather than
creativity. Lower-class children reported both itore coping and more

A., defensive behavior than middle-class children, indicating that the
lower-Class children were giving themselves more extreme scores on
both factors.

In Stage twenty-eight percent of the factor. indicated dif,-
ferences due to socioeconomic. status:' Middle-class students coped
more.effectively, with task achievement than lower-class children.
There were several SES differences on Occupational Values. Middle-class
more than lower-class students preferred independence rather than sutcess
or self-satisfaction. Also, middle-class students valued esthetics and
following father's occupation more than lower-class students. On Views
of Life, middle-class students showed a preference for bestowed status
and self-implementation when compared with loWer class. The middle
class reported A higher.internal sense of control and a greater tendency
to confront problems than the lower class. Also, middle-class children
placed'higher rewards dh,Antrinsic rather than extrinsic work values.

_

In both samples, one identical factor showed consistent SES dif-.

ferencea. Middle -clasi studentswere more inclined than lowerclass-
stdijen,ts to ,want to follow their father'i occupation. Two other
"similar" Oc/upational Values factors showed consistent differences due,
to socioeconomic status. .

SUMMARY OP REGRESSION ANALYSE

Reading Achievement

Predictors of readidg,achievement for Stage I are listed in Tables
I6ssind"16b. Good readers ha high aptitude Snores and had aspirations
for -'a high level of e4pcation. They were- rated by their 'peers as being
.able to cope effeetailly with all aspects of classroom behavior. They
reported not using defensivebehevior; however, In contrast with the
peer ratIngs,.these students did not describe themselves as coping well
(SAI). Nonetheless, these students coped well in peer relationships
(SC). In terms of Occupational Values, these students`did not value
intelledtual stimulation, creativity or variety. Additional variables 14
that correlated with good reading were valuing independence Agal
associates rather than creativity, and preferring success"rather than
esthetics, ,

Reading achievement' data were not avJlable in the Stage III sample.

411.
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Math Achievement
-

Chicago students who were good in math in the Stage I sample
had few distinguishing characteristics. Neither aptitude nor peer
ratings predicted sticcess in math. 'These students did aspire, to
attain high educational goals and evidenced good coping witkaggres-
sion and interpersonal relations. Another correlate of math achieve-
ment was not valuing intellectual stimulation, creativity nor variety.

Math achievement data were not available in the Stage III sample.

Grade Point Average

Chicago students who received good grades had high aptitude scores,
-Sought high educational goals and were rated 'by peers as good copers.
These sty0ents coped well with aggresscari and had positive attitudes
toward authority, interpersonal relations and task achievement. They

valued altruism and self-satisfaction then than prestige or economic
returns. These students did not value in llectual stimulation, variety

nor creativity. Other variables that cor lated with good grades were
coping with task achievement,,high occupa onal aspirations, not showing

4lefensive behavior, valuing success rath than esthetics, and inde-
pendence and associates rather than creativity.

In the Stage,III sample, students who achieved good grades had
high aptitude scores and their peers rated them as good copers. These

students reported coping well, although they expressed hostile affeet

about task achievement. They preferred earned status, and joint imple-

mentation of solutions to probleMs. ey also valued intellectual
stimulation and variety as opposed management. Other variables that

correlated. with GRA were coping interpersonal relations, valuing
altruism and management rather n success, prestige or economic

returns. Valuing security, stir ndings, and associates, rather than
creativity, also correlated wi CPA.

Across the two samples, only aptitUde and peer ratings were con-

sistent predictors of grades. None of'the individual coping scores
.predicted achievement in the same war, in the two samples. One of the

similar occupational value factors showed consistent predictive power;
studehts who achieved good grades preferred altruism and.,self=satis-
faction to prestige or economic returns. Valuing intellectual'stiMU-
lacfon, variety, and efeativity actually worked in opposite dirptions
in t wo plea.

PERCENTAGE OF VARIANCE gb

In Table 22, the pe;cent of variance accounted for by the aptitude
and coping/motivation variables is presented. The aptitude measure

accounted for relatively little variance in Stake I: .7% of reading,

of math, and 4% of 9PA. The coping/motivation variables accounted

-710-
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As.

for .12%, 11.7%, and 22.3% of the reading, math and GPA-mzfiiiiCe, JP

respectively, in Stage I. The.total percent of variance for each
criterion was 17.9%, 12.4%, and 37.2%. In Stage III a total of 30.7%
of the GPA variance was accounted for, with aptitude uniquely
contributing 14.7% and coping/motivation providing 7.9% unique
variance.

41 .
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CHICAGO - 14 Year Olds

Item

Table 1

STAGE I

SENTENCE.COMPLETION

Loadings
Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor

1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 .9 10

39

40

41

Attitude - Authority

Att. - Interpervonal
Relations

Att. - Task Achievement

.014

.031.

.055

.124

.054

.085

;f',43 Aggression - Stance .064 .810*

44 Aggression - Engagement -.012 .680*

45 Aggression -Cbping Eff. .059 ,.. .893*

46 Aggression -,Neg. Affect -.130 -.863*

47 Aggression - Pos. Affect .130 .863*

48 Authority - Stance .042 .060

49 Authority - Engagement . 044 .045

50 Authority - Coping Eff. .055 .092

51 Authority - Neg. Affect -.153 -.163

52 Authority - Neutral Aff. .145 .157

53 Authority - Pos. Affect .073. .053

54 Anxiety.- Stance .917* 1036

55 Anxiety Engagement .757* .022

56 Anxiety - Coping Eff. .908* .108

57 Anxiety - Neg. Affect -.889* -.067

58 Anxiety - Neutral A6. .889* .067

re

.029 .124 .185 .043. :757* .055 .060 .43

.020 -.043 -.063 -.014 .755* .013 -.083' -.146

.077 .043 .175 .150 .578* -.023 .257 -.080

.068 .062 .045 .018 .098 .379 -.115 .072

.004 .012 -.091 -.003 .153 .464* ,-.164 .176

.101 :.055 .036 -.031 .067 .002 .054 .034

-.140 -.170 .011 -.067 -.025 .219 -.140 .15,

.140 .170 -.011 .067' .025 -.219 .140 -.159

.058 .552* .1/2 .100 .061 .572* .276 -.099

.013 .243 .1156 .031 -.054 -.007 .663* -.241

.097 .727* .124 .075 .117 .484* .214 -.012

-.184 -.880*. :003 .014 -.023 .058 -.063 -.057

.182 .885* .003 -.003 .001 -.065 -.011 '.039

.P21 -.016 -.058 -.089 .186 .059 .633* .154

.085 .057 -.027 .-.000 .027 .056 :4.000 -.014

-.015 -.044 -.095 .016 .006 .041 ..136

.127 .111 .062 4005 .080 .027 f.044 -.010

-..096 '-.110 -.127 .034 .006 .052 c.003 ' .026

.096 .110 -.034 -.006 -.052 .003 -.026
7.12S



STAGE I

SENTENCE r(1NPLETION

Loadings
Table 1 (continued) Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor

CHICAGO - 14 Year Olds (continue1 d)
2 3 4 5 6- 7 8 9 1

Item

59 Interpersonal Relations .066 .016 .714* .008 -.036 -.015- -.113 .336 .072 -.156
Stance

60 IPR - Engagement .048 .079 .596* -.046 -.025 .102 -.008 .340 -.059 -.37

61 IPR - Coping Eff. .080 .137 .918* .135 .0$2 .061 '.127 .023 .021 .034

62 IPR - Negative Affect -.170 -.142 -.816* -.253. -.076 -.004 -.061 .259 .008 -.22

63 IPR - Neutral Affect .182 .147 .814 *. .252 .075 .003 .0801 -.258 -.004, .135

64 IPR - Positie Affect -.099 -.042 .021 .010 .009 .007 -.161 -.008 -.034 .751

65 Task Achievement - Stance .062 .051 , .039 .069 .934* .045 .118 .040 .011 -.022
4 .

(6(1

Task Ach. - Engagement

Task Ach. - Coping Eff.

.028

.086

-.017

.073

-.019

.122

-.145

.288

.838*

.840*

-.084

.015

-.010

.171

.045

.002.

.123

-.094

.145

-.104

68 Task.Ach. - Neg. Affect -.109 -:653 -.159 -.457* -.412* .409* -.016 .074 .278 .264

69TaskAch.-NeotralAff..066-.034-.014.132.165-.954*-.103-.051-.052-.081
70 Task Ach.- Pos. Affect .026 .094 .174 .287 .204 ..757* .142 -.009 -.209 -.

/
160

* These variables had a actor loading of .40 or better and`were used to construct a unit weighte
(\\score for each factor. See text for furthei. explanation.

.s
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Table 2

STAGE III

SENTENCE COMPLETION

Loadings
FactorlEastor.Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor

1

CHICAGO - 14 Year Olds

Item

64 Task Achievement-Attitude .459*

65 T.A. - Stance 0' .878*

.904*

.855*

.887*

-.229

-.092

.388

-.283

.334

'66 - Engagement

67 Tliic Aid/Advice,

68 T.A. - Coping Effect..

69 :Hostile Affect

70 T.A. -Depressijakff.

71 T.A. - Neutral Aff.

12 T.A. - Positive Aff.

73 Interpersonal Relations
Attitude

74 I.R. - Stance

4. -.Engagement

6 I.R. - Aid/Advice

17 I.R. Oopingiffect_

78 I.R. -164tile Affect

79 I.A. -..*ressive Aff: -.018

80 I.R; - Neutral Aff. -.130

I.R. - Positive Aff. 0

.198

.204

.198

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

.121 .146 .115 .173 -.165 .120' .062

.027 .113 .125 .006 -.007 -.026 .006

-*035 .087 .085 .058 ..010 -.004 .002
.

-.047 .052 .051 - .160 -.044 -.031 -.041

.060 :128 .181 .098 -.021 -.004 -.003

-.165 -.101 -.013 .026 .131 .002 .086

.146 -.026 .003 .012 -.154 .293 -.214

.023 .001 -.106 -,123 .042 -.021 -.002

.041 :104 .157 .7,41 -.090 -.129 .039

--.157 -.047 -.110 .027 $67 .357 .432*

1074 .160

-.14

-.072 -.031

.225 .162

-.093 .065 .745* -.068 .039 -.145 -.052

-.062 .038 .882* =.012. .037 , .134 '-.047

-.060 .039 .885* -.012 .044 .126 -.045

;921*. .147:

-.611* -.283

-.105 .091'

.644* .194

-.020 '.031

.107 -.200 .015

.020 s.700* -.174'

-.114 '-,336 .1t6

0 0 o 750

g 10

.288 -.105

-.189 -.014

-.148 -.018

-.087 .033

-.103 .086,

.594* -.038

.377 -.116

-.749* -.377

.301 .622*

.044 .082

.086 -.010

.I46 ,=.001;

.145 -:001

-.072 z.030

:226. .013

.166 .019

-:329 -.027

0 0 0 0 0



SENTENCE COMPLETION

Table 2 (continued },.

CHICAGO - 14 Year Olds

litteM

82 Authority - Attitude .432* .029 .098 .145

83 Auth. - Stance .111 .035_ :599* .025

84 Auth.- Engagement .061 .015 .675* .130

85 Auth. - Aid/Advice .097 .054 .679* .117

86 Auth. - Coping Eff. .121 .064 .917* .086

87 Auth: - Hostile Aff. ° -.092. .045 -.750* -.106

88 Auth. - Depress. Aff. .123 -.055 -.246 .163

89 Auth. - Neutral Aff.

901Auth. - Positive Aff.

91 Anxiety - Attitude

92 Anx. - Stance

93 Anx. - Engagement

94 Anx..- Aid/Advice

95 Anx. - Coping Eff.

96 Anx. r Hostilerf.

97 Anx. - Depressive Aff.

- Neutral Aff.

99 Rnx. - Poiltive Aff:

Loadings 40

Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

-.006 -.011 .864* .034

.027 .056 .026 .112

.248 .013 -.000 -.026

-.014 .691* '-.127

.021 .912* -.007 -.006

.003 .963* .-.002 L.005

-.001 '.658* .084 -.012

-;448*--.162 :.270

.01d =.412* -.022 .'.075

4 .039- .689* .117 .112

-.038 .013 .026 .006

.404* -.147 .231 .294 .146

.035 -.198 -.238 .026 .488

.049 .132 -.003 -.013 -.103

.088 .110 -.080 -.001 -.048

.043 -.091 -.083 .008 -.001

.012 -.105 -.318 -.040 .039

.052 .306 .660* .097 -.005

.024, -.106 -.159 -.011 -.041

.013 -.086 -.086 -.138 .054

.049 -.214 .000 -.

-.090 .057 -.240 .

-.056 .098 .036

-.006 .100 .05r -.

.068 .012 -.030 .

.241' .094 -.363 -.

.097 -.046 .444* -.299 "-.270.

.114 -.042 N-.122 -.123 .105

-.068 .037 -.079 .862* -.039

090 .031

569* ---*125

-.088

067 -.105

549* .034

130 .251

.184

-.034

.012

.017

-.010

.072

-.037

.011

-.342

.433*

-.158

.160

.184

-.193

-.120

.522*

-:423*

.026

T
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Table 2 (continued)

STAGE III

SENTENCE COMPLETION

Loadings
Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor

CHICAGO - 14 Year Olds
1 2 3 4 5 6 ' 7 8 9 \10

'Item

100,Aggression - Stance -.267 .108 .117 -.181 -.342 .612* -.1,39' .145 , .022 .109
10 Agg. - Engagement

/

-.041 .071 -.011 .005 ,353 ..854* .b26 .009 -.005 -.028

102 hg. - Aid/Advice -.033 .090 -.017 .045 .332 .858* .059 .006 .012 -.026
-103 Agg. - Coping Effect .175 -.008 .075' . .119' .883* .230 .040 -.021' .019 .023

104 Agg. - Hostile Aff. 127 -.011 -.065 -.066 -.922* -.058 -.104 .032 -.027 .030r

105 Agg. - Depressive Aff. .-.028 ,2122 -.113 .067 :038 -.272 .492* .051 -.069 -.126
106 Agg. - Neutral Aff. .137 -.032 .104 .043 AM* .153 -?.069 -.050 .051' .014

107 Agg. - Positive Aff. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

* These variables had a factor loading of .40 or better and were used to .construct a unit weighted
score for each factor. See text for further explanatiori...-7 2



TabIS 3

TEMLCON!AgSON FOR CfiliCAO0 14 YEAR OLDS - STAGES I AND III - SENTENCE COMPLETION
(Factor Loadings)

66 TA - Engagement
, .84 .90
r ,

*67 TA - Aid/Advice ,-..

.86

68 TA - Copilig
.84 .89

**69 TA - Hostile
\ -.4i\( -.23)

**70 TA - Depressive .46 (.01) '( -.09)

71 TA - Neutral

I . II, III
Stags Stage Stage Stags?,:Stage 'Stage

I III I I III

Pector No. 1 2 2 6 . 3 4 4 3 5 1

64 Tisk,Achievesent - Attitude
( .18) .46

65 'Li- Stance
.93 .88-

IV V
Stage Stage Stage 'Stage

I III I III

.72 TA - Positive

73 Interpersonal Relations
- Attitude

74 IPR - Stanca --
4e

75 1P1 - Engagement

*76 IPR - Aid/Advice

77 IPR - Ceping-:

**78 IPR - Hostil'e
,..

.71 .75,

.6Q .88

.89

.92 .92

-.82 -.61

**79 Itf - Depressive
--

( -.11)

80 IPR - Neutral .81 .64

81 IPR L Positive .

en

.7.53

Mit



Table 3

(continued )

LDS -

Load

ITEM COMPARISON, FOR CHICAGO 14 YEAR 0 I AND III - SEN7NCE COMPLETION
f (Factor ings)

I

State
I

Stage
III

II

Stage
I

Stage'

III

III

Stage
I

Stage
III

Stage
I

IV V

Stage Stage
III

stage
III

Fact2r No. 1 2 . 2 6 3 .4 4 3 5 1

82 Authority Attitude ' ti

83 Auth. - Stance
.55 ( .10)

84 Auth. - Engagement
(.24) '.60

*85 Auth. - Aid/Advice
.68

86.Auth. - Coping
.73 .92

87 Auth. - Hostile
-.88 -.75

*88 Auth. - Depressive
(-:215)

89 Auth. - Neutral
.89 .86

90,Auth. - Positive 1),

*91 Anxiety - Attitude '4-

92 Anxiety - Stance :.92 .63

9rAnxiety EngagemeTtt-41'..36 .91

*94 Anxiety - Aid/Advice,

95 Anxiety - Coping .91

.90

-66

*96 Anxiety - Hostile -.89 -.45

*97 Anxiety - Deprespive -.41

08 Anxiety - Neutral .89. .69

*994Anxiety Positive 754



/OW

/
ITEM COMPARItON FOR CHICAGO 14 YEAR OLDS - STAGES I AND III - SENTENCE COMPLETION

(Factor Loadings)

Table 3

(continued)

Stage-

III
Stage

I

Stage
' I/I

III

Stage Stage
I III

, I.

Stage
I

,Factor No 1- 2 2 6 3

1Q1Aggressi - Stance nil ,61'

101°Aggression - Engagement .68 .85

*102 AgreLion -ijdadmiee .86

103 Aggression .- Coping ' .89, (1.0)

**VIC:aggression - Hostile -.86 (-.06)
boo

**105 Aggres4on - DeOtessivelp_ (-.27)

*406 Aggression l'Aeutral

107 Aggreision - positive .86:

a

.4

This variable was qnly preien
II-- In the Stag' I instemant, bo

0.

V

IV V

Stage" Stage _Stage sygge
I III I III

4 3 5 1

A
n the,Stage./TI Jpstrument.

HoStile and Depress!!! Affect

'

were scored as on 'variable -
"Negative Aftect

4
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CHICAGO - 14 YEAR OLDS

Item

Table 4

STAGE I

CUPATIONAL VALUES

.

Factor 11 Factor 12 'Factor 13 Factor .14" Factor 15' Fdctor16
Loading Loading Loading ¶oading Loading Loading

14 Altruism /2
15 Esthetics'

16. Indepeqdent

t 17) Management

.18, Success

19 Self - Satisfaction

20 Intellectual .

Stimulation
w,", *w`l

d1eativity

22 Security

23 Prestige

24 Economic Returns

25 "Surroundings

26 Associates

Variety'

28 Follow Father

.
.760* -.321 -.012' -.033

_ -.057

-.221 -.0Q0 -.123 -.721*, -.020

-.210 .008 .137 7.020 .805*

.310 -.690* -.247 .112 -.042

-.269 -.121 -.188 .760* -.025

.670* .163 -.018' .061 4:081

.373 -.086 .744W .015 -.067

-.356 -028 .400* -.121 .539*

.152 ..566* -.335 .318' -.257

-.700* -.222. -.234 -.102 -.103

-.6571* .068 -.i00 .256 6
7

.199 op'. :698* -.f91 -.076

.230 .421* -.092 -,182 .435*

.161 -.047 .799* -.029° .069'

-.066 . .042 .014

.215,

.331

,
,.124

-.000

%203

V.006
.067

-.164

.128

-.001

467

.320

.045

7.923*

* These vAiables bad a' factor roading.of .40 or better and were used to construct unit
weighted score for each factor. See text for further explanation.
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Table 5

Stage III

OCCUPATIONAL VALUES

b

CHICAGO - 14-Year di4 . 1 Factor 11
Loading

Fadtor 12
Loading

Factoilla
Loading

'Factor 14

Loading

Item/
.

,

. t.
.806*

f

-.045-

.116

.497.*

-.432*

, .358 -

.180

-.018

-.071

,-.680*'

-,759*-

-.013

..311

-.069

-.099

-.206

.016

-.277

.z.085

.392

-.298

-.588*

.649*

-.225

-.021

.
.714*

.518*

--.21137-

.040

'

-.067

-.094

.021

-.516*

-.249

.318
.

,747*
to

.249

-.092

r.243

7.139

-.113

.024

-.7-85*--

-.059

.029

.038

.760*

-.259

-.439.*

-.456*/

-.092,

.376

-.142
.40

.067

-.139

.207

.179

.02--

-.167

14 AltruiIm .

15 Esthetics

16 Independence
.

17 Management

'18 Success

14Self-Satisfaction

20 Intellectual Stimulation

21 Creativity

22 Security

23 Prestige
'

.

24 Economic Returns

25
.

.,

NtAalsociates

Vaiieiy- -,
-

28 Follow Father

a

Factor 15 Factor 16
Loading_ Loading,

.070

-.908*

-.067

. 311

. 376

-.183

-.0i7

.105

.098

-.150

.187

.016

.166

.211

. 187

.077

. 228

. 091

. 336

. 293

-.036

-1006

. 034

.105

.003

-.134

. 037

.072

2 -.911*

These variables had a factor loading of .40 or better and were used to.construc' a unit_
weighted score for each factor. See text for,further explanation.

4'
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Table 6

drFACTOR COMPARISON FOR CHICAGO 14)YEAR CILDS STAGES I AD III - OCCUPATIONAL VALUES

STAGE C---Y STAGE I I

Factors Factor 11 Factor 12 Factoi 13 Factor 14 Factor 15 Factor 16

'11* .883* . .314 .126 ,-.320 .061 -.005
12 -.316. .850* .387 .086 -.142 :029
13

. .091 -.368 .872* . .262 .147 .075 --...

14 -.223 ' .093 .004 -.356 .884* ..187
15 .250 ..186 -.267

..-

r .832* .357 .108
le '.022 -.033 -.049 -.048 -.216 '. .9,3**

* Similar

,** Identical

f

-,4

'



Table 7

-ITEM COMPARISON FOR CHICAGO 14 YEAR OLDS STAGES_I
(Factor Loadings)

III - OCCUPATIONAL VALUES

i

Factor No.

A
Stage

I

Stage
III

B

Stage
L

.

Stage

III

C

Stage
I

Stage
III

Stage

D E

Stage Stage
III I

VI

Stage Stage
III I

Stage
III

11-' 11 12 13 13 14 15 15 14 16 16)

'14 Altruism

15- Esthetics

16.Independfnce

17 Management

18 Success

/9"Self-Satis.

20 Intell. Stim.

21 Creativity

22 Secur!ty

23 Prestige

24 Ecrnoiic
*turns

25 Surroundings

226 Associates

27 Variety

28 Follow Father

.76

(.31)*

( -.27)

.67

-

-.70 ,

,-.66

.81

.50

-.43

(.36)

-.68

-.76

.

-.69

( -.03)

.-57

.70

.42

..-.
.<

(-.28)

-.59

.65

,

.71

.52

( -.25)

.75

.40

,.

.80

-..52

.75

(.25)
2.,

.79

-.72

.76

-.91

(.38)

.81

(-.03)

(-.08)

.54

.44

.76

-.44

-.46,

(.38111-

(.18)

-.92 -.

These numbeiin parentheses are the corresponding idading for each country on those variables
that were not used in the unit weighted scores, but load significantly in one country.
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-Table

Stage III

yIEWS OF LIFE
S

Factor
CHICAGO - 14 Year bids

, 17
Factor

18Item

43 Locus of Cont'rol(Internal/ex- -.085 -.073
44 Academic Ldtus of Control .003 .022
45 Action-Inaction

.126 .539*
46 Immediate-Delayed Action -.083 .642*
47 Rate of Action

.129 .066
48 Intrinsic-Extrinsic Work Motiv. -.035 .4140

49 Task Achievement-Interpersonal .105 -.034Relations
50 COmpetition-Cooperation

.366 -.147
51'Independent+Obedient '.046 t..-.026

52.Earned-Bisto44 Status -.548* -.039

53*Cortfront-Avoid -.039 .060
54 Self- Other Initiation .066 -.040.
55 Self-.Ocher Solver .249: .060
6 Self-Joint Implementation .433* -.029

8Instrument- Fantasy -.082 '-.002

Emotional Control/Expressivity. .050 - .101

Activity /Passivity wider Stress' -.210 - .031'

1 Positive/Negative Self-Esteezi .128 ,086

2 View, of Life(Complex/S z.288 .012

Loadings
F ctor
119

.447*

,.012

, .075

.051

..097

-.033

-.116

, -.052

.283
e

.191:

.432*

.007

.024

.037

-.013

-.254

.031

-.075

.065

Factor
20

?actor Factor
21 . 22

Factor Factor-
23

24

-: .109 .092 .008 .153

-.0 .475* .035 .077' .040

.192 -.131 .009 .235 -.081

-.143 .070 .024 -.168 .147

.110 .025 -.009 .082 .548*

.042 .025 .537* .020 -.037

-.485* .4)09 --;029 .053 -.136

..-.027 .258 424 .006 .087

.374 .041 -.077 .062 -.021

.012 -1081 .045 .026 -:104

1024' -.088 -.035 ..022 -.106

:.009 .018 .269- .050

.027 .041 -.026 -.053 -.122

-.152 .010 -077 -.077

.006 .060? .042 .532* .033

-.057 -. 036 .054 .094, -.128

.349 -. 133 .243 -.009 -.020

-.154k 351 .249 .340 .140

30 . 088 --.063 -.069 -.1104/60
These variables 44-a factor loading of .40 or better and were used to construct a unit weightedscore for each factor. See text for further explanatiqp. . v
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Table 9

STAGE I

SOCIAL ATTITUDES INVENTORY

CH CO - 14 Year Olds.

b -Scores /

Loadings
Factor 17 factor 18

Active Coping .647* -.152

Passivi Coping .821* .214

3 Active Defensive -.480* .568*

Zi Passive Defensive. .087 .890*

r.

* These variables had a factor loading of .40 or bet r and were used
to construct a unit weighted score for each factor. See text for
further explanatiOnl_

dr,

-125-
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Table 10 %-

Stage III

SOCIAL ATTITUDES INVENTORY,

CHICAGO - 14 Year Olds

Sub-Scores

37 Task Achievement

38 Authority

39 AggIession

40 Interpersonal Relations

41 Anxiety

1
it

r

Factor Loading

Factor 25

.796*

.725*

.589*

.606*

4

4

* These variables had a factor loading of r40 or better and were used
to constrect a unit weighted score for-each factor. See text for _-____

further explanation. . .
.

.

. )

;-726-
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fli1FAGO - 14 Tsar Olds

New Factor Factor
Designation Abbre -

A

11

A

COMPARISON OF FACTORS ACROSS SAMPLES

COMMON FACTORS
Stage 1 Stage'tII
Desig- Desig-

viation nation nation NAME

C(SC) 1

C(SC) ' 2

C(SC) 3

C(SC) 4

C(SC)

.OVAL 16

OVAL 11 -

.

OVAL 12

OVAL

Of/AL. 14'

OVAL 1Sf

Copes with Anxiety a

Copes with Aggression'

Copes with' Interperional'Reiations

Copes with Authorit,*

topes with task Achievement

16 Does not value Following Father's Occupation 0
11 Values Altruism; doesn't 3,/alue Prestige and Economic

Returns. (Values Management and Self- Satisfaction; doesn't
value Success.)

12 Values Security, Surroundings. and Aseoci4tes. (Doesn't
value Management and Creativity.) es

Values Intellectual Stimulation and Variety. (Values
CreatA4ity; doesn't value Managedent.)

15 Doesn't value Esthetics. (Values Success.)

Values Independence. (Values. Associates; doesn't value Success.
&If-Satisfaction, and Creativity.)
7wr

1)

14
I

UNIQUE FACTORS

C(SC), .4

ctui 7:7rr'
C(SC) 8

C(SC) 9

C(SC) '10
C(SC)

C(SC)

C(SC)

C(SC)

C(SC4

C(VOL)

C(VOL)

C(VOL)

C(VO)

C(VOL)

C(VOL)

C(VOL)

14
c(091,17

C(SAI) 14

c(sitl) -

Negative and, Positive, not Neutral Affect toward Task,

k74.1111889IrliugteWlf!*4x4--
Positive Attitudes toward Adhority,;Intorpersonal Relations,
and Task Achievement.

Copes with Aggression via Engagement; copes effectively with
Authoriervis Stance.
Copes with Authority via Engagement with Poiitive Affect

'Positive Affect towardrInterpersonal Relations

S Positive Attitude toward Authority; copes effectively with
Aggression with Neutral, not Hostile Affect.

Depressive Affect toward Interpersonal Relations. Authority.
Anxiety, and Aggression., p

8 Positive Attitude toward Interpersonal Relations; copes effectively
with Anxiety via Stance with Ppikitive Affect.

9 Hostile, not Neutral-Affect toward Task Achievement

10 Positive Affect towardTask Achievement; Positive Attitude
toward Anxiety Ideniepressive, not Neutral Affect.

17 . Prefers bestowed Status,.Self -Implementor'

18 Prefers Immediate Action

19 Internal Locus of Cicero", Confronts Problems

20 Concern With Interpersonal Relations

Internal Amadeeic Locus of Control, Self - Implementor

22 Intedinsically Motivated op
a

Gains Satisfaction, from Actual Accomplishments

4

121

X23

Prefers 'fast Pate of- Ashen

Copes effectively

Shows defensive behavior

25 Copes effecti4ely
a

4 The varisblos in parentheses o4,17 appear in ome of the factors,.

t

4 '4
A

7 63

4

a

a
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Table 12

'-.SIGNIFICANT SEX DIFFERENCES*
. 4

CHICAGO - 14 Year Olds - Stage

PrObability
Level

C(SC)1 -I F < M** Copes effectively with Anxiety via
Stance,and Engagement with Neutral,

not Negative Affect. '11 < .001

Copes effectively with Aggressiorr via
Stance and Engagement with Positive,

, not Negative Affect. p :002

Copes effectively. with Interpersonal
Relations via Stance and Engagement
with Neutral, not Negative Affect, II< .00'6

F > M Positive Attitudes toward Authority,..
InterpeIsonak Relations, and Task'

Athievement. p r.001 4

Values Altruitm and Self-gatlsfaction;
doesn't value Prestige and Economic
Returns. p < .001

C SC)2-II F > M

C(SC)3-III F

.OVAL 11-A F > m

s
OVAL 12-B F > M 'Values Sec ryty, Surrendings, and

Associat s; doesn't value Management.2. .008

s
OVAL 14-D ' F < M .Values Success; doesn't value Edthetics.

I< .002 .

..14
OVAL 15-E , F.> M *Values Indepetenidte.and Associates; t,

doesn't value Creativity. 11 .001
i
OVAL,1641 F < mr Values FallOwing Father's Occupation 2. J .001

i

1 1

*' 9/18 (50%) of the sifnificance tests were significant above chance.

This indicates these results were not,spurious (Cf. Godbout, Marston,

,Borich, Vaughan, 1977).
, )

** F ,Female M = Male

. The Sep( difference on this factor is similar to one in the other

sample.
, .*

_ i
. i. An identical sex difference in ,both swags (Stages I and III).

.-726
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Table 13

SIGNIFICANT SEX DIFFERENCES*

CHICAGO 14 Year Olds - Stage, ILI

IT:_C(SC)7 , F > M** Depressive Affedt t ward Interpersonal
Relations,, Authority, Anxiety, and
Aggression. p < .014

Probability
1,evel _

s
OVAL 11-A F s M Values Altruism and Management; doesn't

iralfue Success, Prestige,, and Econdm c
Returns. < .001'

et
OVAL 12-B F > M, Values Security, Surroundings, and

'Associates; doesn't value Creativi y. p < .048

OVAL 13-C >,M Vables IntelIectual,Stimulation d

Variety; doesn't value Management. ,p< .001
%AI

,
OVAL l.--D Is H Values Esthetics /1.<-.008

i0VAL 16-VI
.

F <M Values Following Father's Occupation. p k .002
n
C(VOL)17 ,F < m Satisfaction based upon superficial

end product (Bestowed Status); prefers
to work by oneself. s ,1,< .007

:11C(VOL)22 -F > m Values work for its own sake 2 CIP

'4

* 8/25 (32Z) of the significance tests were significant above chance.
This adicates these results were not spurious (cf.-Godbout, Marston,
Mach, Vaughan,"1977).

**F Joemele M- Maim, 4

one4 °I The See difference on this, factor is similar to ne in the other

sample'.

VAn identibal set.difference in ath,samples (Stages I and III).

No compirible iftitttument in the other sample.
,

It

-729-
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Table 14

SIGNIFICANT SES DIFFE LACES*

CHICAGO - i4 Year Olds - Stage I

OVAL 12 -B L ? M**

s
OVAL 14-D

s
OVAL 15 -E

iOVAL

ne(SAI)17

a
n
C(SAI)18

'Probability
Level

ValUes Security, Surroundings, and
Assoeiates; doesn't vglutMahagement.

< M. Values Success; doesn't value
Esthetics

M Values Independence and Associates;
.doesn't value Creativity

L M Values Following Father'soccupation

M Neports good coping and active
defensive behavior

L

>

t

> M 'Worts defensive coping

<, .02f

.017

< .013

< .001

<

2. < ,029

* 6/18(33Z)of the si lc _e tests were Significant above chance.
This indicates these resu is were not spurious (cf. Godbout, Marston,
Borich, Vaughan, 1977).

Lower Class I'M Middle Class

The SES "difference on this factor is. similar to one in the othei

sample ,

L

n

1.

No comparable instrument in other samp

An identical' predictor or explanatory factor across samples

r. -730-
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Table 15

SIGNIFICANT SES DIFFERENCES*

CHICAGO - 14 Year Olds - Stage III

)

C(SC)l -V

'416_

L < Woe

8

,Probability

Level

Copes effectively with Task Achievement
with)

positive Attitude toward Task Achieve-
ment and-Authority. P < .041

80VAL 14-E L <'M Values Independence; doesnrt value
Success and Self-satisfaction. P < .007

s
OVAL 15-D. L < M

_

Values Esthetics .2. < .044

i
OVAL 16-VI L < M Val.ues Following Father's occupation p < .014

nC(VOL)17 L < M. Satisfaction based on superficial end
product (Bestowed Status); prefers to
work by oneself. P < .028

nC(VOL)19 L< M Internal Locus of Control; prefers to
confront problem. p <..019

nC(VOL)22' L < M Values:work for its own sake P <.003

4

-7/25 (28Z) of the significance tests were sign icant above chance.

This indicates the results not spurious cf. Godbout, Marston,

Borich, Vaughan, 1977).

** L LowertClass 14 Middle Class

! The SES difference on this factor is miler to one in the other

sample

, An identical predictor or explanatory factor across samples

No comparable ins t in the other sample6

-731:-
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CHICAGO - 14 Year Olds

Table "16a.

Stage I

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

CRITERION: Mading-Achievement

Predicve
Variable: ",,,

p Multiple R

-C(SAI)18 . 9.20 .003 .19

I.

C(SC)3-III 3.55 .061 .23

-C(SAI)17 4.56 ,.034 .26

-OVAL 13-C ,,--7.99 .005 .32
A

ED ASP 20.47 .001 .41NI_-_____
RAVEN 1.98 .160 .42

BRS 12.56 0 .001 .47

Additional Explanatory Variables:

pr

OVAL 15 -E, .16 .011

OVAL 14-,D .13
N.

.0 6

-7322) ,

765

7

R
2 ----

R
2
Change-

.04
4111.

.05 .01

.07 .02

.10 .03

.10 .07
____

;18 .01

.22 04

7'



CHICAGO - 14

.Table 16b.

Stage I

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION:FACTORS

Year Olds

Predictor
Variables:

-C(SAI)18
*

C(SC)3 -III

4-C(SAI)17

-OVAL 13rC

ED ASP

RAVEN

BRS

CRITERION: Reading Achievement,

Does not report defensive`befiavior

Copes with InterpersonalRelatioris

Does not cope effectively

Does not value Intellectual Stimulation, Crpativity,
and Variety. .

Educational Aspirationi

Raven Progressi;.re Matrices

BehAkior Rating Scale

r

4 ,

A4ditibnal Explanatory Variables:

4

. - .

OVAL 15-E. = Values Independente all Associates; doesn't value
_Creativity.

. .

; OVAL 14-D = Values Success; doesn't value Esthetics. 110.

4..

t

= Factors which predict negatively are described in terms of the
behavior this Amdicatese. The site factor may be described in
opposite terms when, in'some other analysis, it has a positive
predictive 'value.

-733-



Table 18a.

Stage I

REGRErSTON ANALYSIS

CHICAGO - 14 Year Olds CRITERION: Math Achievement

Predictor
41,a

4
Variables: F p Multiple R, R R

2
Change.

C(SC)8 18.12 :001 .27 ,.07 .07
lit

C(SC)3 -III 4.76 %030 ° .30 ..09 , .02
.

ED ASP 9.66 .002 -., .35 . .11 .04

.

Additional Explanatory Variables:

pr P r .P.

-OVAL 13-C -.13 .044

",

-7.34-
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Table 18b.

Stage

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS
T.

CHLCAGO - 11Yeaf Olds CRITERION: Math Achievement
. .

Predictor
Varlables:

.C(SC)S = Copes effectively with. Aggression via Stance and Engage-
% went'

C(SC)37III=Copes with.Interpersodal Relations

.ED ASP -' Educational Aspirations

4

6

Additional Explanatory Variables:

s

-OVAL 13-C
*

Does notvalue Intellectual Stimulation, Creativity,
and Variety.'

4.-
AY.

*4. Factors which predict negatively are described in terms of the
behavior tkis4adicates. The same factor may be descried in
,dpposite teas when, inisome other pnalysis, it has a positive
'Predictive value.

4

, -735-
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Table,20a.

Stage 'I

REGRESSION, ANALYSIS
0

CHICAGO -14 Year Olds `CRITERION: Grade Point Average

.

`'

Predictor
Variables:

/
C(SC)8

.

C (SC) 7

g-OVAL 13-C

s
OVAL 11-A

ED ASP,

i
RAVEN

BRS

,

F p Multiple R

24.02 .061 .30

10,32 .002 .36
. ..,

9.63 .b02 .40

14.05 .001 .46

N
42.70 ;001 .58

15.15 , .001
.614

-
47.4 -.001 .60

Additional Explanatory Variables:,
/

, pr P,

C(SC)5-V .14 :634

n
-C(SAI)18 -.14 .028

OVAL 14-D

s OVAL 15-E

.14

.20-

.028

.002

0CC ASP 15 .022

i .

1
0 Asim4 ,ar predictor across peoples . -

,

i . p
An identical predictor or explanatory. factor across samples

n ..

No comparable instrument in the other
.. .

.

-R2 R2 Change

.09 .09'

&

.131 .04,

.6 .03

.21 .05

.33 .12

o
. 37 '.04

.11

o.
F

-736- .
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. Table 20b.

Stage I

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

CHICAGQ - 14 Year Olds CRITERION: Grade Point Average

Predictor
ib Variables:

)
BOC)fil - Copes effectively with Aggression via',, Stance and Engagemipt.

. . ,

C(SC)7 = Positive attitudes toward Authoiity, Interpersonal Relition,
, - /

. *
..and Task Achievement.. .

.

s
-OVAL 13-C = Doe's not vans-Intellectual Stimulation; Creatitity, and

Variety.

OVAL 11-A = Values Altruism and Self-satisfactiod; does not value
Pestige and Economic Returns.

ED ASP 4 Educational Aspirations

i
AVEN = Raten Progressive' Matrices

BRS = Behavio'Rlting Scale

Idditipnal Explanatory Variables:

C(SC)5-V = Copes with Task Achievement

n
-c(sAI)1111

OVAL 1\.it-D - Values Success; doesn't value Esthetics.

Does not report defensive behavior.

OVAL 15-E - Values Independence and'Associates; doesn't value Creativity.

."OCC ASP = .Occupational Aspirations

= A similar predictor across samples
t.

= An 'identical piedictor or explanatory factor across

thlocusparable instru ment in the other sample

Factors which predict negatively are descrijed in terms of the
behavlorthis indicates. The same factor may besdescribed in
opposite terms when, in,mome other analysis, it has.a positive
prtilictive

:4

samples

,.$
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4 ' .

CHICAGO - 14 Year Olds, CRITERION: Grade Point Average .

Table 21a.

Stage III

ANALYSIS

Predictor
Variables:
..*..

,nC(SAI)25

F p

6.97 dr

...,,,

ir
.01

C(SC)9 . 6.41 , .01

-nC(V01.017

I.
i

4.48 .04

s
OVAL 13-C

t 1

5.81. .02

RAVEN 27.85 ..001

iBRS 111 .001

Additiosal Explanatory Variables:

c(sc)4 -III

sOVAL 11-A .

= OVAL 12-B

Multiple R 4114' R
2

R
2
Change

..
,..

,

.22
I

.05
u*
05

.30 r'',09 ;04 r

.35 '1:12 .03

.40 .16 .04
.

.55 .31

.36 .06

I

pr P r P.'

-.17 aYit ,

.

0
NoOlomparable insfrument in thi other sample

A plmilarfpredictor across samfiesi

,18 .05

.16 .05

0 An identical predictor or explanatory factor across samples
4

-738-
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Table 21b.

StagediiII

DESCRIPTION OF RIERESSION FACTORS

,CHICAGO - 14 Year Olds

Predictor
Variables:

CRITERION: Grade Point.Average
.

n CAI)24 = Reports good coping

C(SC)9 = Hostile, not neutral Affect toward Task Achievement.
0.

-
n
C(VOL)1746 Prefers Earned Status and to work with others.

' sOVAL 13-C= Values Intellectual Stimulation in& Variety;
Management.

RAVEN = Raven' Progressive Matrices

iBRS = Behavior Ratidg Scale

Additional Explanatory Variables:

pr

I

C(SC)4-III = Copes with Interpersonal Relations

14.

doesn't value

Po

s
OVAL 11-A = Values Altruism and Management; doesn't Value Success,
i Prestige, and Economic Returns.

- OVAL-12-B Doesn't value Securitly, Surroundings, and Associates,
.values Creativi4-.

,,,, .

No comparable instrument in the other sample

3

a

= A similar predictor across samples ,
ir

An identical predictor or explanatory factor across samples 6
.* Factors which prldict negatively are described in terms_of the

behavior this indicates. The same factor may be described.in
opposite terms whin, in same (per analysis, it has a positive

,

predictive value. -739-
-
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Table. 22

PERCENT EXP INED,

CHICAGO - 14 Year tds - Stage I

`Reading Achievement -alh Achievement GPA

Aptitude (unique) .7% 0% 4%

Coping/MOtivation (unique) 12.3% 11.7% 22.3%

Total, 17.9% 37.2%
a

CHICAGO - 14 Year Olds - Stage III

Aptitude (uniqUe) NO data

Coping/Motivation (unique) No dita
0

No data 14.7%'

No data 7.9%

4'.
Total No data No data 30.7%

Table 23

CORRELATIONS AMONG THE CRITERIA

CHICAGO - 14 Year Olds - Stage I

Reading

Math

GPA

)Reading Achie

;

ement Math Achievement GPA
e

.52 .65

.65

-74O'
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CHICAGO BLACK 10 YEAR OLDS -- RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4 ',

This section' provides 1 detailed picture of the coping patterns
associated wit achievement in Chicago Black 10 year old students
from the 1965 (Stage I) sample.- There are no data forAinority
samples in Std e III (1968). The first results presented are the.
factor analyseS of the coping/motivational instruments:. Sentence
Completion; OcCu ional Values, and the ,Social Attitudes_Inventory.
Sex differen are described next. Finally, the findings from the
regression analyses are presented, showing the specific factors that
predicted and explAlded achievement for thtse students. .

FACTOR ANALYSES
0

Sentence Completion

Factor ana4sis.of the Sentence Completion variables resulted in
ten factors which accounted for substantial percentage of the variance.
-These variables grouped primarily according to behavior Areas, e).g.,

aggression variables loading7on one factor, authority variables on
another. The analysis appears in Table 1. There were three general
factors, corresponding to coping with authority, anxiety&and task
achievement. Coping with aggression and with interperional relations
were both described in two 'separate factors; one depicts the coping

k sequence, and the other contains ,coping effecti4ess plus affect.
Unit weights, were constructed using those v ables having a factor

k
loading > .40. For example, factor 1 co'si t d of all five variable
dealing with coping with anxiety. The rema ing faCtots tended to br

s

less clear'.

Occupational, Values

Factor analysis of the Occ4pational Values variables yielded six
. factors. Onceagkin, variableshiving a factdr loading > .40 were
used to construct a unit weighted score for each factor (see analysis
in Table 4).

Social Attitudes Inventory

The factor analysis of the Social Attitudes Inventory (SAI) is
illustrated In Table 9. This was'a self-report measure of coping'
effectiveness. Two -factors emerged: Positive coping'and ineffective
or defensive responding.

SEX DIFFERENCES

Stage I sex differences are listed in Table 12. As only two of 18
tests were significant, these could be due to chance. Nonetheless,

t. -741-
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) 11k
fmales tended to pope pore effectively with aggression. Males placed
greater value on following'father's occupation. Females placed
greater value, on esthetics.

r

SUMMARY OF REGRESSION ANALYSES .

_ .

Reading AChievement

There were few predSctors of reading achievement for this sample
of Chicago Black 10 year olds. These are listed in Tables 16a and 16b.
Good readers coked more effectively with aggression with positive, not
negative affect toward aggression. They did, hewever, express more ,

negative affect than poorer Teaders toward task achievement. Good
readers also had higher a tude scores and were rated higher by their
'_peeis on the Behavior Ra ng Scale.

Math Achievement

Predictors of math achievement are listed in Tables 18a arid 18b.
A
-.

As with reading, there were few significant predictors. .Good math
students tended to place greAer value than poor students on altruism
andmanagement; and less on prestige and economic,returns. Aptitude and
peer ratings (BRS) were also predictiye.

, .

Grade Point average

Predictors of GPA for Chicago Black 10 yr olds are listed in
Tables.20a and 20b. /Students with higher grades coped more effectively,,
with interpersonal relations with neutral, not negative affect. They
reported less defensive behavior on the SAI, and were rated higher by
their peers on the BRS. In work, these successful students placed
greater, value on success as opposed to creativity and variety. Aptitude

was also a predictor of GPA. In addition, engaging problems related to
, anxiety with positive affect toward authority was also correlated with

GPA.

PERCENTAGE OF VARIANCE

In order to assess the practical implications of,these measures,
for possible educational use, it is- important to consider the percent of--
viriance accounted for by aptitude and coping/motivation variables, both
uniquely and together, in accounting for success on the criterion meas-
ures. To assess the unique contribution of aptitude, this variable was
entered into the ,regression equation following the coping/motivation
variables. Alternntiyely, tdOassess the unique contribution of the .

coping/motivation yariables, 'aptitude.was entered followed by the coping/
Motivation variables. The unique variance of both aptitude and coping/
motivation variables was that increment variance bbtained beyond that
accounted for, by other variables. The results of these analyses are
listed in Table 22..

-742-
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Aptitude was ah important predictor across all stages and criteria,

uniquely accounting for 18.8% of the variance in reading, 9.0% in math,
and 6.3% in GPA.

The coping/motivation factors were lest powerful predictors
reading and Math, but were more highly associated with GPA. They
uniquely accounted for 6.5% of the variance in reading and 3.9% in math.
In-GPA the copin otivation factors uniquely accounted for 20.2% of
the variance, much more than aptitude.

What is more, some properties that reViected

coping substantia4y increased the total variance
(31%) and especially in reading (34%). This gave
explanatory power did the prytical utefulneds of
measures.

both aptitude and
explained in GPA
added weight to the
the coping/motivation

.

In sum, the coping/motivation factors were sighificant predictors
across all criteria, but were relatively weak except for GPA. Test
achievement for Chicaft Black' 10 year old students was not as ontiftent

iiupon copingand motivation a.; on aptitude. However, these att ddinal
qu'alities and coping skills were very important for achieving good'
grades./ It appears that teachers were especially responsive to certain
of these qUalitles.

.
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Table 1

STAGE I

-V
,

,

CHICAGO BLACK - 10 Year' Olds

SENTENCE COMPLETION

Factor Factor FactorlFactorTattor
6 7 8 .9 10

Loadings

Factor Factor Factor Factor Factoi
1 . 2 3 4' 5

Item

39 Att. - Authority .275 .094 .040 .010 .006 .043 -.248 .025 .611* .144
40 Att. - Interpersonal .125 .028 -.011 .063 .018 .016 .102 -.045 .673* -.379Relations
41 Att.,- Task Actlevement .003 .24 .068 -.023 .040 .010 -021 .150 .567* .136

43 Aggression 7-Stance .035 .289 .234 .212 .161 .026 .079 .810* .050 p.049
44 Aggression - Engagement .016 .203 .183 '.061 .172 .01? -.061 .877* .051 -.012
45 Aggression - Coping Eff. .030 .140 .122 .458* .054 .039 .105 .800* .040 .060
46 Aggressioi - Negative Aff. - .096 -.169 -'.142 -.860* -.043 -.168 -.065 --.328 '.010 -.058
47 Asgres0.on = Pos. Affect .096 '.169 .142 .860*. .043 .168 .065 .328 -.010 .058
48 Authority - Stance .006 .774* .128. -.034 .112 .175 .086 ;0350 .308
49 Authority - Engagement .023' .514* -.160 .162 -.225 .210 1.206 .2.§1 ,-.103 .296
50 :Autflority.- Coping Eff. .023 4,.857* ...000. .196 .065 .053 .106 .081 '.145
51 Authoiity - Negative -.084 -.898* -.092 -.142 .003 .043 -.001 '-.096, -.074 .082
-52 Authority'- Neutral Aff. .042 .88],* .081 .126; -.024 -.037 -.026, .080' .07.8 -.260
53 Authority - Pos. Affect .88 .143 .051 .082 .091 -.032 .122 .077 -.011 .753*
54 Anxiety - Stance .863* -.000 -%003' -.014 .061 -.025 .023 . -.033 .148 .209
55 Anxiety r Engagement .505* -.113 -.012 .481 -.085 .068 .200 -.070 .176 .415*
56 AnXiety - Coping Eff. .906* .110 .055 -.020' -.028 -.052 -.027 -.008* .064 .063
57 Anxiety -Negative Aff. -.931* -.035 -.032"4-:063 .051 -.095 -.029 -.028 ,.038 .083
58 Anxiety - Neutral Aff. .931* .035 .032 _,063 -.051 -.095 .029 .028--.038 -.083



0.

STAGE I

,). -SENTENCE COMPLETION

1 Loadings
f..,,,

Factor FactOr Fattor Factor Factor Factor Facto Factor Factor Fattot
). 1 - 2' 3 4 5: 6 7 ,,8 9 . 10

At,,,..
.

"CHICAGO BLACK -'10 Year').01ds (confinue0 , I

Item 'It

59 Interpersonal Re1apiof
- Stance,

60 .IPR -.Engagement lr
61, IPR - Copin. Eff.

.

62 IPM Negativia:Affect

tY,IgR tral Affect

7,PositiAffect

65 Task.Achieve;eiet-SianCe:

66'Task Ach. -ingag:mene

47 Task Ach. - Coping Eff.

68',Task Ach. -.Negative ff.

4tWsiRbk.- - NeutralAffr.

70 Task,Ac,!-,Pos. Affect.,

.087. .086 '.171, .187

.07$ .153 .291 6

.0,56 .161 ..78,1 .180

7..035 -.125, -.942* -.062

.050. ..9411.i .065

-.07... -.133 -.134' -.029

. -.032 -.0055 -.076,

.000 .41,212 -.218 '-.201

,159
:194

,-.091 -.189 -.telf%

-.128 .076 .230 .116,'

.076 ,115 03Z. :257

V

.050._ .795* -.044 -.047 .084 .1,0
, ,

.119 .707* .004 .123 . .067 '7.161

411,1

.069 .311 -.162 .236 436 , .048

-.011 -.083 -.012 -.la .015 -.009

.046 , .072. -.014 .131, 7.0,3 . .012

=.239 !Oial .183 -.041 ;197 -.023

.815* .219 .022 .,206 -7.170' .033

-358*. :451*' :169 7.229 .075

%875* -.001 -.602 1.02 .098 .020

-.593*.11.216 .247 .113 -.302 .000

.405* -.084 -.798; -.102' .089 -.085

21 -.136' .856* .013 .110 ,,.123

*These variables had a factor 1 ding of .40 or,better and were used to construct a unit weighted
score foi'each factor. tie text foijurther explanation.

A
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Tablr4.

STAGE I

qp.C1IPATIONAL VALUES

fr

o

Factor 1I Factor 12 Factor 13 Factor 14 Factor 15 Factor 16
Loading Loadihg Loading Loading Loadg Ling /

CHICAGO BLACK - 10 Year Olds
. s

Item

14 Altruisi. .058

15 Esthetics .376

16 Independence -.403*

17° Management . 6

r
-.187

18 Success -.534*

19. Self - Satisfaction .653*

r 20 Intellectual -.287
.1
.0. Stimulation
a.

21 Creativity ;1..109

22 Security .736*.

23 Prestige -.153

24 Economic Returns -.240
_ .

25 Surroundings -.063

26 Associates .111

27 Variety -.046_

28' Follow Fathe .210

.811* .153 -.175 -.049

-.147 . .103 -.096 -.525*

-.183
..,

.134 :068 .268
,

.676* -.173 -.013 -.099

-.013 .074 -.596* .A.115

.064 .169 .205 .136

.114 -.019 x.249 .249

.

-.044 .566* .502* .167

.146 .019 - -.181 -.054

-.464; -.545* -.179 -.389

-.691* -.118 -.127 -.092

.007 .550* .300 -.202

,.061 .733* -.033- IP .000
4 -

l

-.019 1 .150 .791* -.093

-.068 ; .035 -.101 -. . .831*i
.211

-.079

-.630*

-.449*

.016.

.B15

.730*

.306

112

' -.117

7..200

.157 `
,

.070,

4014

A'
782.

. ..;

'e, .riablelahid a f- ding of ,40 Or better and were used to construct a unit
4111:t:: score for eac See text fob further meplaation. ,

e-
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Table 9

STAGE I

SOCIAL ATTITUDES. INVENTORY

CHICAGO BLACK - 10.Year (Ids

Factor 17
toading

Item 1 Active Coping .851*

Item 2 Passive Coping' .872*

Item 3 Active Defensive -.208

Item 4 Passive Defensive '.297

4
V

CHICAGO BLACK - 14 Year Olds

leb

0

Factor 18
Loading

.114

-.075

.845*

.787*

Factor 17 Factor 18
Loading Loading

Item 1 Active Copttng -.116

Item- 2'Passive Coping .054

i Defensive.Item'3 Active efensve- .829*

Item 4 Passive Defensive .8:65*

.737*_

.811*-

-7135'

.062

PThese variables had a factor loading of .40 or better and were used
to construct a unit weightid score for each factor. Seb test for
further explanation.

-747-
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Table 11

COMARISON OF FA p1 ORS ACROSS SAMPLES

CHICAGO BLACK,- 10,Xear Olds =

Factor Stage I 0 *

Abbre- Desig-
viation nations, NAME

C(SC) 1

C(SC) 2

C(SC) 3
.

C(SC) '4
- 4-

C(SC) 5

C(SC)

C(SC) 7.

C(SC)

C(SC) 9

C(SC) JO .

OVAL 11

OVAL '-- 12

)."" OVAL
t,3

4

OVAL 14

OVAL 15

OVAL .A.

Cgpes with Anxiety with Neutral, not Negative Affect

,Copes with Authority with Neutral, not Negatiie Affect

Copes with Interpersonal Relations with Neutral, not
. Negative -Affect

Copes with Aggressibn with Positive, not Negative
l'Affec,t.

Copes with Task'Achievement with Neutral, not
"Negative Affect
Confronts and Engages Interpersonal Relations; Engages
Task Achievement
lysitive, not Neutral Affect- toward Task Achievement

Copes. with Aggression

Positive Attitude toward Authority. Interper§onel
Relations and Task Achievement%,

. es'Anxiety; Positive Affect toward Authority
C.

Values Self-Satisfaction and Security; does not value
Indepe deace oeSuCcess
Valdes ism and Management; does not value Prestige
or Eton c Returns tj

.

1 Values Surroundings and Associates; doesnot value
'Creativity and Prestige
Values Creativity and Variety; does not value Success

Valuei Following Father's Occupation; -not Esthetics
, .

Values Intellectual Stimulation; does,not value
Independence or Management .

C(SAI) 17 ':Copes effectively
.

.
.

C(SAI) 1$ Shows defensive behavior,
r.',

.

4

448-
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lable 12f -
r

SIGNIFICANT SEX DIFFERENCES*

CHICAGO BLACK - 10 Year Olds

/J.

. .Probability

Lever

Copes effectively with Aggression
via ttance and Engagement

Values Following F ther's Occupation;
doesn't value Est etics

..

R. <.04

2. <.001

1

2418 (11%) of th significance tests were significant above chance.
This indicates ese results were not spurious (cf. Godbout* Marston,
Bbrich, Vaughan 1977).

Female M f 4141e

-749-
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Table,i6a.1

Stage I

RE.Q.RESgIOW.ANALYSIS
.

CHICAGO BLACK - 10 Year Olds CRITERION: Reading Achievement

Predictor

Variables: F p
.

C(SC)4 "0, 13.52 :@,O1

--a

RAVEN

BRS

21.32 / .001

16.36 .001

Additional Explanatory Variables:

Multiple t R
2

R2 'OlIange-

.39 .15 .115

.58' .34 .19

.68 .46 .12

-750-
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Table 16J).

Stage I

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

CHICAGO BLACK - 10 Year Olds

Predictor
Variables:

C(SC)4

RAVEN

BRS

CRITERION: Reading Achiev

pes effectively witb/Aggression with
Negative Affect; with Negative Affect toward Taft
4chievement.

RAven Progressive Matrices

PopitiVe not

Behavior Rating Scale

A

,',gc 0

4dditi4nal-Explanatory Variabln

,

I

I

I



Table 18a.

Stage I

.

REGRESSION ANALYSIS
..

CHICAGO BLACK - 10 Year Olds CRITERION: Math Achievement'
4

Predictor
'Variables :

S.
"

F p Multiple R

OVAL 12 5.81 .018 .27

RAVEN 8.08 .006 .40

BRS 10.04 .002 .51

Additional Explgnatory Variables:

.
. .

Pi..

.
....-

0

4

p

-452-

7
40.

8 8

R2 Change

.07 .07

C, .16 .0.9

.26 . .10



Table 18b.

Stage I

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

CHICAGO BLACK - 10 Year Olds

,

CRITERIQN: Math Achievement

OVAL 12 Values Altruism and Management; does not value

Prestige and Economic Returns

RAVEN 'Raven Progressive Matrioes

BRS Behavior-Rating Scale

Additional Explanatory Variables:

/

-753-
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Table 20a.

Stage I

CHICAGO BLACK - 10 year

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

Grade Point Average

r

Olds CRITERION:

/ tredictor
/Variables:

4
F 2 p Multiple R

(
R2 R

2
Change

,

C(SC)3 7.68 .007 .30 . .09 .09'
VI

-C(SAI)18 .5.70 .019 .39 .16 .06
04

-OVAL 14 --, 8.42 .005 :. .49 .24 .09-

.. 1

RAVEN 6.59 .012 .55 .30 .06

BRS 54.25' .004 .78 .60 .30

EP

S.

Addit!onal Explanatory Variables:

'

pr

.22 .056

754,



CHICAGO BLACK

-Predictot
Variables:

.C(SC)3

-C(SAI)18*

-O AL 14-

RAVEN

BRS

(

Table 20b.
1-

Stage I

DESCRIPTIO1 OF REGRESSION FACTORS

10 Year Olds CRI76ION: Grade Point Average

Copes effectively with Interpersonal-kalst-Lous-wIt ,

Neutral, not Negative Affect *

Does not show defensive behavior

Doe noi=valueeriativity and Variety;

Raven Progressive Matrices , 1

behavior Rating Scale

values Simcess

Additional Explanatory Variables:

C(SC)10 Engages Anxiety; Positive Affect toward Authority

= Facefts which preAct negatively are describe in terms of the
beHavior this indicates. The sane factor may be describes' in

opposite terms when, in some other analysis, it has a positive
predictive value.

455-
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Table 22

Stage I

PERCENT OF VARIANCE EXPLAINED

CHICAGO BLACK - 10 Year Olds

Reading Achievement Math Achievement GPA

Aptitude (unique), 18.8% r 9.0% 6.3%

COping/Motivation'(inique) 6.5% 3.9% 20.2%

Total 33.9% Ira 16.1% 30.517.

r.

od

4

Table 23

CORRELATIONS AMONG THE CRITERIA

CHICAGO black - 40 Year Olds

Reading Achievement Math Achievement GPA

Reading

Math

CPA

.36 .34

.49

-756- .
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CHICAGO-AREA BLACK 14 YEAR OLDS - RESULTS

AND DISCUSSION-

This section provides a detailed picture of the coping. patterns
associated withichievement in Black Chicago-area 14 year old
studenca from the 1965 (Stage I) sample. The results include factor
analys4s of the coping/motivational, instruments: Sentence Completion,
Occupational Values, arid the Social Attitudes Inventory. ,Sex dif-
ferences are then described. finally, the regression analyses are
delineated, in order to show the specific factors that predict and
explain achievement for these students.

FACTOR ANALYSES

Sentence Complet on
N

Factor analyses of the Sentence Completion variables resulted in
ten factors which accounted for a substantial.percentage of the
variance. these variables grouped primarily according to behavior
areas, e.g., aggression variables loading on one-factor, authority
variables on aap4ei. The Stage I analysis appears in Table 1. There
are five geneial actors: coping with aggression, authority, anxiety.
and task achievement. Most include neutral, not negative affect, in
the respective behavioral area. Interpersonal relations splits into
two factors. Factor 4 was copes effectively with neutral, not negative
affect and factor 6 included the active, confronting ind effective
coping variables.-Unit weights were constructed using those variables
having a factor loading (> .40). For example, factor 1 consists ofall
five variables that concern coping with anxiety. Factors 7-10 also
tended to have variable loadings grouped according to sub-aspects of
the behavioral areas.

Occupational Values

Factor analyses of the Occupational Values variables yielded six
factors in Stage I. 'Mice again, variables having a factor loading
> .40 were used to construct a unit weighted score-for each factor (see
results in Tabl 4).

Social AttitudeloInventory

4

The factoeanalysis of the Social Attitudes.Inventory (SAI) for
Stage I is illustrated in Table 9, This is a self- report measure of
coping effectt4eness. Two factors emerged: Ineffective or defensive
responding, and positive coping.'

Table 4.1 describes all of the factors for the Black Chicago X14 year
olds. There are ten SentenceCompletion factors, six Occupational Values
factors, and two Social` Attitudes Inventory factors.

-75,-
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SEX DIFFERENCES

Only seventeen percent of the factors showed sex differences.
All of these were Occupational Values factors.. Females more than
males preferred altruism and associates, rather than economic return
The girls more than e boys.valued esthetics, while the boys pre-
ferred following their father's occupation. Valuing surroundings
rather than 'success was also preferred by females more than males.

SUMMKRY OF REGRESSION ANALYSES

Reading Achievement
I

The predictor of reading achievement are li4ted in Tables 16a
and 16b. Good readers had high aptitude scores and aspired to high
educatiial and occupational goals. Urtlike most samples, peer ratings
of coping effectiveness did not preditt achievement. These studenet
Also reported nbt using defensive behavior; and, they valued success,
not surroundings.

Math Achievement

Math achievement predictor's appear in Tables 18a and 18b. Studefits

who did well in math had high aptitude scores and aspired to atta4n :

lofty educational goals. As with reading achievement, peer ratings did
not predittmath achievemenk These students also indicated,ethat they
did not'engage in defensive behavjor. They'showed a neutrafor positive.
affect towar4 task achievement, and they valued success rather than
surroundings. Andther correlate of math scores was high occupational
aspiration.

Grade Point Average

The predictors of students: grades are presented in Tables'20a and
20b. The Black students from this city near,Chicago who received good
grades had high educational goals and high aptaulle scores. Peer ratings
of, coping dial not predict grades. These students reported not respond-
ing in.defensive ways; however, the Sentence4Completion data indidated
that these siudents did not cope well with,authority and were hostile!
Con future work, these students valued altruism and pleasant

sociates rather than economic reiturnst These students also .preferred
indepelitente,to self-satisfaction or security. Other correlates of
grades were poor,coping with interpersonal relations, and hi'gh occupational
aspirations. This sample'and-the Austin Black sample -were the only ones
whete poor coping predicted good gradetsfrom teachers. In both of
these samples, objective achievement was related to good coping and
positive achievement motivation. -/t appears that in the 1960's, the
teachers of /hese Black children were not reinforcing good coping

481behavior and May even have been discouraging lt. Such contradictory
Signarayouldk,Td to have a confusing, even a harassing effect., it .

4
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at

would, seem. ,Many of Ole Chicago area teachers,and most of the Austin '

teachers of these Black children were,.at'ihat time, themselves Black: ,4
The phenomenon is not simpAy-one Of cross-racial prejudice. Black
teachers as well. as White, took a peculiarly disadvantageous approach
to:thesechildren. .4

- 0
PERCENTAGE 0!? VARIANCE

. /16

Despite the rela.tively few predict rs of the Various criteria, a
substantial amount of variance ained: 59.7%, 44%, and 41.5%
for reading, math and'grade point average, respectiVely. Reading
achievemeui was largely explained by aptitude which accounted for 22.1%
of variance compared to 5.62 uniquely atfribupeble to coping/motivation
variables. Grades, on the other hand, were largely explained by
coping/motivation (17.9%) compared to aptitude (4.5%). Math achievement
was explained about equally by coping/motivatton, untquely (9:0%)

. and aptiktife, uniquely (8.8%),
"OW

4
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CHICAGO BLACK- 14 Year Olds

Item

19 Att. - Authority

40 Att. r Interpersonal
Relatiolr

41 Att. - Task Achiemment

43 Aggression - Stance

44 Aggression - Engagement

43 Aggression - Coping Eff.

46 Aggression - Negative Aff.

47 Aggression - Pos. Affect

48 Authority - Stance

49 Authority - EngJement

fir
Authority - Coping Eff.

51 Authority - Negative Aff.

52 Authority L Neutral Aff.

53 Authority - Pos. Affect

51110XletV - Stance

55 Anxiety - Engagement

56 Anxiety - Coping Eff.

57 Anxiety - Negative Aff.

58 Anxiety'- Neutral Aff.

Table 1 -

STAGE

`SENTENCE COMPLETION

Loadings ,

Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor
9 101 2 3 4 5 , 6 7 8

-.138 -.100 .104 '-.002 .044107.037ThE .063 .165

-.178 .247 .049 .036 .072 .089 9.035, .043

-.032 406 .189 -.090 .070 -.047 -.061' .186

,132 .746* -.018 .121 -.025 .251 .079 -.016

.065 .630* -.252 .118 -.201 :259 .213 .103

.072 .896* -.028 .051 -.024 .113 .053. -.019

-.056' -.911* -070 -.029 -.182 .127 .043 r.065

.056, .911* .070 .929 . 182 -.127 -.043 .065

,%038 -.002 -.018 .141 . 306 .082 .052 .790*

- :081 .150 -.047 -.161 . 108 .141 -.061 .364

.053 .025, .019 .271 .. 433* .147 .109 .729*

-.223 -.143 -.079 -.200 -. 850* -.026 -.000 -.189

.225 .109 .064 .209 . 898* .057 ...013 .044

-.033 .155 - .064 -.070 -. 338 --.158 .071 .705*

.918* -.020 .005 .045 . 028 .022 .037 .007

.753* -.051 ,023 .000 126 .057 -143' .037

.926* .055 -.034 .032 . 062 t .030 7.015'--- -.077.

-.909* -.160 -.035 -.029 -. 062 .036 .069 -.024

.909* .160 .035 .029 062 -.036 7.069

79G

.691* .342

.723* -.120

. 276 .651*

.332 .03711

.276 -.086

.0$0 -.057

. 147 -.031

-.147 .031

.129 .074

.118 .164

-.056 .078

. 057 -.055

-.009 -.106

-.124 .026

-.068 .050

-.041 .01Z

-.008 1045

.008* -.045



STAGE I !

. SENTENCE COMPLETION
Loadings

Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor

I 2 3 4 5' 6 7, 8 9 10

CHICAGO BLACK - 14 Year Olds (continued) 0

ea

59 Interpersonal Relations
- Stance

-.019 .062 .168 018 .822* -.039 .032,, -.013

60 IFR - Engagement .096 .131 ..255 .298 .144 .674* .007 -.056 .114

61 IPR - ,Coping f. .0I8 .130 .126 .771* .090 .486* -.022 .O88 .030

62 rPR - Negati ;Affect -.057 -.0R0 -.046 4-.945* -.147 -.047 .016 -.067 -,010

3 IPR - Neutral Affect .059 .090 .047 .951* .160 .00B -.005 .050 .014

64 im - Positive Affect -.019 -.092 .008 -.086 -.126 .364 -.105 .157 -.043

5 Task Achievement -Stance -.061 ..038 .896* -.022 .164 .161 .013- .044 -.047

66 Task Ach. - Engagement -.095 .082 .747* '.014 .070 .268 -.188 -.098 -.123

67 Task Ach. - Coping Eff. .111 -.033 u.916* .129 -.043 «032 -.100.. .061 .171

68 Task Ach. - Negative Aff. -.2-71 .206 -.608* -.228 .145 .064 .250 -.070 -.375

69 Task.Ach. - Neutral Aff. .147 -.188 .474* .156 -.086 -.004 -.766* -.030 .191

70 Task Ach. - Pos. ffect .128 .031 .039 .050 -.053 -..078 .900* .141 .186,

S

-.023

-.028

.006

-.056

.4741

188

4090

.022

.040

.004

-.060

*These variables had a factor loading of .40 or better and were used to construct a unit weighted'

score for each factor. See text for further explanation.

v
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Factor 11
.Loading

,

CHICAGO BLACK-- 14,Year Olds

Item

Table 4

STAGE

OCCUPAT1NAL VALUES

Factor 12 Factor 13
Loading Loading

Factor 14
Loading

Factor 15 Factor 16
Loading Loading

14 Altruism '437, .200 .642* .379 .206 -.212

15 Esthetics -.053 -.112 -.234 .411* -.711* .023

16 Independence -.459* .092 .196 -.217 .014

17 Management .0441111 -.149 -.134 -.250 .775* -:181

18 Success , -.237 .158 -.008 -.264 .078' -.742*

Selfz!atisfaction .160 .678* .176 .073 -.255 -.02719

20 Intellectual .750* .155 .171 -.261 .168 .024
Stimulation

21 Creativity .644* '-.211 -.161 -.294 -.156 -.015

22' Security . -.347 '.724* .024 -.035 .058 .071

'23 Prestige Ise% -.288 -.282 -.670 -.074 -.058 -.098
24 Economic Return's ,-.540* -.231 -.461* .322 .234 J
25 Surroundings -.d99 . .170 .116 -.178 -.085 .730*

26 Associates -.149 .776* ' .002 -.118 .256

-27 Variety ,.800* -.065 :097 \ .137 .108 .122

28 Follow Father -.110 .047 -.091 .825*°- .020 -.028

A t

These variables had a faCtor loading of .40 or better'and were used to ,construct a unit
weighted score fo.i. each factpr,. See text'for further explanation.

I
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CSICACO SLACK 14 leer OIda

1

Table 11

compAstsos 01 ftCOAS ACROSS SAP36eS

Of4 Sector lister -44ame I 'Stage III
0411111444011 adobes- Des*. t sati-

ation nag not Oa
C (SC)

;CO M) 2

C(SC) 3

C(cC) 4

t(SC)

use) 6

too 7

too s

C(SC)

C(SC) 10

OM. II

OVAL 1.2

OVAL 13

OVAL 14

OVAL li

OIAL 14

C(SA1) .1/

C(SA1) IS

7

Cops* with

Copes with Autos loos

Copesylth Task Ach1 ievement

Copes effectively with j.oterpersocal Salacious with
Neutral not Negative Affect

CoNca.affectively with Aucnority with Neutral. not
Negative Waite
Copes effectively with Interpersonal Relations via
Stases and Uppsala
Neutral or Positive Affect toward Task Acnievenent

Copes effectively
Toilets* Affect
Positive Attitude
Relations
Positive Attitude
toga's Authority;
RelatioMs

with Authority ria Stance with

toward Authority acd Interpersenal

I

toward Task Achievement; dees not /

Positive Affect coward interpersor.all

Values Creativity, Variety, and intellectual Stimule-
ties; doesn't value indepoldence and !commie Retums4

,slue Self-Satisfaction and Securiv,;,dgmen't value r
Independence.

Values Altruism and associates; doesn't vale Econooilc
Returns.

Values Esthetics; doesn't value Following fatAer's
Occupatiod.
Values hansasnent; doesn't value fmtbetics

Values durroumdings; doesn't valve Success

Shows defensive behavior

Copes effectively 4.

799
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..
Table 12

'SIGNIFICANT SEX DIFFERENCES* .

CHICAGO BLACK - 14 Year'Olds "

Probability
Level

OVAL 13 F >M** Values Altruism and Associates; doesn't
value Economic Returns

° P.

. . .
OVAL 14 F > M Values Esthetics; dpeap't,Value Fol-

lowing Father's'Ocduparion' , p.

< .006

< .01

OVAL 16 F > M 'Values Surroundings; doesn't. value
Success p. < .03

*

k

3/18 (17%) of the sitnificance tests were significant above chance.
indicates thes^esultamay have been spurious (Cf. Godbout,

Marston, Bbrich, Vaughan, 1977).

***'F. -Female M Male

0

-765- .



Table 16a.

Stage I

REGRENON ANALYSIS

CHICAGO BLACK - 14 Year Olds

Predictor
Variables: F.

'-C(SAI)17 7.27'

-OVAL 16 9.89

. OCC ASP 7.80

ED ASP 3.60

HAVEN 29.63

BRS
. 1.68

O

CRITERION: Reading,Achievement

p Multiple R . R
2

R
2

Change

.1009

.003

.007-

.063

.001

NS.

Additional Explanatory Variablesf

.33 .11 .11

.49 .24 .13
.

.18 .34 .09

.61 .38 .04

.77 .60 .22

a



I

kie

I

40

Table 16b.

0

Stage I

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

CHICAGO BLACK - .14 Year dids

Predictor
Variables:

'

CRITERION: Reading Achievement

-C(SAI)17* = Does notshow defensive behavior

-OVAL 16 = Values Success, not Surroundings

OCC ASP = Occupational Aspirations

D ASP =- Educational Aspirations

= Raven Progressive Matrices

BRS = Behavioral Rating Scares

a

Factors which predict negatively are described in ,terms of the

behavior this indicates. The same factor may be described.in

opposite terms.whien, in some other analysis, it has a Positive

predictive value.

-4
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Table 18a.

Stage I

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

CHICAGO BLACK - 14 Year Olds CRITERION: Math Achievement

Predictor
Variables:

-CISAI)17

\C(SC)7

-OVAL 16

cj ED\ASP

:RAVEN
t

BAS* ...

P p
, 4

Multiple R R
2

,
9.46 .003 .37 .14

4.17 .046 .45 .20

7.34 .009 .54 .29

5.05 .029 .59 .35

8.50 .005 .66 .44

1.28 NS
.

Additional Explanatory Variables:

clCc ASP

,

I

pr

11,

R
2
Change

.14

/.06 t

.09

.0f1

.09
...-

p r p

.29 .037
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Table f8b.

Stagd,I

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS a

CHICAGO BLACK - 14 Year Olds CRITERION: Math Achi vement

Predictor-
Variables:

-C<SAI)17* = Does not show defensive behavior

C(SC)7 .= Neutral or positive Affect toward Task ACIlievement

-OVAL 16 " /Values Success not Surroundings

ED ASP = Educational Aspiratidns

RAVEN = Raven Progressive Matrices

BRS = Behavior Rating Scales
1 -

4 r.

I

Additional! ExplanatOryVariables4

OCC ASP = Ocjupational Aspirations

...

I

* -Nia_ -1/---N
r a Factors which predicNnegativelx are described in terms of the

bahavior this indicates. The s factor may be described-in
oppdaite terms when, in some Other anidpsis, if has'a positive
prodictin value.

-764-
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Table 20a.

Stage I

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

CHICAGO .SLACK = 14 Year Olds CRITERION: Grade Point Average

Predictor
Variables: F Iv' Multiple R R

2

-C(SAI)17 3403 .087 .22 105

4005 5.47 %024 .36

OVAL 13. 6.07 .017 .47 :22

-OVAL 12 5.16 .027 .53 .

ED ASP 7.37 .009 .61 .37-

RAVEN 4.09 .04 .64 .41

BRS

Additional Explanatory Variables:

C(SC)4 -.25 .055

ir-
OCC ASP .29 .048

R
2
Change

.05

.08

.08

.05

a



Table 20b.

Stage I

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

CRICAGO .BLACK, - 14 )ar

Predictor
Variables:

-C(SAI)17*

-C(SC)5

OVAL 13

-OVAL 12

ED ASP

RAVEN

BRS

=

Olds CRITERION:-Grade Point Average

.*

Does not show defensive behavior

Hostile; does not cope well with Ilhority

Values Altruism and Associates, not Economic Returns

Values Independence; does not value Self-satisfaction
or Security
Educational Aspiration -I
Raven Progressive Matrices

Behavior Feting Scales

Additional Explanatory Variables:

7C(SC)4 = Does not cope well with Interpersonal Relations; Negative,
not Neutral Affect

OCC ASP = Occupational Aspiration

lh

Factors which predict negatively are described in terms of the
behavior this fRdicates. The same factor may be described in

_opposite 'terms when, in some other analysis, it has a positive
predictive value.

-771-
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Table 22

Stage I'

PERCENTOF VARIANCE EXPLAINES

CHICAGO BLACK - 14 Year Olds

Readin: Achievement Math Achievement GP

Aptitude (unique) 2.1% 8.8% 4.5%

Coping/Motivation. (unique) 5.6% 9.0% 17.9%

Total 59.7% 44.0% 41.5%

I

Table 23

Stage I

CORRELATIONS AMONG THE CRITERIA

CHICAGO BLACK - 14 Year Olds

Reading Achievement Math Achievement GPA

Reading

Math .59 .74

GRA .54

-772-



AUSTIN 10 -YEAR OLDS RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
J

-Thid section provideia detailed picture of the coping patterns
associated with achievement in Austin 10 year old students from the
1965 (Stage 1) and 1968 (Stage III) samples. The resultd include
factor analyses of the coping/motivational instruments: SentenCe
Completion, Occupational. Values, and the Social Attitudes Inyenetry.
The factor comparison' findings are presented, iicating thg-aegree
of correspondence between the two samples of Austin'seudents. Sex
and "socioeconomic status-differences are described:- Finally, the
regression analpaes are delineated in order to show the specific ,
faCtor4Nthat predict and explain achievement for these students.

FACTOR ANALYSES-.

Sentence Completion

Factor analyses of"the Sentence CoMpletion variables resulted, for
.both Stages I and III; in ten factors which accounted for a substantial
perceftage of the respective variances. These variabled grouped pri-
marily according to behavior-areas, e.g., aggression variables loading
on one factor, auNgority variablesj6n another. The Stage I analysis
appearciAnifable C._ There were five general factors corresponding to
coping `with aggression, authority, anxiety, interpersonal relations,
and task achievement': ijbs included neutral, not,negative affect, in the
respective behavioral Unit weights were constructed using those
variables having a factor loading' (> .40). .four example, factor 1
'consisted of all five variables dealing with coping with anxiety. Factors
6-10 also tended to have variable loadings grouped according to sub-
aspects cif the behavioral areas. The Stage III fact2t/snalysis (Table 2)
yielded thq same pattern, with five major factors corresponding to each
of the respective behavioral areas.

As these factors appear be'yielding similar results, a cos-
.parison of the content of the fi st five factors was made (see Table 3).
These factors were highly similar, with respective percentages of common
variables across stages of 100%, 60%, 60%, 80%, and 60%.. Many of the
variables which did not load higher than .40 on both stages still showed
similar direction.' While the program RELATE could not be run due to
different numbers of variables in the two stages, these factors were
considered "identical,g?aa4 appeared .to indicate a stable construct system
at age 10, that defined coins skills in the five areas, seperfttely:

Occupational Values

. .

..,-------2----------e4c Factor analyses of the Occupational Values variables yielded six
factors in b6th Stages I and III. `Once again, variables having i-faCtor
loading .> .40 were used to cousturct a unit weighted score for each
factor (see analyses.in Tables 4 and 5).

.,

e'
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-A comparison of the Occupational Values factors, according to
the RELATE _factor comparison.method, is represented in Table 6. tt
up be seen th'at one of the six factors was "similar," having all
ORs4ne of .8 or better (ineerpreted.similar toa correlation coefficient).
Also, one factor was "identical " -(c sine > .9). Table 7 depie s the
item comparison of these two factors across the two stages. 'The
results of this comparison indicated some similarity incon ruct across
time for Auitin 10 ydar old students:

Social Attitudes Inventory

(-----i----7
. The factor analysis of the Social Attitudes Inventory (SA') for.

Stage I is illustrated in Table 9. This was a self-report measure of
coping effectiveness. Two factors emerged: ineffective et defensive
responding, positive coping.

. ..

.

,In.Stage III, the SAI was an entirely diffeitht Auestionnaire. The
. .

factor analysis is shown in,Table 10, and one - factor emerged. This '''"
factor reported effective coping across four Of,the five behaviosal
areas. Coping with anxiety loaded in the same direction but with in-
sufficient magnittide to be counted.

.
T

SUMMARY OF FACTOR COMFARISONS ACROSS SAMPLES

Theiummary of the. comparison of all factors from. the first and
second samples is presented in Table 11. The- comparison-'was made between
the Sentence Completion and Occupational' Values instruments which were
administered to both samples. .(The SAI was re-designed for the second '

sample.) . If a factir'in one sample had no corresponding fadttrin the
otherNsdhple, the factor retained its original designation. For example,
as the Sentence Completion factor C(SC)6'of Stage I had:no comparable factor
in the other sample, it received a new designation.

Thefirst fiveSentence Completion factors were very similar and are
=red to as "identical" factors.' These factors received a Raman

`
rat desertion as indicated in Table 11.

ionil Values instrument was comparewithithe RELATE
factor comparison method. One of these factors wascalled "similar"
(RELATE value of .80 to .90) and received antlphabetic designation

: For example., similar factor -'"A" consisted of riginal factors OV 16
yin both samples. One factor was also considered "identical" (R TE

, value >..90); that is, OVAL 14'(Stage I) and OVAL.15 (Stage III) The
. uniqnefactors in each sample were listed below these,-having n corn-

, aiable factor in the other sample.

it. .
--..

In the Austin 10 year 91d samle, the first five Sentence Completion-
4 factors were identical semis stages. There was one identical factor in
the Occupationalyslues rison and one similar factor. These results
indicate that the factorTectures in the two samples were similar in

I - 774-

41,
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many respects, giving evidence that the coping and motivation patterns
represented by these factors may remain stable in the Austin 10 year
old student population.

SEX RENCES

Stage I sex differences are listed in Table 12. Males tended to
report themselves as coping more effectively with anxiety. On the
other hand, females were more effective at coping with interpersonal
relations. The boys reported that. they. tended to employ more defensive
behavior than girls. On Occupational Values, girls more than bOys

, valued intellectual stimulation and variety rather than economic returns.
Females more than males preferred success and surroundings rather than
creativity4or prestige. The boys valued independence over esthetics,
more than girls. Females preferred altruism and self-satisfaction,
rather than success, prestige or economic returns over males. Females,
also valued more than males, pleasant associates and independence,
not following father's occupation.

In Stage III, 47% of the factors showed sex differences.
more than females coped effectively with authority without depre ive

affect. Females, however, coped better than males with aggression.
There were several differences in occupational ;values. Females more than
males valued altruism and intellectual stimulation rather than prestige
or economic returns. Also, girls more than boys valued self-satisfaction
security and surroundings rather that' creativity. Similarly, males pre-
ferred intellectual stimulation and creativity rather than independence.
They also valued success rather than esthetics. Finally, females pre-
ferred variety rather than following father's occupation more than males.

Only one sonsAtnt sex difference occurred on a factor in both
samples: In this cgse, males preferred success and independence rather .

thaneethetics, more.than females. One other sex difference occurred pn
9. a similar factor,.suggesting males valued following father's occupation-

more thin females.

SES DIFFEREkCES

In Stage I, twenty-seven percent of the factors had differanc due
to socioeconomic class. The only coping factors that showed differe es

were self-report measures (SAI), indicating that lower classohildren
reported both more coping and more defensive behavior than middle cies
children. On Occupational Values, lower class more thawmiddle class
children preferred surroundings rather than management. Middle class,,

students, on the other hand, valued altruism and self-satisfaction rather
than success, prestfge or.economic returns. Finally, lover class
children more thaiy*iddle clags children preferred independence and
associates to follSkinglather's occupation.

81 0



In Stage III, only twelve per nt of the factors shotged 4M-

ferences due to socioeconomic status. Lower-class children reported

more coping behavior than middle-class children. Also, lower-class

students preferred variety to following father's occupation.

Only one consistent in the two samples;

middle -class students preferred ow father's occupation com-

pared with lover-class,students.

SUMMARY OF REGRESSION ANALYSES

Reading Achievement

Predictors of reading achievement for Stage tare listed in Tables

16a and 16b. Students who were good readers coped with aggression via
stance and engagement, and with authority via stance. These students

valued altruism and self-satisfaction rather than prestige, success or

economic returns. Also, they preferred independence to esthetics.

Management rather than pleasant surroundings was found valuable. Students

with high read ng scores had both high educational and high occupational

aspirations. Their aptitude scores were high and their peers rated them ,

as effecti e copers. Correlates of reading achievement w'ere coping with

interpersonal relations via stance and engagement, without positive

4 affe'ct, and reporting little defensive behavior.,

In Stage III Ilablhs 17a and 17b) good readers coped effectively

with task achievement and interpersonal relations. These students valued

altruism and intellectual stimulation rather than prestige-or-economic

returns. They 'preferred creativity rather than 'self- satisfaction,

security or surroundings. These students valued independence rather than

intellectual stimulation or creativity. High educational aspirations and

aptitude scores were predict-Ors, as were peer ratings on coping. Cot-

relates of reading achievement included occupational aspirations, self-

reports of good coping, and coping with anxiety.

---.\-.-rbmparing the predictors across samples indicates that the copiqg

and value predictors were unique to each sample.'The consistent predittors

and correlates of reading achievement were educational, and occupational

aspirations, aptitude, and peer ratings of coping.

Math Achievement
0

Predictors of math achievement (Stage I) appearin Tables 18a and 18b.

No coping or values factors were predictors. Both educational and occu-

pational aspirations were predictors, as was aptitude., The peer ratings

did not contribute significantly to the prediction of math achievement.

in\Stage III, there was only one coping factor, coping with task

achievement, that was a significant predictor. Educational aspirations

and aptitude were both predictors, as were the peer.ratings.



Predittors that were common to both samples were educational
aspirations and_aptitude. jn general, there were few variables that
contributed to the prediction and explanation of math achievement.

GradePoint Average A .

The,Stage I predictors of students' grades appear in Tables 20a
and 20b. Those students who received good grades coped with aggres-
sion via stance and engagement 'and coped with authority via stance.
They-valued altruism and self-satisfaction'rather than success,
preAtige or economic returns. They had both high educational and
occupational aspirations. .Their peers rated them as good copers and .

they achieved high aptitude scores. In addition to these predictors,
not showing defensive behavior was correlated with grates.

4Predictors of grades in the.Stage III sample appear in Tables 21a

and 21b. These students coped well with task achievement and inter-

.
personal relations. Valuing' altruism and intellectual stimulation
rather than prestige or economic returns was characteristic of students
who attained high grades. Also, variety rather than following father's

occupation was'a ptedictor. Aptitude ajd peer ratings of coping were

among the factors -trontributed significantlyoto grades. Educational

aspirations waS:Als correiatea with students' grades.0, ,

Comparing across samples, there weie,no common coping qr values
plipdictors;aftese'patternA.were,unique to each sample. Edueational

asPiKations,v4re_relate:Ata trad4s_iin_both_raMaes. Aptitude,an4 _
.ratings of coping,werealso significant predictors of grade point

averages.
44

PERCENTAGE it VARIA4CE
s e.e )-

The percentof:variance explained by all of these predictors appears

in Table 22.v' 'Stage I the total amount of variance explained was

34.2*, 19.6 ,and k.2;, or reading achievement, math achievement, and
GPA; respect yell. Apti ude accounted for the least amount of variance

in with (5.8) -and the t in GPA (18.2%). Coping/motivation variables
contributed pn1,45.9% of the variance to grades, but 14% to reading

achievement.,
-

In Stage III, 31.1%,(19.2%, 23.3f thereading achievement, math

achievement, and grade point Average, variance was accounted for,
respectively,'by all the variables. Aptitude accounted for about the

sad* percenFage of each crj.terion, ranging from 12.8% of GPA to 15.5% of

reading achievemen . Coifing/motivation variables contributed a meager

2.6% to matIpachi ent,0 6.5% to grades and 14.8% to reading achievement:

-777-
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1
6

In both simples, theleast amount of criterion variance explained
was in math achievement (approximately 20%). Al). the other predictions
were more substantial,. In all, a significant portion of achievement
.variance Was explained -by the combdnation of'aptitude and coping/
motivation.

-778-
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VII

lj

STIN - 10 Year Olds

Item

39

40

41

43

44

45

48

47

48

-49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

_Table 1

' STAGE I

SENTENCE COMPLETION

Loadings
Factor Factbr Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor

1 2 3 4

Attitude - Authority .091 .Q47 .028 .010

Att. - Interperadnal .011 -.007 -.183 .058

Relations
At . - Thsk Achievement .063 .:182 -.221 .091

A ression - Stance .029 -604* .092 -.013

Aggression - Engagement -'.002 .487* .048 7.103

Aggression - Coping Eff. .161 .915* .111 .143.

Aggresaon - Neg.'iffect

Aggression - Pos. Affect

Authority - Stance

Authority - Engagement

Authority - Coping Eff.

Authority - Neg. Affect

Authorit

Authority - Pos. Aftect

Anxiety - Stance

Anxiety - Engagement

'Anxiety - Coping Eff.

Anxiety - Neg. Affect
.

Anxiety- Neutral Aff.

-.172

.172

.069

.0191

.13e

-.126

--.905*

:905*

'-.059

-.041

.179

-.225

-.136

:136

.112

.022

.220

-.160

:or

(069

.047

-.042

.082

-.079

'.079

-.055

.916*

.774*

'.89D*

-.911*

911*

.220

.041

.126

.116

.065

-.065

.065

-.187

.187

.418*

'-'.7504*

.834*

-.871*

:7864*

.057

.053

-.095

.157

-.125

,125

5 6

.016 -.027

-.035 .034

.053 .010

.030 .037

-.007 -.020

.053 -.020

-.052 .034,

.052 -.034

.044' -.006

-.058 .168

.031 -.037

-.015 .052

.06 -.050

.105 -.022

.033 -.018

-.015 -.061

.078 .020

-.100 .008

.100 -.008

7 8 9 10

-

-

.806* -.016 .088

.741* .072 -.143

.1'40

'.028

.598*

.056

-.046 .071

.013 .096

.002 -.038

-.002 .038

.074 .012

-.075 -.074

.041 .139

-.025 -.075

.024 .065

.010' .080

-.006 .049

-.020 .023

-.014 .038

.021 -.026

-.021 .026

.027 .160

.669* -.087

.669* -.161

.154 .038

-.008 -.014

.008 .032

.596* .412'

.093 .218

.214 .151

.136 .120

-.137 -.199

.003 .6351

.040 .044

-.065 .068

.104 -.032

.005 .087

-.02A -.087
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STAGE

SENTENCE COMPLETION

, Loadings
Factor Facto?/'actor Factor Fadtor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor

AUSTIN - 10 Year Olds (continued)
. 5 6 7 8 10

ItIts
rigo

59 Interpersonal Relations .039 -.095 .126 .091 -.005 -.004 .803* -.026 .133 .051
- Stince

60 IPR - Engagemeili 4 -.041 -.008 .275 -.058 -.030 -.079 .781* .093 .065 .008

61 IPR Coping Eff. .091 .134 .855* .168 .ok .000 .302 .072 .111 .062

62 IPR - Negative Affect -.099 -.154 -.945* -.189 -.058 .044 -.024 .001 -.031 -.017

63 IPR - Neutrgl Affect .091 .165 .937* .186 .054 -.036 .066 :-.006 .011 .011

64 IPR - Positive Affect . .101 -.125 .081 .031 .040 -.100 -.519* .060 .248 .074

65 Task Achievement - Stance .077 .081 .045 .009 .946* .007 -.024 .023 .020 .036

66 Task Ach. - Engagement .119 .016 .026 -.081 .829* -.114 -.038 -.034 -.086 .175

67 Task Ach. - Coping Eff. .101 .051 .0721: .067 .946* .054 -.012 .032 .103 -.104

68 Task Ach. - Neg. Affect -.078 -.059 -.215 -.339 -.287 .367 -.115 -.117 :-.322 .4811

69 Task Ach. - Neutral Aff. .083 .065 .151 .162 17i -.867* .051 .051 J. T8 -.268

70 Task Ach. Pot. Affect -.026 -.023 .048 .1924 .099 .854* .071 .073 .145 -.213

Is nape variables had a factor loading of .40 or better and weze2gfd to constset a unit weightec
score for each. factor. See text for further explanation..

.1
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Factor

Table 2

STAGE.III

SENTENCE COMPLETION .

Loadings
Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor

AUSTIN - 10 Year Olds
2 3

Ices

64 Task Achievement-Attitude-.034 -.040 .069
-65 - Stance .051 -.036 .916*

66 T.A. - Engagement .060 .046 .909*

63 T.A. - Aid/Advice .045 .101 .872*

68 T.A. - Coping Effect .044 .012 .910*
69 T.A. - Hostile Affect -.230 -.28; -.412*

70 T.A. - Depressive AM' .152 -.086 -.450
+71 T.A. - Neutral Aff. ' .079 '.266 .660*
72 T.A. - Positive Aff. -.090 -.064 =.291

73 Interpersonal Relations .057 .026 .108
Attitude

74 I.R. - Stance .868* .026 -.005
I.R. - Engagement .911* -.006 .040

76 I.R. - Aid/Advice .914* .009 .028.

:7 I.R. Coping Effect .944* -.025 .048

- Hostile Affect
. 16 -.105

-79 I.R. - Depressive Alf. -.257 , 40 ,077
AM I.A. - Neutral Alf. .719* . 11, .056

11 I.it. - Positive.Aff. 1084 5 -.061

-VT

4 5

.160 .082

.010 .003

.030 .069

-.063 .069

-.040 .013

-.103 .072

-.045 -.218

.092 .057

.022 %122

-.032 -.131

.016 -.037

.073 -.048

.038' -.049

.161 .057

-.263 .029

.130 -.445*

.145 .225

.063 3

Factor Factor Factor Factor
106 7 8 9

//.064 -.043 -.094 .508*

-.009 .019 .000 .058

.012 .041 .030 .025

.060 .137 -.013 .110

.059 .118 .021 .136

.029 .136 .513* .052 .

.164 .079 -.206 .032

-.115 -.179 -.300 -.119

-.044 .126 .323 .216

.115 .034 .648*

.010 .123 .027 1.005

-.022 .143 .032 %%048

-.020 .141 .044 .021

, .029 -.047- -.049 .054

-.102 .251 ..251 .096

.197 -.107 -.065 -.399

-.0611 -.159 -.208 .170

.253 .009 .188 -.178

-.032

.026
lw

.064

.096

.132

.092

.242

-.340

.411*

.028

.016

.094

.094

-.001.

-Ao
.293

-4015.

=All*



Table 2,(continued)

AUSTIN.- 10 Year Olds

Item

82 Authority ;Attitude

83 Auth. - Stance

84 Auth. - Eniagenent.

85 Auth. - Aid/Advice

86;Auth. - Coping Eff.

87 Auth. - Hostile Aff.

88 Auth. - Depress. Aff.

89 Anth.. Neutral Aff.

90 Auth. - Positive Aff.

91 Anxiety - Attitude

92 Anx. - Stance-

93 Anx.,-z-Etigsgesoent .

94 Anx. - Aid/Advice

'95 Ans. - Coping Elf.

96 Anx. - Hostile Aff.

97 Aux. - Depressive AU.

98 Agx. 7.Neutrai Aff.

99 Anx. - Positive Aff.

STAGE III

SENTENCE COMPLETION

Loadings
Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor

9 10
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

.092 -.022 .008 .252 -.055 .209 -.148 -.068

.165 .080 .017 .103 :419* .603* -.038 .155

-.070 .119 -.023 -.016 .028 .806* .063 .009

-.035 .149 .004 .119 .074 .794* .086 -.024

.029 .115 .074 .110 .687* .576* .045 -.211

-.105 -.104 -.026 -.161 -.213 -.190 -.068 0107*

.044 -.028 -.126 .040 -.812* -.058 .004 -.139

,053 :092 :119 .087j .812* .182 .067 -.327

-.104 .075 .007 -.011 .055 -1205 .053

-Ala! .081 -.075 .131 -.067 -.068' 4140 .0;5

-.028, .856* .115 -.068 .013 .128 .004 .248

.064 .828* .039 -.060 -.103 .138 .169 -.131

.064 .827* .030 -.098 -.137 .146 .147 -.137

-.025 .879* .107 .037 .019 .063 -.097 .169

-.156 -.228 -.047 -.167 .016 .021 .108 -.011

.127 -.731* -.033 -.054 -.321 .047 .077. -.089

-.001 :700* .009 .138 .274 -.115 -.075 -.226

-.047 .169 .092 .011 .011 .121 -.109 .609*

'817 .0

.647* .127

-.059 .011

.268 -.016

.156 -.089

.099 .10.1

-.090 -.213

.097 .061

-.030 .122

.194 -.141

:316 -.471*

-.021 -.079

'019 .086

19tk7 .085

Alk 1,080-

-.003 -.713* .

.011 .254

.013 .168

r.040 .020

tow



STAGE

Table 2 (continued)

AUSTIN - 10 Year Olds,

Factor
1

SENTENCE 'COMPLETION

Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor
6 7 .8 9. 10

.Loadings
Factor Factor Factor Factor

2 3 4 5

Item

100 Aggression - Stance .020 .090 .1-40 -.020 .082 .133 .749* -.075 -.145 .017
101 Agg. - Engagement .037 .036 .038 .728* -.062 .098 .575* .007 -.101 -.015
'102 Agg. - Aid/Advice .111 .020 '.053 .703* -.046w .038 .590* .013 -.049 -.039
103 Agg. - Coping Effect .176 .020 .005 .920 .026 .053 .074 -.022 .131 .005
104 Agg. - Hostile Aff. -.139 .099 :013 -.870* -.044 -.080 .229 .011 -.131 -.069 ,

105 Agg. - Depressive Aff. -.127 -.264 .007 .108 -.136 .242 -.265 .222 -.243 .183
106 Agg. - Neutral Aff. .204 .009 -.023 .825* b89 -.007 -.118 -.113 .219 -.015

-.107 Agg. - Positive Aff. -.100 .037 .059 .037 .127 -.154 .008 .069 .161 .062

1

1

* Those variables had a factor loading of .40.or better awe used to construct a unit weightedscore for each fictor. See text for further explanat on./.

11
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AUSTIN

Victor No.

Table 3

ITEM COMPARISON FOR AUSTIN 10 TEAR OLDS - STAGES I AND III - SENTENCE COMPLETION
(Factor Loadings)

I II III IV
.

v VI
Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stagi

I III I III I III I III I -.III I III

1 2 2 4 3 1 4 6 5 3

64 Task Achievement - Attitude

63 TA +' Stance
e .95

r
.92

66 TA - Ensagliant .83 .91

7 TA - Aid/Advice .87

68 TA - Coping Eff. .95 .91

9 TA - Hostile Aff. (.29) -.41

70 TA - Depress. Aff. -.46

71 TA - Neutral Aff. (.18) .66

72 TA - Positive Aff.

73 Interpersonal Relations
- Attitude

74 IPR - Stance (.13) .87

75 IPR - Engagement (.27) .91

76 IPR - Aid/Advice .91

.86 .9477 IPR = Coping Eff.

78 28,- Hostile Aff. -.95 -.64

79 IPR - Depress. Aff.

80 IPR - Neutril Aff.
-24 .72

Si IPR - Positive Aff.

819



Table 3
(continued )

AUSTIN Stage Stage. Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage
I

IV

Stage
'III

V
Stage

I

Stage

III

Factor Itki, 1 2 2 4 3 . 1 4 6 5'. 3

82 Authority.-.Attitude

83 Auth. - Stance .42 .60

84 Auth.'- Engagement .50 .81

5 Auth. -.Aid/Advice .79

86 Auth. -.CopingEff. .83 .58

7 Auth. - Hostile Aff. -.87 (-.19)

8 Auth. - Depress. Aff.

.89 Auth. - Neutral Aff. .86 (.18)

90,Auth. - Positive Aff.

*91 Anxiety - Attitude

92 Anx. - Stance .92 .86

93 Anx. - Engagement .77 .83
.

*94' Anx. - Aid/Advice. .83

95 Anx. - Coping Eff. ,89 .88

Mx. - Hostile Aff. -.91

7 Ani. - Depressive Aff. -.73

Anxik- Neutral Aff.. .91 .70

*99 Anx. - Positive Aff.

.820
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Table 3

(continued )
r

I I/ III ' ,IV V
AIJSTIN Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage

I III I III I III I III I III

Factor No. 1 2 2 4 3 1 - 4 ' 6 5 3

100 Aggression - Stance .60 ( -.02)

101 Agg. - Engagemidt .49 .73

*102 Agg.,,- Aid/Advice .70

103 Agg. - Coping Eff. .92 .93

"104 Agg. - Hostile Aff. / -.91 -.87

**105 Agg. - Depress. Aff.

*106 Agg. - Neutral Aff. .83

107 Agg. - Positive Aff. 191 (.04)

4

"Theiii" variable was only present 1n tie Stage III-Instrument.
** In the Stage I instrument, both Hostile and Depressive-Affect were scored as one varatie

"Negative Affect."

821



.Table 4

is 'STAGE I

. OCCUPATIONAL VALUES ..4
t

Factor 11, Factor 12

AUSTIN ... 10 YEAR OLDS
Loading

: .

Items

14- Altruism .053 -.012

15 Esthetics .016 ir ..144

16 Independent -.040 i .281

17 Management -.080 .123

18 Sdccesi -.063' .478*

19 Self-Satisfaction -.045 ----7Zi 'yk

1
20 Intellectual .806* -.118

Stimulatioh
. -

21 Creativity .179 -.731*

. 22 Security-: -.267 .327

23 Prestige -.254 -.471*

24 Economic Returns .L'.421* ''' -.092

232_Urroundings .007 .414*

26 Associates -.235 .054

27 Variety .835* -.040

28 Follow Father -.178 -.050

.Factor 13

Loading
Factor 14
Loading

Factor 15
Loading

Factor 16
Loading

71

-.238 -.054 - .746* -.013

.001' -.860* -.119 .073

.045 .443* -.138 .397*

L2823*
0
-.101 .137 .069

-,248 .338 -.490* -.040

.100 .153 ..646*
.

.102

, .057 -.004 .142 .108

-.032 .086 -,179 -.166

_31.9 __ _,329 .326- -.150

.-.048 .002 -.589* .249

.102 .030 -.635* .076'.

.574* -.227 .06.6 .097

.37 :108 .387 .434*

i..009 -.033 .069 .D09

.064 .091 .016 -.862*

These variables had a factor loading of .40 or better and were used to construct a unit
weighted score for each factor. See text for further explanation.

1/4
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4.
a

UP

.AUSTIJ .:- 10.Year Olds

Its* .

14 Altruism

15 Miletips. .

1

16'Independence

17 Ranagdient '

111 Sqccess 'T

:...*
19 Seit-oSatisfaCtiop

20intellectuil- .,'
Stimulation

21 Criattiitx

22 SeCurity .

4
23:stre
24 f Returns

25 SUrrounaitt6.- :

4

Tables 5'

STAGE III

OCCUPATIONAL VALUES

Factor 11 for 12 Factor 13 Factor 14 actor 15 Factor.16
Loading Lo ng Loading Loading Loading. Loading

.

.

.

'

.

.

.666*

-.130

.101

.310

-.288

.251

.426*

.004

.067

-.711*

-1.703*

-.b44

.

.059

-.199
. .

-.111

-.038

-444

.688*

-.103

-6.593*

.706*

-.h7

.004

.636*

426 idsociates . : . ,2221. ,, .038
".

27 iariety', I .275 ''''-.132
l )

28` Follow Father -

...1,

,,,,e1\0 - . -r049

so.

.

-

,

...*

.067

-.221

-.7/4*

-.310

-.242

..028

:705*

.430*

.017

-.002

,.018

.164

-:243'

-.330

.073
li

-.049

.039

.196

1.535*

-.018

-.030

.199

-.294

-.351

-.094--

-.020

.275

.819*

.120

.012

,..

4

.106 .136

-.822* .104 --",2

...1$23 .081
N..

.288 ..079

.590* -.026

.139 , .030

, .036 .121

-.O1 .4-.010

.050 .100
411\

411.

-.028 .198.'
'

:362

--'..162

Va.'
.430'

.037 -.'.938*

:, (." v _

* 'rinse variables had a factor loading of .40 or better and were used to construct a uniPweight d
,

a for each factor. See text fdr further explanation.
,. .
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I- Table 6

FACTOR -COMPARISON FOR AUSTIN 10. YEAR OLDS - STAGES I AND III - OCCUPATIONAL VALUES
-r

ACE I STAGE I I I

actors Factor 11 Factor 12 Fa or 13 Factor 14 Factor 15 Factor 16.

11

12

13

14

16

' .53 -.55
.t

.29. r13

--'35 \. .52'

.05 --.06
,

.4 .71 .63

1 -.10 .05

Similar factorti
Identical factors

V

)
.I7 .50 -.13

-.75 ( .43 -.05

.40 .63 -.18

.08 .21 .97**

.17 -.21 -.05

-.34 .28 -.05

I

.07

c4-.40

-.13 .

411F

.02.

.17

.89*



Table 7

ITEM COMPARISON FOR AUSTIN 10 YEAR OLDS - STAGES I AND III - OCCUPATIONAL VALUES
(Factor Loadings)

VI -
AUSTIN Stage Stage_ Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage

I III , I - III I- III -I III -I III
Factor No. 14 15 16 16

14 Altruism

15 Esthetics -1
.

86 -.82

16 Independence -::44 -.02)* .40 (.08)

.17 Management

18 Success (.34) .59

19 Self-Satisfaction

20 Intell. Stimula.

21 Crtativity

22, Security

23 Prestige

24 Econdmic Returns

25 Surroundings

26 Associates .43 (.09).

27 Variety (.01) .44

28 'Follow -.86 -.9
Father

* These numbers in parentheses are the corresponding loading for each country on those variables that
were not used in the unit weighted scores, but lead significantly in one country.
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Table 9

STAGE

SOCIAL ATTITUbES INVENTORY

Loadings
AUSTIN -'10.Year Olds Factor 17 Factor 18

.Sub-Scores

1 Active Coping *81'4* -.010

2 Passive 'Coping .845* .063

3 Active Defensive -.142 .822*

4 Passive Defelfive .216 .788*

11

I.
/

* These variables had a factor loading of .40 or better and were used
to construct a unit weighted score for,eactilistor. See text for
further explanation:

t

p

1



Table 10

s_

r SOCIAL ATTITUDES. INVENTORY

AUSTIN -10 Year Olds

Sub- Scores ,

37 Tisk Achievement

38 Authority.,

39 Aggression

40 Interpersonal Relations

41 Anxiety

p

't

Factor Loading

Factor `17

.546*

.692*

.698*

.749*

.350

* These variables had a factoi loading of .40 or bettere\ were
used to construct a unit weighted score for each factor. See

text for further explanation.
t

-791-
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AUSTIN - 10 Year 0

Table 11

COMPARISON_ OF FACTORS ACROSS SAMPLES

r,"

COlPON FACTORS
Now Factor actor Stage I Stage III
Designation Abbr.- Desig- Desig-

viation nation nation NAME

, V=

.1 C(SC) 1* 2* Copes with Anxiety

II C(SC) 2 4, Copes with Aggression..,,,

,-III C(SC) 3 I Cop*, with Interpersonal Reldilons

IV C(SC) 4 6 Copes with Authority

V C(SC) 5 3 Copes with Task Achievement

VI OVAL 14 15 Doesn't value Esthetics. (Willies Independence and Success)**

A OVAL 16 16 Doesn't valje Following Father's Occupation. (Values. .t.

IndependenCe, Associates, and Variety.)
UNIQUE FACTORS

C(SC) 6 Positive. not Neutral Affect toward Task Achievement

C(SC) 7 Copes with Interpersonal Relations via Stance and Engage-
ment Without Positive Affect

C(SC) 8 Positive Attitudes toward Authoritr,,AuterPersonal
... s Relaiions. .and Task Achievement. .., D 1

C1SC) 9 Copes with Aggression via Stance and Engagement, cnics
with Authority via Stance.

C(SC) 10 Copes with Authority via Stamm with Positive Affect and
iith Negative Affect toward Task Achievement.

C(SC) S Copes effectively with Authority via Stance, with
Neutral. not Depressive Affect. Also, lack of Depressive
Affect toward Interpersonal Relations.

C(SC) 7 Copes with Aggression via Stance. Engagement. and without
king Aftice.

. g

CESC) 3 fourth Affec rd Task Achievement and Authority;
Positive Affect t rd Anxiety.

C(SC) 9 Positive Attitude toward Task Achiev!merrIpterpersonal 4

Relations, and Authority; lack of Depressive Affect
toward Interpersonal Relations.

C(SC) 10 Poiltive Affect toward TssitAchievement; lack of Positive IP

Attitude to4ard' Authority and Aniiety; lack of Hostile
Affect toward Anxiety. :

.OVAL 11 - Values Intellectual Stimulation and Variety; doesn't value
'Economic Returns%

OVAL 12 - .
Values Socket's and Surroundiags; doeed't value Creativity

., and Prestige.
OVAL 13

.., Values Surroundings; doesn't value Management,

OVAL LS
.

Values Altruism and Self - Satisfaction; doesn't rapes
Success, /motile, aad"Rconomic Returns.

OVAL - 11 Values Altruiim and Intellectual. Stimulatioi; doesn't va_ 1 ua

Prestige and Lionomic Returns.
,

'OVAL 12 Values Self- Satisfaction, Security, and Surroundings;
doasn'x value Creativity.

OVAL - 13 Values Isitellectual Stimulation and Creativity; doesn't
value tadepandencs.,

OVAL - 14 Values Aaaociates; doesn't velueshinagepant.

* These ambers appear is tie Factor Analysfs Tables 1. 2, 4, S.
*4 The variailea is petemtbeses ealy appear in afte of the factors.

0

-792-
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Table 12

SIGNIFICANT SEX DIFFERENCES*

AUSTIN - 10 Year Olds - Stage I

Probability
Lviel

C(SC)1-I F < M** Copes effectively with Anxiety via
10 Stance andrEngagement with Neutral

not Negative Affect. p < .003

C(SC)3-III F > M Copes effectively with Interpersonal
Relations with Neutral, not Negative
Affect. < .006

OVAL 11 . F.> M Values Intellectual Stimulaiion and
Variety; doesn't value Ecoilomic
Retiirns. 1/.:( .001

OVAL 12 F > M Values Success and Surroundings;
doesn't value Creativity and
Prestige. p < .02

i
OVAL 14 -VI F <M Values Independence; doesn't value

Esthetics. p < .00
. T

OVAL 15 F > M Values'A1truism, and Self-Satid-
-.. faction; doesn't value Success,

Prestige, and Economic.Returns. IL< .001

s
OVAL 16-A F > M Values Independence and AssOciates;

doesn't Follow Father. p < .001

n
C(SA1)18 F M Self-Report of Defensive Coping , EL .032

vie

8/18 (442) of the significance tests were significant above cal.
This indicates these results were not spurious (cf. Godbout,

Marstos, Enrich, Vaughan, 1977).

** F = Female "M al Male

=- An identical sex difference in both samples (Stages I and III).

s
- The Sex difference on this factor is similar to one in the

other sample.

= Mo comparable instrument in the other sample,

-7936-
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Table 13

SIGNIFICANT SEX DIFFERENCES*

.

AUSTIN - 10 Year -Olds Stage III

Probability '

Level
C(SC)4-II F > M** Copes effectively with Aggression 2 < .002

C(SC)5 F < M Copes effectively with Authority
via'Stance with Neutral Affect
toward Authority; and without
Depressive Affect toward Authority

.

and Interpersonal Relations. p < .017

C(SC)7 F > M Copes with Aggression via Stalee,
Engagement, and without seeking -p< .052

tdvice A
OVAL 11 F > M ' Values Altruism and Intellectual -

Stimulation; doesn't value Prestige
and Economic Return's. * p < .028

OVAL 12 F > M Values Self- Satisfaction, Security,
and Surroundings; doesn't value
Creativity. - 2. < .001

OVAL.13 F < M Values Intellectual Stimulation
and Creativity; doesn't value
-Independbnce. p < .051

i
OVAL 15-VI F < M Values Success; doesn't value

Esthetics. p < .001
s
OVAL 16-A F > M Values Variety; doesn't Follow

Father. p < .001

* 8/17 (47%) of the significance tests were signifiCant above chance.
This indicates these results were,not spurious lcf. Godbout,
Mutton, Borich'Vaughan, 1977).

** F = Female M = Male

1/) s
= The Sex difference on this factor

other sample.
is similar to one in the

- An identical sex 'difference in both samples (Stages I and III).
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Table 14

SIGNIFICANT SES DIFFERENCES/B..'

AUSTIN 10 Year Olds - Stage I

OVAL 13

s Probability
Level

L > H** Values Surroundings; doesn't value
.Management. < .037

OVAL 15 L < M

s OVAL 16-A L'> M

'Values Altruism and Pelf-Satisfaction;
doesn't value Success, Prestige, and
Economic Returns. a <.002

Values Independence and Associates;
doesn't Follow Father.

al**
C(SAI)17 L > M Self-Report of Good Coping

n
C(SAI)18

<.023

2. < .014

L > H Self-Report of Defensive Copidt p < .001

5/18 (272)of the significance tests were significant above chance.
This indicates these results were not spurious (ef. Godbout, Marston,

Borich, Vaughan, 1977).

** t = Lower Class M = Middle Class

= The,SES difference on this factor is similar to one in the other

sample.
No comparable instrument in the other sample.

-795-
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NO.

Table 15

SIGNIFICANT SES DIFFERENCES*

AUSTIN - 10 Year Olds - Stage III

sOVAL 16 -A

n
C(SAI)17

Probability
Level

L > M** Values Variety; doesn't Fallow
Fathe .

L > M Copes e -ctively

4Ik

p ".c .001
2.< .049

f

7/17 (12%) of the significance tests were significant above chance.

This indicates the results may have been spurious (cf. Godbout,
Marston, Borich, Vaughan, 1977).

** L = Lower Class M = Middle -Class

= the SES difference on this factor is similar teone in the other
. sample.

- comparable instrument in the other sample.

!,

*32
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Table 16a.

Stage I

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

AUSTIN - 10 Year Olds CRITERION: Reading Achievement

Predictor
Variables:

-

P Multiple-R
1
K2

-
R2 'Change

C(SC)9

OVAL 15

OVAL 14-VI

-OVAL 13
1
ED ASP

i
0CC ASP

i
RAVEN

i
BRS

5.56

8.85

7.37

3.84

27.95

6.29

4-5.18

i1.74110

.019

.003

.007

.051

.001

.013

.001

.001

.15

'.24

".29

.32

.44
.

.46

.59

.61

.02

.06

.09'

.10

.19

.22

.34

'.37.

.02'

.03

.03

.01

.09

.02

.13

.03

Adslitional Explanatory Variables:

pr

4-1

C(SC)7 .05

n-CISAI)11-87 -.16? .05

An identical predictor,or explanatory factor across samples.

No comparable instrument, in the other sample'.
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Table 16b.

Stage I

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

AUSTIN 10 Year Olds

PredtctOr
Variables:

C(SC)9 =

OVAL 15 =

OVAL 14-VI=

-OVAL 13 = Values Management; doesn't value Surroundings.

Ed Asp.- = Educational Aspirations

CRITERION: Reading Achievement

. .

topes with Aggression via Stance and Engagement; copes
with Authority via Stance. ,

Values Altruism and Self-Satisfaction; doesn't value
Success, Prestige, and Economic R9turns.
Values Independence; doesn't yaluedisthetics.

OCC ASP. = Occupational Aspirations

RAVEN

BRS

= Raven Progressive Matrices

= Behavior Rating Scale

Additional Explanatory Variables: .

6

C(SC)7 - -Copes, with Inteme sonal Relations via Stance and
Engagement witgnt PositisiAffect.

C(S)18 i Dods not -show defensive responding.

.1

= An identical predictor or explanatory factor across samples.

= No-comparable instrument to the other 'sample.
*

Factors wh41.ch predict negatively are described in terms of fhe

behavior this indicates. The same factor may be described in
opposite terms when, in some other analysis, it has 'a positive
predictive value.

-798-
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Table 17.1

Stage.III

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

e'

AUSTIN - 10 Year Olds CRITERION: Reading.. Achieve Mut

Predictor
Variables: F . . p Multiple R 'R2 R

2
Change

C(SC)3-V

C(SC)1-III

OVAL 11

-OVAL 12

-OVAL 13
i
ED ASP

i
RAVEN

i
BRS

15.60

4.37

5.01

2.91

6.34

12.51

43.56

21.35

.001 -

.038

.026

.09

.013

.001

.061

.001

. .28

.32

.36

.37

.41

.48

.62"

.67

,

i

.08

.10

.13

.14

.17

.23

.38

.45

. ).

.08

.02

.02

.01

.03

.06

.16

.07

Additional Explanatory Variables:

pr

C(SC)2- .15 .05

n
C(SAI)1 .16 - .05

OCC ASP .15 .05

An identical predictor or explanato4100factor

No comparable instrument*in the %her sample.

O

835
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Tables_ 17b.

Stage III

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

c

AUSTIN - 10 Year Olds CRITERION: Reading Achievement

Preaictor
Variables:

C(SC)3-V 4.= Copes with Task Achievement

C(SC)l -III Copes with. Interpersonal Rel ions

OVAL 11 = Values Altruism #nd Intelleetual Stimulation; doesn't
value Prestige and Economic Returns

-OVAL 12* = Values Creativity; doesqt value Seillf-Satiqfaction,
Security, and Surroundings. -

-OVAL 13- , = Values Independence; doesn't vane Intellectual
.

Stimulation and Creativity.

APED ASP = Educational AspiratiOns
i

. RAVEN . Raven ProgressiN44atrices
i
BRS . Behavior

.
Ratirig Scale,

Additional Explanatory Variables:

C(SC)2 -I

n
C(SAI)I7

OCO ASP

Copes'with Anxiety

Shows

Occupational Asp ations

r'

1 = An identical predictor or explanatory factor across samPles.

= No comparable instrument in the other sample.

* = Factors which predict negatively are described in terms of the
behavior this indicates. The same factor may be described in
opposite terms when, in some otter analysis, it has a pbsitive
predictive value.

-800-
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Table 18k.-

Stage jet° 111

REGRESSION ANALYSIS
.

AUSTIN 10 Year Olds 4 CRITERION: Math Achievement

Predictor
Variables:.

ED ASP

0CC ASP.

'RAVEN

BRS

,p ; Multiple R R2 R2Chan

32.97

'5:08

17.19

.09 4111

001 -

.025

.001

.765

.35

.37

.44

.44

.12

.14

-20

.20

.06

.00

, .

6

dditional Explanatory Variables:

2-

M./

0 '
An identical predictor or explanatory factor across samples.

!"-

r")

V.

4

.

-801-
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Table 18b.

Stage I

DESCRIPTION OF REdRESSION FACTORS

CRITERION: Math AchievementAUSTIN'- 10 Year ids

Predictor 0
Vailables:

ED ASP

0CC ASP

RAVEN

BRS

= Aspiration

Occupational ration

= Raven ProgressiVe Matiices

= Bghavior Rating Scale

1,

414

i

An identical predictor or explanatory factor across. samples.

CA 4

4oz-

111<!P4
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Table'19a;

Stage III

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

ADSTLN*- 10 Year Olds CRITERION: Math Achievement

Predictor
Variables: F p Multiple R, R

2
R2Chige

C(SC)3-V 4. .031 .160 .026 .026

iED ASP
i

4.11. 004 .218 .048 .022,

RAVEN
1

A.91 .0C1
t

.439 .192 .145-

BRS . 14.65 .001 ,504 .254 .062

S

No Additional Variables:

im An identical predictor or explanatoiy factor across samples.

4
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Table 19b.

Stage III

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

AUSTIN - 10 Year Olds CRfTERION: Math Achievement

Predictor
Variables:

C(SC) 3-V

iED ASP

iRAVEN

B RS

ACopes with Task Achievement

Educational_Aspiration

Raven Progressive Matrices

Behavior Rating Scales

44

40

8

4

gm'An identical predictor or explanator across samplgs.ry facto

404- 840



Table 20a.

Stage I

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

AUSTIN - 10 Year Olds

ti

CRITERION: Grade Point Average

.predictor

F p ulti le R R
2

R
2

Change

C(SC)9 6.41 .012 .16 .03 .03

OVAL 15 11.40 .0041 .26 .07 .04

ASP, 10.80 .001 .33 .11 .04

OCC ASP 5.36 .021 . 36 .110 .02

i
RAVEN 62.74 .001 .56 .31 .18

los
112.72 .001 .73 .53 1.22

Additional Explinatory Variables:

pr r p

'n%C(SAI)18,1i.

.

i
Awidentical predictor or explanatory factor

No comparable instrument in the other sample

a' -805-

41,

-.17

Yol

.05

across samples
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Table 20b.

Stage I

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESS

AUSTIN - 10 Year Olds

Predictor
Variables:

C(Se)9

OVAL 15

i
ED ASP

0CC ASP

IRA VEN

B BS

4

ON FACTORS

CRITERION: Grade INDInt Average
*

,Copea with Aggression vi Stance and Engagement; copes

with Authority via Stan
Values Altruism and Sel -Satisfaction; doesn't value

Success, Prestige, and conomic Returns.

Educational Aspiration

Occupational Aspiratio.
:,;,,

Raven Progressive Maqices

Behavior Rating Scales`

Additional Explanatory Variables:

n- C(SAI)I8 *= Does pot show Def ive Behavior

a

1.

- An identical predictor or exPlanatory factor across samples 6#

= No comparable instrument in the other'sample

0 Factors *lich predict negatively are described in terms of'the'

behavior this indicates. The same factor may be' described in

opposite terms when, in some other analysis, it has a positive

predictive value., '

-8e6-
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Table 21a.

Stage III

REGRESSION ANALYSIS.
W

i

AUSTIN - 10 Year Olds CRITERION: Grade Point A4erage
A

R2 ChangeR

Predictor
Variables: IP p

C(SC)3-V 7.45 .007 .199 .040 .Q40

C(SC)1-III 5.29 .023 .259 .067- :028

OVAL 11 3.17 .077 .289 -084 .016

OVAL 16-A 4.35 .038 .325 .106 .022
J.

RAVEN 29.26 .001
3

.483 .233 .128

4BRS 29.88 .001 .587 .345 .112

.

(''Reconsidered)

Additional Explanat&ry Variables:

,pr p r p

4..1rIl ASP

r-

r

"

.14 a .05

An identical predictor or explanatory factor across samples

1

4



AUSTIN - 10

Predigtor
Variables:

C (SC) 3-V

C(SC)1-III

OVAL 11

OVAL 16-A

RAVEN
iBits

*4

Table 21b.

Stage III

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

Year Olds CRITERION: Grade Pojnt verage'

Copes with Task Achievement

Copes with Interpersonal Relation§

Values Altruism and Intellectual Stimulation; doesni;t
value Prestige and Economic Returns.

Values Variety; doesn't value Following Father's
Occupation.
Raven Progressive Matrices

Behavior RatingScale

Additional Explanatory Variables:.

jED ASP Educational Aspiration

- An identical predictor explanatory factor Across *staples

-808-
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Table 22

PERCENT OF VARIANCE EXPLAINED

AUSTIN 10 Year Olds - Stage I

Reading Achievement Math Achievement GPA

Aptitude (unique). . 12.6% 5.8% 18.2%

Coping/Motivation (unique) 14.0%. 10.4% 5.9%

Total 34.2% 19.6% 31.2%
4

AUSTIN - 10 Year Olds - Stage III
.

Aptitude (unique) 15.5% 14.5% I 12.8%

Coping /Motivation (unique) 14.8% 2.6% 6.5

Total 36.1% 19.2% 23.3%

A

(6 RRELATIONS AMONG THE CRITERIA

AUSTIN - 10 Year Olds - Stage I
..,

Table 23

Reading Achievemept Math Achievement GPA
Reading

Math . .48 .30

CPA 1 .63

- 10\Year Olds - Stage III

Reading

Math_ ' .46

Gk.

CPA .59

-809- -
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AUSTIN 14 YEAR OLDS RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

..
.

This section provides a detailed picture of the coping patterns -,

associated with achievement in Austin 14 year old students from the
1965 (Stage I) and 1968. (Stage III) samples. The results include
factor analyses of the coping/motivational instruments; Sentence
Completion, Occupational Values, Views of Lifey and'theSocial Attitudes
Inventory. T e 'actor coalparison findings are presented; indicating

_- the degree of co respondence between the two samples of Austin students.
' ,,,, Next, sex a socioeconomic status differences are described. Finally,

the regression analyses are delineated, in order to show the specific
factors that predict and explain achievement for these students.

'FACTOR ANALYSES

Sentence Completion

Factor analyses of the Sentence Completion variables resulted, for
both Stages I and III, in ten factors which accounted for a substantial
percentage of the respective variances. These variables grouped
primarily according to'behavior areas, e.g., aggression variable's load-
ing on one factor, authority variables on another. The Stage I
analysis appears in Table 1. There are fivligeneral factors: coping
with aggression, authority, anxiety, interpersonal relations, and task
achievement. All include.neutral, not negative affect in the respective
behavioral area, except-for task achievement, in which,affect variables
loaded on-separate factors. Unit weights were constructed using those
variables having a factor loading (> .40). For example, factor 1
consists of all five?ariables that define coping with anxiety.

*,Factors 6-10 al to ed to have variable loadings grouped accirding to
sub-aspects of tlk-behavioral areas. The Stage III factor ana4rgis
(Table 2) yielded he same tendencies, with five major coping. factors
corresponding to five lehavioral areas..

As these factors appeared to be yielding similar results, a comparis
of the first five primary factors was examined (see Table 3). These
factors are highly similar, with respective percentagesof common
variables cross stages of 80r760%,_100%, 60%, and 75%. Some of-the
wariabl ich did not-load higher than .40 on both stages nonetheless
were qui, similar. While the program RELATE could not,be run due to
slightly different numbers of. variables in the two stages, these five
factors are considered "identical," and appear to indicate a stable
"Austin" construct system at age 14, that defines coping skills in each
of thefive areas, separately.

Occupational Values

Factor analyses of the Occupational Values variables yielded six
factors in both Stages I and III. Once again, variables having a
factor loading > .40 were used to construct a unit weighted score for
each factor (see results in Tables 4 and'5).

4 .

-810-
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A:comparison of the Occupational Valdes factors, according to
the RELATE factor comparison method, is represented in Table 6.
It can be seen that one of the six factors was "identical," having
a cosine of .9 or better (interpreted similar te, a correlation
coefficient and four morewere"simIlar" (cosine > .8). Table 7
depicts that item comparison of th se four factors across the two
stages. The'results of this comparison indicated strong similarity
in constructs across time for Austin 14 year old students.

Views of Life

The Views of Life instrument was-used_only in Stage III. The
factor analysis of these variables yielded eight factors_and is
depicted in Table 8.

Social Attitudes Inventory

The factor analysis of the Social Attitudes Inventory (SAI) for
Stage .I is illustrated in Table 9. This is a self-report measure of
coping effectiveness. Two factors emerged: ineffective or defensive
responding, and positive coping.

In Stage III, theSAI was an entirely different questionnair
factor analysis is shown in Table 10, and one factor emerged. This
factor reported effective coping across all five behavioral areas.

4

SUMMARYOF FACTOR COMPARISONS ACROSS SAMPLES

The summary of the comparison of all factors from the first and
second samples iser rented Table 11, The comparison was made
between the Sentence Completion and Occupational Values instruments
whichere administered to both samples. (The SAI was re-designed for
the second sample:) Table 11 d cribeS the general comparability of
the factor, structures across the two samples.' If a factor in one
sample had no correspondingfact in the other sample, the factor
retained ita originalgdelignation For example, the Sentence Completion
factor C(SC)6 of Stage I had no c parable factor in the second stage.
If however:a factor did have a comparable factor in the other sample,
it received a new designation.

The comparison of the Sentence Completion factors was made dM the
basis of the factor content' which was described earlier. The five
primary factors are very similar and are referred to as "identical",
factors. ,These factors received a Roman numeral designation as
indicated in Table 11.

The Occupational Values instrument was compared with the RELATE
factor comparison method. Four of these factors are called "similar"
(RELATE value of;821242pl_and they received an alphabetic designation.

-811-
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For example, similar factor "A" consisted of original factors OVAL
12 in Stage I and OVAL 13 in Stage III. New factor "VI" designated'
the "identical" OVAL'factor. The.unique factors: in each sample are
listed below these.

In the Austin 14 year old sample, the first five Sentence Completi(
factofs were identical across stages. There was one identical and four
similar factors in the Occupational Values compar4sdn. These results
indicated that the factor structures in the two samples were similar
inmost respects. The coping and motivation dimensions represented byth se factors remained stable across time in the Austin 14 year old
po ylation.

SEX FFERENCES

Stage I A:x 'differences are listed in Table 12. Males tended to
cope more effectively with anxiety and task achievement. Females,
however, had more positive attitudes towardtask achievement, as well
as toward authority and interpersonal relations. Par ically,
females expressed both more positive and more negativ affect toward
task achievement. They were more emotional about ach evement, overall;
-it might be said. In a work setting, males placed greater value on
success, prestige, economic returns, security, and following father's
occupation. Females, on the other hand, more 'highly valued altruism,
Self-satisfaction, intellectual stimulation, variety, and esthetics.

In Stage III, males coped.more.stfectively with anxiety and
aggression, but females were better copers in the areas of interpersonal
relations and authority. Males had more positive attitudes toward task
achievement,and less positive affect toward aggresion. Females reported
better overall coping :on the self-report ii$AI) measure.: In work, males
more highly valued success, prestige, economic returns, .4and following
father's occupation, whereas femiles placed greeter value on altruism,
self-satisfaction, and'associates.

There were two factors which showed similar.sdk differences across
'stages. Males cope more effectively with anxiety in both samples.
Identical OVAL factor VI showed that in Austin, 14 year old' males
consi4ently placed mbre value on extrinsic corfcerns of success, prestig
em4,ecanomic returns, whereas females more highly valued work in which
they,could help others and find self-satisfaction.

114

SES DIFFERENCES

Stage I social class differences are isted in Table 14., Although
middle-class,stlidents coped more effectively with inpeipersonal relations
the lower class'reported less defensive behavior on the SAT. In work,
mfddle-class students placed Greater value on managefient and following
father's ocuparion, whereas the lower class more highly valued security,
surroundings, associates, intellectual stimulation, and variety.

-812-
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In Stage III (Table 15), only three of twenty-five tests showed
social class differences, a number that.could be due to chance.
Lower-class students coped more effectively with'aggression and more
highly valued security and surroundings in a work setting. The

° middle class, on .,the other hand, placed greater value on management
and expressed a more internal locus of control,, as well as a greater
preferdnce for emotional expressivity.

There was one social class difference common to both stages.
Middle-class students placed greater value on management, while the
lower class more highly valued-security and pleasant surroundings. In
general,' SES differences were at a minimum in these Alistin 14 year old
samples.

SUMMARY OF REGRESSION ANALYSES

Reading Achievement

Predictors of reading achievement for Stage.4 are listed in-Tables
16a and 16b. Good readers tended to cope well with aggression. They
reported less defensive-behavior on the SA1 and were rated higher by
their peers on the Behavior Rating Scale. Good readers also expressed
more posit4We, not neutral, affect toward task achievement than poorer
readers. 'In 'Work, these students valued management and independence, but
not security, surroundings, or associates. They had high aptitude scores
and high aspirations for both career and-education.

In Sta e III (Tables,17a pd ,17b, good readers were able to cope
with interpersonal relations ghd task chieyement. The apparent contra-
diction between C(SC)7 and C(SC)4 car(bestbest be explained through the stanceti

'variable. C(SC)7 includes stance and is a negative predictor, while
C(SC)4 does not include stance and predicts in a positive direction.
As scoring for Stance was iuch,tBat a higher score could include aggressIve
actions, C(SC)4 can best be described-as coping with aggression non-
belligerently, a chailacteristic of good readers. In addition to the
Sentence Completion predictors, good reading was also associated with,
self-report of good coping, and higher ratings by peers on the Behavior
Rating Scale.

In addition, good readers in Stage I viewed life as complex and
expressed g more internal locus of controrwas well as a greater
preference for emotional expressivity. In a work setting, these'
students valued altruism, self-satisfaction, associates, and independence,
but not success, prestige, economic returns,.or'management.
better readers had-higher aptitude scores and higher educational and
occupational aspirations than poorer students.

Across the two stages, good feader4 consistently had higher aptitude
scares and higher asp4ation8. They were also rated higher by their
peers on the Behivior Rating Scale. Finally, Coping with aggression
was a significant predictor of reading achievement in both samples of
Austin 14 year olds.

0
-813-
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Math Achievement

Predictors of math achievement in Stage I are lis\ted icr Tables
.18a and.18b: Those "students who did well in math gended to cope well
with aggression, non - belligerently (see reading achievement, Stage III),

. and they expressed positive, not neutral affeCt toward task-achieV'ement.
These.students also reported less defensive behavior on the $A1 and.
were ratted higher by- their peers on the tehaviOr Rating Scale. They

-.also placed more value on independence In a work_setting. In addition,
better dents had higher aptitude scores NO higher aspirations for
both, and education. t

III predictors-are listed iniTables 19a and 19b: Good math
id not cope with aggression by taking ,a possibly hostile
e reading achievement, Stage III). Good math achievers copes

ly with authority in their actions [C(SC)6] but with a good
deal-of hostile feeling [cfsc)5]. Peer ratings of coping skill
positively predicted math achievement in this sample. 'Good' math student
also viewed life as complex, expressed a more internal toeus of control,
and preferred emotional expressivity. They also gained satisfaction
from actual accomplishMepts,-rather than ideating or day dreaming. Good
math students valued following their fther's occupatioMv jn addition,
they had high aptitude scores-and high aspiiations fof both career and
etIscation.

A comparison of nise two stages shows that students who were good
ift-Amath consistently had high aptitude.scores and high educational and
occupational aspirations. Peer ratings were.also a significant predictoin both stages,,

.

dr.ade Point Average

Predictors of dPA for Stage I ,e lists 0 in Tables 20a and 20b.
Students who were given high grade by teachbrs-coped.wellwith aggressit
but not with anxiety. They were also highly rated by their peers on the
Behavior Rating Scale, They expressed positive attitudes toward authorit
interpersonal relations, and task achievement, as well as positive, not
neutral, affect toward task achievement. In a work setting, studentle
with good GPA tended to value altreisapelf-satisfaction, and esthetics.
They placed less value on success, presAge, economic returns, security,
and following father's occupation. In addition, successful atudents
had high aptitude scores and high aspirations for both career and,
education. . -

. In Stage III (Tables 21a and !lb),, students with high GPAecopes
effectively with authority, aggressio , interperspnal*xelations, and
task achievement. (See reading achiev ent, Stage III, for interpreta-
tion of-the suppression effect involvin C(SC)7. C(SC)5 was also a
negative predictor in this equation due tip a suppressioq effect.
Actually, the simple correlatiottetween C(SC)5 [non-hostile coping
.with authority) anii<rA was positive. It is not clear, however, what
this variable has in common with others that would account far this
suppression.)

-814-
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Further evitlence of the tvoitance of coping in this sample is
that self-reportlif gOod coping onthe SAI and high peer rating of
the BRS also preTictdd high CPA: SCndepts with high GPA in Stage III
had an internal locus of control and believed in freely,eNpressing
and accep inumotions. Th y viewed life as complex'and tended to

e gain s isfaction f om a al accomplishments, rather than ideati.onlh---;
*pr di aming. These s udents expressed a preference, h6wever, for
delayed action, or inaction, in the face of flapendihg situations. As.

t43 fu,putp work setting, students who got high grades valugdsuccess,
but not 6sphatic4 or creativity. Finally, high aptitude socres and
high eddeational, and occupational aspirations also 'predicted CPA in

4 "' St-age

A compifison across stIlees indicates that Junior. High,School
te&hers konsistentik gave higher grades to students who coped with
aggression in a non - belligerent manner: They also rewarded students
who did not value an esthihtic type. of occupation. Student aptitude,
educational aspiration and occupational aspitatio5pialso.predIcted CPA I
-in- both- samples,- FinAlly, s-tudent-S who-got,-gbod grades consicantly
received high peer ratings on the Behavthr Rating Scale.

,

11-

ar

..
I,

.
. '. Co with aggre8sjon seems to have been

ti,

espeCially important for
.

Austin 14 yearold; it predictedall 'achievement criteria (except.Sta&
III math) in both samples. Aptitude,.and educational and occupational

, aspirations, also predicted all criteriain both stages. The,Bphavior
-Rating Scale was theI'ina&consistent predictor. It was especially
powerful in accoynting for CP4 variance, a pattern noted whefe

_

4
which suggests. that cla1ssroory behav4or is more-important grades
than skill-achifevement, a

4 f ,,,

PEkCENTA'E 01:'VARIANCE N V 1 r m2 j
N ! . t

.
. , .4

It is al6 important to consider the percenlrof variance.$ acCbihte&
. fot by the apEL;ude and cc ipg/mOtivation variables, respectively, ,in

countitig for.vcdef,s on,.0! criterion measures. These are Iltstd in
.

.

-'71able 22.. Apc,itude wa's an imuleNit pivdictOt across all stages and
criteria,' 'in 1St -1-where 1't accounted for 19% of the

f variance in reading,, 29.6% i ,math,'and 11.9% in CPA. In Stage-III,
aptitude #ccounted for 6.8%; 10.77., and 2.3% in the respective criteriai

1
..,,

`In-lontcast, the copingWmotivation-vAliatle's were more impor4nt
predfctors in Stage III than in Stage I. In Stage I, they uniqu ily

-accounted! fOr 518% of the variance in reading, 5.4% in math, and 9.5%
in,CPA, all less t an the unique contributions of aptitude: In Stage

".I11, however, th oping/motibatioft variables uniquely account d, for more
Of the variance thanaptit.nde (wall criteria: 13.2% in.read ng, 4:0%
in math, and a very substantial 24.33-in CP'A, These 'figures were much
larger than the unique contributions of aptitude'A 'CPA. I sum, the
cqp.Ing/motivation factors wexe important predictors ,across all critefia'

4' And stages,especially in Stage III. Thesefiadtngsdildi te that '

success in school fof Au tin.14 year old tudents-waA co ingent.upom.
Coping skills and 'att deg in many 'aspects of ikfife. "Ap itude 'was also
important, of cours especially in4Stage4;.

. -

p
4:
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Table 1

STAGE, I

'0 SENTENCE COMPLETION'

4 Axey- Sac 9* .7 09 .6 11 .08 -06 -05 ,00 -03
5 nit naeet .5* .2 00 -06 .9 08 --09 .5, . .4

6 Axey - Cpn f. , .0* .6 06 .8 -04 .06 .0 .4 .02 .0
nit -Ng fet -97 .1 .3 .2 01 .0 .0 .5 .3 .4

J8 Axey -Nurl f. .0* -08 .3' 12 70' .0 .0 .5 08 -07
.r 4.

54 Anxietyk- Stance .94* .077 .079

55 Anxiety - Engagement .751* .029 .030

56 Anxiety - Coping Eff. , .906* .060 .026

7 Anxiety '-Neg. Affect -.907* -.018 -.035
xJ0

58 Anxlety -'Neutral Aff. .907* -.078 .035'

s4on - Stance -.0560 .828* .098 ..077' .079 - .052 .076 . 0' .07'6 .266
. .

44 Aggression - Engagement -.081 .706* .002 -.0G9' .076 -.043 .093 .133 .057 :435*
.

. i.

45 Aggression - Coping Eff. .121 .934* .076 .120 .069 .059 -.014 -.056 .024 -.084

els Aggression - Neg.- Affect -.137. -.88'1* -.088 -.155,_.,,...020---.084 .025 .090 --.-001 .... 255.

47 Aggression - Pos. Affect .137 .881* .08 ;155 .020 :084 -:02S..-.090 ,-.0011 -.255

48 Authority - Stance .001 .044 .170: .620* .204. .171 .205 . .119 .344 17 '

w
49 Authority - Engagement .087 -..073 .112 1422* .128 .128 -. .088 %339. -. 68

50 Authority - Coping Eff. .078.0.194 .160 .870*. .116 .158. .0 '-.050 ..182 . .050

51; uthority Neg. Affect -.166 -.177 -.140. -.870* -.017 .012 .083 .129 .112 -.011

5 .
.....3.41Authority NeutralAff. .162 .166 .135 .866* .024' -..014 -.085 -.125 ,.188 .911

.

53 Authority '-- Pos. Affect .055 .121 .063 .064 -.0-75 .016 .018 -.043.- .801* .000
..- ,, -

.061 .151

-.006 .091

.082 '-.014

-.123 ;051

1123 _7.05'1
.0r% o44.,

1

.'068 -.006 -.085 ,.010

.068 -.-.049 .058,

..036 .008 -.041 ,..052

.102 -.000 ..055 -.038

-.102 :.000 -.055 .038

-.053

. .140

.007

'.047

-.047



STAGE I .

_--' _
SENTENCE COMPLETION

b Loadings
Factor Factor Factor, Factor Factor factor Factor Factor Factor Factor

. AUSTIN - 14 Yeards (continueb 2 3
fet

4 5 6 7 4 9 10

Item

59' Interpersonal Relations I .013
- Stance

60 IPR - Engagement .040

61 IPR- Coping Eff. .0S1

62 IPR - Negative Affect -.091

611t. IPR - Neutral Affect .083.

64 IPR - Positive Affect .106

45 Task Achievement - Stance .006

66 Task Ach. - Engagement .002

67 Task Ach. - Copin .013

68 Task Ach. - Neg. Affect -.119

69 Task Ach. - Neticral Aff. ".099"

70 Task Ach.-- Pos. Affect -.d10
;"-

It

..,"*.111 .674* -.016 .009 -.032 .089 -.008 .246 .131

p.057 .600*--.240.-.005 .197 -.161 .038 .268 -.145

.103 .914*
t

.245 .084 .092 .041 -.021 .008 .027

-.042, -.834* -.350 -.104 -.032 -.021 .079 .176 .010

.047 ..835* .348 '.105 .021 .027 -.075 -.174 -.06-

-.071 .002 .033 -.00fi .139 -.080 -.049 -.024 .75

.102 .079 .103 .939* .11/ .042 -.103 .003 .006

.028 .072 .1'12 .888* -.017 -.200 .088 -.033 .022

.114 .111 .111 .898* .098 .144 -.224 -.020 -.026

-.075 -.133 -.157 -.196 -.0730,-.028' .914*,-.014 -.026
.

-.000. :029 .128 .123 -.036 -.74'6* -.599*, .000 .060

.072 .090 "-.009 .034 .115 .951* -.127 .003 -.050

* These variables had a-factor-loading of .40 or bettei and were'used to const ct a unit weighted
score for each factor. See, text for fprther explanAtiOn.
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5

14 Year Olds

Tablt 2

STAGE III .

SENTENCE COMPLETION

Loadings
Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor

1 2 3 4 5 6

Factor Factor Factor Factor
7 8 9 10

64 Task Achievement-Attitude .058 :.020 .266 .175 -.053 . .204 .095 -.115 -.039 .558*

65 T.A. - Stance .140 .q,46 .909* .030 .061 .015 .e4R\ .070, -.057 .051

66 T.A. - Engagement .142 -.011 .912* .034 .062 .033 -.003 '-.008 -.134 Alf
67 T.A-. - Aid/Advice .071 .012 .859* .067 .b32 .043 -.040' -.121 -1,165 -.012

68 T.A. - Coping Effect ' .14i .056 .923* .069 .083 .-.002' .045 .008 .067 .060
A

69 T.A. - Hostile Affect cro5-=. .a94 -.125 -:041 -.1317- :41-8* .372

70 T.A. -' Depressive Aff. -.080 -488 -.302 :272 .047. -..027. -.092 -.033 .458*.r.192

71 T.A. - Neutral Alf. .044 .099 .419* '-.206 .020 .083 -.080 .080 -.7694 -.063

72 T.A. - Pglitivd Aff. .045 .03'3 -.153 -.082 -.108 .003. .293 .041 .491* -.034

73 Interpersonal. Relations .219 .056 .163 -.071 .039 .091
iv
-.111 .261 .297 .134

Attitude

74 I.R. "- Stance. .868* 4037 .066 .049 -.046 .123 -.07,9 -.040 -.106 .032.

75 I.R. - Engagement .92 * .008 ,091 .040 .-.089 .113 -.049 \ .081 .012 .033

76 I.R. - Ald/Advjce .9T2* .006 0.03 .059 -.088 .118 -:064 \ .063 .012 .034

17 X.R. Cofing Effect .901* .112 .207 .015 .219 .042 -.008 -.011 .064 L.054'

78 1.R. - Hostik Affect. -.47911 -.101 -.243 -.046 -.490* .143 -.015 -.080 -.202 .106

79 f.R.- Depresiive Aff. -.308 -.112. .168 .055 -.34 .081 -.104 .404* .150 .061

60 1:R..-'Neutral Aff. .578* ..145 i .119 .012 :588* -.139' :089 -.212 .097 -.133

1;g, - Positive Aff. .006 .057 - 183
or

"-.(108 -.950 -.258 1.144 .345 -.195. .086



a. e 2 ( continued)

AUSTIN - 14 Year Olds

STAGE III

SENTENCE COMPLETION'

Loadings
Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor

1 2 3 4 5 6 - 7 8'; 9 10

t
Item as
82 Authority - Attitude .333 -.046 .334 4.077 .083 , .234

83 Auth. - Stance .190 .064 .022 '-.048 .294 .6151

84 Auth. Engagement, .095 -.015 .061 .006 .14Ilb .842*

85 Auth. - Aid/Advice .110 -.023 .042 .027 .134 .869*

16 Auth. - Coping Eff. .091 .'47 .D63 .076 .753* .545*

87 Auth. - Hostile Aff. .060 .D03 -.156 -.071 -.732* -.192

88 Auth. - Depress: Aff. -.007 .-.065 .148 .033 .335

89 uth. - Neutral Aff. -.038 :036. .041 .042 .875* .21./.1-

90 Auth. - Positive Aff.

luuctirry-- Attitude

'-.065 .033.

-.037 --.406

-.014,

.053

-.007

.345

.040 '-.087

-.091 -.050

92 Anx. - StUnce .D63 .822* .017 -.061 -.064 .050

93 Anx. r Engagement .049 .861* -.023 .009 ..005 -.022

94 Anx. - Aid/Advice .043 .851* -.029 -.001 .008 -.013

95 Anx. - Coping Eff. .095 .863* .079 -.025 -.077 .096

96 Anx. Hostile Aff. 7,055.4.-.140 -:016. .077 -.115

97 Anx. - Depressive Aff. .001 -.712* -.020 .027 -.152' ,062

98 Anx. - N61;tral Aff. .024 .753* :109 .086 .232 -.061

99 A6X. - Positive Aff. .011 .076 .042 -.160 -.188 .096

,855

-.biE .223 .1 9 .309

-.012 -.289 -.19ft .053

-.057

.063

-.062

.011

.063

.094

-:178

.002

.098

.101

-.064

.1/2

-.054

.053

-045

.134,

.042

.038

.064

-.046 -.068

-.115 -.051

.327 .191

-.067 ._97

-.296 .073

-.090 -.185,

-.393 -.06;

.258 '.038

.261 .042

-.288 .002

.000

-.075

.078

-.186

.286

.054

.316

.100

.122

.127

--.076

.116 :-.438* .173

.351 .138 .091

.061 .097 -.325

-.745* .019 ,.204

,



Table 2 (continued)

STAGE III
11.

SEiTENCE COMPLETION

Loadings
Factor Factor Facto Factor Factor F.actor Factor Factor Factor Factor

AUSTIN - 14' Year Olds
1 2 3 4. .5, 6 7 8' 9 10

Item '

100 Aggression - Stance -.123 .210 -.006 -.220 .003 .043 .739* -.097 -.077 .021

101 Agg. - Engagement -.036 .016 .027 .414* .044 -.044. .829* .133 .055 .062

102 Agg. - Aid/Advice .075 .018 . .029 .468* ..058 -.018 .815* .097 .06t .090

103 Agg. - Coping Effect .036 -.027 .025 .895* .029 .0q .292 .055 .051 .002

04 Age. - Hostile Aff. -.101
*
.030 -.052 -.916* -.031 -.027 .050 -.153 -.078 -.026

105 Agg- Depressive Aff .b43 -.090 -.074 .003 -.110 4027 -.325 .407* -.047 .327

06 Agg. - Neutral Aff. .074 .Q04 .089 .891* .114 .003 .135 -.035 .088 -.034'.

Agg. - Positive Aff. .040 .050 -.006 :119 -.180' e.210 -.181 -.016 .076. -.50*

856
These variables hid a factor loading of .40 or betterland were used to construct a unit weighted
score for each factor. See text for further explanatioa..

.



Table 3

ITEM COMPARISON- FOR AUSTIN 14 YEAR OLDS - STAGES I AND III SENTENCE COMPLETI6N
(Factor Loadings)

Factor No.

64 Task Achievement
- Attitude

65 TA - Stance

66 TA 2 Engagement if

*67/TA - Aid/Advice

68 TA - Coping

*69 TA - Hostile

*70 TA - DepreqSive

/1 TA - Neutral

I II III IV V
Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage

I III I III I III

1 2 2 4 3 1

72 TA - Positive

73 Interpersonal Relations
- Attitude

74 IPR - Stance

75 IPR Engagement

*76 IPR - Aid/Advict

77 IPR - Coping

*78 IPR - Hostile

*79 IPR - DepteLsive

'80 IPR - Neutral.

81 IPR ; Positive

.657

.67 .87-

.60 .92

.91.

.91 .91

-.83 -.48

.84 .58

Stage Stage Stage
I III I

Stage
III

4 6 5 3

.94t. .91

.89 .91

.86

.90 .92

(.12) 44

.



Tabre 3

(continued)

ITEM COMPARISON FOR AUSTIN 14 YEAR OLDS - STAGES I AND HI - SEA CE CbMPLETION

(Factole Loadin9s.)

I II ,III IV V
Stage Stage Stage Stage' Stage Stage

I *III I III I III

Factor No. 1, 2 2 , 2 1

82 Authority Attitude

83 Auth. Stance

84 Auth. - EngegOieent

*85 Auth. - Aid /Advice

86 Auth. - Coping

87 Autk. Hostile

88 Auth..- Depressive

Is

89 Auth. - Neutra).

90 Auth. - Positive

21 Anxiety-- Attitude

92'Anxiety - Stanc .92 .82'

93 Anxiety -4htngagement .75 .86

04 Anxiety - Aid/Advice,. .85

111,95 Anxiety - Coping .911 .86

96 Anxiety - Hostile -.91 (-.14)

97 Anxiety - Depressive -.71

98 AnXiety - Neutral .91 .75

91 Anxiety 7 Positive

Stage
I

Stage Stage Stage
III III

4 6 5 . 3

.62 .62

.42 .84

.87

.87 .54

-:87 (-.19')

.86 '(.22j
r
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Table 3

(continued).

ITEM COMPARISON FOR AUSTIN 14 YEAR OLDS - STAGES I AND III - SENTENCE COMPLETION

IV V
Stage Stage Stage _Stage

I I III

I

Stage Stage

(Factor'Loadings)

II
Stage Stage Stage

III I

4

III

Stage

III

Fact& No. 1 2 - 2 4 2 1

100 Aggression Stance t83 (-.22)
4

101 Aggression Engagement 71 .41

*102 Aggression Aid/Advice .41

103 Aggression.- Coping -.88. :90

104 Aggression - Hostile

0514ggression - Depressive

*106 Aggression -, Neutral .84

'1'07 AggTession,-.Positive/ .8$ (.19)

I

4 6 5 3

r 4

* - Th variable was only present in the Sage III instrument
** t Stage I instrument, both Hostile and Depressive Affect were scored as one variable

"Nrative Affect"

.;*

oa
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AUSTiN - 14 YEAR OLDS

Item,

14

I

Table 4

STAGE II

OCCUFATIOW VALUES

Factor 11 Factor412 Factor 13
Loading Loading Loading

Altruism

Esthetics

'.667* -.151

.023 .010 -.019

dependent .0.31 -.024 -.043

Naha getent 414 -.578* -.218

Success. 4 -.438* -.100 .216

Self.-Satisfactiop .599* .278, .114

Intellectual-f----- ' .302 -.191 .720'*-
Stimulation

Creativity -.foo -.316 .219

22 Security

23 Prestige

24 Economic Returns

25 Surroundings

26 Associates

27 Variety'

28 FollowFather

103 :477* -.174

-.712* -:129 =.1.145
,

-.759*, .029 -.187 4

.040 .735* 194

.173 :594* -.098.

.195 -:088 .747*
._ -

.0.34
.

-.219....*E -.540*

Factor 14
Loading

-.252 .089 -.209

'-.832* II -.115 -.067

-.002 .016 .966*

.038 .468h -.024

.283 .578* -.074s

108 .099 .034

.4,:02-5----- -.064 -.177

.044 -.709* -.068

.503*;' -.020 -.266

-.265 -.032 -.044

.076 .155 -.040

.194 -.084

-.138 .038 .087

-. -.140 .077012

.493* -..291 -.044

Factor 15

Loading
Factor 16
Loading

* These varia es had a factor loading of .40 or better apidwere'u to construct a'unit
weightedAsco e for each factor. See text for further explanation.

.

11, . 860



AUSTIN - 14 Year Olds

Item

14 Altruism

15 Esthetics

16 Independence

17 Management

18 Success

19 Self-Satisfaction

20 Intellectual Stimulation

2. Creativity

12 Security '

-23 -Prestige , f
,

24 Economic Returns
,

25 Surroundings

26 Associates

.27 Variety

28 Folloi.; Father

* These-variables had a factor loading of .40 or better and were used to construct limit
weighted score for each factor. See text for furtherexplanation.

Table 5

STAGE III

OCCUPATIONAL VALUES-

Factor 14
Loadin

Factor 15
-Loadin

Factor 16
Loadin

Factor 11
Loadin

Factor 12
Soadin

Factor 13

Loadin

.784* -.051 -.098 .096 -.088 .1120

,.003' -.051 -.057 -.833* .050 .204'

-.003 lAr -.183 -.235 -.006 .817*
, .179

.089 -.281 -.451* .086 -.660* .285

-.549* -.044 -.17@ .457* -.161 .280

.578! ,.067 .234 .238 .023 .158

.219 .819* 57 .006 -.063 -.006

-.190 .464* 83 -.497* -.216
-...

-.197

.163 .024 793* .182
....

-.128 .128

--.7.60* -.205 Fk.098
. 1

.046 -;023,___P, .024

-.692* -.329 -.004 .331 .099 -.014,:
.

.141 -.302 .706* -.083 , .055 .004

.460* -.354 ..123 .207 .366 -.194

.211 .771* :027 '.038 .059 .140

..102 -.118 , -.1.15 .109 -.034 -.907*

861.4
a.

a
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Table 6

FACTOR COMPARISON FOR AUSTIN 14 YEAR OLDS STAGES I AND III - OCCUPATIONAL VALUESo

STAGE I

actors

11

12

13

14

15

Similar factors
Identical factOrs

t

STAGE a I 'I I

Factor 11 Factor 12 Factor 13 Factor 14 Factor 1
A

.

5. Factor 16

.,,
.99** .13 -1.04 -.07 .05 .02.,,'

. .10 -.20 .85* .24 -.39 -.08

-.08 .85* .07 .18 -.09 -.47

.03 -.01 .05 .80* .57 .19

-.07 .45 .14 -.09 -.17 .86*

--7,o7- .1--o- .49- -.51 .70 -.06

qr

8Q2



Table 7
C .

,

.

ITEM COMPARISON FOR AUSTIN 14 YEAR OLDS - STAGES LAND III
_
- OCCUPATIONAL VALUES

(Factor Loadings)

AUSTii Stage
I

Factor No. 11

14 Altruism .67

15 Esthetics
AP

16 Independence

11 Management

18 Atces's . ) -.44

19 Self-Satisfaction .60
a

20 Intellectual Stimulation

21 Creativity
. .

22 it(16rpt c-
... 4 '''

23.F.resefit
. ,'

24'EcObbmic Returns

25 Surroundings

26 Associates

27 Variety

28 Follow Father

VI

Stage
III

A
Stage
'I

B

Stage Stage
III I

Stage, Stage
III I

C

Stage
III

Stage
I

11 12 13 Ilr 12 14 14 15

.78

-.83 -.83

.82

-.58 -.45 .47

-.5S (.28) .46 .58

.58

.Y .72 .82

, (.22) .46 (.04) -.50 -.71

;: .50 ',-(.1Q

D

Stage
III

. - 16

.97

(.28)

4-.20) #

-.71 -.76

-.76 -.69

.74 %71 O

(.17) .46 ..60 (.12).

75 . .77

-.54 (-.12) .49 (%11).(-.29) -.91

.

* These numbers in parentheses are the corresponding loading for each country,orT those variables
that were not used in the unit weighted scores, but load'significantly in one csountry-

863
Yi



AUSTIN 14 Year Olds

,Table 8

STAGE III

VIEWS OF LIFE 'Th-

Factor Factor Facto Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor

Loadi4(7

17 18 19 ; 20 21

Item

43 Locus of Controi(Internal/Ekternajd

44 Acadethic Locus Of Control

45 Action7Inaction

46 ediate - Delayed Action

47 to of Astion

.044

.006

.0121.

.060

4 Intrinsic-Extrinsic Work Motivation

49 Task Achievement-Interpersonal
11-itations

50 Competition - Cooperation

51 Independent Obedient

52 Earned-'Bestowed Status

-.008

009

-.126

.397,

.157

53 Contront - Avoid .305

54` Self -Other Initiation -.112

55 Self-Other Solver .183

56 Self-Joint Idplementation .000

58 "Inserument - Fantasy .029

59 Emotional Contiol/ExOcessivity -.111

60 Activity/Passivity under Stress .362

61 Positive /Negative Self-Esteem -.163.

62 View of Live (Co lex/Simple) .572*

.081 .054'

.182 1077

.494* -.002

.550* 4;146

.009 -.089

.075. lip

.048 .424*

T.490 .083

-.069 .d63

.343 -.337

-.034 -.026

.007 .085

.116 .272

-.060 .510k

-.049 -.057

.115 .105,

.061 -.088

-.055 .088

.021805

'.-555* .077

.070 .012

.009 -.102

-.145 .168'

-.012 -.164 135 .557*/006
.166 .522* .095 -.109 .033

'=.143 .055
,

'-.289 .376 -.025

.161 J .082 -.060,

-.002 -.165 ,-.043

22 :13 24'
ye.

.187 -.098 .061

-.2.30 .058 .102

.009 .010 .05
0
-.152 -.016 -.162

s!0,82A .022

41-.044 .110

.168 -.047

.191 .058
4

-.147 .168

.078 -.036

.119 -.385

-.125 .052

.072 .112

-.415* -.004

.140 '-.173

-.176 .048

-.037 .046.,

* These variables had a factor loading of .40 or -error Anrt vora &anti

.082 -.351 .266

-.061 -.026 .557

-.042- .108 .084

-.011 .069 .025

.494* .070 .040

.106 -.078 .023

-.080 -.078 -.080

.181 -.057 1128()

z.011 , -.059



Table 9"

`STAGE I

SOCIAIATTITUDES.INVENTOPCY

Loadings
AUSTIN - 14 Year Olds Factor 17 Factor 18
Sub-Scores

1 Active Coping
2.049 .757*'

2 Passive Coping -.021 .816*
3 Active Defensive

.774* -.183
4 Passive Defensive

s .825* .094

4

v'.

* These les had a factor loading of .40 or bqter /and were
used to construct a obit weighted score for each factor. See
text for further explanlition. t '4,

f

865
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Table 10

I STAGICIII

SOCIAL ATTITUDES INVENTORY

AUSTIN - 14 Year Cads

,Sub-Scores

'37 Task Achievement

.1

38.Authoriti

39 Aggression

40 Interpersonal Relations

41 Anxiety

Factor Loading

Factor 25

:;5250**.

.663*

. 679*

.374

These variables had a factor loading of .40 or better and were used
to construct a unit weighted score for each factor`. See text for
further explanation.

8 6'



AUSTIN r ar Olds

I

Table 11

COMPARISON OF FACTORS ACROSS SAMPLES

New Factor
Designation

COrMON FACTORS
Factor Stage I Stage
Abre- Desig- Desig-
viation nation' nation

III

- r.
NAME

I C(SC) 1 2 Copes with Anxiety

II

III.

C(SC) 2 "1,,

C(SC) 3' 1

Copes with Aggression '

Copes with Interpersonal - Relations

IV

V

.c(sc) ' 4 6,

£(SC) 5 3

Copes with Authority

Copes with Task Achievement
. .

- VI 'OVAL' 11 11 Values Altruism and Self-Satisfaction; doesn't value
' Success, Prestige, and Economic Returns! (Values

Associates) 1
'. A OVAL 12 13 Values Security and Surroundings; doesn't value Manage-

merit. (Values Associates).
B OVAL 13 12 Values Intellectual Stimulation and Variety. (Values

. . Creativity; doesn't.value Following Father's occupation)
C OVAL 14 14 Doesn't value Esthetics. (Values Security, Following ..:

am Father's occupation, and Success; doesn't value Creativity)
1) OVAL 15 16 (Values.Mehagement and Success; doesn't value Creativity

.
t

or Following FatheY's occupation) '

-UM-QUE.-FACTORS

C(SC) 1541 Positive Attitudes tSward Authority, Interpersonal Re-
14tions, and TaskAchievement

C(SC) 7 Positive, not Neutral Affect toward Task Achievement

C(SC) Negative, not Neutral Affect toward Task Achievement.

C(SC) 9 Positive Affect toward Authority

C(SC). 10 Copes with Aggression via Engagement, with Positive Affect'
toward Interpersonal Relations

C(SC) 5 Neutral, not Hostile Affett toward Interpersonal Relations;

copes effectively with Authority with Neutral and Hostile
Affect.

C(SC)
.'- 7

C(SC) . -
C

Copes with 4gtession via Stance, Engagement and without, seek-
ing Afd/Advit.e.
Depessive Artect toward Interpersonal Relations and
Aggression, without positive Affect toward AnxietyC(S6 9 Hostile, Depresiive, or Popitive, not Neutral Affect towara
:Itisk"Achievement; lack of Hostile Affect toward'Anxiety

'
C(SC)- -e 10 Pbsitive Attitude toward Task Achievement; lack of Positive

. Affect toward Aggression
OVAL l6 Vsimes Indepebdence

OVAL . 15 Values Independence; doesn't value Management

,:(VOL) 17 Views Life as Complex

C(VOL) 18 Prefers Immediate ActiOn
t

c(vot.)1 1. 19 Concern wit) Task Achievement, Self - Implementor
..(VOL) 2Q. Internal Locus of Control, expressive and Accepting of

....

C(VOL) - 34
Lotions
Intrinsically Motivated

r'C(VOL) 22

C(VOL) 23

coroL - 24

Gains satisfaction from actual accomplishments -,
Prefers fist Rate of Action

Self-Initiator
f 7C(SA!) 17 .-n Shows defensive behavior

*
C(SAI) 10

C(SAI) -, 25

Copes effectively
t

Copes faffeccfrwely

0

* The variables in parentheses only appear in'one of the faCtors.

-831-

86.

b.
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Table 12

SIGNIFICAN SEX DIFFERENCES*

AUSTIN.- 14 Ye4? Olds - STAGE- I

Probability
Level -

'

1C(SC)1-I F <M** Copes effectively with Adxiety via Stance
and Engagement, withoutpeutral or negative
Affect- wil t .001

:.c(sps-11 F <M Colpe4.effectively with
.

Task Achievement
.

via Stande,and.,Engagement P. < .042

S(SC)6 F>M Positive attftudes toward Authority, inter-
personal Realfions, and. Task Achievemfnt P < .033

C(SC)7 F>M Positive, no\ neutral Affect toward Task
Achievement 11.< ;013

C(SC)8 F>M Negative, not neutral Affect toward. ask
Achievement . '' k < .016

ibbi
OVAL 11-VI F>M Values,AltruisM and Self- satisfactid;

doesn't value'Success, Prestige, or
Economic Returns < .001,

OVAL 13-B F>M Values Intellectual Stimulation and
Variety; doesn't want to Follow Father p < .001

fi

OVAL 14-T F'<M Values Security and Following Father;
4. doesn't value- Esthetic; P < .001*

. ,.
. .. .

. * 8/18 (44%) of the lagnificance testsswere signifiCant ;above chance.
Thie indicates these results were not spurious (cf. Godbout, Marston,
Borich, Vaughan, 1977).

** Femali M
i

An-identical aex difference

4*

t

. .

n,both samples (Stages I and III).

83/,

864
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Table 13

SIGNIFICANT SEX DIFFERENCES*

AUSTIN 14.Year Olds
. )

- Stage III

c(sc)i-III NF >,14**

1.-c(Sc)2-I F.< JM

Probability
Level,k

Copes with Interpersonal Relptions

Copes with Anxiety

.2. <'.01

.2. <.003

C(SC)5 F > M Negtral, not Ho:ille'Affect toward
Interpersonal Relations; Copes
effec,tively with Authority with
neutral, not hospkle Affect' .2. < .053

C(SC)7 F < M Copes with Aggression < .035

C(SC)10 F < M Positi4e Attitude toward Task Achieve
ment; posive Affect toward

I
Aggression I < .028

i0VAI.
11-VI P > M Values Alt6ism, Self- Satisfaction, and

Associates; doesn't value Success,
Prestige., or Economic Returns .2. < .001

OVAL 16-D F
1:1 Doesn't.value Following Fatker's

Occupation 2. < .004

nC(SA1)25 r > Copes effectively (self-appraisal) p <.001

(

* 11/2 (32%) ofthe significance tesrs were significant above chance.
This indicates these'results were not spurious (cf. dbout, Marston,
Borich, Vaughan, 1977)..

** F no. Female M = Male .

i
a An identical seABifference in both samples (Stages I and_III),

en
= No comparable instrument in the other sample

869 .
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,Table 14

SIGNIPI(ANT SES)FFERENCES*

AUSTIN - 14 Year' Olds - STAGE I

OVAL I2-A

OVAL 111-ir

.

nc(Sg1)17

AP

, .L <M** Cogea effectively with Interpersonal
RelaVPons via Stance and Engagement;
with neutral, not negative Affect

..- ..

I1.> m Values Security, Surroundings, and
Associates; doesn't value Mana.gemeire p < .001

L>Mi

Probability
Level

< .017.
R-

Values Intellectual Stimulation and
Variety; doesn't want,to Follow Father

L> M Shows defensive behavidr

0-1

'1r

t.

P.

P.

< .001

< .001

4/18 (22%) of the significance tests were significant above cha nce.
This indicates these resplts were not spurious (cf. Godbout, Marston,
Ulrich; Vaughan, 1477).. .

L Lower Crass 14' Middle Class
s

The SES difference on this factor -is similar
sAmpre

. .
.n .

*, No comparable instrument id the other sample

.

-834=
,

8,0

apt one in the other
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Tabre. 15

SIGNIFICANT SES DIFFERENCES*

AUSTI4-- 14 Year Olds - STAGE III

Probability

C{SC)7 L> M** Cofls with Aggression

s
OVAL 13-A L>M Values Security and Surroundings; doesn't .

value Madagement. p < .005

Level.-

k, 4. .007

n
C(VOL)20 L.<M Internal Locus of Control; freely expresses

and accepts emotions p < .001

4,

* 3/25 (12%) of ttIF significance tests were sgnificant above chance:
This indicatcs the results may have beep Spurimis (cf. Godbout,
Marston, Borich, Vaughan,.1977).,

** L 1.Lower Class M = Middle Class

s = The SES differsnce on thi.s factor is similar to one in the other
Sample

= No.comparable instrument in the otbet sample

-835- ,

871,
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AUSTIN 14 Year 01

Predictor
Variablet:

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

Stage

p

CRITERION:keadiug Achievement

Multiple R 6R
2

R
2

Change

C(k)7
i

12.09 .001 .19 .04 .04

C(SC)2-II , 4.44 .036 .22 .05 . .01
;

-OVAL 12-A 5.97 .015 .26 .07 .02
i
Ed. Asp. 32.75 .001 .40 .16 .09

1Occ. Asp. r 6.05 .014 ' .42 .17 ,02
1
Raven 92.45 .001 .60 .36 .19

i
BRS 4.78 .030 :61 .37 .01

Additional Explanatory Variables:

pr p r

OVAL 16 .11 .05

-C(SAI) 17 -.19 .05

r :

a An identical predictor qr explanatory factor across samples

.1m tompafable instrument in the other-sample

do

-836-
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Table 16b

Stage I

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION 'ACTORS

AUSTIN - 14 Year Olds CRITERION: Reading Achievement

Predictor
Variables: p' Multiple R R2 R

2
Change

C(SC)7 = Positive, not neutral Affect toward Task Achievement

iC(SC)2 -II =_Copes-with Aggression

-OVAL 12-A* =

iEd. Asp. =
i
Occ. Asp. =

1RAVEN

BRS- =

Values.Management; doesn't v.alflP Security; Surroundings,

Educational Aspiration

Occupational Aspiration

,,Raven Progressive Matrices

Behavior'Rating Scale

or Associates.

Additional Explanatory Variables:

'.pr . p

OVAL 16 = Values Independence
n
-.C(SAI)17* = Does not show defensiveness

(

n

ti

r p

= An identical predictor' or explanatory factor across samples

= No comparable indfrument in the other sample

* = Factors which predict negatively are described in terms of the
,behavioi this indicates. The same factor may be described in
opposite terms when, in some other analysis, it has a positive.
predictive value.

-837-.
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AUSTIN - 14 Year Olds

jable 17a

Stage III

REGRESSIONREGRESSION ANALYSIS

CRITERION: Reading Achievement
Predictor

., ,

Variabfes: F p Multiple R P. R2 Change_

nC(V0L)20 16.89 :001 .30 ..09 .09

nC(V0L)17 9.73 .002 .37
..a

.13 .05
,

nC(SAI)25 9.49 .002 .42 .18 t .0A,

-C(SC)7 2.41 . .122

i
c(SC)4-II 5.071 .018

.44

.47

.19

.22

.01

.03 .

iEd.Asp. 7.35 .007 .50 ,.25 .,03.

iRAVEN 17.12 .001 .5.6 1 .32 .07

.r'iBRS '8.18 .005 .59. .35 .03

Additional Explanatory Variables:

pr r P

.20 .05

C (SC) 3 -V
.15 .05

-Jr

LOCC ASP^
.22 .05

OVAL 11-VI .14 .05

.10MAL 15 ..15
I

!'b5

No comparable instrument in the otOir sample,

An identical predictor or explanatory factor across samples

-838-



Table 17b

Stage III

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FAdTORS.

kIrSTIN - 14 Year Olds

Prediotor
Variables: F

CRITERION: Reading Achievement

Multiple R R
2

R
2
Change

'C(VOL)20 = Inteinal Locus of Control; freely expresses and accepts

4 emotionn
C(VOL)11 = Views life as complex.-

n
CISAI)25 = Cbpes well (self- appraisal)

-C(SC)7* = Doesn't cope with Aggression via Stance (which may be hostile)

CopesVith Aggression non-belligerently
.

iED ASP = Educational Aspiration

iRAVEN = Raven.Pdgres'sive Matrices

i
BR'S = Behavior Rating Scale

Additional Explanatory Variables:

pr r

C(SC)1-11I = Copes with Interpersonal Relations

C(SC) 3-V = Copes with Task AchieVement

iOCC ASP = Occupational Aspiration
,

OVAL 11-V1 = Values Altruism, Self-Oatisfaction, and Associates;
doesn't value Success: Prestige, or Economic Returns

.OVAL 15 = Values Independence; doesn't value Management

p

= No comparable Instrument in t other sample

= An identical predictor or explanatory factor across ,aseples

* = FActort which predict negatively are described in terms of the
behavior this indicates. The same factor may be described in
opposite terms when, in some other, Analysis, it has a positive
predictive. value.

-839
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Table 18a

Stage I
r

REGRESSION ANALYSIS
/
AUSTIN - 14 Year Olds CRITERION: Math Achievement

Predictor
Variables: Multiple R R2 Change

C(C)7 8.24 .004 .16 .03 .03

-C(SC)10 3.45 .064 .19 04 .01

.C(SC)2 -II 4.10 .044 .22 .05 .01

OVAL 16 4.45 .036 .25 .06 .01
.

.

' 1ED ASP 42.54 .001 ,.42 .17 .11

fOcC ASP 5.35 .021 .43 .01

iRAVEN '178.13 .001' .70 .48 .30

i BRS.
6.02 .015 .70 .49 .01

ti

Additional Explanatory Variables:

pr p r P4n
-C(SAI)17 -.11 , .05

i
= An Identical predictor or explanatory factor across samples

*
= No comparable instrument in the other sample

-840-
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AUSTIN r 14
A

gredictor
VAriables: F.

Table.18b

Stage I

4

DESCRIPTION OF-REGRESSION FACTORS.

Year Olds CRITERION: Math Achievement- - . .
.. . ,

--, .

4

p .
. Multiple R R

2
; R2 Change,

..
; .... .

Positive, not -neutral Affecp ',toward Task Acin ement,.C(SC)71=

CXSC)10*=

, -

C(SC)2-II
t

.

.-OVAL",16

. ED ASP

ocC ASP

,.,. ..
.

not cope with AggresSion via,06ossibly hgOile) Engage-
men does not express positive Affect.towa4AnterpersOnal,

- Copes- th Aggression non-bell igereptly ,'''---/Relateions
,: ,-, .

,Values Itidependenc = 4
- I

Educational Aspiration

Occupational.Alpiration

RAVEN = Raven Progressive 4rices

ISERS = BeffgAor Raiihg 'Sc

°I #

)

Additional Explanaiory.Variableg:

('
.n

-C(SAI),17* .0- Does not,show defensiveness

:

.
;_

.
.

,
,,mr

.

-An identical predictor or explanatory factor.Across Samples
n - '-

A NO.comparable instrument in the other sample 91
. 4

* = "Factors which pre4ict negatively are described in terms of the
behavior. this indicates. The same factor may be desdIbed in
opposititerms when, in some other analysis, it,has a positive
predictive value.

4

0

I
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Table-19a

Stage III,

,AUSTIN -.14 Year Olds

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

.Math AchievementCRITERION:

Predictor
Variables:

n
C(VOL)17 ,

n
-C(VOL)20

nC(VOL)29
i

-C(SC)7

-OVAL 16-D.

i
OCC ASP

i
RAVEN

.

I,BR5

F p Multiple R
.

R
2

R
2 -044

17.96

. 11.03

6.22
$

4..54

.

4.87

T.50

.28.97

5.45

,001

.001

.014

.035

.029

.007

.001
,

.021

.30 '

...-

.40

.43

.46

.48

' .91

.61

.62

.09

.16

.19

.21 1

.23.

.26

.3.7

.39

.09

607
- ,

.03

.02

.02

.03

.11
,

'.02

/

Additional Explapator riables:

ED ASP
.

mP C(SC)6 -IV

T-C(gC)5*

L.
05

.04

r .

Iv-No coiparab1e instrument in the other sample

08 An identical predictor a explahatoryfactor across samples

-

.28 .05

-842-
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AUSTIN - 14 Year

Table 19b

Stage III

DESCRIPTION OF.REGRESSION FACTORS .

Olds
. CRITERION: Math Achievement

Predictor
Variay:ts:

n
C VOL)17

n
C(VOL)20

n
C(VOL)22

211

-C(SC)7* =

41/4

-OVAL 16-D*=

4

Views life as complex

A
Internal Locus of Controli freely expresses and accepts
emotions

Satisfaction gained from actual accomplishment, rather
than idgating or dreaming

Doesn't cope with Aggression via (possibly hostile) Stance

Values Following Father's occupation

OCC ASP = 'Occupational Aspiration
.

.

i
RAVEN = Raven PrOgressiveMatrices

r
BRS = Behavior Rating Scale

Additional Explanatory-Variables:

i
ED ASP = Educational Aspiration

C-AL
OCT6 -IV= Copes actively with Authority

A .

-C(Se),* ,= Hostile, not neutral .Affecttoward Interpersonal Relations
and Authority; popes ineffectively with Authority

No o-comparable instrument in_ the other sample

= An identi6s1 predictor or explanatory factor animas samples

FactOrs which predict, negatively are desciibed in terms of the
behavior this indicates. The same factor maybe descilbed in
Opposite terms when, 11 some other analysis,l'it has a positive
predictive'value.
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ble 20a

Stage f

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

f

-"_

AUSTIN - 14 'Year Oldt CRITERION; Grade Point. Average
o
Predictor "-
Variables

C(SC)7

C<SG)6

F P Multiple R -R
2

R
2
Change

...

11.07

8.35

-.001
..,

.0t4

.18

.24

.03

.06

.03

..02

- C(SC)1 -1 5.68 .018' .27 . .08 02

iC(SC)2-II
%

r:
.

.

4.20 .041 .30 .09 .01

i
. ::!...4%

-ED.ASP 31.36
-

.001- .41 .17 .08

5
iRAVEN. 52.36 .001 .54 .29 .12

i
BRS 83.64 :001 .66 .44 .15

Additional Explanatory VAiables

ti

OVAL 117V1.

s
-:OVAL 14-C

OCC .ASP`

. 8

1

.12,

-.11 .05

.1 .02

(Th

.05.

Am identical predictor or expla natory factor across samples

- A similar-predfctor across samples

Y

*8 5 0
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Table' 20b

Stage I

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS-

.

AUSTIN - 14 Year Olds CRITERION: Grade Point Average

Predictor
Variables:

C(SC)7 = Positive, not-neat-al Affect toward Task Achievement

C(SC)6 = Positive.attitudes toward Authority, Inteipersodal Relations,
and Task Achievement

-C(SG)l-I* = Does not cope Well with Anxiety

iC(SC)2 -II = Cojes with Aggression'

i
ED.ASP = Educational Aspiration

i
RAVEN = Raven Progreisive Matrices

BRS = Behavior Ratting Scale

a

Additional Explanatory. Variables:

.40.4 .
)

.
OVAL 1141 = Values Altruism and Self - satisfaction; doesn't value

Success, Prestige, or Economic Returng,
-OVAL 14-C* = Doesn't value Security or Following Father's' occupation;

val 4-Esthetig;
OCC ASP = Occ atidnal Aspirati4 ,1

. = An identical predictor or explenstory'factor across samples

s
= A similar predictor across samples

"Im

* =Jactorsxhich predict negatively are. described in terms of the
behavior this indicates. The same-factor may be described in
apposite terms when, in some other analysis, it has a positive,

predictive. value:

-845-
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Table 21a

Stage III

'REGRESSION ANALYSIS

4

AUSTIN - 14 Year Olds CRITERION: Otade Point Average
Predictor
Variables: F p

./'nC(VOL)20
18.14 .001

.
'' -nC(8AI)25 11.60 .001

7C(VOL)17 f'6.44
/

.012 -

C(SC)6 -IV 6:25. .013
. ,

n-C(VOL)18
3.89 .05

- C(SC)7
.

1.90. .05
.

i
_C(SC)4-II 7.48

! .007

- C(SC)5 2.94 .0881 ;
,----

C(SC)1 -III 6.35 .013
. ,

sOVAL 14-C 6.08 .015

t
i
ED ASP k 5.92 .Q16

_

iRAVEN V3 .014

e
i 29:05 .001

-Additional Explanaiory -Variables_
4

Or

6003-V .

.18 .D5
/

1.

.19 .115

Multiple R R2 R2 Change'

.30

:38'

.09

.15

.09

.05

442
. r .18

Ok. 03

,45 ..21 .03.

' .47 .22 .02

.49 .24 .02

.52 `27. .03

.53,
,

.28- .01'

.56 .31 .03'

.58 .53 .02

.60 .36 .02

-.62 .38 .02

.69: ,..47' .09

.,
0- r P

..C(V01,322

OA ASP' :04

e'
1

No
4
conparfble instrument in the -other sample

!iiO4Asinilaripredictor'acroe; samples
. ai

a
o

An identical predictor or explanatory factor across samples
.
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Table 21b

Stage III.

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

AUSTIN - 14 Year Olds '

Predictor
Variables:

CRITERION: Grade roint Average

n
C(VOL)20 a Internal Locus of Control; freely expresses and accepts.-

emotionsn
C(SAI)25 = Copes well (serf- appraisal)

n
C(VOL)17 Views life as complex

C(SC)6-IV = Copes with AUthority

n
-C(VOL)18*= Prefers Delayed Action, or Inaction in face of impending

situations
-C(SC)7* = Doesn't cope with Aggression vi (possibly hostile) Stance
i
C(SC) 4-II= Copes with Aggressioni(non-belligerently

'

- C(SC)5 *- = Hostile, not'neutral Affect toward. Interpersonal Relations
aid Authority; copes ineffeCtively with Authority

C(SC)1-III =' Copes well in Interpersonal Relations
ea

s
OVAL 14-C = Values Success; doet.i't value Esthetics ot Creativity

1ED ASP- ' = Educational Aspiration

i
RAVEN Pi Raven Pro0 gressive Matrices

. 4

iBRS =' Behavior Rating Scale

Additional Explinatoryriables:

41

(SC)3 -V = Copes,with Task Achievement

InC(V9L)22 -= Gains satisfaction fromsctual accomplishments, rather
than ideating or dreaming

OCC ASP = Occupational-Aspfration

No co = =ble instrument in th
411414110.".

actor across samples= An identical predictor or explanato

A simiptro.predlctor across samples

Factors vhiCh predict negatively are
this JAW/Mites.' The same factor may
when in.tome'other analysis, it has

1

,described in terms,of the behavior
be described'in opposite terms
a positive predictiVe value. '

883
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Table 22

I

V

PERCENT OF VARIANCE EXPLAINED

or

AUSTIN - 14 aelr Olds - Stage I

Reading Achievement Math Achievement. CPA

# 11.9%
.

----..

9.5%

29.0%

.

.A14ituiie (unIqUe)" 1`9.0% 0' 29.6%

S.
Coping/Mott/ration (unique) 5.8% 5.4%

Total, 36.2% 48.4% t,

*

AUSTIN - 14 Year,Olds - Stage III

AptitUde (unique) 6.8% ' 10.7%

Coping /Motivation (unique) 13 13.0%13.2%.

Total 31.7%

I

Table 23

' CORRELATIONS A1NG THE CRITERIA

2.3%

24)3%.

38.0%

AUSTIN - 14 Year Olds - Stale I

Reading Achievement Math Achievement GPA

Reading

.Math

.CPA

.59

. 58

AUSTIN 7 14 Year Olds - Stage III

a

.57

,

Reading

Math

CPA

.53.

Of .63

;61
0



AUSTIN BLACK 10 YEAR 06S -- RESULTS AND

DISCUSSION .

This section provides,a detailed picture of the coping patterns
assdciated with achievement in Austin Black 10 year old students from
the 1965 (Stage I) sample. The first results presented axe thg factor
analyses of the coping/motivational instruments: Sentence Completion,
Occupational Values, and the Social Attitudes Inventory. Sex dif-

.
ferences are described next. Finally, the findings from the regression
analysis are presented, showing the specific factors, that predicted and
explained achievement for these students.

.

FACTOR ANALYSES

Sentence Completion

Factor analysis of the Sentence Completion Variables for Stage I
resulted in ten factors which accounted for a substantial percentage
of the respective variances. These variables grouped primarily accord
ing to behavior areas, e.g., aggression variables loading on one factor,
authority variables on another. The Stage I analysis appears in table 1.
There were five general factors, corresponding to coping with aggression,
authority, anxety, interpersonal relations, and task achievement. Most
Included neutral, not. negative affect in responding to the problem.
Unit weights were constructed using those' variables having a factor loading
> .40. For example, factor 1 consisted of all five variables dealing
r/ith coping with anxiety. Factors 6-10 also -tended to have variable
oadings grouped according to sub- aspects of the behavioral areas.

Occupational Values

Factor analysis of the Occupational Values variables yielded six
factors. .bnccagain, variables having a factor loading > ,40 were used
t° construct a'-unit weighted score for each factor (see analysis in
Tagle.4)."

Social Attitudgs Inventory

. The factor analysis of the Social Attitudes Inventory (SAI)
illustrated in table 9. This was a self-repoUipmea&ure of coping
Offectiveness Two factors emerged: ineffective or defensive re-
sponding? and ,positive coping.

SEX ltIFFERENCeS

Sex differences a e presented in Table 12. .Fees more than males
showeda:neutral, not- ne tive affect toward task- cginvement. Girls
also preferred self-sati factign and security mere than boys-. Females
valued altruism, and managemeni rather than economic returns-more than
maleb. Also valuing independence and surroundings rather than follow-,,
ing fatter's occupation was preferred more by females than males.
Boys, however; reported, more defensive behavior pan girls.

-849-
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SUMMARY PF_REGRESSION ANALYSES4

Reading Achievement

Predictors of reading achievement pre presented in Tables 16a and
16b. Good readers valued intellectual-semulation and variety. No
coping factors were predictive of readitg scores. These students had
high educational aspirati6ns and aptitude scores. Their peers rated
them highly on coping.

Math Achievement

Those factors that predicted math scores are presented in Tables
. 18a and 18b. There were only two variables that predicted math scores.
These were occupational aspirations and peer coping ratings. Interest-
ingly, aptitude was not predictive.. Aptitude was correlated in a
positive direction with math, but was not .of sufficient magnitude to be
significant.

Grade Point Average

Tables 20a and 20b illustrate the predictors for GPA. Valuing
success rather than creativity was predictive. Also, educational
aspirations and peer coping ratings were'predictiv. Aptitude was
not a significant predictor. Correlated with grabs was not valuing
intellectual stimulation and variety. « '

PER CENTAGE OF VARIANCE

In order to assess the practical implications of these measures,
for possible educational use, it is important to consider the percent
of variance accounted for by aptitude and coping/motivation variables,
both uniquely and together, in accounting for success on the criterion
measures. To assess the unique contribution of aptitude, this variable
was entered into the regression equation following the coping/motivation
variables. Alternatively, to assess the'unique contribution of the
coping/motivation variables, aptitude was entered followed by the coping/
motivation variables. The unique variance of both aptitudeiand coping/
ativa ion variables was that incremest variance, obtained beyond that

list d in Table, 22.11
acco ted for by other variables. The'results,of these analyses are

,
...D,

A
-

Although a ptitude accounted for 6% of beading achievement, it
accounted for a very small percentage of lath and CPA, 2.8%, 1.6%,
respectively. Coping/motivation contributed 17.0%fi 6.0%, and 11.2%
to reading, math and CPA scores. This variance wis largefy due to
motivational rather than coping variables. nIn total variance, approx--
imately 25%, 9%, and 14% of each criterion was accounted for by all
variables combined.

4
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STAGE I,

SENTENCE COMPLETION

LOalit
Factor Factor Factdr Factor Fatodr 1..acastor Faor Factor Factor Facto

1 2 3 \ 4 5 6 7 8 9 10. .1
AUSTIN BLACK - 10 Year Olds

Item

39 Att. - Authority

40 Att. - Interpersonal /

Relations
41 Att. - Task Achievement

43 Aggression - Stance

44Aggression - Engagement

45 Agererion - Coping Eff.

46. Aggression - Negative Aff.

47 Aggression - Pos. Affect

48 Authority - Stance

49 Authority - Engagement

50 Authority - Coping Eff.

51Authority - Negative Aff.

-.086 -.011 .431* -.091`,.= d/.029

-.073 .04f -.132 -:082 '.081

-.101 .052 .124 .160 -.165

.148. .749* -.153 -.038 -.068

.076 .689* -.140 -.065 -.164

-17
.950* .073 -.042 -.002

0 .894* -7080 -.081 -.Q62

.000 .894* .080 .081 .06/2.

.037 -.174 .067* .452* -.006

..200 -.051 -.192 .587* .017

-.037 -.058 .094 .866* .127

-.069---.095 -.052 -.892* -.186

.868* .206.

-.024 -.104

t078 .019

-.030 -.oll

.087 .037.

-.009 -.104

.009 .104

52 Authority - Neutral. Aff.

.53'Authority - Pos. Affect.

.076

-.038

4 Anxiety - Stance .948*

55 Anxiety - Engag nt .826*

56 Anxiety - Coping ff. .917*

57 Anxiety , Negative Aff. -.916*

58 Apiety - Neuttal Aff. .936*

.092 -.008.

-.004 .242

.003 .024

-.001 .062

.027 -.049

-.035 -.041

.035 .041

887

.045

,.074

'-.147

-.301

-.057\

-.016

-.045 .332

:.058 -.079

.020

.17'

.75

.58

.129 .020 .356 .227

.107 .054. .4084 .225 ''.25

-.089. -.045 -.042-.054 .061

.151 -.001 .181 .124 . .10±

-.151 .001 -.181 -.124 ,-.101

-.305 -.099 .291 .526* .25

-.148 -.029 .056 .399* .191

-.000 .065 .084 .281 .04

493 -:125 .138 .143 .09

.064 .095 ,-.098 -,331 -.03

.106 .108 -.144 .786* -.22

-.010. .019 -.005 -.039 -.00

.034 -.132, -.071 -.117 -.05

-.055 .127 .1329-.027 .01

.-.006 -.073 -.013 -.088 '.05

.006 .073 .013 .088 -.05



STAGE I

SENTENCE COMPLETION

Loadings

Factor Factor Factor Factor. Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor
1

AUSTIN BLACK - 10 Year Olds (continued)

2 3 4 5 6, 7 8 9 10

Item

59 Interpersonal Relations -,.056 -.021 %-.225 .065 .060 .807* .046 .062 -.001 -.01b
- Stance

60 IPR - Engagement .037 -.256 '.033 -.034 .155 .854* -.061 -.111 .,.031 -.045

61 IPR - Coping Eff. .0.09 .003 .1Z4 .092 .876* 207 -.005 .067. .034 -.118

62 IPR - Negative Affect -.128 .002 .019 -.202 -.9331 .018 ,-.182 .-.055 .068 . .008

63 IPR - Neutral Affect .158 -,009 -.008 .188: .922*-- .038 .163 -.124 -.061 .066

64 IPR - Positive Affect .d27 -.041 .035 -.059 L.230 .060 .728* -.022 -.304

65 Task Achievement -Stance s .035 .030 .910* .079 .041 -.113' .175 -.007 .043 -.030

66 Task ACh. - Engagement .047 .042 .906* -.049 -:046 -.029 9.053 ,.009 ' .034 -.046

67 Task'Ach. -* Coping Eff., 4 '.078 .905* .061 -.094 -.074 .293 .039 .037 .000

6$ Task Ach. - Negative Aff. 1.131 .044 -.344. -.096 -.248 -.062 .-.825*'-.10I -.001 -.001

49 Task Ach, - Neutral .Aff. .071 . .033 .276 '.165 '.179 -.056 .883* -.152 ".057 -.096

70 Tatk Ach. Pos. Affect .132 -.179 .143 -.167 .149 .275 -.175 .599* -.130 .228

A

f

4 These variablis had a factor 'loading of :40 or better and Were used to
`score for each factor: See text tor further, explanation.

8S8*

4-

construct a unit weighted



Table 4

STAGE I

OCCUPATIONAL VALUES

Factor 11 Factor 12
Loading Loading

AUSTIN BLACK - 10 Year Olds

Factor 13
Loading

Factor 14 Factor 15
Lading Loading

Factor'16
Loading

AP

Item

-.1461.

-:219

-.284
.

.027

-.031

.11

.8

.377

-.160
A

..\ -.265

-4.11,4\

.04J

-.186

,.858*

-.326

P

!

.148'

-..036:

-'.138
.

-.355

-.089 .

.743 *''

.028

-.274

.759*

-.381

-.163

.298

-s079

-.029

-.144

2690*

`141

.013

.068*

-.043

.127_

.010

.

-.231

\-.100

-.287

7.578*

-.110.

.105

.016

-.312

.

.258

-.692*

.085

-.120

.028

.081,

-.123

-.273

:184

-.313

.086

.079

-,..769*

.144

.324

-.275

..180

.655*

.176

-.151

.107

....-.157 ,

1%-

-.298

1.014

-.050

-.074

.572*

.213

.084

-.614*

.103

.-.266

-.076

.120

.774*

'.060

-.023

-.497*

-.106

.387

.285

-.202

-.121

-.097

-.266
4

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

Altruism

Esthetics >
Independence

.........,

Management

Success

Self - Satisfaction

Intellectual
Stimulation,

ti

Creativity

,...%
Security

Prestige

Economic Returns

Surroundings

Assoctatei
P

r'

Variety

Follow Father

*These variables hid a factor .loading of .40 or better and were used to construct a unit
weighted score for each factor. See text for further expfanation,.
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Table 9

STAGE I

SOCIAL ATTITUDES INVENTORY

Factor 17 Factor 1$.
Loading Loading

AUSTIN BLACK - 10 Year Olds
-

Item 1 Active Coping

11, Item 2 Passive Coping

Item 3 Active Defensive

Item 4 Passive Defensive

AUSTIN BLACK - 14 YearOldp,

3

.229 .800*

-.02 .876*

.900*

° .153

I

/ Factor 17 factor 18
Loading Loading

Item 1 Active Coping .665* .243

Item 2 Passive Coping .9041411

Item 3 Active Defensive .875* e -.029

Item 4 pas*I.,Defensive .385 .5.89*-

*These-variables had," factor loading of,.40 or better and were used
to construct a unit weighted score for each factor. See text for
further explanat ni..'...-
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Table 11

COMPARISON OF FACTORS ACROSe SAMPIAS
a

//'
TI$ BLACK - 10 Year Olds

ism Factor Faitpr eine I
Wesignation Abbce- Ossig7

viation nation NAME

a

....""C(SC) 1arN

C(SC). 2

4
C(SC) 3

ma
C(SC) 4

0 C(SC)

C(SC) 6

C(SC) 7

C(SC) 8

a

. C(SC)- .

C(SC) 10

-OVAL 11

OVAL 11

OVAL 13

OVAL 17.

OVAL 15

OVAL 16

C(SAI) 17

C(SAM) 18

if

Copes with Anxiety with treUtraltokust,Negative Affect

171;t
eswifh Aggrearont with Positive, not Negative

Positive lttittudetoward Authority; Copes with Task
Achievement.

Copes with Authority with Neut$4145t-NegatiVe Affect

Copes with Interpersonal Relations with Neutral, not
Negative Affect

Confronts and engage/4 Interpersonal Relational,

Neutral, not Negative Affect toward Task Achievement

Engages Aggression; Positive Affect toward Interpersonal
Relations and Task Achievement

Confronts'and engages Authority with Positive Affect
t414;-.

Positive,Attitude towardInterpersonak Relations and
Task Achievement

Values Intellectual etimulation,Inot Variety,

Values Self- Satisfaction and Security
)

Values Altruism and Management; dbeAknot value EJ6nomic
Returns

Values Associates; doesilbt value Esthetics

Va es Independence and Surroundings; does not value
Fo lowing Father's Occupation'

V es Success, nbt Creativity

Values Dee Behavior .

Copes effectively .

1.

40-

-8;5-
00 4

a

-

4
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Table 12

. SIGNIFICANT SEX DIFFERENCES*

AUSTIN BLACK - 10 Year Olds = Stage I

Probability
vel k

C(SC)7 F > M** Neutral, not Negative Affect toward
Task. Achievement

OVAL 1'2 F%"*...111 alues SelfIktisfaction and
Security < .001

OVAL 13 F > M Values - Altruism and Management,
doesn't value Economic Returns <.004

OVAL 15 F > M Values Independence-, Surroundings;
doesn't value Following Father's
Occupation P <.001

C(SAI)17 F < M Shows defensive behavior < .002

* 5/18 (28Z) of the significance tes were significant above chance,
Thiel indicates these results were not sp6rious (cf.-Codbout, Mirston,
Borich, Viivighan, 1977) .

** F = Female M = Male

. f

.

0
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Table' 16a.

Stage I
I t

AUSTIN BLACK - 10 Year

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

Reading AchievementOlds CRITERION:

Predictor
Variables: F Multiple R

' 2
R
2
Change

-OVAL 11 5.12 .03 .26 .07 .07

ED ASP 10.27 .002 .43 .19 . .12

RAVEN 5.40 .02 .50 .25 .06
.

.
"MS

BRS 4.24 .04 .54 t29 .04

Additional Explanatory Variables:

4 4

0.

41P

-857-
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AUSTIN BLACK

Predictor
Variables:

-OVAL

El:LASp

RAVEN'

BRS

Stage I

DE$CRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

- i0 Year Olds CRITERION: Reading Achievement

ilk
Values Idtellectual Stimulation, not Variety

Educational Aspirati.O

Raven Progre.ssivd Matrices

Behavior Rating Scale

Additional Ex0fanatcry Variables:

I

9

Alt:,7 .
* =. Factore' which predict negAtively are desciibed in terns of the

behavior this -Indicates. The sane factor way be deScribed in
*opposite terie When, in sone other analysis, it has a positive
predictive value:

.wo
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Table 18a.

Sage I

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

00

AUSTIN BLACK - 10 Year. Olds CRITERION: Math'Achievement

Predictor
Variables:

/ 0CC ASP 4.60 .04

RAVEN 2.15 NS .

BRS 5.68 -.02

Additional Explanatory Varisbles:*

A

Multiple R R
2

R
2

Change

-859-

.25 .06 .06

I I

.30 .09 .03

.40 .16 .07

01.
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Table !8b.

Spige I

DESCRIPTION CF REGRESSION FACTORS

'0,AUSTIN BLACK - 10 Year Olds , CRITERION: Math Achievement

Predictor
Variables:

0CC ASP = Occupational Aspiration

= Raven Progressive Matrices

= Behavior Ratting Scale

me.

Additional Explanatory Variables:

860
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Table 20a.

Stage I

REGRESSION, ANALYSIS

Grade Point AvetaAUSTIN BLACK - 10 YeavOlds CRITERION:

Predictor
Variables: Multije R

.

R
2

R.
2

Change

OVAL 16 '5.21 02 .26 14.07 .07

ED ASP 4.22 .04 .35 .12 .05

RAVEN 1:28. NS .37 /.14 .02

BRS 13.99 s .001 .54 .29 .15

41

411C

t

J")

Additional Explanatory Variables:

Pr p r p

-OVAL 11 -.v .035
f

k
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Table 20b.

Stage I

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

.__AUSTIN BLACK - 10 Year Olds CRITERION: Grade Point Average

Predictor
Variables:

OVAL 16 = Values Success; doesn't value Creativity

ED ASP = Educational Aspiration

RAVEN I = Raven Progressive Matrices

BRS Behavior Rating Scale

1/4

ti

Additional Explanatory Variables:

41

-.OVAL I1* = Doesn't value Intellectual Stimulation and Vhriety

-* Factors which predict megatiVtly are described in- terms of the
behavior this indicates. .The same factor :may be described in
opposite tormaWhen, in some other analysis, it has a positive
predictive value.

-862-
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Table. 22

PERCENT OF VARIANCE EXPLAINED b,

:
v 10 .

.
.

AUSTIN BLACK -,,, 10 Year Olds - Stage I

k

Reading Achievement Math Achieve ent GPA

ApAude (unique) 6.0% 2.8% ' 1.6%

Cop/Ni/Motivation (unique)
f. .

17.0% 6.0% 11.2%

Total 24.9% 9.0% 14.0%

p

463:

899
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AUSTIN BLACK 14 YEAR OFDS -.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Ads section provides"a detailed piiture of the coping patterns
associated with achievement in Austin Black 14'year old students from
the 1965 (Stage I) sample. The results include factor analyses of the
coping /motivational instrumdrits: Sentence Completion, Occupational
Values, and the Social Attitudes.Inventory. An analysis of sex dif-
ferences'will be described. Most importdnt, the regression analyses
will be delineated in order to show the specific factors that predict
and explain achievement for these students.

FACTOR ANALYSES

Sentence Completion

Factor analyses of the'Sentence Completion variables resulted in
ten factors which accounted for a substantial` percentage of the respectiv
variances. These variables grouped primarily according to behavior areas
e.g., Aggression variables loading on one factor, authority variables.on
another. The analysis appeprs in Table 1. There are four general factor
corresponding to coping with aggression, authority, anxiety, andstask
achievement. Variables involving interpersonal relations, the fifth
behavior area, loaded on two factors. Factor 3 represents copidk effecti
ness with neutral, not negative a fect. Factor 8 involves coping effecti
ly with interpersonal relation stance and engsgement.,Unit weights
were constructed using those variables having a factor loading (> .40).
For example, factor 1 consists of all fivp variables dealing with coping
with aggression. Factors 6-10 also tendeA to have variable loadinge.
grouped according to sub-aspecits of the behavioral areas.

Occupational Values

Factor analyses of the Occupational Values variables yielded six_ix.
factors. Once again, variables having a Oactor ling .40 were used

rto construct a unit weighted score for each factor (see in
Table 4)..

Social Attitudes Inventory

The actor analysis O he Social AttitUdes Inventory.(SAI) is ,

illustrated in Tm40.e 9, is is a self-report measure of coping'
iffeytiveness. Two facto emerged: Actkie behavior and passive behzitrior
These resulti are unique as 11 other samples loaded on the more

'evaluative dimensions of coping vs. defense-rather than Ehe stylistic
activehiassive dimension in this Austin Black 14 year oId sample. It
appears that for these students, acOmity-vs. passivity is a more
important dichotomy than 4propriatenesa 4;r effectiveness of behavioral

. strategy in self-reports of coping effectivenpss. s

-864-,'



Table 11. depicts all the factors of the Sentence Completion,
Occupational Values, and Social Attitudes Inventory instruments.
There are ten Sentence Completion factors, six Occupational Values
factors, and two SoCial Attitudes Inventory-factors,

SEX DIFFERENCES.

II

Sex differences are listed in Table 12. As only three of eighteen
tests proved significant, these could be due to chance. s,

all three sec differences for Austin Black 14 year olds were on
Occupational Values factors. Females placed greater value on altr sm
self-satisfaction, associates, intellectual stimulation, variety, an
esthetics. These are intrinsic values having to do with valuing a work
setting which is both pleasant and challenging. Males, on the othex
hand, more highly valued extrinsic concerns of prestige and economic
returns. Males also valued creativity and following father's occppation.

, SUMMARY OF REGRESSION ANALYSES

Reading Achievement

Predictors of'reading achievement are listed in Tablet 16a and 16b.
Good readers coped positively with aggression. They valued altruism,

self-satisfaction, and associates, but not creativity. In addition, these
students had high aptitude scores and high aspirations for both career
and education.

Math Achievement

Predictors of math achievement are listed in Tables 18a and'18121.
There were fewer predictors of success in math or Austin Black 14 year
.oIdethan for any other sample on any criteria. Good math students coped
positively with aggression. Aptitude was also a powerful predictor.

Grade Point Average
4

Students with 'high G14 did not cope well with anxiety or inter-
4 personal relations. They lacked positive affect toward authority and_
interpersonal relations and did not cope with authority by taking a
stance, or facing the problem. Aptitude was a significant predictor of
GPA.

In sum, there were few predictors of success in school for Austin .

Black 14 year olds. Coping with aggression predicted for-reading and
math, but not for GPA. In fact, coping variables generally predicted
teacher grades negatively. Peer ratings did not contribute to the
predicOon of any criterion. Aptitude accounted for 28% of the vaiiance
in math achievement,..but only 7% in reading and 5% in GPA.

-865-
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Even more than,in the case of the Chicago-area Blacks (not the
city of Chicago), the

;I°

stly Black teachers of these Austin Black
children seem to have )een punishing, with poor grades, the very kinds
of positive attitudes and coping skills that tended to foster good
achievement, objectively measured. Perhaps this helps to account
for the low degree of association between good coping and objective"
achievement in this sample. The'fact that CPA correlated weakly with

-reading (.28) and math (.30), only one-third as close an association
as in the Austin Anglo sample, seems to.support subl an interpretation.

......

' PERCENTAGE OF VARIANCE

. . .

The percentage of variance accounted for by,aptitude and coping/
motivation variables, respectively, in the criterion measures further
illustrates the unusual pattern in this sample.' ese are listed in
Table 22. It can be seen that aptitude is an es ec7ially important
predictor of math achievement. Aptitude also contributes to the
prediction of reading and GPA, although it accounts for a small per-
ce4age of the variance in these two criteria.

The coping/motivation f aetors account for 15% of the variance in
reading achievement, twice as much as aptitude. In math, coping with
aggression accounts for 6% of the variance. Aptitude is clearly
important for math achievement (29%, uniquely). Coping/motivation
factors account for 15% of the variance in GPA. This is misleading,
however, since it is the poor copers, and students with negative attitude
who attain better grades. Considering the universal association of good
coping skills,and positive attitudes with all achievement criteria, in
all national samples except the Austin and Chicago Blacks, it looks
rather clear that these Black children, in the 60's, were subjected to
teaching that could only have confused them and hindered them in their
development of either academic skills or coping skills for dealing with
life in general.

-866-
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AUSTIN BLACK - 14 Year Olds

Item

39 Att. - Authority

40 Att. - Interpersonal
Relations

41 Att. - Task Achievement

43 Aggression - Stance

44 Aggression -:tngaltement

45 Aggression - CopinOff.

46 Aggression - Negative Af

47 Aggression POs. Affect

8 Authority - Stance

Authority - Engagement

50 Authority - Coping Eff.

h51 Authority - Negative Aff

52 Authority - Neutral Aff.

53 Authority - Pox. Affect

54 Anxiety - Stance

15.Anxiety - Engagement

56 Anxiety - Coping Eff.

57 Anxiety - Negative Aff.

58 Anxiety - Neutral Aff.

Table 1

STAGE I

SgNTENCE COMPLETIONS
s

Loadings
Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Facto

1, - 2 3 4

f.

.060

-.035 -.117

.201 .305/ .043 .123

-.060 .840* -.088 .

-.023 .772* -.087 -.

.031 .945* .070, .

.003 -.866* -.193 -.

-.003 .866* .193

.115 .159 -.198 .

-.054 .193 -.111 .

049

099

083

120

120

563*

410*

.205 .113 .022 .892*

-.160 -.044 -.292 -.874*

.166 .033 .303 .860*

-.039 .057 -.070 .039

.892* -.071 .032 .131

.733* -.166 .008 .050

.885* .022' .102 .465

-.907* -.070 -.093 -.051

.907* .070 .093 .051

903

5 6

-.014 .101'

-.035 .038

.066 -.047

-.066 -.004

.069 .013

-.017 -.047

.020 .075,

,015 -.011

-.018 .078

--.053 .081

.053 -.081

.008 -.046

,-.015 .038

.01 .086

.077 .058

-.043 -.003

.043 .003

.066 -.133

.310 -.119

7 8 9 10

.194 -.073 .782* '.30

.015 -.093 .164 :77

-.060 .198 .584* -.07

-,199

-.182

.121

-.214

.214

.107

.195

.219 .104 .08

.214 .287 .11

-.015 -.025 -.06

.193 .125 .13

-.193 -.125 -.13

.416* -.054 .39

-.005 -.380 .20

.137 .179 .077 .02

-.028 .077 -.054 .15

-.130 -.108 .043 -.14

.836* .165 .059 -.06

-.936- -.023 .049 -.18

.050 .009 .135 -.28

-.038 .034 .040 .04

-.032 -.056 .044 -.16

.032 .056 -.044 .16



ti

^4,

STAGE I

SENTENCE COMPLETION

Loadings
Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor

1 '2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
STIN BLACK - 14 Year Olds (continued)

Item

59 Interpersonal Relations 416 .020 .253 .050 .017 .221
,- .- Stance

60 IPR - Engagement .107 -.024 .237 -.007 .020, -.056
-,

1 Ilt- Coping Eff. .094 .1.31 .773* .093 .052 .059

7'

.063 .753*

.095 .752*

-e.011 .525*

4.

.080 J.025

-.01,5 -.081

.057 ..027

62 IP - Negative Affect -.163 -.082 7,902* -.184 .-.055 .096 .027 -.150 -.032 -.06.7

3 IPR - Neutral Affect .157 .074 .901* .1791, .06 -.111 -.110. .149 4 .030 .057

IPR - Positive Affect .051 .064 -.041 .042 -.072 .131 .761* -.003 .018 .087.
4

5 Task Achiivemest -Stance is=.079 .040 .130 .029 .932* -.041 -.022 .046 .042 -.049

Task Ach.'- engagement -.046 -.046 -.149 .072
A
825* -.035 -.073 -.037 -.193 .027

7 Task Ach. - Coping Eff. (Nve .125 .162 .110 .918* .086 .002 .061 .088 .001-

Task` Ach.. 7 Negative Aff. -.374 -.154 -.329 -.337 -.395* .274 .154 .103 -.187 .029

Task Aeb.::-1Neutral Aff. .218 -.000 .65,, .234 .227 -.826* -.129 -.112 .093 -.054
,

po Task Ach'. -_pos. Affect .104 .174 -.Q00 .039 .113 :881* .013 .047 .074 .04,
.

Obese variables had a factor loadinft of .40 or better and were used to construct a unit weighted
tore for each factor. See text for further explanation.

- 4
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AUSTIN BLACK - ear Olds

. Factor 11
Loading

Item

14 'Altruism _.637*

15 Esthetici -.287

16 Independence .047

7 .Manage .160

18Succe .123

19 Self-Satisfaction.

20 Intellectuii, t - -.037

21

r,22

24

23

25

26

27

28

Stimilation-

Creativity

Security

Economic Returns .

Prestige

1 .

. o
-.294

-.828*.

-.225 ,

.109

Surroundings ... ,297
...

Associate. .552*

Variety -.239

Follow Father -.341

Table 4

-STAGE I

OCCUPATIONAL VALUES

Factor 12 Factor 13 Factor 14 Factor 15" Factor 16
Loading Loading Loading Loading Loading

.321 -.339 .086. -.0164

-.118 °_.037 '-.761* -. 0' .105

-.086 ' .190 1.° -.012 .041 .829*.

1 -.036 -.838* .183 -.022 -:005

-.253. .163 -.073 %.389 -.505*

. .146 .196 . .142 -T.234 . .003

.834* .056 -TV -.153 . -.121

. .222'

-.628k .139

-4.650*

-.016

-.1R3

.046

.062

-:118

.035

.070

.040

;8:7449°24*i

4::::°21-751:

-.034 .718* .209 .072 .116

.134 -.191: - -.228. 4 .038 .261

.673 *, .166 ' .055 -.348 .217

-.065 -.001. .710* -.348 . .150 ,

.111'

*These variables bad a factor loading of .40 or better and were used to construct eunit
weighted scolc:Srloch factor. See text for further explanation.

905
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Table 9

Stage I
.._

SOCIAL ATTITUDES INVENTORY

Factor'17 Factor 18
Loading Loading

A

?AUSTIN BLACK - 14Year Olds

Item 1 Active Coping .665* .243

Item2 Passivd Coping .027 .904*

Item 3 Active DeFtliive .875* -.029

Item 4 Passilie Defensive .385 .589*

. .

...;* These variables had a factor loading of .40 or better and were used
to construct a unit weighted score for esith factor. See text for
further explanation.

9
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Table 11 -

COMPARISON OF FACTORS ACROSS SAMPLES

AUSTIN*BLACK - 14 Year Olds
_ts

Factor.. Stage I
Abbre- Desig-
vlaion nation NAME

C(SC) 1 Copes with Anxiety

C(SC) 2 Copes with Aggression

C(SC) 3 Copes effectively with Interpersonal Relations with
Neutral, not Negative, Affect

C(SC) 4 Copes with Authority

C(SC) 5 Copes with Task Achievement

C(SC) 6 Positive, not Neutral Affect toward Task Achievement

C(SC) Positi;re Affect toward Authority and Interpersdnal
Relations . ,

C(SC) 8 Copes effectively with Interpersonal Relations via
Stance grid Engagement; copes with Authority via

Stance.
C(SC) 9 Positive Attitude toward Authority and task Achievement

C(SC). 10 Positive Attitude toward Interpersonal Relations; copes

with Authority via stance
OVAL 11 .2 Values Altruism, Self-Satisfaction, and Associatls;

doesn't value Creativity.
OVAL 12 Values Intellectual Stimulation and Variety; doesn't

value Prestige and Economic Returns.
OVAL 13 Values Surroundings; doesn't value Management

OVAL 14 Values Following Father's Occupation; doesn't value
Esthetics`.

OVAL 15 Values Security

OVAL 16 ValuesIndependence; doesn't value Success

lkSAI) 17 Active Coping. Active Defensive Behavior

C(SAI) 18 Passive Conflux. Passive Defensive Behavior

.0
-871-
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Table 12

SIGNIFICANT SEX DIFFERENCES*

A
AUSTIN BLACK - 14 Year Olds.- Stage I

r
Probability

Level

OVAL 11 > It Values Altruism; Self-Satisfaction, and
Associates; doesn't valueCreativity.

OVAL 12. F > N Values Intellectual Stimulation and
Variety; doesn't value Prestige or
Economic Returns.

OVAL, 14 F < M Values Following Father's Occupation;
doesn't valuq, Esthetics.

.

a '0

+r,

6r.

et.

re
# 3/18"(1)%) of 'the,sighific tests were significant above chance.
This indicates ehesleesult may have been spurious (cf. Godbout,

harston,Borid,Vaughan, 1977)..

** F a Female M r Male

O

< .001

.2._< 040

< .001

4. A

. .

A
. .4172-
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Table 160.

1

St,e I

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

.AUSTIN - BLACK - 14 Year Olds CRITERION: Reading Achievement

Predictor . .

Variables: F p Multiple R R
2

R
2

Change
....°.

cts02

OVAL.11

ED ASP

RAVEN

BRS

I

8.75 .004 .32 .10 .10

3.7.4 .055 .38 .14 .04

4.94 .03 .44 .20 . .05

7.44 .008 .52 .27 .07

.14 NS

Additional Explanatory Variables:

OCC ASP

p

.24 .05
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Table,16b.

Stage I

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS'

AUSTIN BLACK 14 Year Olds CRITERION: Reading Achievement

C(SC)2 =' Copes positively with Aggression

OVAL 11 = Values Altruism, Self-satisfaction, and Associates; doesn't
value Creativity.'

ED ASP Educational Aspirations

RAVEN = Raven Progressive Matrices

BRS = Behavior Rating Scales

Additional Explanatry Variables:

OCC ASP = Occupational Aspirations



Table 18a.

Stage I

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

AUSTIN BLACK - 14 Year Olds CRITERION: Math Achievement

Predictor
Variables: F p Multiple R R

2
R
2
Change

C(SC)2 5.48 .02 .26 .07 .07/

RAVEN 34.00 .001 .59 .35 .29

BRS .71 NS

Additional Explanatory Variables:

-875-1
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Table 1 b..

Stage I

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

AUSTIN BLACK - 14 ,:fear Olds CRITERION: Math Achievement

Predictor
Variables:

C(SC)2 = Copes positively with Aggression

RAVEN = Raven Progressive Matrices

,

BRS = Behavior Rating Scales

c

t

-876-



Table 20a.

Stage I

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

AUSTIN 'MACK - 14 Year, Olds CRITERION: Grade Point Average

Predictor
Variables: F p Multiple R R

2
R
2
Change

-(C(SC)7 9.58 .003 .33 .11 .11

-C(SC)1 6.46 .01 .42 .18 .07

RAVEN - 4.12 .03 . .48 ' .05

BRS 2.37 . NS

Additional Explanatory Variables:

pr p r p

-C(SC)8

-877-
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Table 20b.

Stage I

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION VACiORS

AUSTIN BLACK 14 Year Olds CRITERION: Grade Point Average

Predictor
Variables:

- C(SC)7 =

C(SC)1 =

RAVEN '=

ow

Lacks positive Affect toward Ilaithority' and Interpersonal

Does not cops well with Anxiety

Raven Progressive Matrices

BRS = Behavior Rating Scales.

Additional Explanatory Variables z_

Relations

-C(SC)8 = 'Does not cope with Authority via StanNI-does not cope
effectively with Interpersonal Relations via Stance and
Engagement

m Factors which predict negatively are described in terms of the
behavior this indi es. The same fa4,tor may be described in
opposite terms when, in some other analysis, it has a positive
predictive value.

-878-
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Table 22

PERCENT OF VARIANCE-EXPLAINED

AUSTIN BLACK - 14 Year Olds - Stage I

Reading Achievement Math Achievement CPA

Aptitude (unique) 7% 29% 5%

Coping/Motivation (unique) 15% 6%. 15%

,Total 2)% 35% 23%

Table 23

CORRELATIONS AMONG THE CRITERIA

AUSTIN BLAE---- 14 Year Olds - Stage I

Reading

Math

'GPA.

Reading Achievement Math Achivrent GPA

.46 .28

.40

915
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AUSTIN MEXICAN-AMERICAN 10 YEAR OLDS -- RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section provides a detailed picture of the coping patterns
associated with achievement in Austin Metican-American 10 year old
students from the 1965 (Stage I) sample. Minority samples were
not assessed in Stage III (1968). The first result's presented are
the factor analyses of the coping /motivational instruments;
Sentence.Completion, Occupational Values, and the Social Attitudes
Inventory. Sex differedces are described next. Finally, the find-
ings from thq regression analysis are presented,'showing the specific
factoKs that 'predicted and explained achievement for these students.

FACTOR ANALYSES

Sentence Completion

Factor analyses of the Sentence Completion variabl resulted
in ten facrs which accounted for a substantial perce age of the
variance. These variables grouped primarily according-to behavior
areas, e.g., aggression variables loadingbon one factor, authority
variables on another. The analysis appears in Table 1. There were
five general factors: coping with aggression, authority, anxiety,
interpersonal relations, and task achievement. Unit weights were
constructed using those variables having a actor loading > .40.
For example, factor 1 consisted of all five variables dealing with
coping with anxiety. Factors 6-10 also tended to have variable
loadings grouped according to sub-aspects of the behavioral areas.

Occupational Values

- Factor analysis of the Occupational Values variables yielded six
factors. Variables with d factor loading > .40 were used to construct
a unit weighted score, for each factor (see analysis in Table 4).

Social Attitudes Inventory

The factor analysis of the Social Attitudes Inventory (SAI) for
Stage I is illustrated in Table 9. This was a.self-report measure of
coping effectiveness. Two factors emerged: Positive coping, and
ineffective or defensAve responding.

DIFFERENMS

Sex differences are listed in Table 12. -Since only two out of
eighteen tests were significant, these could be due to chance. Males
placed greater value than femalps on creativity as opposed to sur-
roundings. Males also more highly valued following father's.
occupation.

-880-



SUMMARY OF REGRESSION ANALYSES

-----Fikding Achievement

Predictors of reading achieveMent are listed in Tables 16a.
and 16b. Good readers reported better coping and less defensive
behavior than poorer readers, on-the SAI. These students were also
rated higher by their peers, on the BRS. In wyrk, they'placed greater
value on prestige in contrast to pleasant associates. Aptitude and
educational aspirations were also predictive. In addition, coping
with interpersonal relations.was correlated with reading achievement
in this sample of Austin Mexican-American 10 year olds.

Math Achievement P

Predictors of math achievement are listed in Tables 18a and 18b.
` Students who did Well in math coped more effectively with inter-

personal relations and were rated higher by their peers on the BRS.
They also had higher aptitude scores and higher occupational aspira-
tions than poorer students. In addition, valuing creativity, but not
surroundings was also correlated with math achievement.

Grade Point Average

Predictors of GPA are listed in Tables 20a and 20b. Students
with high grades reported more good coping and less defensive behavior
than less successful students On the SAI. Their peers rated them
higher on the BRS. These students tended, however, to be rather
passive in coping with aggression, not confronting or engaging problems
in this area. They did express more positive affect about interperson
relations( In addition, aptitude was a predictor of GPA for these
Austin Mexican-American 10 year olds.

PERCENTAGE OF VARIANCE
.

In order to assess the practilal implications o se measures,
for possible educational use, it is important to onsider the percent

1 . I

of variance accounted for by aptitude and cops motivation variables,
both uniquely and together, in accounting f success on the criterion
measures. To assess the unique contribution of aptitude, this variable
was entered into the regression equation following the coping/motivation
variables. Alternatively, to assess the unique contribution of the
coping/motivation variables, aptitude was entered followed by the
coping/motivational. variables. -The uniq variance of both aptitude and
coping/motivation varia1blea was that in ement variance obtained beyond
that accounted for by other variables. The results of these analyses
are listed in Table 22.

4

Aptitude was an important predictor of reading and CPA but not
or math: It uniquely accounted' for a substantial 24,2% of the variance
in reading, only 1.6% in math, and 11.8% in GPA.

-881-
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The coping/motivation factors were also important predictors.
They uniquely,accounted for,ra very substantial 32.5% of the variance
in reading, more than the aptitude measure. Much of/tEls was
accounted for by the self- report measure of coping (SAI). ! In math,
to coping/motivation-factors uniquely accounted for 9.7%. In CPA,
the coping/motivation'factors uniquely accounted for 13.6% of the ,

variance, with the self-report again being important.

What'iS more, some properties that reflected both aptituc and
eoptng increased the total variance e101ained: 13% in math, 58% in
reading,.. and 31% in GPA. This gale added weight to the explanatory
power and the practical usefulness of the coping/motivation measures.

In sum, the coping/motivation factors were both significant and
useful predictors across all criteria and stages. Success in, school
for Mexicad-American 10 year old students was strongly contingent
upon positive. attitudinal qualities and coping skills. The self-report
measure of coping (SAI) was the most potent single coping/motivation
predictor of. reading achievement and GPA.

1 ,
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, - Factor Factor
1 2

. STAGE I

SENTENCE'COMPLETION
.

J.AU$T7N 1421CAW-AMERICAN 10- Year Olds

39 Att.

46 Att.

Factor F a

3-

Loadings'

\
or Factor Factot Factor Factor Factor Factor

'5 6 7 , 9 10411k

a

-
' -.057 '-.087 r-.087 -.096 .272 .092

.

- nterpersonal .'076 .050 , .096 .126 -.0634C .001
yelatOns

41 Att. loinsk Achievement ,:'i037 -.,093 .122

43 iggresiion -"FAnce . - .094 .011
44 Aggrerion,- Engagement t -.149 .433* .026

45 AiiressionCoping,Eff.' -.000 .919* .061 ..084

-4Segitivg Aff. -.:909* -.004 --.118

-.077. .184

;.204 .181

.157 .016

41 Aggression - Pos.. Affect .09,2: .909*

Authority.

- ce -.106 .179

-.022- .190

.169 .'.149

..-.239 '7,.207 .7.034,

'-1-- .-246 ..-219. -.026-

-.067 -:1001v0:043

:.003 .044

41AuthoritY ierteut

'50 Authority -

5i. Authority Aegative All
52 Authority -'Neutral,Afi.

$VAuthoritir, '- "Fos. Affecsm
.

54 Anxiety - Stance. }.954*

. 004

.081

.00b

.1p4

55 Anxiety --'Engagemet5-

56 Anxiety-CopingCoping Eff%

Anxiety4:Nigative-iff.

1158.Xnxiet10,-4ieutiilAff.

.865* -.105

.911*. -.083

-.929* -.083

.929* .083

.044

-.075

.138 x.168

,023 -.034

.068 -.040

.194 .024 -.066

1-.239 .047 -.099

.118 .239 -.047 .099

-%025 .403* .536* -.051

.005. .728* .091 -.144

2.137 .837* .159 .102

-.102

.187 .816* -.190 .098

.110 .026 .820* .016

.0471. .064 '.012-. -.038

-.0]2, -.002 -6.097 :003

.144 -.010' -.070.1.132

-.060 :-.031 -.161 .064

.060 ..;031 '.161 -.064

. 005 .645* .055

.09211 :811*' .054

-

-.032 .477* -.114

.043 .139 .636*

.001 .054 .771*

-.0 D02 -.204

. x'50 04,11.005

.056 -.00 --.00s

- .142 .157 .172

.027'. .099

.033. .1374

,.060 .047 ".--.167..

-.05 04'..-061 .180'

-.014 -.091 :024

.002 .049 -.618

-.001 ,-.065 .014"-.054

-.041 .025 .023 .020

=.074 -.046 .017 .059

.074 .04 -.017 -:.059



00. STAGE I

"A, SENTENCE COMPLETION

-. Loajkgs
Factor Factor Factor-Factor Factor E4ctor Factor Factor Factor Factor.

1. 2 3 4 5 1 6 '7 . 8 9, 10

AUSTIN MEXICAN-AMERICAN - 10 Year Olds.(contiinued

Item

59 Interpersonal Relations
- Stance .090 . .080 -.061 .015

60 IPR - Engagement
. -.048 -.191 -.003 .057

61 IPR -.Coping Eff .031 .222 -.024 .872*

62 IPR - Negativ'e ffect. '-.054 -.132 .038 -.969*

63 IPR- NeutIril Affect .024 "..067 -.086 .941*

64 IPA,- Positive Affect .131' .287 .214 .110

65 Task Achievement -Stance :102 .042 .942* -.039

66 Task Ach. - Engagement .121 .-:019 .885* -.083

67 Task Act. - Coping Eff. amilt0 *,065 .905* -.(117

60: Task Ach. egative"Aff4.082 ',1-.142 -.168 -,092

69 Task Ach. - Neutral Aff. .111 .13 .200 .069

70 Task Aeh.', Pos. Alfect -.056 -.02 -.071 .017

1

-.039 .045

.029 .046

.106 .090

-.115 -.013

.179 .035

t

-.077 .888*.

.013 .877*

.148 .212

.014 .647'

.017 -.049

-.287 -.026_7:j4.4._ .4.0119_

.044.0)41 -.020 .149

.048 -.038 -.094 -.069

044 :081 .286 -.042

-.071 -.159 -.893* .028

.062 '1-.189 .834* -.057

006 .758* -,067 .047

.y .

920
-\ ArAll

* Theakerlables had A factor loading of .40 or better and were used to construct A unit weighted

.051 -.125

.024 .143

.099 .011,

.031 -.013

-.080 .118

.317 -.464*

.072 -.057

-.009 -.014

.066 .036

-.154 -.056

-.065 -.049

.287 -.142

maa.for'each factor. text foi4orther explana;lon.



STAGE I

OCCUPATIONAL VALUES a

Favor 11
Loading

AUSTIN MEXICAN AMERICAN - 10 Year Olds

Factoel2
Loading

/actor 13
Loading

Factor 14
Loading

Factor 15
Loading

Factor 16

Loading

Item

14Altru

15 Esthetics

.919*

.595*

-.114

-.332

.002

.139

.073,

-.475*

-.023

.078

16 Independence 841k .128 -.078 -.018 -.138 -.024
17 Management," .873* .184 -.040 .088 .102 -.011
18 Success .820* .271 .040 .105 -.126 -.076
19 Self-Satisfaction .932* -.095 ..056 -.060 .061 .058
20 Intellectdal .871* -.122- .167 .036 .217 -.015Stimulation

21 Creativity -.272 .392* .661* .241 .081 -.202
22 Security .921* -.076 -.029 -.053 -.041
23 Prestige .027' .530* ..243 .461* -.384 -.21f,
24 Economic Returns .017 .796* :011 -.052 '.064
25 Surroundings -.125 -.208 -.901* -.002 .052 -.108
26, Associates -.090' '.055 -.077 -.917* -.065 -.195
27 ."Veriety .071 -.297 .021 .074 .866* -.033
28 Follow Father -.074 .051 .00i .154 .015 .954*

*These variables had a factor loading Of .40 or better
weighted score for each factor. See text for further

4

921

Mid were used
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Table 9

STAGE I

SOCIAL ATTITUDES INVENTORY

Factor 17
,Loading

Factor 18
Loading

AUSTIN MEXICAN AMERICAN - 10 Year Olds

Item 1 Active Coping .258. .778*

Item 2 PassiveCoping .044 .874*

Item 3 Active Defensive .889* .052

Item 4 Passive Defewive .818* .248

I.

o

AUSTIN MEXICAN-AMERICAN - 14 Year Olds

Factor 17 Factor 18
Loading Loadings

'Item-1 Active Coping ,.780* -.074

Itew 2 Passive Coping .876* ..088

Item 3 Active pefensive -.249 .781* -

Item 4 Passive Defensive .271 .802*

. *These variables had a factor loadifik of .40 or better and were used
to construct a unit weighted score 'for 'each factor. See text for.,

furtheF expladation. AP

922
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Table 11

-COMPARISON OP ;EknilentS ACROSS SAMPLES

AUSTIN_ MI&TCAN-AMPRTCAN - la Year Olds.

Factor Stage I
Abbre- Desig-

viation nation NAME

..

C(SC) 1
-All"--

C(SC) 2

C(SC) 3

C(SC) ,4

C(SC)' 5

C(SC) 6

C(SC) 7

C(SC) 8

C(SC)

C(SC)

OVAL 11

OVAL 12

OVAL

aOVAL1

13

14

r't ,OVAL 15,

" OVAL 16

Copes'iiith Anxiety with Neutrall not Negative
Affect
Copes with Aggression with Positive, not Neutral

Affect .

Copes with Task Achievement

Copes with Interpersonal Relations with Neutral.

dot Negative Affect
Copes with Authority with Neutral, not Negative

Affect
Confronts Authority with Positive Affect; Positive-

Affect toward Task Achievement'
Neutral, not Negative Affect toward Task Achievement

Confronts and Engages Interpersonal Relations

Positive Attitude toward Authority, Interpersonal

Relations and Task Achievement ,

Confronts and Engages Aggression without Positive
Affect toward Interpersonal Relations

'' Values Altru sm, Esthetics, IndependenCe, Management,
Success, Set Sarlsfaction, Intellectual Stimulation

and Security.
Values Prestige and Ecdnomic ReturnsCdoes not value

,' Creativity
Values Creativity, not Surroundings

Values Prestige, not Associates

Values Variety, not Esthetics

.Value's Following Father's Occupation

C(SAI) 17 Shows defensive behavior

C(SAI) 18- Copes effectively'

.

#

-887-
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Table 12

SIGNIFICANT SEX DIFFERENCES*

AT MEXICAN - AMEBIC - 10 YearOlds

OVAt'13 M > F** Values Creativity; doesn't value
Surroundings

Probability_
Level

.004

OVAL 16 M > F Values Following Father's Occupation' < -001

**

Pr.

1/4

7 - 43

a

;

2118 (11%) of the signIficance'tests were significant above cfiance.
This indicates these results were not spurious (cf. Godbout, Marston,
aorich, Vaughan, 1977):

F ='remale M= Male

924

-888-
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Table 16a

Stage

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

.

AUSTIN MEXICAN-AMERICAN'- 10 Year Olds CRITERION: Reading Achievement

--Ptedictor
Variables:

(SAI)18.

1111

-C (1

-,OVAL 14

ED ASP ....

RAVEN

-

BRS

F p Multiple R R
2

R
2
Change

C 9;58 .003 .35 .13 .131

5.55 .021 ,.44 .19 .0-7

7.73. , .007 .53 .28 .09

, 0 .

5.96 .-...4 .017 .58. .34 , .06

36.38 .001 .76 & .58 .24

6;65 .012 .79 49 .6/' .7.04%
c

. p

Additional Explanatory Variables:

C(SC)8

,,
pr

.25 .042

r p
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Table 1613.

'Siege I

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

AUSTIN MEXICAN - AMERICAN - 10 Year Olds CRITERION: Reading Atbievement

Predictor
Variables:

C(SAI)18 Copes effectively.'

-C(SAf)17* Does not shdw defensive behavior 1

- OVAL 14 = Values Prestige; doesn't"value AssOCiates

ED ASP = Educational Aspiration

RAVEN = Raven Progressive Matrices

BRS = Behavior Rating Scale

Additional Explanatoly Variables:

4

CfSC)8 Capes with Interpersonal Relations via Stance and
Engagement

* -tactors which predict negatively are described in terms of the
behavior this indicates. Thelsame factor may be described in
,opposite terms when, in some other analysis, it has a pdsitive
predictive value.

926



Table 18a.

Stage I

REGRESSION ANALYSIS
V

AUSTIN MEXICAN-AMERICAN 10 Year Olds CRITERION: Math Achievement

Predictor
Variables: F p . Multiple R R

2
R
2
Change

C.(SC)8 5.54 .021 ,28 .08 .08
, u

OCC ASP 2.63 .110(NS)

a*

.33 ".11 .04

RAVEN 1.19 .279(NS) .T6 .13 .02

BRS 5.06 .028 .44 .19 .06

4 0

Additional Explanatory Variables:

pr p r
_13

-OVAL 13

-

S

-.26

-891-

.036

927
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Table 18b

Stage I

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

F'

AUSTIN MEXICAN-AMERICAN - 10 Year Olds CRITERION: MathAchievement

Predictor
Variables:

C(SC)8 Copes with Interpersonal Relations via Stance and
Engagement

OCC ASP = Occupational Aspiraiioh

RAVEN Raven Progressive Matrices

BRS = . Behavior Rating Scale

Additional Explanatory Variables:

- OVAL 13*= Does not value Creativity; values Surroundings

41i

= Factors whdch predict negatively are described'in terms dl the
behavior this indicates. The same factor may be described in
opposite terms Alen, in some other analysis., it has a positive
predictive value. .

r892-

928
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Table 20a.,

Stage I
-

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

''XIATIN MEXICAN-AMERICAN -:10 Year Olds CRITERION: Grade-Point Average

Predictor
Variables: F MultiPleF ;

R
2

R
2
Change

C(SAI)18 5.82 .019 .28 .08 .08
/

-C(SC)10 4.76 .033 .18 .14 .06

-C(SAI)17 4.07 .048 .44 .19 .05

RAVEN 10.96 . . .00 .56 .31 .12

BRS 12.33 .001' .65 .42 .11

Additional Expla 'hatory ariables



Table 20b.

Stage I ,

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS ,

AUSTIN MEXICAN-AMERICAN - 10 Year -Olds CRITERION: Grade Point Average

C(SA018 = Copes effectively
0

/
Ws

00010* = 'Toes not cope with Aggression via,Stance and Engapment$
Positive Affect toward Interpersonal Relations

-C(SAI)17 = Does not show defensive behavior

RAVEN

BRS

= Raven Progress've Matrices

\le
.

= Behavior Rating S

Addritional Explinatory'Variables:

s

Factors which predict negatively are described in terms of the
behavior this indicates. The same factor may be described in
opposite terms wheil, in smile oter analysis, it has a positive t
predictive value.

-894-
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Table 22.,

- Stage I

PERCENT OF VARIANCE EXPLAINED

AUSTIN,MEXIOAN7AMERICAN - 10 Year Olds

Reading Achievement Math Achievement .GPA

Aptitude (unique) 24.2% 1.6%,
`411

Coping/Motivation 32.5% 9.7% 13.6%

i

Total 58:2Z 12.8% 31.1%

-895-
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AUSTIN MEXICAN-AMERICAN 14"YEAR OLDS - RESULTS AND

DISCUSSION

This section provides a detailed picture of the coping patterng
associated with achievement in Austin Mexican-Americjan 14 year old
students from the 1965 (Stage I) sample. The results include factor
analyses of thecopiing/motiyational instruments:_ Sentence Completion,
Occupational Values, and the Social Attitudes Inventory., An analysis
of sex differences is then described. Finally, the regression
analysesare delineated, in order to show the specific factors that
predict and 'explain achievement for these students.

J

FACTOR ANALYSgS

Sentence Completion

Fa6ctor analysis of the Sentence Completion variables resulted in
ten factors which accounted for a substafitial pdrcentage of the-variance.
These variables grouped primarily according to behavior areag,'e:g.,
aggression variables loading on bile factor, authority variableOn
another. The analysis appears in Table 1. There are four general
factors: coping with aggression, anxiety,, interpersonal relations, and
task achievement. Variables in the fifth behavior area, authority,
loaded on two factors, C(SC)5 and C(SC)8. The first corresponds to
coping effectiveness with neutral, not negative affect; the latter can
best be,deicribed as coping effectively with authority via stance and
engagement, with positive affect. Unit weights were constructed using
those variables having a factor loading ( > .40). For example, factor 1
consists of all five'variables dealing with coping with anxiety,.

Factors'? and 9 Were the only ones that included more than one behavior
area.

,

Occupational Values

Facto( analysis of
Ifirctors. 41-Kce agiin, v

to construct a unit wet
Table 4).

0

the, Occupation- Values variables yielded six
4riables having a factor loading 2..40 were use&
ghted sere for each factor (see analysi4,in

Social Attitudes Inventory

Thevfactor analysis of the Social Attitudes Inventory(SAI) is
illustrated In Table 9. This is a self-report measure of coping
effectiveness. Two factors emerged: Podltive ciiping4 and ineffective,
defensive. responding.

The individual factors of the Sentence Completion; Occupational
Values. and Social Attitudes Inventory instruments are described ill
Table 11.

.111.11N144

932
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SEX DIFFERENCES

* -

-Sex differences are listed in.Taple 12. Males,coped more
effectively withIpterpersonal Relations and wittauthority. Females,
on the other handrWere better eopersdAn the area of task achievement
and expressed more positive, noneuttal affect toward task achievement.
In a work setting; males placed greater value on following father's
Obccupation and less value on esthetids than did.f0Males.

SUMMARY OF REGRESSION ANALYSES

Predictors of reading achievement are listed in Tables 16a and 16b.
Good readers reported less defensive responding than poorer readers.
In future work, good readers plaagd greater value on associates and
success, and less value on intellectual stimulation, variety; and
esthetics. In addition, bette'r treaders hid higher aptitude scores and
higher aspirations for both career and education pan slid poorer

,readett. ..r
.

' lis

. .

Math .Achievement
1 /A

' Stu s Aho were good math reported less defensive responding
than poor students. In a work setting, they placed greater value on
asspciate and Tess on intellectual stimulation and varietl. 'Inis_addition,
better math students hAd bigher a titude scores and higher aspirations

1
for both 'career and education.

Grade Point Average

StusdenEs wh.received good grades expressed more positive attitudes
toward authority and interpersonal relatens than Jess successful
students. It the same time, however, they expressed less positive affect
in coping with authorrer In addition, these successful students tended
to oopelmithlinterpersonal relatioaS via engagement, actively tackling
the problem. More succeful Students had higher aptitude and higher
'educational and.occupational aspirations. They also were rated highly
by their peers on the Behavior Rating Scale,

A,

Inr general, aptitude and aspirations were predictive of success on
all three criteria. :Occupational Values factor 13, valuing associates

Abs but nok intellectual stimulation or variety, ws-predictive'of both
- readinirand math achievsment. Defensive responding on the SA1 was also '

negatively asSociated',With these two achievement criteria: .41,nether
interesting paitern,common to several other samples; was chiracteristic
of thlalAmitin Mexican-American 14 year old sample. Thai is, peer
ratings (BRS) were highly predictive of GPA, bUt not at all of the
achievement criteria. It appears that, students are able to differentiate
theirpeits Along certain behaVioral dimensions yhich strongly influence
teachers' assigning of grades, but which are not related td achievement

'test perfirmanes.

._,%1( -897
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PERCENTAGE OF VARIANCE

It is also important to consider the percent of variance accounted
for by aptitude and coping/motivation variables, respectively, in
accounting for success.on the criterion measures. These are listed it
Table 22. Aptitude is not an, especially powerful predictor in this
sample. Surprisingly, mire of the variance is explained by aptitude
in GPA than in the achievement criteria; 4% for math and reading, and
9% for GPA.

4 ,

i f
The coping/mo vation factors are considerably stronger predictors,

uniquely accounting for 23% of thCiartance*in reading, 18% in. math,
and a lesser 9% in GPA. Taken toner with aptitude (the "Tata "
percentages) the coping/motivation factors are important predictors of

, success for Austin Mexican-American 14 year olds. They show a much
stronger relationship to objectively measured achltvement than to
teacher grades. Teacher grades correlate .42 wi.;.b.j.gc4141g and .39
with math scores.

-898-
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Table 1

STAGE

SENTENCE COMPLETION

Loadings
-FactoreFactor-FatA-arTactor Factor Factor rpctor Factor -Factor Factal

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 10
AUSTIN MEXICAN-AMEFICAN - 14 Year Olds

Item

39 Att. - Authority

40 Att. - Interpersonal -

Relations
Att..iw Task Achievement

43 Aggression - Stance

44 Aggression - Engagement

45 Aggression - Coping Eff.

46 Aggression - Negative Aff.

Ili Aggression - Pos. Affect

ri Authority - Stance

49 Authority - Engagement

40 Authority - Coping Eff.

51 Anthority- Negative Aff.

52 Authority - Neutral Aff.

53 Authority - Pos. Affect

54 Anxiety - Stance

55 Anxiety - Engagement

-56 Anxiety - ,,Coping Eff.

57 Anxiety - Negative Aff.

S& Anxiety - Neutral Aff.
at-^

.079 .334 .027. .081 .088 .087 .629* .103 -.102 .114

071 -.001 .042 -.008 .011 .778* .065 .084 .000
.098 . 1 -.012 .156 .141 .282 .210 ..132 -.491* .46

-.080 .839* .113 .086 .131 .092 -.000 -.040 .111 .190

-.234 .694* .020 ,154 .158 .095 .222 -.112 .057 .173

.028 .948* .144 .-.004 .103 .005 .053 .039 -.-056 -.021
-.162 -.903*--.112 .065 -.067 .045 -.027 -.055 .090 .127

,162 .902* .112 -.065 .067 -.045 .027 .055 -.09,0 -.127

-.028 .077 .203 '.136 .181 .14 .079 .763* .010 .207

-.020 -0105 .062 .055 .135 -.206 .162 .72* -.241 -.106

.152 .262 .228 .086 .676* .059 .060 .520* .025 ..119

-.277 -.307 -.185 .052 .053' -.001 -.128 .063 -.003

.251 .283 .171 4106 .864* -.035.' .065 ' .056 -.112 .012

.172 .159 .096 .151 -.138 -.113 -.415* .461* .315 -.055

.915* .016 .086 .018 -.033., -.034 .042, .066 -.046 .025

.817* -.011, .089 -.056 -.011 -.004 .014 .109 -.062 -.036

.911* .042 .070 .039 ..100 -.062 .061 .002 .026 .017,

-.891* -.036 -.031 -.022 -.173 -.045 -.062 .087 -.017 -.004:

.891* .036 '.031 .022 .171 ,.04,5 .062 -.087. .017 '.004,
.

*I
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.6TAGE_I

SENTENq, COMPLETION

Loadings,
Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Facto' Factor Factor Facto1 Z 3 4 5 6 '7 8 9 10

AUSTIN MEXICAN-AMERICAN - 14 Year Olds (continued)

Item
A

59 Interpersonal Relations -.004 .167 .469* .212
- Stance

60 IPR - Engagement .078 .144 .344 .127
61 IPR -,Coping Eff. .006 .176 .905* .074
62 IPR -.Negative Affect -.185 -.752 -.911* -.001
63 IPR - Neutral Affect .185 .147 .908* -.002
64 -IPR Positive Affect .015 .047 .104 .022
65 Task Achievement -Stance 7.012 .049 .091 .928*
66 Task Ach.- Engagement -.023 -.065 -.081 .877*
7 Task Ach. - Coping gff. .075 .Or .r17 .928*

68 Task'Ach. - Negative Aff. -.069, -7.118 -.240 -.301
69,Taik Ach. - Neutral Aff. .042 .01I .097 .191
70 Task Ach..- Pos. Affect .010 .098 .102 .037

.365 -.018 -.029 -.010 .416* -.176

.1 .387 -.32

53 .058 .04:

-.109 -.182 .426*

.095 -.038. .060

-.114 -.028 .00: -.065' .100 -.12

.111, .047 -,019 .053 -.101 -.00

.028 -.113 .070 .084 -.007 .87

.004 -.012 .011 .080 -.115 .04

-.026 -.129 .109 , .029 .12g -.005
-.022 .049. -.007 .093 -.178 -.017

-.078 .279 .148 : -.127 .687* .067

.058 -.883* 1.100 .092 -.332 .024

-.000 .884* -.011 .001 -.223 .-.096

se variables had a factor loading of .404tor better and wive used to construct a unit weightet*core for each factor. See text for furtheiNgglanation.
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_treble 4

STAGE I

OCCUPATIONAL VALUES

Factor 11 Factor 12 Factor _13 -Fac-tor Factor 15- FactorLoaaIng Loading Loading Loading Loading Loadino
LiTIN MEXICAN AMERICAN - 14 Year Olds

Item

14 Altruism -.062 .776* .013 .020 L091 -.38515 Esthetics -.018 -.088 " -.173 -.858*. .171 -.07216 independence -.058, -.034 . -.093 V,84- -.053 .887*17 Managignt -.334 .428W . .205 -.369 -.32718 Success -.062 .002

.-.147

-.104 .-.024 -.854* .079
k19 Self-Satisfaction .778* .212 .033 -.086 6 .129 -.09920 Intellectual -.028 .249' .777* .108. .056 .ovStimulation

21 Creativity -.598* -.111 .285 .106 -.057 2.02522 Security .756* -.045 -
,
.124 .164 '-.287 -.10123 Prestige -,391* -.713* -.002 -.141 .001 -.13424 Economic Returns t -.084. -.732* -.337 .159 -.045 -.13825. Surroundings .525, =.172 _ .135 -,072 .421* .28726 Associates .135 ,362 -.559* -.021 .256 .25927 Variety

,
-.185 .104 .693*, ;040. .3i3 -.96628 Follow Father -.174 - .071 ,. -.019 .649* .445* -..00q

*These variables had a'factbr loading of .40 r'better and were used to construct a unitweighted score for each factor. See ,xe f further explanation.



f
Table 9

Stage-1

SOCIAL ATTITJDES INVENTORY

Factor 17 Factor 18
`Loading Loading

11

.,

AUSTIN MEXICAN-AMERICAN - V. Year Olds

Item 1 Active Cgping .180* -.074

Item 2 Passive COping -.876* .088

3 Active Defensive -.249 .781*

Item 4 Passive Defensive .271 .802*

*

* These variables had a factor loadir'airdli .40 or better-bnd were used
to construct a unieweighted score for eacA faCtor. See text for
further explanation. '

I
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Table'Il

COMPARISON OF FACTORS ACROSS SAMPLES

AUSTIN MEXICAN-AMERICAN 14 Year Olds

Factor Stage I
Abbre- Desig-
viation nation NAME

...

C(SC) 1 Copes with Anxiety

C(SC) 2 Copes with Aggression

C(SC) 3 Copes with Interpersonal Relations

C(SC) 4 Copes with-Task Achievement

C(SC) * 5 Copes effectively wAh Authority with Neutral, not
Negative Affect

C(SC) 6 Positive, not Neutral Affect toward Task Achievement

C(SC) 7 Positive Attitude toward Authority and Interpersonal
Relations; ladk of Positive Affect.toward Authority;
Engages Interpersonal Relations.

,..ft:! C(SC) 8 Copes effectively with Authority via Stance and
Engagement, with Positive Affect.

C(SC) 9 Negative Attitude and Negative Affect toward Task
Achievement; copes with Interpersonal Relation?o' via

.
...)Stance

C(SC) 10 Positive Affect towarli Interpersonal Relations

OVAL *11 Values Self - Satisfaction and Security; doesn't value
Creativity and Prestige

OVAL' 12 , Values Altruism and Management; doesn'.t value
Prestige and Economic Returns

OVAL 13 Values Intellectual Stimulation and Varietyikoesn't
41 value Associates

OVAL 14 Values Following Father's Occupation; doesn't value
Esthetitri

OVAL 15 Values Surroundings and Following Father's Occupation;
doesn't value Success

. OVAL 16 Values Independence

C(SAI). 17 Copes effectively

C(SAI) 18 ' Shows defensive behavior.

-901-
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Table 11

-FACTORS-ACROSS SAMPLES

AUSTIN MEXICAN-AMERICAN 14 Yeir Olds

Factor
Abbre-
viation

Stage I
Desig-
nation

C(SC) 1

C(SG) 2

CCSC) 3

C(SC)' 4

*C(SC) .5

C(SC) 6

C(SC) 7

C(SC) . 8

^C(SC) 9

C(SC). 10

OVAL 11

OVAL. 12

OVAL 13

OVAL 14

OVAL 15

OVAL 1

C(SAI) ID
C(SAI) 18

NAME

Copes with Anxiety

Copes with Aggression

Copes with Interpersonal Relations

Copes wrth Task Achievellient

Copes effectively with Authority with Neutral, not
Negative Affect
Positive, not Neutral Affect toward Task Achievement

Positive Attitude toward Authority and Interpersohal
Relations; lack of Positive Affect toward Authority;
Engages Interpersonal Relations.
Copes effectively with Authority via Stance and
Engagement, with Positive Affect_

../

Negative Attitude.and Negative Affect toward Task
Achievement; copes with Interpersonal Relations via
Stance'
Positive Affect toward Interpersonal Relations

Values Self-Satisfaction and Security; doesn't value_
Creativity and Prestige
Values Altruism and Management; doesn't value
Prestige and Economic Returns

Values Intellectual Stimulation and Variety; doesn't
value Associates

. Values Following Father's Occupation; doesn't value
Esthetics
Values Surroundings and Following Father's Occupation
doesn't value Success
Values Independence

Copes effectively
..,

Shows defensive behavior

_

A

- _ -
9 o
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Table 16a.

Stage I

. REGRESSION ANALYSIS

AUSTIN, EXICAN-AMERICAN - 14 Year Olds, CRITERION: Reading Achievement

Predictor
Variables: p Multiple R R

2 2
Change

-C(SAI)18 8.88 , .004 .30 --.09 .09

-OVAL 13 7.89 .006 .40 / .16 .07

-OVAL 2.49 .118* .43 .19 .02

OV 4 3.70 .058 .47 .22 .03

0C& -10.18 ,.002 .55 .30 .0.08
---ASR-

ED ASP 4.55 .036 .58 .34 .04

RAVEN 5.81 .018 .62 .38 .04

BRS .L8 ..675(NS) t
A

.111.

* A suppressor effect operates because of the loading of "Following Father"
on both Factors 14 and.15. When these factors show opposite signs in
the regression solution, it tends to cancel out the significance of
common variable, "Folio% Father. ",,

Nr.

0-1

I

-905-
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Table 16b:

. Stage I .

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

AUSTIN MEXICAN-AMERICAN - 14 Year Olds CRITERION: Reading Achievement

PrediCtor
Variables:

-C(SAI)160= Does- not show defensive responding

-OVAL 13 Values Associates; doesn't value Inte'lectual Stimulation
or Variety

_-OVAL 15 = Values Success; doesn'tvalue Surroundings (or, Following
Father's occupation)*

OVAL 14 = (Values Following Father's occupation)*;,doesn't value
°Esthetics
Occupational Aspiration-OCC ASP

ED ASP Educational Aspiration

RAVEN =. Raven Progressive Matrices

BRS. = Behavior Rating Scales

I,
* "Following Father" is probabitbest ignored, since it has opposite'

signs in, these two 'cases, and only a weaker, secondary component
of the factor in. each case.

** Factors which predict negatively are described in terms of the
behavior this indicates. The same factor may be. described itr
opposite terms when, in some other analysis, it has a positive
predictive value.

7:06-
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Table 18a.

Stage I

iEGUSSION ANALYSIS

AUSTIN MEXICAN-AMERICAN - 14 Year Olds CRITERION: Math Achievement

Predictor
Variables: F p

-C(SAI)18 8.03 ,006

-OVAL 13 6.68 .011

0CC ASP 17.76 .001

RAVEN 5.39 .023
1

BRS 2.05
. .156(NS)

tip

Additional Explanatory Variables:

ED ASP

pr

Multi le R
2

R
2
Change

.29 .08 .08

.38 115 .06

.54 .29 .14

.58 .33 ':04

f

.31 .004
4

-907-
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Table 18b.

Stage i

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

AUSTIN MEXICAN - AMERICAN - 14 Year Olds CRITERION: Math Achievement

Predicti;r

Variables:

-C(SAI)18* = Doe of show defensive responding

-OVAL 13 = Value ASsociates; doesn't value Intellectual Stimu-
lation Variety

OCC ASP = Occupational AlDirations

RAVEN = Raven Progressive Matrices

BRS = Behavior Rating Scales

Additional Explanatory Variables:

ED ASP = Educational Aspirations

.
I

* a
to

= Factors whichepredict negatively are described interms of the
betovior third indicates. The same ..factor may be described in
opposite terms when, in some other analysis, it has a positive
predictive value.

A
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Table 20a.

Stage I

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

AUSTIN MEXfCAN-AMERICAN -.14 Year Olds CRITERION: Grade Point Average

Predictor
,Variables: F

v-
p Multiple R R

2
R
2
Change

C(SC)7 8.26 ' .005 :29 .08 .08 '

NOCC ASP 4.53 .036 .36 .13 .04

RAVEN .10.04 .002 .47 .22 -.09

BRS '37.70 .001 .67 .45 .24

Additional Explanatory Variables:
YIP

pr

ED ASP .23 .029

-909-
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Table 20b.

Stage I

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS
4

AUSTIN MEXICAN-AMERIbal - 14 Year Olds CRITERION Grade Pdint Average

prediCtor
Variables:

c(sc)7 Positive attitudes toward Authority and Interpersonal Relation
I ck ...positive Affect toward Authority; copes with Intqr-

sonal Relations via Engagement.
Occupational Aspirations

RAVEN = Raven Progregsive Matrices

BRS = Behavior Rating Scales

Additional Explanatory Variables:

Aw
ED ASP = Educational Aspirations

it

1

-910-
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,Table 22

PERCENT OPhVARIANCE EXPLAINED

sidISIIN MEXICAN -AMERI 14'Year Olds -- Stage I

,
.

lb.
0
0 Reading A evement Math,Achievemenp GPA'

. .
,

Aptitude {unique). .

. 4 t .

Coping/Motivation cunique) .

l '''. ... ... .

...., ie
1 . V

Toral

4%

23%
.

38.%
110.0*

4%

18%.

33%

9%

9%
.

s

Table 23

alb

CORRELATIONS AMONG THE CRITERIA

ItSTIN MEXICAN-AMERICAN 14 Yetr Olds -- Stage I
. -

ReadinrAchsevenent Math Achievement CPA-
J

Readinjr.

" Math

're
' GPA

.

.61

4 ,.112.
:06.111'

0Ah

1

a

X

4' /
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4 JAPAN,- 10 YEAR OLDS -- RESULTS1Mb DISCUSSION

This section provides a detailed picture,of the coping patterns
associated with achievement in Japanese 10 year old students frorft the
1965 (Stagel.i) and 1968 (Stage III) samples. The first, results
presented dre,the factor analyses of the coping/motivational instru,
meets: Sentence Cozpletion, Occupational Values, and the Soeial
Attitudes Inventory. The factor comparisbn findings are tken
present6d, indicating the degree of correspondence betIZTeen the two

' samples of Japanese student's. Sex and socioeconomic status dif-
ferences are described next. Finally, the findings from the
regression analyses are presepted, showing the specific factors that
prediCted and explained achievement for these students. .-

FACTOR ANALYSES

'VIP ,

..' , Sentence Completion 4-

:
.

.

it Factor analyses, of the SentAce Completion variables for both,
Stages fend III resulted in ten factors which accounted,for a

, .

substantial percentage of the respective variances. These variable
. grouped primarily according to behavior areas, e.g., aggression

Variables loading on one factogh"authortity variables on another.
The Stage I analysii appears in Table 1. There were three general

Zfactors, corresponding to coping with aggression, anxiety, and task

11IL

. achievement.- All included neutral, not negative affect in responding)
to the problem. Al-so, there were two factorb each for authority and
interpersonal relations, one containing stance: engageMent and woping,
effectiveness and the'other containing coping effecti,iness'and the .I,,

effect variables. 'Unit weights were constructed. for each factorusing.
A those variables having a factor lb.ading > .40.. For exathple, factor 1

consisted of all five variables dealing with coping with-anxiety.
Factors 8.10 also tended to have variable loadings grouped according
to sqb-aspects of ehe behavioral areas. The Stage IIIfactor analysis '

(Tette 2.) yielded the same pattern, with fivemajor factors corretpand--
ing to each of the respective behavioral, areas. ali

a V

As these factors appeared to be yielding similar results, 4
'____Ammelparimmolial_the first_ --f-i3:re,--feeters -was-tftede-;-(see- -Table-33. Thetle--

factors were highly similar, with respect percentages of cOmmom
variables across stages bf 100%, 100%, 80%, 601,'and 75%. Some of '

the variables which did,npt load higher 'then '.40 on both stages still
showed similaditection. While the program RELIN could not be used,
due to slightly different numbers of variables in the two stages,
these five factors were considered "identical," andadndicated a stable
Japanese const,tuCt System at age 10,- that define coping skills in each
of the five areas: separately: '

-

.
-912-
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Occupational Valued

Factor analyses of tfie Occupational Glues variables yielded
six factors in both Stages I and IfI. Once again, variables having,

_a factor loading > .40 were used to construct a unit weighted score
for each factor (see analyses in, Tables /rand 5).

A comparison of the Occupational Values factors, according to
the RELW factor comparison method, is represented in Tabl.e.6, It

can.be seen that only one of the six factors was ."similar," having
a cosine of .8 or better (interpreted similar to a correlation
coeff4kient). Table 7 depicts the,item comparison of this one factor
acroswthe,two stages. The results of this comparison indicated very
little similarity in value constructs across time for Japanese 10
year old students-.

4, Ilk

Social Attitudes Inventory

. .

The factor analysis of-eh-e-SuOal Attitudes Inventory (SAI)for
Stage T is illustrated in Tablj4. lhis-wis a%self:report.measurecii4
coping effectiveness. Two face:Ors e4ergcd: Positive coping and in-

or defensive responding^

. ,

'In Stage III, tWe-SAT was an eritirtiy-difTereffr-qustIonnaTre-.
The factor analysis is shown in Table 10, and one factor emerged. This

factor described effective coping across all five behavioral areas.
,

. °
SUMMARY OF FACTOR COMPARISONS ACROSS SAMPLES (

..

The summary of the comparison of all factors from the first add.
second samples is presented in Table 11. The comparison was made for
the Sentence CompletiOn and Occupational Valties'lnstruments, which
Were Administered to bOth samples..e(The SAI was re-designed for the
second sample.)' Table 11 is designed to show the general comparability

4kouf.the factor structures across the two samples. If a factor in one
74mple'had no corresponding factor in therother sample, the factor

0 retained its original designaWon. For example, the Sentdnge Completion
factor C(SC)6 of Stage I had no'comparable factor in the second stage.

.If, h6wever, a factor did have a comparable factor in the her sample,
At_rpreived a-new 441-ignakion-

411,

4,

The comparison of the Sentence Completion factors was made on the
. 'basis of their fiCtor'content, as destribed earlier. The first five

factors were ext,remely similar and were referred to as "identical"
factors. ,These factors received.the Roman numeral designation indicated
in,Table'll. 111 J

,

.

.

: 4 . .

- --The'Oceup ational Values instrumentsweee compared with the RE .ATt *
factor claiison method. One of these factors was tallid("similar"
(RELATE v tie of-480 to .90) and received an alphabetic designation.
For example, similar facqor "A" consisted of original fheiors OVAL 16 0*-
in StagAir.asd OVAL /15 in Stage III. e' factors unique to either.,

\..f,
sample are ated.after the,"co,Non" raptors its Table 11. . 1

kilr' '
-913-
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In the Japanese 10_ year old sample, the first five Sentence
Complet' n factors were identical across stages., There were no
"' entical" factors in the Occupational Values compari.soll, only
one of the six factors was similar (> .80). 'ttalile the Sentence
Completion factors were quite similar the values.pattern has shifted

If

ramatically in the Japanese 10 year old sample.
.,..-...,

EX DIFFERENCES

Stage I sex differences are listed in Table 12. Thirty-eight
percent of the-fa \tors showed sex differences. Females coped with
authority better than.males. On'Occupational Values there were
many differences. Males valued independence and management rather
than surroundings more than females. Females more thaA males prefer-,
red surroundings and associates rather than creativity. Valuing
altruism rather than prestige, success or economic returns was'
preferred More by the gir4. Th'boys placed more value on security
rather than esthetics that_girls- Males morP_than---fernaler.,.-ene-ght---t--o

ollow their father's occupation.r Males,repoTted,MoreAefensiye
behavior.

In Stage III, twenty-three percent of the factors had differences
due to sex. Females coped better with interpersonal 'relations tan
males. Girls also had more depressive; affect toward interpersonal
relations and authrot.iy. In values, Males differed from females in
valuing independence, management anJ economic returns more than
esthetics. Males preferred reativity rather tha self - satisfaction
more than females:

'Thpre were no consistent sex differences across the two samples,
indicating a highly variable set of differences due to sex in the
Japanese 10 year old population.

SES DIFFERENCES

Stage I results of socioeconomic differences appear in Table 14.
Middle-class students coped with aggifssion bettert,ban lower-class

N 4
0. effectiVely and had mo e_p ive attitude toward task achidvement.

.students. The middle-cl s children also dealt with authority more

_

than lower-class children. On Occupational Values,'middle-class
students placed more value on self-satisfaction, intellectual stimu-
lation and variety than management or economic returns. Lower-class
children preferred security over esthetics.more than middle-class

t

O

students.

In Stage Iu (Table 15), twenty-wine percent of the factors
showed socioeconomic status ditferedtes. Lower-class students coped
better vdAlk aggression whereas middle-class. stuAents handled task

L
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achievement problems more successfully. On values, lower class 're-
ferred security and surroundings more tl. .iddle-class children.
Middle-class students placed value onin.e.-ndence and self-satise-
faction rater than following father's occupation moriethan
class students. There were no consistent differences, across samples
due to socioeconomic Status. Coping and value patterns. associated
with SES werelighly variable.

111.,

SUMMARY OF REGRESSION ANALYSES

Reading Achievement

Predictors of reading achievement in Stage I appear in Tables
16a and 16b. Good readers coped well With authority and did not

. respond defensively. They did not, on ,t. other hand, ipdependently
confront omen ge themselves when faced with achievement tasks.
They did deal wi interpersonal relations effectively. Valuing
self-satistaction, intellectual stimulation and variety rather than

---.." manageapf or economic returns was characteristic of students with
hi4Wre4ding scores. They_aiso preferred not to follow their

Alpither's occupation. These students valued altruism rather than success,
'prestige or economic returns. They had high educational aspirations,
and high aptitude scores. Their peers rated them as.good copers._
Additional correlates of readingachievement were high occupational
aspirations and positive attitudes tow4ard.taskachievement. Valuing
independence and management, rather 'than surroundings, was also
correlated with reading achievement.

The predictors in Stage III of reading achievement are presented
in Tables'17a and 17,b. These students reported good coping with all
pf the problem area's. They valued independence and satisfaction
rather than following their father's occupation. Good readers also
valued intellectual stimulation and variety rather than success, prestige
or economic returns. 'They did not care so much about security%or
surroundings. Aptitude and educational aspirations predicted reading
achievemeht.'scores, as did peer ratings of their academic,cOping skill.
Other correlates of readinglmndluded high occupational, aspirations, and
valuing creativity rather than self-satisfaction.

-Cktnalstent predictors actls both samples included not Wishing to
follow father"s occupation, tind having high educational aspirations;
Peer ratings and aptitude we le also Viable predictors of,gopd
reading achievement. Occupational aspirations were correlated with
reading in both sam es.

Math Achievement

'Predictors of math achievement for Stage I appear inTables,18a
and 18b. Good students of math had positive attitudes toward task

' achievement and, coped well wh aggression and authority.' These

`%-
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studentlivalued altruism rather sthani success, prestige or economic
returns. They did not wish to pursue the same occupation as their
fathers; and they valued esthetics rather han.security. Students
who received high math'scores also prefer d self-satisfaction:
intellectual stimulation and variety rath thari management or
economic returns. Educational aspirations and-aptitude were further
predictors of math. Peers rated these students as good copers.
Another correlate of mathachievement was the ability to cope with
interpefsonal relations with neutral, not negative affect.

In the Stage III sample (Tables 19a and 19h), students with
good math scores reported coping effectively With all problems.
These students valued independence and self-satisfaction rather than
pursuing their father's occupation. Likewise, they preferred
intellectual stimulation and variety to success, prestige apd
economic returns._ Educational aspirations and aptitude prpicted
math scores. Peers rated these studentt as good - copers. ValUint

_ Ande'pendenremanagement and ecomomic returns father titan--es-esthetics
.0was also corre ted With math scores.

Comparing across-samples, not wishing td.follow father's career
was. predictive in b'oti samples. Aptitude, and educational aspira-
tions were also consistently- related to math achievement, as Were
peer coping ratings.

Gradb Point Average

Predictors of GPA in Stage I appear in Tibles 20a and 20b.
Students who achieved high grades had .positive attitudes toward task
achievemerit.' They copeS well with authority and interpersonal
relations, and reported little defensive behavior. They did not wish
to pursue their father's .occupation and preferred altruism4a success,
prestige br economic returns. These students also valued esthetics
rather than security. 15004 aptitude and educational aspirations were
predictors, and peers rated these students as good copers. Additional
.correlates of GPA included coping with aggression, and coping wit??
authority with a neutral, not negative affect, Positive-altitudes
toward authority and toward interpersonal relations (though with a -
lack of positive,affectabout_interpeTscinal issues) were .correlaOad
wit- h GPA. Finflly, occupational_aspirationsand valuing self-saitis-

__Lfaction, intellectual stimulation and variety4rather than management
or economic returns, were positively correlated with teacher grades.

In Stage III, the predictors of GPAivere as follows.(Tables 21a
and 21b). Those students'who reported coping effectively achieved
high grades: Further, those students with depressive affect about,.
interpersonal problems and about authority received high grades. 4'

These 'students valued intellectual stimulation and .variety rather than
success, prestige or economic returns. They also, valued independence
and self-satisfaction rather than'f011owing father's occupation.
High aptitude scores, educational aspirations,And peer coping ratings
also predicted grades positively.

IP
r
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Lisialat..21istors across bothaainple.,%..._that related to GPA
included not desiring to follow father's occupation,_ high educa-
tional aspirations, high aptitude, and good coping ratings from peers.

PERCENTAGE OF VARIANCE

In orderio assess the practical usefulness,of these measures,
for possible educational use, it is important to consider the percent
of variance accounted for by aptitude and coping/motivation,variables,
both Lniqdely and together, in accounting for success on the criterion
measures. To assess the unique contribdtion,af aptitude, this
variable was entered into the regression equation following the coping/
motivation variables. Alternatively, to assess-the unique contribu-
tion of the coping/mOtiv'ation variables, aptitude was entered folloi'wed
by the coping/motivational variablts. The unique variance of both
aptitude and coping /motivation variables was thatkcrement of variance
.obtaiiked beyond that accounted for by other'varial9oks. The results
of these analyses are listed in Table 22.

In the first sample, Aptitude uniquely accounted for 9.0% of
reading, 9.6% of math and 5.7% of GPA. Ae unique amount accounted
for by coping/motivation was 17'.1%, 10.5% and 15.2% for reading; math
and GPA, respectively. the total percentage explained by aptitude. .

combined, ranged from -281 to 33% of the variance.

In the second sample, aptitude uniquely accounted for 9.8%, 12.3%,
and 8.9% of the reading, math, and GPA variance, respectively. The
coping/motivation variables uniquely accounted for 14.1% of reading,
9.8% bf math, and 10.9% of CPA. The total variancd attributable to
aptitude and coping/motivation, combined, Igain ranged from 28% to 33%.
The results 10* both'samples showed that these characteristics had
substantial power tot explain school achievement.

-917-
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Table 1

STAGE I

SENTENCE COMPLETION

Loadings
Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor FaCto

2 3 4JAPAN - 10 Year Olds 1

Item.

34 Attitude - AUthority -.001

40 Att. - Interpersonal .059
. Relations

41 Att. - Task Achievemap.t.. -.135

43 gression - Stance .050

44 Aggression - Engagement .031

45 Aggression - tCoping Eff. .049

46 Aggression -.Sek:Affect -.031

. 47 Aggression - Pos. Affect .032&

48 "Authority - Stance .063.

49 Authoi-ity - Engagement

50 Authority - Coping Eff. \.064

51 Authority - Neg. Affect -.072

52 _Authority - Neutral Aff. .055k

53 Authority Pos. Affect .038

54 Anxi&ty - Stance 944*
'55 Anxiety - Engagement .810*

56 Anxiety - Coping Eff. .834*

57 Anxiety - Neg.- Affect

50 Anxiety - Neutral Aff..

.005 .152 -.011

.063 -.003 .029

.060 .177 .ior

.935* .025 # .005

6

.9

-. 866f-

-.866*

.087

.139 ,

-.137

.119

.035

.021

.005

.002

-.948* -,083

'.019 -.016.

.040 .045

-7031 -7084

.031 *84

.073 Ap9

-.:027

.077 .082

-.066 -.152

.054 .149

.026 7.005'

.091 .013

.059 -.002

.056 .079

-.017 -.011'

.948* .083 .017

5, 6 7 8 9

.220,-'",072 .167 " .117'-.3.049

.054_7.027 -.060 :103 -.077

.269 .049. .042 .418* -.009
2

.065 -.005 .047 .079 -.017

.021 -.105 .2 .104 -.024

.056 .037 .D22 ,027 -.011

-.161 .040 .105 T:019

.0201 i'.161 ,I.040 -.105 . .014

.434* .236 .078' .100 -.037

054 047 -403 7150

.804* .412* .042' .088 -.008

-.311 -.869* .015 -.028 -.011

.027 .964* -.008 .0Q4 -.0Q5

.734* -.328. -.01? .061 .043

.046 .004 -.033' .027 .001'

-.036 -.08f .026 -.011 ',1..010

.087 .080 -.033 .054 .022

-.036. -.059. -.013 .019 -.019

.036 .059 .oil .019

10

.577

: .700

,.269

.017

:041

17.015

.023

.023

'.211

.0.8

.097

.001

- ..044

-.1.22

.020

%080

-.063

, .018

-.015
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Item
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STAGE I.

SENTENCE COMPLETION

0 Loqdings
Factot Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Facto

59 InterpersonakRelations
Stance

60 IPR l'Engagement

.61 IPR - C9ping Eff.

62 IPR.- Negative Affect

63''IPR- Neutral Affecs0 .

64 IPA - Positive Affect

65 TdWit'Achieyement:- Stance

66' Task Ach. - Engagement

67 Task Ach. - Coping Eff.

68 Task Ach. - Net._AffeCt

69 ask Ach. -,Neutral

70 Task Ach. - 4Pos. Affect

2

.001 .052

-.013 -.0,J.6

.000 .109.

-.066 -.063

. 058 .06b

. 081 -.035

.068 .005

.016) - 25

. 053 .118

-.12 -,068

:127 .069

-.022 -.008

I

3 -4

.058 .104 ,-.063 .025 .785* .026 .081

.03$ .113 .091 -.047 .832* -.035 -.106 .088

.110 .811* .132 .058 ,3** -.010 .004 .086

-.095 -.969* -.049 -:116 -.011 -.012 -.007 .016

.097 .969* '.040 .118 .010 -.008 .023 .035

-.025 -.040 .092 -.020 .010 .233 -.169 -.563

1.556* -.006 .042 -.000 .054 .048" .755* .059

.053 .030 -.075 .000 -.051 -.052 .906* -423

.766* .0317...091 -.000 .107 .212 .3681..100

_71,921* .138 -.063 - 069 -- -.412;----;45 .002 -.044

.885* .155 .081 1060 '.024 -.331 .000 .059

-.005 -.045 -.039 .011 -.024 .910* -.00-7 -.033

9

* These variables had ji factor,loading of .40 or better and'were used to construct a unit(eighte
score .for each'factOT. S,ee text for further explanation.
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AP
JAPA.'t - 10 Year Olds

y56,

Table 2

'STAGE III

SENTENCE COMPLETION

Loadings
AFactor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor

1 . 2 3 4 5 6 7. 8 9 10

Item .

64 Taal, Achievement-Attitde .105 .134 .164 114 .318
65 T.A,'- .Stance '/1-778. .254 .054 .870* .145

66 T.A. - Engagement

67 T.A. -.Aid/Advice

6.8 T.A. ,A Coping Effect

T.A. - Hostile Affect

Depressive Aff.

71 T.A.'- Neutral Aff.

.100 -.,057 .852* .087

. .091 .175. - .085 '.830* .139 ,

.204 .193 .058' .770* .202

_-.113.3__=,190 -.270 -.104

-.116 -.083 -.765* .014'

.153 .144 .194 .822* .060

:075 .177

.068 .069

-.005 -.031

.029 .016

. 140 .120

-.106 -.004

-.035 .002

.091 ,..010

. 013 .055

-.022

72 T.A. - Positive Aff. .105 .220 7.066 -.257 -.040

73 Interpersonal Relations -.112 -.051 %095 .119 .144
Attitude

74 I:R. Stance

15 I.R. Engagement

76 I.R. -, Aid/Advice
.

77.i.R. - Coping Effect

78 I.R. - Hostile Affect

.383 .200 .454*

-.012 -.034 -.056/').

.007 .028 .126

.039 .063 .126

.237, .062 -.116

-.571* -7025- .460k'

.361 4.33 -.161

.045 -fi21 -.235

.092 .005 .465*

39 .023

.041 .850* .127 .144. .113 -.009 -.087

.121 .913* .089. :L31 .090 :027 -.065

.08944.35

.08, .077

.038 -.171

:121 ..128

.099 .094

.000 :000 -.00d

911* .095

903* .138

655* n.242

.134

.276

-.303 .-

79 I.R. - Depressive Aff.44 -.169 -.179 .046 '-.051 .-

80 /A. - Neutral Aff. .013 .713* .204. .313

81 I.A. = Positive Aff. ..000 .000 -.000 -.000 -

-.061

.083.

-.171

005

.159

-.008 -.171 -.031

-.065 w .021 '.035

-.069 .013 '.047

,087 .-.1296 -.064

-.173 -. 9 .087

-.019 .719* 4072

.173 -.103 -.044

-.000. .000 -.000 4"



Table 2 (continued)

STAGE III

SENTENCE COMPLETION

Loadings
Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor FaCtor Factbr Factor Factor

1 . 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Item

82 Authority Attitude .267 .16$ .234 .203 .183 .064 .448* -.017 .245 -7.028

83 Auth. - Stance .153 .039 .056 .212 .753* .298 .084 .091 .046 -.043

84 Auth. - Engagement .026 .167 .019 .09 .882* -.037 -.007 -.052 -.151 -.022

85 Auth. - Aid/Advice .089 .152 .037 .138 .900* -.004 -.033 .006 -.068 .015

86 Auth. - Coping Eff. .081 .142 .113 .244 .762* .413* .142 .018 .033 -.084

87 Auth. - Hostile Aff, .009 -.202 -.123 -.141 -.198 -.802* -.068 .071 -.198 .107

88 Auth. - Depress. Aff. -.133 :043 .073 -.186 7.181 -.279 73 -.035 ,.402* -.275

89. Auth. - Neutral Aff. .060 .158 ''.073 .221 .270 .859* 30 -.046 -.029 .046

90 Auth. - Positive Aff. '.000 %000 -.000 -.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 -.000 .-.000

91 Anxieth - Attitude .046 --,.159 .065 -,070 .23$ .004- , .022 -.011 .470*

Stare- .806* '003 -.022 -.036 -.177; .293 :070

93 Agx. - Engagement .826* -103 -.026 .187 .096 -.134 .027.. ,-.116.

94 Aix. - Aid/Advice .817* .028 -.015 .190 .07,3 -.135 '.003 -.127 .245 -.018

95 Anx. - Coping Eff. .912* .039 .017 .172 .057 .030. '.163 '-.036 -.106 -.023

96 Anx. - Hostile Aff.'* -.410* -.088 .005 '-.090 .012 .024, -.552* .153 .015 -.057

97 Anx. - Depressive Aff. -.745* -.033 -.079 -.025 .081 -.145 .188 -.223 .249 .006

98 Anil. - Neutral Aff. .859* .053 .096 .095 .002 .149 .185 -:0898 -.207 -.035

99 Anx. - POsitive Aff. -.030 .085 -.114 -.085 -.031 -.147, -.133- .60*, -.034 .225
13

N,
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Table 2 (continued)

JAPAN - 10 Year Olds

Item

100 Aggression - Stance

101 Agg. Engagement

102 Agg. - Aid/Advice

103 Agg. - Coping Effect

104 Agg. - Hostile Aff.

105 Agg: - Depressive *ff.

Agfkt-14eutral-Af* y

07 Agg'. - Positive A f.

1

C

STAGE III

S'E'NTENCE COMPtETTON

Loadings
Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor

1
*

2 3 4 5 6- 7- 8 9 10

.

.4

-.018 .058 .518* .058 .089 -.007. -.567* -.137 .171 .018'
-.028 .137 ..863* .022 .036 -.082 -.146 -.08t .060- .038
-.011 .145 .870* .045 .092 -.021 -.146 -.054 .116 .080
.053 440 .911* .107 .067 .091 .093 .043 .005 .029

-.041 -.1 5 -.091* .004 .027 -.083 .7.222 -.052 .146 .062
-429 .031 .139 .039 .014 -.183 iii5 -.070 -.338 -.250
t,,A.7p .111',-,! 44' 7.009 -.031 .12$ .159,. -069 .076 -.06
0 . 0 0 0 0

20
0 0 . 0 0

,

These variables had a factor loading of ..40-nr.better and were used to construct a unit weightedscore for each factor. See test for further explanation. 956



Table 3
;)

ITEM COMPARISON FOR JAPAN 10 YEAR ()IDS - STAGES I AND III - SENITNCE COMPLETION

(Factor Loadings)

I

JAPAN Stage Stage Stage
I III I

1

Factor No. 1 1 2

64 Task Achievement-Attitude

65 TA - Stance

66'TA Engagemenl

*67 TA!- Aid/Advice

68 TA'- Coping Eff.

**69 TA - HoStile Aff.

**70 TA - Depress. Aff.

71 TA - Neutral-_Aff.

--72 ?ositive-Affr.7--

73 IntErpersoniil Rel. - Attitude

74 IPR - Stance

75 IPR - Engagement

*76 IPR - Aid/Advice

77 IPR - toping Eff.'

**78ILPR - Hostile Aff.

**79 PR - Depress. Aff.

80 IPR - Neutral Aff.

.81 'Pk - Positive Aff.

ti

II

Stage Stage
III I-

III 0 Iii V
Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage
III ' I III I III

3 3 4 7 2 5 5

.57 .87

(.055 ,.85

.83

.77 .7`/

-.92, (-.27)

.89 .82

.74 .85

.83 .91

.91

.34 :90

(.01) -.66

(-%18) h
(.01) .71

959 .

9



Table 3

(coned)- ---

Stage
I

III

Stage
III

JAPAN

Ifactoi No.

Stage
I

I

Stage
III

II

Stage
I

Stage

III

1 , 1 2 3 , 3 4

82 Authori ty ,- Attitude

83 Auth. - Stance

84 Auth, - tliigagement

;,

/ -

*85 Auth. -

86 Auth. -

*87 Auth. -

*88 Auth. -

89 Auth.

90 Auth. -

91 Anxiety

92

93 Aetax. t

*94 Aux, -

95 AgN-
9e Anx. -

97 Anx. .-

98 Arlio -

*99 Anx.

Aid/Advice

Coping Eff.

Hostile. Aff.

Depress. Aff.

Neutral Aff.

Positive Aff.

stance .94

Engagement .841,

Aid/Advice

CopingEff.

Hostile Aff. -.95

Depressive Aff.

Neutral Aff. .95 1 .86

Positive Aff.

.81

.83'

.82

.91

1
IV V .--

Stagk Stage Stage Stage ,_...

)
I III I III

4 \ 2 5 5

1'

7

,73 .75'14

.70 .88

.90

.81 .76

4



.Table 3

(continued)

I
JAPAN Stage

I

Stage Stage
III *I.

II III IV V
Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage 'Stage Stige
III' I III I III I III

Factor No 1
;. 2 3 3 4 4 2 5 5

100 Aggression - Stance .94 .52

101'Agg. - Engagement .80 .86

*102 Agg. - Aid/Advice
.87

103 Agg. - Coping Eff. .96 ,.91

**104 Agg. Aff. -.87 -.49

**105 Agg. - Depress. Aff. (.14)

*106 Agg. - NeutraLATf.
.88

,107 Agg. Positive Aff. .87 '

/ :

* '' This variable was only present in, the Stage III instrument.
** - In the Stage I inserwrjr, boIll Hostile and ,Depressive Affect were scored as one variable

.

"Negative Affect."
..-

961



Table 4

STAGE I

I
.

JAPAN - 10 YEAR 'OLDS

Factor
Loading

OlOCUPATION 7ALUES

13 Factor 14
Loading

Factor
Loading

15 Factor. 16
Loading

11 Factor 12
Loading

Factor
Loading

Item .
46.

*

14 'Altruism -.086 , -.252 -,125 .615* ..104 ,280

15 Esthetics -.108 -.086 .086 -.001 -.790* .190

16 ,Independence .025 .808* .096 .057 =.048
...

.079

17
.

Managetent -.561* .424* r.203 .1Q6 .361 .249

18 Success -.368 -.185 7 -.607* .217 .092
. .

19 Self-Satisfaction .713* -.020 .156 -.043 .128" 018
20 Intellectual .620* .058 7.166' .309 .021

Stimulation
.047

21 Creativity .091 -.091.. =.705* .188 ../27 -.126 1'

22 Security .010 -.298 .266 ' .068 .507* .061
1.

23 Prestige , -.128 -.126 -.223 7.727* -,.173 .112
. e

24 Economic Returns -.445* .340 .050 -.446* .209 .028

25 Surroundings*,
.,

26 Associates' :

-.031

-.011

L.401*

.075 .

.474*

.633*

.287

.238

.079

-.273

.228'

-.159

27 Variety . 7 %

.621* .
'.079 -.157 .065 . ..072 .130

'. 28 Follow Father .-.144 -.062 -.072 .023 .135 -.913*
--,

* These variables had a factor leading of..40 or better acid were used to construct a'unit
'weighted score for each factor. See text for further explanation.

4
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Factor 11
Loading

JAPAN - 10 Year Olds

Item
.

14 Altruism :097- -

15 Esthetics .647

16 Independence .127

17 Managtmen,t ' '-.370

.18 Success 7.739*

19 Self-Satisfaction .351

20 Intellectuil .715*
Stimulation 0

21 Creativity- ' . .173

22,Seturity -114

23 grestige -.01*

24 Economic Returni -.494*

25 SurroUndings .078

26 Associates .196

27 Variecy .720* .

28 Follow rather .048

Table 5

STAGE III 4

OCCUPATIONAL VALUES

Factor 12 Factor 13 Factor 14 Factor 15. Factor 16
Loading Loading boading Loading, Load4.ng

.

.133 -.083 .593* -.166 .032

.238 -.849* -.003 .156 -.119

2-1351 .415* .088 '.629* .-.127

-.071 . .561* .121 - .121 -.244

-.221 -.044. .010 -.144 .024

.233 -.052 .199 .402* _.499*

-:166 .009. -.143 .... .016 .1.94

.042 -.061 .187 6.145 .852*

.681* .114 , .190 -.141 ,-.056.,

-.392 -.024. -105

-.236 .481* -.424* 046

.182

.004

.790* -.019 -.175 .074 055

.189 -.194 -.737* -.084 -.082

,-.221 -.112 .012 -.036 .026
_;

-.005 .28-1 .270. -.737* -.211

These variables.had a factor Ipading of .40 or better and were used to construct.a unit weighted
scome for eIch factor. See ;ex for further explanation.
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STAGE I

Factors

Table 6

tr"..

FACTOR COMPARISON FOR JAPAN 10 YEAR OLDS - STAGES I AND III - OCCUPATIONAL VALUES

S T A G ,E I I I

Factor 11. Factor 12 Factor 13. Factor 14 Factor 154 Factor 16

'11 -.754 -.241 -.369"

12.' ..178 -..453 .595

13 -.024 .549 =.094

14 .585 .585 .291

15 -.067 -;,....148 .613

16 -.222 .266 .:-.146

* Similar factors

' t

964

.207 a24 -.424

-.432 .446 -.019

-.615 .040 -.570

.041 .008 -.488

-.571 -.182 . -.489'

.318 .871* -.014

_
4 N
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Table 7

ITEM COMPARISON FOR JAPAN 10 YEAR OLIk - STAGES k AND III - OCCUPATIONAL VALUES
-,(Factor Loadings)

' 1

JAPAN / °

Factor No.

1;
- ,. e

Stage Stage Stage Stage St'age Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage
I III I III I III I III I

dr
III'

16 15

14 Altruism

15 Esthetics

16 Independence (.08) .63

17 Management

18 Success

19 Self- Satisfaction (.02) .40

20 Intellectual Stimulation

'21 Creativity . '

. /

22 Security

23 Prestige.

24 Economic Wurns

25 Surroundings

26 Associates

27 'Variety

28 Follow Father -.91 -.74
. .

k

965 a.

These numbers in.tentheses are the corresponding loading for each country on those variables
that were not.used in the unit utigfiteescores, but 1cad significant13, in one country.



Table .9

STAGE r

SOCIAL ATTITUDES &VENT()

JAPAN - 10 Year Oldi
Loadings

Factor 17 Factor 18

Sub-Scores ,

1 Active Coping * -.223 .773*

2 Passive Coping .273 .764*
r i

5 Active Defensive .697* -.049

4 Passive Defensime * .851* .078

t.

* These variables had a factor loading of .40 or better and were
used to coristruct a unit weighted score for each factdr. See
text for fprther explanation.

10,

, _
-929-,
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Table 10

4
STAGE III

SOCIAL ATTITUDES INVENTORY

JAPAN 10_Year Olds Factor Loading

Sub-Scores Factor 17

37 Task Achievement .641*

38 Authority .703*"

.00 39'Aggression .746*,

40 Interpersonal, Relations .649*.

41 Anxiety A45*

V

r

V

Of

* These yariables had a factor loading of .40 or better and were
used to construct a,unit weightedsc-ore for each factor. See'
text for further explanation.

-930-
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Table 11

.COMPARISON OF FACTORS ACROSS SAMPLES

JAPAN - 10 Year'Olds

COMMON ACTORS ......_

New Factor Factor Stage I StSge III
Designation Abbre- Desig-c Desig-

viation nation nation NAME

1 C(SC) 1* 1* Copes with Anxiety

III C4C) 2 3 Copes with Aggression

C(SC) a 4 Copes with Teak Achievement

IV C(SC) 7 2 Copes with Interpersonal Relations
/

V C(SC) 5 5 Copes with Authority

A OVAL 16 15 Does not value Following Father's occupation; (Values
Independence and Self-Satisfaction.

'
.

11

1

p"'.,UNIQUE FACTORS

A(S) .6 Copes effectively with Authority with neutral, not
negative Affect

C(IC) 4 - Copes effectively with Interpersonal Relations with Neutral
not Negative Affect.

C(SC) 8 . Positive attitude toward Task Achievement .

C(SC) 9 # Copes with Task Achievement vka Stance and Engagement

C(SC) 10 - Positive attitudes toward Authority and Interpersonal
Relation, with a lack of positive Affect toward Inter-
personal Relations ...

C(SC) - 6 Copes with Authority with neutral, not hostile

Affect
C(SC) - I Positive attitude toward Authority; lack of hostile Affect

toward Anxiety; does not cope with Agggession via Stance

C(SC) 8 is not have Hostile Affect toward Task Achievement.
C(SC) 9 Depressive Affects toward Interpersonal Relations and

... AuthorityC(SC5 10 Positive attitude, hostile and positive Affect
toward Task Achievement

'
OVAL 11 Values Self-satisfaction, Intellectua Stimulation, and

Variety; doesn't value Management an Economic
OVAL 12 Values Independence end Managemen oesn't value

Surroundings.
OVAL 13 Values Surroundings and Associates; doesn't value Creativity
OVAL 14 Valuei Altruism; doesn't value Success, Prestige, and

Economic Returns \
OVAL 15. Values Security; doesn't value Esthetics
OVAL 11 Values Intellectual Stimulation and Variety; doesn't value

Success, Prestige, and Economic Returns
OVAL - 12 Values Security and Surroundings

OVAL 13 Values Independence,.Management, and Economic Returns;
doesn't value Esthetics

OVAL 14 Values Altruism; doesn't value Economic Returns and Associates
OVAL 16 Valuta Creativity; doesn't value Self-satisfaction
SAI 17 Shows defensive behavior

SAI 18 Copes effectively

SAI 27 Copes effectively

These numbers appear in the factor Analysis Tables 1, 2, 4, 5
The variables in parentheses only appear in one of. the factors.

-93F-
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Table 12

SIGNIFICANT SEX DIFFERENCES*

JAPAN - 10 Year Olds - STAGE I

C(SC)5 -V

OVAL 12

DVAL' 13

OVAL 14

OVAL 15

OVAL 16-A
n
C(SAI)17

Probability
Level

kl** Copes effectively with Authority via
Stance and Engagement with positive
Affect p'<,019

F< M Values Independence and Management; d
doesn't value Surroundings

F> M Values Surroundings and Associates;
doesn't value Creativity p < .001

F> M Values-Altruism; doesn't value Success,
- Prestige and Economic Returns p < .054

F < M VaIuesSecurity; doesn't value Esthetics p <.001

F <M Follows Father' p < .001

F <M, Self-report of defensive coping p < .001

p < .001

* 7/18 (38%) of the significance tests were significant above chance.
This indicates these results ere not spurious (cf; Godbout, Marston,
Borich, Vaughan, 1977).

-

-** F = Female M = Male

= No comparable instrument in the other sample.

4

-932-
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Table 13

SIGNIFICANT SEX DhTEBENCES*

JAPAN - 10 Year Olds 1- STAGE III
qt,

Probability
Level

C($C)2-IN F > M** Cbpes effectively with Interpersonal
Relations E <.008

C(SC)9 F > M Depressive Affect toward Interpersonal
Relations and AuthOrity- p < .047

F <M Values Independence, Management, and
Economic Returns; doesn't value
Esthetics p .< .016

OVAL 16 . F < M. Values' Creativity; doesn't value Self-
. satisfaction p < .003

' .OVAL 13

4

I

./

* 4/17 (23%) of the significance tests were significant above chance.
This indicates these results were not spurious (cf. Godbout, Marston,
Borich, Vaughan, 1977).

** F = Female M = Male

-933-
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Table 14

SIGNIFICANT4SES DIFFERENCES*

JAPAN - 10 Year Olds - STAGE I

Probability _

Level
C(SC)2-II L < M** Copes effectively with Aggression via

Stance and Engagement with positive,
not negative Affect p,< .051

C(SC)5-V L <M Copes effectively with Authority via
Stance and Engagement With-positive
Affect p.< :012

C(SC)8 L < M Positive attit4e toward Task Achieve-
.ment p < .038

OVAL 11 L <M Values'Self- satisfaction, Intellectual
Stimulatibn, and Variety; doesn't value
Management and Economic Returns. A p < .011.

OVAL 15. L> M Values Security; doesn't value
Esthetics --er<001

* 5/18 (27%) of the signifiCance.tests.were
significant above chance.

This indicates these results were not spurious' (cf. Godbout, Marston,
Borich, Vaughan, 1977).

t* L = Lower 'Class M = Middle Class

= An identical SES difference in both samples (Stages I and.III)
1

-934-
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Table 15

SIGNIFICANT SES DIFFERENCES*

,JAPAN - 10 Year Olds - -STAGE III

.611 Probability
Level

C(SC)3-II L > M** Copes effectively with Aggression P <.009

C(SC)4-III L < M Copes effectively with Tak Achievement Q < .023

. if-

OVAL 12 L > M ValpeS. Security and Surroundings
, p < .001

OVAL 157-A. L <M Values Independence and Self-satisfaction;'
.doesn't value Following Father's
occupation. . , p < .042

OVAL 16 L > M Values Creativity; doesn't value gelf-1
satisfaCtion p < .036

oul

/

* 5/17 (29%) of the significance tests were' significant' above chance.
This -indicates the results were not spurious (cf. Godbout, Marston,
Borich,,Vaughan, 1977).

** L = Lower Class M - Middle Classi
='An identical SES difference in both samples (Stages I and III)

-935-
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I

JAPAN - 10 Year Olds

Pxedictoi-

Vafiabres4

C(SC)5 -V

C

Table. 16a.'

''Stage I-

'REGRESSION ANALYSIS.

f
r .

'CRITERION: Reading Achievement
4 .

P '
p: Mul,ti le.. R

2
R
2
Change

22.13 .01
4

-.24. .06 .06
I

# ;

SAI)17 9.51 .002 . ' :29 ..08 ' '.02
4 , --C(SC 5.58

01-2 .31 .10 -.01

4 -C(SCY7-JV 3.8t . 052 A .33 .11 .01

OVAL"1:1 't 26:37 .001:4, .41 .17 . .66
..

..
s
OVAL 16-A 10.87:, .061 ''. ,,.44 .19' .02. ,

. OVAL 14 .' 6.43 , .012 , .46 * \.21 "V.01
...

AED ASP -14.13- .001 .49 .2'4 .03
e

'

iWEN 47.16 .001 .57 . .33 .09
.

,

i
BRS 53.55

, ..

-.001 , SS ,42 .09

1
:Additional. Explan5tgfry'diriables:

1r p
V P

.C(SC)'8
-.16 .05

.

p
l

...

hOCCASP .13 .011
. _

.:0 ,

,

OVAL 12

44-*

.10 .054

n
= No comparAbleinstrument in the other -Snmple

#,

41. A simnel' predictor acfoss samples . i

- ,

[0

.

= An identical predictor or explanatory factor adross_samples

. -936-
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Table 16b,

Stage I

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS
p. ,

JAPAN - 10 Year -Olds

,Predictqr
Variables:

,c(SC)5M

n
-C(SA1)17*=

- C)SC)9* =

C(SC)7-1V =

OVAL 11

s
OVAL 16-A =

CRITERION: 'Reading AphieVement

a

Copes with Authority.,.

Does not show defensive responding

Does not rover with Task Achievement via Statce'and Engage-
ment

Cope' with Interpersonal'Relations

Values Self-satisfaction, Intellectual Stimulation, And
Variety; doesn't valuc Management anT Economic geturns
Doesn't value Following Father's occupation

OVAL 14 = Values Altruism; doesn't value Success, Prestigeand e,

Economic Returns .

i
ED ASP = Educational. Aspirations-

i
RAVEN

iBRS

= Raven PTogtessive Matrices

= Behavior Rating Scales

Additional i4Explanatbry Variab.

t

I

C(SCY1 0 Positive attitude toward Taik. Achievement

:OCC ASP = Occuational Aspirations
Ab

ilP

OVAL 12_= VAluee Independence and Management; doesn't value Surroundings-

0 No comparable insbrumentin'the other sample.

A'similar predictor across samples

= An identical predictor or explanatory factor across samples

! Factors which predict negatively aredescribed in terms of the
blhavior this Indicates. The same fictor may be de.scribed in
opposfte terms'when, in some other analysis, it has a positive
-1,14dIctiMilpvatue. -937-
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Table 17a.

Stage III

REGRESSMN ANALYSIS'

JAPAN - 10 Year Olds CRITERION: Reading Achievement

Predictor
. Variables: F , p Multiple R R

2
'II

2
Change

n
C(SAI)17 3.96 .05 .14 ,02 .02

s
OVAL 15-A 13.98 .001 .30 .09, .07

OVAL 11 14.02 .001 .39 .15 .06

-OVAL 12 5.32 .02 .42 :17 .02

iED ASP 13.72 .001

i
RAVEN. 26.92 .001

.48

.57

.23

.33

.06'

.10
Q

i
BRS 1; 11.68 ..001 .61 .37 Vtut

Additional Explanatory Vatriables:

Pr. p r

-OVAL 16

iOCC ASP .14 .05

-.27

P ... No comparable instrument in the other sample

.k A simi]ar predictor across samples
i -

= An identical predictor Or explanatory fa(tor across iamplei

-9385- .
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Table 17b.

StagellI

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

JAPAN'- 10 Year Olds

Predictor
Variables:

.)1C(9hI)17,

;re
OVAL 15-A

dVAL 11

-OVAL 12*

iED ASP
o

1RAVEN

I B RS

*' Copes effectively

CRITERION: Readihg Achievement

f

Values Independenoe.and Satisfaction; doesn't'value
Following Father's Occupation-.

Values Intellectual,Stimulation and Variety; doesn't value.'
Success, Prestige:and Economic Returns

= Doesingt value Security and Surroundings

1). '

Edueatiohal Aspiration

Raven. Progressive Matrices

= Behavior Rating Scale.i

°fp

J

Additional Explanatory Var.ia14.ga:

--OVAL 16 = Does not value Creativity; values Self- Satisfaction

OCC ASP = Occupational AaPiration

("N

-n = No cpmparable instrument in the other
s -.

A similar predictor. across siieles
1:
= An identicalprgdtctor or explanatory factor across samples

.. .

= )actors which predict negatively are described in terms of the
behavior this indiCates. The aamafactor.Ny be described in .f...

oppoOite terms when, in ,aome other. ana/ydia, it has a positive/

r'o 439- .4
,

.

.
..
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Table I8a.-

-Stage f

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

JAPAN - 10 Year Olda ° CRITERION:
-
Ma th Achievement

R
2

R
2

Change

Predictor
Variables:

C(SC)8

C($92-.II

C(SC)5-V
4,-

OVAL 14

s
OVAL 16-A

.

-OVAL 15

OVAL 12

dVAL 11

i
JED ASP

iRAVEN

i
BRS

Multiple R

10,09.

,6.07

Z.23

17.54

12.45

\

5.99

3.94

7.84

9.29

47.33 ,

36,68

-.002

.014
.,

.040

.001

' .001

.015

.048 .

/\.005

.002
.

'4.boi

.001

.17 .03

.04

.05

,.10

.13

.14

.15

.17

,19

.29

.36

.03 .

.02

.01

.04

.03

.01

.01

.02

.02

..10

v07,

., 21

.23

32

.36

. .38

.39

.42

.44

.54

.60

.

-

Additional Bxplanatory Variables:

pr

C(SC)4

= A similar predictOr across samples

r P

.13 v.05

= An identical predictor or explanat4P factor across Sample;

16,

-940- .
4
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Table 18b.

Stage I

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

JAPAN - 10 Year Olds

4

4

CRITERION: Math Achievement*

Predictor
Variables:

'c(SC)8 =

'C(SC)2 -II -

'C(SC)5 -V

OVAL 14

s
OVAL 16-A

-OVAL 15* =

i
. ED ASP

Positive Attitude toward Task Achievement

Copes with Aggression

Copes with fAuthority

Values Altruism; doesn't value Success, Prestige, and
Economic Returns.
Does not value Following Father's Occupation

Values Esthetics1 doesn't value Security

pendence.and Malpgement; doe4't valueOVAL 12 = Values Ind
Surroundin s.

OVAL 11 =*Values.Sel at4sfaction, Intellectufl Stimulation, and
-

Variety; doesn't value Management and Economic Returns.
= Educational Aspirations

1RAVEN = Raven Progressive Mat'rices

. iBRS ='Behavior Rating'Scale

Additional Explanatory Variables:

.

444

C(SC)4 Copes. effectively with'Interpersona elations with
Neutral not Negative Affect.

_
-16 A similar predictor across samples
i
1 An identical'predictet or explanatoly.faetor across samples

Factors which predict negatively are described in terms of the
behavior this indicates. The same factor may.be described in
opposite terms when,,insome othei analysis, it has a positive
predictive value.

t
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Table 19a.

Stage III

REGRESSION ANALYSIS
4

JAPAN'- 10 Year Olds CRITERION: Math Achievement'

Predictor
Variables,: F p. Multiple R ,F

?
. R

2
Change

n
C(SAI)17

s
OVAk 15-A

4.%
OVAL 11.

i
Ep ASP

i
RAVEN

i
BRS

5.86 .02

7.19 .008 J

4.48 .04

%2.15 .001

32.99 .001

.. 17.28 .001)

'Additional ExplanAtory Variables:

pr

.1J. .03 .03

.26 .07 .04

....

.30 .Q9 .02

.43 .18 .10

.55 .31 .12

.61 .37 .06

OVAL 13 .14
40K

4

r

= No comparable inst ment in the Other sample

-.1-A similar predicto; across samples
i
= An identical predictor or explanatory factor across samples

e.

-942r
%
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Tible 1§b.

Stage III

DEScRI)pTIOR OF REGRESSION FACTORS

CRITERION: Math AchievementJAPAN - 10 Year Olds

Predictor
Variables:

0'

(SAI)17

sOVAL 15-A

OVAL 11

iED-ASP

iRAVEN

BRS

ICt

INS

.1' Copes. effectively

Values Independence and Self-Satisfaction; doesn(e
value Following Father's Occupation.

a Values Intellectual ktimulation and Variety;-dosn't
value Success, Prestige, and Economic Returns,
Educational Aspirations A

Raven Progressive Matrices

Behavior Rating Scale

r

Additional Explanatory Variables:

OVAL 13 Values Independence, Management,,abd Economic Returns;
doesn't value Esthetics.

n
.a--No comparable instrument in the other sattiple

. * A similar predictor across samples

a-An identical-prqdiaor of explanatory factor acrbasnamplaa



JAPAN - 10 Year Olds

a

Table 20a.

Stage I

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

_ CRITERION:. Grade Point Average

Predictor
Variables: p Multiple R - R2 R2 Change,

C(SC)8 28.51 .001 .27 .), .07 .07

C(SC)5-V 11.48 .001 .32. , .10 .03

C (SC) 7 -IV 5.19 . .023 ,34 .12 .01

-c (SAI ) 11 3.61 .058 .35 .12 .01

s
OVAL 16-A 14.91 .001 .40 .16 .04

OVAL 14 y 9.17 .003 .43 .18 .02

-OVAL 15 _5.22 :023 .44 .19 1 .01

;131,"-
14.99 .001 .48 .23 .03

RAVEN ,27.91 :001 .28 .06

i
BRS 240.92

Additional Explanatory Variables:

.76 .58 .29

a yr. r p

5(SC)2-11

C(SC)6

C(SC)10

OVAL, 11

bCC ASP

A simia predictor across samples

.= An identical predictor or explanatory, factor across samples

r .11 .039

.12- .04

.11' :05

.12 .05

.16 .05

-944-
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Table 20b.
1N,

Stage I

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION. FACTORS

/

JAPAN - 10 Year Olds CRITERION' Grade Point Average
Predictor
Variables:

C(SC)8 = Positive Attitude toward Task Achievement

C(SC)5-V = Copes witqAuihority

C(SC)7-IV= Copes with "Interpersonal Relations

- C(SAI)17 *= Does not report defensive respondidg

s
OVAL 16-A= Does not value Following Father's Occupation

_ OVAL 14 = Valuei. Altruism; doesn't value Success, Prestige, and
Economic Returns

- OVAL 15 = Values Esthetics; doesn't value Security

i
ED ASP = Educational Aspiration

4

RAVEN = Raven Progressive Matrices -

= Behavior Rating ScaleBRS

Additional ExplanatOry Variables:

C(SC)2 -II= Copes with Aggression

or

C(SC)b = Copes effectively with Authority Neutral not gegativel
. Affect

C(SC)10 = PositiVe Attitudes toward Authority and Interpersonal
Relations with a lack of logitiverAffect toward Interpersonal
Relations

OVAL 11 Values Self-Satisfaction, Intellectual Stimulation, apd
Variety; doesn't value Management and'Bconomic Returns.

OCC ASP IT_ Occupational Aspirations -

A similar predictor across samples'.,

1 0 AR identical predictor or explanatory factor Icross samples

Factors which predict negatively are described in terms of the behavior
this indicates. The same factor maybe described in opposite terms
who'll in some other analyiis,U has a positive predictive value.

-945-
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Table 21a.

- Stage ,III

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

/
/

JAPAN - 10 Yeah Olds

, Preditor
Variables: F V Multiple R R

2
R
2

Change

RITERION: Grade Point Average

C(SAI)17 8.01 .005

C(SC)9 5.21 .02

OVAL 11 9.43 .0p2
ft'

OVAL 15-A 4.47 %04

iED ASP 14.46 .001

iRAVEN .22.99 .001

i
BRS

.

38.75 .001

tie

Additional Explanatory Variables:

if

pr

.20

.26

.04

.07

.04

.03'

.33 :11 .04

.361 .13 .02
I . .

'.44 .19 .06

.53 .28 ' .09

.64 .41 ,

,/

.12

p r

= No comparable instrument in the other sample-
,

A similar-predictor across samples

a An.ldentical'predictor or explanatory factor across samples

4- a.
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Table 21b.'

Stage In

TTSCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

JAPAN - 10 Year Olds CRITERION: Grade Point Average

Predictor
'Variables:

n
C(SA1)17

C(SC)9

OVAL 11
- m

s
OVAL 1541A

ifd ASP

iRAVgN

1
BRS

t

= Copes effectively

= Depressive Affect toward Interpersonal Relations and
Authority

= Values Intellectual Stimulation and Variety; doesn't
value Success; Prestige, and Economic Returns.

.

= Values Independence and Self-Satisfaction; doesn't
value Following Filher's Occupation.

= Educational Aspiration

= Raven Progressive Matrices

*.ir

Behavior Rating Scale

Additional Explanatory Var'iabfes:

O

No comparable instrument in the other sample
a
= A similar,preactot across samples

i
w'AO.identical predtaitor or explanatory factor across samples

k
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Table .22

PERCENT OF VARIANCE EXPLAINED'

JAPAN',.-.19-1Year Olds - Stage I

2. Reading Achievement Math Achievement GPA

Aptitude (unique) 9.0% 9.6% 5.7%

Coping/Motivation (unique) 17.1% 10.5% 15.2%

Total . 33:0%- 29.0% ,28.3%
.

JAPAN - 10 Year Olds - Stage III

hilkitude (unique). 12.3% 8.9%

Coping/Motivution(unillue) 14.1% 9.8 10.9%

Total 32.9% 30.7% 28.31

,able 21

CORRELATIONS AMONG TH -CRITERIA

JAPAN - 10 Year Olds - StUge I

Reading Achievement Math.Achievement GPA

Reading

Math .60 .54

GPA .58

JAPAN - 10'Year Olds - Stage III

_LICeading

Pia t h

CPA,-

.63

.61

7-948-
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4

JAPAN YEAR OLDS --, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
I

4

This section provides a detailed picture of the coping patterns
associated with achievement in Japanese 14 year old students from
the 1.965 (Stage I) and 1968 (Stage III).sdmples. The first results
presented are the factor analyses of the coping/motivational instru-
ments: Sentence Completion; Odcupational Values, Views of ;tile,
and the Social Attitudes Intentory. The factor comparison findings
are then presented, indicating the degree of correspondence between
the two samples of Japanese students. Sex and socioeconomic status

c--:,differences are described next. Finally, the findings from the
regression analyses Are presented, showing,the specific factors that
predict and explain achievement for these students.

FACTOR. ANALYSIS

Sentence Completion

Factor analyse§ of the Sentence Completion variables for both
Stages I and III resulted in ten factors which accounted for a sub- .

stantial percentage of the respective variances. '=These variables arla
grbuped primarily according to behavior areas, e.g:, aggression ,

variables loading on one factor, authority variables on another. The
-y.Stage I'analysis appears in. Tablf 1. There' were five general factors,
corresponding to coping with aggression, authority, anxiety, inter-
personal relations, and tasf achievement. Alt included neutral, not
negative affect in responding tothe Problem. Unit weights were con-
structed using those ,Veriables having a facto loading, < .40. For
example, factor I consisted of,all five variable's dealing with coping
with anxiety. Factors 6-10 alab-tended to havt variable' loading
grouped according to sub-aspects Of the behavioral areas. The Stage III
factor analysis (Table 2) yielded the same pattern, 141..th five major
factors corresponding to each of, the respective behaSOloral areas.

,As these factors appeared_to be yielding similar results, a
comparison of the first five factors was made (see Table 3).' These
factors are highly similar, with respective percentages of Abmmon
variables across stage's el00%, 100%, 84%, 60%, and 80%. Some of the
variables which did not load higher than .40 on b9th, stages stillshowed
similar direptibn. While the program RELATE Could not be used, due.to
slightly-different numbers of variables, in the two stages, these five
factors are.cOnsidered"idehttical," and indicate a stable Japanese
construct system at age 14, that defines coping skills in each of the
five areas, separately. .

Occupational* Values -.

lector analyses of the Occupational Values variables yielded six
factors in both Stages I and:M. Once Aiwin, variables having a
factor loading < .40 wire used p) constrbfre.unit weighted icorefor
each factor (see analyses in Tables 4

-949- 4
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':A comparison of the Occupational Values4factors, according to
' the RELATE faetor comparison method,is represepted'in Table 6. It Of

can be seen that four'ofithe silt factors are "similar," having a
cesinloof .8 or better (interpreted similar to a correlation coef-
ficient). Table 7 depict's the item.comparisonoOf these four factorsso.

across theiwo sAges. the results of this comparison indicate Much
osimi1arity(in constructs across time for Japanese 14 year old students.

Views, of Life

The Views of Life instrument was used only in Stage III. The
factor analysis of these variables yie1ded eight factors, depicted in
Table 8% ;

Social Attitudes Inventory

The factor analysis of the SocialAttirlides Inventory (SAI) for
Stage" I is illustrated in Table 9. Tills was a self-report measure of
coping effectiveness. Two factors emerged: ineffective or defensive
responding, and'positive coping. Ouriously, the variable of passive
coping, though chiefly a positive measure, also correlated somewhat
with thA defensive variables, indicatling that sibme of the students who 4
reported ineffective or defensive responding also report d some effective
ness in coping passively -- a combination that did' not oi: Cur in other
countries.

In Stage II, the SAT was an entirely differenC uestionnaire. The
factor analysis isugkown'in Table 10. One factor' emerged. This factor .

describes effectivelibping across all five'behavioral,areas..

o SUMMARY OF FACTOR COMPARISONS MOSS SAMPLES

The summary of the comparison of all factors from the first and,
second samples is'presented in Table 11. The comparison was made for
the Sentence Completion dhd Occupatidnal Values instruments, whin were
administered to both samples. (The SAI 'was re-designed forthe second
sample.) Table 11 is designed to shove geuerhl comparability of the

.:factor structures across the two iamples.----3f a factor in one sample -
.0.,

had no corresponding factor .n the other sample, the factor
s original designation, or example, the Sentence CompletIonbactor

C(SC)6 of Stage I had no comparable factor in the second stage.- If,
however, a factor did have a comp'arable factor in ttk other sample, it

' received a newdesignat.ion..

ft
4

-Tge: comparison of the SentenCe Completion factors was made on the
basIs of .their factor. content,. as described earlier. The first five
factors.were extremely similar an e referred to'as "identical"
fictors.__TheiLe factoy received.t eAtoilan numgral designation indicated

- .in Table

'-950-
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The Occupational Values instruments were compared with the RELATE
factor comparipon method. Four of these factors were called "similar"
(RELATE velum of .80 to .10), and they received an alphabetic designa-
tion. For example, similar factor "A" consisted of original fa rs
OVAL 11 in both samples.

!

-.The lactOrs unique to either sample are listed after the "common"
.,"factors in Table 11.

414110

In the Japanese 14,Y ear old sample, the first five Sentence Com-
pletion factors were idhhtical across stage. While there were no
"identical" factor's in 'the-Occupational Values comparison, four of the
six factors were similar ( < .80). The similarity of the factor
Structures in. the two samples indicated that the coping and motivation
patterns represented by these factors remained stable across time in
the Japanese 14 year old student population. 0

.

SEX DIFFERENCES

Stage I sex differences are listed in Table 12. Males tended to
regett themselves as coping more effectively with anxiety. Males also
placed greater value4Oh success, prestige, economic returns, creativity,
variety, and following father's occupation. Females placed greater
valor on altruism, self-satisfaction, intellectUal stimulation; security,
and "surroundings. Generally, males appeared to be more concerned with
the rewards of work, while females placed greater value on intrinsic
satisfaction and security.

In Stage III (Table 13), her were many sex differences. Females
tenddlito report themselves as coping more effectively with anxiety.
Males expressed more hostile, but 'not depressive affect toward inter-
personal relations, without depressive affect toward anxiety. Females
reported greater belief in self-control of environment and academics,
but with less self-esteem. They tended to value work for its own sake,
and independent action; and they preferred immediate action more than
did'males. Females also placed greater value on self-satisfaction,
intellectual stimulation, surroundings, associates, and security. Males
placed more value on management, success, prestige, economic returns,
independence, and creativity. Again, males appeared to be more concerned
with long -range returns,-status, and independence.

There were two factoKs which Showed sex differences, across both
stages. Identical factor C(SC)I, a Sentence Completion factor having
to do.witH oping with anxiety; showed sex differences in both stages,
but in oppqsite directions (not a stable Japanese sex difference,
apparently). Similar factor OVAL A showed that, across both stages,
females placed greatei value on such things as self-satisfactigp and
intellectual stimulation, while males valued success, prestige,\and
economic returns. Again, this suggests that females are mOretbaderned
with intrinsic work satisfactions while mallk show greater concern with
rewards of public status and material success.

- -951-
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,SES DIFFERENCES

Stage I social class differences Axe listed In Table 14. As only
three out of eighteen tests were significant, these could be due to
chance. Middle-class students tended to report themselves as coping
more effectively than lower-class students in the areas of aggression
and interpersonal relations. The middle class also placed greater value
on creativity and variety, while the lower class valued prestige and

`surroundings more highly,:

;11 Stage III (Tab-le 15), four of twenty-five factors showed social
class differences. On-the Views of Life instrument the lower class
expressed greater preference for Practical action, rather than reflective
thought. In addition, the lower clasa expressed a greater preference'
for competition than did the middle class. Other SES differences
indicated that the middle-class students placed more value on following
father's occupationand valued creativity more highly. Lower-class
students placed higher value on prestige, esthetics, and security than
.did the middle class.

There were no SES differences common to both stages, indicating no
consistent pattern of social class difference that was stable across
time in the two samples of 14 yearipld Japanese students,

SUMMARY OF GREGRESSION ANALYSES

Reading Achievement

Predictors of reading achievemen for Stage I are listed in Tables
16a and 16b. Good readers tended' to cope Fell with

11
blems of task

achievement and aggression. (The apparentcontradiC between C(SC)5
and C(SC)94mas the result of net suppressiot.) To in erpret these two
factors, one must consider their effects on each other. The simple
correlations-indicated that both variables were positively related to
reading achievement; however, the two variables also shared variance
that was unrelated to reading achievement. Thus, C(SC)5 accounted for
some non-achievement-related variance in C(SC)9 which was pro4ably
Stance, and perhaps some other aspects of coping. By including C(SC)5 as
a predictor, thereby subtracting their unrelated aspect, the correlation.
of C(SC)9 with the critezion was increased. The rvults indicated
that positive attitudes, engagement, and effectiveness in coping with

*
aggression, as well as with task achievement, were substantial predictors
of reading achievement. -

Good readers in Stage I also placed higher value on variety, inde-
pendence, and managerial !Sower, and less value on prestige and pleasant
surroundings. A desire for creatavity has opposite weights in OVAL 12 .

and OVAL 13, where it was combined with 4ifferent sets of other values.
Other predictors of reading achievement included educational aspiration/
level, occupational aspiration level, Raven aptitude measure, and the
Behavior Rating Scale. In addition, good readers tended not to cope

-952-
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well with anxiety. They also placed greater value on altruism,
self-satisfaction, intellectual stimulation, and variety, and less
value on success, prestige, economic returns and following father's -
occupation.

In Stage III (Tables 17a and 17b), good readers reported more
effective coping in all behaVior areas.. They placed higher value on
creativity, self- satisfaction, intellectual stimulation, variety,
independence, anAless,value on seturity, success, prestige, economic
returns, and sutroundings. alleivredictors of reading achievement,
included-educational asOratTgR, the Raven, and the Behavior Rating
Scale ,1n addition, good readers tended to prefer self - ?initiation of
action. Occupational, aspiration level was also positively correlated-
with_zzading achievement.,

1.

Across lAte two stages, there were two common motivation factors
predicting achievement in reading. Occupational Values Factor B
indicated that a desire for. independence and managerial power dis-

,tinguished good. readers. OVAL A indicated that good readers placed
higher Value on such things as self-satisfaction and intellectual

.-' stimulatfon, ratherofban success, prestige, and economic-returns. It
appears they were more interested in-the intrinsic reward's of satis-
fying efforts and specifically, intelle tual efforts. The measures of
educational and occupational aspirations were positively predictive in
both stages. The aptitude (RAVE and peer ratings (BRS) were also
positively associated with, reading ehievement in Japanese 14 year.old
students, in both sample.. ..,:

Math Achievement -

' .

Pre4ictors -clf.math,achievement in Stage I are listed in Tables 18a
and 18b. ThOse students who did well in math tended .to cope better with
task achievement issues:, They also placed greater value on independence,
management, success, prestige,,and-economic returns, and less valueon
esthetics, creativity,'altruism, self-satisfaction, and variety. Valuing
of intellectual stimulation had a taixed relationship to math achievement,
depending on "other values it was paired with i OVAL 15 and OVAL 11.
`Other peedictors of math achievement included aspirations,
occupational aspirations, the Raven, and the BRS

Interestingly,.many of the occupational value which negatively
predicted sutdcss.in reading achie4ement were posii0ely associated with
success in math, in Cage I. In particular, good readers placed less
value on success, pfestige, and economic returns, while these were
positrVelyessociatedvieh achievement in math. Students who excelled
more in math seemed Wbe more practical and materialistic in their
concerns.

-953-
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Stage III (Tables 19a and 19b)./students who did 'well in
math coped well wish all behavior areas (SAI). They also tended to
cope Well with-task achievement, with%t hostile affect, placed higher
value on creativity and less value on urity. In addition, edu-
cational acid Occupational aspirations, he Raven, and the BRS were
all positively correlated with math achievement in Stage III.

A comparison of the two stages showed that coping effectively
with task achievement was important for success in math. Aptitude

(RAVEN)1-the peer ratings (BRS), and educational and occupational
aspirations also were predictive in both stages.

Grade Point Average

Predictors of GPA for Stage I are listed in Tables 20a and//20b,
and include coping effectiveness in the behavior areas of task achieve-,
ment and aggression. Coping with anxiety was negatively associated
with teacher grades. Studetits with high GPA also placed greater value
on altruism, self- satisfaction, intellectual stimulation, variety,
independence, and management, and less value on success, prestige,
economic returnscreativity, and esthetics. In addition, occupational
and educational aspirations, the Raven, and the BRS were positively
associated -with Gh.

In Stage III (Tables 21a and 12b), predictors of GPA included, -

coping effecitvely with task achievement; depressive, not hostile affect
toward interpersdnal relations; and depressive affect toward anxiety-
arousing situations. ,Students with Iligh GPA tended to be intrinsically
motivated and Independent. They placed higher value on independence,
self-satisfaction and intellectual stimulation, and less value on sur-
roundings, success, prestige, and economic return's. Valuing of manage-
ment appeared to change direction as a predictor in OVAL 11 and OVAL 13.
In addition, occupational and educational aspirations, the Raven, and
the US werf predictive of GPA.

A comparison across stages indicated that similar factors OVAL A
and OVAL B were predictive in both stages. Teachers gave good grades
to students who valued self-satisfittion, intellectual stimulation,
independence and management, and.who disvalued such things as success,
prestige, and economic returns. Ibis pattern was similar to that of
good readers, while, achievement in math seemed to be related to different
occupatiopal,values. Coping with task achievement won teacher approval
in both stages A further feature, uniquely Japanese; was that teachers
rewarded students who turned' frustration into depression rather than out-
ward hostility, and who accepted anxious feelings. rather helplessly
instead of coping with the anxiety-producing situation.

, Occupational and educational aspirations, aptitude (Raven), and the
peer ratings (BRS) predicted GPA in both stages. These'measures, indeed,

predicted all criteria.

-954-
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PERCENTAGE OF VARIANCE

In order to assess the practical usefulness of these measures,
far possible educational use, it is important to consider.the percent
of'variance,accounted for by aptitude and coping/motivation variables,
both uniquely and together, in accounting for success on the criterion
measures.t To assess the unique contr4bution of aptitude, this variable'
was entered into the-regression equation' following the coping/motivation
variables. Alternatively, to assess the unique co4tribution of the
coping/motivation variables, aptitude was entered followed by the
coping/matiletioa variables. The unique variance*of both'aptitude and
coping/notillation variables was that increment of'variance obtained
beyond that accounted for by other variables.. The results of these
Analysed are listed in Table 22.

Aptitude was an important predictor across all stages and criteria,
upi4Uely accounting for an average of 12% of the variance in reading,
17% ign math, and 10% in GPA.

The coping/motlivation factors were also important prediCtors. They
Uniquely accounted for an average of 19% of the variance in reading, more
than the aptitpde.measure. In math, the coping /motivation factors
uniquely accounted for an Sverage of 13%. In CPA, the coping/motivation
factors uniquely accounted for 7.5% of the variance-in Stage Ioand in

" Stage III they uniquely accounted for 21.6% of the variance.

What is more, some properties
coping substantially increased the
on/all achievement criteria.. This
power and the practical usefulne s

that reflqted both aptitude and
'total vaH.ence.explatned (27%-43%)
gave added weight t9 the explanatory
of the coping/motivation measures.

In sum, the copipg/motivat an factors were both significant and
useful predictors across all criteria and'staget, which indicated that
success in school for Japanese 14 year old students was strongly contingent

Ii upon attitudinal qualities and°coping skills that involve many. aspects
of lifer particularly those that 'related to the kinds and level of future
careers the students desire.

it I
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JAPAN - 14 Year Olds

Item

3

Table 1

STAGE I

SENTENCE COMPLETION

Loadin
Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Fac r Factor Factor Factor Factor

1 , 2 3 - 4

39 Attitude - Authority' .076 .d75 1150 .052:
. .

40Att.-Interpprsonal..075 .071 .032.008
Relations

.-81 Att. - TasrAchievement .128 -.001 .198 -.019
43 Aggression - Stance :066 1.945* .049 .059

44 ,,Aggression -tngagelment .038' .154* -.045 /.057
45 Aggression - Coping Eff. .083 .972* .043 .068

46 Aggressionj Neg. Affect -.060 -.906* -.096 -.073
47 Aggression - Pos. Affect. .0g0 .906* .096 .073

48 Authority' - Stance .053 .115 .610* .072

49 Authority - Engagement .017 -.053 .210 -.069

50 Authoi:ity - Coping Eff. .098 ,099 .822* .076

51 Authority - AffeCt -.102 -.064 -1944* -.103

52 Authority - Neutral Aff. .085 .054 .931* .099*

53. Authority - Pos. Affect .048' .025 1.036 .007

54 Anxiety -.Stance .951* .080 4..057 -.008

55 Anxiety - Engagement .834* .031 -.965 .033

56 Anxiety - Coping Eff. .849*. .089 .013 .000

57 Anxiety.- Neg. Affect . -.957* -.052+ -.068 .007

58 ,Anxeity - NeutralW. -.951* .052 .Q68 ,-.007

5 6\ 7 8' 9 10

.064

.037

-4076

.096

-.029

-.017

.077

-.019

.266

.734*

.804*

.262

4

-.013

.063

.408*

-.047

.058

.075"

.023 -.035 .039 .081 -.010 :019

-.047 -.113 -030 .139 -.011 .039

.029 -.004 .043 .043 -.019 -.012.

-.044 -.068 -.009 .055 -.005 .055

.044 .068 .009 -.055 .005 -.055

054 .519* .177 .069 .020 -.043

.107 .612* -.008 .091 -.091 -.133

.091 .359 .049 .097 .100 .060

-.086 -.008 .Q30 -.046 :016 -.027

.090 -.235 .011 .068 .-.040 -2024

-.018 .799/1 -.135 -.074 .079 .167

.059 -.4.4r3 .049 .011 .004 .011

.080 -.048 .074 .066 .98 .0Z9

-430 .083 .039 .086 .025 -.003

-.100 -.016 .015 -.002 .037 .013

.100 016, -.015 .002 -.037 -.013



STAGE I

SENTENCE'COMPLETION

Loadings
Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor, Factor Factor Factor

JAPAN - 14 Year Olds (continued/ '2
3 :1 4 ", 5 6 7 8 9 10

Ibem '
.

.'59 Interpersonal Relations .126 't .137 -.027 .325 .094 .230 .674* -.056' .001 '.010
- Stance .

60 IPR - Engagement .034 .031 .089 -.046 .0%0 -.127 .817* .086 .005 -.051

61 IPR - Coping Eff. it
.049 .148 .122 .842* .081 .013 _.358

.

.073 .034 .012

62 IPR - Negative Affect .013 -.122 -.099 -.967* -.081 .001 .044 -.001c .007 .022

63 IPR - Neutral Affect -.013 .122 :099 .967* .081 -.00 -.044 .004 -.007 -.022

64 IPR - ttasitive Affect -.000 -.000 -.000 .000 -:000 .000 .000 .000 .000 -.060

65/ Task Achievement - Stance .046 .042 .021 .051 .577* .050 .108 -.023 ./37* .022

'66 Task Ach. - Engagement -.022 -.052 -.067 -.006 .078 .033 -.123 -.007 .891*.-.049

67 Task Ach. - Coping Eff. .088 .042 '.098 .107 .743* .055 .154 -.001 .417* .284

68 Task Ach. - Neg.fAifect -.178 -.025 -.142 -.095 -.919* -.031 -.004 -.081 -:000 -.072

69 Task Ach. - Neutral Aff. .150 .053 .108 .101_ ".836* .039 -.002 .056'-u.003 -.441*

70 Task Ach. - POs. Affect .021 -.058 .040 -.028 -.003 -.021 .011 .032 .007. .967*

At

ti

* These variables had a factor loading of .40 or better and were used to construct a unit weighted
accire pr each factor: See text for further explanation.

'
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I

JAPAN - Year Oltis

Cig5

4

able 2
a

STAGE ,III

SENTENCE COMPLETION

Logdings
Factor Factor Factor_Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Facor

1 : 2 3 4 5 7 8 - 9 10 %,

a

,,

Item. 1
64 Task Achievement-Attitude .072 .221 .140 ..-.015 .077 .005 .216 -.017 -.087 .489*-4
65'T.A. - Stance. .113 ,.876* .116 .050 .122 .019 -.050 .123 -.183 .044-

66 T.A. - Engagement J .060 .869* ,047 .053 .000 L.070 -.004 .044 .091 .032
I

67 T.A. - Aid/Advice . .124 .822* .017 .067 .089 -.158 .011 -.019 .141 -.049
68.T.A. - Coping tffect

, .107 .792* .093 '.058 .203 -.094 .011 -.050 -.321 020
6f T.A. - Hostile Affect -.002 -.242 -.100 -.061 '.009 .004 -.027 .148 .823* -.137
70 - Depressive Aff. -.054 -.728* -.103 -.011 -.111 -.222 .-.054 -7041 -.201 .042

T.A. - Neutral Aff., .074 .773* .136 .068 .082 .159 .,082 .121 -.363 -.001'
72 T.A. Positive Aff. -.103 -.188 .022 -.070 -,010 :b33 -.071 -.625* -.032 .190

\1.3 interpersonal Relations .077 -.055 .146 -.034. -.022 .076 .125 .018 .058 .453*
Attitude

74 I.R. .041 .085 .842* .138 .098 S .179 -.015 -.021 .198 .061 1

-75 I.R. - Engagement .147\ .106 .900* '.101 .108 -.050 -.024. -.000 ..067 :048

I.R.-- Aid/Advie .149 .105 .902* .106 .108 -.056 -.023 .008 .056, '.040
-77 I.R."- Coping Effect .177/ .134 .915* .142 .139 -.026 .011 .026 ;.08 .083

I.R. -.Hosiile Affect -.1 2 -.037 -.504* -.104 -.065 .537* .015 .015 .285 -.015* ".

79.1.1. - Depressive Aff. -.013 -.357 -.065 -.023 -.788* -.973 -.058 -.Olt, -.061\
I.R. -11eutrel Aff. ..087 .047 .734* .153 ,0$2 .234 .124. .020 -.228 .076

POttitIVM Aft. .020 -!'.051 .017 -.073 :-. .1 -.629* .162 :059 -.087_



Table 2 (continued) '

'JAPAN - 14 Yea i 014m

STAGE III ,

SENTENCE COMPLETION.

Loadings
Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor

1 2 1 3 4 5 6 -7 8 9 10

ISM
82 Authority Attitude

83 Auth. Stance

84 Auth. Engagement

85 Auth. Aid/Advice

86 Auth. Coping Eff.

.87,Auth. Hostile Aff.

88 Auth. - Depress. Aff.

89 Auth. - Neutral Aff.

90 Auth. - Positive Aff.

91 Anxiety - Attitude

Anx.

Anx.

94 Anx.

95 Anx.

96 Anx.

97 Anx.

Si Anx.

- Stance

- Engagement

- Aid/Advice

- Coping Eff.

- Hostile Aff.

- Depressive Aff.

- Neutral Aff.

99 Anx. - Positive Aff.

40 -

.1

.117 .198 .103 .1151 .121 -.235 .265 -.125 .391 .418*

.092 .155 .167 .043' .721* -.109 .217 .060 .1511 -.004

.121 .096 .055 -.031 .673* .089, .334 .224 '-.142 -.247

.163 .102 .087 -.052 .715* .004 .350 .184 -.Q78 -.144

.122 .147 .157 .078 .904* -.009 .034 .031 .008 .012

-.093 '-.082 -.110 L.747* -.007 - .477* .176 .015 '-.161
.027 -.pl.], -.049 .016. -.162 -.170 -.644* -.051 -.082 -.138
.085 .095, .103 .099: .800* .089 -.151 -(145 .025 .222

-.000 .000 .000 -.0004 .000 -.000 .000 .000 .000 -.000

.061 -.141 -.041 .149 -.015 .127 -.161 .103 -.205 .566*

.801* .186, .086 .044. .161 .180 -.053 -.009 1.018 -.007

.875* .003 .1079 .013e .042 - .069 /026 .071 .109 .179

.892* -.036 .673 .025 . .026 -.049 .024 .101 .095 .152

.902* .135 .057' .141 .-,.016 -.048 .034 -.061 -,021'

-.534* .046 -.167 -.054 .022 :398 -.096 -.223 .036 -.168'

-.544* -.282 -.014 -.463* .049 .262 .110' .195

.837* .214 440 .017 (.126 .064 .-.010 -.089 -.092 -.080

.098 .010 .041 .008 .007 .275 .159: .077 -.134 -1118
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Table 2 (continued)

JAPAN - 14 Year Olds`

'tent

100 Aggression ita5ce

101 Agg. - Eng4ement

102 Agg. - Aid/Advice.
103 Agg. Coping Effect

104 Agg. - Hostile Aff.

105 Agg.: Depressive Aff.

1,96'Agg. - Neutral Aff.

STAGE III

SENTENCE COMPLETION ,

-
- Loadings

-Factor Factoi Factor Factor Factor Factor Factoi Factor Paetor Factor
3 4 5 6 . 7 8 9 10

1 2

.033 .145

-.021 :055

-.010 .041

.064 .080

-.061 -.035

-.028 -.401

.068 .036

1

'.114

.152

.157

.143

-.079

-.015

.0

107' Agg. - Positive Aff,. 0 0 _O

:494* .037 .208.)(200 .449* -.020 .204

.838* .048 ,041 -.007 .263 -.057 .019

.835* .088 .001 -.011 4269 -.046 .005

.945* .072 -.020. '.005 -.045 .005 .019

.887* :011 .014 ( -.071 .299 -.016 .030

.063 -.075 .114 .101 -.562* -.062 -.218

.892* .003 -.037 .052 -.19i .029 .013

0 0 0 0 O. 0 0

*.

.444-

997
Masa variables had olvfactpr loading of .40 or better and were used to construct aounit weighted
loots for each factor. See :text for further explanation.



ITEM COMPARISON

,Table 3

AkAN-14YEAR OLDS - STAGES I AND III - SENTENCE COMPLETION
.

, (Factor Loadings)

I II III IV V VI
JAPAN Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage, Stage Stag

I III 'I III , I III I III I III I III
../'Factor No. 1 1 2 4 3 5 4 3 5 2

64 Task Achievement

--Attitude
65 - Stance

66 TA - Engagement

*6f TA .-: Aid/Advice

68 TA - Coping

9 TA - Hostile

*70 TA - Depressive

71 TA - Neutral

72 TA - Positive

73 Interpersonal

Relations - Att.

74 IPR - Stance

75 IPR - Engagement

*76 IPR - Aid/Advice

77 IPR - Coping

78 IPR - Mbstile

*79 IPR - Depressive

80 IPR - Neutral

81 IPR - Positive

b

-998

(.33) .84

(-.05) ..90

.90

.84 .92

-.97 -.50

(-46)

.97 .73

.58 .88

(.08) :4111w

.82

.74 .79

-.92 (-.24)

-.73

.84 .77

a



I

'JAPAN Stage
I

St'ge

III'
Stage

I

Table 3 'f continued)

11 III

Stage Stage Stage
III I III

Factor No. 1 . 1" 2 4 3 5

82Authority 3 Att.

83 ituth. - Stafice .61 .72

8i Auth. - Engagement -T. 2 1 ) .67

85 Auth. Aid/Advice .72

86 Auth. - Coping

87 Auth. - Hostile

88 Auth. - DepressiVe

89 Auth. - Neutral

90 Auth. - Positive

91 Anxiety - Att.

92 Anx. - Stance .95 .80

93 Anx. - Engage. .83 .88

94 Anx. - Aid/Advice .89

95 Anx. Coping .85 .90

096. Anx. - Hostile-.96 -.53

147.Anx. - Depressive -.54

98 Anx. - Neutral .96 .84'

49\,,Anx:_ - Positive

.82 .90

-.94 -.75

( -.16)

.93 .80

IV V ,

Stage ,Stage Stage Stage
I III I III
4 3 5 2

VI
Stage St'

I III

L

999 s



JAPAN

Factor !o.

Tabre-3 (continued) ! 'Nr

I II III IV - V
Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage
_I III. .I III I III I III I III

i

1 ,1 2 4 3 5

100Aggression -.Stance .95 .49

101 Aggression - Engagement .75 .84

102 Aggression - Aid/Advice .84 4
103 Aggression - Coping+ .97 .95

104 Aggression - Hostile To%:.91 -.89

105 Aggression - Depress. (.06)

*106 Aggression Neutral .90 .89

107 'Aggression - Positive

- L

C-/

..,- '

* This variable was only, resent in the Stage III instrument _.----./.
..,

** In the Stage I instrument; both ossile and Depressive Affect were scored as one variable
"Negative Affect"

#

Ciuu

ai



JAPAN - 14 YEAR OLDS

Table 4

STAGE I

00tUATIONAL VALUES

Factor 11 Factor 12 ?actor 13
Loading Loading Loading

4

Factor14 Fa tor Factor16
Loading Lo g Loading

Item
.

.

-

14 Altruism .470* r -.334

15 Est tics .128 .156

16 Ind pendence .085 .353*

17 :Management # .332- .128

18 SucAess .

t
..

-.795* -.016

19 Self-Satisfaction ;542* -.101
.

20 Intellectual .408* .301
Stimulation

. '
21 'Creativity .129

,

.477*
At

22 Security .084. IF -.740*

23 Prestige -A
-,.639* .213

. .

24 conotill. Returns -.748* -.012,
\

'
.

25 Surioudings .179 -.712*.
, .

i#46 Associates .073 -.226

27 Variety .49.9*. .460*k.

28 Follow rather .111 .673
., .. ..

,-.102 r .495* -.000 -.136

-.005 -.116 7.801* i . .196

.739* -.039 -.138 .004
---..

:504* .333 .262 -.141

.075 ;agog .119 :023

.127 .18i -.002 41.114

-.157 '. --nil .407*
1::.

.489*
.

-.584* .088 -.052 -'.136

-.054 . -.019 .009 -.0418

-.14f .220 4-.281 s.198

.167. '=";t29. .238 .122

-.153 -.133 .146 .117

-;020: -.819* .066. -.056°

-.097 -.003 : 7--.299 .231

-.059 -.048 41 .229 -.854*

\ 4

* These v'ettf had a factor loading of :40'or,better and were' used to constrvt a unit
.'iteighted s ctor. See text foifurther explanation.. ,
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JAPAN - 14 Year Olds

Item

2101truism '
.

15 Eithdtics,

16 Independence .

r

17 Minagement

18 Success

19 Ulf-Satisfaction

.20 Intellectual
Sqlmulation

21 Creativity

22 Security a

3 Prestige

24 Economic Returns

25 SmrroUndings

26 Assliciates

-27 Variety \1/4......

28 Follow rather.

Table 5

STAGE III

9 %
OCCUPATIONAL VALUES

Factor 11 Factor 12 Factor 13 Factor 14 Factor 15 Factor
Loading , Loading Loading Loading Loading Loadingl

4 .014 -.076 .01e -.842* -.072

.107 -.733* -.185 -.147 .043 -.237.,

.108 -.013 .681* .056 .105 -.068
,

-.516* .300 .434* -.002 -.301 .201

-.757*. -.014 . .034 -.134 .338 .114

.571* -.303 .129 -.177 -.188 '.3944 ,

m.664* .054 .135 .114 .238 .137

.131 .061 -.005 .429* -.297 -.458*
o

-.033 S .149 -.300 -.075 .066 - . .744*

-.481* -.432* .098 -.263 :2767\:4)' -.312

-.607* .115 .263' .197 .396 .030

.049 .071 -.674* .356 -.028 .293

.058 .001 -.087 .903* -.046 -.064

.663* .160 .170 '-.092' .181 -.259

.115 .765* -.245 ..248 .072 -.187

* These variables had a factor loading of .40 or better and were used to construa unit weighted
score foreach factor. See text for further explanation.

A
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1/
Table 6

FACTOR COMPARISON FOR JAPAN 14 YEAR OLDS - STAGES I AND Ur- OCCUPATIONAL VALUES

STAGE I

..

STAGE I I I

..4

Factors Factor 11 Factor 12 Factor 13 Factor 14 Factor 15 Factor q11

11 .878* -.023 -.012 .059 -.462 .102
12 , .218 ,D58

s'f\.564 -.267'...., .203 -.720
134 -.155 -.115 ".799* .398 -.176 .376
14 -.203 .071 .157 -.814* -.438 .243
15 .181 .846* .105 -.049 .365 .325
16' .288 -.518 .091 -.312 .618 .412

.

* Similar factors
** Identie4 factors

...

A..
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Table 7

ITEM COMPARISON FOR JAPAN 14 YEAR OLDS - STAGES I AND III - OCCUPATIONAL VALUES

(Factor Loadings)

A B C' D
JAPAN Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage

I III I III - I III I III

a
Fq.ctor No. 11 .11 13 13 414 /14 15 12

14 Altruism,/ .47 . (.0,5)* .50 (-.02)

15 Esthetics -.80 -.73

16 Independence .74 .68

17 Management litPt-.33)b -.52 .50 .43

18 Success -.80 -.76

19 Self -Satts: .54 .57

20 Intell.,Stim. .41 .66 .41 (.05)

21 Creat)vity -.58. ( 309) .43

22 Security
A

23 Prestige -.64 -.48 (-.28) -.43
4

24 Economic Ret.

25 Surroundings

26.Asiociates

-.75 -.61

dt,

-.82 -.90

27 'Variety .50;. .66

28 Follow Father (.23) .77

0, Thole numbers in

*Are used in the
*

The signs in th

Jor

-

parentheses-arethe cortespOnling leading for each country on those variables th
unit weighted score0/4k'4oad significantly.in one country.

1,

is factor have beehAgviiitsed as the factors are mirror images. See text for furt

1.004

details.



Table 8

STAGE II;

VIEWS OF LIFE

JAPAN- 14 Year, Olds Factor
17

Factor
18

Loadings
Factor

19

Factor
20

Factor

21

Factor Factor
22 23

Factor
24

Item

43 Locus if Control(Iplmlidex .474* .035 -.043 -.171 .065 -.060 .232

44 Academic Locus of contrOl .470* .076 .052 -.005 -.127 .063 -.015 .050

5 Action-inaction .128 .446* .175 -.016 -.341 .149 .052 -.073
S

46 Immediate - Delayed Action ..082 .051 .026 -.002 .093 .006 -.010 .518*

47 Rate of Action .038 .036 .015 .050 -.236 .050 .382 .060

466tntrinsic-Extrinsic Work -.023 .069 .506* .033 .030 -.393 -.016 -.085
Motivation

49 Task Achievement - Interpersonal .151 .069 .144 .239 .032 .00 -.100 .091

50 Competition-CoopeRagms -.176 -.140 -.116 .560* .183 -.025 ..-.073 -.046

51 Indepentent-Interdependent .104 .062 .403* -.074 .085 .092 .102 ° .024

52. Earned - Bestowed-Statua-, .195' .077 .303 -.355 .006 -.158 .270 .163

53 Confront Avoid .159 .145 -.278 -.039 .063 -.092 .170 -.04§
. -

54 INV-Other Initiation -:603 :066 -.001 -.164 .046 .057 .345* -.066

.55 Self- Other Solver .054 -.044 .038 .042 .012 .523*4-.003 -.012

Nk Self - Joint Implementation .019 L.025 .099 .090 .487* .012 -.038 -.079

54 'Instrument - Fantasy -.137 .620* -.037 -.194 .086, -.042 .082 -.056

59 Emotiorial Contri/Exoressivity .215 .210' -,027 ..167 .275 ,.174 -.051 -.050

60 Activity/Passivity unser §tress.028 .366 020. .049 -.018 -.074 ..010 .116

61 positive/Negative Self7Esteem-.476* .193 .038 -.077 -.159 .026 .110 -.190

62 Vi*v of Life (Complex/Simple) .337 -.076 .125 .-.059 -.000 .159 .281 .043
9
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Table 9

STAGE I

SOCIAL ATTITUDES INVENTORY

JAPAN - 14 Year Olds

Loadings

Factor 17 Factor 18

Sub-Scores

1 Active Coping -.343 .811*

2 Passive Coping .... .494* .693*

-,..
3 Active Defensive .589* -.028

4 Pasiive Defensive .840* -.01%

* These variables had a factor loading of .40 or bitter and were 'Weed
' io construct a unii weighted score for each factor. See text for
further explanatiOnN

-969-
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Table 10

STAGE III

SOCIAL ATTITUDES INVENTORY

JAPAN - 14 Year Olds Factor Loading

Sub-Scores
Factor 25

37 Task Achievement .398*

38 Authority .535*

39 Aggression .645*

40 Interpersonal Relations

41 Anxiety .439*

* These variables had a.factOr loading of .40 or better and were used
to construct a unit weighted scare for each factor. See text for
further explanatidn.
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Table 11

COMPARISON OF FACTORS ACROSS SAMPLES

JAM!. - 14 Year Olds

COMMON FACTORS
. Pew Factor Factor Stage I Stage III

Designation Abbro- Desig- Deets -
station nation nation NAME

I C(SC) 1 1 Copes with Anxiety

II C(SC) 2 4 Copes with Aggression

III C(SC) 3 5 Copes with Authority

IV C(SC) 4 3 Copes with Interpersonal Relations

C(SC) 5 2 Copes
0/

with Task Achievement'

A OVAL 11 11 Values Self-Satisfaction, Intellectual Stimulation, and Variety;
doesn't value Success, Prestige and Economic Returns.
(Values AltruLsie doesn't value Management)*D OVAL 13 13 Values Independence and Management (Doesn't value
Creativity and Surroundings)

.C OVAL 14 14 Doesn't value Associates (Values Altruism and Creativity)
D 'OVAL 15 12 Doesn't value Esthetics (Values Intellectual Stimulation

and Following Father; doesn't value Prestige)
-UNIQUE FACTORS

--

C(SC) 6 Copes with Authority vie Stance and Engagement with
.

Positivp Affect
C(SC) 7 - Copes with Interpersonal, Relations via Stance and Engage-

menC(SC) 8.
Fositive.Attitude toward Authority and Interpersonal
RelationsRelations

C(SC) 9 Copes effectively with Task Aehievement via Stance and
Engagement with a Positive Attitude .

C(SC) 10 Positive, not Neutral Affect toward Task Achievement
) C(SC) - 6 Hostile, not Depressive Affect towar4Interpersonal Re-

lations without Depressive Affect toward Anxiety
C(SC) 7 Hostile, not Depressive Affect toward Authority; lack ofPositive Affect toward /nterpersonal Relations.C(SC) - 8 Lack of Positive Affect toward Task Achievement;

Confronts Aggression without Depressive Affect.

C(SC) 9 Hostile Affect toward Task Achievement
'sr

C(SC) - 10 Positive Attitude toward Task Achievement, Interpersonal Relation,
Authority and Anxiety.

OVAL 12 Valuer Creativity and arlety: 4oesn't value Security and
4P

R.
Surroundings

_

OVAL 16 Values Intellectual Stimulation; doesn't value Following
Father's Occupation

OVAL 15 Doesn't value Altruis

OVAL 16 Values. Security; doesn t value Creativity

C(VOL) 17 Internal Lotus of Contr , Internal Academic Locus of Control,
Negative Sell-Esteem.

18 Prefers Action, Gains satisfaction from actual accosplishments

19 Intrinsically Motivated, Independent

20 Competitive

21 Self-Implementor

22 Self-Solver

23 Self-Initiator

24 Prefers Imalaiate Action

C(VOL)

C(VOL)

C(VOL)

C(VOL)

C(YOL)

C(VOL)

C(VOL)

C(SAI) 17 ?Move defensive behavior

C(SAI) 18 .- Copes effectively

C(SAt) 25 Copes effectively

* The variables in pirentheees only appear in one of the factors.

-971-
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Table 12

SIGNIFICANT SEX DIFFERENCES*
.J

JAPAN - 14 Year Olds - STAGE I

Probability
' Level-

C(SC)1-I F< M**Copes effectively with Anxiety via Stance
and Engagement with Neutral, not Negative
Affect V p <.048

i
OVAL 11-A F>M Value's Altruism, Self-Satisfaction,

Intellectual Stimulation, and Variety;
doesn't valud Succesestige, and
'Economic Returns p <.001

OVAL 12 F< M ValuesvCroativity and. Variety; doesn't
value Security and Surroundings' p <.001

F>M Values Intellectual Stimulation; doesn't
Follow Father p <.001

ow.

* .4/18 (2 of the significance.tests were sigfifigant above chance.
This indi ates these results were not spurious (cf. Godhout, Marston,
BorIch, Vaughan,.1977). ,

** F - Female M - Male

.
i

An identical se difference 4n both samples (Senges I and III)

(

-972-
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Table 13

SIGNIFICANT SEX DIFFERENCES*

JAPAN - 14 Year Olds - Stage III

F> M**

Probability'

Level

Copes effectively with Anxiety with
Neutral, not Hostile or Depressive
Affect.

F <M Hostile, not Depressive Affect toward
Interpersonal-Relations without Depres-

<.049

sive Affect toward Anxiety. `

nVOL '17 F > M Belief in Self-Control of Environment
and Academics but withNegatiVe'Self-

P < .001

Esteem
n
VOL 19 F > M Values work for its pun sake with

independent action

<

<

.018

.008
n
VOL 24 F > N Prefers immediate action < .035

OVAL 11-A' F > M Values Self-Satisfaction, Variety,
. andiptellectuaIcStimulatidbp dOesn't

value-Amragement, Success, Prestige,
and Economic Returns. p < .007

OVAL 13-B F <M Values Independence, and Management;
doesn't value Surroundings P < .001

OVAL 14-C F > N Values Associates; doesn;t value
Creativity

OVAL 16 F > M / Values Security? doesn't value
Creativity 2. < .023

* 9/25 (36%) of the significance tests were siinificant above chance.
This indicates these results were not spurious (cf. Godbout, Marston,

,Borich, Vaughan, 1977)7
** F = Female M = Mile

= identical sex difference in both sampXes (Stages I and III)
.

= No comparable instrument in the other sample

-973-*
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Table 14

SIGNIFICANT SES DIFFERENCES*

JAPAN -14 Year Olds STAGE I
ti

O

C(SC)2-II L< M** Copes effectively with Aggression via
Stance and Engagement with Positive,
not Negative Affect

C(SC)4-IV L< M Copes effectively with Interpersonal
ations with Neutral, not Negative
ct

Probability
Level

p< .021

p< .017

OVAL 12 L< 1f Va ues Creativity and Variety; doesn't
f value Prestige an Surroundings p< .001

/
a

* 3/18 (17%) of the significance tests were significant above chance.
MS indicates these results may have been spuriouellf. Godbout,
Marston, Borich, Vaughan, 1977).

** L - Lower Ups M is Middle Class



Table 15

SIGNIFICANT SES DIFFERENCES*

JAPAN - 14 Year Olds - STAGE III

"VOL 18

"VOL 20

Probability
Level

L>M** Prefers action; gains satisfaction from
Accomplishments- .p,<,031

p,< .03L< M Pre4rs competition

OVAL 12-D L<M Follows Father; doesn't value Prestige
and Esthetics p < .027

OVAL 16 .L>M Values Security; doesn't value Creativity p <.004

**

I

4/25 (16%) of the sifnificance tests were significant above chance.
This indicates the results were not spurious (cf. Godbout, Marston,
Borich, Vaughan, 1977).

L = Lower Class M = Middle Class
.

No ciparable instrument in the other sample.
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Table 16a

STAGE I

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

JAPAN.- 14 Year Olds CRITERION: Reading Achievement
Predictor
Variables: F p 'Multiple R R

2
R
2
Change

C(SC)9 11.72 .001 .19 .04. .04

C(SC)2 -II 9.20 .003 :.25 .06 .03

-C(SC)5-III 6.90 .009 .29 .08 .02

OVAL 12- 6.82 .009 .32 .10 .02

s
OVAL 13-B 6.17 .014 .35 .12 .02

iED ASP 80.41 .001 .55 .30 4.18

1OCC ASP . 4.75 .030 -.56 .31 .01 .:

1RAVEN 66.92 .001 .66 .45 .12

i
BRS 58.85 .001 .72 .52 .09

Additional Explanatory Variables:

pr r p

OVAL 11-A .12 .05

-cotn-I -.1 .030

OVAL 16 .11 .052

O

= An identical predictor or explanatory factor across samples.

= A sio4ar predictor across samples

3.
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Table 16b.

Stage

DESCRIPTIGlI OF REGRESSION FACTORS

'JAPAN - 14 Year Olds

Predictor
Variables:

C(SC)9 =

C(SC)2-II=

,*-C(SC)5-III=

OVAL 12- =

s
OVAL 13-B =

1ED ASP

,OCC ASP =

i
RAVEN

BRS

CRITERION: Reading Achievement

Copes effectively with Task Achievement with positive
attitude
Copes effectively with Aggression

Does not cope effectively with Task Achievement via Stance,
Neutral not Negative Affect.

Values Creativity and Variety, does not value Security
and Surroundings
Values Independence-and Management; doesn't value Creativity

Educational Aspiration

Occupational Aspiration'.

Raven Progressive Matrices

n-\
Behavior Rating Scale

Additional Explanatory Variables:

s
OVAL 1I-IA

-,C(SC)1."'I

OVAL lf)

Values Altruism, Self-Satisfaction, Intellectual Stimu-
lation and Variety; does not value Success, Prestige or
Economic Returns
Does not cope effectively with Anxiety

Values-Intellectual Stimulation; does not valu e Following
Father

= A similar predictor acme's samples
1
= An identical predictor or explanatory factor across samples

Factors which negatively predict
negative sign. (They may appear
Other analyses. There, they are
Clarity of interpretation.)

are described in accordance with a
elsewhere as positive predictors, in
described in.opposIte terms for
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or

.74

.
4

a ,

- 14. Year OldS

Predictor
Var;Lablee:

..nC(SAI)25,

-OVAL 16:

gi3VAL 11-Ao
34AL r3-8

.;:p ASP

, B115
4

,

Tab1 7a

STAGE II

REGRESSION laltYSIS

Mb.

CRIT RIONLReadifl Achiev ment

4r

22.83'
..

2.59

3.76

35.04

34.09

F

5.95.

i-

.02.
.1.

.03

.11

p Multiple R

.05 .09

.001 .49 .24 %15

.00I

.001 .66

4 .18 .03 . .03.

.24 .06 . : .03

.27 .07'

R2

7/
.44 .0

.36 .12.

2R, Change

1

Additio;aal 'Explanatory Variables:.,

C(VOL)

OCC. ASP

oA

pr P.

c

kr
No coospafb1e4nstrument in the other sbmple.

identical predictor or explanatory facto across samples.

.31 .05

r.

preg ctor /across. sleaPle
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Table 17b.

\"Stage III

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

'JAPAN - 14 Year Olds

Predictor
Variables:

n
C(SAI)25 =

4-OVAL 16 =

s
OVAL 11-A =

°OVAL 13 -B =

CRITERION: Readi)ng Achievement
,

Reports coping effectively

Doesn't 1.klue Security; values Creativity

aloes Self- Satisfaction, Intellectual Stimulation and Variety;
doesn'.t value Management, Success, Prestige, and Economic-

Returns.
Values Independence and Management; doesn't value
Surroundings

ED ASP = Educational Aspiration

:i
RAVEN = ,EaVen Progressive Matrices

a

= BehaviAlligAting Scale

ti;

Additional Explanatory Variables:

**1-'

,--1,b(VOL)23 = Prefers

OCC ASP = Occupational Aspirations

lf-Initiation in problem &olving

n
= No tomparabi, instrument In the other sample

= fsimilar predictor across samples

= An identical predict t` explanatory' factor across samples

-* Fbetors which negatively predict are described in accordance with a
"7\ negative sign. (They may appear elsewhere as positive predictors, in

other analyses. There, they are described in opposite terms for
clarity of interpretation.)

-979-
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Table 18a

STAGE I

REGRESSION ANALYSIS.

JAPAN - 14Year'Olds CRITERION: Math Achievement
Predictor
Variables: c- P Multiple R R2 R

2
Change.

C(SC)9

_'

9.39 .002 .17 .03 ,...03

OVAL 15-D 7.65 .006 .23 .05 .02

OVAL 13 -B 5.74 .017 .26 -.07 .02

-OVAL 11-A 6.58 .011 .30 .09 .02

1ED ASP

i

46.15 .001 .45 .20 .12--.

- OCC ASP 5.39 .021 .47 .22 .01

iRAVEN 70.11 .001 .60 .36 .14
i
BRS 150.26 .001 .75 .57 .21

Additional Eliminatory Variables:

pr r p
i
e(SC)5 -V .13 .05

i
An identical predictor or explanatory factor across samples.
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'Table 18b.

Stage I

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

JAPAN - 14 Year Olds CRITERION; Math Achievement-

Predictor.
Variables:

COCA = Copes effectively with Task Achievement-with Positive
Attitude

OVAL 15-D= Valuei Intellectual Stimulation;rdoesn't value Esthetics
41 '4

OVAL Values Independence and Managpmeni; doesn't value Creativity

-OVAL 11=A= Values Success, Prestige, and Economic Returns; doesn't
value Altruism, Self-Satisfaction, Intellectual Stimulation,

and Variety.
i
ED ASP = Educational Aspirations

-OCC AA= Lack 6f Occupational Aspiration

RAVEN' = Raven Progressive Matrices

i
BRS Behavior Rating Scale

1)

av .

No,

Additional Explanatory Variables:

C(SC)5-V = Cope% effectively. with Task Achievement with neutral not

negative Affect.

= An identical predictor or explanatory factor across samples

*
= Factors which predict negativeli_are described interMA of the behavior

thii indtcates. The same factor may be described'in opposite terps
''When, in mom other analysis, it has a positive predictive value.

-981-
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Table 14

STAGE III

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

JAPAN - 14 Year Olds CRITERION: Math Achievement

Predictor
Variables:

nC(SAI)25

F Multiple R R
2

R
2
Change

6.30 .01 .18 .03 .03
.

,

-C(SC)9 3.74 .055 I .23 .05 .02

.-OVAL 16 3.93 . .05 .27 .07. .02

iED ASP

i

35.63 .001 .48 .23 ,15

RAVEN . 62.55 .001 .66 .43 .20

i
BRS 23.36 .001 .70 .5b .07

S.

, .

Oh . .

itional Explanatory Variables:

pr

C(SC)2-V

lOCC P.

r

.17

.32

nkNo domArable tnstrument in the other sample

2, An identical predictor or explanatory-factor across samples
o.

a

-982-
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Table 19b.

'Stage III

DESCRIPTION OF REGRESSION FACTORS

JAPAN - 14 Year Olds

Predictor
'Variables:

CRITERION: Math AChievement

ne(SAI)25 = keports coping effectively

-e(SC)9* - Doesn't-have hostile Affect to*ard Task Achievement

-OVAL 16 =. Does not Valbe Security, Values Creativity

i
ED ASP = Educational Aspirations

RAVEN = Raven Progressive MatriCes

BRS

t

4

= Behavior Rating Scale.

Additional Explanatory Variables:

itC(S7)2- V= "Copes with Task Achievement

i
OCC ASP = Occupational Aspirations'

= No comparable instrument In the other sample

= An identiCal predictOr or explanatory factor across samples
*sr

= Factors which predict negatively are described in terms of the
behav4or this. indicates. The same factor may be described in
opposite terms when, in Some other analysis, it has a positivg
Predictive value.

:983-
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Table 20a

STAGE I

REGRESSION. ANALYSIS

JAPAN - 14 Year Olds'
,

CRITERION: Grade Point-Average

Predictor ,

Variables: F P Multiple R 2R R
2
Change

C
C(SC)9 5.54 .019 .13 .02 :02

-C(SC)1-I. 6.18 :013 .19 ,.04 .02
.

C(SC)2-II 3.71 .055 .22 .05 .01

s
OVAL 11-A 7.86 .005 .26 .07 .02

,..

sbVAL 13 -B 5.63 .018 , .29 .09 .02
"--1

iOCC ASP ' 19.79

i-
x.D ASP c".1:=':' 7.03

iRAVEN 47.56

i
BRS 227.38

.001

:Pm

.001

.001

.37

%,40

.52

.76

:

.14

'.16

.27

.58

"

.05

.7 .

.11

.31
40,

Additional Explanatory Variables:

OVAL I5-D

V

pr

i
= An identical predictor or explanatory factor across samples.

s
go; A similar predictor across samples

-984-



J Table 20b.

St.;ge I

DESCRIPTION OP REGRESSION FACTORS

JAPAN - 14 Year Olds

Predictor
Variables:

CRITERION: Grade Point Average

C(SC)9 = Copes effectiVely with Task Achievement with positive
Attitude

-C(SC)k=I*, = Does not cope effectively with Anxiety

C(SC)2-II r Copes effectively withAggression

s
OVAL 11-A

at on, and Variety; doesn t value Success, Prestige, and
Economic Returns.

s
OVAL,13-B = Values Independence and Management; doesn't value Creativity.

= Values Altruism, Self-Satisfaction, Intellectual Stimu- 4

OCC ASP r

i
ED ASP

RAVEN

1BRS

Occupational Aspirations

= Educational Aspirations

v n Progressive Matrices

=. Behavior Rating Scales

.Additional Explanatory Variables:

OVAL 15-D = Values Intellectual Stimulation; doesn't value Esthetics.

s
= A similar predictor across samples

. An identical predictor oi explanatory factor across samples
.*

Factors which predict negatively are described in terms of the
behavior this indicates, The sane factor may be described in
Apposite terns when, in Bose other analysis, it has a positive
predictive value.
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Table 21a

STAGE III

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

JAPAN - 14 Year Olds CRITERION: Grade Point Average

Predictor
Variables: F p R

2
ChangeMultiple R R

2

C(SC)22V 11.09

-C(SC)6 5.82

.001

.02

'.24./

.30

.06

.09

.06

.03

n
C(VOL)19 4.25

or.
s
OVAL 13-B 5.36

.04

.02

.33

.37

.11

.13

.02

.03
4

s
OVAL 11-A 9.68 ,002 .42 .18 .04

iED ASP 37.35,

iRAVEN 23.22

.001

.001

.57

.64

.32

.41

.14

.09

i
BRS 39.13 .001 .7t, .52 .11

.

Additional Explanitory

p r p

.00C ASP

6

n
= No comparable instrument in the other sample.

.26 .05

= An identical predictor or explanatory factor across samples.

A similar predictor across samples

-986- 40
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Table 21b..

Stage III

DESCRIPTION OF REGP,ESSION FACTORS

JAPAN - 14 Year Olds CRITERION: Grade Point Avetage

Predictor
Variables:

C(SC)2-1.7 ;if 'Copes effectively with Task Achievement

-C(SC)6* = Depressivd not hostile Affect toward Iterpersonal Relations
and Depressive Affect toward Anxiety

n
C(VOL)19 = Intrinsically motited and Independent

s
OVA.13-B = Values Independence and Management; doesn't value

Surroundings
k

OVAL 11-A = Values Self-Satisfaction, Intellectual Stimulation and
'-'Variety; doesn't value Management, Success, Prestige, and

Economic Returns.
i
ED ASP

f -

RAVEN

= Education at Aspirations

=, Raven Progressive Matrices

iBRS = behavior Rating Scale

Additional Explanatory Variables:

1OCC ASP = Occupational Aspirations

n
= No comparable instrument,in the other sample

A similar predictOr across samples

= An identical predictor or explanatory factor across samples

= Factors which predict negatively are described in terms of the
behavlor this indicates. The same factor may be described in
-"Opposite lerms when, in some other analysis, it has a poiitive
predictive value.

1987- ti
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Table 22

PERCENT OF VARIANCE EXPLAINED

JAPAN - 14 Year Olds - Stage I

Reading Achievement Math Achievement GPA

Aptitude (unique) 12% 14%
a

11%

Coping/Motivation ( unique) 22% * 11% 7.5%
- !-- .

Total 43% 36% 27%

JAPAN - 14 Year Olds,- Stage'ItI

Aptitude (unique) 12% 20% '8.5%

Coping/MotivatonSiique) 16.3% 14.6% 21.6%

#1,-"Total 36% 43% 40.8'

Table 23

CORRELATIONS AMONG THE CR4fERIA

JAPAN - 14 Year Olds - Stage I
4

Reading Achievement Math Achievement GPA

Reading

Math .66 .74

GPA .60

JAPAN - 14 Yel. Olds -Stage III

Reading

Math .73 .81

GPA, .77
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A CROSS-NATIONAL COMPARIVIN OF COPING EFFECTIVENESS SCORES

Since the Sentence Completion factor scores proved to be sub-
stantially the same, from country to country, and since a number of
these proved to be valid predictors of achievement in every country,
it is meaningful to look at'the scores comparatively, across countries.
The Social Attitudes Inventory likewise was a "u versal" measure, in
each of its forms. In the Stage I sample", the fensive score
predicted achievement (negatively) in n4merou sites so it, -too,
permitsa meaningful comparison.

Several caveats must be emphasized, however., First, these are
self-descriptive instruments, not objective measures of actual coViag
behavior. Consequently, even where they are-valid, In the sense or.,
predicting academic performance,they still are best thought of as
self-descriptions. Second, with large samples, a relatively small
difference can show statistical significance. Therefore, it is
important to note the absolute size of any difference before deciding
whether it is_big enough to have appreciable practical or theoretical
meaning. For these and other reasons.it seems most useful to use this
inforMation chiefly to construct a profile for each country, showing
in hich coping skills its children reported themselves relatively
strop st and weakest. This approach uses the total international
sample as a source of reference, but does not concentrate on national
comparisons in ways which could be invidious, and which almost certainly
would increase the risk of overinterpretation and misinterpretation'.

Method of Analysts

4 It was also of interest to compare the relative status of all
the countries on various of the coping measures and examine overall

4!!

social class and sex differences across countries. ertain fgctors on -

the Sentence Completion and Social Attitudes Inven1!ory instruments were
virtually universal in all the countries. In the Sentence Completion,
these factors consistel of Stance, Engagement, and Neutral, not
Negative Affect in each of the five behavior areas. For the Social
Attitudes Inventory,,, this analysis'was done only for the 1965, Stage I
sample. There weie two universal factors; Active Coping and Defensive. v. , .,-Behavior.

Three way; Country by Sex by Social Class, Analyses of Variance
were done for each of the five Sentence Completion factors in both.
Stages I and III,.and for the Social Attitudes Inventory factors
relevant to Stage I. Main efeets'of country wRre'significant in all
analyses, therefore, post.hoc tests of mean differeri'ces between
individual countries were done, using rukey's ASD method of honestly
significant differences.

-989-
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Findings

Table 1, National Profiles of Self- Portrayed Coping Skills,\*
summarizes the particular coping skills orCwhich each country's
children stood relatively high or low, compared with the total set
of national samples: This table forms the basis fir the following
description of each national sample:

Brazil. In the Stage I sample, both age groupS exhibited
effective action and attitudes in coping with achievement tasks. t The
10.year olds were average in all other respects. The 14 year olds,

however, additionally displayed good coping skills and attitudes in
dealing with aggression and authority; but below-average skill'in
interpersonal relations.

In considerable contrast., the Stage IIIiBrazilian children

scored below the international mean in four of the five behavior
areas: achievement, authority, and interpersonal relations, at both
ages. The 10 year olds were'also low in coping with anxiety. The_10
year olds were high in coping with anxiety, but low-In coping with
aggression.

Clearly, no simple generalizations can be stated about a ".Brazilian
coping style." It differed greatly between the two cohorts. The

Stage I 14 year olds, in particular, displayed confident competence
in several areas. The Stage III sample portrayed ituch less adequate
coping skills and attitudes than the earlier sample. There was no
major change. in social or econoomic circumstances in Sao Paulo over
this three-year period. The differences, like so many other cohort
diffeiences in this and other studies, remain unexplained. WIlat can

be gnris that the Brazilian students displayed greater variation
over time, as a group, than,the other national samples.' This "volatility"
might itself prove to be a meaningful characteristic, if studies likd
this could be further replicated over later time samples.

England. The London children were distinguished by being middle-
.

of-the-road on all coping measures in Stage I, except for the 10 year
olds' high standing on achievement and interpersonal relat s, and-
the 14 year olds' above-averagedefensive scores o I (w

correlated negatively with math achieve t, thew), The sample taken!
three years later, on the other hind, Are not Nigh /in any coping skills
but were low, in both age grdups, in their self-demonstrated ability
to cope with aggression, with anxiet or with interpersonal relations.
Lookfilg at both samples together, the 10 year old children of'London
swung from high coping status in:two areas to low coping skill in
three areas. The 14-year Olds dropped from medium7range coping, to
below-average'coping in three areas. ,Averaging these, so to speak,
these "children displayed relatiyely limited coping skills, especially
in dealing with anxiety and with interpersonal relations. In these two

,areas, in particular, London children seem to be medium-well at best;
mot very well nor confidently, at worst.
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West Germany. The fact that data were, not collected for a Stage
Isample makes it easier to describe the German pattern, though with
less certainty about its possible stability over time. The 10_year
olds in Sage III showed the least effectiveness,of.any national
sample, at that age, in dealing with aggressive impulses and aggres-
sive encounters:- They were below average, as well, in relating to
authority and in coping with achievement tasks, as they responded
to the Sentence Completion problems. This does not necessarily
mean that they actually performed less, well, aZademically;.but they

displayed a less confiderit, less competent picture of their behaviRr
when confronted with aggression, tasks to do, or people in authority
such'as teachers and parents. They scored in the international mid-range
in the other two areas.

Att

The 14 year olds scored low in the-same three areas as tie lo
'year olds: achievement, aggression and authority. However, they
showed above-average skill and composure in coping with anxiety and
interpersonal refttions.

Overall, the consistency in three areas, across age* suggests that

the German students had most problems in dealing with aggression, peer
encounters, and task achievement. The last score did correlate with
achievement in Germany, so it-matters. Taking account of other evidence,
such as their reactions to the Story Completion instrument (Peck,et al.,
1923, Vol. 5(a), p. 548), what the low score on achievement copiTig_--
seems to reflect is not a lack of work-in-school but some very mixed
feelings about it, and a refusal to look like a "good student".conform-
ing to adult demands. Active negativism was visibk,parricularly among
the 14 year olds. At 14,,however, the German students seemed well -

able to cope with anxiety and with peer relationships. .

Italy. In Stagt I, both age groups in Milan scored high, inter-
nationally, in dealing with anxiety and interpersonal relations; both
were low, however* in the pray 'they reacted to, achievement tasCZ They
alsb scored higher than average on the SAI Defens e.scale, which wiA
negatively related to actual achievement, in their case. The 10 year
olds, additionally, dealt well with adult authori ; the 14 year olds
were aver10-inchis'respect.

111%

In Stage III, there was some similarity to,Stage I; in the 14
oyear olds' high score for, coping with Axiety,;and thd 10 year olds'
coping with authority. The younger group now scored high on achieve-
ment coping, however, in contrast to the earlier sample. There were

no other high-low reversals; however, fox 14 year olds, dealing with
interpersonal matters became less of a concern while coping with
aggression became a greater problem for them.

'These Milanese students rather consistently handled anxiety well.
They showed no notable lack of coping skill except on achievement
items in Stage I, and aggressive probleaS, for Stage III 14 year olds.
The relatively high defensiveness scores in'Stage I indicate a problem,

0 s
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VI-

insofgr as this behavior had a mi1d11,adverse effect on school
achievement- These students were arlitrie'too-tduchy, avoidant,

w
or otherwise' irrational in their behavior (relative.to the other

. samples), to be able to' Oal with lifdits ib a wholly composed, level-
headeipay. This did riot, howevershW up as markedly low coping
skill in almost ny area larrStage III, so it should not be gen al-

(ized as an "Ita ian" problem, bilt one that occurred in the Stag
population.

.
.

.

Japan. Two consistent findings in both stages and both age-
groups, were-a.high score for eoliing with anxiety, and a low
for dealing with achievement tasks. Given the evidence from th"('
nternational Study of Educational Aohievement.(Husens Vol. II,
1967) of the marked superiority of Japanese students, as a group,
to those in'any otherltountry, it would be ludicrous to interpret
their low self-desaription on achievement coping in a literal way.
It does not describe their actual academic process. What it almost'
certain reflects accurately, howtlie is4'their subjective sense of
fall'n short of the exttemely high academic expectations which they
correctly feel are levied on them by their familiesa5d their society
and which most of thtm have strongly internali-zed./

It may be part of Oils same pattern that.,made them portray them-
' selves as coping with.anxiety in a composed, pacticalway. Most of
them7,1ave experienced a lot of anxiety about their olb performance.

. It might be said, the have had a lot of practice,. This does not
pAptect them' from expPioncing anxiety. Indeed, they geed to have
gone through life with some built-in conflicts between their strong
inner feelings, Sometimes activelyho5tile ones, and the scrupulously. 4
controlled demeanor they displayed outwardly (Peck, et ill., 1973,
Vol. 5(b), p. 1624).Nonetheleps, they showed practiced ?kill at
.containing anxiety. Their low defensiveness scores '(SAI, Stage I)
may reflectwabhis practiced skill at dealing with inner tension. What-
ever they may feel, thex,school themselveg to act ln a sensible,
disciplined manner. .

They showed less skill in dealing with authority; in two of the
Iou;samples; or in handling aggression, in Stage I. In Stage III,

, both'age grduvrafshowed'a high order of skill in peer relationships.

e
Mexico. AlmostAlmost with the visible ebullience that so many young

Mexicans delight in expressing,their self-portrayals radiate confident
competence/63 deal with achievement tasks (all four samples), ggres-
sion (three samples), and anxiety (three samples). In Stage I, both:
age'gromps displayed much less assured skill.in dealing with peers or
adult amthorities. In Stage III, however, both age groups' actually
scored high on these dimensions; and low on none.

The 14 year olds in Stage 1 did'score higvi!on defensiveness.
futting..twather thetr"perceived lack of skill in dealing with people,
and-the vary Strong emphasis in Mexican culture on that very skill
(Diaz-Querrero96), itmay be understandable that they showed the
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'minds *of behavior described by the SAI Defensive 'scale. This issue
. would pose maximum tension for them.

U.S. - Austin, Texas. These students were,,complately consistent
on all four samples on two things. They portrayed themselves.eoping
effectivelywith achievement but much less effectively with anxiety.
In three of the four samples, except for the Stage I 10 year olds,
they also scored high on coping with peek relations. In another three
samples, except for,$tage III 14 year olds, they scored low, inter-
nationally, on coping with adult authority. In Stage III, both age
groups also scored low for deal

r
ng with aggression.

iiIn Stage I, the 10 year olds were notalidendefensive, while the
14 year olds were quite defensive.

Summimg.up, these young Texans tended to get along well with peers
and take work seriously.. They were not at ease or effective lin hand-

00 ling togression or anxiety, however, nor did they deal very tly
with people in authority, compared with other national same es
loots like an other - directed, conforming pattern of behavior that lets
them get along; but costs them considerable discomfort and uncertainty
whenever peoplerget unpleasant or dpmineering.

U.S..- Chicago, Illinois area. In the communities, around Chicago,
the students resembled the Austinites in a number of ways. In three of
the.four samples, they showed good achievement coping; but in all four
samples they were low in coping with anxiety; amd in three samples,
lowth coping with authority.

They were less consistent in handling aggressionl_high in Stage I
10 year olds; low at bjpth ages in Stage III. 'Interpersonal coping

,

skills were low in Stale I 14 year olds; but high, in Stage III 10'year
olds. They were In the mid-range on defensiveness, in Stage I.

OVerall,they look much like. the Texas students: respecting work
but unable to stand up to adults in a reasoned,,composed way. They show
less skill than the Texans at peer relations, but the same relative
incapacity to Cope with anxiety.

These do appear to add up to some general "American" traits, so
to speak: an acquiescent competence at work tasks;. difficulty in
dealing rationa)ly and qomforeably with adult authority; and an
apptrently untdiored, unpracticed lack Of skill or composure in deal-
ing with anxiety. The latter two deficiencies might well be addressed
more widely, theroughly'and effectively by Americairsociety and
American education.

oslavia. Three of the four sample 4-except Stage II 10 year
olds; Red well with adult authority. Allfoursamples had low scor
for coping iith aggression. The 14 year olds in both stages coped wel

9 in peer relations, while the Stage III 10 year olds ranked low in this.
Both ages Iii*Stage I had trouble dealing with anxiety, whereas both
ages handled it 4e11' in Stage
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The one consistent problem that might deserve remedial attention,
was the children's relative difficulty in coping with aggression..
Teachers and patents seemed to have taught these children how to
relate effectively to adults, so there would seem to be an open channel
at communication for any educational effort.

-
In other respects, individual, age and cohort differences are

too great toallow sample generalizations about these childrenvof
Ljubljana.

Some General Obsermation

For tAe'most part, the indivvidual differences within countries
combined with the differences between age levels and between successive
samples make many,"univeltsalgeneralizations about human nature
quite untenable. Further, except in a few instances, simple general-
izations about "national eharacter,". or more properly, "national coping
style" are not supportable from the.present evidence. This is bY no
means to sarthat nothing useful has been discovered. What the evidence
does emphasize is that sampling differences -- especially of age, sex,
SES, ink even in presumably "equivalent" successive ocohorts, make it

necessary to discover and describe the properties.of each new sample,
and not assume any generalized pattern until it has been tested and
retested by multiple replications.

The useful sets of scientific formulations thus become much more
situation-specific. They specify the socio-ecological circumstances,
just as biologists must specify the characteristics of an area when
trying to unfathom how and why a given species ats, breeds and survives
As it does.

With respect to having coping skills,-the evidence indicates that
national culture does have an influence; but so do sex, age, SES, and
a host of individual Add societal characteristics and events which no
feasible research design can ever completely capture, measure and trace
with absolute accuracy. The comparative study of children from many
societies has indeed proven what we were rather_sure of, in advance:,
there is, no such thing as a single model of "human nature," divorced
from the particulars.of agiven.culture and a given individual history.

As the other parts of this report illustrate, it has proved
possible, nonetheless, to identify some dimensions of coping behavior
and attitude which have similaTior identical meaning in at least these
eight cultures. By copsiderlikone .culture at a time, it has also

'proven possible-to.ex0Olain a vsefully substantial part of school
achieveffient within each culture, using a combination of these "universal"
measures and some other, culture-specific dimensions which arvierived
from cross-culturally usable instruments.
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S.Table

National Profiles of SelfPortrayed Coping Skills

Stage 1
Stage III .10 Year Olds 14 Year Olds

s10 Year Old 14 Year Olds
Site Instrument High 1 High

1
Low High Low High Low

Brazil

Sentence

Completion
Achievement Achievement

Aggression
Authority

tIntarpersonal Achievement I Anxiety

Anxiety
Authority 11

Interpersonal 'Interpersonal,

Achievement

Aggression
Authority

SAI

Sentence

Completion
4,Agievement
Interpersonal

Aggression '.

Anxiety

Interpersonal

Aggression
Anxiety.

Interpersonal
SAI 1

Defensive

f

West

Germany

Sentence

Completion No data
Achievement Anxiety

Aggression Interpeisonal
Authority

Achievement
Aggression
Authority

SAI va No data

Po

Italy

Sentence

.Completion
Anxiety

Authority
Interpersonal

Achievement Anxiety

Interpersorial
Achievement Achievement

Authority
Anxiety Aggression

SAI Defensive Defensive

Japan

Sentence

Completion
Anxiety Achievement

Aggression
Authority

_Anxiety Achievement
Aggression

Anxiety

Interpersonal
Achievement Aggression

Anxiety

Interpersonal

Achievement
Authority

SAI Defensive Defensive

Mexico

Sentence
Completion

Achievement

Aggression
Anxiety

Authority

Interpersonal
Achievement
Aggression
Anxiety

AuthorityAuthority

Interpersonal
A2Dievement
Aggression
Authority

Interpersonal

Achievement
,Anxiety

Authority
Interpersonal

SA1 Defensive

Austin

Sentence
Completion

Achievement Anxiety

Authority
Achievement Anxiety
Interpersonal

Achievement
Interpersonal

Aggression 1

Anxiety /

Authority

Achievement

Interpersonal
Aggression
Anxiety

Authority
SAI Defensive Defensive

U.S.

Chicago

Sentence

Completion
Achievement
Aggression

Anxiety
rity

4110 Anxiety
Authority

Interpersonal

Achievement
Interpersonal

Aggression
Anxiety,

Achievement Aggression
Anxiety
AuthoritySAL

Yugoslavia

Sentence

COnpletion
Authority, Achievement

Aggression
Anxiety

Authority Aggression
InterpprsonsloloAnxiety

4

Anxiety Aggression 4

Interpersonal
Achievement
Anxiety
Authority
Interpersdhal

Aggression

SAI Defensive Defensive



0 SEX AND SOCIOECONOMIC_ DIFFERENCES

9

SEX DIFFERENCES

One-way analyses of variance were run, in each country, ebmparing
Othe sexes on the Sentence Completion, Occupational Values, Vies of

Life (Stage III only), Social Attitudes Inventory, Raven, Reading r

Achievement, Math Achievement, Grade Point Average, and the Peer Behavior1
Rating Scale items. The results are shown in Tables 1 and 2.

It should be noted'first of all, that the factor structures of all
_countries, on the Sentence Completion and Occupational Values instru-

kments, were compared through the program RELATE. Thus, we were able
to determine which factors of these two' instruments were consistent
and very in content across countries. As it turns out, there
were at least 6 factors in the Sentence Completion instrument which were
virtually universal. The Occupational Vailles factors were not as con-
sistent, but we will see that some comparisons can be accurately made.
Only those factors which exhibited a RELA oefficient of at least .8
(interpreted similar to atorrelation coeffi lent; most actually had at
least .9) across countries will be reported.

Stake I .

In the firsrssample, there were 7 Sentence Completion factors whitch
'were virtually universal across a1. ccuntiries. These include coping.
effectiveness factors in each of the behavior areas of anxiety, aggres-
sion, task achievement, and authofity. Additionally, there were two
factors related to interpersonal relations:'-:coppg effectiveness, and
neutral not negative afftct toward inter ersonal relations. Finally,
there was an attitude factor which eon ted of a pOsitive attitude
toward authority, interpersonal relat ns, and task achievement.

Males scored higher on virtua all of the coping factors. A11.8
countries in Stage I showed sex d4..erences in favor of Males in coping
with anxiety. In coping with tas achievement, males scored higher in
Austin and Mexico. In coping with authority, Brazil, Italy, and Mexico
had males scoring higher than females. Males also did better in coping
with interpersonal relations'in Brazil, England, Italy,'and Mexico.

Sex Differences on the other interpersonal relations factors, neutral
not negative affect, idere not so consistent, however. 'Male§ scored ki.gher
on this factor in Brazil, Italy, Mexico, and Yugoslavia, while females
were hither in Chfcago and England. In copingith aggression, moles
again did better in Biazil and Italy, While females coped better in
Chicago and England. Finally, females had a better attitude toward
authority, interper'sonal relations, and task achievement in Chicago,
England, Austin, and Yugoslavia.

.
.-

11,he Occupational Values factors were.more idisyncratic In each country./
Two factors did emerge, however, that were quite similar in many countrie--.,'
One these was a factor which combined such intrinsic values as
altirUism.self-satisfaction, intellectual stimulation and varlet. bath__
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not valuing success, prestige, and economic returns. Tilts- ractor

reflects a greater concern with intrinsic values rather than extrinsic
rewards. Females consistently scored higher on this factor than males.
Austin, Chicago, Italy, and Japan all had this factor in common (again,
determinedSy RELATE values), with females scoring higher. England
also had females scoring higher than males on a slightly different version
ofthis factor.

Anpther factor which occurred in many of the countries involved
placing greater value on following father's occupation and less value
on such variables as intellectual stimulation, variety, independence,
and associates. In all countries, understandably, males tended to place

&greater value on following father's occupation, while females were
more interested in the intrinsic values.

The combination of. these two facto shows a fairly consistent pattern
of sex drfferences that is not unexpected. Males-tend to place greater
value on following father's occupation, and on such extrinsic rewards as
success, prestige, and economic returns. On the other hand, females
place greater value on intrinsic variables such as altruism, self-satis-
faction, intellectual stimulation: variety, and association.

There were other sex differences that were not so consistent.
Chicago, Mexico, and Yugoslavia had sex differences on a factor valuing
independence and pleasant associates but not creativity. In Chicago,
females scored higher on this factor, but in Mexico and Yugoslavia males
scored higher.

Another factor was valuing management and not valuing-such things
as success,, security, surroundings, and associates. Males placed greater
value on management than did females in Chicago, Mexico, England, and
YUgoslavia. 9,4

In England and ftal, females placed greater value on surrtdings
-

and assopeates than did males. In Yugoslavia and Japan, .females placed
greater value on security and less an.creativity than did males.

o-

There were no sex differences on the Social Attitudiis Inventory
in Stage I.

The results of these comparisons indicate that there were few sex
.differences in career values that were universally present in all
cultures. The 'presence of similar differences within"some subsets of
cultures,but not others, indicate that sex differences between males
and females are the result of cultural training.

Aptitude and Achievement

The most notable pattern. to 'emerge from the data iss the fact that
there were significant sex differences in Grade Point Average and
.Peer Ratings in favor of the girls, in six or seven of the eight
research locations. This occurred despite the-fact that there wera
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no sytematic sex differences in Raven Aptitude scores, no signifi-
cant sex differences whatever in the Mathematics Achievement scores,
and sex differences ln favor of the boys on Reading Achievement
four of the eight samples. Boys had slightly higher Raven scores than
girls in Brazil, Mexico and Chicago. The girls in other location,
had somewhat higher Raven scores than the boys. The greatest sex
differences occurred in Mexico City and Tbkyo. The smallest sex'
differences occurred in-England and. Italy. Although girls excelled
boys in Reading in England, Italy, Japan and Austin, the bo)s per-
formed hetter than the-girls on the standardized achievement test
of Reading in Brazil, Mexico, Chicago, and Yugoslavia.

ih traditional expectation in American education has h,en for
girls to,outperform boys of the same age fn academic work, at least
through elementary school.v Indeed, the explanation has so-etimes heen

* put forth in textbooks on child development that girls arepnysically
more mature. than boys from birth onward, by almost a year, and that
thi, accounts for their superior performance. The facts from the
present study indicate that this presumed superiority dots not exlst,
in any systematic sense. In Austin, the girls dp perform better t-.an
boys; but in Chicago, the reverse is true. The objective measure of
achievement show no syst,-;atic superiority of either sex over the
other when one considers the way in which differences favoring bos
in some societies are balanced out by differences in favor of girls
in other societies.

Something very definitely is at,work, however, in most of these
countries, to give the girls better reputations with both teachers

. and'agemate. Except in Mexico and England, girls were given cons-is-
'tentl,higher grades than boys, on the average, by their teachers.
In all countries except Mexico, the Peer Behavior BatingA given to
girls for academic performance were higher than the ratings given
boys by their classmates. Peers rated girls higher than boys for
performance in nonacademic pursuits, as well,. except in Chicago and,
again, in Mexice.. Only in Mexico did boys have better reputation,: for
getting along with teachers. Everywhere else, girls got higher

0 scores on this rating scale. The largest differences in Grade Point
.Average.and the.peer reputation for academic effectiveness occurred
in Austin. The second largest difference in grades favoring girls
occurred in o Paulo but the difference in peer ratings there was
extremely sma . The smallest sex differences on both of these
measures oc ed in Mexico City, where it was actually reversed,
faVoring the boys to a sTight degree.

In London, boys won somewhat higher grades from. their teachers,
even though their objective performance' in reading was, sliOtly less
effectIve than that of the girls, and despite the fact that their own
classmates did not believe they work as iiard and effectivel-: as tike
girls.
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Otherwise, except in Mexico and England, something about girls'
ways of behaving in school earned them better grades than boys,,
quite apart from their.,actual mastery of reading and mathematical
skills. Observers in all of these societies have suggested that it
is probably the mote quiet, conforming demeanor of girls that earns,
them this preferential evaluation, not only from teachers. but from
.their classmates.

Peer Behavior Ratings

In addition to the findings just reported, girls tended to be
rated somewhat higher than boys for their ability to work with
people 'of their own age (except in Mexico), There was no%systematic

erence in reputation for coping with anxiety. Girls were
gher than boys for this capability in Brazil, Italy. Chicago,
and Japan; but boys were rated higher in Mexico, England, and

lavia. The differences tended to be quite small in most places.
g rated girls better able to cope with aggressive treatment in

Brazil, Chicago, Austin and Japan. The reverse was true in the other
four countries. These differences were all very small, There was no
universal tendency to see girls or boys as more effective in dealing
with hbstile encounters.

4

The BRS summary score-gave a small superiority to giirls in all
countries except Mexico. The difference in favor of girlS,was rela-
tively greater inthe Chicago and AustA samples.

Stage III

There were five Sentence ompletion factors which were virtually
--Universal in Stage III. These corresponded to coping in each of th.e
behavior areas of anxiety, interpersonal relations, task achievement,
authority, and aggression. There were not as many'sex differences as
in the first sample (St.?ge I), though males again tended to have "=
better coping scores. L

N. . ....

In coping with, anxiety males scored higher thin females in
Mexico, Austin, Brazil, an Germany, while females did better in Japan.
Males did better in coping with aggression in Austin and Brazil. In
Italy, males Id better th n females in coping with task achievement.
In coping wi authority, leis did better in Italy and Brazil. In
Coping with interperso'el lations, females did better than soles in
Austin. .

-

There were pore sex differences on the Occupational Values insru- .
ment. The pattern appears similar to Stage I. Again. there was a basic
factor of placing greater value on various combinations of altruism,
self-satisfaction, associates, surroundings, intellectual stimulation,
and var4ety and les4 value on success, prestige,-",and economic returns.
Femaies'scored higher on this factor in all countries except Mexico. --
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A faCtor of following father's occupation also showed up in
Several countries. Males placed greater value on this in Chicago,
Austin, Yugoslavia, Ltaly, and Brazil. This pattern is similarto
Stage I, with females placing greater value on intrinsic variabl'es
such as altruism; self-satisfaction, associates, intellectual stimu-
lation, and surroundings. Males, on the other hand, more high17
valued extrinsic factors such as success, prestige, and economic
returns, and also placed reater value on following father's

s
occupation than did femal i .

.

Thoreloere eight other instances of sex'differences in-Occupa-
tional Values on factors common to only two countries. All of tnese
cases involved females placing greater value on such, variables as
surroundings, asstc.kates% esthetics, intellectual stimulation, and
security: Males tended, to-place greater value on management, success,
prestige., and economic returns.

Quite a few sex differences emerged on the Views of Life instru-
ment inaptage III. Those that occurred in more than one country
will be cited. Italy, especially, had many significant sex differences
on the Views of Life. It is interesting thatimost of the signiU cant
differences in Italy were also found in Japan.. For exavple, in both
of these countries, females expressed a more internal locus of control
than did males, both generally and academically.

Females in Italy and Japan also had a greater reference for
independent action, as opposed to dependence, and reliance on others,
than did males. They had more intrinsic work-Values than males,
valuing work for its on sake, rather than for the rewards it may bring.

,This 'finding was also evidence0Pin Chicago. Finally, in both It4y and
Japan, females had a less' ositive self-concept than did males: It is
interesting that they arc Igo self-reliant and perceive themselves as
being in control, and yet have a more negative sel,f-concept.

Females in England and Brazil also had a less positive self- .

concept than did males. Males had a greater tendency than females to
initiate their own actions on problems, as opposed to following others
or waiting for suggestions, in Mexico, ,razil, andItaly. In Chicago
and Italy, males a greater preference than females for doing their
work by themselve ather than working with others.

' On tke Social Attitudes Inventory, sex differences were significant
in only two countries. Females reported that they were better'copers
than, did males in Brazil and Austin.

In sum, there were various instances of sex differences in both
samples. On the Sentence Completion instrument, males in both samples
consistently appeared to cope with anxiety more effectively than females
Other findinga_were ipqg consistent- although -,- especially in the first__
sample, there Igs la tendency,. for significant differences to favor males.
There were few significant sex differences on this instrument in the
Second sample, howtver.

X
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In regard to occupational Values, it was relatively universal
for males to place greater value on following father's occupation
and on such extriqsic rewards as success, prestige, and economic,

*-returnS. Females more highly valued factors which might be con-
sidered intrinsic or which described a pleasant work environment.
These include altruism, self-satisfaction, surroundings, associates,
and intellectual stimulation.

Some General Implications

Considering coping,skill in the five areas of behavior, the sexes
were equal in the majority of comparisons. In all countries except
England,-Japan, and the U.S., whenever a sex difference occurred, it
showed males coping more effectively than females. The exceptions werethat girls in England and Chicago coped better with aggression in the
first sample; while in the second sample, Japanese girls capped better
than boys with anxiety, and Austin girls were better at interpersorial
relations.

In the second sample. Austin and Brazilian girls also rated them-
selves higher in overall coping skill on the Social Attitudes Inven-
tory, the only sex difference to appear on this instrument, in either
sample;

This evidence uggests a general tendency in all of these soci-
eties for boys to.d play somewhat greater degree'of independentinitia-
tivd and success in confronting and handling most everyday problems.
In the-few cases where girls excelldd, they did sd by handling aggres-
sion more calmly and constrtictively, by mastering anxiety better, or
by handling interpersonal relations with agemates more effectively.
The Views of Life data 'showed no universal sex differences. Some
national patterns favored girls; scime,,bo

The preponderant lack of sex difterenc s, and the fact that girls
learn to cope better than boys in tome resp cts, in some societies,
would seem to argue that sex differences in oping skills and attitudes.
are induced by each culture's pattern of tra itions, expectation's and

. training for -male and female sex roles. Most of these societies seem
to train boys to cope better with anxiety (though not Japan, in the 1968
,samPle). and some of them train boys to cope better with aggression and
with authority. Women do not appear to be innately the "weaker sex,"
when it comes to coping with major problems of life, although they are
not trained as well to cope, it would also appear, at certain times,- in
certain societies (Fearlin & Schooler, 1978, p, 15).

*

The career values of boys and girls, and the patterns Of attitvde
and behavior they imply, similarly indicate that sex differences are
induced by one's particular culture not rooted in some unchangeable,
presumably biological ice-7 Girls preferred altruism, self-
satisfaction and intellectual stimulation, while boys preferred suc-
cess. prestige and economic returns; but only in four of the eight
countries. In all countries, girls were even less inclined than boys
to follow their father's occupations; but that is scarcely surprising,
'given the sex-stereotyping of most occupaElons in all these societies,

S
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Even if there should be a sex-based, temperamental tendency for
more,boysthan girls to he active, independent copers, interested inachieving practical success, the evidence ftom this study sholWs thatcultural conditioning is capable for overriding such a difference. Insome societies, the results came out the other way.

Aptitude and Achievement

There we no significant, generalized sex differences in
aptitude, as s wn in the Raven scores, in.either Stage I or Stage
III. There was no,generalized sex difference across countries in
Mathematics Achi -menf in Stage I although in Stage III, in all
countries except BraZil and italy, the girls outperformed the boys.
Neither in Stage I nor its Stage III was there any systematic sex
difference ih Reading Achievement. There were quite consistent nItien-
al patterns of sex differences although the differences were relatively
small. In both Stage I and Stage III, boys outperformed girls on the
standardized Reading test in Brazil, Mexico, and Yugoslavia, whcreas
girls outperformed boys in England, Austin, and Japan. The sex dif-
ferences in Italy were tiny in both stages. (The sample in one of the
two stages was missing for Chicago and Germany.) It might be noted
that the trend of the sex differences in these various countries did
not systematically parallel the sex difference in Raven aptitude'scores,
except in n few cases.

Thu-, schooling in all of these countries tends to produce a good
approximation of sexual equality in the knowledge and skills acquired
by the boys and girls. The boys are served slightly better in Brazil,
Mexico, and Yugoslavia while girl's- achieve a little greater competence.
in Austin and Japan, particularly where reading is concerned.

4
It is all the more interesting, therefore, to find that in Stage

III the teachers gave girls higher Grade 'Point Averages than boys in
every country, with an average sex difference of .2 SD's. The sex
difference was Yeast in the case of Italy and Yugoslavia, greatest in
the two American ptations, Chicago and Austin. This confirmed or even
strengthened the pattern demonstrated in the Stage I data, where six
of the eight tounrries, except for Mexico and Italy, showed the same ,

superiority of girls over boys,in Grade Point Average. Research in
America and Western Europe has shown that teachers tend to favor girls
over boys, not because the girls necessarily outperform the boys iefel.r
lectually and academically, but because girls tend to act in moreAtilet,
compliant ways that teachers find easier to live with., Boys are some-
what more apt to be phySically restless and to act ors -speak impulsively,,
even though if may be only a slight deviation from the teacher's pre-
ference. Per6ps these same reasons produce the sex differencetin GPA
in all of the countries. The size of the discrepancy is so small,
however, (from 0 to ..3'SD's in Stage III)'that boys probably- are not
'sevorely,upset,by this' preferential treatment the teachers give to girls.,
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The implied p essure for both boys and girls to confnrm to an
essentially feminine pattern of behavior appears relatively greatestessentially

the United States and either minor or no-existent in Mexico,
England, Italy, and Yugoslavia.

-

Behavior Rating)Scales
0

Thee were systemat4 sex-typed patterns of expected behavior
iwithin particular countries, as the young people, themselves, sad t.

In Stage III, for example, boys'had higher reputations than, girls on
every scale in Mexico. In Italythe same pattern of superior
reputation for boys Was observed on all but two scales: Controlling

aggressive impulse and getting their own-way (self-assertion).

In contrast, girls tended to score higher than boys'on most aspects
of coping behavior in Germany; Yugoslavia, Chicago, and Austin.- In

Japan, girls scored highest on working hard in school, persistihg
tasks (implementation) and showing initiative; but they scored lower
f1han boys on the other scales.

J Only one scale unequivocally showed a universal pattern. Thiwas
( the one that asked "Who has the best ideas?" (solver). .Everywhere

except in Italy the b had higher reputations than girls for this

charadteristic;,and in Italy the sexes were equal.

The anxiety item dn Stage III, "Who never seems to worry about

anything?", f.ound the b s scoring higher in every country except

Germany, where there w no sex differehce, There was a strong tread

in Stage in for girls to score higher thAll b(557 n getting along with

teachers,. This was true everywhere;except in" Medico and-Italy.

A direct comparison with the Stage I findings is difficult for two

reasons, Many of the'items were reworded enough so that differences in

phrasing between the twoversionsofthe instrument might well explain

differences in the findings. For.example,OED-Item that represented
coping.with anxiety in Stage I read, "Who does.not get upset easily

when things go wrong?" In Stage III this was changed' to, "Who never

worries?" This change was made because the observations gathered in

,the course of the Stage I testing suggested that the-early wording of

the item was interpreted by some children,,in some countries, in such a

--. way that they thought 'upset" meant getting angry, alliugh the great
majority of children everywhere did interpret it as getting anxious.
In any case, there is enough uncertainty about the exact equivalenbe

of fhe wording in the two stages to make direct comparison,of the
findings on this item rather uncertain.

A similar problem existed with the interpersonal relations item.

In Stagel, this was phrased, "Who works best with others ?" In Stage

III it read, "Who .gets-along best with -stud-el:in- in-561Fr- tig§s1" -11-1C

emphasis on "work" In Stage 1, and its absence in Stage III, could

easily make it seem a substantially different item to the children 'in
0
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ti t.o different samples. In Stage I, girl's had exceeded bo,'s on\ithis

item e'verywhe're except insMexico,. whereas in Stage III the countries
were split almost evenly on the directfon of the s..,!x difference that
was ob3erved.

Another djffeierIce between the two stages was the effort to reduce 'S

the.halo effect that liad bee found in the Stage I instrument by first

giving a popularity 'tern, Zilch was not used in the anal,yseg,_and then
asking the children to notninate classmates* the remainNig scales with-
out regard to their personal feelings ref liK1no or disliking. This

worked quite well to reduce cil halo effect in Stage III but it nay
also have modified the ti:e of. items even when tey riere identically

worded in Stage I and Stage III. An example isthe academic task achieve-
ment item, phrased in Stage I as, "Who works hardest at their lessons?"
and in Stage III,_"Who works hardest in school?" In Stage girls had

exceeded,boys everywhere except in Mexico but in Stage III the sex dif-
ference was in the other direction in four of the ori21nal countries,

C,ermany.

The superior reputation of boys in Mexico ,ias just as evid,nt in
Stags Iia's in Stage III. Thcre was also,almost a duplication of pat era

-.on the self-amaertibn,ite in the two sampr=s. Whether the itc-a lead

"fighting hardeSt to ga. one's own way," as in Stage I, or "usually
getting one's own way," as in Stage III, boys exceeded girls in Mexjcd,
England, Yugq4lavia, Chicago, and 'Austin both tines. Girls exceeded

boys in Bralil and Italy both times, with the addition of Germiny in
Stage The only slight shift between the t.,:ct stages was in the

case Japan, where there was a very small reversal of the Sex dif-
ferffce.

Clearly, children in all countries, of both sexes, think that boys

have "the best ideas" somewhat more often-than do girls., Beyond this,
-there simply is no universal agreement on the superiority of either sex,

4 across all cultures. 'There are, however, quite definite patterns Df
attributed superiority; albeit not of any great degree, which system-

atically vary from country to country. Thus, as has long been thought,

sex roles and sex - typed behavior definitely appear to be culturally

induced, insofar as this guile solid evidence fraNyeer ratings bears on
the question. In particular, neither boys nor girfNare universally
seen as demonstrating superior coping skills. In some countries ope

sex is viewed as more effective, while in other countries the revase

pis true. Actually, the -only country where male supremacy is givErf
serious wight by children of these ages is Mexico. The fact that %he

'
next - closet approKimations to this pattern occur in Brazil and Italy

is not surpfising. The Latin tradition of male.supremacy does appear

. to be reflected in these data. Even in Brazil and Italy, however,
--agetvrtel-lilewgtria more -favorably-than-hoys- in-a-number of important

aspects of coping behavior.
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Analyses of VarianCesomerear4o dSed.00-test for SES differences
between upper-middle and lower-middle class students on the factor
4Eores of the coping and value measur s, and on aptitude, achievement,

'antl peer raring sco s. 'The'results e shown in Tables 1 and 2.'
e

.
%4

Stag,0I
$

0

4 . e

In:Stage It thAre were few significant SES differences on the '1'

factors of the Seq.enceCd4letion_instIument. Indeed, the only ,factor°

i4

in whicktherewexe Sp differences.i more than one topntry was in
copingiwith 4ggressine. Middle-class Oiudents appeared to cope more
effe.Crtvely with aggression than_lowelass students in Brazil, Italy,
and Japan. 4,

4 v.

There were quite a few more social-class difeiences on the
Occupational' Values instrument. -In ',particular, middle -class students

...tended to place greater value on following father's. accUpation thaii did
the lower class. In Mexico, Austin, and Italy, there 'was a common facpbr-

.'which itivolved,vOluing followtng :father's oceuvatien,-'but not Valuing '

intellectual Stimtation and vasieti:- The middy class hod higher scores .

on thisfactor in all thrpe countries. England and Chicago had similar
.. %*.SES differentes on slight variations of thefaetor. Brazilian middle-:

class students also valued following father, but' hot associates.
Yugoslavia had'a similar fikor in which middle-class students again -

.

.

valued following father more than elle lower Class, but placed less value
on estheqcs and surroundings. Thus, all countries but Japan had S4:11
differences on a factor flaying to4doia' }'following fathef's.occupation.
In all cases, middle-class ?dents nded tip place greater value on'
following father i his wotk, and le on other variables h as --

..

,inteVsectqal stimu tion, variety; an associtte.* . .

. ., .

't .
.

. .

'Another SES differt.nce occurred in sevl.countfies'il, which.
..

middle-class students tented to placeweater. vl.ue on inde)*ndence bon',
--14r class. Braz+r,..Italy,.aicaga and MexiqO all exhibitN' 4'

,'this trend. There was a...tendeni for ieldle Mass to place less 'value
oh variables such as self-satisfactio firSec,urity in these factors.

. . ..

a.

One other trend was for the middle class` to
4
place greater value

on management than the lower.class.` SES differences werp:%ignificant
.50.tin,:thiCiarmeico, and Italy,awfth the m.idd*-class students...

711Eiiig greater value 9n management and less on variables 'such as
success,*gecurity, surroundings, and associates.

.Finally, in YugoslaviAnd Japan, m'iddleTclass students pl'aced,'
.* greater value on creativity than the:lowerclass. In.Englar0 and .'

Chicago, lower-Class students placed greater value onsucces and less
, 4

on esthetics than did the middle class.

1O

*
.
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Ad;litional SLS differences occurred on.the'Social Attitude,
Inv4eritnEy (SATO, or s.elf-report, measure coping efff...ctivene,is.

in Eo:-;lanc! and Cnicago, the" lower -cla-s students repotted hater

co:,ing, while in Yudos.lavia they reported less eff.ective coping tiai,,*
dad the middle class. However, .a more consi,tent pattern emergcd in
t:tat ti,e lower class in several Countries reported grater defenkiA'L
behaiiur in their coping strategies. This difference,Iwas significant.

in Austia, enicaio, Italy, Mexico, Yugoslavia, and Brazil.

t.

There t.as a univer,a1 status difference, in all couatries, in the
Raven apt Ltude score. Tiler(.: was a large difference b(twcen countries,
however, in the size of this' status differential.' The smnllest d41-

.-
fer(nce wa-; in Ljubljana, Yugoslavia where the.separation of the Lye

statu,- levc1swas only one-fourth of a standard deviation. The next

s.,.all.st status differences were in Ttaly and England. The largest`
differenc occurred in the Chica*c_. sa-,le, where the distance bcte,;n
the two groups was a full standans: d,viat'ior. The ne-.:t largest
dXf:_i-ehcc:s occur* in Mexico eltu, ceifh .8 a standard deviation,
and. in the'status difforetq'e-va's of a standn-fl
tion. ' '

'Thus, in half, or more of tiler cotitriesIthe status differcnce e_

larg- nor0 to make a noti,:eabl. prAtcal difference in the
abilit; of the chldrn to master academic knowledge acrd st ills. At

th, savre time: the size of the stat,s difference varies soconsider-
conntry to country thAt any naive; genetic explanatioT of

this di'ffe dr(ce is likely to he. in,_orrect. Wfiatever.the.cause,z of

this dIft,r(nce bet.,.en the upper-middle Class and tlit skilled*;4ork-'

they obviously'vVany a good deal from one corintr to anottrar,

Cultural forces act to minimize this difference in places such-as
Ljubljana apd Milan, while a di.ffererit pattEfn'of social forces appears
to maximize such differenccs in the Chicago area communities and, in
Mexico%City.

a.

PO.

Ther6-. is an additional fact which may cause .this status differefe
to !,c underestimated in some of the loCales. Much larger numbersiof
children were tested than were finally included in tgle sample that Was
analyzed .in each place. A major criterion for including subje'.s was
the completeness of their test data. Thus,Dif they-Were nofin school
on sOme of the days whip certain instrum66ts.re administered, and

'.this could trot be mad up at a later time, the children who missed
tho=e wvre.droppe7d from the.sample.. In othitr cases, th'e child

may have been present for a,11. testing r7erlochi Mt his ability to ex-
pros,. 1im-;e1 with reasonable legibility or logicie coherence nay have
been limitse.tivat his res'ponses to some of he 'instruments were un-
readAhl, or:unimt0t.pretahle. 16dch a child s also droppecl.frm-the
-samV.. 40 Austin, at least, di the ten-ve -old 1-ev(1'mor.' than

N,\
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b
fifteen percent of thivorking-class children who were initially

IR -tested had to fie droppff from the sample because their written
-answers were either highly illegible or because they simply did not

s make any clear sense. This problem occurred most often on the free
response instruments. Such functional illiteracy was,a distressing
thing to observe at the fourth and fifth grade levels.- It must be
emphasized that these were the childrenof the skilled working group.

/They were not the highly disad;iantaged children of tilt unskilled
working class, or "children of poverty." In contrast, almost no upper-
-middle class children had-to be excluded for this reason...

The consequence, in Aus,tin at least, is that the real difference
betwipn these two status groups 'in intellectual efficiency and '

acadftic performance is unquestionably larger than the scores of
the finafly selected samples would indicate. This phenoRgnon was
observed in the-other national samples, but with considerable
variation from country to entry.

Achievement

All three measures of achievement showed
difference, with the upper-middle children substantially out- ,

(

r,
owed the same, universal

-performing the working-clAs children., This difference in perfor-
ma e

'1tS
was greatest in Mexico City, Austin and Tokyo. The smallest

_dal enter in both -Math -and Reading-Athievement-occurred-in Sao-Paulo-7------------
Ljubljana and Milan. The relative size of the difference tended to be
the same, or very similar, in Math and in Reading, within any one
country. .

op

While the status differences in achievement tended to parallot
fairly closely the status differences in_aptitude,.there were several
notable departures from this pattern in the way grade Point Averages
were assigned to children of the two socialNroups in difXgrent
countries. In Ljubljana, for example, although the status differences
in Aptitude and objectively-measured Achievement were relatively
small compared with other countries, there Was the larges-t difference
in the grades teachers. assigned. Children frod professional and mana-
gerial families won considerably higher grades than their working-

. class school mates. In MeldoCity, on the other hand, although there
were,large status differences in Aptitude and Achievement scores, the
'difference in Grade'Point Average was lessthan half As large as in
Ljubljana. The difference still favored the4upper-middle,class .

children, as was true in all the-other countries. In Chicago, the
. status differenot.inGrade Point Avefage was about the same size as the,
status differences in the standardized achievement scores; but the

-difference,on three of these performance'me.asures was only half,
as large ;as t ifjference between the tw6 status groups on the Raveh
measuie 4of Aptiltide. In the-other national tramples- the status dif-
ferendes fn Grade Point'Averagetended.topbrallel fairly closely.p4
'aie of thestatus differences on the other measures of'Aptitude and
Achievers*,

b
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The situation in Brazil deserves- special mention. There, more

than ninety percent of children at the workirig lass"level leave
ch ool befo're the Ae of fourteen. Consequently, those fourteen-
year--olds from this status level who are still in. school are apt to
be a highly' selected group, the most intelligent, the most strongly
motivated to succeed and whose paents are most eager for them to
be well educated. Therefore, ,one would expect the average ability
and perP)rmance scores of thirrroup to exceedthe average scores of
the fourteen-year-old upper-middle class group.

Significvtly, althoughthe Raven scores still showed an aptitude
differential in favor of the middle class, at fou'rteen, it was only
half as large asat ten yeaf's of age. Similarly, the status c er-

ences in Math and Reading Actlievement decreased 1)* two-thirds from
ten to fourteen. The relativity of teacher greeting is vividly '

evident: however, in the fact that teachers gave substantially
higher Grade Point Averages to the fourteen-year-old uppe'r-middle
class children than they diet to the, high status4ten-year-olds;
whel(as teachers gave sub-4tantjally loser Grade Pdint Averages to
fourteen-year-old working-caes children' than they ,gave tbe-Een-

s

year-old. Thus, 'despite the great+Oteduced!diff4-eneerBetween
the Brazilian status groups et fourteen, in.ob4ectively-measured
aptitude and achievement, the teachers. substantially increased
the difference in grades, it favor of the upper-r4ddle cleft stu-
ck-its.

In none of the .other countries did working class children leave
school by fourteen to ything like this degree. The drop-out rate

rn
was practically zero n Tokyo, and low'in the other nations. Con

seT,ent.ly, except in razil, the working class samples, whichwere
studied were reasonably representative of that segment/of th. total

age group, in that community.,

Peer Wehavior Rating Scales

The partial segregation of ahildren into different grOupitigs accor-
ding to sex, in some schools, or according to the dominant social
economic background of theatea0erved by the school, makesit neces-
sary to be extremel, cautious about interpreting apparent status or

hin an age group. The fact tot the refer-
ence populations were different at ten and fourteen makes any over.-
all comparison of. the two age groups relatively meaningless. None-

ML theless: it may not be an entirely random happenstance that in all but
two countries (Brazil and Mexico), the uRper-middle clasps children
received higher ratings than their working -class schoolmate's for
erfectiveness in performing Academic Tasks. Somewhat'the same pat-
tern appeai+d on the rating cif performance in Non-Academic work.
Except in Brazil and Engtand, upper-middle class children received
high ratings, on the average., In seven )of the eight countries,
excer for Brazil, upper-middle cl'ass children were rated better at.

04 t;
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getting along with teachers. The higher status children were also
rated better at workin with a e
terparts, except in Brazil and England whe e there was a slighlrever-
sal in relative standing. Exactly the pattern occurred on the
stem about, handling anxiety. Everywhere except in BraziPand Ertland,
children rated the upper status group better at this4than the lower
status group. Again, except for Brazil and England,.upper- middle
class children were reputed to handle aggression more effectively than
working-clasSIchidren. ,Averaging the standings of all the itelik,
on the BRS Summary score in all countries except Brazil, the high sta-
tus children had.better reputations with their agemates for effective-
ness in coping with this diverse array eS problems. It might be re-
membered that in Sao Paulo and Mexico City there Was a relatively
small'difference in the way teachers graded the two status groups,
-which appears to correspond with the lack of difference in peer repu-
tation. Otherwise, in the other countries, the direction of peer
judgments was the same as the objective measures of performance and
as teacher grades: in all cases these were higher at the upper - middle
class level.

I - *

Stage III

There were few social class differences in the Sentence Completion
`0-factos in Stage III. Indeed, the only common factor where SES dif-

ferences were significant in more than one country was coping with
aggression, Inc which the lower class showed more effective coping in .

Austin' add Brazil.

There were more differences on the Occupational Values Instrument.
As in Stage I,,a,factor including following father's occupation was

16 almost universal across countries. SES differences were significant in
many of these, as the middle-class students placed greater value than
the lower class on following father's occupation (and often disvalued 0

,management) in Chicago, Germany, Mexico, Italy, and Brazil. In addition,
England and Mexico had,another.factOr.in common, where the Tower crass
more highly valued intellectual' stipulation, variety and selfvatisfaction,
as :opposed to following father's occupation.

qg a

4
Middle -clar-o4 student also tended to place greater value on

esthetics and independence han did the lowpr class rn'marry countries.
England, Chic go., Mexico, andlBraiil all hid factors in.which,the middle.
class -placed- 'firantly- ester vu ue-un independence than -did- tie
lower class. Though there was not a universal factor in common here,
factors were identical, betAen at least two countries, MArddle-class
students also placed greater value Ign esthetics than citid the lower class
'in Chicago, England, Germany, and Mexico.' This was as opposed to other
variables such as success and security. Finally, in Italy and Japan
lower-class students more highly valued security and placed less vaiu
creativity and prestige than did ti4 middle class.

21009-
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"SPS differences on th.e Views of Life were fairly scattered .and-
ineynsistent. Middle-class students did tend to express a more
intensal locus of'control in Austin, England, Chicago, and Brazil.

Only two countrjes shored signific nt differences in self-re?ort
of coping..effectiveness on the SAI. Lo er-class students reported more
effectivevtopim; tharyild the middle cl ss in 'texico and Brazil.

.Across stages, middle -class students in various countries con-
si-,tently placed gr'eatQr value on follo7...ing father's occupation tnan
d:d the lower class. There were many.other differences, but t1,1,e
wer- gencrally less cynsistent. Similar trends did exist aCrotc stages,
ho:ever. ex'a:i'ple, middle-class students' tended to place greater'
value on independence in both stages, and less on security and
satisfaction, than did the lower class.

;Dritude and Achievemeit

By far the mkp-t unkversal and most pronotinced difftrencLs an
af tLis s.tud- were tLe,,LargE diff-renfes in Ar,titudu and
er'nt hutwt,n the two ,,nciouconomic g'roui,,. In aril coun:r..-_,, on

the P.av_n, the tipper-mid(]1, class children exceeded the skilled -.orking-
clan, children. .The difference ranged' from a. extremely small .2
standard deviation& in Yugoslavia to 1.0 SD's in Chicago.

-.e.

On Mathematics V-hievuncnt, there was a similar, universal socio-
ecopomic diffcrer,--e'in favaT of the upper- middle class group. ThA
difference tangt_d from .2 In Brazfl and German.: to .9 in ja;-,an and,

`1:0 in Mexico.

Tr:-. difference 141 Rending Achivement scores was even greater,,
part&ularlv in Stage III. The size of the difference ranged from a

of .4 SD's in Yugoslavia, Brazil, and Italy to a high of .9 to 1.0
in Japan, in Stage I and Stage III.

Grade,i)oint'Average, assigned to teachers,, universally favored
the upper- middle class children in Stage I. The samet.pattern was
evident in Stage III except in Brazilil, where the' working-class Children
actually received slightly higher grades'tban the upper-middle class
children. The SES differences ranged from a low of .2 SD's in"Brazil
to- T6-ra-7-8 -TUgol;Ta-Via was -filgYest or second hIgTies in effe----

size, of tLetsocioeconomic difference in CPA in Stage I and State III
(.6, .7).

411,
A comparison of the relative socioeconomic differences in tese

four mea,uris in the differ.clit countries is instructive. A brief sum-
.

mar: of eac research station'', pattern follows.

Ara7i1: A very small socioeconomic difference in Aptitudc:'' (.2,
.4) was matched by smAll differences in Mathematics Achievement (.2,
.2) and in Reading Achievement id Stage I (.4)., although there was a
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large difference in Stage III in Reading (.8). Brazil had-the lowest.
difference of all countries in GPA. This even amounted to a small
reversal 5f the two social class groups in Stage III (-.2).

_ The Brazilian investigators .report that the near-equality of
these socioeconomically diVerse dups is probably due to two
fictors. First, while the school attended by upper-middle class
students-are better staffed and equipped, there is no selection of
the students on grounds of aptitude. The schools attended by the
working class, however, are'more Selective. In part, the more able,

. trespbnsiVe students are admitted and retained; and, inpart, such
students are more likely to stay in school, especially by age fourteen.

A second factor. arises from staff observations during the testing.
They found the working -class students took it more positively and
seriously than many of the upper-middle class youth, who tend to be

more cynical and 'tut less value on- schooling, in general. For one
thing, having more enriched experiences, thTid_gher status youth see

'far less need for schooling, in the s'taff's Aperienie. These two
factors have an additive effect, tending to equalizeiscores across the
social strata on both aptitudeand achieVement measures.

Mexico: A very large difference in Raven Aptitude scores (.8, .8)

was matched by a very large difference in Mathematics Achievement
1.fii, -the second-highest difference-in Reading Achievement (.8,----

.8) and a difference in Grade Point Average that ranged from a rather
small size (.4) in Stage I to tile very highest difference (.8) in
Stage III. Thus, the children of Mexico City started out with a very
,large socioeconomic difference in Aptitude and the schools maintained
,this difference in their performance on achievement tests. The CPA
assigned by teachers appears to be proportionate to title large difference
in Aptilode and Achievement. Nonetheless, the educational system did
nothing to reduce the extremely large difference in either aptitude
or performance of the children in these two different socioeconomic
levels.

England: A moderate difference in Aptitude (.5, .5) was matched
by a slightly larger difference in Mathematics AChievement
Reading (.6, .7) and GPA (.6, .5). The achievement differences were.
That might be expected from the Aptitude difference The SES difference
fa GPA assig,ed_ by Leacliecs ats0-corre-s-porled-ttr-che ievemtnt- ttf-
ference. Teacher grades seemed to be unbiased by no cademic con-
siderations. However, as in the case of the first t countries, it is
evident that the schools in Lond6n did not reduce the differencesin
performance that the initial SES Aptitude differences were likely to
produce. They did not equalize the performance of children from"the
two socioeconomic levels.
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Germany: A moderatedifference in Aptitude was matched by

one of the internationally smallest differences in Reading Achievement
(.5). The difference in Mathematics Achievement was even smaller al)
and therewaS almost no difference in CPA. These schools reduced tile'

socioeconomic diffekences A Achievement, especially in Mathematics
apd in GPA. considerably below the size that would bg expected from
Aptitude, if it were allowed to operate uncorrected. The teachers

appeared to be leaning over backwards to equalize the effects of school-
ing for the two different social levels. (This effect was not so
evident in the area of Reading; but there was p-- curious lack,of cox-.
respondenebetwen Reading Achievement and Che other measures of
academic performance which was unique to West_Qermany.)

A moderate difference infRaven Aptitude scores (.4, .4)
was matched by a similarly modeitte differeitIce in Mathematics Achieve-
ment (.4, '.4), a moderate to large differenak in Reacipg Achievement
(.4, .8) and a moder GPA difference .6). The achievement levels
of the two social clan groups in Milan iliffered about As much as one

would expect from the Aptitude difference. The CPA difference was
about of the same order, indicating that teachers were not biased in
assigning 'grades. lks in most 4 the countrie%, it is clear that the-
schools did not equalize the performance skills of the two socioeconomic
levels.

4

Yugoslavia:- Yugoslavia was tied wiiE giTillfor-11AVIng he I(
smallest socioeconomic difference in Ap.titilde (.2, .4). The differ-

ences,in the actual achievement scores were somewhat larger bat still

among the smaller ones, internationally. The difference in Math
Aelievement was ,./ SD's, and in Reading from .4 to .5 SD's. There was,

however, a large social class difference in Grade Point Axierage. Some-

thing in the functioning of the society of Ljubljana helped the two
Socioeconomic groUps start out nearly equal in Aptitude andstay at -

reasonakay close in academic achievement. The large difference in the?

average- .G.FA of the two gropps, however,. is cons idetably greater thin
the differences in either Aptitude or Achievement could explain. It

appears that the teachers tended to grade working-class children more
severely than middle-class children, on'some grounds which were differ-

.,

ent from academic achievement, 'alone. . 4

!Chicago: By far_the-Jargest socioeconomic difference AptitUde
.

scores occurred here (1.0, .8). Achievement' test.data were available.

only in Stage I. They showed a more moderate differInde in bot.h.Mathe-
matics and Reading IA, .6). The smallest differencd of ail was irk
Grade Point ivasage, which was .5 in Stage I and only .1 inStage III.'

In the Chicago area, the two socioeconomic groups started out far apart
in Aptitude scores,. weresonwhat closer together fn Achievement, and
tended to be given quite siNlar *ad v. by teachers. Since the two ,

groups were from two separate commun ies, the relative-similarity in GPA

may partlally be due to different levels of ex station'. Nonetheless,

the schooling of these children did appear to equalize their achievement
somewhatcnnsidering the very large differences.in their Aptitude scores.
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Austin; There was a Pairly larfe difTerenc.2 in Antic:de 1)wrn.
the,to socioeconomic groups (.6, .6), a variable'difftrence in the
two stages in MaOlematics Achievement (.8, .4), an ev,n larger dif-
ferenc in Reading (.8, .7Y-and a fairly large#dffference (,6, .6) in
GPA. This, , the rwo socioeconomic groups started off far apart
in:Aptitude and stayed that way in their academiC achiever -'t,

particularly in Readiug.liteachers appeared t#'grade in the
sense that the SES difference A GPA, was the sa' or slightly than
the ,difference in. Achievement or Aptitude .lievertheless, it is cleldr
.that schooling, in Austin not only did, not equalize tte performanft.
.of the children of the tvo socioecono7ic levels; 1r actual'_ tended to
magnify the difffrence a little,beyond what would' be-expectd frol the
'initial difference in Aptitude.. 4IW

lapant The twa social class kroups in Tok...o sho,.;cl-a moderate
differenCe ih Aptityde (.6, .5 , an even larger difference in Mathe-
matics Achievement (.6, .(A, id the largest_ international d!fference
-Ufall in Reading Acnievemen 7.0, .9) and in Gttk (.6. While the

l!two.social class groups h oderately different apttude levels, their
defferencts in achievement '..ere even more pronoun,ce(!, esn:ciallv
Read in The teacher-'appared to grade 'fairly, in tne skose that
social class d:screpancy in GPA was of the same or less ma?r.itude as
the diifertnce in standardizi_d aehiement scores. At the same tint,

"it anpoars that the schoofs of, Tokyo tended to accentuate t:.e social
class diff-vrenci;s 4=og.-.441-era44,!,=1-bcy-ond whatjhe initial.dIfferences

in aptiturle wcluld tend to produce.

.11

. ,
-

Behavior Rating Scales
,

i 9
. .

There was a predominant trend for the middle- clays Cr:::dren to
have hi4ler reputation scores on all scales, in most countrfes, in
boil stai;ei.. *his SvS'clifference was greaC.st-in Italy, Y,..gosla;ia,
a ndditila pan in Stage'llI. Tne trend was opposite to t:cic, 1:,.-cver, in

Brazil and England in Stage I; again in Brazil, andrspec:a11%. in
Mexico in Sta4e III. In thL-se three countr -s, the *orkin.;-c_las,,

children excelled the middle-class children n ran: or all scales.ill

No significant int(raction5 of.,SES X SEX were o':serve-% with one
exception: 'Tne scale on self-assertion shoed Mill toys e,n4higher than
tile girls at the working-class level children on.rany or a1_1 scales.

°___.

lliese fin ngs in, Stage III quite closely paralleled-t e findings
inSeagt 1, where the reputation ofthe upper-riddle_ clas=, children
exkeded t'1t of the working-class children Qn all it. ,ms .e-cept the one

,for,coping with anxietv.tandthe one for dealing with aggrtssion, where
no svteratic differences re (Aber:ed. There were no savior Rating
Scalesjn Stage I which. shoL:ed.interaction effcts for SE.Y'Y SEX.

. 4
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So:le Irp)lication,

.

..

Con,idering the lar,;e SFS diffi.rences in apritudf and achiev,_-
ment: evL1-1.where except Brazil, and eon-,iciAking the significant re-

lationship of coping skill:, and attitudes to achievement in all

countri.s, at first glance it might seem surprising that the covrc,
and attitude measures did not sho,,' more substantial SES differenccs.

:file one strong sign of this kind was-the greater degree of defonsiA,

Ti .behavior reported by the working-class 'studc!nts' in six of thP eigl

sate-4, on the St1'4e I'Socral Attitudes Inventor:.

Len
.

The motivation patt,r;:s sho,..'n in the Ticca'pational Value=, are

mot-Z,'In ocping ,vith the expected correlates of ad'iever4'ent. The

greater m.iddle-clv liking for independence and.hanagerial po,.....:1,-2-1.7

'thaC translates into'active coping sk111,,, shoul-dllogicallys)roduce
higher achievemeni, than the lower class concern for security.

,

Per-an, the chief' reason for the ap_paent incongruity, howevEr.

is Cat, given the great difference in entering ar)titude, it mig'it

...11 tal-_-htroic differenc,:s in coping skill and high17- motivate d.effort'

or t.o-skin:;-,:lass youth to cqual the achievement of the upper-middl,_=

class south. It may h.: noted that it is in prepisel_, the one gacc .here

the aptitude diffLrerice '...a,, smallist; Sao Paulb,dthat the differences in

achievment were also s-lallest.
, ,

IC onl; wo to test this kind of explan 'asure the

e:f,ct of entering,le%-f.1 .coping skills, attitudes and motp., '.n on

rost--ar or pot-.=.chcol achievement, correcting fOr students' entering

of aptitude and, aCli%vement as is currently being done in thP

T'acl,,.ng-L.arning Interattion Sttdv,(Peck,, 1977).

I
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ETHNIC DIFFERENCES-IN THE 1965 AUSTIN SAMPLE
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

THE ANGLO PATTERN: COMBINED CORRELATIONAL AND ANOVA FINDINGS

At ten years; a consistent pattern of rather substantial c relation
was observable among the Raven Aptitude test, the Mathematics hieve-
ment test, the Reading Achievement test, Grade Point Average a Peer
Ratings (BRS). The Raven, an estimate of "I.Q." or intellectual
aptitude,, did "predict" performance as measured by testsdpby teachers
and by classmates. At fourteen, the correlations among ihe Raven, the
Achievement tests and-teacher grades were sulpstantially higher at a
number of points. Peer ratings-on Task Achievement still agreed with
teacher grades, agreed more weakly with the achievement toots, but no
longer correlated with the Raven score.

lib

At both the elementary and high school levels, both studeits and
teachers had a fa clear, consistent and objectively accurate picture
of the performance levels of different'children. This consensus was
scarcely perfect The highest correlation was .Ried the correlations-
orf,CPA and lav4Wwith Mathematics Achie'ement Wri is Low as ,21'as8".28.
The cross-validation of the different afsesAnts was stronger, for the
Anglos, though, than for the Mexican Americans and far stronger than
for the Black children. .

oof ear
It seems no accident that the Anglos exceeded the Mexican Americans

and far exceeded the Blacks in both the Aptituclemsnd Achievement tests.

.10$' The Anglos even excelled on GPA, despite the fact that these ethnic
populations were largely segregated from one: another in the schools
where they were located in4965, and also despite the fact that their
GPAs 'sere not as much agher than the other ethnic groups' as their
Raven and Achievement Olt scores. The teachers of these Anglo chil-
dren tended to appraise them more accurately, even if somewhat more
strictly, using much the same criteria as the children,. themselves,
used in judging each/other. In such an atmosphere of relative agree-
ment on the criteria!of performance, reasonable accuracy in discrimi-

. nating gbod from poor performers, and reasonable fairness in grading,
it would-be natural for these Anglo children to have better morale, to
have a clearer picture of what to expect, and thue-MP'learn more
efficiently than the Black or Mexican American children,

1Whateverthe eTfect-of the dif e ences in "Aptitude" /and tiarraVen
test, like any other "Aptitude" test is a performance measure, strongly
influenced'by previous intellectual stimulation, previous learning,
motivation, and freedom from excessive test anxiety), the superiority
of the Anglos' performance must have been appreciably enhanced by the
greatOrdegree of perceptiveness And discrimina judgment demon-
strated by their teachers',

r r
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These working-class Anglo children, even so, did much less well on
'the,Aptitude and Achievenfent tests than their yper-middle'class Anglo-

.

counterparts. Their relative deficiency,was 'about .4 SD's at ten years
and .7,SD's at fourteen years on the Raven;-almost .9 SD's on Math and
Reading Achievement at both ages. Even ',though the.children of different
SES levels were mostly in different schools at the age'of ten, elemen-
tary teachers gave higher grades to the upper-middle class children,
by about .6 SD's. In high school, the GPA difference was almost as
large. 4Peck, et al.,Vol.IL.'1972a) Since the correlational consensus
among tests, teachergrades and peei ratings wes just about the same fOr
the upper-middle and working-class childt=en, the evidence suggests that
the social status difference in Anglo grades. was a reflection of 'actual
differences in academic performance.

COmpared,to t'he total school, population, the performance of these
children of the skilled working class vas quits mediocre, on theaverage. There was a wide range, still, within the group and school '
performande was meaningfully.related

to differences in values, coping
'ability and self-perception.

.

-Curiously, the Anglo children, as a group, were much less realistic
in their less-consciouslyAprojectedself-pOrtrayals

(Reality/Fantasy
score) than the other ethnic groups. Conversely, the frank self-rating
of achievement elicited by the Behavior Rating scales found them more
conservative than the Bladks or Mexican Americans when they were con-
scioustydescribing their Own academic performance. Since the Reality/
Fantasy piscrepanty score measured the discrepancy betweeractual pir-
formwe and the projective self-description, it probably is a better
estimateof-realism in self appraisal. ,By this standard, the Anglo,
working -class children were more unrealistically self - satisfied with
their school performance than either their middle-class counterparts or
the Black or Mexican American children.

'Nonetheless, those Anglo
working-class children who were better readers tended to ratio themselves
-as better-achievers in school; and, considering ihe s.obstantial corre-
lation of, GPA with Reality/Fantasy; the, were more realistic in assess-'

ding
their own performance. s

The Anglos scored highest,of the three ethnic groups for their ' .

'interest in Independence; but, they also scored highest ,in theirlkoncern
for job Security and pleasant AAociates. They gave relatively low
weight to the chance ay be CreatiVe'or the chance to earn higliPrestige.
Their Extrinsix'career values score was highest of'the three groups.
In short, they wanted safe, pleaiant jobs wiPh a chance to do things
their own way; but they showed tittleiambitiOn to get ahead in life and 4
pot much intrinsic interest, in any line of work for its own sake.

Within the Leo group, ten-year-olds.who stood closest to the 'group
value-profile in seeking Security, Independence, and pleasant Associates
tended to perform better on the Reading Achievementmeasure. The better.
readers at ten also tended to downgrade Esthetic Careers or Following
their Fathers" occupations.

1
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AThe good readers did not however, show Ormore ambition.for occu-
pational or educational miobilifm/Than'the.poor readers (unlike the .

other ethniE groups). At,foUtteen there was a modeSt correlation of
Educational Aspiration with Resding'Achievement but no more than in the
other ethnic. groups. The Anglos'actally aspired to a somewhat more
lower occupational level than'the.Blacks; a little higher than'the

4.Mexican Americans; but, compared with their fathers' occupational
leyen, they were least ambitious of the three ethnic groups. Their
Edpcational Aspirations, were on a par,with the Blacks, a.little higher
than the Mexican Americans.-

Where ethniCdifferences ocCutred in-the Social Attitudes Inventory,
the Anglos'stood midway between the Blacks (high) and the Mexican
Americans (low) qn Passive Coping; and lowest of all on Passive Defery.
sive behavior. These standings appear to have som4 real meaning, sinee
within the Anglo group, Passive Coping was positive* correlated with
Reading Achievement at ten years while, at fourteen, Active Coping
correlated positively and Active Defensiveness negatively; with Reading. '

food Anglo readers at ten seemed tobe coperd, but passive copers. Byo
fourteen, good reading was associated with Active Coping and negatively
associated With Actively Defensive behavior.

Ten-year-olds who read well tended tg express positive feelings about
Task Achievement On-the Sentence Completion. Although they t)ended..to
express slightly lesi positive overt attitudes toward authority rela-
tionships, they actually dealt better with autharity)than did the poor
reade40%--They also tendA to gdt along better with their agemates,

c.
reacting...Irian emotionallypneutrgl rather than disturbed or negative
way. 'Aver:ping acrosssall five behavior areas, they tended to take 4
more confronting stance toward all ki4ds of problems.and so cope more
effectively

I

with them.

When thethree ethnic groups were compared fOr Attitdde and Coping
skills demonstrated 6n the Sentence Completion, the most notable finding
w45 the lack of:significant ethnic differences. Contrary to the *large.
differeoes in academit achievement, despite the fact that this insc*u-
ment requires verbally stated responses to verbally posed problems, he
Anglo children did not exceed thenack or Mexican American children,
except in a few instances. Since this instrument posed a rapid suc-
cession of perfectly real problems and the answers were scored for
adequacy of solution, these findings lould seemto indicate that the

,Black and MexicanAmerican children are not so infei.ior to the Anglo$
f in theit ability to recognize or to resolve real-life problems as they
demonstrably are in the performance of academic tasks in schOol.

Indeed, the onlyariable on which the Anglos stood highest waa their
Attitude toward 'Interpersonal Relations. 'They,:stood lowest of the three
groups in their expressed Attitude toward Task Achievement. As
much of the other data in the study, these workingtclass Ahglo children
showed relatively more concern for pleasant living than for achievement.

21(118-
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Within the Anglo group; independent coping ability did tencr.to.be
associated with better objective achievement, at both-age levels.i..A.t
fourteen., hdwever, while effective coping skills with relation to tasks
and authority were positively related to "achievement, it was also the
more anxious children who, were the better readers.

The Story Completyn instrument was systematically related to Read-
fqg Achievement at.age ten. Clod readers had higher scores on the

- various coping skills in dealing with academic task achievement, with
problems of agemate.relationships, with separation-anxiety-and with
maternal authority. All of the Total scores on the instrument were
positivelyand significantly correlated with Reading Achievement at
ten years of age.

1

At fourteen, the number of significant correlations was considerably
smaller, and they occurred at different places. At this older age,
good readers tended to be children who dealt independently with their
fathers, handled aggressive attacks constructively, and dealt effective-
ly with recreational problems. They were not necessarily the children
who handled agemate relationships confide ly:or effectively. is is
not at all the same pattern as that of the good readers at ten who
were primarily good at'getting along with mother, positively o Tented
toward academic tasks, good at interpersonal relations and relatively
unanxious.

The value system of the teachers nf these children can be inferred
from the correlations betweenGPA andsthe measures of values and coping jp
ability, in comparison with the correlations of the same variables with
objective achievement. As has'been noted above, teacher grades were
quite positively correlated dith the objective measures of achievement,

'ranging from .21 with,Mathematics at age ten, to .61 with Reading at age
ten. ,There was actilalry.a higher positive correlationtbetween teacher
grades and peer ratings on Task Achievement than between either of
these measures and tha.achievement test sco . The grades'elementary
teachers gave tore little relationship p ive Mathematics Achieve-
ment but a much stronger relationship te the ildren's Reading Achieve-
merit scores. There was practically no difference at the Junior High

School level in the correlitions'of Mathematics and Reading with bPA.
Looking ai the total patterd of relationships, it appears that the
Anglo teachers Of these Anglo*ohildren graded somewhat on the degree
of reading and mathematical skills the children demonstrated, hura.
good deal more on other, unspecified attributes, probably haling to dv
with their work habits; their-attitudes of respect for the teacher, and
their.ability to conduct'themselves positively but quietly with class-'
mates. The Children, themselves, used many of tge game.yardsticks as
their leachers in ,judgingTeabh other. The children did appear to
recognize objective skill in handling subject matter but they,4too,
gave k greater weight twothei criteria which included the ability -to
cope Insitively and effectively,with interpersonal relationships, with

...

authority and with,ablciety-arousing situations. The particular areas *

1:0 5
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of li ing that were crucially important to-the Children changed con-
sidera 1* from age ten to age fourteen. Coping with paternal authority
became more important than coping with maternal authority, with in-

.

creasing age. Coping with recreational problems assumed new- sig-_,
nificince, and-the abi ity to handle interpel-sdnal aggression effec-
tively took.on'greater importance by fourteen.

Elementary eeache s actually showed a slight* negative reaction,
through their gradi , to Anglo children who coped well-on their own
initiative, except here the children were dealing effectively with-
figures of authority such as the teachers, themselves. High,school
teachers tended to lobk%lavorably, in their grading, at Anglo children_ '.

who got along well with their classmates but who were not.too strongly
attracted to them, and who showed generally positive attitudes toward
authority in school.Work. At the. high school level, it was the pupils
who.worried more and who handled their anxiety less effectively who bOth
read better'and got higher graas from teachers. Since the correlatfon's

of teacher grades with the Story Completion scores were closely similar
to the correlations of those scores with objective achievement, it can
be said that teachers - vaLued approximately the same co04ng abilities
and attitudes in children which were conducive0to effective achievement
as' Measured by the standardized Reading test. ./

. At fourteep, the Junior High School teachers favored childrenwho
got along well with maternal authoritieS (like most of the teachers,
themselves?), who were positively task oriented, who got along well with
ageMates, and who handled aggression in a nonhostile, iconstrpctilie
manner. In short, the .grades teachers gave these high school' students
reflected how well socialized the students were, just. about as much, as
their grades reflected mastery of academic skills.

The one discdtdant note iA ,the correlates of.teacher grades was the
discrepant), between the positive - value of a ghild's concern for'inde-
pendence in producing good objective achievement, and'the zero dr nega-
tive weight given to this quality by teachers:in assigning GPA. The
discrepancy was of small magnitude but it was a systematic phenomenon
at,both the elementary.and the Junior High School'levels, disfavoring'
independent children.

Overall, while these working-class Anglo/children did not do as well
in school as their'middle-class counterpartS, they were dealing with
teachers who showed a reasonably geoddegree of discriminating percep-
tiveness in recognizing the.differentiial performance,of different chil-
dren, and who assigned grades accordingly', The children and their
teachers also shared morevalues in common', and to a greater degree,,
than was true of either of the other :.ethnic' grdups in their'relation-
ships with'their teachers: The advantage the Anglo children possessed
in this respect appeared large enough to account, for the size of the
diference =when their perforM4nce on.either, Aptitude or Achievement
tests wasp compared'with Oeperforniance of Mexican American and Black.
children.
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THE BLACK PATTERN: COMBINED CORRELATIONAL ANDANOVA FINDINGS

4

At the elementary' school level, amon&'the Black children, there was
no relationship of Raven'scoretoeither Mathematics Achievement or
CPA although there was a modest' correlation.with Reading Achievement.
Very unlike...the situation in the other two ethnic groups, the grades

. which teachers gave to these Black children bore no relatiopshili. to the
/ childrenq,APEitude scores. Indeed, the children themselves were far

more acieuratf judges of each other's performance than were 'the teachers.
The BRS rati gs on Task Achieyetent correlated quite sOstantially (38,
.44) with bo h the Mathematics and Reading Achievement tests.

r4 i %......
. .. . .

These B1 k children, even t'avugh they did not suffer the extreme
disedvantag s of the children from the lowest socideconomic levels,
nonetheless scored lower in both the Raven and the Achievement tests,

.

.7 to .6 SD s lower than the Anglos'and .3' to .4 SD's lowei than the
exican,Ame icans. Such data might suggest the conventional:interpe:
tationthaf they possested a lower average level of intellectual
aptitude a therefore performed less well on achievement tests. Un-

fortunatel :for this hypothesis, the Raven correlated not at all with
Mathematic Achievement ado only .28 with Reading Achievement. Thus,

i there was of much more thanl'random relationship between perfo ;mance oq
. -

the pr es d aptitude measure and performance on the achieVement tests.
,

/ , - .

. , .

An.ev more telling fact
,

is th, complete absence of any significant
reaatio hip between Aptitude and teacher grades. The Black teachers

/ of the$ '',,Black children tended to give them grades almost equal to the
grade ak/eragfs earned by Mexican American children from their teachers.
The discrepancy along the ethnic ,groups on GPA was far smaller than tile
discrepancy on the meaturfs of Aptitude and Achievement. The BlaCk
teichers'seemed to have graded lenfiently but pith Practically no'rela-'

., 'tionthip to the demonstrated academic competence of different Black
children. In short, the elementy teachershad no clear, accurate
,picture whatever of the differences in performance of differe4 chil-

- dren, although the children, themselves c made these distinctioVs quite
-accurately,' 1 . 1

At the Jun\ for High School the judgment of the teachers was
somewhat more in line with the tested performance - ability of the chil-
dren, although at a lower leyel than was true with either of the other
ethnic groups. Achievement scores correlated substantially with the \..

Raven score. The Raven correlated modestly (.23),withGPA assigned by
teachers though, again, to a lesser degreq than was true for either of
the other ethnic groups.. On the other hand, the BRS peer ratings no
longer.correlated with. the objective measures of achievement at the
Junior High Schootlevel although they did correlate modestly wit+) GPA

I

, (,again, less than was true in the'other ethnic groups). By fourteen,
these Black children apparently had learned to evaluate one another by

.1,.. criteria that were considerably different from"the criteria implicit .

in Standardized Aptitude or Achievement tests. Even at ten, theft-peer
evaluations of each other's ability to cope With Anxiety or to be

a e ,
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Self-Assertive operated'along different scales of judgment than their
teachers used. Operatiocally,, they "think differently" orludge dif-
ferently, than teachers or than theirAexican American or Anglo age-
mates. Speaking directly.froin the empirical evidence in Tables 2 and

, . . .

4, it appearsthat the Black"children demonstrate a culturally distinct
system of ideas and values for judging one another a system which
differs substantially from the value-yardsticks that their own Black
teachersAelcl and which also differslrom the yardsticks used by Mexicami

i
American or Angq ldrA. Id such circumstances, freRuent mis4nder.-
standings or.fai er to communicate accurately seem very likely to
happen betsky Black children and their teachers. They (4ethe same
words but not with the same meanings, or not with the samelimplicit
Value loadings. it is as if, in trying to see eye-to-eYe"they fre-
quentlysolook to left or right of each other and do not establish eye-
to-eye contact -- that is, mind-to=mind contact.

,.
.

Fdrther evidence pointing in.the same dired.tion is summarized in
Tables 5 and 6. There were strong, systematic discrepancies between
the relationship§ of the achievement tests to.child values and coping
skills, on thecone hand, and the pattern of correlations of teacher-
assigned GPA with values)and, coping skills, on the other hand. In fact,

at the elementary school level, children's self-ratings on Task Achieve-
ment skill on the BRS were correlated somewhat more highly with objt6c-
vively measured Reading Achievement than were teacher 4rades. At the
same time, the Reality /Fantasy Discrepancy score barely apgroached sig.-
nificant correlation with Reading Achievement at this age level. There
may have been some wishful thinking which reduced this correlation,
reflected in the fact -that these Black ten-yeat-olds rated themselves
higher than did either of'the other two ethnic groups on Academic and
Nonacademic Task Achievement, on the ability to handle Interpersonal
Relations, and, on the ability-to handle Aggression. Whether it should

r be more properly called wishful thinking or optimiim, these,high self-
ratings 4id not project a picture of depressed confidence or morale.

By fourteen, neither self-rating nor Peer BRS rating on Task Achieve-
ment dorrelated with Reading Achievement while the teacher-assigned GPA
did correlate modestly withReading, asidid the Raven Aptitude score.
Thus, at this age levei,i,the teachers appeared to'have been somewhat
more realistic than the childrenothemselves, although their grades were,
much less strongly correlated. with the academic perfdrmance measures
than in the case of the Anglo' or Mexican American children at 'the
Junior High School level.

"On the.Occupational Values instrument the Black children as a whole
stood highest of the three ethnic groups in their concern for a chance
to be'creatip and to win high Prestige.' They were intermediate between
the Anglo andiMexican!Americari groups in...their concern for Independence.
They gave relative* less weight thhn.the other' two groups to job
Security or pleasant Associates at work.

- .
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At both ages, there were meaningful diterns of correlation between
certain career values and Reading Achievement. At ten, the desire for
Prestige and Security were positively related to achievetlent wh4it
concern for diverting Varlety Wkskr,legatively related. At fourteen, the
good 'readers were more Altruistic, more interested in Self-Satisfaction
and Creativity, and shOwed less than average interest in making money
or Following their Fathers' occupations.' At both age leveiS, the values
patterns associated with Reading Achievement were considerably different,
at most points, from the values associated with achievement in the other
two ethnicgfoups.

%

At neither age levp1 did the teachers assign grades In a way that
corresponded to the way the children's expressed values correlated with
objectively measured achievement.' The absence of Correlations between
teacher-perceptions and child-reported values, contrasted with the fact

j thatra rueber of these values were related to actual performance,
strongly suggests that the teachers did not understand the Black children.
and -that-they failed to see or to appretiate the kinds of motivations
which were actually operating to produce godd academic performance, at
least as represented bythe Reading Achievement tests. Exactly t4same.
can be said of these striking contrasts'.in correlation between Reading
Achisvement and the children's asPirations.,,on the one hand, and between
these aspirations and teacher-assigned gleK, on the other hand. At both
age levels, children'with higher occupational and educational Aspire-
tions,scored better, on the Reading Achievement test. . The teachers,
however, did'noi assign grades in any way that xelated to the aspiration
levels of the children.' THis was in sharp, contrast to the way the
teachers of Anglo and Mexican Ameritan children gave higher,grades to
those'children who expressed higher aspirations. Again, it-is almost
as though the Black teachers of these Black children were blind to the
real differences among the children, in a degree of,ambition and aspira-
tion, even where educational aspiration was concerned.

The teachers could scarcely have used the excuse that the children
,were "unambitious," for on all measures of aspiration the Black children
scored'highest of the three ethnic groups: They aspired.to the highest
level of occupational status, relative tolthe Anglo and Mexican American
children; they stated a somewhat higher expectation; they equaled the
Anglo group in their aspiration for amount of education; and they showed
the greatest degree of ambition to rise above,their'fathers' levels of
occupational status. It might be argued that'their ambitions were un- ,

realistically high, for the mean level of education they aspired to,.as ,

a group, included at least somecollege. The occupati al level they
expected to reach was just at the lower-middle clas evel, however, a
substantial but not unreachable distante above their fathers' present
occupational levels in the skilled-working class. While their Educa,,
done). Aspirations probably were unrealistic,,insofar as their academic
perforgance level was so much below the average of the totalhAmerican
school population, their occupational ambitions did not seem to be
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1 unreachably high, even 'if the whole group could not be expected t0 move
up. quite as far as.their.Wishes would take them. In any case,, he'more
ambitious childrea-Nere apt 'to be thesetwho were already doing better
in school, as measured by objective achievement, although not as
measured by teachet,grkes.

.

Taking both age levels together, the Black children outscored both
of the lother ethnic groups on Passive Copinin the Social Attitudes
Inventory. They were,intetmediate between the high NexicanAmericanst

01 and the low Anglos on Passive Defensive behavioi.. Passive Copingyaa
al4ost significantly related'to Reading Achievement at tenbUt Active

Coping was even more correlated. At louateen, good,readers were those
. who scored less than average on ACtive Defensive hehavior.

The grades elementary teachers assigned mere somewhatrelated to the
Acf'ive Coping score At age ten. At fourteen, however.,'the gradei,

teachers assigned bore no relationship to the scores on this self -
,descriptive measure'ofeOping style. .,

Whil, the ten-yeai-olds response.s,to the Sentence Completion instru-
ment showed very'few correlations with Reading Achievement, tttese-were
in the logically expectable directioq., Stance and Coping EffectiVeness
on Task AChievement items were positikaly correlatedTwith actua).
achievement. Their teachers, however, tended, to give, higher grades to
children who showed'poorer.Coping Effectiveness in agemate relationships
and who expressed negative emotion ratherthan.responding neutrally t40
agemate problemg. Tt is almost as though 'the teacheA were rewarding
Black children who'did not form comfortable relationships with:peets.
Furthermore, the teachers gave better, grades to the children who Oere(
moreanxtods, mote easily upset and less able to cope with anxiety-

, arousing situations. It'may well have_ been true that these more anxious
children tended to try to please theie-teachers;. a sq..ight kit of support
fqr this interpretation appeared in the hegative correlation of Anxiety
Coping wit0 Reading Achievement. Nonetheless, this is scarcely an
argument for:systematically favoring worried childreh and simultaneously
downgrading more confident, nonanxious children.

At fourteen years., =the contradictions between teacher grades and the
objective Reading Achievement. score as criteria of coping ability grew
even more marked. While fourteen-year-old 4Black children,who got along
well with agemates tended to do better ontheir Reading test, they
tended-to get poot4r grades from teachers Children whordisplayei aft

ability to copeActively with Authority did better. on the Reading' test
but they did not tet better grades from teachers- Instead, tea0ers
tended to give better grades to, children who, on the Sentence Completion,
expressed' a good deal Of negative Affecf toward Authority. The Anxiety

. scores, whether for coping style or affect, bore rib relatIonship to
Reading AchieveMent,.yet teachers' tended to give better gradegto chil-
dren who were, more anxibus than average and Nho showed a good'deal of
negative feei4ng about anxiety- arousing situations. Vreacher"grades 7--
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were unrelated to coping scores in tke area of Aggression although
,

thtse scores were positively correlated Wieh,aetual Reading Achieve-
meat.

dverall, the good readers,abfourteeft tended to take a more confront-
ing stance toward various problems and, coped more effectively with themv.
Teachers,,howevert tended to give lower than, average grades,to children
with above average Coping Effectiveness scores, diametrically opposite
to the. relationship. of Coping Effectiveness with actual achievement.

Furthermpre, teachers gave higher grades to children who expressed
more negative affect than Average and who were less able than average
to react to problems in an emotionally neutral, practical fashion?

Thus, there were repeated contradictions between what teachers
valued, as'reflected in the grades they assigned, and the qualities that
actually were related to good achievement. No such systematic contra-
fidictfods appeared_ in either the Anglo or the,Mexican Americin groups.

The'unique disadvantage under which these Bltck children labored
seems all the more unfair to them When it is obserVed that their mean
scores on the coping measures in the Sentende Completion did not differ
significantly from those of the Anglo or Mexican American children'
except in a few instances; and even in these few instances they were
rarely the least effective of the three groups. Oh the-whole, they
were just as capable of acknowledging and dealing with problems in a
Constructive way, with positive feelings, as the Anglo.children or the
Mexican American children. Indeed, they had the least disadvantageous
.Reality /Fantasy Discrepancy score of the three groups. Like the working
class children in the other two ethnic samples, they did show a tendency
to be a little more optimistic in their:Self:portrayals of achievement
than their actual achievement warranted, but they were farbless prone -

to this kind of wishful thinking than he AhglQs, and a little less prone
than the Mexican Americans.

Their Self-Image scores'showed that they felt just as well regarded
by their parents as did the children in,the Anglo or Mexican Amtrican
groups.. They had the. most positive scores pf the three ethnic samples
on their reportedanteraction with Parents; and their Interaction with
Father, in particular. 1 .

.

Thus,'idihe Sentence Completion data,- which, bore a moderate.. but con-

.sistent relationship to achivement at fourteen, in particular, the Black
children looked as capabfe'of dealing with life in the different areas
of behavior as the Anglo or Mexican American children, and were even
slightly happier with their familyrelationships.

The Story Completion instrument, posstblybec ause it requires much
more'extended verbalization, did show the Black children scoring sig-
nificanty,lower than the Adglo or Mexican Amfricart,erpdren in Coping
Effectiveness in all but one story. Furthermore, they scored lower on
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'Both the coping style measures, and the affect.measures.. Since thereWas a systematic pattern of substantial correlations between these.cop-ing scores and Reading Achievement at both age leveis, their lower
scores, relative to the other two ethnic groups, may well reflect a

-somewhat lower-degree of Coping Effectiveness, particularly in complex
situations, such als those portrayed in' the story piobleMs. The degree 'of theirjunctional,inferiority

on thege measures, however, was nowhere
near as large as their inferiority on the, standardized measures of ,Aptitude or Achievement.

f

In the Stdry Completion findings, teacher grades did not go opposite .to the observed correlates of Readihg Achievement but there was a
notable abgence of correlations,on all but two stories, between GPA andcoping scores. By contrast, there was a consistent array ofrpositive
Correlations of coping scores with Reading' Achievement, at both agelevels. This pattern was entirely consistent with the pattern observed
in all of the other data. The Black teachets of these Black children
seemed to have had a very unclear, undiscriminating view of the'chil-\--
drem. The grades they assigned bore little or no relationship to the
behaliioral qualities of coping skill and affect which were actually sig-
qificantly xelated to objectively measured performance, using the
Reading Achievement test as 'a criterion.. Thii was quite Unlike the
situation withthe Anglo or Mexican American students and their,teachers.

In their actual performance,
as variously measured, theBlack chil-

dren did not equal-the achievement or the copinwskilip of the Anglo orMexican American groups. Thy were by far the lowest In their abilityto handle the standardized tests of .Aptitude and Achievement. On oneof the two main measures of coping skill, the Story Completion (and thiswi's the most positively correlated with actual Achievement), they showedthe lowest scores of the three ethnic groups on Engagement, initiation,
Implementation, Affect Tone; and Persistence. They also consistently
showed relatively the lowest scores for Coping Effectiveness on allstories. They did far less well on these measures than the middle-class
Anglos. They did better on the SAtence Completion, largely equal to
either of the other ethnic groups; but their scores on that instrument
were not as related to actual achievement, particularly at ten years,
as was true of the Stiry Completion scores. The relative inferiority
of coping behavior they displayed was not nearly as large as the in-
feriority of their scores on academic measures, however.

Their own,description of their coping style showed them more prone
to resort to Passive Coping behavior than either the Anglo or Mexican
American children, and quite close to the Mexican Americans in ex-
hibiting Passive Defensive,rather than Activaly Defensive behavior.4
Given the history of the Southern Blasic, this reloat to passive mettibds
of dealing With life is long-noted .anirentirtly,ubderstandable. It may ihelp to account for their somewhat lower 'scores on the Story Completion
*dimensions, all of which give- positive weight to an active, self -
initiated style of coping bdhavior....The'fact that their, academic per4
40rmance suffers much more than their performance in dealing with bther

4

'Jr)) r
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kinds of practical problems in life seems almost certain to bein-
1luenced,-at least in,,this particular sample, by the peculiar dis-
advantage which these children suffer in the eyel of their teachers.
This sample was drawn just as the century-long pattern.of racial
.segregation in the public Schools of Austin, Texas was coming to an end.
The circumstances in which these children experienced education no
longer exist to anything like the same degree, Over the past fewyears,
the facilities at both the elementary and high school levels have been
thoroughly desegregated. At thetime this research sample was drawn,
however, these131ack children had spent all of their lives in almost
completely Black schools, with almost totally Black faculties.

ti

.All of the data from this study display a moderate but entirely
consistent pattern Which'could only work to the detriment of these
Black children in their academic learning. Some kind of massive per-
ceptual barrier, or even dietOrtion, appears to'have.separated the
teachers from the children. No matter what the children actually
achieved academically, there was not much assuance at a]4 .that this
would' win them good grades, particularly at the elementary school
4evet. The situation was a little bett r at the,JuniorHigh School
level but, even there, the grades teache gave to Black 'children were
'far less related to their performance than Was true for Anglo students
or for Mexican. American students in. other schools. Such a consistent _

144 of congruence between actual, performance and-teacher evaluations
could hardly fail to have a rather strongly discouraging impact on these
Black children. It was not the children%s perceptions of reality that
needed.to be.impkoved.- it was their teachers' perceptual accuracy, in
actually' seeing and acknowledging which Black children did and did not
fierforM, that needed to be greatly improved.

)
More than just perceptual distortions were. operating, however. The

teachers who were instructing the children at.that time had some
emotionally loaded ways of evaluating child,behavior which could only be.,
delrimental to academic learting and to the learning of, effeCtive coping,

skills. Changing these values and preferences of the teachers,would be
far from easy.. Nonetheless, it'seems even more importantto ameliorate
these kinds of attitudes than simply totrain teachers,to observe
achievement behavior more accurately. Undoubtedly, many of the Black
teachers whose-children were involved in the study'had fap7more inad-
equate educations, themselves, than had ever been recognized or honestly'
presqnted to them. -Mbreover, as has been true of many people who have
fought their way up out of very disadyintaged circumstances, many Black
teachers have been observed to be almost more out of sympathy and more
emotionally removed from Black pupils than is, true of the averageAfigio
teacher. Yet, the alienation of theBlack teachers from their Black
pupils in the presedt sample, is 1 the more striking, and rationally
insupportable, because these were no hildren fiom impoverished,
severely disadvantaged homes but from e nomically seem families at
the skilled-worker level.
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All, this evidenee.argues forcefully that no remedy Short of completer
desegregation-of teaching faculties, at the least, could possibly give
'these Brack children,a fair chance to develop adequate academic skills.
At the same time, this kind of faculty desegregation simply spreads
this fraction of the Black'teachers who have inadequate perceptiveness,
or deleterious expectations about pupil behayior, over the entire school
system. .If, as seems likely, the systematically repres'sive and unper-
ceptive behavior of thee Black teachers is the product of their own
segregated, inadequate education, deficient in bocal cognitive,and
emotional, resRects, they could not help but visk5 the unfortunate con-
sequences bn their future pup4s, 6T whatever color, as long as they
continue in teaching.

Clearly, there are many Black teachers whom this description does
not fit at all. There are,additional Black teachers who are already
working their way out of the unwitting blindness or rigidity which had.
been ohrust upon them. Nonetheless, the pattern of unperoeptiveness
and alienation which runs throughout the data in the present 'study
could not possibly appear-so consistently unless large fractj.on of
the Black teachers inl.R1ved had deficiencies of knowledge or attitude
which only patient, supportive, skillful andlong continued n-service
training could hope to ameliorate. If all of these teachers are"to be
employed for'many years to come, in this and' other 'communities it seems
virally imphrtant:toxecognite their problems and to provide truly
responsible re-training, over long periods of time, if the quality of
education in the entire community is not to suffer.
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THE:MEXICAN AMERICAN PATTERN: COMBINED CORRELATIONAL. AND.ANOVA FINDINGS.
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.., i ' Taking both age groups together, the Mexican American students were

intermediatebetweenthe'Anglo'ail Blick students in their performance
,

. an the Raven, on the Mathematics and Reading AchieveMent tests, and in,

Graft-Point Average. Thls,put them toward the bottom of the total
school population in the cVybut not as fardown as the' Black

-"students:
' . .:. 2,,, .

Tlwir teacheri we reasonably objective and fair irrebt ss ss-

-ment of - these ildren. Such a conclusionA.a moderately ,supported by

the data in T 3:that ihoweignificant.cortela -.- of GPA with both

. theRaveh,Apiitud asure and the Achievement t st 'scores ai both,age

' Levels (except for at-age ten). The correla ions were'substantial-

ty an in the 'case of the Anglo students, a t o h omqvhat

Might, t the correlations of. GPA. with Aptitude arlik Ac ievpment &gong.

.. the Black students. '19 4
,°4- .

ThePeer ratings on the BRS correlated sfyitematilallym th Aptitude

- an Achievement at age ten. The Mexican American children t this age

,

seelre sdmewhat more realistic in assessing one another than eithes.of ir-
the other two 'ethnic groups. lrheikwire few significant ifferences

among the groupi in the wean storks op the BRS ratings. he Mexican

Ameitams scored fefittle higher than the other- groups f r their ,

ability to cope with anxiety, and a, little. lower for their ftasser-'.

.tiveness.' Peer ratiageon ability-to cope IlithAuthority', In
ielations,Anxiety and Aggression all correlated more strongly h

Reading Achievement than was the case with the other two ethnic glOups.

The Angtos 'showed a similar pattern but-not,mearly as ItronglY, Mille

the Black., were lej4t like the Mexican Americans in this respect. In

4.00 allthe saLiency of interpersonal telatiouhips as a dominant theme

Of
in Mexican Ameritan culture would-seem to 'supported by these find-

ings amongthe ted-ye'ar-Olds.
--__ .

..,

,i'.
1

At fourteen, significant torrelatibns of these BRS scales with Reed-

ing'Achievemeht disappeared; but thestsame characteristics,turned.ou4

: to be correlated. with Mathematics Achievqrent. At the high school Wvel,

. uniquely among the Mexican Americans, Mathematics appearsro have become

'a more'important reflection of application andeneral coping ability

than Reading. At this level, Mathematics Achievement also correlored

significantly with GPA, a little more'highly than Reading, whereas at

the elementary school leveleMatheikics_Achievement had 'not correlated

siillificanily with GPA.. (This patterii of correlates, of GPA was *vita

similar ro the age-shift found among the Anglo students.)'

,
* .1,40,

The self-ratings by these' children' on the BRS put them very close to
the Anglo chiPren'on most steles. 4.They were relatively lojest of the

three-ethnic stoups in 'their 1W-rattngs.for.Nonacademic Task Achieve-

ment and they led for low with the Anglos on ability to cope Olth

Aggression. Ihey were not highest on any of the scales. They,a4eki

s
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.to have been rather modest and realistic in appraising themselves.
Such an interpretatiom is further'sbpportedoly their score on the

, Reality/Fantasy Discrepancy measure. They leaned just a.little more
Zan thp,Blacks toward slight over-optimism in,appraising their own
lEbievement skills; but, they were quite close to the midpoint on she
scale which represents neither over:estimatioo.or'under-estimation of
performance,

a

The Mexiehn American chirdren who performed well on the Reading test
a

had a distinctive profile of values. They stressed he desfre to help
other'people and to have good relations with their fellow workers. They
wanted different jobs than their fathers and, by-fourteen, they became
very practical in their aims. Whereas, at ten, they valued Intellec-
tual Stimulation, at fourreen this actually became a negative correlate
of Reading skill; so did treativity and Variety as career values. By
fourteen, the children who read well wanted success and security, not
entertainment or'intellectual challenge. They appeared to be working
hard at school in order to equip themselves to succeed in their adult"
careers. Compared with the other ethnic groups,'they scored lowest in
their concern for Independence or Prestige. They were intermediate in

their concern for Creativiiy,'Security and pleasant Associates. Here,

too, the-data suggest that good group, relationships have somewhat more
.importance to the Mexthan Americans than individual achievement.

.Their Occupational.add-Educational Aspirations weresomewhal more
modest than the Aspirations of either the Anglo or,the Black children,
although they did hope to move a Mule higher above the level of
their fathers' occupational status than was true of the Anglo children.,

'Nevertheless, within the Mexican Ararican,group, Aspiration level was
positively related to Reading Achievement, particularly at fourteen.
,At this high schdbl level, Occupational Expectation7redicted reading
skill even better than did thetRavgn Score or GPA.r: n this group, at
fourteen, good reading clearly Marked the more ambit

1
Otis young people.

On the Sc4cial Attitudes' In

scoriddr4west of the'three et
on Pail0e Defensive behavio
described themselves at eith&A

ory the Mekidan Americans actually
ups on Passive Coping, but highest
ood readers at ten years'of age

sive or active copers and as not
reacting defensively in either an active or-.passive manner. At.four-

,teeno,good readers described themselves as copinein a passive manner.
and restraining themselves from actively defensive behaVior

The importance of good interpersonal relations with agemates was
confirmed by the Sentence Completion data at age ten, for the coisies
scores on both the-Interpersonal RelatiOns and Authority itemacorR-
lated systematically with Reading Achievement, as did the ability';o
cope with Anxiety, 'Overall,. the ten-year-old Mexican Americans used
the Stage I Sentence Completion to describe themselves in ways that
related substantially to their reading performance (more than the Anglos
and far,More than the Blacks). By fourteen, though, children in this
ethnic group gave even less valid self-portrayals. an this instrument
than did the Blacks or the Anglos:

41? 1.0
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Comparing the three ethnic groups for their mean scores, these chil-

dren stood highest in 'their Attittide toward Interperaofial Reladonships,

;their readiness to Engage actively with people ,n Authority, their

ability to cope with Authority protilemi, their tendency to do this in

an effectively 'Neutral way, and in their ability to Engage actively

mith.Anxiety-arousing situations. They scored highest, overall,

across the five areas of behavior, for their readiness to Engage'in

active efforts to deal with problems. 4

In the Story Completion data, the good readers at ten were those who

stressed good interpersonal relations and were able to cope with

separation-anxiety. At fourteen, these considerations still carried

weight and, in addition, strong weight was given to the ability to cope

with interpersonal aggressidn and with maternal authority.

The Mexican Americans had the highest total Initiation score of the

three ethnic groups but ttherwise they were intermediate between the

other two groups in both coping style and Coping Effectiveness. They

tended to have lower scores than the Anglos but higher scores than the

Blacks. m.

. The teachers of the Mexican American children shared more values in

common with them thawas true of,the Black teachers.of the Black chil-

dren, though their mental "yardsticks" were not as similar to those of

"the children As was true of the teachers of the.Anglo children. At the

elementary school level, the teachers valued some pf the same qualities

as the children: Altruism, Intellectual Stimulation and the desire for

Sec.,urity.\-The teachers tendee to downgrade, however, children who

wanted.to be Independent, even though this child value correlated with

Reading Achievement, objectively measured. -Teachers-gave higher grades

to children' who aspired to more education, though not to children ,whoA

Mere ambitious for'occupational mobility. These elementary teachers

gave better grades to children who were Passive Copers, poorer grades'

to children who behaved in an Actively Defensive manner. Teachers'

grades were also related to the Coping and affect scores on a sub-

stantial number of the incomplete stories, especially those dealingwith

Task Achievement, Anxiety, Interpersonal Re t,ions, and Maternal

Authority. Thus; elementary teachers did 'these Mexican American

childretpcsitively when they displayed i itia ive, self-reliante, per-

, sistence and positive feelings, not justa acher-assigned tasks but

when they' were dealing with classmates and with anxiety-arousing

situations.

At the Junior High School level, teachers gave better &Fades to
Mexican American children who valued Altruism and Self-Satisfaction and

who tilecteda artistical and musical careers. -These teachers seemed to

be far more aware than elementary teachers of the degrees of ambitidh

possessed by different children. They gave substantially higher grades

to those who wanted to go further in school and who *anted to climb the

occupational ladder; and these were the same children who perfired
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better on the Reading Achievement test The teacherAdid not discrimi-

nate between active and -patsive cop ,th their gradingpr, but they

definitely downgraded teenagers who displayed actively defensive

behavior. Such teenagers anOsclici'less weal on-the achievement test.

'Since the fourteen-year-old Me).0.can Americans did not appear to give

a valid picture of their coping b4avior gn the Seetence Completion
instrument, this rrobebly explains why reacher grades bore' almost xto

relationship to scores on that instrument.
4

C.1P
.

In the Story Completion data, teachers did 'give higher grades to

children who coped well 'with disagrgoments or with open aggression -

among agemates. They also tended Slightly to,favor children who coped

effectively, with maternal discipkine. These relationships moderately
resembled,ttose between Reading Achievement and the coping scOreson

these same stories. . .

. .

4.-4..

e
,

Teacher gradegwre positively.correlated with the Reality/Fantasy

Discrepgficy icOre, though ta a lesser degree than was true of4te Anglo-

chisldren. , .

. .

The BRS data indicate that the children definitely did see life as

all of apiece. To these Mexicen American youth, academic achievement,
personal self-confidence and the ability to cope interpersonally were

all intimatelOnterwoven. (This resembles the Anglo pattern but not

the much more tenuous pattern amolvthe Blacks..)
I

Overall; the data portrayelheeMexican American children at the

skilled,yOrking-clasglevel ka somewhat mofct effective achievers and

copersthin the Black children'but,con derably less effective in any

respect than the Anglo population. as a hole, includtng even the working-

class Anglo sample. They expect" d less ccupational mobility than any

of the working-class'or middle-class sub affples in the Anglo population,

.even less than the Black thildren.expect ducationally, too,.their

aspirations mere morg modest dian-those of any other ethnic or social'

class sample in the'total population. (Peck, et al., Vol, II, 1972(a),
771-776)_,

LoOked at from one pOint of view, their limited ambitions might be
thought to show considerable realism, insofar. as it reflects their,

limited coping skills in both academic,, and aspects-of life.

\Their own description of thtmselves as being more apt to use a passive-

404:ensive style in_ reacting; to /Moots than-any of the other ethnic

groups, and far more than the middle-class Anglo samples,.does, however,

suggelt a somewhat cofisciougly defeatist attitude toward life.

While such a descAption does appear to represent the Mexican
American group as a whole,-theta make It very clear that individual

children in'this gisciup whO have the good fortune co develop an active,

effective style"-of coping. tend to do better in school. They have more

hope for the future, as reflected idtheir greater degfee of education-
al and occupational-ambitioA. The childr4, as i group, recognize this

G.
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'phenomenon and ao do their teacheri, tO*,an appreciable degree. Thus,
there appears to be much less universal suppression of ability and
aspiration of Mexican American children than unfortunately appears
to have been true of the Brack children.

The problem is not that teachers systematically discolcirageMexfcan
American children (although they do seem to discourage independent
children at the eleientary school level)'., Rather there appear to be.'
factors in the cultural milieu and the family-dfrilmics of these chil-
dren which do not facilitate the development'of coping skills to the ,

same degree as occuis in thee AnglO population, even at the same socio-
economic level. Consequently, while some Mexican-American children
clearly do show a good deal of initiative, self-coufidgnce and effective
achievement, equal to some of the better 'performing Anglo children, such
children are in a minority in this ethnic group. The majority are
already well behind their Anglo counterparts at the skilled-working
class level by the age of ten and much further behind:middle-class Anglo
students. They do not make up any of this lost grOund by fourteen but
may even lose scpie ground, as a total group.

If the causes of this inferic)r development lieoutside of the
schools, at the beginning, the fact remains that there is no othen
social agency in the community which is either able or likely to take
effective, continuing responsibility for ,trying to improve the socio-

emotional experiences that limit the development of coping skills. Such
programs fireadstart or, preferably, psOme-training programs at an
even earlier stage in the lSfe of the children, would appear to.bg vital
points of- leverage. Programs such as SpSulding has successfully
carried out (Spaulding, R.L., 1971) would eppear to be the treatment
of choice. Such efforts keep coming_bacR into the circle of responsi-
bilityy the public 'schools.

._Traditional methode of teaching, however, simply; have not faced or
effectively dealt with this problem. The present results, like so many
other data; vividly testify to the continuing failure of conventional,
middle class7-oriented schooling to build adequate initiative, ambition
and coping skills in these children, 'as a grou. Educators will 4

iliost certainly have to'retrain-themselves to focus avcoping skills
as their .prlmary objeCtive, not subject matter mastery ks the first vial.
The ultimate objectiviti unquestioi&bly include far better mastery of
academic skills; but the tradktional way of going aboutthis simply is
not working for these children.

, .

Their feelings`, theils sense of saving a right to use the ii. own minds
aRependently, their,need to know they are well acCeptedby Oheir age-
mates before they-can apply themselves to intellectual tasks, all of
these elements need to be directly addressed by well focused, v!gorous,
sUpportive educational strategies of a rather new kindosOany aspects
of emo L and motitioill. learning are invdlved here, to which
trail ionai curricula ylittIe organised attnntion. Spapiding's
vork demonstrated that jult such a system of education, focused
on training teachers to foster children's coping skills, can be highly
effective with even more disadvantaged children.. Some of the studies

P--
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conducted at t4 Research and Development Center-for Teacher Edu-
cation at The U iversity of Texas, with Mexican American childten,.
have shown sim lar promise (Haak,.R.A.,-Kleiber, D.A., Peck, R.F.,
& Gatlin, S., 1972; Haak/ R.A., & Peck, R.F., 1972; Morris, E,E., &
Haak, R.A.,

Rather clearly, there is a great weight of cultural and hiptotical
inertia to be overcome if-children in even this relatively secure
stratum of Mexican American families are to.have a chance to equal
their Anglo 'schoolmates. Efforts to achieve this result simply cannot
be expected to be cheap, easy or quickly.successful. Nonetheless,
given the already-available evidence of success when better educational
practices are applied, there seems to be little excuse for pe,rpetuating
the'social injustice which their own cultural tradition and traditional
education hay forced _upon these Mexican American children.

I
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SUMMARY AND LMPLICATI0NS

The study set out to develoP an.improveg conceptual system nit.
explaining effective behavior, especially achievement behavior; to
bu41d reliable measures of the components of that behavior; to
-develop and apply the measures internationaily; and to validate the
measures and the concepts against objective criteria of achievement.

Such aconc.eptual system was built by an eight-nation team. It
defined three sets of components of effective behavior: a sequence of
coping.actions or skills; feelings and attitudes assumed to ilitate
effectiveness; and, the intensity of motivation -iiid the partic ar kinds.

of motives for performing effectively in the realm of school achieve-
ment (Tables.l and 2). A set of projective, self-report, and peer
rating measures was developed, embodying these presumed elements of
fective behavior. The instruments were developed in international

c ference, translated, back-translated, pilot-tested and revised until.
item-comparability in six languages was'attalined.The measures were . ' vsy

taken in a stratified sample of 800 in each site in 1965: boys and
girls, ages 10 and 14, upper-middle and skilled working class, in equal
numbers. Zhe sites were Sao Paulo, Brazil; London, England; Milan°,
Italy; Tokyo, JapanCMexico City, Mexico; U.S.A.: Austin, Texas;
U.S.A.: communities in the Chicago area; and Ljubljana, Yugoslavia. In

1968, one instrument was dropped and two were led, and the study was
repeated on a new, similar sample of 400 in eaa site, now including
Hannover, Heidelberg and Koblenz) West Germany:

Initially, correlational and variance' analyses were performed on
the individual variables. In 1977, advances in research technology and .

renewed funding made it possible to factor analyze each instrument in
each national (and age) sample, then to perform multiple regression
analyses to. assess the power of'the coping and motivation msasur to

predict-school achievement, beyond the effects of aptitude, as 14
Om effects shared with(aptitude. The factors were also,compared across
cohorts within each country, and'across countries, to identify
universal and country-specific clusters ofcoping components, and to
assess their {stability over time.

An appropriate conceptual system was successfully developed,
judging by two criteria. Multiple-Judge teams in all countries reached
a strong consensus (.84 reliability, overall), on what components
constitute effective coping action (Table Q. Second; when sons of
these concepts were embodied in 4 Sentence Completion instrument, children
in all dnuntrills, in both years, generated five common factors: effective
coping with achievement, peer relations, authority, anxiety and aggres-

,)

sion. 'In doing so, the demonstrated that coping effeetivebesa is .

specific to each behav r area and that effective coping includes'the
' *kills of confrontin roblens, actively engafiring with them, and showing

neutral of positiv feelings in the process. In responding to a Social
`Attitudes Inventory, in keeping with the theory of the study, they
generated a Coping-Defensive factor, rather than a less evaluative,
styliktic Active-Passive dimension.

-1040-



The test-retest reliability of/ the instruments ranged from
satisfactory (Sentence Completion .15 to .80 on thelmin five factors;
Occupational Values, .63 to .83; Occupational Aspiration levels, .51 to
.89;-Social,Attitudes Inventory III, .60-to .72; Behavior Rating Scale,
.83 to .97) to inadequate (Views 'of Life, below .60). The reliability
of the SAI-I was not tested, unfortuiately, although it proved quite
valid. The stability of the instrument-factor scores'across cohorts
similarly ranged from extremely' high (Sentence Completion) to low
(Occupational Values).

The comparison of factOrd across countries showed ten "universal"
dimensions of coping: the Sentence Completidlitoping skill and
attitude factors for

-

the five behavior areas; the SAI-I,coping score
and defensive score; the

/
SAI-III good-coping score; and, of course, the

educational and -occup ational aspiration scores, used as measures of the
intensity of motivation to achieve. In the realm of valued career-
rewards, considered as motives, each nation had its own distinctive
profile, and there were no universal factors.

The -regression findings yielded several kinds of verification for
the theory and tile instruments Overall, the coping/motivation
measures showed more to predict achroilement, both alone and in con-

_ 0.

junction with aptitude, than almost any previous non-cog 'Rive measures -

have shown. This ranged from a low in Brazil in b465 ( total math

achievement explained; 14%, reading) to'highs in 1968 in England
(56% of 'Math explained) and West Germany (52% of

-reading)-.\
(Table 16).

.

,..

As for validation of the elements of the concept system, the-

f
,results showed that coping skills in ;he five behavi r areas signifi-
cantly affect achievements demOnstrating that skills in nonacademic

.areas do affect achievement. Difensive behavior proved-adverse to good
achieveMent everywhere bu; in Japan.

r

0
,

Strength of motivation, as estimated by the aspiration scores,
proved 4 powerful predictor. 'Indeed,'theAuickest; cheapest way to
predict, quite accurately, how willlchildan will perform in school is
to ask them how far,they wantto_go in school. Clparly, most children,

in every country studied, are quite-realistic in matching their
educational aspirations to their Actual academic skills; by implica-
tion, they must be quite realistic in,appraising their own skills, too.

The kinds of motives for working also significantly predict .

.

achievement, but-An nationallyjdiosyncraCic ways to a consideratiile- ,

'degree. The kinds of. motives,that lake for successful achievement,,and ...
_especially for.,good grades, seem gdepend on what the particUlar
society values and encourages. -

c' Indeed, even where the universally- esteemed coping skills were at
issue, the national samples and even the cohorts differed on which
kinds of coping skills affected achievement (skill'with peer relations,
or aggression',: or authority,, etc.).

/
1-

,

k
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The many pattetns in the present data illustrate the importance
of adopting Kurt Lewin's view of human life as a multivariate, inter
active. process whose lawful regularities cannot be explained by over-
simplified general,"laWs" of behavior (Cronbach, 1975), but only by
a Person-Environment-Interaction model (Hunt, 1975 . While the present
evidence dlmnst al). supports the general idea that dependent coping

skills and the motivatron'to use them are important or effective
lighlevement, it equally illustrates that there may be crucially
important differences in the particular skills and the Particular
motivations that, work best in different societies. What is more,

Changes in thew Kticulars can occur over a relatively short time
within any one mode 'Society.

This is not at all to say that explanations of human behavior are .

undiscoverable, c= a matter of ehaot c, lawless unpredictabiliq. It

is merely to reiterate the logic bf, e emerging science of ecology:
circumstances do alter cases. In'ord r to understand any one case, a
great many relevant circumftances must be taken into account.

Where an explanation f effective behavior is concerned, this
requires specifying the particular domain of behavior and measuring at
least a fair'sample of th ny things that can influence that behavior.
This is difficult,'to be sure,.and it keeps things always at least 4

somewhat'uncertain when it comes to predicting what will work next
year, in the.next country. But then, the "simple" three-body problem
is not yet perfectly solved in the-field of celestial dynamics.'

The concept system developed here, while not perfectly tested by.
this kind of design, did show promising validity. _In its coping-skill
'component, it may fill a gap, .in existing theory by specifying a logical
sequence of obiervable actions that make up the coping process. It

applies, as White (1974) prefers, td challenges of everyday living, not
just to critical, stressful emergencies. This international research
team'o definition of the affective parts of coping, as well as its .

rational properties, resembles Heath's concept of 14maturfty" (Heath,
1977). lie makes a useftil distinction between general maturity and

competence in one speCific behavior area. Similarly, children in this
study could be effective in one area without equivalent competence in

other areas. Heath's concept of ';maturity" might be eqUated to a high
level of effectiveness in most or all of the, five areaiof behavior.I
Murphy and Moriarty (1976), and Haan (1977) alas see coping as a process
of integrating one's resources

:.

One relationship'looks fascinating, worth much further research:
the' possibility of causal linkages between national styles of coping
and motivation, and natidnal patterns of economic growth. It is 4.

certainly plausible to argue that the vigorous Japanese economy might
be rooted n the kind of achievement - oriented, independence-seeking,

;power-seek ng drives displayed by the ablest Japanese youth in this
study. The Japanese youth as a whole,though,displayed a value profile
quite at odds with this, which may create stress in the future, if not
a feversal of the national economic pattern. The explosive economic

-1042-
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vigorvigor of Sao Paulo and Mexico City, too, are matched -by the optimistic
ambition of their youth. The case in West Germany is leis clear.
These German youth showed more concern for masteriqg anxiety and
aggression, than skill in coping with achievement tasks. The best

achievers among them did not value success, prestige or high income
but independence-and interesting work. Does thia.pattern foreshadow
a slowing down of the fast pace of German economic growth in the next
twenty years?

the youtsh of England andthe.U.S., in their values,
-skills, and priiary concerns, look very likely*to keep 'economic growth
at-its recent low leveAs,- if they beCome the pacesetters of the next

generation. A longitudinal follow-up of these subjects would also be
valuable, to determine the continuity of coping skills and motives into

adult life, and their affects on career choice and career effectiveness.
(Such a fo1ipv -up study is now underway, in Austin.)

One or two educational implications seem of prime importance.
children are to cope well with life, the evidence says, they must be
encouraged and taught to be increasingly self-starting, self-sustaining,

.independentspronlem solvers. Moreover, they need to learn to cope well
with anxiety, aggression'and interperional relations. Apart from their

intrinsic value, these skills strongly affect academic learning. This

is not whatitypical urban schools foster, in any society. In some

countries iit.thiestudyt teachers seemed out:of-touch with what
students actually knew, or did. Mass education, in a conforming style,
is almost forced upon schools by limitations of teacher time, resources,
or even moral support for encouraging student independence of thought.*

More help is needed for parents, administrators, and teachers: Help

to le4rn to recognize deficiencies in student coping skills; help to ,"

learehow to value and enjoy children who exercise these active skills;
and moral support for this educationally unconventional pursuit. It

might help to couch all talk, not In terms of "coping skills" but "good
work habits," for that is really what they are, in the realm of achieve-,
sent. New teacher training materials and well designed workshops -are

almost essential, if thiinew set of school objectives is ever to 1

become standard and respectable: Teaching the steps in the coping se-

, (Wince. this would respond to Zigler's urging to assess "social
competence," 4s the most important outcome of education (Zigler and

Trickettf 1978)".

*r.

The present study has some clear. limitations. Iti samples were

all urban, all from developed, modern communities, and they left out
the poorest children., The paydhometric strategy meant ihel use of ,

indirect, relatively weak measurei, instead of _minute obsvation of
live behavior, and they ate subject to social desirability effects

.

and other distortions. Further, this approach did not supply a full

test of the reality of the coping skill sequence, as a total process.
New research.y111 be needed to do that. Despite these limitations,
progress has been made toward the construction of a general theoryof-

Ofectiver-bstarrior-thai- illustratea-the vaitte-,---kadired-tha-nocessity...of._ --

considering a wide rangtof piREOlogiCal, cultural, social and
historical variables if a full; accurate understanding of human nature
is to be achieved.

4

1614
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Table I.

The Combnends of Effective Sehavior and Their Measures in This Study

EFFECTIVE SERAVIOR,

COPLVO SKILLS.

Confront (SC, VOL)

Engage (SC)

Initiate (VOL - IndependUc)

Conceive of Solution (VOL)
Use Aid or Advice (SC)
Implemset(VOL -Implement, Instrumentality,

Active Oudot Stress)

Persist (St.C)
Achieve Soltitiln (SC-Copes, SRI- Copes,.

not defensive)

00

Effective 3ehavior in Five
.Areas df Life

Authority Iaterpersonei
Relations

sti?

Leaflet), 4016111102

iTTITUDES AND FEELINGS

'In Five Areas of)fe

f....,.............

MOTIVATION

Educational Aspiririon (0)

Occupational Aspiration (0II)

Finds intrinsic value in work (VOL-

Wanaearned vs. bestowed status(VOL)

Puts achievement ahead of Inter-

personal Relations .(VOL)

Preferred career rewards among

13 possible values (OVAL)

(Intrinsic rewards likely to
foster achievement; Super, 1937)

Positive Attitude (SC)

Positive Affect expressed (SC)

-Depressive Affectexpressed(SC)
-Mostile Affect 'pressed (SC)

General .

Vfews life as'complex
Emotionally expressive
Prefers competition to

cooperation
t

Self-Evaluation

teems of Control

'a

'14
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(VOL)

(VOL)

(VOL)

(Wit)
(VOL)

I

Or

truments

es-

SC Sentence Completion
VOL a Views of Life

OVAL Occupational Values

OII Occupational Incerestn
Inventory

,D Demographic Questionnaire

St.C. Story Completion



Non- Going Behavior

1. No4
Table 2

SEQUENTIAL SKILLS IN THE COPING PROCESS

COPING BEHAV-IOR
SoOitig Acts Addttional- Components of Copi4 Effectiveness

.*'

Quality- of Coping

CON

' AGGRESSIVELY

2 No

3. Otherl(----
#

5 4. 14s, UNSOUGHT

I

5. OTHER

.6. .OTHER

.Oarpagwel. 4,
coNsTRuatvELY;IpMr

ENGAGE .

71 GIVES UP, BLAMES
OTHERS, OR REACT
AGGRESSIVELY.

8. umsucagstut.

9. NEGATIVE

'L.090

-
...m...11.

IMPLEMg

PERSISTENCE

WhoINITIATES?

AID or ADVICE used?

%
Who conceives of SOLUTION?

(.
ACHIEVE

SOLUTION

400110,00,
L 4

SELF-EVALUATION OF OUTCOME

Moderate

Delayed

High

Procrasti-
nate

'Joint

Self-
sought

Joint

Joint

Seeks
help

Delayed
solution

Mixed; or
no strong

,evaluative
reaction

Immediate

Act;

idg for te-
flectlon

Self

Not used

Self

Self

Alters the
stituation, or

recognizes it
as gen4inely
unsolvable.

Immediate ,

solution

Positive

X091

.
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SECTION VI

APPENDICES

k

I

COPING STYLES AND ACHIEVEMENT:

(CROSS-NATIONAL STUDY OF SCHOOL CHILDREN

The University of Texas at Austin.

1981

h
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DEMOGRAPHIC userstumeer

INTRODUCT;ON

This instrument was designed,for use with school children,-in the

ten and fourteen-year-old bracket (fifth And eighth graders). It was

designed to.be administered in a group setting. the purpose of the

instrument is to-gather.dtdographic information about the_subject and

his family. This information is used primarily to determine the
socioeconomic Class in which the'child should be classified. In

eddition, other 1.nfortation is obtained which may be used to determine

whether or not the subject Meets eheyequirements for acceptance intm-

one of the sample groups, or to classify him in some other manner,.

The instrument consists of twenty two items which the subject
answers by one of two methods: (1) filling in the blank to the right

of the item, or (2) circling that alternative among several
alternatives which applies to hid. This instrument may be found in

Appendix A. It will be noted that attached to the De graphic instru-

"nt itself is a one-page "Short Checklist.", c ecklist was

added as a brief screening device to determi.- ther or not a child

was sufficiently "literate" so'as to follow si e instructions,' read

items, and correctly answer them. If a child incorrectly marked more
than one'of these ten extremely simple questions he was dropped from

the sample. It was felt that incorrectly marking more than one item
indicated either (a) inability to read and follow instructions, or
(b)'an'uncooperative attitude on the part of the subject.

'Administration

This instrument must be administered very carefully, especially .

when being used with younger children. Since the most factual infor-
mat)on possible is required, care should be taken to see that every
item is answered accurately and in a manner so that the response can

be coded. Children who have tiouble with Any item should be helped
and coached until meaningful information can bi obtained. It is

prefltrUble that the test administrator haVe severs assistants with

him when obtaining data from the younger children sd that individual

questions and problems may be handled promptly. When it is impossible

to obtiin codable information from a given child, this information may

sometimes be obtained from the teacher. Hoverer, experience suggests

thatll child who is unable to answer a large number of the items should

usually be dropped from the sample as he will not be able to handle
the remainder of the instruments in the battery either.

10
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CROSS NATIONAL PROJECT -

THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS .

(Stage I)

STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE

CONFIDENTIAL

Today's Date,
I. Name of your school
2. Full mile (print)
3. Your sex (circle one) , Boy
4. Your age in yeari

Date of birth
5., a. Grade in school

country
Group

`444

Girl

b. Including this school year how many year have

you been attending school? Circle the appro-

priate (correct) number.

3 years 5 years 7 years 9 years

we

4 years 6 years 8 years ,110 year's

What Js your religion (circle number)

1 - Catholic 3 - Jewish 5 - Other

2 - Protestant *4 - Anglican * 6 - None

7. Where were you born
Town I State

8.- Place of your father's birth

Country

State Country

9. Pike of your mother's birth
State Country

10. Have you attended any other schools before this

one? Circle the correct one.

No. Yes - 2 others 'Yes - 4 or more
othets

Yes - 1 other Yes - 3 others

Elb

-1047-
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DO NOT WRITE
IN

THESE SPACES

1-2

3

4-5

6-8
11

12-13

15

16

17

18.

19

20



11. Have you repeated any grades? (Circle one)

Yes - 2 grades

Yes - 1 grade Yes more grades

as 12. How far do you want t (what grade)?

13. How far did your father go in school (what grade)?

14., a. Where does your fattier work?

b. Wicat does he do?

c. What is the name of his job?

15. a. Circle the carrect number.

V

1. I live with my father and mother

2. ;jive only with my father

3. I live only with my mother

4. I live with my father or mother and a
step-parent

5. I do not live with either of my parents

b. Circle the correct number, if any applies to
you

1. My mother is dead

2: it, father is dead

3. My parents are separated

16. How many brothers do you have who are older?
who are 'younger?

1048
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21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28



S

11. How many sliaters do ou have who are older? ,29

. who are younger? - 30

18. How many persons other than parents, brother and
sisters live in your home? 31

19. Where do you come in your family? 32

1 - only child 3Youngest

2 oldest 4 - in between

4

20. Do you work for money outside Your home? Circle

the correct Answer

- Yes - 2 - No
,

33

If "Yes," what kind of work do you do? Is 34

V. 35-3621. What kinds of work do you do at home? r

22. Indyour home do you, have the following?

a.. Radio Yes . No_ (Circle one Y. 37

.
. ---,..,,_

b. TV Yes No , (Circle one) 38

c. A refrigerator Yes No (Circle one) 39
,

4. 4 telephone, .Yes No (Circle one)' 40

e. Ap automobile Yes No (Circle one) 41

f. A daily. newspaper Yes No (Circle one) 42

*. Is your present school course one that - (Circle

correct number) 43

I - Could lead to university ?, 48

2 - Could prepare you for a specilic-trade or I 49

occupation?

3 - Is a general course with no specific occupation
or course of study in view?

DO NOT WRITE BELOW THIS LINE

* This section omitted from Stage III.

-.10497.
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CROSSANATIONAL PROJECT
THE pli/ERSITY OF TEXAS

SHORT CHECKLIST

#a'
Read carefully the following statements, and- then answer by m ing

with -an "X" in the space provided -oil. the right. If you think ,,t

state nt is true, put air "X" where it says True?' if you think he

eme t is false, put an "X" where it says False.

Name

1. A dog 1,s an airal

," 2. I live tin texas

3. My mother,is a woman,

I go to school n Japan
s

5. The sun is green

True False

True alse

'True False

True False

True False

6. I have thrxee eyes True 'False

7. '-AutomoThiles have wheels

8. Fire is hots

True = False

True False

9. We write on the blackboard with pencils True False

10. k ball is always square

a

True Faze

At

4

'4-0
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APPENDIX B

.St

4
dent Behavior Rating Scale

Stage I

INSTRUCTIONS

When students are together in school they get to know a lot

aboUt each other. It is important for us to know some of these

things.

.On each-of the following pages is a list of.all the students

in the class, including yourself. At the.top of each page is a

question. We want you to read the question, then think about
all the peopj.e in the class. Tjn do what the questions say.
All of your'answers will be, confidential and will not be shown
to your teacher or anyone else in the school,

1

, We want your own opinion, so work alone. 1 will read the

.6 question aloud before you start work.
.j

THERZ.IS A QUESTION ON EACH PAGE. EACH PAGE HAS ON IT THE NAM

OF ALL THE STUDENTS IN THE CLASS.

-1051-
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BRS I:

THIS IS A QUESTION ABOUT DOING SCHOOL WORK.*

Put an X in fiont of the nacre of th students
in your class who work hardest a air lessons.

Put an 0 in flint of the names of the 8 students
,in your class who do the least work at their lessons.

Anderson, Claire

Baker, Katherine

Bush, Barry

Butts, Gene

Cabe, Brenda

Campbell, Carrie

Cantwell, Vernon.

Carter, Jennifdr

Cass, Harry

Dale, Kelly

Davis, Jacque

Edwards, Freddy

Faust, Gay

Frost, Cheryl

Fromm, John

Gage, Kenneth,

''"'t

-1052-
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Op

Ganez-Davie

a

Henry, Linda

Hill, Louise

-Hutchins, Steve

King, Willy

Lambert, Nancy

Morris; Ray

Morrison, Tracey

Parsons, Myra

Rose, Larry

Sanders, Wil

Staley, Jerry

Thomas,. Ann

Turner, Liz

Williams, Leslie

Wilson, Joan

F
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DRS 2: THERE ARE MANY THINGS BESIDE LESSONS WRICH.STUDENTS DO, 4

IN AND OUT OF ,CUSS. .

Put an X in front of the names of ttrAstudenits in
your class who work hardest at these outside Activities.

Put an 0 in front of thenames of the 8 students in
your class who do the least work at these 'outside activities.

BRS 3: THIS IS A QUESTION OSOUT GETTING ALONG WITH TEACHERS

AND OTHER GROWNUPS.

Put an X in front of the names of the 8 students in
A your class who get along best with teachers and other

grownups.

Put an 0 in front of the names of the 8.students in

your class who get along least well with teachers and

othercownups. A

BRS 4: THIS IS A

Put an X
class who

Put an' 0

class who

BIS 5: Put an X

class who

'ut an 0
class who

BRS 6: 'Put an X
class who

Put an 0

QUESTION ABOUT WORKING OGETHER TO GET THINGS DONE.

in front of the names of thp.8 'students
ari che-bect.iff vorking with otherl.

"
inAfront ofit9pnames of thet8 students
work least well with othces. .

in your

in your

in front of the namesOfthe 8astudents in. your
do° not get,upset easi -wh#0 things go wrong.'

in front of the,,,ilisiteeorthe students 1.9 your

get' upset mosi%40".1y when ings go wrong.-

in front ofyilepes of% 8 students in your

light horde" jolget the own way.

in front of-the dIkes of t e 8 students in your

class who fight the le* to get their own way.

V
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V

BRS 7: THIS IS A QUESTION'IWOUT WHAT PEOPLE DO WHEN ANOTHER
PERSONSIS ANGRY AT THEM.

Put an X 440front of the names of the 8 students in your
class who can work it out with the. angry person.

Put an 0 in front of the names.of the 8 students in your
class who just don't Know wh4t to do when someone is
angry at them.

S

* When the original test was admipistered each question was written
on a separate page along with a roster of all students in the class.
The names listed in this writeup are fictitious and only given as
an example.

ti

"ice
0 I.

V
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e APPENDIX C

Stage III Behavior Rating Scales

None

School Grade

Age Sex

City Date

INSTRUCTIONS

When students are together in school, they get to know a lot about

each other. We want to find out how well each of you knowis)the others

in his class. 1

On each of the following pages, at the top of the page, is- a

question. We want you to read the question,and then to think very
carefully about all the people in the class. Then do what the

.question says. None of you'rinswers will be shown to your.teacher-or

to anyone elie in the school, o do, not be afraid to behoiiiii-7-7WE-------

watt your own opinion, so you are to work alone. No one is to try and

look on anyone else's paper.

There.is a question-on each page. Do not turn any page until you

are told to do so. -

. r
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BRS 1: WHO DO YOU LIKE HOST IN YOUR CLASS?*

A. Write down tl6te names of the
.-

students in your class whom

you like the best.

B. Write, down the names of the students ilt your class whom

you like the least.

We have just asked you to name the tudents you likeNthe best and

4.'6those you like the 'least. The pason asked you that question is

to help you to be able to seetthe difference between your !Aim .

someone and in saying that someone is good or bad at doing certain

things. Some of the people you like may have faults and some of

' the people you don't like may be very good at some things.

The rest of the questions do not haveanything to do with how much
you like someone. From now on we do not want you to choose certain
students just because you like them or because you don't like rn6M1

Instead, we want fou to choose the students who best fit the
description that will be written on each page.

BRS 2: WHO WORKS HARDEST IN SCHOOL?

A. Write down the names of the students in the class who

work the hardest at their rssons.

B. Write down the names of the students in the-class who

do-not work hard at their lessons.

BRS 3: WHO GETS ALONG BEST-WITH TEACHERS?
VI

etWrite down the names of the students in this class who

get alonkbesewith teachers.

B. Write down the names of the students in this class who

do not get along well with teachers.

BRS 4: WHO GETS BEST WITH THE STUDENTS fN YOUR CLASS?

A. Write down the names of the students in this class who

get along best with most-of the other stunts.

B. Write down the names of the students in this class who

do not get along with most of the other students.

-1056-
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BRS 5: WHO CAN USUALLY BE COUNTED ON TO "KEEP WORKING AT TASKS UNTIE
THEY ARE FINISHED?

A. Writedown the names of the students in this class who can
be counted on to keep working at taski until they are finished..

B. Write down the names of the students in this class who can
not be counted on to keep working at tasks until they are finished.

BRS 6: WHO USUALLY GETS THEIR OWN4IPAY?'

A. Write down the names of the students in
usually get their own_way with other students.

B. Write down the names of the students in
seldom get their own way with other students. '

BRS 7: WHO STARTS WORKING AT THINGS THAT NEED TO
HAWING-TO BE TOLD?

this class who

this class who

BE DONE WITHOUT

A. Write down the names of the students in this class who
start working at things that need to be done without having to be
told.

B. Write down the names of the students in this class who
have to be told to start working at things that need to be done.

DRS 8: WHO HAS THE BEST IDEAS?

A. Write down the names of the siudelts in this class Olho
usually have the best ideas about what to do.

B. Write down the names of the
seldom seem to have any good ideas.

BRS 9: WHO LOSES THEIR TEMPER?

etude is in this class who

A. 'Write down the names of the stedents clasp who
are more likely to lose their temper when something happens that
they don't like.

B. Write'down the names bf the students in this class who
stay calm and don't lose their temper when something happens that
they don't like. _

-1057-
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BRS 10: WHO WORRIES MOST?

. A. firite down the names of the students in this class who
Vorry the most about-things.

B. Write down the names of the
never seem to worry about anything.

students in this class who

* In the tests which were adminiuged, each question was written
a separate page with Part A using half of the page and Part B

using the other half.

(
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APPENDIX D

Occupational Values

(Stages I and III)

Name

School Grade

Sex

Citt_7/ .Date

INSTRUCTIONS tO'STUDENTS

On the pages which follow, you will find 110 pair; of statement.
Each pair has two statement's which talk about different'kinds of
work. The statements are marked (a) and (b).

You should- read each of the two statements carefully, and'then
circle the letter (a),0N (b) to show which of the two kinds of work
you would rather do.

Here is anexample:

. .
* .

1. (a) Work in whichotrla leld other people
(b) Work in whiCb you csn one day become famous.

If you would rather have a job, in which you could lead other
people than a job in which you could one day become famous, you
would circle the, letter (a), as shown below:

1. Work in which you could lead other ieople;
Work in which you can one day become famous.

If., instead, you would rather have a job in which you could
one day'becoms famous than a job in whiEli.you could lead other
people, you would circle the letter (b), as shown below:

61. Work inTwhich you could lead other people.
Work in which you'can one day become fames.

Bogie with the first pair 0, statements and go on, in order,
until'you finish all of fhe pairs. Please do not skip any pairs.
Please decide on one every time, even when you are not sure which
one you would rather do the most.

-1059-
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1. .(a) Work in which you could lead other people 3,

(b) Work in which you can one day become 'famous

1'
2. (a) Work in which you can make a lot of money

(b), Work which you are free to do in your own way

3. (a) Work in which you can make a lot of money

(b) Work'in which you would have a nice place to work

4. (a) Work in which you can help other people

,(b) Work which you are free to.do in your own way.

5. (a) Wo;lc in which you would do the same kind of work your
father does

(b) Work like that of a musician or an artist

6. (a) Work in which you can one day become famous

(b) Work-in which you can be with peopLooyou like 14

7._ (a) Work which you are free to do in your own way

(b) Work-in Which you could Iertcr-other-peoples,-

I
8. (a) Work in which you can help other people

(b) Work in which you can be with people you i4ke

9. (a) Work in which you are alwayA sure. of having a jab
(b) Work which you are free to do.in your own way

.

10. (a) Work in which you would have a nice place to work
,.(b) Work which you are free to do in your own way

11. (a) Work in which you would be doingamany different things

(b) Work where you can get ahead

' .12. (a) Work in which you would do the.same kind of work your father
does

(b) Work'in which you can help otbftr people

$
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13. (a) Work in. which you could leark

(b) Work in which you would be doing many different thingst
14. (a) 'Work in which you can learn about many interesting things

(b) Work wheri you can get ahead

15., (a) Work in wh$h you can help.other people
(b) Work in Which you can make a lot of money

16. (a) Work in which you can one day become famous

(b) Work in which you can make a lot of money
I .

17. (a) Work in which-you can help other people

(b) Work in which you would have a nice place to work

18. (a)__ Work in which you can be with people you like,

(b) Work in which you can make a lot of money

19'. (a) Work in which you can be with people you like
(b) Work in which you would have a nice place to wcitk

20. (a) Work in which you can learn about many interesting things

(b) Workin,which you could lead other people
. 40

21. (a) Work in which you can make a. lot of money

(b) Work in which you can feel good abOut doing the job well

2.4.
-(a) Work in which you can learn about many .interestIng things
(b) Work in which you can help other people

23. (a) Work in which you could make or invent new things

(b) Work in +which you can 6e1 good about doing the job well

24. (a) Work in which you can feel good about doing the job well
. (b) Work in which you can help other people

-1081-
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25. (a) Work in which you could help other people
(b) Work in which you could lead other people

26. (a) Work in which you oen make a lot of Money
(b).0Work in which you would do the same kind of work your

father does

27. (a) Work where you can get ahead '
(b) Work in which you are always sure of having a job

28. (a) Mork in which you are always sure of having a job-
(b) Work in which yog could make or invent new things

29. (a) Work in which you would have a nice place to work
(b) Work in which you can one day become famous

30. (a) Work which you are frte to do in your own'way
(b) Work-in which you would be doing many different things

31. (a) Work in which you can one day become famous
(b) Work in which you are always sure of havinga job

32. (a) Work in which you would have a nice place to work
(b) Work in which you can learn about many interesting thin

N..
33. (a) Work in which you would have a nice place to wor

Woile in which you-are always sure of having a

4

34. (a) Work in which you could lead othe ople

(b) Work in which you are always su of having a job

35. (a) , Work in which you would do the same kind of work your
father does

(b) Work in which you would have a nice place towork

36. (a) .Work like that of a musician or an artist
(b) Work in which you can help other people

1062,
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37. (a) Work in which you would do the same kind of work your
father does

(b) Work& which you can learn about many interesting things

38. (a) Work which you are free to do in your own way

(b) Work whel you can get ahead

39. (a) Work like that of a musician or an artist

(b) Work.in which you could make or invent new things

40. (a) Work where you can get ahead

(b) Work in which you could lead other people

41% (a) Work like that of a musician or an artist

(b) Work.where you can get ahead

-."--

42. (a) Work where you can get ahead - :-.

(b) Work in which you would do the same kind(of work your
father does . ...

.,__r.--\

43, (a), Work which you are free to do in your own way ,

(b) Work in which you can learn about many interesting things
N

44. (a) Work in which you. can one day become famous

(b) Work in which you can learn about many interesting things

45. (a) Work in which you can be with people you like

(b) Work in which you could lead other people

46.' (a) Work in which you can be with people you like
(b) Work in which you could make or invent new things

7

47. (a) Work in whiCh you can one day become faMous
(h) Work in which Tou *ould do the same kind of work your

father does

48. (a) Wore in which you wou be doing many different things,

(b) *orb in which you can/odne day become famous

. -1063-
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-ilk -moor"- 41

J,

01W

a

N

49. N(1) Work in which you can makea lot f money

(b) Work in which yqU would be doing 4iany different things

11.

1

54higa) Mori in sihich'yod; would be doing many different things
OY- WoKklike that of a musician olF an artist

51. (a) Work In',which you can feel good about doing the job.well

(b) Work y§uwould be doing many different things
#

ft 0 m
e'

'Is,

e
. V2. (i) Work iti%which you would do the saine kind -of work your,

, father does

-...,y
(b) Work in which you could make Or invent now things

4 . . .

53.., (a) Woik in which you could make or invent new things

b) Work whereYou can get ahead

-

54. (a)' Work in Which youould lead other people

4 1-!..2 (b)* Work' iii, -which you would d6 the,samekiftd of work your

father does,. ,e

$

. .

. n. ) e .A
55. (a) WoRin whiCh 'you- w uld'be. doing many different thing;

Lb) 'Wofk in
1

whiehyou..ca' learn about many interesting things

-'0016. (a) Work in which youwould do the sane kind of work your

father does -
,.

..,
%

s (b) Work in which you are always sure of having a job ,.,

,-c'
. . .

a
..57. (a) Work in whichyoucan help other people k

(b) Work inhich you are.alwiys sure of hating a job

.

Work
. '

58. (a) Work /n Which you can learn about many interest things

(6)L!nrk in which you can feel good about doing the job well

59. (a) Work in which you could make or invent new things
orkin which you have a nice place to work,

It> 60. (a) V;pkil, yfileh you can feel good about doing the job.well

(b) WorkTiiikhich you can one day become famous

r`.--- * 4$

1
. .

. 1 - 4*
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.4.161: (a) Work in which you are always sureof having a job

(b) Work in which you can feel gond about doing the job well

N.

62. (a) Work In Which you would do the same kind of worms our

father does 2
(b) Work in which you can be 'with people you like A

63. (a) Work like that of a musician or an artist

(b) Work in which you can /evil about many Interesting things

.' 64. (a) Work where yob caft get ahead

(b) Work in which you could make or invent new things

65.' (a) k in which you could bedoing many different things

(b) Wotk in whlch you are always sure of having a job

'66. (a) Work in which you can feel good about doing. the job well

(b)1 Work in whichyou would do the same kind of work your

fattier does

67. (a) Work in-which you are always Sure of having a job
(b) Work which you are free to do in your own way

,v%

68. (a) Work in which you would have a nice plate to work

(b) Work in wtkiCh you would be doing 1phyilifferent things

69. (a) Work in which you can bne day bepome famous

(b) Work like that of a musician or an artist

41111r

70. (a) Work in ttich you can be with people you like

' (b)4Work like that of a musician or an lutist

71. (a) Work in which you.can one day become famous

(b) Work which you are free to do in your own way

72! (a) , Work in which you can'feel good about doing the job well

(b) Work in which you would have a nice place to work

-1065-
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73. (a) Work where opou can get ahead

(b) Work in which you can one day.. become famous

. 74. (a) Work in which you could lead other people

(b) Work in which you would_bave %nice place to work

. .

75. '...(a) Work in which ou can make a lot of money

(b) Work in which you could make or invent new things

76. (a) Work in which you. can learn about many interesting things

(b) Work in which you can be with people you like

7.7. (a) Work in which you would be doing many different thing1

(b) Work in which you would do the same kind 'of work your

father does

78. (a) Work where you can get ahead

(b) Work in which you can be with people you like

79 . (a) Work in which you can help other people

(b) Work in which you would have a nice place to work

80: (a) Work in which you could make or invent new things

(b) Work in which you can one day become famous

111. (a) Work inAhich you are always sore of having a job
.(b) Work i ich you can learn about many interesting things

82. (a) Work in which you can feel'good abeut doing the job well
Work in which you could-Lead other people

1

83. (a) Work where you can get ahead

(b) Wot:k in which you can make a lot of money

84. (a) Work in which you can help other people -

* (b) Work in which you would be doing many different things

113
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85. (a) Work like that of a musician or an artist'.

(b) . Work in which yriu'can feel 'good about doing the job well.
. ,

86. (a) 'Work which- you are free to do in your own way

(b) Work in which you can feel good about doing the job well

87. (a) 'Work in which You can learn about many interesting things
(b) Work in which you could make or invent new things.

88. (a) Work in which you would be doing'many different things
(b) 'Work icrwhich you tilt be with people you like

89. (a) Work in which you could make or invent new things
(b) Work in which you would be doing many different things

. .

90. (a) *Work in which you are free to do .in your o way

(b) Work in which you could make or invent new th

91. (a) Work iniwhich you could make or invent new things

(b) Work in which you could lead other people

92. (a). Work in which you are always sure of having a job
(b) Work in which you can one day become famous

93. (a) Work iniyhich you can make a lot of money

(b) Work like that of` a musician or an.artist

94. (a) Work in which you can,feel good about doing the job well

(b) Work,where you can get ahead

95. (a) Wotk in which yciU4would have a nice place to work

.(9, Work like that of a musician or an artist

96. (a) Work like that of a musician pr an artist

(b) Work in which youreould lead otherpeople

-1067-
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97. (a) Work where you can get ahead
(b) Work in which iOu can help other people.

98. (a) Work in which you are always_ sure of having a job
(b) Work in which you can make a lot of money

99. (a) Work in which you could lead other people
(b) Work in which you can make a lot of money

100. (a) Work in which you can be wilth people you like

(b) Work which you are freeto do in your own way

101. (a) Work in which you can help other people
,(b) Work in which you can one day become famous

11.

102. (a) Work in which you are always sure of having a job
(b) Work in which you can be with people you like

103. (a) Work in whkch'you-can learn about many interesting things
(b) Work in which you can make a lot,of money

1111P

1 Work which you are free to do'in your ownway
, Work in which you would do the eagle kind of work your

father does(

'

. *
105. (a) Work in which you can be with people you like .

(b) Work in which you can feel good about doing the job well

". 106. (a) Work in which you could make or invent new things

(b) Work in which you can help other people
k

107. (a) Work in which you would have a nice place td work

(b) Work liere you can get ahead

108. (a) Work in which you are-always sure ofofiaving a job
(b) Work like that of a musician or an artist

4668-
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109 (A)
(b)

Work like that of a musician or an artist
Work which you are free to do in your own way

110<-(a) Work ln which you ould be doing many different things

4 (b) Work in which you co lead other people

C

,

-1069-
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Name

APPENDIX E: PART I

Female Version*

CROSS - NATIONAL STUDY, STAGE I

OCCUPATIONAL INTERSdi INVENTORY

1

School Grade

Age Sex

City Date

INSTRUCTIONS

On the following fo.ur pages you will find a few easyttluestions

we would like yi)iPfb answer. 'There APe no right or, wrotg answers

to these q %estions; we are interested in your opinion.

Please listen carefully to the instructions that will be given

to you for each'page.,

*Part II - Male Version
Is identical to Female VerSion with the exception of the last page,

which is eXtached hereto.

.4.1114711-
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1.

A. What job .would youlike to
have when you gray up?

B. Describe the work you would
in this job

C. Put an "X" in the circle where
you think this job fits.

0
0
0
0

Best and most
important job
anyone can have.

Worst 'and least

0 important job

o anyone can hav2.

- -

A. What' job do you think you

probably will have when you
grow up?

Describe the work you would do in
this job.",

O

C. Put an "I" in the circle where
you think this job fits.

O

0
0
0
0

Best and most
important job
anyone can have. ,

Worst and least
important job
anyone can have:

STOP! DO NOT Z'URN THE -PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO

1071
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1.

A. What jOb do you think your father wants you o have when you

grow sip?

B. Describe the kind of work that 'Y'dv-would dolin that job.

2.

A. What job do you think your mother Wants you to have when you
wow up?

B. Describe the kind of work that you woulddo in that job.,

1

L.

STOP:, DO NOT TURN THEPAGE UNTIL_TOLD TO DO S0

I

1072
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3. Best and most

A. Al what job does your father important job

work? anyone An have.

B. Put An "X" in thy circle where
you think your father's job

fits.

O
Worst and least
important job
anyone can. have.

4. Th '6

A.- Does your mother work at
anything other than
housework?

lk If she does, what aoes,she do

in. r job?

. If she works, put an "X" in the
circle where you think your
,tother's job fits.
If she is a housewife, put'an

where you think the job
housewife fits.

Best and most
important jcit-

anyone can haVe.

Q r

,\

(:)

,,

:_,,
_Worst and least

(:)
-important job
anyone can have.

(1.,- a.
STOP! DO NOT TURN THE PAGE_UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO

4
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1. Put a plus ( +) beside the thre'e jobs below that you would most

like to have when you grow up.

2.. Put a minus (-) beside the three jobs that you would least like

to have-when you grow up.

Dishwasher GovernMent Department
Head

Lawyer Laboratory Technician

7.-

Wishroom Attendant -Baby Sitter

Hospital AtteAdant Bank Clerk

Domestic Sarvaet Trained Nurse

Medical Doctor Shop Clerk

Dress Design * Beauty Operator

University Professor Big Business Manager

Secretary Dressmaker

'Insurance Saleswoman Primary School Teacher

. r_______ -Accountant Telephone Operator

Factory Worker High School Teacher
,--

...-

Waitress ,
Typist...--._

...

-..

Lajndry Worker (

\----Seher in Theatre

Social Worker

Restaurant Cook

Fesale,vereion
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1. Put a plus ( +) beside the three fobs below that you'would most

like to have when you grow up.'

2. Put a minus (-) beside, the thiee jobs below that you would least
like to have when you grow up.

Day-Laboref

Lawyer

Night Watchman

Barber
P

Janitor ;i4A

Medical Doctor

Army Captain

University Professor

.,,Bank Clerk

Office Manager

Insuiance Agent

Waiter

FactorrNorker

Dock Worker

Soldier ,

High School Teacher

Mechanic V.,

Government Department Head

Bookeeper

Male version

-1075-

Stteet Sweeper

Army Sergeant

Traveling Salesman

Carpenter /

Truck Driver

Big Business Manager

Electrician

Owner of.Orocery Store

Shop Clerk

Accountant

Restaurant Cook'
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Name

APPENDIX F: PART I

FAmale Version*

CROSS-NATIONAL STUDY, STAGE III

OCCUPATIONAL INTEREST INVENTORY

,

School - Grade

Age Sex

4
City Date

INSTRUCTIONS

On the following four pages you will find a few easy questions we

would like you to answer': -- There- are no right or wrong an§wers to

these questions; we are interested in your opinion. At the bottom of

each page there will be a statement whiCh asks ydu to stop and wait

to. go further until told to do so. Please observe this.

There is no-time limit, but please work as rapidly as you can.

4IW
A,

*PART II - Male Version
Is identical to Femalt Version wtth the exception of the ;est page,

which is attached hereto.



St&

O

1: .
Best and most

A. What job would you like to have -. Lmportant job

when you grow up? d
anyone can have.

I
B. Describe the wotk you would do

in this job

C. Put an "X" in the circle where
you think Ws ob fits. 0 1

(:)
Worst and least

important job

. 0 anyone can have.

2.

. What job do you think you
probably will'have when you
grow op?

B.- Describe the work you would do
in this job ,

Best and most

important job
anyone can have.

C. Put an ".1" in the circle where
you think thia5job fits. rTh

0
o

Worst and least
important job
anyone can have.

STOP! DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO

1077
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I,

41.

.1

34

A. At what job does your father
e work?

4t.

4110.
,*#

B. 'Put an "X" in the circle where
you.think your father's job fits.

41

0

Best and most
important job
anyone can have

Worst and leagt
imperpnt job
adyone can have.

A. Does your,mother wo at

anything other than odsework?

B. If she den, what does she do

/ in her job?

C.,Aff she works; put an in the

circle where you think YbrOr'

mothep's job fits.

Best and most-
important job
anyone' can have.

O -Worst and least
important job
anyone. carOlave._

STOP! DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTM.TOLD TO Op SO

1.

1

1078=
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1.
A. What job do you think your father wants you to have when

you grow up?

/2.

--N

-

B. Describe the kind of work that you would do, in that job.

0

A. What job do you think your mother wants you to have when

you 'grim up?

11. Describe the kind-o.f."Ciork you would dd in that job.

,41

,STOP!AO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO

4.

r

-1079-
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1

FEMALE

You will see that the page below is divided into nine sections, each

containinga list of six jobs. Read each section carefully and from

the jobs in that secti600nly choose the one that you would most like

to,do when you are grown up. Mark the space by that job with a plus

sign (+). then choose from the same section the jot you would least

like to do when ybu ow up. Mark the space next to that job with a.t

minus sign (-).

Make sure you have one p u and one minus sign in each section.

4

,

. Nurse

Typist
Nursery School Teacher .,-

F6licewoman

S

Florist .

Cashier

Lawyer
Social Worker
High School Teacher

Scientist
Congress Woman
Pharmacist

Photographer
Assembly-Line Worker
Private Sleretary
Factory Machine Operator
Dance Instructor
Beauty Shop Assistant

Hotel Receptionist
Filing,Clerk
elevator Operator
Cosmetic _Saleslady

Office Cleaner
Laundry Worker

Lad,ies."Hair Stylist

Magazine Writer
Telephone Operator

Dentist
Interior Decorator
Dressmaker

Waitress
Maid
Cloak Room Girl

Dishwasher,
Grocery Story Checker
Rest Room ifttendant

Bank' Clerk

Veterinarian
High School Counselor
Librarian .
Large Office Manager
Owner of Gift Shop

Cook
Mail Cler
WAC
Biby Sitter
Shop Clerk
Movie Ticket Seller

Medical Technician
University Professor
Dietician

-1080-

Medical Doctor
Large Business Executive
Dental Technician '\

4
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MAID

You will see that the page below is divided into nine sections,
each containing a List of six jobs. Read each section carefully

j mid from the jobs in that section only choose the one that you would
-most like to do when you are grown up. Mark the space by that job
with a, plus sign (f). Then choose from the same section the job
you would least like to do when you grow up. Mark the space next
to that job with a minus sign);-).

A,

Make sure you have one plus and one minus sign in each section.

Bank Clerk
Salesman
Electrician
Tang!.
Army Sergeant
Railroad Engineer

Lawyer
Architect
Army Majox
Bank President
Medical Doctor
High School Teacher

Drafsman
° Factory Worker
Manager of Grocery Store
Taxi Driver
X-Ray Technician
Milkman

Machinist
Carpentey
Window Cleaner

. Butcher
Gas Station Attendan
Night Watchman

Policeman
- Dentist
'Mbtor Mechanic

geologist
Airline Pilot

41.

Bus Driver
Janitor
Waiter
Trash Collector
Soldier
Dishwasher

444

Driving Instructor
Journalist
Advertising Executive
Photographer
Veterinary Surgeon

Almall-Eustiess Owner

Cook
Plumber
Barber
Truck Driver go
Brick Layer
Tool & Die Maker

a
University Professor'
Forest Ranger
Navy Admiral

-1081-

Sheriff
Owner'of Large Business
Dance Instructor

-12d
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I

APPENDIX G

STAGE I SOCIAL ATTITUDES INVENTORY

Female Version*

4,School
Grade\

Age Sex

City Date
6

INSTRUCTIONS

The followitig questions were made up Ito help us understand better

what young people like and how .they feel: Your answers will be

looked at aldtg with those of other young people your own age. There

are no correct tor incorrect answers.- You may answer as you like.

All we want is that,, you answer according to what xpu really believe

and what you really feel.'
ic

Now read thlpfollowing example and the two questions below the

example. If your answer to Elle.f rst question is "yes," you put an

"X'.' below the word "yes.", ur answer to' the first question is

"no", put an "X" below the vlird "no.", 'Do the same with the second

question.

Example: Miry is.xdrgood at roller-skating.

fr)

Am.; like her?

'Do .I want,to be like her?

-1082-

Yes No

(I ) ( )

( ) (



SOCIAL ATTITUDES INVENTORY

L When the class bully comes looking for trouble, Judy ignores him.

k YES NO

Am Ilike her? ( ) (0 )

Do I want to be like her? ( ) ( )
.

.,..

,

2. Martha Tries to make her parents 'change their minds by proving

to them theyare wrong.

Am I like 'her?

N.-- Do I want to be like her?

YES NO

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

3. To be a good friend to ter classmate,.Liz stayed in during recess

to help her friend finish a lesson.
YES NO

0 Am I like ter? ( ) (

Do I want to be like her? ( ) ( )

4. Nina often says that she isn't afraid of anything.

YES NO

An I like her? ( ) ( )

Do I want ito be like her? tix( ) ( )

SA Sally *ides for herself how to use her time.

Am I like her?
Do I want to be like her?

6. When Marie was invited to a party, she didn' know what to do.

YES . NO

( ). (

( ) )

Am I like her?
Do I want to be like her?

a

NO

( ( )

( )

7. Margie's friend spilled ink on Margie's books, so Margie spilled,

ink on her friebee book, too.
YES NO

Am I bike her? ( ) (

Do I want to be Like her? ( ) ( )

-1083-'
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8. Claire gets angry if she can't do everything better than the

others.
YES NO

Am I like her? ( ) ( )

Do I want to be like her? ( ) ( )

9. Ruth was afraid to talk in front of the classoebut she did it

anyway.
YES NO

Am I like her? ( ) ( )

Do I .want ip be like her? ( ) (

10. Rachel does what her teacher tells her to do even'if she thinks

the teacher is wrong.
YES NO

Am I like her? ( ) ( )

Do I want to be like her? ( , ) ( )

11. When Cris broke the vase, she hid the pieces so her mother

wouldn't find out.
YES NO

Am I like her? ( ) )

Do I want to be like her? ( ) ( )

12. When the teacher scolded Elaine for not knowing the answer

to the problem, Leine talked backito her angrily.

Air

YES NO

Am I like .her? ( ) ( )

Do I want to be like her? , ( ) ( )

13. Roberta makes friens quickly wherever she goes.

a
YES NO

Am I like her? ( ) ( ) A
. -

Do I want to be like her? ( r- ( )

14. When the .teacher criticized Rose, she-explained why she did'

what she did.
YES NO

Am I like her? ( ) ( )

Do I want to be like her? ( ) ( )

-4
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15. When Alice's,parents punish her or won't let her do something,
she tries to get even with them.

Am I like her?

Do rwant to be like her?

YES NO

( ) ( )

( ( )

16. Katie is not afraid of nightmares becaus'e'she knoiis her parents
are nearby.

YES NO
Am I like her? ( ) ( )

Do I want to be like her? ( ) ( )

17. After wissing some questions on the arithmetic exam, Jane went
home and practiced working problems.

a
Am I liteher?
Do I want to be like her?

YES NO

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

18. When Sheila's friends disagreed with her, she lost her temper.

YES NO
Am I,like her? ( ) ( )

Do I want to be like her?'" ( ) ( )

19. Joyde was frightened when she heard strange sounds at night, but
she got a flashlight and went to see what it was.

YES NO
. Am I like her? ( ) ( )

Do I want to be like her? ( ) ( )

t

20. Eva would rather have her teacher help her with her arithmetic
problems than to do them by herself..

YES NO
Am I like her? ( ) ( )

Do I want to be like her? ( ) ( )

'21. Susanknew the other girls were talking about her, but she
didn't let it bother her.

YES

( ( )

Do I want e like her) ( ) ( )

NO
Am I like her 1

-1085-
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22. When Debby wasn't allowed to join the club, she told everyone
she didn't really want to be a member.

.1

YES NO

Am I like her? ( ) ( )

Do I want to be like her? ( ) ( )

23. Paula did not take part in the game because she was afraid she

would not do well.
YES NO

Am I like her? ( ) ( )

Do I want tobe like her? ( ) ( )

When the teacher threatened to pungish6race, Grace stayed calm

and tried to find out why the teacher was upset with her.

YES NO

Am I like her? ( ) ( )

Do I want, to be like her? ( ) ( )

25. Renee was worried about playing in an important game, but she

felt better after her parents encoikaged her.

YES NO k

Am I like her? ( )

Do I want.to be like her? { ) ( )

26. Even though she hat s it, Linda puts up with her little sister's

meanness because shk knows her sister is younger than she is.

YES NO

Am I like her? ) )

Do rwant to be like her? ( ( )

27. When Sandy's schoolmate* began to tease her, she didn't do

anything about it; she just felt bad.

YES NO

I Am *I lik her? ( ) ( )

ej
Do I wan to be like her?

I

( ) ( )

28. Sharon waits\to s e what her friends are going to do before she

makes up her mind.
as YES NO

Am I like her? . ( ) ( )

Do I want to be like her? ( ) ( )

*

4 -4/086-
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9. Lynn was really Afraid of swimming in the deep water, but she
said she did not want to swim because she was tired.

YES NO
Am I like her? s ( ) )

Do I want to be like her? ( ) ( )

30. When her teachers get upset with her Jill gets very sad.

YES NO
Am I likellier ( ) ( ,)

Do I want to be like her? ( ) ( )

31. Nanpretends that she does not understand when her teacher
calls on her and she doesn't know the answer.

YES NO
Am I like her? (, ) ( )

Do I want be be like-her? ( ) ( )

32. Kathy does nothing when her older brother hits her.

YES NO
Am I like her? (' ) ( )

Do .I want.to.be like her? ( ) ( )

3)t,..When her friends angrily accused her of cheating, Peggy got the
-4Plifirra showed them she was playing the game right.

YES A NO
A; I like her? ( ( )

Do I want to be like her? S( ) ( )

34. Jeanne's mother scolded her because she didn't watch after her'
little brother, so Jeanne hit her brother when she got the chance.

ewe YES NO
Am 'I like her? ( ) ( )

Do I want to be like her? ( ) ( )

40

3e. Slimed hid her school books & she wouldn't have to do her

homework. She told her parents she left them at school.

YES NO
Am I eike her? ( ) ( )

Do I want to be like her? ( ) ( )

-10117
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36. When Bernice lost the money her mother gave her to pay the

bill, she was too frightened to go home.

YES NO

Am I like her? ( ) ( )

Do I want to be like her? ( ) ( )

37. When Dorothy's father corrects her, Dorothy doesn't pay

attention.

Am I like her?
Do I want to .he like her?

YES NO

( ) ( )

( ) 4 )

38. Since the box Ann had to carry was large, she waited for

somebody to come and help her.
YES NO

Am I like her? ( ) ( )

Do I want to be like her? ( ) ( )

39. When the other kids said they didn't want her to play, Ellen

just sat there and felt sad.
4

.
YES NO

(
Am'I like Her? ( ') ( )

Do I want to be like her? ( ) '' ( )

49. When Marshes mother give's her orders, she Mstens to he

mother respectfully.
r YES NO

Am I like herj ( )

Do I want to be like her? ( ) ( )

I

4

*The male version ofthis instrument uses male names and pronouns.

,
in each of the above forty items.

1088 .
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APPENDIX H

Stage III Social Attitudes Inventory

FiMale Version*

School

401
Grade

Sex

Date

City

INSTRUCTIONS

The following questions were made up to help us understand,'what
young people like and how they feel. Your answers will be looked

at along with-those of other young people of your own age. There

are no right or wrong answers. We want you to say what you really

think.

On. the following pages you will find a number of sentences describing

child of your own age. Each sentence has four endings. Each end-

)(

ing.is a description of what the child might do when the events in

the sentence happen. Read each sentence and the different endings.

'Then put an X beside the ending that is right for you

Here is an example to help you understand what to do.

Susan got bad marks in her school work. In her place I would

be very unhappy

pretend Ididn't Mind

decide to work harder next time

'think the teacher had been unfair
.

..i

, .

Now put an X on the line beside the ending which is closest to what

you would do. . /
L..

A

108977
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1. Mary and her parents do not always agiee.' In her place,I would

try to explain mypoint of view
think over what my parents had said

go to my room and sulk

____ take.no notice and go my own way

-2. it is Nancy's first day at a new school. In her place I wam.114

worry about what .1 should do
join in with the other Children right away

Stay by myself
loin in when the other children asked me

3. A classmate has deliberately messed up Betty's school book. In

her place I would
get my own back
ask her :shy she had done.it

tell my teacher
get upset but not do anything

4. Elaine made mistakes on an arithmetic test. In her place I would

practice the ones I'd missed
forgetAtOut them
ask the teacher for help
make excuses

5. Diana thought tlip teacher was being unfair. In her place I would

see what.my friends thought4pbout it

k argue with the teacher
just feel angry
explain my point of view

a

6. Janice was asked to give a talk'to the class. In her place I

would
do my best .

just get on with it
refuse to do it
worry about it

/: 7. Some children had talked about Ann behind her back. In her place.

I would 41111

not take any notice
talk about'them behind their backs

lose my temper

co

try to discusa.it with them

4-1090-
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8. Marsha's little sister is mean to her sometimes. In her place I

would
talk to her about it
put up with her
get back at her 4

tell'her off

9. Linda was Saing sordedifficult4schoolwork. In her place I would

think about something else
try for, awhile and. then give up

get some hint from the teacher
do it by myself.

10. Barbara brOke her teacher's special pen. In her place I Would

tell my teacher immediately
pretend I didn't do it
try to get the teacher another pen
hope the teacher wouldn't notice

11. A bigger classmate threatened to it Kay-at -schooLthe next day.

In her place I would'
not go to school
tell my teachew
try to find out why she wanted to hit me
tell my mother I felt ill

12. Jane's friends didn't ask her to play with them. In her place I

would
say I didn't want to play with them anyway
get angry
ask them to let me play
not mind and remain friends

4

13. Sue was playing ball and another child took it away from her.

'En her place I would
dgcide eo play something-else
ask.fttr the ball back

hit.h
find by she took the balli

14. .Lisa had, i lot of homework to do. In her place I would

. get someone to doitfor me
4o it as soon as I got home
not do- it

it unwillgly

41-

-1091-
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,145. Helen was punishedlky her parents. _41 her place I would

go to my room ana sulk '
,

iccept my parents' point of view

,._.
.

try o be' better in the future

e it.out on br ers apd sisters

4

16 Shi;ley's schoolmates began, to tease her: In he place I would

, 0 agmoie them for awhile q
tell .them to* stop it

14i feel miserable'

. l' beat ihem up , ' 01.,' ..

-.. . -

17. Martha's parees sometimes makteher angry. In her place I would

explain my poisit of view

gg'outside
try not to shoW my aver
shout at them

'-.0 .

.

-

18.. ,_Carol had a heavy load to carry, In her places I would

get someone to help me.
cairY it by myself if I could % ar

try to get out of it
.

ledve it,as long as yosiibIe"
.

19. Paula's teacher tOtateRed to punish her. In her place I would .\.;

feel upset
,,A_

get very,adgry i

try,' to find out wliy th tiachei was:crOss

ex ain to tiqe teache hat I had done .,

4 '

lo. 'Judy so imesfeels afrAd of somettngi, 'In ace I would

,. ask 6elp
try and.Overcome my f ar

Allrup away Prow what h i
righteneame

hope it owdlbisi- etg away .
, .

,_. 4;

..
.

* " .', .: ,'
4

21 ,Sometimes people ignored Pat -'Ill her plsie I would

ignore them too
.

. .

:try to find out why .

A

el. if it was y' fault

t vety cross

.

22. Sarah's classmates called hernaMes. In her place I would'

try to find)out why . N

call..themidmes back

get angry
ignore the classmates

a -4
,

0

4
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23. Sharon sometime has do jobs at home. In her pelacte I,would
keep away

put them off but do them in the end
do them right away

get my brother or sister to do it'

24. Julie went shopping or her mother and lost the money she had
given herymmjn her placel,would

not know what to do

replace.it with money from' my money box,
go home and tell what happened
say someone took the money

25.. Gail is_ sometimes worrled. In 'her place I would
go to my parerits for help

try to forget about the worry
try to work out what to do
do something else

26. Jan's fried' sometimes hurts her. feelings
talk it 'oat with ty'friend

hurt her feelings too
get very cross with my friend
xy to take it

a

In her plate I would

2.7. Pegg was hit by a classmate. In her place I wou
not do anything 'n g.

. go away
4 try to find out why she hit me

get my friends to help

I

28. Jean sometimes has a lot of work to do. In her place I would
work as hard as I could
go out with my friends 1
try to forget about it
asSofor.. help

.. 6 ,

I.
...

.

'. * The male version of this instrument uses vale names and pronouns
"i'n each of the above twenty -eight items: . 40

,
,
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APPENDIX I

Stage III Vidws of Life

Sex

'School Grade

Teacher City

Date

t-

INSTRUCTIONS

Difierent people have different ways of lkoking at life. We are

-- interested-in finding your opinione-about-lifecoatpare them -with

the opinions of students in other countries. The following pairs of

sentences state different opinions about life. Although the choice

will sometimesbe difficult, please check one statement0in each pair

which comes closest to your an opinion. We don't want you to tell

us the way you think life ought to work, .but try to tell us your

opinion of how life really works. A matter how difficult the

choice, select only one statement per pair. There is no right or

wrong answer, and you will not be given.. high or low grade based

on your answers.

1.

OM.

-4.

it

a
.

.L"

.

4
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VIEWS OF LIFE - 1968 1

1. (a) When somet ing is going wroeg, it is usually best to.take,
so n of action.

(b) When something is going wrong, it is usually best to wait
and see what happens.

2. (a) , there is a,problem one should always try to face it.
't (b) Th e are some problems that are'best ignored.

3. (a) If a teacher tells me to try .,to do-better in my school work,
it is usually because mywork isn't very good.

(b) If a teacher tells me t try to do getter in my school work,
it is usually because she( wants all her students to try
harder.

4. (a) It is better to wait before acting.
(b) Tomorrow is usually toodate.

(a) I don't need the approval of other-people.

(b), I need the approval of other people.:

6. (a) Quick action is usually best in most ,situations.
(b) Quick action is usually, careless action.

7. (a) When a person is uncertain, it is usually best to wait and
see what happens.

(b) When a person is uncertain, it is usually best to take some

A.

kind of action.
.

8. (a) I like to work ly myself.

(b) ff like to.work with other people.

9. (a)- It is betterioto be slow than to-be fast.

(b) It is better to be fast thah to be slow.

i.

10. (a) A'really intelligent person knoWs,whenio listen to the
1

.

11 advice of others. , .

(b) A really intelligent perspn knows how toadecide things flar
. himself. . . .

PE ___
.

e--6 t

11. (a) The most important part of a job would'be getting along with
_fellow workers. ,

(b) lie most important part of a job would be getting things
i. ' done.

12. (a) There aretfew thingethaf cannot be done a person tries
hard enough. A

1095



(b) There are many things that cannot be done no matter how

hard a person tries.

13. (A) The most important thing in school is they grades a pirson

makes.

(b) The most important thing in school is how hard a person
-,works, nd matter what his grades are.

46

14. (a) Life is easy.

(b) Lift is hard.

15. (a) It is better to be bold.

(b) It is better to be cautious.

4..

16. (a) One should usually go along,with the opinion of the majori

(10 One should usually act according to his own opinion.

17. (a) Work first, friendship second.

(b) Friendship first, work second.

18. (a) I am usually cautious.

(b) I am usually bold.

19. (a) -If something disgusts me, I protest.

(b) If something disgdsts-ac, I ignore it.

e *

20. (a) The world is the way iL is and there is very little that

man can do about it.

(b) Man can change the world to areliiehi.s own needs.

'21. (a) When I can't understand something in school, it is usually

because the teacher didn't explain it clearly.

(b) When I can't understand something in school, it is usually

because I didn!t listen.*

22: (a) When a person thinks his (or her) father's orders are unY'
reasonable, he should feel free tio question them.

(b) A father's omiefs should always be obeyed.

23. (a) Idon't have enqugh self confidence.,

(b) I have enough sdlf confidence.

24. (a) When I am neious I feel better if I move around.

(b) When I am nervous I fRel better if I staytsteiP.

25. (a ) I usually daydream about doing things I cad really do if I

4 want to.

(b) I usually daydream abdut doing impossible things.

- 109,6-
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26. (a) A person is usually happier if he learns how to accept his

feelings.

27.

(b)

(a)

A person usually happier irhe learn* how to control his

feelings.

It is best to work out one's problems without seeking help

from others.

(b) It is,best to seek help from others in working outone's
problems..

28. (a) I believe I am very intelligent.

(b) I believe I am of average intelligence.

79. (a) Life is simple.

(b) Life is complex.

6

30. (a) I diydream about many things I never do.

(b) I usually do the things I wInt rather than daydream about .

A them.
;

31'. 4a) When I'do,well on a test in school, it is usuallecause
) I iudied for the test.

(B) When I do well on a test in school, it is usually because

the test was easy.

32. (a) Work is something that must be;d6ne.

. (b) Work is its own reward. ,

33. (a) I am satisfied with myself,
(b). I am not satisfied with myself.

34. (a) I would rAthee have a job 'where the work.is interesting.

(b) I would rather have a job where the people are friendly.

35. (a) A person should be expressive-

(b) A person shouldTh.e calm and controlled. st

36. (a) It is better to know how to obey than to know how to command.

(b) It is better to know how to command than,to know how to obey.

37. (0 Things are done best with people working together.

(b) If ---a-prwon---urt-r-ctings--dtme-rtght---he-isas- t..0 do them by

himself. 1
I

>38. (a) When I learn something quickly in school, ft is usually

because it was ixplainedwell.
(b) 'When I learn soothing quickly in school, Wg is usually

because I paid close attention.

40 .1"

I f

,
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39. (a) When I am frightened, I.feel better,if I don't do anything.

(b) When I am frightened, I feel be-titer ifI do something active.,

40. (a) A teacher's order should.al.ways .be obeyed.

(b) When one thinks his tea i's orders are unreasonable he

should feel free to ques ion them. 4F

/'
41. (a)

.

I have more difficulties with my friends.
(b) ,1 have more difficulties .wipi my work.

42. (a) Mankind can coniirol the destiny of the world.

(b) Mankind cannot control the destiny, of the world.

43. (a)' Difficult,problems are solved best by cooperation.

(b) Difficult problems ase solved best by competition.

44. (a) If I am very angry, it is better i-47phut up.
(b) If I am very angry, it is better if

4T. (a) I like to take my time doing things.

(b) I like to do things as-fastdes I cab.

46. (a) In spite of what people say, the best way to get ahead is
to-build relat-ionships_with_thc right people._ '

(b) In spite of what people say, the best way to get ahead is

to do a good job.

47. (a) Mose of a person's problems tre due to bad luck.

(b) A perAn brings most of tkis.problems upon himself.

48. (a) In the long run, a person who works fast.gets more done.
(br* In the long run,'11 person who works tlowly gets more done.

49. (a) A person Should'be'respected because,of he title he holds.

(b) A person should be respected for whit he has done.

)1"

50. (a) One should not express disagreement with,others if it will

cause hard feelings.
(b) spne should always' state his own views eveV.4.f it might

cause hard feelings.
49.

51. (a) A person should not worry about things he cal do nothing

about.

(b) It is often dbtereqing to; think abglit problems, even if

noctiing*.Can'be done. o;

52. (a) When L am wile friends; i like to be the first to suggest

. % 4.' what to do. r

.16

(b) When I am with friends, I like to lei them suggest what we dO.

-1098-
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53.

54.

(a) Work is to be enjoyed.
(b) .Work is to be endured.

(a) Competition is better thin cooperation to get things done.
(b) Cooperation is better than competition to get things done.,.

55. (a) I usually begin doing things I should do without being told.
(b) I usually wait until I am told before I do something I

Should do.

56. (a) I would rather have a small job makidi a comfortable living
and have a lot of tii with my friends.

(b) I would rathet-have a more important job making a lot of
money, even if I did not have- enough tf.me for,my 'friends.

57. (a) A person should not quest hii (Or her) mother ;s word.
(b) Any mother can make mista e and ore should fell free to

quesItion her word when it eems wrong.

58. (a) My friends bring me the most happinelos.
_ (b) Doing somethihg well brings me the most happiness.

59. (a) Life is to be enjoyed. 4

-----0y- Life Ts 10 be-endpted%

O. (a) I prefer to use my own ideas rather than those of others.
(b) 4 prefer el; use other people's ideas.

0

-1099-
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APPENDIX J

FINAL VERSION - SENTENCE C@MPLETION
4.`

STAGE I

. School

Age

City

Grade o

Sex

Date
r

INSTRUCTIONS

: On the following two pages you will. find 42 sentences in which
some words are missing. Please_ complete each of these/ sentences

with thaw first word or words ehitscome to mind. Thereate no right
or wrong answers, jusf write what you think.

It li-importantttat ydu fiNI-Sh air 42- sentences, and do not

leave any of them blank. If you come to a atence and cannot
think of a word or words to complete it, *continue with the sentences
which follow and when you have finished the ithers, rlurn tothe
ones you have not filled in and complete them.

There if no time limit, but Please work as rapidly as you .can. .

411
4

11

I
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1..

2.

3.

4._

MOet people are
....40t

When .my mother.an& I are-toiettler, we

'Being in school, is

I feel proud when .
se

5. When people-ignore me, I

6. When my parents made me mad-, I

7. 1 weIrk hardest'for' '

8. Moat people treat other people p
9. -4get really angry when -

'10. When-I rind help, I usually depend on

11. When people" 11 me to do something, I

,12.

13.

When I seg a ficeman, I

rC.If a big dog tacked me, I

14. My father ththks I am
1,. I think most reacheis,are * ..

16. When there is something difficult to do, I

17. I don't like people who ' .

18. Whenmy mother punishes me, I
19. When people get scared, they

20: When I notice that others do something better in school than

.21.

22.

I, I.

Doing anything to get-what you want is ,

When my father and I are together, we
When I get worried, I

a

23.

24. I think most adults are .

25. When I get mad, I

.26. A mother should her chi = en

27. Hard work is

28. It upsets me to think about

'29. 'When my father bawls me out, I, .

30. What I want to do most in life is . -

31. When you work with other people,,they -.J.,*

32. When somebody hurts my feelings, I
Y

33. A father should .-
his Children .

34. If one of my friendalis mad at me, ,I

35. People will work hqrdest f ybu '

36. If I can't get what I want, I

37. My mother thinks I am,
.

38. £n my school work, I
39. People who work with me are

. 411._ Lam afr,a14-of__I . -

41. When I 'think of the United States, 1

'42. To,work successfully with other people, you have to

--

r

. ,
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Name

. School

Teacher Age

Sex City

APPENDIX K

'Stage III Sentence Completion

Grade

Date

INSTRUCTIONS

Op the following page you will find 40 sentences in which, some

words are missing. Please complete each of these sentences with:

the first word or words that come to your ritindr There are no.

right or wrong answers, just write what, Xstu think. l,,,..--

. It is important that you finish all 40 sentences, and do not leave

any of theta blank. If you come to a sentence and cannot'think of a

word or words tocomplete it, continue with the sentences which
'follow and when you have finished the others, r%turn to the ones

you have not filled in and complete them.

There is no time limit, but please work, as rapidly as you can.

1

r

, t

al
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1. Worrying about school grades is

2. If my friends and I couldn't agree upon what to do, I
AO

3. I work hardest for

4. If a big dog looked like he were about to attack me, I

5. I think most policven are
6. If I had difficult homework to do, I

.7. Trying to do'something better than other people is,

8. My mother thinks I am
9. If the class bully were bothering me, I

10. I feel proud when
11. I think most teachers are
12. If one of my friends is mad at me, I
13. When someone hurts my feelings,
14. When I think of the Unity States, I
15. I think most adults are
16. When you'work with people pur own age, they
17. 'hen there is something difficult to do, I 0
18. 11 1 made a mistake in my l'es'sons and my classmates laughed

at me, I . .

19. I think school is
20. When my father bawls me out, Il
2r. When my mother and I are together, we
22. It upsets me to think about
23. I really get angry when
24. When my parents make me mad, I
25. n I notice that others do something better in schoOl than

26. n my father and Iare togethef, we

. 27. think. most people my age are

28. When people ignore me, I
29. When I get worried, I
30. When my mother punishes me,.I

31. When people tell me to do someteng, I
32. What I want to do most in life is

33. When I get mad, I Is

34. When I need help, I usually depend on
35. People my age who work with me are

36. Having rules set by your parents,

37. If I lose most of the time at playing game, I

38. P4, tither thinks I am

. 39., Hard workbis
40. Most people treat other people

r.
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Name

APPENDIX L

STORY COMPLETION
STAGE I

School Grade

Age Sex

City a
Date

'INSTRUCTIONS

On the following pages you will find at the top of each page the

beginning of a story. In each story you are to read the beginning

very carefully-and then finish the story in your own words. Tell . -

what happened, what the people in the story think, how they feel,

and how 'the story finally comes out. Make sure you write a

Complete story, not just a sentence or two. There is no correct

way to finish any of .the stories; just write what you think happens.

Use your imagination..

,You have 10 stories to Complete in this period. It is very .

important that you finish all of the stories. When you are through

with a story go right on to the next one.

0

-1104-
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STORY 1

Finish this story by telling what happened and how the story ends.

Mary's teacher suggested that the class write a paper over the
) weekend. This was extra work that the teacher did not usually ask

;1 them to do. If they did.it, they could get extra credit toward

their gyade in class. On Sunday, Maiy was getting ready to'go

out with some friends when she remembered the paper. Mary ...ow.

1

STORf -2

John was playing in the street with his friends. His father came

by and'told them to get out of the street because it was not safe

to play there. Then his father left. John

0/
STORY3

Barbara was working inside the house and lipr little sister was
playing outside'with her friends. Suddenly Barbara' heard her

little sister start to cry. Barbara .

.1STORY 4

-Billy's fa y moiled into a new neighborhood where he did not know

anybody. Th first day he went out of the house he saw some boys at

thvcorner of the street plailing. Billy

/

George and his mother (had been visiting George's grandmotLr in

a different city.. After they boarded the train to go home George

asked his mother if he could go get a drink of water. His mother

said he could but told him not to get off the train. Geoug'went to
get the water and saw a candy stand in the station. He got off the

train and while he was buying some candy the train pulled out oethe
station. Georg;

STORY 5

-1105

a
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C STORY 6. 2

. A boy named Tom was try to make a kite.' He was putting the

last'stitiinto plate whenfthe stick broke. He did not have any

more sticks'. Tom

- Jean and her Erie s started to.play a'Fame. Jean thought' it should

be played one way; h r friend thought it should be played differently. ,

STORY.7

Jean

STORY 8
$

Ong.ef classmates came walking up to him mrle day in an

angry mood. He oved Peter hard against the wall. Peter

4 r

Helen.was00t shopping by herself when suddenly one of the sales'

ladies in the store called to the manager,' "That's the girl I told

you about.'', ',The manager started walleini over to Helen with an

STORY '9

.angry look.on'his face. Helen
. .

6 .

Grace thought that her mothers-bad punished her .unfairly. Grace

4

STORY 10

4

.

3
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Name

APPENDIX M

STAGE III
STORY COMPLET/ON

School
4.

grade

r. \
Age Sek

TeaCher

City Date°

.

INSTRUCTIONS

On the following pages you will find at the top of each page the
beginning of a story. ',For each story you are to read the beginning .

:very carefully and then finish the story in your own words. Tell

what happened, what the people the story thinkhow they feel, and
Mow the story finally comes- out. Make sure you write a complete,

/tory, not just a sentence orAwo. There is no, correct way ,to finish

any of the stories, just write what.xou think-htfppens. Use your

imagination.. iYou will have seven stories to'complete in this period
and you will have exactly five minutes ro'write each stow.' you will
be'told when three minutes are up and'when four minutes'are up. At

the end of,five minutes everyone faust stop writing.on'that story.. If
:you Piniskwriting,a.story before fiVe minutes-are up, then you
shOuid 'wait until you are told to go on to the next story. Do not

begirt- wriqng the next. story until you are told. Qo not go back and

work on an earlier story that,you may not have finished:
. (

o.

'41

s
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I

Story l

"Mary had apaper to write over the weekend for school on Monday.
On,Sunday, Mary was getting ready to go oub with some friendp when
she remembered that she had not yet written the paper. Mary

Story 2

"BiIly's.family moved to a new town where he did not know anyone.
On the first day he went out of the house, he saw some boys his'age
at the corner of the street playing. Billy

fl

1 t

Story 3

db.
"Onerpf Peter's classmates came walking up to him one-day in an

'angky mood. He shoved Peter hard against the wall. Peter
.6

Story4 4
.

"Saturday Jane" went to a movie. Uhen'the movie' wa over she went

home. ,AL., she was going in the house' she remember that she had

left her new coat at the movies. She bid been war ed about losing

things in the past. Jane 11

Story 5

"Evetyone in Susan's class was to work on a project:'' The te4Oher:had

givenlhe class a list of toPics from which'to choose. Susan was

halfinished with her topic when she found out that the topic she
was, working on was not on the list the teacher had given. Sjan
...f

Story 6

'"GePrge was at a neighbor's house one day visiting with his neighbor's
,little boy. George bumpeti into a table and knocked off waluable

ft

vase. It broke into many pieces. George

Story 7

.

"Bob's scout troop was having a contest for the best del racing
car. The day'before the 'contest Bob was finishing is car. One of

the wheels broke into many pieces.- Hedid not have any more wheels
and he had already spent all of his money. Bob

if

*

r

40:

r

8

4
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APPENDIX N

STAGE II -.PARENT INTERVIEW INSTRUMENT

My name is
I am from The University of Texas.

Last year your child was part of's large group in Austin selected
to fill obi some questionnaires at school. .At the same time, iimilar_
groups of children in seven different countries werelliling out the
same questionnaires. Wiare interested in finding out how children
handle different kinds of si'tuat'ions, what they think about jobs,
occupations, and school.

We hope the results of this project will help improve education
here and in other countries, toy.

. .

Th is year we are interviewing parents - her e in Austin and in- the .

same other countries -we used last year. We wou like sb talk to

mothers And lathers, too.
./ .

We, here at. The University of Texat,Pare not interested in'

individuals as such, but Americans in general. Your replies will

be coded and are strictly confidential.' The interview takes abolit an
hour. Would you co-operate with us and answer a few questions?

Answers to frequently asked questions:

Are you selling anything?.

Does this havelLnything todp,witb my child's grades No.." .
Who is paying for this? The University of Texas-through a gran

from the U.S. Office pf Educition,

'have the Austin Schools approved of this? yes.'

Why was I selected? .... Because your child was one of the ones who'
filled out our questionnaires at school last year.

4

What use will be made of this msterial? It will be used! for

scientific and research purposes only to helpimprove edUcation 4

! .

)
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V

. 8
r* INFMATION SHEET ,

I
.

. ...,. .

2. InCerviewer FatherrMother
, ,

' -2. ID Numbei Child's First Name
\...._

.

Age Group

3. Ages of X'i Brothers and Sisters (M,F)

ti

4. What adults live in your home?
Mother'' t Others (who else?)
Father-

Grandmother.
Grandfather

5. Who takes care of xr.
Mother Other
rather

,

6. Who else rakes care of X?
spends time pith X4

(Main responsibility for X)

(Takes some responsibility for or

7. Birth Plate (Mother)

6., Birth Place (Father)

9. Mother's Year of;Birih (Age,: )

25-29r' .30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49 50-54 55-59 60-64

10. Father's Year of Birth ) (Age:

25 -29 30-34 35-39 40,-44 45 -49 50-54 ' 55-59 60-64

11.,Mbther's Occupation.
A

12. Father's Occupatilon

amft

13: Mother's EducatiOn

14. Fathee.s Education

.
Tide in Present House: 1esa than 1 1-2 3-4 5-6.7-8 9 -lb 11-12

k 's' 13-14 15+

A210
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16. Where else have yop lived since X was born?'

17. Have there been any.doccasioW when X has been away from home for
6 months, or.more? )Yes(if4yes) Why?
Nb .

18._- ,(If yes) Hoar old. was Xithen?I
19. Has X ever), h in the hospital?

Yes If yes 'Why?

No r

.20. (If `yea) ow long?

IS".

21.. (If yes) How old was X then?

.22.' Have there been any'occasions when either parent has been living
from home regularly or.lor 6 Months:or-more?

Mother a Father
Yes (If yes, what circumstances) Yes (If yes, what circumL"

No No stances)[

23. Now' we would like to get some, informatidp regarding X. Please
give me some words or phrases which you feel describe X in terms

of his schoolwoik.

(If not answeredltully above, get information
questions)

24. Now does X feel about school?

/-.

on the following

25.,What makes him feel that way?

26. How 'do you think he dies in School?

27. 'Do you do anything to encourage X in his schoolwork?

Yea ye4) What do you do?

Po

28. illOve you met X's teacher?.

Yei (If yes) How did you meet?
No

*
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29. When X has'homework milltt does he usually do?

Jo.

.

(If horanswersd fully above, get information on the following
questions)

How does he go about its

31. What do you do.to see that X gets his homewbrk done:

32. How often does he pUt off his homework to do other things?
Always
FAquently
Sometimes
Seldom
Never

33. What would he do if he were nearly finished with his homework
and he found. that he -had been doing it the'Wrotig way?

34. What do you feel the school's job, or responsibility is?

35. How important do youthytk school is?
Most important
Very important
'Important
Unimportant
Worthless

(If not answered fully above)

36. Why?

37. Mow far..would you like your child to go in school?

38. How far do you think he really will go in school?

.01

ar
q

We tre also interested in,what,chIldren do outside (f school; hod they
spend their time, their activities, how much time 'they itpend. around

'.

adults, how much with the family,. etc.

39, When he is not in schooll what kinds of "things.does X 'SO?

(If got answered fully above, ask:)

*A.
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40. What kinds of things, does he do with you?

41. ,What kinds of things does he do with his mother?
father?

It

- 42. What kindsof things does he do with the family.

43. Dots he belong'to any clubs, organizations-,
Yes (If yes, list)
No

or groups? 4\

44. *Does he have any hobbies, lessons, or classes?

Yes (If yes, list)
No

45. When you want X to do something, how do youo ab ut get n7

hIM to do it? 1

46. How-does he respond to this? ,

F
47. What follow up is needed to see that he does it?

48. if'you see that he is doing d job the right way, what do

you.do?

49. How-a6es he react to this? ,

50. What jobs or chores does he have around the house?
, .

(If any chores ,are mentioned, get- information pn the following

questions)

51. What are the reasons for his having them?

52. Nw often do you have to see that he does them?

Always
Frequently
Some
Seldon
'Never 1

53. Does he txy to get others to do them for him?

Yea (If yeti. Who?

No



54. Ho* well does he do them?

Excellent

Good
Satisfactory
Poor

Very Poor **.

55. Hoer -often dtes.X he.lp-around.the house without being asked?

Always
Frequently
Sometimes
Seldom
Never

4

56. How do you,usually discipline or punish X?'

57. What does he do? (In response to punishment mentioned in 56)

'58. How does his lather usually discipline' or punish X?

mother

59.. What does X do? (In response to punishment mentioned in 58)

60. How does he react when you criticize-him?

61. How does hereact when his father criticizes him?

mother

62. How does 4e react wh n his brothers and sisters or other

children criticize hi *? .

-(Do not ask paredts of 10 year olds,63 through 68)

63. Does X have a egular job'or work'outside the home? (Record

1.1
whether after chool or during vacation)

Yes(If yes At does he dd?

Ho .

(If not answered fully above, get.,information on the following

qnestions)
.

64. How does he feel about his jab?

65. Why does he work?

.4

I

C
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66. 'How did he.gethis job?

67. How hard doei he work at is

is

job?

68. Does he ask for help when he runs into problems or difficulties
on the job?
Yes
No

M "

69. What particular type of job or occupation would you like to
see X take up when he is 'grown?

70. What type of job or occupation would you not like to see X
take'vp when he' is grown up?

71. What type of work do you feel X would like to do-when he
groMs up?

72. What type of work do you feillE probably will do when he
grows up?

.
t

73. .Children are different in how they get &Yong with other
children, How does X get, along with other children?

74. What do you do to helpX get along with other children?

75. In what mays do X's friends'influence his behaviA?

76., hat do you .think about this? (Friend's influences described

in 75)

77. When, X'gets worried what does he do about it?

(If not answered fully above, get information on the following

questions)

78. What kinds of things does he worry about?

79. 'How do you tell when X is worried?

80. When he has worries does he turn to others for help?
Yes (If yes) Who?

-' No

81. What do you usually advise X to do when he is worried?

-1115-
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.

82. What kinds of things make X angry?:

(If not answered fully above)

,832 'What else besides his brother. and sisters- make himIngry?

84. -What does X usually domhen he gets angry?

85. What(does X usually do when he gets angry at you?

86. What does X usually do when he gets angry at his fathe r?

87. What doex. X'usuelly do when a'friend is angry at him?

88. WHSt(does X usually do when someone hurts his feelings?

/

In addition to the `information you'v e given us abqut X at home

jn4 school, we're also interested in your ideas and activities

asa parent. ,
, - ,,

kr
:Different people-feel different things are important. What do.

.you feel are the important thidgs a child should learn as a

person, as be is growing up? -
,

-

/.

90,

.

,

Have you taken any courses or'aaining sinceyou left school? ;(

Yes (If yes) What kind?

No .

, . I.

'*%) .

'..

(If yes, get informationon the following questions)-

91. ,Why did you. take it (them

92. 4hen did you take it (them) ?:

93. Did yod complete it (them)?

'Yes ^
.

No (If no) What happined?

94. Do you feel Yod gained from it?

Yes (If.yes) How?
No'

, .0 ,

L

(Do n ask 95 through,103'of housewives):

,95. You said yo were a , could you'tell me

hoW you came to be in this kind of work?

I
J. tj:"))
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96: What is your job like?,
A

(If"not answered fully above, get information on the following

questiOnos) -

97. How do you feel about it?

98. What do you like about it?

99. What do you dislike about it?

100. Would you choose the same kind of work if you had it to do over

againl'

Yes
No

101. When you are on'the job, and problems come up about the work, what

do you do?
,

's

102. What is the best way to get alig with your fellow workers

(colleagues)?
/

103. What ip the best way to get along with your boss or supervisor?

(do'not ask of professionals who have no supervisor)

104. What. do you think or do when triticizedZ

(If not answered fully above, get inforriation on the following

.'\.
quest .ions)

% 4
,

105.
.

By husband?
wife?

106. By friends?

.107. By yOur own children?

108." What kinds of things make you angry?

109. What do you usually do when/you are-Angry?

,;
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.116: i do intere Ling things artist
t

. do cliff enCthings .
money .(7---
get ahead' nice ace work

in nt new things .
own way

what:father does--.--I
always having a job eople you like.

help other people -.
4

be amous

doing...job well

lead other,people
.

*
- .

Now there is anosher thir$ I 'woul.
.

ke you to do for mg. Here

are some cards on which are printed'some statements about work.

.1.e, .

Would you'please.read each one-and then sort the cards into two

piles. In the left hand pile put those which you would consider

ast importqnt/in choosing i lob. ..
--

,. . .
. . .

When thi%. s,has been done sap "Now Iiwoii. like you to take each
. .

_ .

1/4

,

pile"and place them in order from moseto'tast, so on top of the

left hand pile is the car&'with the 3tatemeht that vould be the

most likely .to influenCe you, i..11-E-hoosing a job while%arthe botpm
e.

of-thevright hind pile is the bard w,ith the statement that would -

be the least important' to yciu, t . .... ' .- .

le

. a N
C

. , ..

'

111. Is there anythi else about X. that xbu would like to tell me?

.. a.

a

p

'a

°
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